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Aet. I.—the "PARABLES OF THE KIXGDOM" IX
THE LIGHT OF TO-DAY

PAirr TI

The question of en^llonmc'lJt proposed in the parable of the
sower is broadly cosmic. In the parable of the tares, which follows,

a narrower field of inquiry is cliosen.

I. The Problem of Organic Origins. Our attention is

now diverted from the behavior of the soil to that of the seed.

It is no longer the hindrance of normal growth that occasions
surprise, bnt the intrusion of the apparently abnormal. Admit-
ting that diversity of soil may occasion increase or diminution
of fruitage even where the soil is all good, how are we to account
for entire change of fruitage where soil and seed are both alike

good ? ''Didst thou not sow good seed in thy field ? Whence then
hath It tares ?" There is surmise as well as surprise in the ques-
tion. One of two possible explanations seems always to have
promptly occurred to men. They are:

1. Spontaneous Generation. The notion that nature, which
"can do all thing-s, witliout the help of the gods," can make the
forces it has generated blaze of themselves into life at last, has
seemed plausible enough from the time when men began to guess
at the riddle of the universe. If motion becomes heat, why may
not heat become life? Sanguine experimenters are still dream-
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ing of breAving life out of a gallipot. They are still falll)ig in

love with work of their hands as Pj'gnialion did, and trying to

extort the gift of breath for it. But success grows less and less

likely. The man who thinks lie has reached the desired goal

GJily reveals his own carelessness or incompetency as an observer,

if we may trust one who was himself so competent an observer

as Professur Huxley. It is a finally accepted axiom that "there

is no egg except from an egg." This inter))retation of the

mystery failing, there remains the alternative and equally self-

commending one, of

2. Transmutation of Species. Granting that the relatively

simple and inflexible wheels of natttre may not grind out a thing

so complex and flexible as life, may not the laigvr endowment of

life itself account for the new phenomenon^ The traditional

theory that wheat may capriciously turn into "chess" or "cheat"

still lingers among sense-tanght rustics. The Darwinian canoii,

that morphologic likeness infallibly reveals genealogic relation-

ship of affinity or descent, grows out of a similar conception.

For the fact that nature often indulges In "sports," true to type

in general but variant in detail, manifestly made it possible to

believe that the novel yet nearly resembling "cheat" might have

sprtmg from the familiar wheat. But to accept mere resem-

blance of form as universally the index of alliance, through

"descent with modification," leads to gross absurdity. We must

then believe that the rose leaf is the progenitor of the rose-leaf

bug, which copies it slavishly, even to discoloration and sjjots

of decay. "We ]uust even susjX'Ct some genetic affinity between

these two and the curiotisly patterned frost leaf on the pane. It

is at least worth observing that, as before noted, no fo'-m of veg-

etable life better fitted to refute the notion in question cotild

have been chosen than the cereal, for it has, in a unique sense,

resisted the attem])t to discovei' ancestral relations for it or to

find any tendency to variation or reversion to a cruder form.

The enigma, therefore, is not to be thus solved. Meantime the

mimicry of the wheat by the tares, emphasized in the parable,

demands a passing notice. It brings into view the much-debated

theorv of
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3. Protective Resemblance. It has been argued plausibly

that cei'tain inferior forms of life have survived because they

have acquired or retained marked imitative peculiarities. These

resemblances %vere thus somehow originated, it "was thought^ out

of the necessities of the weak and were defensive in character.

But the tares in the present case, although "protected" from

uprooting by their resemblance to the "wheat, "U'cre themselves

the aggressors upon their better, though "weaker, rival. And
this exposes the fallacy of the theory in question, for nature, in

fact, equips her combatants for their life struggle Avith unim-

peachable impartiality. The tawny striped hide of the tiger

conceals him, in the jungle, from the htimble creature he seeks

to pounce upon as completely as any of its pectiliarities protects

it from him. It is a curiotts inversion of logic, in any case, for

those who attribute the production of every idiosyncrasy to the

mechanical operation of unintelligent catises to seize tipon a

single one as in itself betraying intelligent originating purpose.

That the tares bear an itncanny likeness to the wheat does not

])ro\e that they are born of the wheat they help to destroy, nor

that the likeness was intended to preserve them while doing their

unfriendly woi'k. We mttst look beyond any of the causes assigned

for the explanation of the new ])henonienon. The trtie and only

cause is fotiud in the discovery of

4. An Unseen World of ]\Jicro-organisms. The microscojic

has now uncovered a hitherto unsuspected realm of life. Earth,

water, and air arc found to swarm with millions of infinitesimal

s])ores, largely inimical to life in its higher ranges. These look

vigilantly for a lodgment, and, having found it, multijily with

amazing speed. From this hidden realm come the intruders

whose origin once, seemed so obscure. They are not the aberrant

outgrowth of familiar things nor are they seedless in origin.

They bear seed ''after their kind," and are born of seed, as rigor-

ously as any plant or tree. And this nineteenth century account

of the matter is substantially identical with that given in this

parable. It is not the soil nor the wheat that has produced the

tares ; "an enemy hath done this." It was secret work, for it

was done "while men slept." It was actual and alien seed, for
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it was "sowed.'' The "kingdom of darkness" constantly referred

to in Scripture has its counterjxirt at least in that occult region

from wlicnco come these insidious foes. It is the hiding place

and arsenal of the ''enemy."

IT. The Problem of a VifaJ Force. The parable of the

mustard seed narrows and deepens tlie field of vision. It passes

from soils, and seeds, and the abnormal processes of hindrance

or intrusion from without, to the behavior of a single seed work-

ing noi-mally from wiihin. It fastens attention on the inherent

mystery of germinatirm and growth. The companion parable,

given by Mark, puts it pithily. It notes the wonder of him Avho

Las "cast seed upon the earth," that it should "spring up and

grow, he knoweth not how." The theoi-ist is apt to imagine the

restatement of the problem as equivalent to its solution. "I never

was born, but just growed," said Topsy. Growth is so familiar

a phoiomenon that we are content to call it "natural" and

assume that ii is thert-fore simple. The liigh evolutionist echoes

Topsy's simple explanation of the existing order of things, but

substitutes a new name : "The universe never was created but

just evolved'' (that is "growed," as he takes pains to explain).

But the word "grow" (to say nothing of "evolve") is highly

cabalistic. It masks much more than it reveals. It notes visible

advance, through shoot and trunk, to full-formed tree, but it

tells nothing of the hidden agency that masters complex processes,

and guides them wittingly to a definite result. The word "grow,"

moreover, is well fitted to betray us through its elasticity of appli-

cation. It readily takes on a metaphorical sense, which then is

assumed to be literal. Witness the familiar trope, "the more the

marble wastes the more the statue grows." It is precisely this

figurative use of the word which, illusively treated as literal,

gives color to the Darwinian explanation of the "origin of species."

The evolutionary "gTowth" there appealed to is mechanical ero-

sion; it is not "natural" but artificial. The phenomena of growth

hero hinted at remiitd us of its still unsolved mysteries involved.

It must be said of tliern, now as then, "he knoweth not how."

]. Automatism. Until "sowed'' the seed is as helpless a

victim of mechanical force as the clod. Etit, tinlike the clo.], it
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hides in itself an intangible somewhat which the cxpcrimcntali.-i

cannot discover, and for which he has no better name than the

obviou.-ly unscientific oi.e, a "potency." By help of this it

''si)rings np," nnastering- ]i(-neeforth the force of gravity that has

been thus far its nnistcr. Thoreau 1 bought he saw a master key

of the enignnas of growth in the image of an inverted tree carved

out by the rainfall on tbo side of a railroad eml)aid-:ment. T>nt

the key does not reach the deepest wards of the lock. The water

is drawn irresistibly down along a channel mechanically shaped

by visibly controlling stone or nodule; but the tree sjirings up

and there are no discoverable molds into which it runs.

2. Increase by assimilation. The ''smallest of all seeds"

becomes '^greater than the herbs." We are told that some seeds

not a hundredth part of the size of a pin's head grow in a single

night to the size of a great gourd. They multiply cells at the

rate of nearly a hundred million in a minute. They grow as much
in a night as our children do i]i ten years. And this growth in

bulk is not the result of aggregation only, as^in case of the

mineral. That accumulates mechanically, under mathenuitic

regimen, and remains homogeneous throughout. But the seed

lays hold of the soil into which it has been cast only to spring from

it. It borrows material from it only to transmute and incorporate

it into itself. It gathers, digests, differentiates, and organizes

it into a symmetrical whole. It shapes and reshapes its own

organs at need. In all this it parts widely from the nondiving

realm.

3. Creative Activity. '*Tt becomcth a tree." The old quarrd

between the evolutionist and the e})igenesist turned on the ques-

tion whether the tree was simply an enlarged phase of its own
miniature self -existing in the seed, or whether i*t had come to

be as a new thing. The latter doctrine has prevailed, although

by a curious freak of inversion it has taken on its old rival's name.

It is now comiuonly agrceil that the ])rocess by which the great

branching tree is elaborated from the tiny round seed is one

involving a strictly creative element. The germinal protoi)lasm

is absolutely structureless to the sharpest microscopic vision.

]Moi'c than that, it litei-ally dies; that is to say, it disintegrates
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and disappears. The causative source of the unfolding tree is that

mysterious son^e^^hat within the seed beyond the longest reach of

scalpel or microscope, which lias been already alluded to as a ^'po-

tency." So that the "things that are seen were not made of the

things that do appear." The "potency" thus revealed is not a re-

sultant of slowly advancing processes from below. "The change

is instantaneous/' says Bealc; "the life flashes, as it were,

into the particles, and they live." And it is itself as new and

as diverse in action as are the things it brings into being.

Chemical compounds are homogeneous and symmetric. All

crystallization is in straight lines. But "in germs the want

of symmetry is the first hint of formative purpose." "A^ital

movements dift'er from all others in being unsymmetrical and

in all directions and forms; without rhythm." Asserting its

freedom from the meclianical, at first, in this spasmodic and

erratic way, life settles anon into a new form of symmetry,

revealing itself in the curved grace and beauty of leaf, and

flower, and fruit. It is an unmistakably new agency that, through

counterpoised heredity and variation, brings into being things

perennially new.

4. Selective Efficiency. The brainless, wingless seed, cast

upon the wayside, can neither see nor escape the more richly

endowed bird. But, quickened, it has wit enough to build a

structure so elaborate and attractive, that "the birds of heaven

come and lodge in the branches thereof." By what strange power

is it helped to solve problems that the birds cannot ? For there

are here prodigies of achievement in the solution of problems

chemical, mechanical, arcliiteetural, and artistic. And they are

solved without help of crucible, pattern, or tool of any kind. The

earthworm, which seems but a random scratch at the bottom of

nature's page, is able, as Mr. Darwin satisfied himself by roj^eated

experiments, to solve the jiroblein of least resistance as accurately

as the most acute mathematician. For he seizes the stone or

paper left near his hiding place at exactly the right point to drag

it most easily over his door. The hermit of Walden Pond was

curious to learn how much pumpkin there might be in his ])ack

yard. lie did not turn to tlu- Academy of Sciences for iuforma-
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tion, kiio\viiig it would be a vain quest, but he put a Jiplomaless

pumpkin seed into the soil and set it upon the task of answering.

It ferreted out forty pounds of pumpkin and hung its answer on

the garden fence. A perishing vine has been known, impelled

by that ''scent of water" of which Job speaks, to climb an inter-

vening wall that it may thrust its thirsty roots into a well on the

farther side. The mystery of life thus outlined suggestively in

the first century remains as attractive and as impenetrable in the

twentieth. The challenge "Have ye understood all these things ?'

remains still unmet. We have resolved life into a "potency," but

have thereby confessed its secret to be beyond the reach of micro-

scope or crucible. It lingers, inaccessible, "behind the veil."

•The antithesis between the good and bad soils finds expres-

sion in a single parable, that of the sower. The same is true as

to tlie good and bad seed. But it requires two j^ai'fibles, that of

the mustard seed and that of the leaven, to bring out the con-

trast betwr^en gro\\i]i and counter-grov^'th. The latter parable,

accordingly, propotmds

III. The Problem of Dcsiructive Agencies. The most

intricate and baffling of the phenomena that confront the biolo-

gist are those connected with fermentation. "We have, as yet,

no certain idea of the action of organic ferments." So wrote

Schutzenberg in 1STG. Johnson, in his Chemistry of Comnion

Life, pronounced it "physiologically and chemically inexplicable."

Stibsequent research has left the riddle only incompletely solved.

The parable of the leaven fixes ottr inquiring gaze upon this

uniquely perplexing process, seizing with wonderful accuracy

upon its njost eccentric features.

1. Shrinking from Light. The leaven is not said t<^ have

been "so\\ni" as were the seed in the preceding parables. It was

"hid" in the receiving medium, for the yeast plant belongs to

that singular section of the plant vcorld, the fungoid, which

reverses the ordinary and essential habit of the vegetable king-

dom; it "loves darkness rather than light." It still further

divorces itself from its kindred, and allies itself with the animal

kingdom, for, like the animal, and unlike any other vegetable,

it absorbs oxviien and 2;ives oil carbon dioxide. It thus takes
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on often a ficslilike texture and odor, even becoming fetid and

attracting canion Hies. Its behavior at this point has seemed

so i^aradoxical to some biologibts that they have assigned it a

separate phice, as intermediate between plants and animals.

These peculiarities, together with its intolerance of light, explain

the necessity of its being ''hid"' rather than sown.

2. Parasitism. All plants which shun the light thereby

rob themselves of power to decompose the inorganic elements of

the soil and assimilate the product. They thus become necessarily

parasitic; they must feed on that which lives or has lived. The

leaven must needs have been hid in meal, therefore, for that had

been vitalized. In the soil it wouhl quickly perish. Finding a

congenial ])lace, it would begin at once to disintegrate the highly

complex tissues of the meal, degrading them to their original

inorganic state. It would thus wantoidy aud quickly unmake

what the living plant had so deftly and patiently made. The

discovery of the wide prevalence of such apj^arently maleficent

agencies in the organization of the universe has been an occasion

of endless surprise and bewilderment. It is the more astonishing

because of the marked indulgence given them. There are said

to be over three thousand species of vegetable parasites alone.

They multiply in numbers and develop in size with a speed that

is startling. Mac^tillan tells of fungi that throw off thirty

thousand cells a minute and grow three inches in twenty-five

minutes. Why should these malign desti-oyers be given so great

advantage in the struggle for life over the nobler forms on which

they prey ? Wq here reach the edge of the broader and age-long

question which lurks behind all such inquiries: how to explain

the permitted origin of physical evil in any form.

3. Toxic Stimidus. The most mysterious element of the

process in question ]-emains still to be remarked upon. The

leaven having been hid in the meal, the "whole was leavened."

Ko report is made as to what befell the leaven itself. The meal

was not incor})orated into its life, but leavened, that is, modified

by its diffused iutluence. P»ut how? Here is the crux of the

problem. Fermentation was formerly attributed to indej'teiident

chemical agency. -On the discovery of the yeast plant it was at
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once credited to its vital working; but later investigation shows

the newlv found organism to be the occasion only, not the direct

originator, of the process. Fermentation is a process of dissolu-

tion which, left to itself, ends iu putrefaction and destruction.

The oTOwing leaven cannot of itself directly accomplish this,

but it has the extraordinary j)Ower to subsidize innocent chemic

forces to its nefarious purpose. The dough, stirred by the chemic

gases thus generated, rises and grows as if alive. But it is a

counterfeit of life only. It is incipient death. It thus appears

that the three kingdoms a^-e insidiously laid under tribute by the

leaven to inaugurate a process which, permitted to go on to com-

pletion, VN'ould infect the wholesome meal into which it is admitted

and make it poisonous. For, being a plant, it has taken on animal

features and functions from above, and laid hold of and com-

pelled the help of chemic forces from below, to accomplish its

unfriendly work. The mystery gi'ows deep. But a hint of relief

is given iu the sttggested

4. Sttbordinalion of Evil to Good. The leaven was not hid

in the meal unintelligently, nor withotit purpose. The ''woman"

who hid it was certain to keep a vigilant eye on it, and at the

right time thrust the risen loaf into the oven. The movement

toward decay would be thus arrested, and the gaseous aeration,

suffered to proceed only so far, would be healthfully appropri-

ated. Joseph's brethren ^'meant it for evil" when they sent him

forward through the pit to slavery, but God "meant it for good/'

and brouglit good through it. The leaven still may "mean it for

evil" when it breeds incipient toxin iu the meal, but the shrewd

house-mother also still "means it for good," and continues wisely

to hide it in the rneak

The last three parables are addressed to the disciples alone.

It may be assumed that they require keener vision, to reach their

greater depth of significance, than do the others. They lay less

' exclusive emphasis on the independent ongoing of the lower

world, passing on to consider the motives and conduct of men

as influenced by or influencing nature. Human nature is a part

(•f nature at large, and as such it is subject to generic laws, but

the edifice of creation eidarues as it rises. Its higher stories sue-
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cessivcly ovorhanp: the lower. Physiology is harder to under-

stand than physics, and psychology harder than either, and the

ascending hierarchy of laws grows steadily more voluminous and

subtly intricate. These parables may, therefore, be dismissed

with briefer and less confident comment, for the "well is deep."

IV. The ProhJcm of Paraholie Purpose. All seven par-

ables reveal a carefully marked line of demarcation and contrast.

They set the evil over against the good, the false over against

the true. They reiterate, also, an earnest warning against de-

ception through failure to discriminate the really true from that

which is only illusively so. As in the case of the mustard and

the leaven, so in that of the hid treasure and the pearl, two par-

ables are set over against each other to bring out the antithesis.

These two parables are notably alike in some particulars. Some
interpreters have even inclined to treat them as substantially

identical in purport because of this. In each a man becomes

aware of a treasure, in each he becomes its owner, and in each

it costs his all to secure it. Were this all that is meant, it is

inconceivable that two j^arables should have been given where

one would have sufficed. The real significance of the teaching

must lie in the differences noted. These seem to center in the

mental attitude of the two men. The finding was in the one case

an accident and surprise ; in the other it was the outcome of

intelligent and patient search, ending only with the finding of the

particular "pearl of great price." In the one case the treasure

vras hid again, its nature even not being disclosed ; in the other

it was plainly utilized. In the one case the field, with its still

hidden prize, was bought, in the other it was not the casket

containing the pearl, nor the gulf from which it has come, and

where otliers might lie hid, but the pearl itself that was secured.

This contrast touches the marrow of pur^^ose in parabolic

teaching.

1. Indolent Conteiit with Superficial Truths. The parable

has been defined as the "husk which keeps the kernel from the

indifferent and for the earnest." In this sense it was said to have

been given to the careless midtitude, "that seeing they might not

see, and hearing they might not understand." And this conceal-
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ing function is Jis true of the '"'all parables" nature gives her,

childi-cn as of those given by Christ. Eak\iric mothers used to>

place their younglings' breakfast on an overhanging limb that

they might learn to bring it down with a bow. The earth brings

forth fruit of itself, and holds it out to the hungry, that thoy may

learn to improve it. It invitingly betrays the hiding place of

coal and the precious metals that they may be dug for and

wrought. It sets us simple lessons in swimming and flight in

the equipment of fishes and birds that we may build ships and

aeroplanes. It furnishes a primer of artistic form and color in

the flowers that Phidias and Eaphael may 'be taught thereby.

But he who dismisses flower, bird, coal, and wheat as exhausted

of all possible, if not all real, meaning for us by chemical, and

liistological, and mechanical analysis, has "stuck in the bark."

It is not true that nothing is true except what we can "experi-

mentally verify." He who thinks so contciits himself Avith half-

truths instead of the truth. He willingly carnalizes the vision

and buries the proft'ered treasure in the earth. In his case, surely,

if "knowledge comes," it is true that "wisdom lingers."

2. Earnest Quest for Final Truth. Before the ever-sharp-

ening eye of the explorer, reaching higher into the heavens, pier-

cing deeper into the heart of the material world beside us, dift'er-

ences of material constitution tend to disappear, forces resolve

themselves into modes of a single force, laws unify themxselves as

law. This convergence in the Avorld of sense awakens reasonable

expectatio]! of like convergence in the ecpially real, although far

more occult, world of sensation and mentality. Beyond the solid

and easily accessible earth lies the restless unfathomable sea.

Out of its mysterious depths comes the pearl. It is unique among

gems. Xo other requires half the courageous venture or entaik'^ lialf

the peril in obtaining. The pearl diver, armed with a knife to con-

tend against sharks, and with ears and nostrils artillcially pro-

tected against the enormous pressure below, plunges into the

deadly depths. Life is often the cost of the venture. The pearl

alone, unlike the diamond or any other gem, will endure no touch

of human hand. Like the altar of old, the "workman must not

lift U]) any tool upon it." It alone, also, is the product of vital
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processes. It is tbe resi)oiisc of a woimdcd life covering with

loving beauty the imfrieiidly grain that has -wounded it, Tho

process is niysterions but the faet unquestioned. Complete in

itself, the product of suiTering and brought through suffering, at

the peril of life, it seems to betray the deepest secret of the

universe. One can but remember that while the foundations of

the heavenly city arc varied, its gate is of a single pearl. And
we also are reminded that Jesus said, '"T am the door." The

Jews were proud of their exclusive title to tbe Scri]")tures. They

"thought" that "in them thoy had eternal life." But they were

content with the husk; th'-y did not faithfully '''search" for the

life therein. He only who goos below the surface phenomena

of the terrestrial can find in the depths of the spiritual "the

truth"-—the '"'pearl of groat price."

V. The ConcJud'uKj Disclosure. The Orientals call the

sea the ''night of the deptbs," The earth itself sprang out of it.

All life is still burn of water. It is the home of unsolved mysteries.

The things that fall into it "suffer a sea change into something

rich and strange." Strange forms of life play in its waters, and

the waters thcinselves thrill with strange forces. It fitly sums

up the dominant features of the present unexplained order.

1. The Eealm of Conspicuous Freedom. It is the "un-

charted sea." It tolerates no fences nor proprietary lines. It

bears up impartially and parts easily to tbe touch of all its

varied tenants. It gives ungrudging room to the grasping octo-

pus and the savage shark, as well as to the innocent snnill fry

and the beneficent food fishes. Its fluont tides are released from

the unchanging rigidity of tlie earlh. In this primary impres-

sion of unobstructed play fif independent forms arid forces it

fairly symbol Izes the woild at large. The flying clouds, the

tangled copse, the wandei'ing winds, the variegated landscape,

the flitting bird, the sjiringing forest tenantry, as well as the dan-

ciiig wave, testify of movement of all at "their own sweet will."

Of this free agency man is supremely conscious. It makes his con-

duct so capricious and un])redictable that a technically accurate

science of history has been pronounced impracticable. Of all the

mysteries of this present woild none is more profound than the
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siKlden explosion of those wanton extravagances of popular 2:)assion

that led Bislioj) Bntler to question Avhether communities might

not, like individuals, Ijocome instantly insane.

2. The Eealm of llidden Law. Behind the veil in the old

tabernacle, in the depths of the sacred ark, reposed the tables of

the law. In nature, in like manner, dee])e]- research brings U3

always in siglit of hidden law. 'Jdie sweep-net of the parable curbs

no present freedom, it sends forward no warning shadow, it does

not obtrude nor in any way plainly report its presence. But it

moves on, ''uidiasting, unix'sting,'" impartial, irresistible, inevit-

able. When its work is 'done the freedom and concealment of the

sea have given place to utter helplessness of exposure in the open

day upon the naked shore. So the ashes of Vesuvius suddenly

arrested, transfixed, and permanently exposed to the gaze of suc-

ceeding ages the hidden immoralities of Pompeii. So the ripened

harvest of the world has been more than once reaped by some con-

vulsion of nature, as the har\cst of the sea is here represented to

have been. Uniformitarianism is no longer tenable as fully

explanatory of the history of the univei-se. The culmination of

the ripening year, the culmination of every life liistory, the cul-

mination of the age-long movements of mankind all point on to

One far off divine event

To which the whole creation moves.

The round of parables thus completes itself. Beginiiing with

the planted seed, it ends in the final ''thrusting in the siclde, for

the harvest of the earth is rijje." "]^othing is hid, that shall not

be made inanifest" in that day, and in its manifestation will be

revealed the "righteous judgment of God" embodied in the pres-

ent providential order.
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Aet. il—is the aet of QUESTIOXTXG
OBSOLESCENT?

Has the current generation of speakers and writers entirely

forgotten the art of asking questions ? Are we in danger of ignor-

ing the example and the practice of the great teachers who excelled

in the use of the interrogative method ( Is there any other method

of speech which possesses such quickening, arousing, challenging

force ? Docs not the very shape of the interrogation point indicate

the catching, penetrating, and holding function of a question ?

May we not pi-oiitably call to mind some of the masters of this

form of speech, and once in a while set out to study the catechiz-

ing methods and habits which gave thi-m nsefulness and celebrity?

These inquiries may serve to give a hint or two as to the scope and

aim of this paper.

Among the great teachei-s of the ages t^\o stand out distinct-

ively as masters of the art under consideration. One of them, in

Athens twenty-three hundred years ago, originated what is still

styled the Socratic method ; a game of question and answer where-

with its author waged a ceaseless warfare against ignorance which

assumed to be knowledge, and in opposition to those who, fancying

themselves to be wise, were by the -Athenian philosopher's shrewd

inquiries quickly shown to have only the mere empty assumption

and pretense of wisdom. Woe to those Avho paraded their intel-

lectual shams, who used any soi-t of cant, or who plumed them-

selves unworthily in view of their supposed philosophical acute-

ness, when they came to interview the uncouth, misshapen, but

discerning, witty, and i)hilanthropic Socrates! He would question

them with a quiet subtle shilJ, elicit from them a set of confused

answers, lead them' to conti-adict themselves again and again, and

at last to confess their half knowledge or their utter ignorance,

and then he would send them away in various moods—humblpd,

sullen, indignant, ]X'r]dexed, doubting, and, in some cases, anxious

to know the truth at any cost. As long as the name of Socrates

survives the world can hardly forget the challenging function, the

insinuating and awakening fo]-ce, and the resistless influence
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wbieli are involved in shrewdlj put questions. The other great

questioner, superior in his skill in this particular art and science

to all others in any age or land, was of course Jesus of Xazareth.

Who can study his methods and ministry without being impressed

with the keen, profound, matchless way in which he asked ques-

tions ? It is signilicant that the only incident of his boyhood

portrays him in the Temple at Jerusalem, among the teachers of

the law, "^'both hearing them and asking them questions." The

habit thus begun in his childhood he cultivated diligently, in

private and in public life, till his ministry on earth was finished.

With questions he encouraged the timid, instructed the docile,

rebuked the stubborn and undisccrning, warned the imperiled,

silenced the carping and captious, refured the contentious, and

denounced the hypocritical, according to the exigencies of the

hour. A complete list of his questions, collated from the Gos])cls

and duly organized according to their character and aim, would

make a useful study. Without any attempt to set them in logical

order, let us take a few specimens, gathered almost at random, as

illustrations of the extraordinary force and skill which our Lord

and his disciples embody in the interrogative form of speech:

Is not the life more than the food, aud the body than the raiment?

Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?

Why are ye fearfu], O ye of little faith?

For whether is easier, to say, Thy sins be forgiven thee; or to say,

Arise, and walk?

Believe ye that I am able to do this?

What went ye out into the wilderness to behold? a reed shaken with

the wind?

Whereunto shall I liken this generation?

Whereunto shall I liken the kingdom of God? *

What is wiitten in the law? How readest thou?

If Satan casteth out Satan how then shall his kingdom stand?

Who do men say that the Son of man is?

What shall a man be profited, if he shall gain the whole world and

forfeit his life?

What shall a man give in exchange for his life?

Who is the greatest in the kingdom of lieaven?

Why stand ye here all the day idle?

Are ye able to drink the cup that I am about to drink?

The baptism of John, whence was it? from heaven or from men?
Friend, how earnest thou in hither not having a wedding garment?

Whose is this image and superscription?
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Is it lawful on the sabbath to do good, or to do harm? to save a life,

or to destroy it?

Can the blind guide the" blind?

Why beholdest thou the rnote that is in thy brother's eye, but con-

siderest not the beam ihat is in thine own eye?

Why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?

Where is your faith?

What is thy name?
Who is it that touched me?
Which of these three, thinkest thou, proved neighbor unto him that

fell among the robbers?

If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children,

how much more shall your heavenly leather give the Holy Spirit to them
that ask him.

Man, who made me a judge or a divider over ycu?

Of how much more value are ye than the birds?

Ye know how to interpret the face of the earth and the heaven; but

how is it that ye know not how to interjjret this time?

If the salt have lost his savor, wherev^ith shall it be salted?

Behooved it not the Christ to suffer these things, and to enter into

his glory?

Art thou the teacher of Israel, and understandest not these things?

Wouldest thou be made whole?

Why seek ye to kill rce?

Why smitest thou me?
Have I been so long time with you, and dost thou not know me,

Philip?

Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou me?
If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee?

These questions thus brought together exemplify the large use

wliich the ]\1 aster made of interrogative forins of speeeh as an

element in his tcaehiiig, and thev also show the varied functions

of the qnestion as emjiloyed in \hc Gospels. Any discerning

student of Christ's ministry who Avill run attentively through the

fourfold account which the evangelists give of it, noting carefully

each instance where Christ uses aii interrogatory, and searching

otit the tmderlying rea-on connected with its cinployment, will

find the exercise full of suggestion and ricli in instruction. But our

Lord does not stand alone in the IJilile as the wielder of searching

power in the use of questions. Paul was a master questioner, as

the score or more of arguments cotiched in interrogative form, in

the second, third, and fourth cliapters of TJomans especially, indi-

cate. What a tremendous qiiestiun he asks in Kom. S. 31: ''If
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God be for.ns, who cau bo against us?" Yvhat a rebuke is found

in the next chapter: ''O nuin, who art thou that repliest against

God ?" What an appeal lie nuilas in 1 Cor. G. 7 : ''It is altogether

a defect in you, that ye have lawsuits one with another. Why not

rather take wrong? Why not rather be defrauded?" And, to

conclude this scanty treatment of the questions of the Xew Testa-

ment, with what awful nioiuent is the question found in Ileb. 2.

3, surcharged: ^'How shall we escape, if we neglect so great

salvation ?"

Instances in the Old Testament are equally impressive.

Throughout those ancient Scriptures we find again and again

great truths set forth in a startling way in the interrogative form,

skillfully ii:isinuated and implied by questions Avhich are pressed

home upon the conscience and often with terrifying force. In

nearly every instance the significance and power of the truths

involved and the weight and scope of the message vrould be greatly

lessened were the forui changod to that of a direct statement.

Whatever one may conclude as to the doctrine of verbal inspira-

tion, it is not a matter to be questioned for a moment that inspired

men, delivering a message from the Almighty and speaking in

his behalf, often put the truth they were charged to deliver not

into the shape of a declaration or a denunciation, but into the form

of a question, a question which in many cases has become monu-

mental in its meaning and immortal in its very form. To change

its form would be to rob it of its sinewy streng-th and its penetrat-

ing quality. The story of the temptation in Eden, i)i the third

chai)ter of Genesis, contains some apt and vital cases. The awak-

ening, penetrating, and arraigning force of tlie interrogation point,

rightly used, its appeal to the conscience, its power to bring the

transgressor face to face with his sin, to remind him of the retri-

bution which he has brought u])on himself, and to smite him with

humiliation and terror as in the immediate presence of the Al-

mighty—these qualities, and others like them, arc embodied in this

narrative with a skill and a fidelity to ess(Uitial truth which have

made their i-esistless appeal to countless generations of our race.

Take thesp four inquiries and note what searching and terrifying

force lies in them :

2
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And Jehovah God called unto the man, and said unto him, "Where art

thou? .... \Yho told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the

tree whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldest not eat? .... And
Jehovah God said unto the woman, Yv'hat is this that thou hast done?

In the next chapter are other illustrations of the principle under

discussion. What can be more dreadful, when we consider the

circumstances, than the arraignment of the first mtn-dercr ? "And
Jehovah said unto Cain, Where is Abel thy brother ?" The echoes

of that terrifying inquiry have resounded through all the cen-

turies, arresting the attention, awakening the dread, and haunt-

ing the conscience of countless hosts of men since that first gener-

ation of human history, men whose hands have been stained with

their brothers' blood. The novelist who has gained literary

immortality by his skill in depicting the fears, the remorse and

the unavailing flight of the murderer, pursued by the memory and

even the vision of the one he has slain, as, for instance, Dickens,

in that tragic chapter in which he depicts the brutal Bill Sykes

trying in vain to get away from the scene of his crime and the

sight of his victim, is only elaborating the arraigning inquiry

whereby Jehovah smote the first murderer to the quick of his

deepest soid : *'Where is Abel thy brother ?" A similar pathetic,

appealing and tragic quality is to be found in kindred utterances

of the Hebrew prophets. They are, in their interrogative form,

replete with a force, a world-wide application, a verbal edge and

a sin-revealing function which make them immortal in their awak-

ening ministry. Take heed, for example, to these specimen

inquiries, spoken by God's messengers to ancient Israel

:

What mean ye that yo crush my people, and grind the face of the

poor?

What could liave been done more to my vineyard, that I have not

done in it?

Wherefore do ye spend money for that which is not bread, and your

labor for that which satisfieth not?

O Ephraira, how shall I give thee up?

Were they ashamed when they had committed abomination? nay, they

were not at all ashamed, neither could they blush.

Why have they provoked me to anger with their graven images, and
with strange vanities?

O house of Israel, is not my way equal? are not your ways unequal?

Why will ye die, O house of Israel?
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Many other signilicaiit instances niiglit be cited, but these will

snggcst the moral possibilities which lie in this form of speech

when aptly used by those who have a message from God to deliver.

The snperiority which in many cases characterizes the qnes-

tioning form of speech, as compared with the dogmatic method

of utterance, cannot be overlooked. A fact may sometimes be

more impressively stated in interrogative form than by a direct

statement, while a principle, a law, or an hypothesis frequentlv

finds swifter entrance to the mind in that form than in any other.

The question makes a challenge for immediate consideration, forces

an appeal on the judgment and conscience, carries the case to the

bar of reason for instant attention, when an afhrmation, however
strongly pressed, may pro\e to be comparatively inert, or may
awaken a contradictious spirit, and thus hinder the messnge from
making its due impression. Citing once more from Scripture,

compare Job's inquiry, "Who hath hardened himself against God
and prospered ?" with the same truth paraphrased into an afllrm-

ation: ''Xo one has ever hardened himself agai))st God and pros-

pered." The latter form is tame and inelfective as contrasted

with the question. A wise writer or speaker, acquainted with
the measureless resources of the interrogative method, will fre-

quently find himself and his cause advantaged by intimating his

conviction in the shape of a question rather than by voicing it

l»ositively and dogmatically—"It is uninistakably true that," etc.

The hearer who has a question put before him for solution is taken
into the confidence of the speaker, treated as if he were an equal.

on the same plane, is given a fair chance \o share in the considera-

tion of the case; whereas if the speaker's tone is dominantly asser-

tive the hearer finds himself assigned inevitably to a lower plane.

In the one case two debaters are discussing the matter; in the

other the hearer finds himself classified with the grade of pu]uls

assembled in the presence of a dogmatic master. The divisions

of a public discourse may be profitably couched as in the foi-ni of

inquiries, once in a while, rather than thrown into positive

affirmations. In glancing at this princijile the late Dr. Austin
Phel])s, in his notable book, A Theory of Preaching, keenly
sugiicsts

:
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Expectation may be cherished by the iuterrogative forms of division.

A question is a prospective statement of a thought; it gives promise of

an unknown answer; it is the fcrcruuner of an invisible guest. To every

alert mind it is welcome. Sometimes, therefore, an entire series of divi-

sions thrown into the form of interrogatives will be a succession of stim-

ulants to the expectant mood. Such interrogatives draw a hearer into a

discussion by the sheer attraction of curiosity to see what is to come next.

John Wesley's cxnmple in this regni'd is wortLy of study and even

of emulation. Ko man of his day surpassed him in the sermonic

arts \vherel\v attention is gained, the conscience is reached, the

judgment is arrested, and the soul is brought t(j consider its ways

and repent. It is signiiicant, therefore, that this master of English

s]M^ech Avas fond of this method of dividing up a discourse.

Almost at random instances may be cited from his sermons. Ser-

mon 1 in his published -worhs is thus outlined: "It concerns us

carefully to inquire: (1) What faith it is through which v/e are

saved. (2) What is the salvation which is through faith? (3)

How we ]nay answer some objections." In the next sermon ho

inquires: (1) '"What is implied in being aliimst, and (2) What
in beiug altogothc]-, a Christian?" Scores of similar instances

can be found by those who will turn to ^Ir. Wesley's works. But

it was not merely in the outlines of his discourses that this great

preacher was accustomed to niahe use of interrogative forms of

speech. lie employed the questioning method with extraordinary

.skill in applying his message, in urging on the conscience of his

hearers the truth which he had expounded, and in getting hold of

the very sotil of those to whom he Avas speakin.g. .The tremendous

force of this method can be best illustrated by a few citations.

One whose calling involves public speech of any sort, and who has

thus far failed to note the extraordinary impressiveness and

searching function of well-ordered interrogatives, can find no more

striking specimens of it than John Wesley's sermons afford. For

oxa-mple, in tlie last sermon which he was permitted to preach in

Saint ^Mary's Church, Oxford, before the university, August 2-i,

1T-M-, Wesley turned to the riding authorities of the colleges and

of the tniiversity—numy of wliom, chancelh)rs, prefects, profess-

ors, and tutors, v.-e]-e in the crov^-dfd congregation assembled to

hear him—and nuule this a.pi^eal, whicli in its interrogative form,
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its searching spirit, and its prophetic fervor and directness

deserves comparison with any address ever uttered under similar

circunistauces

:

Ye venerable men, -who are more especially called to form the tender

luinds of youth, ... are you "filled with the. Holy Ghost," with all these

"fruits of the Spirit," which your important office so indispensably re-

quires? ... Do you continually remind those under your care that the

one rational end of all our studies is to know, love and serve "the only

true God, and Jesus Christ whom he hath sent"? Do you inculcate upon

them, day by day, that . . . without love all learning is but splendid igno-

rance, pompous folly, vexation of spirit? Has all you teach an actual

tendency to the love of God and of all manldnd for his sake? ... Do you

put forth all your strength in the vast work you have undertaken. . . .

using every talent which God hath lent you, and that to the uttermost of

your power?

The sermon entitled ''The Great Assize," based on the text, '''Wo

shall all stand Lefore the jndg-ment seat of Christ,'' is full of

similarly couched personal appeals. At one point the preacher

turned to the judges and officers of the court of common pleas, in

Avhose presence the discourse was delivered, and urged this

message

:

You, whose office it is to execute what is given you in charge by

him before whom you stand, how nearly are you concerned to resemble

those that stand before the face of the Son of man, those servants of his

that do his pleasure, and hearken to the voice of his words? Does it not

highly import you to be as uncorrupt as them? to approve yourselves the

servants of God? to dp justly, and love mercy? to do to all as ye would

they should do to you? So shall that great Judge, under whose eye you

continually stand, say to you also, "Well done, good and faithful servants:

enter ye into the joy of your Lord!"

In conelu'ling this remarkahle discourse 'Mr. Wesley makes his

closing appeals largely iu the form of questions, citing with felici-

tous aptness a scriptural question to Ixjgin M'ith:

"^''hat manner of persons ought ye to be, in all holy conversation and

godliness?" Wherefore, ... be diligent, that ye may be found of him in

jieace, without spot, and blameless. "Why should ye not? Why should any
of you be found on the left hand at his appearing? He willeth not that

any should perish; . . . can you doubt of this when you remember the

Judge of all is likewise the Saviour of all? Hath he not bought you with
his own blood, that ye might not perish, but have everlasting life? . . .

Doth he not now, even now, knock at the door of thy heart? O that thou

mayest know, ai least in this thy day, the things that beloiig unto thy

peace!
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Mr. Wesley u^es the same method in many of lils discussions, autl

lie evinced a notable sense of the Avortli of this method when he

arranged the order of business for his Conferences in the form of

orderly questions, a method which has been kept in vogue, and

enlarged from time to time since his day, by the denominations

which trace theii- origin to the Wesleyan movement. In the Dis-

cipline of tlie leading American ^lethodist Church, for instance,

we read, '''The business of the Annual Conference is to inquire—."

That is, its peculiar forte is to ask questions. Some of the thirty

or more questions, the asking and answering of which constitute

the work of the session of the Annual Conferences, run as follows:

*'^Yho have been received by transfer, and from what Conferences ?

Whu have been discontinued ? Was the character of each preacher

examined 'i Who have died ? What is the statistical report for

this year? Where are the preachers stationed?" ]Sro better form

of procedure has been found for these ecclesiastical bodies than

o]ie which takes up its items of business by means of question and

ansM'er, and the records made under this process form another

illustration of the force and value of the questioning method.

The examination and cross-examination of witnesses in a

court of justice are processes which serve to give one a fresh

impression of the value of the arts of the questioner. These proc-

esses arc such an important part of the functions of a lawyer

that volumes have been written on them, and the man who excels

in respect of this part of the practice of law speedily acquires a

fame which reaches far beyond his own locality. He needs no

master to teach him, in his task, the truth of Bacon's celebrated

a])horism, "A shrewd question is the half of knowledge." And
those who listen to a man skilled in the arts of the cross-examiner

as he brings out the truth f]'om tlie unwilling lips of evasive and

jierhaps dishonest witnesses, as he forces them against their own

will to contradict themselves, as he leads them on by skillful

methods until at last they have told more than they at first in-

tended should become known, and as he weaves their single strands

of testimony into a warp and woof that will stand all tests of judi-

cial inquiry, should never allow the opportunity thus afforded to

pass without rellecting on the amazing functions of the interroga-
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tion point. The speeches of xVbrahani Lincoln abound in discern-

ing questions used with singuhu- felicity and skill. He went to the

heart of the matter, for instance, in a speech in Chicago, in 185S,

when he rang the changes on squatter sovereignty and popular

sovereignty, terms then current, l)y asking, ''What did these terms

mean. What do these terms mean now ? What is popular sover-

eignty?"' When, in the Lincoln-Douglas debate in the same year,

Judge Douglas made a shrewd effort to entangle ]\[r. Lincoln with

a series of seven questions bearing on the attitude which he held,

or had held, concerning the fugitive slave law, tlie abolition of

slavery in the District of Columbia, and other problems of that

day, Lincoln without evasion or hesitation made direct answer to

the inquiries, and then turned the tables on his opponent by pro-

pounding to him four questions, subtly and yet simply framed,

covering the heart of the whole slavery case then confronting the

American people so far as that institution concerned the nation.

Judge Douglas found it ditSeult to render a satisfactory reply to

these inquiries. One of them, for example, was this: "Can the

people of a United States Territory, in any lawful way, against

the wish of any citizen of the United States, exclude slavery from

their limits prior to the formation of a State constitution ?" The

Judge's answer was, "They can." Then ]^Ir. Lincoln proceeded

to show that the Judge's answer was inconsistent with the support

w^hich the latter had given to the Supreme Court decision in the

Dred Scott case. These vexetl questions, propounded by !Mr.

Lincoln, were continually appearing throughout the debate to

annoy and confound his distinguished antagonist. Those who

are interested in tlie "art of i)utting things" on the platform will

find Mr. Lincoln's speeches a thesaurus of acute, w^ise, and some-

times trenumdous questions. They well deserve study.

The task of the teacher is involved vitally in this study. In

the higher institutions, where, unfortunately, instruction is con-

veyed chiefly by mean.s of lectures, where ihero is no chance for

the interplay of wits, for the contact of mind v/ith mind through

personal inquiry, various pi-obing processes, and the old-fashioned

"quiz," the art of questioning is almost a forgotten one. This

WTi-iter is old-fashioned enough to avow his conviction that wher-
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ever the mttliods of tlic "recitation rooiir' ai-e wholly abandoned,

where the task of the student is sim})ly to ''take notes" of a pro-

fessor's lecture and then "read up" on topics assigned, where

examinations are all in written form and occur only seniioccasiou-

ally, there a fundamental feature of educational training has been

dropped out of sight. There is no kind of traijiing that will take

the place of the method which proceeds by means of skillful ques-

tioning, spoken by a wise teacher, to a student who must give

honest answer or el.-e jnake his record of ignorance, half knowl-

edge, or clumsy evasion. Because of the tendency of modern edu-

cational methods and habits it happens accordingly that hosts of

professors have- never set out to master the art of catechization,

the science of asking questions, the method of teaching by shrewd,

penetrating inquiries, from which no quick-witted student, no

matter how sharp his inventi\'e faculties may be, can escape.

I recall, among honored teachers skilled in this direction, one man
who was especially gifted as a questinuer, d)r. Charles F. llimes,

now in ]-etiremcnt from the chair of chemistry and ]^hysics which

he held for many years in ] )ickinson College. He knew how to

ask questions lucid in mcaniiig, sharp in their distinctiveness, con-

crete and exact in their phraseology, and completr^ in their definit-

iveness, in face of which no student could jiossibly do anything

but gi\'e a correct answer or else disgracefully fail. That ability

is a primaiy quality of a great teaclier. AA'ithout that quality a

cultivated man may impart k'nowledge, encourage young people to

etudy, indicate subsidiary fields of inquiry, serve as a commend-

able model of kindly and noble character, but he can never be a

high-grade teacher. To teach, in tlie right sense, a man must

know how to question! The game of "Twenty Questions" is an

interesting exempliiication of the force which lies in a series of

keenly })hrased inquiries as alTordin.g means for getting at the

truth. The leader thinks of an. ol>jcct—the name of some notable

person, building, planet, boolc, imj^lement, metal, nu;nufaetui-ed

article, reve>lutionary movement—and the contest b(>gins. The

aim is to guess by means of questions, a score in number, what

this object is. Those who have played the game, and who know

how quickly things most improbable or almost unheard of are
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brougbt to light after a few well-directed questions, have had a

chance thereby to reflect on a further exliibition of the worth of

the questioning habit. The curiosity of clnldhood, ventiiig and

expressing itself in ceaseless quizzing, is Avorth mentioning in con-

nection with this theme. Those who have made a list of the ques-

tions of a child, uttered, for instance, inside the limits of any

twenty-four-hour period, may find it Avorthy of preservation and

of study- Their questions should not be ignored. To them should

be applied that wise admonition, "Seize the moment of excited

curiosity for the acqnisition of knowledge." A little child's un-

sophisticated inquiry, couched in its own language, gives older

persons a flue opportunity for reflection and edifyiug counsel,

whether the question can be at once satisfactorily answered or not.

The method of interrogative analysis so'.netimes applied to a

Sunday school lesson, called the '\Six Ws," gives a plan often

helpful not onlv in Bible study but in other lines of investigation.

The several W^ stand for the irrnis, What ? Who i When ? Where ?

Why? What of it? And well used they serve to bring out the

facts, the persous, the time, the place, the reasons and the lessons

or applications connected with the narrative assigned for study.

There are few qualities which teachers need just now to

cultivate more diligently than the art of k-sson catcchization.

Thousands depend entirely on the lesson leaf or other help not

only for their comments but also for the questions they ask from

Sunday to Sunday. Some are too iiK-rt, others too lazy and others

too timid to invent questions of their owu. An experiment was

made within the past three or four years which bears directly on

the situation thus hinted at. The editor of a leading series of

Sunday school lesson helps concluded, without notice, to drop out

from the various leaflets aud helps the questions, filling the place

formerly occupied by them with suggestive and edifying outlines

and comments. To his disgust and amazement, he was assailed

from many quartei-s, complaints coming from hosts of oflicers and

teachers to the efl'ect that without the printed questions they were

helpless! What a humilialing avowab and what a discreditable

state of afl'airs! With the biblical passage ])rintcd twice (once

from the Revised Version"), and then outlinod, analyzed, com-
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niontcd upon, and lavishly illustrated ^vith blackboard and other

pictures galore, with a plethora of material given to them in all

the religious \veekly papers and in many handbooks, there are

thousands of men and women who balk and complain because the

questions also are not manufactured for them and furnished, like

cereal breakfast foods, cooked, predigested and ready to serve for

immediate use either hot or cold ! There are skillful teachers who
never fail to propound this in.quiry when nearing the end of the

lesson for the day: ''Have you any questions to ask on this passage

of Scripture ?" It Avill be found many times that pupils of average

intelligence arc timid in this matter, afraid that the questions they

have in mind are so ''simple" as to appear ridiculous. Xeverthe-

li'ss, let the teacher encourage them to exercise their ingenuity in

the framing of questions for themselves, and the results will

speedily appear in the improved work done in the class. Further-

more, in Amo> U. "Wells's little book, Sunday School Success,

there are three vivid and invigorating chapters devoted to this

sul)ject which Avill be found helpfid and suggestive for workers

of every grade. In other recent volumes, and in some of the older

ones dealing with Sunday school work, valuable matter also may
be found. But no matter what method a teacher may adopt in

admi]]istering his work in the class, let him not fancy that he can

really teach God's Word as it ought to be taught until, and unless,

he has set out to learn something really worth while about this

great branch of knowledge and inquiry which the ]\Iaster himself

studied, exemplified and practiced day by day in his ministry,

and which forms a fundamental clement in teaching—the art of

asking questions.
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Art. III.—TEXXYSOX the TITIX'KER

"If I ceased to believe in any chance of another life, and of

a great Personality somewhere in the universe, I shonld not care

a pin for anything," remarked Tennyson to his friend Ailing-

ham. And now that we are drawing near tlie centenary of the

great laureate's birth, it has become quite manifest that his per-

manent rank in English poetry rests on his faith and his spir-

itual vision, lie was skillful beyond all rivals in the harmoiiious

use of the English language ; his beauty-steeped pictures have

been a luxury to poetic taste, but his final reputation is resting

on his masterfulness as a philosophic and religious thinker, lie

shared v/ith Dante, M'ith ]\rilton, with Wordsworth a deep in-

terest in these ultimate truths, and was alive to the doubt and

faith alike of his age. He epitomized the English mind of the

Victorian era and expressed its best results in the wrestling with

scientific and metaphysical problems. He had extensive per-

sonal acquaintance among the scientists and thinkers of his day,

and with them faced the ultimate logical bearings of the newly

discovered facts and principles of the physical sciences. Ailing-

ham says: ''His aiixiety has alv/ays been great to get some real

insight into the nature and prospects of the human race. lie

asks every person who seems in tlie least likely to help him in

this, reads every book. When Vestiges of Creation appeared,

he gathered from the talk about it that it came nearer to an

explanation than anything before it. Tennyson got the volume,

and he said to mc: 'I trembled as I cut the leaves. But, alas!

neither was satisfactioii there.'
"

One reading the life of Tennyson to-day can readily see the

beginning of Tennyson the thinker. When, at the age of eighteen,

he came dovrn to the university from the seclusion of a rural

rectory, he was a bookish singer with a genuine love of nature.

lie had had no com])anionshi]) save in his brother Charles, who

had beeii "mohbd like in nature's mint," lie had written

abundantly and skillfully in his suld'reshman years; but these

poems have art without grip; they charm but do not stimuiatc.
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Temiyson had not hon-mi to think, and official tasks of college life

do not seem to have aroused him. It was a fortunate day when

he joined the Cambridge Apostles, a gmnp of able, high-minded

collegians organized into a literai-v and debating society.

We held debate, a band

Of youthful friends, on mind and art,

And labor, and the chnnging mart,

And all the framework of the land.

Almost every member of this circle later achieved distinction.

They were then a fearless, thoughtful group, with abundant

social instinct, but alive to the movenients of their day, and

beginning to see their way in the coming England. Sterling and

]Mauriee among the older meml)ers were nuirshaling revolt,

against the conventional, High Ciiurch position. Buller and

Milnes were already showing that p(>litical insight which made

then.i leaders in the reform movement soon to shatter the corru])t

old English Parliament, and to bring a new penal and industrial

legislation. Kemble and Eushington were feeling the first im-

pulse of the revival of lingnistic scholarship. Sterling and

Hallam responded to the recent idealistic German metaphysics,

partly Coleridgized, and led the philosophical &])cculations. iSTew

poets were admired, and Keats and Shelley cults soon developed.

In fact, -few of the artistic and intellectual movements which

were leading toward the great Victorian era escaped these young

fellows. They had the alertness, the responsiveness of the Eus-

sian and German college students of to-day. Tn this talented

circle Ilallani soon came to hold a distinctive leadership. He
was master of dialectics and debate, and led easily the most

abstruse discussi<>!;s.

A willing car

"We lent him. AVho but hung to hear

The rapt oration flowing free

From point to point, with power and grace.

And music in the bounds of law.

To those conclusions when he saw

The God within him liglit his face?

In these "Apostolic" gatherings Tennyson smoked in silence,

yet his mind was opening to whole vistas of new thought. On
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the refinedly literate boy of innctccu burst the great throbbing

life of the age, kindled by youthful enthusiasm. Colleges are

ever the hotbeds of idealistic zeal iu all sorts of reform and new

thought. Thus Tennyson became a thinker as well as a poet, and

the poems of this period attest this, as we may see in the ''Lady

of Shalott," the "Lines to J. S.," and iu "Of Old Sat Freedom

on the Heights." Tennyson noAv turned from the palace of art

in which he had been living and dreaming, and began to speak

a larger truth through his art. Hallam had been the chief in-

fluence in bringing the change.

Then suddenly came the news of the death of Ilallam. The

four years' friendship had grown into a deathless passion.

"Into such a passion flow all the best and brightest streams of

life, the dreams of ardent manhood, the rapt surprises of the

opening jnind, the generous hopes of youth, absolutely untainted

by anything that can lower or enervate." Suddenly death can-

celed all this, and Tennyson was left facing the open grave.

Death had ceased to be a speculation for academic discussion.;

it was a bitter blight, which made him heartsick, misanthropic.

Passionately, despairingly he cried out for his lost friend.

Driven in on himself in the seclusion of Somersby, ho mused:

Thou art so full of misery.

Were it not bettei' not to be?

"I was so miserable," said Tennyson in later years, "that I

longed for death." For fully a year the cloud hung heavily. o\-er

his life. He could not feel reconciled to his bereavement; still

more, he could not lay the great ultimate questions raised by

death. What is death ? Ts it annihilation ? What divine wis-

dom or goodn.ess could there be in this premature extinction of a

Jioble spirit i Ls there any conser\ation of what is highest and

best against the power of death? Tennyson was scarcely twenty-

flve at the time, but he was fighting the great battle of his life,

fighting for his own spiritual integrity. Had he lost faith, had

he become convinced of an irrational or a merely material basis

for hnman existence, he would have died the sort of premature
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death which overtook 3Iatthc\v Arnold when he was showing

promise of a rich i)oetic fruitage. Over and over again he

staggered under the assailing feai's, but he rallied his powers to

assert by faith, and faith alone, his answers. He has recorded

these experiences in his ''In Menioriam," the ''Divine Comedy
of the Way of a Soul," as he called it.

Tennyson's experience is typical of the exjiei-ience of all

thinking men before they attain their real majority. The great

questions concerning our life and concerning Cod and his world

must be encountered, and not avoided. In hiter years he de-

clared that he had sp(jkeu typically rather than })erso]ially in the

narrower sense in what he had written in "In ]\[emoriam." But

these sections, M-rilten originally for himself alone, spoke with

a directness and sincerity that Tennyson could not have achieved

by conscious endeavor. He touched effectively for the first time

in his career as a poet those larger sources of power which lay

in the inherent greatness of his own soul. In this poem Tenny-

son reached full nuistery. The reader must remember, however,

that it expresses not merely the finnl triumjJi, but the wavering,

uncertain way which led to it, and it would be unfair to Tenny-

son to cite many of the tentative thoughts, passions, and preju-

dices of tbe earlier sections as his ultimate position.

At the close of the "In ]\[cmoriam" period Tennyson had

reached his full majority as a thinker, though he continued to

face the ever-shifting speculations of the scientific era. It was

the gTcat battle time of evolutionary philosoi)hy. Few English-

men kept better abreast of scientific investigation, and few per-

ceived more accurately the bcai-ing of new discoveries on dog-

matic faiths. He read geology, chemistry, jdiysics, astronomy,

biology, and anthi-oi)ology in their freshest developments and

followed the speculative inferences based on them. Then he

stood not in obstinate and igmorant opposition, but he stood none

the less firndy against the rising tide of materialism. Later de-

velopments of phy.^iological psychology never shook his faith in

Foul as the ultimate reality. In fact, while keeping thoroughly

conversant with the newer science, Tennyson can scarcely be

said to have ehanged his attitude toward any of the major \n'oh-
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k'liis of thought during the last fifty years save to feel them ^vitll

a more burning convictioii and a more confident faith.

From early in his career Tennyson made clear distinction

between ecclesiastical regularity and spiritual faith. xVt no time

in his mature life was he a strict churchman, and he had little

s\nnpatliy with Xcwman's attitude at Oxford, which emphasized

traditional at the expense of rational faith. He was in more

accord with the broad-church movement and the liberalizing of

institutional Christianity. He recognized the value of "faith

through form." but his own

Faith has center everywhere,

Nor cares to fix itself in form.

Our little system.s have their day,

They have their day and cease to be;

They are but broken lights of thee.

And thou, O Lord, art more than they.

Dogmatic and systematic theology made slight appeal to Tenny-

son, aiid he seldom dealt Avith such problems as fascinated the

imagination of Browning in this field. Still ftirlher, though he

was an earnest reader of the Bible, and though his poems, as Dr.

van Dyke shows, make frequent use of biblical phraseology or

imagery, yet he never bases his religious speculation on textual

proofs from the Bible. He seems never to have accepted it as a

fundamental authority. He likewise cared little for church his-

tory, for historical evidences, or for ecclesiastical polity, and

they leave practically no impression on him as a thinker.

For the speculative as opposed to the practical approach 1o

truth he had a strong s^inpathy. His interest in metaphysics

kindled by Hallam continued throughout the poet's life. And
yet he soon realiztnl the limitations of speculative research. TTe

gave Tyndal], Huxley, Spencer, Wallace, and Lyall a thoughtful

hearing, but in the end had little more confidence in dogmatic

science than in dogmatic crced-^. And the outcome was his par-

tial acquiescence in the agnostic position of many thinkers of the

day, for Tennyson, undazzled by the sidjstantial achievements of

Fcicjice, looked awav from the little known to the unknown vast.
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Forerun thy peers, thy time, and let

Thy feet, millenniums hence, be set

In midst of knowledge dreamed not yet.

Thou hast not gained a real height.

Nor art tliou nearer to the light,

Because the scale is infinite.

And he realized as 0]dy the feAv liuiid)]er scientists of his day did

that science had only made a beginning- of the infinite task of

mastering' the world, and that tlic iinite mind is utterly unable to

cope with iniinitudc. Hence his declaration:

Thou canst not prove the Nameless, O vay son,

Nor canst thou prove the world thou movest in,

Thou canst not prove that thou art body alone.

Nor canst thou prove that thou art spirit alone.

Nor canst thou prove that thou art both in one;

Thou canst not prove that thou art immortal, no,

Nor yet that thou art mortal—nny. my son,

Thou canst not prove that I, who speak with thee,

Am not thyself in converse with thyself.

For nothing worlliy proving can be proven.

Nor yet disproveu.

This v.-as his challenge to scientific speculation : "We cannot

know." KnowleJge with all her glory is

Half-grown as yet. a child and vain

—

She cannot fight the fear of death.

Let her know her place;

She is the second, not the first.

This was not the refutation of ignorance, but of one who had

listened thoughtfully to all science had to say. Xor did Tenny-

son turn for supi>ort to other knowledges in history, philosophy,

and so-called evidences. II i- knew they also are merely finite.

He was saved from the irresolution and emptiness, v.diich

agnosticism brings, by h.is confidence in the higher ]io\ver, ''Wis-

dom, lieavenly of the soul.'" Such wi^doie is drawn not from

proofs and demoTistrations, but is perceived directly by tlu- heart

of man through faith— a spii-ifunl insiinct, if we might so call it,

for th(^ higlier truth of man. "f (^in-l, and of ihe univer.^o, for faith

with Tennv.-on meant no mere blind, irrational assertion of what
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one likes to beliovo, no mere Hying in the face of tbc demon-

strations of science. It is vision of the immateriiil truth of the

universe

:

Who forged that other innueiice,

That heat of inward evidence

By which he doubts against the sense?

He owns the fatal gift of eyes,

That read his spirit blindly wise,

Not simple as a thing that dies.

Here sits he shaping wings to fly.

His heart forebodes a mystery:

He names the name eternity.

Ilis contrast between faith and inteneetuallsm, between wisdom

•and mere knowledge, between spiritual vision and scientiiTc

grasp, is essential to the thought position of Tennyson. It is his

answer to the inadequate scientific speculations of his day. And

this reliance on faith gave Tcjinyson foundation for the steady,

constructive scheme of life he wrought.

Wherefore thou be wise,

Cleave ever to the sunnier side of doubt,

And cling to Faith beyond the forms of Faith.

She reels not in the storm of warring words,

She brightens at the clash of Yes and No,

She sees the Best that glimmers through the Worst,

She feels the sun is hid but for a night.

Faith, and faith alone, is the basis of his assertion of God, of

the soul, of immortality. He took issue squarely with the ma-

terialistic attitude of modern science. lie said to John Adding-

ton Symonds in ISGl: "I cannot form the least notion of a brick.

It is no use talking about atoms, extension, color, weight. I

cannot peiietrate the brick. But I have far more distinct notions

of God, of love, of such emotions," To Wallace, the codiscoverer

with Darwin, he once said: "You have said something very bold

about matter. I think matter more mysterious than spirit. T

can conceive in a way what spirit is, but not matter." Wallace

replied: "I conceive matter not as substance at all, but as points

of energy, and that if these were withdrawn, matter would dis-

appear." Tennyson said this was something like his own notion.

B
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And James Knowlcs, editor of the Nineteenth Century ]\Iag-a-

y.'niQ, makes an even more significant statement in his reminis-

cences of Tennyson: "He was disposed to doubt tlie real existence

of the material world, and frequently adduced the infinite divisi-

bility of matter as unthiid-cahle. He leaned toward the idealism

of Berkeley. He said once: ^Sometimes, as I sit here alone iu

this great room, 1 get carried out of sense and body and rapt into

mere existence, till the accidental touch or movement of one of

my own fingers is like a gi-eat shock or blow, and brings the body

back with a terrible start.'
'"' Tennyson has described this strange

experience moi'c fully in the closing words of "The Holy Grail/'

in ''The Ancient Sage," and in section OT) of 'Tn INtemoriam."

The late Theodore Watts Dunlon has stated Tennyson's position

sympathetically: 'Tie spurned the materialism which at first

seemed to all thirikers inseparable from the idea of evolution
;

he found for hin)<elf the ho])e Y.hich science seems to be dis-

closing, the liope that the s]>iriru;il force called life may, after all,

be something which uses the material world as a means of phe-

nomenal expr(\-sion. He saw that what is real is noumenon, that

M'hat is false and illusoi-y is phenomenon ; that ]ioetry and love

and beauty and noble endeavor have never been evolved from

molten- granite or fire mi-t ; . . . that, notwithstanding all con-

tradiction, the universe without a prepoudei-ance of good over

evil could not work at all, that in the deepest sense goodness

and absolute life arc, indeed, synonymous terms." One of the

last and greatest of Tennyson's philosophical poems, "The

Ancient Sage," devotes itself to the refutation, as poetry only

can refute, of nineteenth centui'v materialism.

His faith in God was fnndamental to his whole position as

a thinker. "Take away belief in the self-conscious personality

of God," he declared, "and you take away the backbone of the

world." His son (juotes him as saying: "If God were \n with-

draw himself for one single instant from the universe, everything

would vanish into nothingness. 'Mx passionate desire is to have

a clearer and fuller visi,,n of Gn,], how T cannot tell." Wilfred

Ward, who knew 'J'eimyson v;ell in later years, says: "He insisted

strongly on the misuse of the word 'God.' . . . The vindictive
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idea of God was, perhaps, liis greatest ti-ial in popular religion;

another was anthropomorphism: 'The misuses of the word "God'

make me prefer another name—say the Highest, or the Supreme

Being. I have sometimes demurred to the term "Personal" as

applied to God, for the same reason. It has been used as though

personality were quite similar in God and man. But I only

mean that his personality is higher than ours. Lotze says the

lack of personality is in us. God is unknowahle as he is in him-

self, but he touches us at one point. That point is conscience.

If conscience could be develojted, we naight in some sense sec

GckI.' " lie confirms this latter thought in ''The Ancient Sage'':

If thou wouldst hear the Nameless, and wilt dive
;

Into the Temple-cave of thine own self,

There brooding by the central altar, thou

Mayst haply learn the nameless hath a voice.

By which thou wilt abide if thou bo wise.

This direct personal consciousness of the Divine, this humble but

earnest searching to find out God, not by a study of the tradi-

tions and creeds of men, but by faith, hnve made Tennyson one

of the real powers in the readjustment of religious thought,

which the scientific movement and the world vision of other

races and other religions have forced on our latter day. He
affirmed the larger conception of God with a full appreciation of

the speculative difliculties and limitations presented by modern

thought. God is no longer an historic tradition, nor merely the

Master and !Maker of humanity, but he is the God of the infinite

universe, above all and in all. "Whatever is the highest of all,

must he the Deity, call it by what ]irniie you will," declared

Tennyson, "^fatter, time, and space arc illusions, but above

them all is God, who is no illusion." Yet even with the Infinite

man can have communion liecause of the God-like in his own

nature:

Speak to him thou, for he hears, and Spirit with Spirit can meet

—

Closer is he than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet.

And when he was far advanced in years he said one day to his

niece: "God is with us noAv on this down as we two are walking-

together, just as truly as Christ wa'^ with the two disci])les on the
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way to Eminaii?; we cmuiot see liim, but ho, the Fallier and the
.

Saviour and the Spirit, is ncarci- pe)'haj).s now than then to those

wlio arr not afraid to believe the words of the aj^ostlos about the

aetnid and real jirescnee of God and his Christ with all who

yearn foi- it. ... I sliould be sorely afraid to live my life with-

out God's presence; but to feel ho is by my side now just as much

as you are, that is the very joy of my heart."

Tennyson declared not merely the divine personalit}' of

God, but he felt equally the divine personality of the individual

man. Xo Victorian writer withstood more passionately the as-

saults of science on personality. He did not believe that man.

was a mere resultant of certain nmtorial forces, and that he was

limited to a material body. lie declared: ''I think we are not

wholly brain, magnetic mockeries, . . . not only casts in clay."

lie denied that ''the spirit does but mean the breath." Tennyson

felt that the real man, the^ divine personality, lay behind all this..

Out of the deeps of the unknown came the babe to human life:

Out of the deoi), my child, out of the deep,

From that true vvorld witliin the world we see,

Whereof our Avorld is but the hounding shore

—

Out of the deep, Spirit, out of the deep,

.... thou comest, darling boy.

To this spirit, life brings individuality by slow degrees, as

Tennyson tells us in the forty-fifth section of ''In Memoriam."

Then man bigins to live, Tennyson regarded him not merely

as one among countless millions, but he is a person with a defiant

consciousness of the inviolability of person. And the powers,

the discipline, the destiny of this person are all-important in

Tennys(>n's thought.

Xineteenth century spcculatiou has linuitcd man chiefly by

the negation of human will and of life after death. The growth

of our knowledge of natural law has tended more and more to

exclude the hunniu will as an active force in the world. "Is

will," science asks, "anything more than the yielding to the

stronger motive?" ]\ran thus becomes the puppet of circum-

stance. Tennyson stood defiantly against determinism, asserting

thou art thou,

With power on thine own act and on the world.
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"^Vssiircdlv," kc dcclaied to his son, ''however inifathomable the

mystery, if one cannot believe in the freedom of the human will,

as of the divine, life is hardly worth having," And again, in

more homely phrase, he declared: "'Man's free ^\^ll is bur a bird

in a cage; he can stop at a lower perch or mount to a higher.

Then that wliich is and knovs will enlarge his cage, giving him

a higher and a higher perch, and at last break oil' the top of his

cage and let him out to be one with the Free Will of the uni-

verse." Hence he makes his appeal to man:

Arise and fly

The reeling fauu, the sensual feast;

Move upward, working out the beast,.

And let the ape and tiger die.

But ill to him who bettering not with time,

Corrupts the strength of heaven-descended Will,

And ever weaker grows through acted crime,

Or seeming-genial venial fault.

And we may well add the unpublisbed stanza originally intended

for "Locksley Hall":

Life is battle, let me fight it; surely I shall win the day:

Block my path with toil and danger, I will find or force a way.

But the cruellest negation of human personality as Tenny-

son felt it is that death should indeed be death. The bitterness

of it came home to him first in the death of Ilallam. All through

"In Memoriam" he struggles against "Slonbi implied by death."

He refutes likewise the thought of after life without continued

individuality. To merge within the general soul is faith as

vague as all unsweet. The individual nuist triumph over death,

and bear into the world beyond death the personality he had

achie^•ed here. Over and over again ho declares his faith in the

resurrection life. 'T can hardly understand," he says, "how

any great, imaginative man who has deeply lived, suffered,

thouglit, and wrought can doubt of the soul's continuous progress

after death." "I cannot but tliink." he said on another occasion,

"that moral good is the cro"uni of man. But what is that without

immortality?" His friend Xnowles add>: ''His belief in per-

sonal immortality was passionate—I think almost the strongest
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passion he had. I have heard him thunder out against an o}>

ponent of it: 'If there be a God that lia>; nuule the earth, and

put this ho})e aud passion into us, it must foreshow the truth.

If it be not true, then no God but a mocking (lend created ns, and

I'd shake my fist in his ahnighty face and tell him that I cursed

him. I'd sink my head to-uight in a chloroformed handkerchief

and have done with it all.' " In later life this faith in innnortality

gTCW calmer and surer, as he '^'stood on the height of this life

with a glimpse of a height that is higher."

Thus he fought his doubts and laid them. And from this

deepiT, more earnest Tennyson came that succession of philo-

so])hic poems, from the ''Two Voices'' to 'T'.y an Evolutionist."

These are not the mere fanciful themes of an aesthetic poet, but

in the charm of musical verse they express his highest vision,

the vision of a prophet speaking a divine message to his genera-

tion. Thus he fulfilled his ambition to be "engaged in perpetual

ministry to souls in this and other v\-orlds," and he became one

of the dominant spiritual forces of modern times. The note of

this higher faith is well expressed in one of his latest poems:

Doubt no longer that the Highest is the wisest and the best.

Let not all that saddens Nature blight thy hope or break thy rest,

Quail not at the fiery mountains, at the shipwreck or the rolling

Thunder, or the rending earthquake, or the famine, or the pest!

Neither mourn if human creeds be lower than the heart's desire!

Through the gates that bar the distance comes a gleam of what is higher.

"Wait till death has flung them open, when the man will make the J^Iaker

Dark no more v/ith human hatreds In the glare of deathless fire!
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At.t. IV.—CALVIX THE HEr.ETIC

The remarkable year of grace 1909 marks the qnadriccn-

tennial of the birth of Jolm Calvin (July 10). In the laudations

attending that date—paper and pulpit and partisan—seeking to

canonize him as the saint of Protestantism, the number of those

A'olunteering to discharge Avhat shall seem to them the office and

work of the Advocatus Dei will be legion. The halo gTows in

proportion to the square of the distance remote and the cube of

the time elapsed. That which sets off the head of each of tho

four evangelists at the base of the dome of Saint Peter's, as seen

from the flooi- two hundred feet below, is golden, becoming,

ethereal. On ascending the dome, however, the same is seen to

be of iron, riidcly spiked to a dusty back by the blacksmith's arm

and art.

But none the less does this same year of grace mark al.-o the

tercentennial of the death of Calvin's early adherent, later antag-

onist, and final vanquisher,^ irjore modest, less trum])eted : James

Arminius (October 19). In the canonizing of Calvin, with no

less eagerness does the \^Titer crave what will be esteemed by many
the uncanny office and work of the Advocatus Diaholi-—charged

* "Although the iirinclplp'; of Arminius were solemnly condemited in the great Calvinist

Synod held at Dort in 161S-19, . . . the Le.vden rrofessor had triven to ultra-Calvinism

a blow from which it never recovered."—James F. Lou^hlin, in the Catholic Encycloix-dia,

vol. i,p. 741.

"This outward show of victorj" was really a defeat; for the true elements of Armiiiianism
were not killed at Dort, but grew up silently but surely within the bo.-om of the orthodox Ke-
formed Church."^"Kcfomied orthodox" Rev. Professor Dr. .Vufnist Ebrard, as quoted in

Curtis.s's Arminianisni in TIistor>'. Hunt & Eaton, New York, 1S94.

'"Advocatus Diaboli. a popular title sivcn to one of the most imjiortant ofilcers of the
Sacred Congregation of Rites, e.stablished in 15S7 by Sixtus V, to deal jaridically v.ith proc-
e.sse3 of beatification and canonization. His official title is 'Promoter of the Faith.' His
duty requires him to prepare in writing all pos.=il))e arg\mients, even at times seemingly slight,

against the raising of anyone to the honors of the altar."—The Catholic Encyclopedia.
If the pre>s may be relied upon, the predicament arising from the absence or the nrgligeuce

of this worthy official has no better illustration than that alleged in the Central Christian .advo-
cate (Kansa-s City. Mi,s.souri^. Apii! 7, 1909: "The 'Holy Expeditus" is still won^hiped in Rome.
in spite of the fact that Pope Pius X in 190.5 took this name from the calendarium of
saints because such a person has never existed. He h.os been nothing more than an imaginary
saint, who has received his name from tiie I.!itin word erpciHl (meaning, "He answers all peti-
tions speedily'). The papal decree ordered all pictures and images of this saint removed from
churches. Still they remain, and the people vsor^hip them. In the Church of Saint \ita!c.
on the southern slope of the Quirinal, hangs near the altar tiie picture of tiiis saint, with the
inscription: 'S. Expeditus, M.' The 'M.' indicates martyr. "
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^vith the holy duty of challenging afresh and as severely as possible

the chief contention for his saintdom. ]jrake and breeching

are as goodly and godly as tug and Avhip. "Wilh calmness and

conviction, accordingly, is penned the indictment, "Calvin the

Heretic."

Zigzag has been the path of man to all ti-uth, as well to that

"revealed'' as to all other. ''Switchback'^ is the name given in

the mountain-clind.)ing railways to their necessarily devious, tor-

tuous ascent. Similarly, pendulmnwisc, now to this side, now to

that, has ever been the movement of the mind of the race as it

ceaselessly, tirelessly, resistlcssly approxinnites truth. The essen-

tial factors in religion are three; namely, the conceptions as to

God, Man, and their Relations. Touching these, three great wars

were Avaged, three decisive battles won, ere the preponderance of

truth became measui-ably manifest. Hyphenating as usual the

names of vanquished first and victor last, these contests and vic-

tories are knoAvii t^^ l:istury as the

I. Ariano-Athanasian, as to God (in Christ).

II. Pelagiano-Augustinian, as to ]\Jan (his Xeed).

III. Calvino-Arniinian, as to their Ivclatiou (in Grace).

Far be it that one allege or dream that error, and only error,

characterized the first in each of these pairs; or that truth, the

whole truth and nothing but the truth, distinguished the latter in

each. The utmost one dare in honesty affirm is that with the

former was truth Avith some alloy; with the latter, truth with less

alloy. Arius, for instance, confesses the A'irgin birth and preexist-

ence of Jesus Christ as openly and unreservedly as does Atha-

]iasius, not to s]>cak of other and more general agreements. His

moral character is unimpeached by his bitterest doctrinal foe.

Yet, for all this accord, Arius cannot, with Athanasius, infer

and aver the essential deity of Jesas Christ, and so must be for-

ever epitheted Arius the Heretic. On the other hand, who shaU

]n-ove that in similar combination and ])ro]")ortion Athanasius

Inm^clf, while formulating thai valued truth for which liis fame

sliall forever stand, did not harbor with it some error also? ]\Iay

lie not have erred thi'ough overemphasis on the right side, as Arius

through underenijthasis on the wrong? Only in the vaguest of
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terms and tlie barest of outliues could men of those times and at

the first draft detine the practically undefinable; bound the well-

liigh boundless ; wvd the finite and thu infinite. Who had theii—

•

or later, for that matu-r—so comprehended God, or fathomed man

made in his image, as to be able to show their exact juxtaposition

or coincidence, or to trace the line of demarkation between the

imaged and the image ( Whole realms of phenomena once deemed

to belong exclusively to the ride of God are daily being annexed

to the dominion of man. Without the slightest doubt or contro-

versy Athanasius in the terminology of the time secured forever

for human belief and conduct the unique supremacy of Jesus the

Christ, the Saviour of the world. But that said terminology shall

never sufl'er change, nor be superseded, who will dare predict ?

The unquestioned and unapproachable and historically whole-

some headship of the race for Christ Avas won through Athanasius

;

that was the glorious advantage gained. But it has resulted in

disadvantage also. Doubtless unavoidably, the humanness of

Jesus became decidedly and correspondingly eclipsed thereby; so

much so that few, very, very few, evangelical Christians ever think

or speak of Jesus as man. To the bulk of our confessors of the

creeds he is no man, but God. Asked to characterize him in a

single word, nine out of ten will promptly say, ''God." whereas,

were they scri^jturally taught and in an orthodox manner, half

of them should as promptly and imhesitatingly reply, '"Atan."

The church in general is heretically doeetic, sacrilicing the man-

hood of the Christ to his godhead. The result has been—as it

very soon became manifest—that huuian nature, that very imago

and likeness of God, whether that in Jesus or in us his brethren,

is undtdy de])reciatcd, disest(cmed, ignobled. Hence by natural

rebound arose Pelagian ism.

Pelagius called back consciousness of the imperisbable dig-

nity, worth, capacity, and responsiljility of the image and like-

ness of God. To Pelagius so omnipresent and universal was the

grace of God in Christ, buoying up the sin-sinking race and pre-

serving it in salvable equilibrium, that he doidttless did fail espe-

cially to emphasize at all times as he <h»»nld '"that light whicli light-

< (h every man." 3Iuch truth now held did Pelagius hold, and that
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with blameless lil'o and spotless cbaractor; but because he under-

emphasized our universal grace for salvation he appeared to the

theologians of his d;iy to void the necessity of tliat divine gi-ace.

Against him arose finally Augustine, who laid such stress upon

the element of divine grace—sovereignly and irresistibly bestowed,

if not positively forced, upon man—as to make that grace alone

the sole element in an individual's salvatiou. To "such as should

be saved" heavcji became unavoidable, unescapable. The under-

emphasis of grace by Pelagius was doubtless unintentional, but,

nevertheless, it M'as disastrous. A heretic too forever is he. That

Augustine emphasized it over against him is that for which he

deserves the thanks of all and his sainthood by tlie church. Xever-

theless, in that he also overemphasized it did he, from his day to

neai-ly our o^vn, liang a millstone about tlie neck of Christian truth.

The conee]:>t of a mechanical, de^potic,^ irrational God, to which

Augustine more and more leaned, was the secret of his irresistible

grace as the sole cause of the salvation of impotent man, paralyzed

utterly as to will and desire.- This was bad, but under Gottschalk,

about A. D. S40, it naturally became worse, in that irresistible

grace was unconditionally withheld from those who shoidd be

lost. It then inevitably reached the stiperlative degree and became

worst of all in John Calvin, the keenest of logicians, who tmblush-

ingly drew the horrible concltision—from the false premise—tliat

it was the sovereign God that from all eternity decreed that John

Doe shall receive his irresistible grace and be saved out of his

sin, wliile Iiichard lioe, of equal demerit or merit, shall be omitted

in the distribution of said grace, and accordingly damned in his

sin. To save face, as thf Chinese say. nuto all this has been added,

as instdt to intilligence after injury to the moral sense, the sav-

ing clause: "•'Yet so, a^ thei'rby neitlior is God the author of siu,

nor is violence olYcred 1o llic will of the creatures." Verily,

a pre-Chrisiian god thai, if not a purely heatbeu monster! Xot

at all the Xew Testament God and Father of our Tord Jesus

' Tlie tcrniinoloKy of ultiinatc democracy is of recent nrifrin, .iiul could not pos-sibly be

used in the days of revelation. In Acts 4. 21 the released apostles and the church "lifted up
their voice to Clod witli one accord, and said, 'O Despot, who didst make'," etc.

2 Scarcely one of the C.icek or the Latin fathers for the first three centuries ever cx-

prCTSed or tolerated such notion.
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Christ, of whom Calvin ?c'Ciu5 least of all the trio ever to have

dreamed !^

'T>ut Calvinism is long dead and bnried," cries one, "even to

the exciting of proper ]\Iartha's apprehension. Why rehearse

this ancient history; why waste paper, time, and patience C Snch

protest were valid wei'C it not for the fact that, in this very year

of grace, paper and press an-l ink can he fonnd to give ntterance,

in such a pretentions Avork as the Xew Schaif-lTerzog Encyclo-

pedia of Eeligions Ivnowledge,- to the rankest '"Calvinism with-

out reserve" as absolutely ''the only system in which the whole

order of the world is brought into a rational unity with the tloctrinc

of grace." For such, in the article on '"Calvinism," Princeton's

Professor of Polemics, ]]cnjamin P. Warfiekl, D.D. (nomcn et

omcn)^ pugiiaciously battles unabashed and undismayed:

In Calviuism, objectively spealdng, theism comes to its rights; sub-

jectively speaking, the religious relation attains its purity; soterioln-

gically speaking, evangelical religion finds at length its full expression

and its secure stability.

The doctrine of mono'gistic regeneration—or, as it was phrased by

the older theologians, of "irresistible grace," or "effectual calling"— is the

hinge of the Calvinistic soteriology.'

Jesus Christ has come not to advise, or urge, or to aid him [sinful

man] to save himself, but to save him.

Only so could he [the Calvinist] express his sense of men's complete

dependence as sinners on the free mercy of a saving God; or extrude the

evil leaven of Synergism (q. v.) by which, as he clearly sees, God is robbed

of his glory and man is encouraged to think that he owes to some power,

some act of choice/ some initiative of his own, his participation in that

salvation which is in reality all of grace. There is, accordingly, nothing

against which Calvinism sets its face with more firmness than every form

and degree of autosoterism.

There is and can be no difference among Calvinists as to the inclusion

of the fall in the decree of God; to doubt this inclusion is to place oneself

at once at variance with the fundamental Calvinistic principle which con-

>Tlic Rev. Chii,<tian Knoll, pjstor of our church at 12 Hue Calvin, Ceneva. confirms to

the writer the staleiuent that of the nearly two thou.^m.l sermon.s of Calvin there preserved—

the great majority on Old Testament texts, and twenty-four on the Epistle to Titus—not one

is upon the words of Jesus, or froiu cither ol the Gospels!

« Funk (fc Wafmalls Company. New York, 1909. With this stricture a commendable work.

'This ppi-fecily echoes Hoilse when he declares that one simple question will lay bare

whotlur one be a Calvinist or not: "In the last analy.sis. who decides the question of John

Smith's salvation? If the an.^wer he, 'Hod.' the answerer Is a Calvinist. If it be, 'John Smith

himstU"'. tl'.c answerer is not a Calvinist."

* Sec previous footnote.
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ceives all that comes to pass teleologically and ascribes everything that
occurs nltiraately to the vyill of God. [Or, as the Standard Bible Diction-
ary—Funk & Wagnalls Company, New York, 1909—more tersely expresses
•it: "The processes of time are but the realizing, objectively to God, of that
peifecf plan of them which proceeds from his will and was, as it were,
subjeLtively foremirrored in his thought in eternity. This must include
not only the quiver of every leaf but every sin of every soul, and the
linal destiny of each individual soul. That destiny God has willed eter-
nally, v.hether it be salvation or destruction." "The true predestinarian
cannot conceive of saving grace except as irresistible, and hence he main-
tains that to the nonelect, to the souls that perish, it was never intended
to apply." 'We are inherently incapable of thinking from these two
bases—the eternal plan and the human will—so as to discover their har-
mony." Article on "Predestination."]

Kcsumiiig Professor Warfiold

:

The first serious defection from the fundamental conceptions of the
Reformed system came from the rise of Armiuianism in the early years
of the seventeenth century [names Arminius and others] ; and the Ar-
miuian party was quickly sloughed oft under the condemnaiiou of the
whole Reformed world. [They] were met by the reassertion of the funda-
mental doctrines of absolute predestination, particular redemption, total
depravity, irresistible grace, and the perseverance of the saints (Canons
of the Synod of Dort).'

"fSlongbed off
!"' Tliaiiks for that word ! It was to supply liberal

antidote to such poisou that in 1777, in order to save Chri.stianitj

from the virus of Calvinism, John Wesley founded The Arminian
}i[aga7:ine, of which the ]Metiiodi.st Review is the American off-

spring, now for long the oldest and most widely circulated period-

ical of its kind in our land. Uiidcr all tlie circumstances named
it wotdd seem that s]iace may be spai-ed therein fur pi-ophylaclic,

if not antidote.

As in Daniel's vision, Calvinism is distinctly a mixture

—

gold and clay. At the close of a student's preaching of his sermon-

e.xercisc before his class the homiletical professor returned to him
his maimscript M-ith thr smiling remark: ^'I can say truly, sir,

that your sermon is both good and oi-iginah Candor compels me
to add, however, that the ].art tljat is go.xl is not original, and the

]iarl which is original is not good." Similarly, all there is of good
in what passes current as Calvinism is not the peculiar essence of

Calvinism, but is the hit' Jiolic, the everywherefound, universal,

1 "We liiive met the enemy, and we arc theirs." Sec first footnote.
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general, Christian truth inherited by all from Christ and the

apostles, while that Avhich is so original with Calvin as to have

secured for it his name (including his inheritances from Gotts-

chalk and Augustine and the pagan fatalists), is simply not good

—in fact is execrably bad. The Calvinist's part in the vrorld's

evangelization has had a nieasuro of success at his hands, not

because of his ''horrible decree," but in spite of it. "Would that

those fostering it, but really hampered by it and liamperiug all

others, could see their v\-ay bravely and heroically to renounce it

•root and branch ''for the glory of the Christly '*God'' 1

As a lad in the Civil "War days the writer sympathetically

and patriotically ''scrai^ed lint" from old linen and other worn

materia], tons of which was used at the front in dressing the

wounds of our loved boys in blue. In the best medical phrase of

that day, ''it ])roduced a laudable pus," and occasionally a poor

fellow recovered—actually got well—in spite of it! Kow brave

and bold has been the medical faculty since, and how life-saving

!

In their present anTisejitic treaiment they know that probably

every shred of that germ-infcctod lint acted a.-^ so much virus,

inducing the death of untold thousands who might have recovered

had there been no lint at all. That in Calvinism which gives it its

distinctive name is as poisonous and deadly as that—let us say—

-

well-meant but fatal lint. Xothing ever taught by Arius or

Pelagius did so misrepresent tljue God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ as does that which is the essence of Calvin's teaching.

Who, then, can forbid that he wear the same epithet as they? How
has infidelity bred and festered because of it I How many have

perished through it for whom Christ died; men repulsed, families

degenerate, communities "
'gos])d' (?) hardened"'.^ Only a

change <jf physician, nurse, and treatment—a wide and constant

and militant heralding of the God and Father of our Lord Jesua

Christ rather than the characterless despot of Calvin—has brought

the church to its present glad evangelism and world-wide mission-

ary zeal.- If the withdrav.al of the 'iiorrible decree" from the

' The writer's first pastorates wore in Xcw Eii^'land towns filled with perplexity, revolt,

despair, degeneracy, from two-hvindred yeai>' iii>tilliii;i of Calvin's "horrible decree" as tho

glad news of the all-gracious Christ. Never will tli"sc coiiditions be cfTuceJ from nicinory

or history.
* "A uuioD of missions and a partial call can never rationally coexist."
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pulpit, and its discreet retirement to the privacy of the closet for

esotei'ics, have coiiibiiicd to point out the \vay to the heart and

thought of mankind, why should hyi^ocritical professions of actu-

ally believing it longer repel the millions who would by its heroic

renunciation be drawn by such strong and heroic churches to

Christ rathei than be repulsed from liim I

At sight of the fresh print quoted above one longs for an hour

of the preachers and preaching of a century and half a century ago,

w'hen they stormed the land, put to flight the aliens, and overturned

that "other gos])el, which is not Jinolher." Qjie had supposed that

the necessity for such rough-and-tumble bouts was past, and that

a genuine case of the avowal of ''Cal\-inism without reserve" had

become as rare, and as straiige to Americans, as has a case of

smallpox to most young physicians—who, it is alleged, would not

know a case were they to see it. But in view of its fresh activity

we can but welconu' the blows whei-eby Calvin's Five Points were

met and vanquished by Arminius's Five Points as to

Salvatiox

If you seek it, you won't find i(. If you seek it, you will find it.

If you get it, you can't know it. ' If you get it, you can know it.

If you know it, you haven't got it. If you know it, you have got it.

If you get it, ycu can't lose it. If you get it, you may lose it.

If you lose it, you never had it. If you lose it, you must get it again.'

Their part in the quenching of Calvin's heresy is best shown

by further quotation fi-om Profes^jr AVarfieh.l in the same article

1 In this connection one hears .ik-tih the oUl tircuil rider's soug-piaycr of Wesley:

O .\ll-atoniiip Lamb,
O Saviour of inaiikin<I,

If every soul may in thy name
With ine salvation find;

Equip mo for the war,

And teach my hands to fight,

My simple upright heart prepare.

And guide my words aright.

Increase (if that can be)

The perfect hate I feel

To Satan's HOKIURLU DECREE,
That Keniiine child of hell;

Which feitrns tViee to pa.s.s by
The most of .Adam's lacc,

.\nd have thrni in their blood to die.

Shut out from .'^avin); giiKC.
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and piildieation, and also fi-om Professor Bcckwilli (Chicago

Theological Seiuiiiai-y—Coiigi'egationalist) in liis article, '"Armin-

ianisni/' in the same. Professor W'arficld \vrites:

II must be confessed that the fortunes of Calvinism are not at present

at tlicir flood. In America, to be sure, the controversies of the earlier

half of the nineteenth century compacted a body of Calvinistic thought

which gives way slowly. ... It is probable that few "Calvinists without

reserve" exist at the moment in French-speaking lands. . . . Even in Scot-

land there has been a remarkable decline in strictness of construction.

. . . Nevertheless, it may be contended that the future, as the past, of

Christianity itself is bound up with the fortunes of Calvinism. [Sic]

Per contra, and bv strange contrast in the same pnLlication and

under common editorship, hear Professor Beckwith

:

Arminianism ... in spite of opposition, however, in part on account

of its later profound spirit through Wesley, and in part by virtue of its

essential truth, has thoroughly leavened the Christian thought of America.

A sign of the times is that theological schools confessedly Arminian edu-

cate young men for churches which are traditionally Calvinistic, and min-

isters holding Arminian views are received by such churches as thoroughly

"orthodox."

Put while berating Calvin let ns 7iot close onr eves to a

fault \\i' have in common with him, and, further, to the fact that

another equally detrimental sort of "determinism" proceeds from

the dominant philosoi)hY and science of the day. ^Materialistic

fatalism is the i)ropcr name for the latter. The former arises

from our increasing and thoughtless ]'e])ctition of the Apostles'

Creed '"without note or coiument," ^Yhcn one says: ^'T believe in

God the Father Almighty" he means it ''with reserve," for, in the

domain of man's moral choices under grace, nmn himself is all-

mighty, according to God's self-limitatio]i in making man in his

image and after his likeness. In fact, we may well believe (hat

God himself has a creed; to wit: '"1 believe in ]\ran ; in the realm

of his moral choices. Almighty; Creator of his own heaven or hell."

In the equilibrium graciously established between the sum total of

sin and evil on the one side, and the sum total of God and grace

on the other (in each case computed as large as one will), every

human possessed of liis senses chooses, uncontrolh'd, with which

he will ally himself. As illustraling this, Pvangxlist J. Wilbur

Chajiman tells of an old theologian of ct^lor who explained to him
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as follow^! :
*' 'Bout 'lection, siiL, dis am de way. 'Lection's goin*

on all de tiiiic. God's votin' for ycr; debble's votin' 'gainst yer.

'Loci ion guc'S which cber ^va_v yo" vote yo'scll'.'' Verily, out of the

mouth of biibes and sucklings lliou ha.-t perfected praise! Coidd

aught be more illuminating^ How thai relie^es of the suspicion

that God and the devil ever side together against man!

From this, ho^vever, let no one infer that one's moral choices

involve and secure their full and perfocl execution. Character

depends upon struggle, not necessarily attainment. The struggier

in the slums of "Water Street nuiy go iiuo the kingdom before the

hereditary saint of Tuxedo Avenue who never struggled. By the

sovereign and glorious scheme of grace, evei-y man mtist throw

his sword into one lanx (pan) or the other of the bilanx (balance)

before him. llis it is to decide v.diich shall descend, not how much

it shall descend ; over that he has no control. Before each, in the

plan of God, stretches infinite opportunity. Whether nmn will

midtiply hiriiself as a plus quantity into the same, producing for

his ]>rodnct a plus infinity, or whether as a minus quantity he will

get as his restdt and possession a minus ininiity—is all his, his

alone, to decide.

One maj'' well be amtised at the agi^-long attempt to derive

from the apostle Paid support for Calvin's heresy. On the con-

trary, Paul to the last boasts himself a Pharisee, and, as a friendly

rabbi telephones me, it has from the very beginning been a tenet

of the Pharisees—to which body he and all rabbis belong—that

Ilakhol hcyad sliainayhn Jnifz yirc sliamayim; which is being inter-

preted ''Everything is in the hand of God excejjt the fear of God."

Under the scheme of universal grace man is god of his moral and

eternal destiny. The heresy of an irresponsible despotisna over

man's moral choices—whether of the spiritual kind pretended by

Calvin or that arising from the alleged fixedness and immobility

and unchangeableness of our ])hysical nature and inheritance and

environment—must not, shall not, be ]iermitted to blind us to ottr

responsibility for our destiny; v/hether under grace ''thou shalt

save thyself" (ir ''become a castaway." This glorious but awful

responsibility-—to forget which all sorts of oj^iates lja\-e been

invented, all delusions devised—is well set forth in a rare bit of
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verse quoted to young men for the formation of character by one

a score of years pastor of a Plymouth Congregational Church,

evidently a Calvini^t with very Jai-gc
"'

"reserve"

:

One ship drives east and another drives west
With the selfsame winds that blow;

'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales,

That settles the way they go.

Like the winds of the sea are the ways of fate,

As we voyage along through life:

'Tis the set of the soul that decides the goal.

And not the calm or the strife.

The icinds are His, and likewise the reacting of the goal. But
the decision as to the goal to ho sought, and the "set of the soul"

to seek it, are another's—even yonrs or mine—alone.

Arins was nnre])roachaL]e in morals, and held much truth,

hut is a heretic. Pelagius similarly—a heretic. Calvin similarly;

hut, as a noted Scot concedes, ''Calvin actually veiled the face of

God to men." Should he not wear that title too ?
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Art. v.—'TEOSPICF;': THE LYEIC OF LOVE
TiUU.MPl]AXT

In his Look, The Forms of English Poetry, Professor Charles

F. Johnson t;ays, ^'Browning' 'thinks too nnich' and too suhtly,

but is lyrical in attitude, so that his manly jiersonality is evident

even in his most unsonglike verse, and many of his shorter poems

arc lyrical in directness of address though as far removed from

the ordinary stnig as it is j')0ssil)le to eoncei\'e." This is sufficient

reason and authority for classifying as a lyric BrovvUiing's short

poem, '^Prospice.'' Its theme is love's victory over death. Its

many-sided greatness makes it not a hut the lyric of love trium-

phant. There is no quicker and sunr ^vay to the best of Browning

the poet and Browning the man than a study of this poem. Stop-

ford Brooke writes, ''Browning at his best. Browning in the central

fire of his character, is in it.'' L'lowden says, '^At no time did

Browning write verse which soars with a more steadfast and im-

passioned libration of wing." Jjei'doe declares: 'Tn the short

poem 'Prosi)ice' is concentrated the strength of a great soul and

the courage of one who is prepared for the worst with eyes un-

baudaged. ... As an example of the poet's power nothing

can be finer. . . . The dramatic intensify of the opening

lines—the fog, the mist, the snows, and the blasts which indicate

the journey's end, 'the post of the foe'-—is unsurpassed even by

Shakespeare himself." Its representative character suggests two

lines of study: Its relation to Browning's own experience and its

relation to his philosophy of life. First, then, its relation to his

own experience.

Fiction never conceived a sweeter love story than that of

]iobert BroM'iiing and Elizabeth Barrett; history has nothing that

surpasses it, and literature contains no iinor expression of the

strong and tender passion than the poetry it in.-|)ired. Clandestine

courtship and eb»])ement are ordinarily both foolish and criminal

;

but when they are indidged in by ])eo])le so sane and C(ai>ervative

as these two they becomo the evidence of obstacles that cotihl not

otherwise be overcome and the halo of n. ]ni=sion so holy that it
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must oboy God rather than men. Such obstacles Erowuiiig and his

wife found in the opposition of an um-casonable and imphicablc

father-in-hiw, and such a halo they found in their love; a love so

holy that, while ]\lrs. Lrowning thought it a dreadful thing to

cause her father pain, another feeling sustained her and projii])ted

her to say to her husband, "You only, as if one said God only; and

we shall have him beside, I pray him." As the years went by their

affectio]! for one another broadened and deepened like the ^lis-

sissippi—which starts with small streams and as it wends its way

is enlarged by a thousand trilmtarics until at its great delta the

mighty current carries itself far out into the sea. What she was

to him is the theme of several of his best poems. What he was to

her is the theme of the "Sonnets from the Portuguese." Oidy by

a study of these ]->oenis can we thoroughly understand the faith

and love that throb so mightily in "Prospice." What he was to

her may be seen in a single sonnet whose fourteen lines niirror

the immensities of her love as a placid lake reflects the over-arch-

ing infinitudes of the sky

:

How do I love thee? Let mc count the ways:

I love thee to the depth and breadth and height

My soul can reach when feeling out of sight

For the ends of Being and ideal Grace;

I love thee to the level of everyday's

Most quiet need, by sun and candlelight;

I love thee freely, as men strive for right;

I love thee purely, as they turn from praise;

I love thee with the pfission put to use

In rny old griefs and with my childhood's faith;

I love thee with a love I seemed to lose

With my lost saints; I love thee with the breath,

Smiles, tears of all my life! and, if God choose,

I shall but love thee better after death.

What she was to him may be seen best in the ])Mem, "Ey the Fire-

side," because more than any other it tells of their happy niarried

life:

My own, sec where the years conduct!

At first, 'twas something our two souls

Should mix as mists do; each is sucked

In each now; on the new stream rolls,

Whatever rocks obstruct.
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O, I must feel your brain prompt mine,

Your heart anticipate my heart,

You must be Just before; in fine

—

See and malve me see, for your part,

New depths of the divine!

Speaking of the time when she accepted his proi)osnl of marriage,

be says

:

I am uanied and known by that moment's feat;

There took my station and degree;

So grew my own small life complete

As nature obtained her best of me

—

One born to love you, sweet!

Very often expressions like these must be labeled ''Poetry Only,"

but ill this case they are transcripts from life. It was love like

this that made I^rowning's grief over the death of his wife aluiost

uncontrollable. ^'AVhen I was moved," ho said, ''I began to go to

pieces." At another time he said, '"^I shall grow still, I hope, but

my root is taken.'' His flight from Fluj'cnce, to escape the pres-

ence of his wife's gra\e and other associations that preyed upon

his mind, helped but did not cure, for latei- lie said, ''And I shall

bear for thee no year-long grief, but grief that lasts while my own

days last. Love."' When he said, "I want my new life to rcsendjle

the last fifteen years as little as possible," lie e\idently felt that the

loss of ]\Irs. ]3rowning nuirkcd oil; a new e])oeh in his career. That

epoch is marked in his poetry as well as in his life. Dowden says

of "Prospice," written the summer after the death of her whom he

called ''the one woman in all the world": "The verses are a con-

fession which gives the I'cason of that gallant beating up against

the wind noticeable in many of Prowning's latei- poems. He could

not cease from hope; but hope and faith had much to encounter and

sometimes he would reduce the grounds of his hope to the lowest,

as if to make sure against illusion and to test the fortitude of hope

even at its weakest." ''Prospice," therefore, takes us into the

very heart of the poet and his j^oetry at their best, nanu>ly. in the

hour when love and faith win their great \-ictory over death. The

teaching of Prowning may be snmmed u]^ in three simple funda-

mental ideas: first, serene faith in Clod; second, inmiortality for

the individual ba^sed on this sei'ene faith in Cod and on a belief

in the essential worth of the individual hlinserf ; third, the endles-s
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cli'volojiniont of the soul. But in "rrospico" all these elements are

blended into the harmony and beauty of the rainbow's color. Here

love, his dominating passion toward men and God, but seen at its

best in his devotion to his wife, and death, "the Arch Fear in a

visible form," but seen at its worst in wresting from him his

beloved, meet in deadly, decisive combat, and in the balance hang

all the issues of his faith. As literature, as experience, as phi-

losophy, ''Prospicc" is, to use one of Browning's own figures, ''all

the shade and the shine of the sea in the core of one pearl."

We turii now to the relation of '"Prospice" to Browning's

philosophy of life. The biographical and representative character

of ''Prospice'' becomes the more evident when we remember the

poet's passion fui' analyzing abnormal and unusual moods. Even

in "By the Fireside," where he seems most to forget himself, he

makes a speculative excursus on what might have happened if his

sweetheart had not l)een what she was. This trait of inind leads

Stopford Brooke to say, ''On the whole, his poetry, like that of

Wordsworth, but not so completely, is destitute of the love poem

in the ordinary sense of the word, and the few exceptions to whicli

we might ])oint want so much the exclusiveness of a lover, which

shuts out all other thought but that of the woman, that it is difBcult

to class them in that species of literature." If this was Browning's

usual frame of mind, who can doubt that during the period between

the death of ]\rrs. Browning and the writing of "Prospice" he put

his philoso])hy of lifc^—optimism and all—into the crucible to see

if he could detect any dross? But no dross was found. In 'Tros-

pice" all his old beliefs shine with still brighter luster ]>ccauso

they have proven themselves pure gold, bought of God and tried

in the fire. The M-ay to relate "Prospice" to Browning's philoso-

phy of life is to outline the poem and see how each phase of its

thought crystallizes some idea fundamental to all his poetry.

In lines 1 to r! death is feared :

Fear death? To feel the fot? in my throat,

The mist in my face.

When the snows begin, and the blasts denote

I am nearing the i)lace,

The power of the night, tlie jncss of tlie storm,

The post of the foe.
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Paul speaks of those who tlironiih fear of death Avere all their

lifetime subject to bondage. Jjj'owiiiiig, however, Avas not of these.

Xoiie had written more nobly on death, but he here portrays it in

a now light. In ''Itabbi Ben Ezra" death is a fi-ien.d, in '*Prospice''

it is a foe. But while the strcng-th of the enemy makes the combat

more perilous it ako adds to the £;h>ry of the victory. It is th'^

mists, the snows, tlie Ijlasts, the. night, the storm, the post of the

foo that make possibh: '"the one fight more," witli its trophies of

eternal peace and light and love. It takes the darkness of the

night to bring out the luminosity of Browning's faith.

In lines 7 to 12 death is certain:

Where he stands, the Arch Fear in a visible form.

Yet the strong man must go;

For the journey is done and the summit attained.

And tlie barriers fall,

Though a battle's to fight ere the guerdon be gained,

The reward of it all.

The title that Browjiing cho.-c foi' his ]K>em is a significant com-

ment on these lines. The word "Prospice" is froin the Italian

and jneans '^'look forwar-l.*' It indicates that tlie center of Ids

life has changed. Xow his citi/,e]iship is in heaven because his

heart is there. To meet ]\Irs. Browning again is "the guerdon

to be gained," "the reward of it all," but standing between is the

inevitable battle with what seems like an invincilde foe.

In lines 13 to 20 death is disdained. Does BrowJiing shrink

from the struggle? Listen to him and see:

I was ever a fighter, so—one fight more,

The best and the last!

I would hate that death bandaged my eyes, and forbore,

And bade me creep past.

No! Let mc ta.ste the whole of it, fare like my peers,

The heroes of old.

Bear the brunt, in a minute pay glad life's arrears

Of pain, darkness, and cold.

Great souls ever feel that the inevitable ought to be faced reso-

lutely, defiantly. Should a brave man be told that he might

dodge by death on the sly he woidil instinctively feel it beneath

him to be so cowai'dly ; lie would believe to the very marrow of his

bones that to prove himself a nnin he must vanqui.-h the monster
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that stands between liiiu ami liis immortality. And this is Brown-

ing's mood lieiv, and ibc mood of a lil'clime applied to its severest

test

:

I was ever a fighter, so—one fight more,

The best and the last!

And wliat is the gronnd of Lis faith at this point i It is his belief

in the snfficiency of the principles he has tied to in the past. We
can read between the lines. "In this, the gi-eatcst fight of all, the

things that stood by me in tlie past Avill not fail me now." We are

reminded of David's saying, as ho goes forth to meet Goliath, ''The

Lord that delivered me ont of the ]-)aw of the lion aiid out of the

paw of the bear, he will deliver me out of the power of this

Philistiue."

In lines 21 to 24 death is defeated. All the poet's art and pas-

sion and faith at thoir whitest heat are here welded into a strong

and mighty climax. Here most of all we can say with Stopford

Brooke, ''Browniug in the central fire of his character is in it."

For sudden the worst turns the bcht to the brave.

The black minute's at end,

And the elements' rage, the fiend voices that rave,

Shall dwindle, shall blend,

Shall change.

The battle that he would disdain to evade, were it possible, is, after

all, but for a minute, and it takes Bi-owning scarcely a minute to

tell it. But it is a '"black minute," and did ever a poet by dramatic

touch and rapidity of movement put more blackness into so small

a space of time? Will there ever be another minute so tense, so

throbbing, so thrilliiig, so triumphant as that which liegins with

"the elements' ragv" and hurries to the quivering moment when

the fiend voices shall change ?

In lines 25 to 2G death is despoiled. In the oft-repeated

story of the old romantic days of chivalry a beautiful princess is

withi)) a palace where she has every material conif(U't lieai't coidd

wish. But she is a prisoner. To get to her her lover ninst pass

the guards. Likewise Browning thinks of his wife as being in

the larger life beyond. But she is a prisoner. Death keeps oft'

all comers. To reach her he must over]iower tlie gniard. The

climax of victory recorded in the preA'ious Hues is, therefore,
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made tlic foundation of a climax of reward, an enumeration of

the spoils of war that culminates iu the joyous certainty of reunion

with her whom he ojice calkd "soul of my soul." After "the ele-

ments' rage, the fiend voices that I'age, shall change,'' they

Shall become first a peace out of pain,

Then a light, then thy breast,

O, thou soul of my soul! I shall clasp thee again,

And with God be tlie rest.

Here one of the favorite ideas of Browning and his wife finds its

mosi exultant expression. The lo\-e iK>eins of each ahound with

their belief that after death all love's severed ties will be reunited

forever. At the cud of ''The Tast JJide" the man says, "Xow,
heaven and she are beyond this ride," and then asks, "^Yhat if

this yearning should be forever fulfilled"

And heaven just prove that I and she

Ride, ride together, forever ride?

1)1 a little poein called "Speculative-" he gives a concise but compre-

hensive statement of this belief:

Others may need new life in heaven

—

Man, Nature, Art made new, assume.

Man with new mind old sense to leaven;

Nature new light to clear old gloom;

Art that brealvs bonds, gets soaring room.

I shall pray: "Fugitive as precious

—

Minutes which passed—refurn, remain!

Let earth's old life once more enmesh us,

You with old pleasures, me— old pain,

So we but meet nor part again.

In "By the Fireside" he says to his wife:

Think, whou our one soul undi^rstands

The great Word whieli makes all things nev\%

"When earth breaks up and heaven exitands.

How will the change strike me and you

In the hou.sc not made witli hands?

!Not until the last vei-se, where he has gained his choice and is

watching her as she sits by the fire, does he answer, ''The gain

of earth must be ht>aven's o-aiu too."

The geui of :dl tlnsc aspiratious is v/hat he calls "a posy" to

the ring with which h..' encircles his wife's finger in "The Bing
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and the Book." In olden day.s "a posy" was a motto inscribed

on a ]-ing' and sonietiuir's on a knife. Browning's "posy" invokes

not tlu' muses but his wife, who alone can inspire bim, because he

feels that she is still wiili him in spirit, and that the life he now

lives he lives by the faith that he will one day see her face to face:

Hail, then, and hearken from the realms of help!

Never may I commence my song—my due

To God, Ts-ho best taught song by gift of thee

—

Except with bent head and beseeching hand,

That still, despite the distance and the dark,

YVhat was again may be; some interchange

Of grace, .some splendor once thy very thought.

Some benediction anciently thy smile.

In the days of the flesh this longing was equally strong in the heart

of Mrs. Browning. We have already heard her say,

''If God choose,

I shall but love thee better after death."

During court shiji, when sickness made the grave st-em nearer than

the marriage altar, she wrote:

Guess now who holds thee? '-Death:" I said. But there

The silver answer rang, "Not death, but love."

IIow his wife's faith must have quickened his own ! But all the

ardor used elsewhere in asserting his belief in the eternal reunion

of severed ties is concentrated and energized in the passionate out-

burst ill 'Trospice" which tells of Love's victory over death:

Then thy breast,

O thou soul of my soul! I shall clasp thee again

—

And with God be the rest.

In speaking thus Browning was but voicing a universal instinct.

In the old picture ^Monica and Augustine clasp hands in the twi-

light and look longingly into the oi)en sky. An eminent divine

has used this as a symV)ol of man's instinctive yearning after

iinmoi-tality, and so it is. But those clasped hands mean that the

only immortality that caii satisfy love is one that guarantees the

reunion of severed ties. The demand for a future life is almost

invariably accom])anicd by a demand for the eternity of the dee])er

friendships. Homer in the Odyssey re]->resonts Ulysses as recog-

nizing his mother in the world of spirits. When Tennyson ])ic-
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tiiros him as sailing forth beyond ^'tho baths of all the westeru

stars," to seek new Avoi-ltU, he makes him say,

It may be that tliG guIfR will wasli us down,

It may be we shidl toiuli the Happy Isles

And see the great Achilles, whom wc knew.

Socrates in his address before tlie jndges said: "Who could not

part Avith a great deal to purcliase a meeting ^vith Orplieiis, llesiod,

and Horner^ If it be trne that this is to be the consequence of

death I ^vould e\'en be glad to die often. Wliat pleasure will it

give to live with Palamedcs^ aiul others vvlio sutTei'ed unjustly,

and to com])are my fate with tln'irsl What inconceivable happi-

ness Avill it be to converse in another world with Sisyphus and

Ulysses, especially as those who inhabit that world will die no

more." Cicero echoes the same ho])e: '"For my part I feel myself

transported with the most ardent imj^atience to join the society

of my two departed friends, who-^e character I g)-(\atly respected

and whose persons I sincerely lovud." In his account of the visit

of yEneas to the woild of spirits ^'irgil describes his hero as recog-

nizing his friends and l)eing recognized by them. Even though

the dead child was the child of his sin, David must needs say, "I

shall go to him, but he shall not return to me." In the full light

of the Xew Testament revelation the here;ifter is a sumptuous

feast where we shall sit down Avith our friends and the noblest

souls of earth—the xVbrahams, the Isaacs, the Jacobs. This hope

beats etennd even in savage breasts. It was the hope of attend-

ing him in another ^-orld tliat ]u-()m])ted tin- widow of India to

throw herself on the funeral ]»yre of her bii.-band. The wife of

Little Wolf, an Indian Chief, ;u'(>i)m])anied l;im to Paris, where

she died. They had lost four clilldrcn, and in answer to her hus-

band's desire tbat she might IJvr .--he re]>lied : *'XoI Xo ! My four

children call me. I see them beside the Great Spirit. They stretch

out their arms to me, aii'l arc astonished that I do not join them."

Peyond doubt, this is a universal belief, and universal beliefs are

the voice of God, Tt i> ju-t this essential bunutnity of the belief

tliat coiisfitutes the gi'ound of Prowning's faith. Once reunited

with his wife, what of the eternal future? Xot knowledge but

faith, is his answer. After all, the grand climax of ''Prospice" is
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the last lino, "And ^vitll God be the rest." His only arguiueut is

that of Wliittior:

I know not where His islands lift

Their fronded palms in air;

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care.

Because t]ie deeper and nobler instincts are implanted by God,

Browning holds him responsible for their eternal development,

and because God is mighty and good, that responsibility will bo

fully met, not in cold legality, but in love. Therefore he says.

All we have willed, or hoped, or dreamed of good shall exist;

Not its semblance, but itself.

But he makes love the greatest good. Of all his human ties the

greatest is his love for his wife. If God gives fullness and eternity

to the lesser instincts he has implanted, much more, then, will he

give them to this, the finest of all. 'When he says in the concluding

line of "Prospiee," "And with God be the rest," he makes an eager,

confident application to himself of the argument used in "Evelyn

Hope":
For God above

Is great to grant as mighty to make,

And creates the love to reward the love:

I claim you still, for my own love's sake!

Wherever men deligiit to see ai-t engaged in a ministry of

sympathy and faith; wherever bereft love would conquer death

and regain its own; wherever there is a belief that the nobility

and purity of our longings argue for iheii- eternal development

because the God who made them has morally bonded himself to

perpetuate them—there "Pro.spice," the l.yric of Love Trium-

phant, the most biographical and representative of all the poems of

Kobert Browning, will be ])rizod as one of the most precious inher-

itances that a su]n'emely gn-eat poet ever left to enlighten ami

strengthen the hearts of men.

oCn^^ (S. (?k^'.i/u(y.
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Akt. VL—PACAXISM
It is said that n famous organist v/lio visitod Xiagara Falls

a few years ago Lccanie impressed \vitli the fact that the torrent

was making majestic harmony as it took its eternal plinige. The

idea took such po^sesbion of him that he made careful experiments,

and as a result came to the conclusion that the great cataract was

sounding the chord of G of the t]iirty-n\'o-foot pipe of the organ,

only four octaves lower. lie was able to detect the harmonies

and to determine their pitch, and from these he deduced the funda-

mental of the chord. And thus the vast roar that had been mere

noise for most pc-oplc became for liim music, a vast and glorious

and majestic part of the W()r]d's music in which he himself liad

his snnill share. 1 hove sometimes fancied that if one with a

sufficiently traineel t;ir could listm in the roar of a great city from

the right coignc of vantage, he might discover that that awful roar

also was, after all, making a note of God's majestic music. To

us who live in it there is no music—only noise. But get far

cnough^away from the roar of l>ondon, or Paris, or Xew York

—

get far enough away from the rattle of the elevated road, the shriek

of the steam whistle, the clangor of the tools of a million workmen,

the despairing wail of disheartened men, the sobs and cries of them

that mourn, the di'unken song of reveler.-, and the shouts of little

children at I'lay—and I can fancy that in some mysterious v,-ay

all Avould be transmuted into a nr)te of mighty music. And a

trained. sensiti\e ear might Ix' able to hcai- and to determine that

note, T can fanr-y. ]\laj<u- or minor, 1 camiot say. I fancy that it

might lie minor. Wordsworth s]X'aks of hearing "the still, sad

music of hunianity." And yet it might be major; the brave, re-

pounding strokes of glad labor and the joyous sounds of ho]ieful life

overcoming the minor tones and ])ushing them down into a subor-

dinate place. And in quite a similar way, one can almost think,

iho eoiifused sound of life in all (he world, ma<le up of the dreams

and a<pii-:itions, the truths and the untruths, the victories and the

mistakes, the ])oetry and tlie prose, the ideas that succeed and the
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ideas that fail, of mankind, as it rises up into the heavens becomes

blended together in some kind of a unison that means music.

Often it seems t-) us more like thf tuning-up and the experimenlal

sounding of the- instruments befui-e the symphony begins, but that

may be largely because we are too near. And, if not, then we feel

that it is, at any rate, the preparation for a great song that ought

to be sung some day, and must be.

As we listen to the great din of sound we try to pick out the

instruments and their note.-i. It is a usefid ])rocess, because it

enables us to try to correct the orchest]-a where it is at fault. We
iind that sometimes one pai't is dominant, sometimes another.

Sometimes it is an tmgodly instrument that rises to the top and

overcomes all tbe rest, threatening to rtiin the symphony. That

instrument is tamed, and brought into place, and another rises to

dominance that is full of strength and pui-ity and godliness. And
so the ];>lay goes on, seldom plainly and simply, always with many
instrtnnents sounding many notes, sometimes with all the insti-u-

ments quarreling for the mastery, sometimes with many working

in harmony. Paganism is one of the notes in the ensemble of

sound to-day. It is iiot the dominant. A carefid student of pres-

ent conditions said the other day that, to his ear, the dominant note

is an awareness of the troubled life of others. Some one else

might find a diffei-ent dominant. But down in the great cacophony

is the note of paganism. It is not the blat of the horn, nor the

squeak of the violin, nor the roar of the double basses that builds

the foundation. To me it is more like the insistent, haunting

tone of the oboe. In the sotind of the ol)oe yoti have the clear air

of Greece, the fair hilltop or gTOve or glade, and the shepherd

with his reed making melody and thinking of the "great god Pan."

And that picture carries you to paganis^n. Historically, the word
''pagan" refers to those village dwellers in the later years of the

old Poman empire v;bo were the last to come over to Christianity,

When the rest of the empire had long since adopted Christianity

for its religion these villagers still clung to the gods, the sacrifices

and the festivals of the older time.-. It is like the word "heathen,"

which etymologically refers to th.\<e dwellers on the heath who
longest resisted the truth after Christianity was introduced into
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Gonnany. Eiit in tbi.^ paper the word is not nscd in that narrow

sense. It is nsed rather in a hii-ge way to suggest those ideas and

ideals tliat doiuiiiaied the better ])arts of the world before Chris-

tianity came. The highe>t and uioA attractive expression of

paganism is found in early Greece. The life of the Hellenic times

has a perennial fasciiuuion for the niiud of man. Always are

there miu.ds and hearts harking back, either consciously or with

mere human iustiuct, to the joyous, care-free blitheness of the life

of pagan Greece. The blue skies, the hearty outdoor life, the

beautiful bodies, the lithe limbs, the bright eyes, the culture, the

grace, the refinement, the garlands, dances, and wine, the music

and art, the days of j^leasnre, the lives nntroubled by ''the pangs

of conscience, tlie fears and hopes, the triumph and despair of

the. soul which were the jn-eoccupations of the Puritans"—these

things seem very desirable to the hearts of men over and again as

the world wags on. And over and again as the Avorld wags on the

hands of mrri are stretched out to seize them, the eiforts of men are

spent to gain them.

As applied to conditions to-day, paganism would refer to

any manifest survival or ]-ecrudescence of the ideals or the aims

of pagans ; it would refer to any obvious abandonment of the Chris-

tian idea] and the substitution of the ideals of those people who

lived in the moment, whose aim was pleasure, who exalted natnrc,

'and whose souls were untroubled by those questions of sin and sal-

vation that historically have gone with the Christian faith. If

there is any nuirked literary exjn-ession of this point of view, or

any general or increasing going over to pagan ways of living, there

is food for thought f(jr the student of the life of the day. That

there are evidences of this few would be disposed to deny. The

frank way in which people will avow that they are becoming

pagans is an interesting fact. The causes are doubtless manifold.

In. an age that might be characterized as the age of ]n-ol)lems—an

age when ^'problem" is al7nf>st our most familiar word—n.iany

gi-ow tired of jiroblems and the Puritan view of life. Tn an ago

of maddening nervous tenseness and deadly weariness from rush-

ing, ideals are set aside for the comfort or the pleasure of the

moment. A deadly lassitude of conscience falls even upon those
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of Xcw England heritage. People give up their religious prac-

tices because they seem less important to them than other things.

In an age of such bouihlless wealth as was never known before

in the Christian world, the reckless extravagance and eager self-

indidgence that are the camp followers of such wealth have under-
mined the feeling of responsibility. In one way and another,

not to multiply causes, the spiritual aspirations of i)eo])le are for-

gotten, starved, or buried. And paganism creeps in. For pagan-
ism is life without a S])iritual ideal. The pagan is a man who is

satisfied with the present, lie lives iii the now.

It is not fair to vituperate wealth all the while. Xor is it

honest. And yet it cannot be forgotten that it was said a long
time ago that great riches make it hard for a man to get into the

kingdoni of heaven. Certainly the jiossession of enormous vrealth

makes it easy for a man to l)e a pagan. When :\ridas had his fatal

gift of the golden touch he could not have been anything but a

pagan. Unless increase in conscience, in moral restraint, and in

the feeling of responsibility keep pace with increase in wealth,

there is pretty likely to be trouble somewhere. ]\Ien become like

c]]gi]ies with a big head of steam up and the governor off. There
is a vast power not under restraint. Though a revival is taking
place now, in recent years conscience, restraint, and resiwnsibility

have not been increasing as fast as wealth in this country. There-
fore we have the situation that is taxing the most serious thought
of the best men in the land. Though the ''yellow i-ich" nniy be
willing to lapse into ])agajiism, the inasses of the people arc not
content to become Helots. This makes the difhculty of our situa-

tion. The ancient pagan aristocrat looked upon the serfs as little

more than cattle, and slew them for the pleasure of watching their

death struggles. The modern pagan, reveling in easy self-indul-

gence and cheerful irres])onsibility, ruthlessly and haughtily dis-

regards the masses tailing below him in poverty, ignorance, and
degradation. The workmen who become "s]ient men" while still

scarcely more than boys matter not to him. The babes working
idl night in the foul, hot air of crowded mills are beneath his

notice. The bodies etiolated from their much confinement, the
diseases induced by unsanitary surroundings, the gaunt frames,
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the sunls-cii cheeks, the cLamoroiis stomachs, the beclouded minds,

the st\i})id faces, the thousands killed unnecessarily in mines and

factories, the ^vonlen driven to dishonor because of insufficient

wages—the.^e things, thai he might have hcl])od, do not make the

modern j'agan flutter an eyelid. Tlie insolent arrogance of the fur-

clad, begoggled motorist, who spatter^ mud upon all sides and fu-

riously rides down those who do not keep out of his way well typ'

ifles the })ractical attitude of many toward their fellow men. Xot

that all )nolorists are like that, nor that all rich men treat the

masses thus. Xot even that the majority are such. Eut the typo

will be recognized. Lest this general attitude of mind and life

should not be sufiiciently cfl'ective in the world, some gentlemen of

our own day have kindly built it uj) into a philoso])hy for us.

In the superman philosophy, the philosophy of lion natures that

is so vigorously tauglit by one school of writers, we have one of tho

literary expressions of modern paganism. Here is a modern pagan

philoso])hy. Tlie teachings and ideals of Christianity are set aside

and paganism is put in its ])lace. And yet here is a curious fact.

These superman philosi.phors by no means exhilnt that liardness

of heart which is the most condemnable thing in the world, but,

on the contrary, their hearts beat hot and high with a very intense

social passion, while at the same time they are teaching that the

only ho]->o for the world lies in the production of a race of strong

men, hard men, men \<\\o shall override all others and do as they

please. While a ]>liilo^ophieal scho(j] })ropounds the theory, the

economic tendencies of the time produce the reality. The "strong

man" that the ])hilosopher talks about is the lion-hearted financier,

the unmoral money king, the ruthless egoist, that the common

business man or laboring man has to encounter. The philosophical

statement is pagan in its ])oint of view, the men who unconsciotisly

illustrate it are ])a<ian in deed. This same ruthless egoism, this

same eagorness to override everyone else to get to one's own goal,

is revealed in the nmd rush for ])leasure, the demand for enjoy-

ment at any cust, that has become a familiar spectacle. The feel-

ing that inan.kind ought to be luappy is a deep and universal and

true instinct. All nature seems happy. The animal creaiion

seems h:ip])y. ]\[an alone is unhapi)y, But to snatch happiness
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^vitL a high band, to live hj this rule, "I must be bappj at any

and every cost"—tbis is a very different tbiug from tbe Cbristiau's

bopefiil living for a future bappiness tbat is entirely compatible

\vitb perfect goodness. Tbe modern pagan, bowever, is resolved

to be bappy at any cost. He grows tired of bis wife ? He promptly

decides sbe is not bis affinity, leaves ber, and induces some one

to tie bim up to bis affinity. He wants a motor? He sells bis

bouse, makes jiis cbildren bomeless, cbeats bis butcber and baker

—and buys tbe coveted expensive toy.

Every little Avbile v.'e are startled by some new evidence tbat

comes to ligbt of tbe mad desire of jaded lives for a new sensa-

tion—some story of ''bigb society" folk dining at a tal)]e witb

monkeys, or otberwise sbowing tbemselves to be agreeable inno-

vators in tbe realm of pleasure. Perbaps we sbould bave more

food for tbougbt if we could see in bow many black-coated, respect-

able-looking men tbe same desire—manifested in more conven-

tional ways, it may be, but tbe same desire iov sensation-—bas

become regnant. Tbey are not restrained by any conscience.

Tbey fire not being bold back l)y any eternal or divine law of

rigbt. Tbey are liAing for sensations, not for cbaracter. ''Self-

indulgence ratber tban self-denial, play ratlier tban work, excite-

ment ratber tban self-respect," are wbat tbey tbink desirable.

Tbey bave become pagans. For tbe pagan is a man wbo bas ceased

to struggle toward an infinite, ever-progressing ideal, bas ceased

1o bunger arid tbirst after unattained and unattainable cbaracter,

and bas settled bimself down to get tbe greatest enjo^^nent out of

tbe passing moment. For bim tbere is no longer any passion for

ideals, tbere is no more any ecstatic sending of tbe soul up into

tbe liigbest places.

One of tlic surest evidences of tbis modern paganism i> tbe

cutting out of all effort for spiritual culture. Tbe calm and frank

way in wblcb people do it is most suggestive. "O, we bave become

quite pagans," tbey say, and laugb it oft'. And tbey bave. For

tbe tyi>ical ideals of tbe best of tbe ])agan world were culture and

self-realization. As Professor Griggs ba< jmt it, tbe bigbest

ibotigbt of tbe Greeks was ''tbe barmonious development of mental

and ])bysical faculties." He mentions tbe Sopboclcs of tbe Lateran
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as an illustration: ''The figure is c-roct, bcautifullj proportioned,

and gracefully draped. The head is noble, the face showing a

union of power ajid self-control together -with a glad joy of life.

There is no great aspiration, no profound s^^pirituality in this

statue, but that serene and balanced harmony of mind and body

which was the highest ideal in ancient life." This is fine, but

it is a limited manhood. Men and women after that pattern can

only be called '"noble aniunils." And that is the })roduct of pagan-

ism at its highest culmination. The pcojdc v\-ho have cut out of

their lives all sj'jirittial longing and struggle, all clTort to be any-

thing but ''noble animals/' have become nothing more than latter-

day pagans. "We have them for our neighbors. They have ceased

to go to chtirch, because church seem.'; to them le.-s important than

countless other things. If they ever do entc<r a church it is either

because fashion decrees, or because for a moment tlx^y have been

fooled into thinking church is not churcii by means of the sound

of cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and dtilcimer, and all

kinds of music, that haw been brought in for the hour by some

a*tute priest of ]:)agnnism. 13tit they have no holy day. There are

days of ^vork and days of pleasure, but a holy day they h>avc none.

When Sunday comes round they choose rather to enjoy the pleas-

ures of golf for a season than to separate themselves with the people

of God. . When they think of morals it is from the point of view

of the ancient pagan, who regarded moral evil only from the

a?sthetic point of view. And if tliey do, perchance, still pretend to

some touch with the ancient religion, it if probably to add yet

more to those crimes against truth and vital ix'ligion that have

been so often dune under the fetich of a false lil>erality. The new

devotion to t4ie body and enthusiasm for outdoor life that have

just been alluded to arc among the striking characteristics of our

time. A man can liave a beautiful ])ody and n(jt be a pagan, and

can love outdoor Vilv and not be a jmg.an ; but if tliose two things

are the chief objects of his devotion, he is not likely to be much
else than a pagan. The cidtivalion of the body is a very different

thing from the cultivation of the soul.

Thy body at its best,

How far can that project thy .soul on its lone way?
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So spal:c a wise man. And that word, and this other great word,

I count life just a stuff

To try the souls strength on,

indicate the difference hetween pagan and Christian. But there

are otlier interesting facts in this connection. With this new
devotion to the body has come a new exaltation of the purely

physical functions. There is the school of social philosophers

who teach that the only possible solution of the social and indus-

trial problems of life lies in scientllically planned and guarded

reproduction to 2'>eo2ilo the earth wiili a new race. But more strange

even than this is the outbreak of literary revelation of sexual emo-

tions in the novels and plays of the day, and the constant discussion

of sexual questions and frequent i)alliation of sexual tran>gTts-

sions and abnormalities. Just at present a numljor of writers

seem to have gone mad about "Life Force." Books ai-e written

about the ^'Life Force." Description of sexual delights is given

with the greatest fraiikiiess. Love is interpreted in the purely

physical way. The highest point of a woman's love is a desire

to reproduce the physical likeness of the man she lo^-es, and neit-her

conventions, nor laws, nor morals, nor anything else must stand

in the way of this desire. So these writers would have us thin!:.

This exaltation of the sexual is one of the striking literary phe-

nomena of our day. And not the least striking thing is the fact

that so many of those who wish to make this self-revelation to a

curious public are women. In these wicked books by silly women
a little sprinkling of capitals is supposed to cover a multitude of

salacious inaunderings. Print "Love" vrith a capital, and "Life

Force" with capitals, and "becomitig One" wilh a capital, and lo

!

your badness becomes a sort of sublimated good, beyond the judg-

ment of ordinary moral men and women, and the curse has been
taken off voluptuous revelings in violation of the seventh com-
mandment. It is strange what miracles a sim])le ca]-)ital can work !

This kind of writing i^ not tho only literary manifestation

of modern paganism. Xo catalogue of names is to 1)0 given, but

any observer of modern literary tendencies can make an ample list

for himself. FitzGerald's quatrains of "Omar Kliayyam" not only

"Were themselves an expression of ]iaganism, but their remarkable
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popularity iiidfcatetl the latent paganism in widely diverse classes

of society. This same thing is indicated by the vogue of other

modern poets ^vhose chief asset seems to be their luxuriant riot

in mere sensuous beauty. Turning from poetry to prose, we find

that in the ''social problem" class we have developed a set of
writei'S who have slight regard for the teachings and ideals of
orthodox Christianity, but have great faith in selective breeding,

scientific generation, disruption of family life, education by the

State, isolation of the fittest, and voluntary nobility. Xot that

all ]neu of this class believe all these things, but these are thing-s

that as a class they stand for. So far as any solution of the

problems of life is concerned they arc utterly pagan. Far from
looking for any solution in Christianity, they do not let it enter

into their calculations. It is a negligible quantity. And there

are others who plai)dy say that Christianity is only a partial

truth, and wholly inadequate as an ideal of life.

These are some of the signs of paganism in the day in which
we live and among the jK'ople with whom we associate. During
the ages of the world's history the great i)agan civilizations—Eaypt,
Babylon, xVssyria, Greece, Ivome—have one after another been
brought to ruin. It remains to be seen whether the civilization

that we call Christian will have atiy better fate. Many of the con-

ditions that prevailed in those old pagan states are duplicated in

America to-day. Will Christian civilization prove itself anv more
able to co])e Avith great ana crying evils than the pagan civiliza-

tions were ? We return to the statement at the beginning. Pagan-
ism is only one note in the great symphony. Christianity con-

quered paganism once; paganism will not conquer Christianity

now. Paganism worked itself out in antnent times. It will work
itself out again. The harmony with life, in which ])aganism seems
to establish a man, is like the harmony established by the Greek
religion, which, iMr. Lowes Dickinson says, "was a harmony f^r

life, but not for death." That will not do. IMan cannot live

without a solution for the problem of life. Paganism is only one
note ill the great sym])hony. Ten or twelve years ago Hcin-y van
Dyk.-, writing of what he called ati "age of doubt," bad this

passage

:
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In how many of the lighter novels of the day do we find any recogni-

tion, even between the lines, of the influence which the idea of God or its

absence, the practice of prayer, or its neglect, actually exercise upon the

character and conduct of men? Take, for example, Trilby, as the type of

a clever book carelessly written for the thoughtless public of a passing

moment. It is incredibly credulous in regard to the dramatic possibilities

of hypnotism. It is pitifully inadequate in its conception of the actual

potoncies of religion; and it uses Christianity chiefly as a subject for

caricature in the style of the illustrated newspapers which are called

comic'

TJiat could hardly be said to-day. The novels of the day arc full

of religion, and sometimes pretty good religion, too. If there

are sonic that are di-tinctly pagan, there are many that arc not.

And if among tlie prominent contrllnitors to the literature of

the day we have such schools of writers as were mentioned a

moment ago, wc ha\ e, on the other hand, such an insistent teacher

of Christianity as 31i'. A. C. Benson, such a militant poet of

Christianity as ]\[r. Ivijding, and sncli a thumping critic of our

time and agile pricker of buhblcs and valiant defender of the

faith as ]\Ir. Gilbert K. Chesterton. These men ])roclaim that

man docs not live for sense but for cliaraeter, not for the present

alone Init for eternity.

Paganism is only one note in the great symphony. And
because Christianity is not a denial of life but a fulfdlment, and

a richer fulfillment than paganism, the note of paganism will bo

subdued into its pi-oper place, and the music will be ever more

majestic as it rises from a world thai is le;iruing to love the ideals

and live the life of the ]\ran of Xazarcth.

'Henry van Dyke, D.D., in The Gospel for an .^ge of Doubt. Macinillan, 1S96.

^f/W^rea. CkcL-^^ei-y 'HWccC^^^
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Art. VII.—SCIEXCE THE CO^mEMEXT OE EELIGIOX.

PEKii-vrs the most impressive sigl'.t to be seen at tlic Cohim-

bian Exposition at Chicago in 1893 was the inscription stretching

along the great peristyle fronting tlie lake, "Ye Shall Know the

TitUTn, AXi) THE Tkutu Shall Make You Free." The thought-

ful mind felt like paraphrasing Jacob at Bethel: ''This is none

otlier than the voice of God." Indeed, tliesc words were those of

Jesus liimself, and not those of an agnostic iconoclast hurled at

reliii-ious tenets. They should be the working motto alike of scien-

tillc iuvcsiigator and Christian student and philosopher. Free-

dom from bias and prejudice is essential to best results both in

scientific research and devotional meditation.

There is an ancient and time-di.diMuored fallacy that science

and reliuion are natural enemies an.l liave l>oen long engaged in

inevitable strife. Instead of deadly antagonists they are the in-

separable complements of each other, "useless each without the

other." Science deals with the oljjective world, the things which are

seen and temporal, and religion with the subjective and the things

Avhich are unseen, spiritual, and eternal. They both bear testiumny

of God. .They may overlap, and if so they cannot disagree, because,

they are the output of the same great Author, "who changetb not."

There are parallel ca-es of complementary relations among the

sciences themselves. Physics and chemi>-try, zoology and botany,

anatomy and ])h.ysiology are the natural complements of each other

and do' not coufliet, though they may overlap in certain regions.

Thev may and do aid and sid)stantiatp each otlier, but they never

contradict or interfere. Xevei'theless. there are indubitable evi-

dences of conflict between certain scientists and certain theologians,

in the suspicion, and even passion and bitterness, that has not

wholly disappeared even yet in certain quarters. It is well to note,

liowever, that mutual race hatred and occasional street riots m
Tokyo and'San Francisco do not neces-^arily indicate nor precipitate

war\)etwecn the United States and Ja].an. America need not coun-

tenance the attacks of a few sand-lot houdlums upon a Japanese
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savant, even thougli said sand-lot rioters have their naturalization

papers as proofs of their citizen.<hip. '' 'Tis true 'tis pity, and pity

'tis 'tis true," that both science and religion have had occasion to

disavow and apologize for the many attacks of the devotees of each

upon the other. It does not concern faith in Cud whether the earth

be the center of the universe or a tiny ball revolving around the

giant sun and accomi)anying it on its swift flight through space. It

does not matter to '"true religion and undclilcd"' whether the world

be flat or spherical. The spiritual life is no ]nore dependent upon

the creation of the vcorld in six days than upon one covering many

fcons of time. The immanence of God in nature and the affairs of

men is no more affected by the theory of the evolutionary develop-

ment of related species from each other than by the direct creation,

of every species and variety of plants and animals dc novo. And

yet unwi.-e theologians have not been loth to stake the authenticity

of the Scriptures upon the acceptance c>f each of the al'ove-named

theories. Xeithcr the kingdom of the Spirit and the lliblc iv^v the

credil)ility of science was involved in these disgraceful n"!elees.

'•'The reig-n of law" does ]iot interfere ^vith the supremacy of Jeho-

vah. I know of no better drfinitiun of Liw than tluit it is God's

usual way of doing things. Speaking reverently, it is not too much

to say that natural laws are simply God's habits. A miracle, con-

versely, maybe considered simply as an unusual way for God to do

a thing. Is God less free to contravene a habit than I i ]']very

portion of tlie foundation and superstr)tcture of science is strength-

ened and upheld and buttre-^^ed by as great ntiracles as any men-

tioned in the Bible. The endov.-raent of the hmnblest of creatures

with the exceeding mystery of life i^ an tmfatliomed mystery to the

wisest of scientists. Pr. John P. D. Jolm put.-- it forcibly tluH :

ScieiK-e and religion do not conflict. They cannot conflict, for their

origin and ultimate end are the same. Philosophy and theology come in

conflict, but philosophy is not science, and theology is not religion,

rhilosophy is the human interpretation of science and theology is the

human interpretation of religion. That which is human is finite and

fallible, whether it appear in philosophy or theology. That which is

divine is infallible, whetlier it be in science or reli.gion. . . . Now,

it can' he no objection to Fcience that we cannot, with the microscope, get

a focus on love; or in the spectrum get a glimpr.e of the bright lines of
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hope; or with the balances weigh the force of the human will. . . ,

Nor, on the other hand, should it be any objection to religion that it

cannot see physical facts with spiritual eyes and touch physical facts
with spiritual hands. Conscience can analyze the elements of a human act
but it cannot analyze a molecule of water. Is it any- objection to hope
that it cannot anchor a ship, to love that it cannot hold a planet in its

orbit, or to faith that it cannot turn back the tides of the ocean as it

turns back the tides of sin in the human soul?

Ecligion is the elder brother of science; elder because the instincts

of the spiritual nature found expression in worship long before any
orderly attcjnpts were made to solve the iny.<teries of physical

phenomena, and brother because they are equally the manifestation

of God the Father. Science should be the strougest ally of religion

in battling with error, sin, and superstition, aud will be when we
silence criniination aud rccrimiiiation. All either science or re-

ligion ought to ask, regarding a statement, theory, oi- discovery, is

Avhether it be true. If true, it is as eternal as God himself, and if

not true, it will fall of its own weiglit. Science is seeking to know
the truth as it is ]-evealcd in God's material world, while religion is

seeking to know the truth as it is revealed in Cln-ist Jcsus ; but these

twain are the natural and necessary complements of each other.

Thei-e are many facts established by science that are the strongest

bulwarks of monotlieism, which is the l)ei.lrock U[)un which Christian-

ity is founded. In our confession of faith M-e have been affirming

our belief in '•'one God and Father of all," but we had no other ba>is

for this belief than the Scriptures until science abundantly veritied

that fact. The revelations of science regarding this point may bo
considered under five divisions: First, the unity of the universe

has been established beyond question by the telescope, microscoi)e,

and spectroscope. Tlie latter instrument has revealed scores of

elements in distant heavenly bodies, as the sun, stars, comets,

meteors, etc., but it has not fotmd o]ic single element anywhere in

the imiverse with which we are not familiar on the earth. It is a

strong indication of the unity of God if all things everywhere are

made of the same stuff. Second, the telescoj-ie and spectroscope

both establish a like unity of foi'ce throughout the universe; and
what is foi'ce l)ut Gr.d iu action? Xot only gravitation, but also

light, heiit, and, jirobably, elect rical enerav extend to the utni'-st
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star. In the presence of these facts such polytheistic systems as tho

mythologies of the cultured Greeks and Eomans are utterly unten-

able. Third, science cslahlishcs thu unity of God not only by the

similarity of forces and materials btit likewise in the identity of

processes of creation. While these processes are practically com-

plete on the earth they are still operative upon the more distant

planets, stars, nebula? and star clusters. Indeed, we could easily

trace either forward or backward the creation of the solar system

and the earth in tlie yet untlnislicd parts of the universe. The

astronomer is freely admitted into God's woi'kshop and permitted to

watch the processes of creation. Some of the planets are yei in

various unfinished stages from that in which "the earth was with-

out form, and void" t-' that of the completed world. One of them at

least, IMars, is in much the same stage as the earth at present, and

experiences much the same vici>situdes of season and storm and

flood, and probably the same phenomena of plant and animal life.

There is a \ery curious fact, call it coincidence, or conscious

correlation, or what you may, that speaks loudly of ''one God and

Father of all." Tlie botanist has long known that leaves were not

placed in a haphazard manner on the stems of plants, but that they

had a definite arrangement, varying from opposition on through the

scries expressed by the fractions one half, one third, two fifths,

three eighths, five thirteenths, eight twenty-firsts, thirteen thirty-

fourths, and—nothing else, for the series ends abruptly here. Xow,

some inquiring mind found that this scries was founded upon the

curious mathematical principle of adding the like terms of the two

preceding fractions to secure the corresponding term of each suc-

ceeding fraction of the series. Evidently the Creator of plants was

a mathematician. It was later found tltat this same scries, begin-

ning and ending with the same terms, expressed very closely the

relative periods of revolution of the planets around the stm. In

other words, if the i)laces of the planels in the solar system were for-

gotten, tliQ botanist, with the aid of tliis law and Kepler's third law,

could tell the astronomer tlie cori'cct order and distance. Evidently,

the Ci-eator of the solar system is also a mathematician, and, what

is to the ]>oint, the same mathematician as the one who create<l

plants! Fourth, we have given a halting assent to the aitostlc's
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statomcut that ''Ho hatli made of one blood all nations of men,"

and wondered if the Xegro and Hottontot and Digger Indian

eonld have been known lo the apostle. On tliis point science griinlv

verifies the apostle, and inclmb'S the blackest and brownest and

yellowest and whitc>t of ihe i-aee in one undoubted species. The

most uncouth savage of huim^n kind is a near relation at least, if

not our brother, fifth, science establishes ilie unity of plan in all

living creatures aUo. There is no escape from the fact that the

Creator of tlie liumblest creature is the same as the Creator of man.

Tlicre is much food for thought in the }>ractical identity of struc-

ture of such widely different functioning oi'gans as the arm and

hand of nntn, the wing of a bird, the flipper of a whale, the hoof of a

horse and tlie pav\- of a cat. V\liether or not they be derived l\y

cvolutiomary devclojuncnt from each other, there can be no Cjuestion

that the same Being with marvelous ingemiity numipulated these

identical materials so as to serve very different purposes. It seems

that religion miglit nmke elfeetive use of such facts, and science is

willing to stake everything \\]M}n theii- credibility.

To instance erne or two fnrrlicr facts that science puts at the

disposal of religion : The scriptural statement of the coming end of

the world has been considered extremely improbable and fanciful

by some agnostics, who have been inclined to treat the description

with levity. Astronomy, however, insists that this catastrophe -is

one of tlie mo-t credible and pr'.»bal>le of possible endings of the

earth. There are now known to be nudtitudrs of dark stars or iion-

Imninous bodies drifting throu£,1i s])ace, the nnmlier probably equal-

ing or surpassing that of the vi-ible stars. This is shown in a start-

ling manner l)y the occasiomtl temporary stars that flash out and

then die down to inconspicuousness, or disappear altogether. Some

of these apjK-ar whei'c no star was ever observed before, and recent

observations render it extremely ]n-obable tliat they arise from the

impact of two dark stars that collide with teri'ific velneity and force.

Time will not permit a further discussion of the proofs of such an

hypothesis. The stm with his attendant planets is also drifting

through space v, ith many times the velocity of a cannon l)all. The

direction of the flight is known to l.>e somewhere between the

constellations of Hercules and Lyra, but what lies across his path,
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or wlicro, or what is liis destination, God liinisclf only knows. The

dcvont astronomer says with the jtoet,

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond his love and care.

Suppose the sim or the earth sliould eollide ^vith one of these dark

stars, wliat then I ^Vhy, the elements would melt with fervent

heat and the heavens he rolled together as a scroll. The eminent

astronomer Simon Xewcomb a year or two ago wrote a fanciful

descri]jtion of such a catastrophe. Professor Winchell says : '"Could

Ave fly to the remotest star we should still be at home in the house of

our God." lie adds that, altliough we cannot at present make that

journey, light, heat, gravitative force, and, probably, electricity

are constantly making the trip. Is that statement not worthy to

be placed beside one by the rsalmist: ''If I ascend up into heaven,

thou art thei'c : if I make my bed in hell, behold, thou art there.

If I take the wings of the morning, and dwell in the uttermost

parts of the sea, even there . . . thy right hand shall hold nu'"' ?

There is something direct, logical, inevitable, and fascinating

about modern methods of proof. Suppose a student comes to the

teacher and says, 'T cannot believe that two gases, one of them

burning with intense heat and the other fiercely supporting com-

bustion, form by their union a liquid like water that will neither

burn nor su]iport combustion. Oxygen, too, is necessary to res})ii'a-

tion, while water would suffocate me if I should fill my lungs with

it. It is too paradoxical for belief." The teacher would not argue

with him, but would say, ''Try it and sec." He would direct him

to put some water in a vessel and pass an electric current througli

it and note that only oxygen and hydi-ogen would he formed. ITo

would further tell him to put oxygen and hydrogen together in the

proper proportions and unite them with an electric s})ark and sec

that only water would result. Tliere is much of tliis saiue scientific

spii'it in religion. The great Teacher said: "If any nian will do

the will of my Father, he shall know of the doctrine.'' That sounds

very much like a laboratory direction : '"Try it and see." The same

candid challenge is voiced by the prophet !Malachi : "Prove me now

herewith, ^aiih the Lord of hrh-ts, if 1 will not open you the v^'iudows
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of heaven and pour you out a blessing." God does not resent our

inquiries, nor blindfold us and cram His message down our in-

tellectual throats, "Come now, let us reason together, saith the

Lord.'' Mr. John ^a vs : "If the religionist who attacks reason and

tlie positivist who atiaeks faith arc Samsons going to their destruc-

tion, the expounder of modern science Avho lacks faith is a Haman
building the sea Hold on which he himself shall meet his fate.''

There is much of the religions spii'it of faith and saerilice in scien-

tific investigation. All physicalrc-carch is founded upon the be-

lief tliat nature will act in a uniform nuinner under similar circum-

stances—the scientiiic phrasing of the scriptural statement that

God is "the same yesterday, and to-day, and forever." The scien-

tist is firm, too, i]i the faith that there is a purjwse or a reason

back of all pheucimcua and ])rinciples of nature, and he considers

himself thrice hap]>y if after a lifetime of toil and devotion, with-

out any worldly emolument, he can add to or confirm a little of

these laws and ju-inciplf'S and can say with the assurance of Kep-

ler, 'T think God's thoughts after him." The great scientists of the

day deliberately iuuure or reject great salai-ies an.d honors if they

interfere vrith their task. The great Agassiz replied to a tempta-

tion of this charactei- : 'T ha\'e no time to make money." The most

eminent paleontologist of the day I'ofused the most desirable scien-

tific position in the gift of the nation, the secretaryship of the

Smithsonian Instituiiou, Ivcause lie was engaged upon a work he

could iiot complete in Washington. An eminent Ifiulogi-t recently

left a large university, against the earne.-t p]-'_)test of the president

of that iuttituiion, aral aee( ])ted a })0-^iii.ni in a smaller university

on the seacoast, at a niuch reduced salary, sini]dy because he

wished to study sea life tindci- normal con(liti()n>. ].ife itself has

been as clieerfidly sacrificed in the l[d)oratory and in the pursuit

of knowledge as it ever was in the mission field (>r on the battle-

field. Agassiz is -aid to have hung in his laboi-aiories the motto:

^'Be reverent; you ar<' in God's worksh()p.''

It must be admiiied ihat there ha\e been numy eminent scien-

tists in the past who were avowed agnostics, but there arc only a

liandftd at ]U'csent, empliasizing the ])resent tendency of science

toward orthudoxv. 'Jdie foremost amonir these few to-dav is Pro-
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fessoi- Ilacckcl, avIio clings (.Icspcrately to his inoiiistic pliilosopliy

des])ite the fact that most of his former comrades have abandoned

their position at his side and have become pronounced dualists, or

believers in both matter and spirit. Ilaeckel himself names such

men as Kant, Virchow, DnBois Reymond, ^Ynndt, Romanes, and

Von Baer as liaving deserted him and become champions of dual-

ism. He fiercely denies that man has an immortal soul, but he is

willing to grant that atoms and molecules of inorganic matter have

souls which, from the indestructibility of matter, must be immortal

!

He, with Schopenhauer, denies purpose and will to the Creator, but

they affirm that ''All force is Avill,"' They have strenuously repeat-

ed the world-old feat of straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel.

Von Hartmaun in speaking of the forces of nature says: ''This uni-

versal power is like a God asleep." Suppose this "universal power"

coidd be showii to be not only all-powerful, but all-wise, all-merciful,

all-seeing, and all-good, would not tliis "sleeping God" seem very

much awake, nnd would he not resemble very closely the God of

the Christian ? I believe that science establishes every one of these

]-)ostulates in many different ways. Let us take a single well-known

illustration. Geologists .tell us that many ages ago the enrth's at-

mosphere was unfit for air-breathing animals because of the im-

mense quantities of carbon dioxid in it. The great world-house

badly needed ventilation. It was a serious problem how to get rid

of the noxious gases. In the fullness of time the earth brought forth

an astonishing luxuriance of grass and hei-b and tree "whose seed is

in itself." This rank vegetation quickly purified the air, and at the

same time converted the noxious gases into useful vegetable tissues

for the beautifieation of the landscape and the fertilization of the

soil. Surely, this was a marvelous transformation, but it was not

all. Some of that vegetation fell into the extensive swam])s of the

period and, gradually losing the volatile constituents, became more

or less pure carbon. Strata after strata of earth were heaped upon

these deposits, and under the tremendous pressure to wliich they

were .subjectocl, and with the aid of heat, this carbon became trans-

formed into beds of coal and deposits of graphite and diamond, and

the volatile products were stored in subterranean reservoirs—what

for ? The dominant dinosaur had no use for coal, or gi-aphite, or
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diamond, or oil, or g:i?. It was Iniriod too dccpiv to got at, anyway.

Wait, however. Great upheavals followed, and nnthonght-o£ de-

nudation of the uplifted strata, and, lu, tlie eoal and other deposits

fire brought within reach. Imnicuse fields of ice piled mountain

high were now shoved down over great areas, scraping down eleva-

tions, filling river valleys, causing them to seek new channels,

damming their courses frequently and forming countless thousands

of lakes for the passage of commerce and the beautifying of the

landscape and providing numerous waterfalls. To what purpose,

pray, since the mastodon did not engage in commerce, nor utilize

the water power, nor appreciate the beautified landscape? But

here oomes an altogether difiereut kind of creature, Avalking up-

right, and an ancient superstition calls lii]n "the lord of creation.'-

lie is not so massive or impressive a creature as the saurian, or

mammoth, or leviathan, but he takes liold of things as if he indeed

"u-ere master. He tames and uses or kills oft other creatures, he

finds and uses the coal and oil and gas and admires the diamond.

He builds fleets to sail the great waterways, harnesses the water-

falls, and becomes a coworker with nature in improving the land-

scape and the varieties of plants and animals which he uses. He
discovers invisible and incredible forces of steam and electricity,

utilizes them as his own. xVrc we merely dreaming and guessing

when we conclude that he is the world inhabitant for whom nature

has been providing so long? Could a better provision have been

made had these forces of nature been purposc-ftil and intelligent ?

It looks as if the ^'sleeping God'' had beun very much awake in

geologic times at lea*t. Prove that there v.Th- no intelligent purpose

or design in all this, and I will venture to attempt to prove there is

no intelligent design in a locomotive. Indeed, a waggish Hiymester

has undertaken a similar task in aecoui^^ing for Drury Lane

Theater, London, as a mere freak of chance materials and forces:

From floating elements in chaos linrlod.

Self-formed of atoms, sprang the infani world;

No great First Cause inspired the happy plot,

But all was matter—and no matter what!

Atoms, attracted by some law occult.

Settled in spheres—this globe was the result.
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I sing how casual brick in airy climb

Encountered casual cow-hair, casual lime;

How rafters, borne through wondering clouds elate,

Kissed in their slope blue elemental slate;

Clasped solid beams in chance-directed fury.

And gave to birth our renovated Drury!

Suppose man had come ii])on tlio earth with no more preparation

than the trilobitc, the ichlliyusaur, or the inegatherinin. lie couhl

not have risen above the scale of life tlicy led. We cannot think

of any great concpiest of nature even Avitliont coal and the by-prod-

nct3 of its manufacture. Tliis ''sleeping God" was not oidy awake

but merciful in providing for the higher activities of his creatures.

''Like as a father pitieth his children." I am not quoting the Islfy

sale account in citing the above facts. Perhaps, however, God may

have been av.ake in geologic times, but, like ancient Eaal, wlien

creation was practically completed he lias gone to sleep, or is en-

gaged in other more im]:)ortant alfaii-s, or has gone on a long

journey. Goldwin Sniilh, who has never been accused of over-zeal-

ousness for current orthodoxy, says God's hand is very evident in

history. The reason his ])lans are not more evident to us, he says,

is because we are like insects of a moment's duration upon the can-

vas of a Eaphael. We see in the brief moment of our lives a sharp-

pointed instrument passing near ns or over ns, but w^e cannot trace

or compreliend the Knes it is tracing, perhaps the portrait of an

angel which it is forming. "We need a broader sweep of vision and

a more extended examination of the plan and its execution. Yes,

God is still awake, and he is still busy in his workshop, the nuiverse,

as the astroixomer is willing to testify.

There is no good stopping place when one Iws launched out

upon this theme. ]\raterials and illustrations and evidences over-

whelm one. We do not have to ascend into tlie heavens with the

astronomw, nor delve into the bowels of the earth witli the geologist,

nor cross wide seas with the traveler in order to see and appreciate

the marvelous woi'ks and tender care of our God, for we o.urselves

"are fearfully and wonderfully made." If you multiply by several

hundred thousand the nund)er of stars revea'led by the Lick tele-

scope, you will have ap]n'oximately the nund)er of white blood cor-

puscles in the veins of your own body. These corpuscles are known
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to be the policemen and pliysieian- of this marvelous organism we
call the body. Tliey are g(>ing on their ceaseless rounds through

every tissue and liber of the body arresting and destroying the in-

truding disease germs that might otherwise cause death. If path-

ogenic bacteria invade the body in great numbers, they wage valiant

Avarfare imtil these enemies are expelled or they themselves are

overcome. Countless millions unhesitatingly sacrifice their lives

for the safety of the great organism of which they are a part. Mul-

tiply the nmnber of white coi-puscles again by five hundred and yon

have the approximate number of red blood corpuscles, the oxygen

carriers and ventilators of the body. Besides these there are count-

less billions of tiny cell masons and cell carpenters ceaselessly build-

ing bone, and sinew, and otlier tissues of the body. These tremen-

dous multitudes of physicians and builders and workers must have

an extensive and adecpiate commissary department. There is a

most admirable sy-tem for the preparation and distribution of food,

and every part of this vast world of cells is kept in constant and in-

stant communication with lieadquarters, and therefore in harmo-

nious action, by a com])lex sy-tem of telegrajthy. Above all and over

all sits the regal soul, that not only keeps the vast armies at work

but finds juucli time to consider the deep things of God and of

nature about it. ''Lo, these are parts of his ways, but how little a

portion is heard of him I"' Lut little has been cited that might be

said in confirmation of the theme of this pa])er, but they who have

eyes to see, ears to hoar, minds to conceive, and hearts to appreciate

may understand how miglity an ally or how dangerous an enemy
science can be to true religion. There is an ancient legend of two

knights that met on a highway where a beautiful shield had been set

up. One kniglit remarked v\-hat a fine silver affair the shield was.

The other knight said his eyes were very reliable, and that he would

stake his reptitatiou as a knight that it was of gold. The first

knight intimated that in that case he had not much to lose. They

battled strenuously over the material of the shield until it was

found to be both, silver on one side and gold on the other. In this

battle between the theologian and the scientist a very similar state

of afl'airs has existed. The scientist after a lifetime of investiga-

tion in the laboratory said
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univcr.-c is a being of infinite power and immutable laws. IIo

always works according to a dc'fiiiite and unchanging plan and

purpose." The theologian replied : ''Xo, no ! Our God is a God of

mercy and love, a God of answered prayer. lie ever liveth and

careth for us." Misguided theologians and scientists took up the

gage of fureiislc battle and inconsiderate strife. At last we are

beginning to understand that the God of tlie scientist is the Creator

of the universe, ''in whom there is no variableness, neither shadow

of turning," who ''is the same yesterday, and to-day, and forever."

The God of the theologian is the second person of the Trinity, and

both are the God of the Uible. One is the complement of the other.

AVhatever may have l)oeu the attitude of scientists in the past,

they are not averse to ortliridoxy to-day. The vast majority of the

leaders and authorities in all branches of science are believers in

God, and the larger j)roportion of them are devout Christians. On
the other hand, the theologian has been worsted so frequently when

he has ventured within the province of science that he is growing

cautious, if not cordial, toward scientific discovery. There is no

call for contention. Tlie scicnti.-t should be given absolute freedom

in his field of the matei'iul world and he should not be allowed to

trespass in the realm of the spiritual, which cannot be understood

by the natural man. The theologian may rest assured that no facts

or phenomena of nature will overthrow God or interfere with tlic

action of spiritual forces. AA'hatever the scientist may really dis-

cover we ]uay accept with reverence as an added item of news

concerning our God.

74: 7,9^
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Akt. VIII.—FREDErJIC LAWEEXCE KXOWLES, POET
AXD LOVEE

To the ihonghtful inincl, scainiing the horizon of human

events, the measure of life docs not ap])car to lie in length of years ;

rather 'its greatness i-csults from attempts nnide and work crowded

throngli to successful ends. There is, let it be remembered, an

illustrious company of brilliant men of letters who finished their

work early, so far as years are concerned. Frederic Lawrence

Knowles has taken his place in the mid>-t of this multitudinous

band. The roll on which are emblazoned their names is long and

—to us, we will confess—regretful. Thr-re are Chatterton, arid

Burns, and Byron, and Keats, and Shelley—brilliant ineu all,

who stand at the head uf the list, and all gone before forty. It

may be an open qii-.-tion liow early a man's l)est work is done.

"With Bryant many subsequent years in a long- life failed to pro-

duce anything from his pen superior to '"Thanatopsis"—a stu-

dent's flash of genius written before twenty. "What Keats woid<l

have done had he li\-ed to be eighty is a question that lurks in

one's mind like the dawn's flnshos of colored lights, all pointing

to the glory of a great light yet to be. With Tennyson maturity

was indicative of improvement, growth, power; so that the call is

far from "Break, Break, Break" to the deep, full, silent strength

of "Crossing the Bar." One might, h'«wever, ]-casona]»ly expect

the increase of life to show ripeness and enrichment on every

hand, cidminating at last in some masterpiece wrought out of

experience and toil.

Although Frederic Lawrence ICnowles was born in ISGO,

and laid aside pencil and paper forever in 1005, he had not lived

in vain. !Much merit had been crowded into these Ivi'ief years of

toil. His literary work was extensive. In one of his volume? of

selected verse he Ijoldly implied that there was sutHcient creditable

material for an American "Golden Treasury." Also, his two

voluines of original verse, "On Life's Stairway" and "Love

Ti-inm]ihant," atti'iicted more th;in j>assing note. The o]^portunity
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of life, as it lay in bis mind, bulked big and immediate. Patient,

persistent, tireless in bis use of time, eager in tbe pursuit of bis

life-task, and cbarmcd by tbe best in literature, be spared no j)ains

to develop bis own gift of graceful ex])ression. If tbis gift was

conspicuous, so, for tbat mattc'r, was be bimself. Even in bis l)0y-

Lood be bad a distinct personality. Tbere was sometbing about

Lim tbat caugbt your attention. You felt already tbat bis was no

colorless, inane, flat life. Some of us can see bim now, perbaps

seventeen years of age, somewbat pale, ratber delicate, and pos-

sessed of a sensitive, cultured face, witb fine spiritual eyes of rare

ligbts and gleams—a poet by nature. But wbat a poet I Xot

tbe maker of rbymes simply; but burning tire glowed and

smoldered and burst into flame a> be glowered over its beat and

forged bis verse. His vrere

No lips that sing at a patron's nod

For the price of a jester's crust,

But a voice whose sagas shall live vith God
When the lyres of earth are rust.

Even in tbose early years be could not conceal tbe im]>ress <:>f an

intellectual life opulent and bursting witb de-ire for future

acbievement. Literature was a passicm witb bim. He knew books,

and bis cboices were in barmouy witb tbe finest tastes. His con-

versation was fluent and full of deligbt, as well as profit, to tbosc

"wbo were fortunate enougb to be bis friends. "Wbeu, for a tiuie,

he took some classes in Englisb literature, studeiUs of various

tastes tbronged bis lecture room, drawn tbere by tbe ricb and

unusual cbaractcr of tbe tbings be bad to ofl'er. All tbe wbile,

Lowever, be felt witbin bis soul tbe mystic spell of tbe ]\Iu'^es.

Tbere was sometbing breaking down bis inclination to classroom

work, sometbing crowding bim out from scbolastie balls, voices

tbat sounded in bis ears as alluringly sweet as tbo-e of tbe sirens,

until be became an Orpbeus wbose lyre—can you not bear It I
—

smote witb lovely skill, outnnislered all else. "Witb advancing

years Kno%\'les caugbt tbe fancy of a wide and a))j>i-eciativc circle,

and was quickly admitted by competent critics into tbat inner

realm wbere only tbe masters work witb word-jewels and trans-

Jiuite bumdrum life into })ictures and music. ]>y tbe skill of bis
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workmanship, tlic native lyrical spirit tLat was singing ever within

liim, and the character of his thonght he rose to an enviahle

position among the poc-ts of ^cw En.ghiiid. Tliere was a depth

and strength, as wrll as sweetness, ab(jnt him that crept into song,

tinged every word-jn'ctnre, made mehtdious tlie soft, limpid fiOW

of language, and iilk-d with solemn hush and awe great imaginative

sweeps of thought across cosmic distances. In variety, range of

subjects, tendoriiess and strength, lightness and gravity you accord

him the power to charm, to thrill, to ilhiminate you, and per-

chance—let us f;ic(^ it— he nniy dro]) a thought into your soul with

edges on it that, while it may ]-ankle, will have the commendahlc

property of ])ro\('hing you to think. Wonderful are the things

lie brooded over, and his dreams were di-i])])ing with golden suu-

shine and purely tremuluus with unregretful music; while before

his eyes there spread beautiful and far visions, as if some great

curtain of crimson ar^d ])urple shadovrs were lifted by uiagic lingers

—lifted to him, while other men still looked eagerly into the myste-

ries, seei]ig nothing. r>eing young, his friends said, with ad-

mirable enthusiasm, '•Here is a poet of promise!" And it was

true. I3ut, beyond question, he was also a poet of fulfillment.

Strange that he should be summoned thus hurriedly away. And,

thinking of what he miglit have done, we cry, ''0 those unfinished

years!''. "Was it, think you, l^ecause he sang with such confiding

sweetness in ''].au> Mortis" that IJeath wooed him so j)assionately,

and won him? ''Laus Mortis"

—

listen:

The lordliest of all things—

Life lends us only feet, Death gives us wings!

Or, take this same thought in '"The Tenant":

This body is my house— it is not I;

Herein 1 sojoui'U till, in some far sky,

I lease a fairer dv/elling, built to last

Till all the cai'iientry of time is past.

Or this, in his la.-t poem:

Our past is dead, our dreams are tied;

W'c stroll by a vaster sea.

That Knowhs lias a way of making you feel close to eternal

tilings is nu\nife.-lly true. With him time is but the slightest,
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iufiiiitcsimal fr;igmeut of eternity, and one tlionie is as uatiiral as

the other. TIjus it befalls that you find a golden line of light,

bewilderingly and glorionsly beautiful, rnnning to and fro across

the boundary of temporal things. Love, according to his view,

is Here and There, and therefore it is triumphant. Ilowever

great the forces of the material universe, love is greater. How-

ever susceptible to the ravages of the "restless centuries'' is

"Solomon's purine show," or despite the inexorable fact that

"Helen's lips are drifting dust," yet there is one element that is

indestj-uctiblc. Taken at his estimate, all other elements, terres-

trial or celestial, are but accessories. The universe, with its skies,

stars, and seas and all that therein is, constitutes only the setting

—magnificent and glorious, no doubt, but still nothing more than

the setting—for thi^ one undiinmed and incorruptible jewel. He
regards this fact as one worthy of repeated emphasis. Over an.d

orer the blow of his mighty hammer knocks away the earthly

scaffolding, so that nothing transient may obscure its full, intrinsic

beauty. In "The Survivor" he sJiouts, clarion-clear, acro.-s the

ages:

Love shall reign immortal

"While the worlds lie dead!

Love i"fe immortal however it is related—whether to earth or

heaven. The glamour of romance, when the hearts of youth and

maiden are first fastened together with unbreakable chains forged

in sweet silence, or when parental love fondles the bewildering wee,

sweet, strange thing, that by coming within doors brings h'ithcr ihe

glories of paradise, is something after all more than earthly. In

the ])rogTess of his thought, you occasionally get a bit of shock at

the sudden lurch into the mysterious regions of the unexpected,

as, for instance-, in "The Celestial Moment" :

O turn to me, lean to me, lips that I love!

One moment of merciful bliss,

Ere ray shade shall be borne to those stars above

Where only the ghosts may kiss.

And yet what is there unexpected about it ? After all, Ivnowles is

right. It is all over so soon. Then, how the simplicity of the

poet's pathos slijis through your thought, only to return again and
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again, as you read ''Tbo Child Who Wfiit Away'' ! VTlial is more

louder, more fragrant with the bloom of the lilacs, and—yes, more

lonesome ?

And the lilac-bush shades the low south room

Just as it did of old,

And the butterfly, deep in the milkweed's bloom,

Is poising on wings of gold;

But nothing is glad, while all is gay

—

The soul of tlie summer has slipped away.

'^The soul of the snnnner"—not color, fragrance, zephyr; not

brooks, birds, trees, but the delicious presence of a little child.

This is nothing new to us—the fact—only none of us had ever

put it just that way. The load of a world's cai-e dulls and dazes

our frail humanity till our vision gets clouded. We da.-h momen-

tarily hands across eyes wet with weeping, but the grime of toil

that is on our hands helps us not. The mists still linger. But when

Ivnowles sings to us love grows sweeter, loftier, more glorious,

ojid in the hope of its vast to-morrow our eyes get filled with wet

laughter. Hope is there for the sinful, the solitary, the sorrowful.

Eternal Love it is that lifts you up, giving you wider world-vision,

until you feel the thrill of joy darting rapturously through your

soul. Then he cheers you up a bit, and urges you onward, in

^'The Steps"

:

Seize your staff! beyond this height

We shall find the Infinite Light.

Gird your thigh! this sword shall hew

Paths that reach the untroubled blue!

Though dark mountains form the stair,

It is ours to climb and dare!

Law, truth, love—the peaks fxre three:

Sinai, Olives, Calvary!

There are, scattered through his pages, masterly touches that walce

into life both thought and feeling. Knowles is in sympathy with

things whether great or small. Ilis reflective mind surveys, recog-

nizes, and appropriates ideals that to other men are so often devoid

of value. He could write appreciatively of butterfly, or bird, or,

if you lihe, 'Svorms in the world of green." Xo one can fail to

observe hi.w delicate an<l light is hi- hand in the creation of gracc-

iul imagery, like "The April Boy," or this couplet.
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When June flees down her laughing lanes

As fast as foot can fall;

Avljilc, on the otlicr band, great tliomos, piil?atiiig with energy

primal and cosmic, are treated witli large and vigorous skill. If

it be a landscape, it is wide and far; if a glimpse of the sea, it is

vast and awful; if a flight to the heavens, it is long and lone

''across dark fecnnd voids" to the star-dust of '"planets yet to be.*'

And back of it all is recogiiition of One who ''hurls the star

and shapes the rose." Probably nothing in his verse shines moi-c

brilliantly than the light that breaks from his pen illuminative

of the love that constitutes the central fact of the Christian faith.

"With him, "God is love." The spiritual aspect of his life is trans-

ferred to song, and lies unconcealed in the sight of all that pass

by. Who could hide it save he who had it not ? And he who lacks

it—well, let him sit down thoughtfidly with Knowles, and he will

get, not dogma nor theological instruction, but that which poets

are especially competent to im]:iart—inspiration and vision.

Knowles deals with creeds, sects, rites as a poetic iconoclast. In

his ''Love Immortal" he admits that we must not sneer at tlu^se

'"broken symbols" if they have served to "point us through the

dark." But they must not become the stibstancc, for it is only love

that can make them "glow with fire." lie rides rotigh shod

through the external, formal mode of worship into the very heart

of the spiritual life. It is the spirit, not the letter. There mu-^t

be not the ritual but the co]iscions apprehension of the Infinite

by which every task shall fulfill the divine order. Prayer, then

—

what is it ? Let Frederic Lawrence Knowles tell us. In his

"Sunset Poems"—alas, that there should 1»o sut-h !—is one of un-

usual sweep and strength on "To the Eternal Spirit." Mark this:

Prayer is communion, the repose

Of hearts too closely joined for speech;

Ko plea that Life withhold the blows

Whose stalwart purpose is to teach.

No cowai'd's shriek, no discord slirill.

But brave souls resting in Thy will.

Let us kneel in sr.lrinn sihmcv, the will a~sontlng, the heart at

peace, content to bear the; ills of life, so we Iraru the larger lesson
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of faith that solves all problems however intricate and full of

im;^zle. How docs Knowles solve them ? Tlio answer is easily

found. In ''To Jesus the Xazarcnu" there is distinguishalde a

note of victo]-y and utter reliance:

Christ of coutrast.s, infinilc paradox,

Yet life's explainer, solvent liaririony.

Frail strength, pure passion, meek austerity,

And the white splendor of these darkened years,

1 lean my wandering, wayward heart on thine.

His religious poems are many and diversified. But tln-ough tliem

all the gospel of love compassionate, tender, kind, is not forgotten

nor lost in the horrkl din of tlie world's hate and sin. "Golgotha,''

"The larger \'iew/' "The Wid..w*s Sr.n," "The Three" reveal

much of his inkier attitude tov\-ai'd life in the light of the Christian

faith. Hating sham but lo\'ing the truth, ]vnowles gTi])5 our

hearts as the thoughts of home tug at u>^, if perchance we have

wandered out afar into the wild C'.untryside, sin-smitten, sun-

f*corched, scarred and twi-ted and desolate^-grips our hearts and

brings us bach home.

Is it not worth our while to linger over the pages of a new

poet liKe Frederic Lawrence Knowles ? Fresh, virile, original,

he spreads before us world-old aspc¥?ts of life irewly emphasized

and modernized. If he has ransacked the treasure-houses of the

ages for rich stores c>i knowledge, he himstolf has been the arbiter

of taste, and his work is not that of one "misled by the sjJendor of

some great renown." Happy poet ! Is i>ot the renown his own ?

Has he not climbed the stairway of life himself, bidding us follow?

.Has he not felt the thrill of ]->as>i<)nate love, and thereby Ix-comc

conscious of its immortality? And, having learned those things,

his pocti;»y is replete with those elements of life that throb with

power.

^^ff^.-f- aXA/v\S^.-<^.
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AuT. IX.—THE SPirJT AXD POWER OF
DISCEKX^IEXT

Max is created Avitli a lll0^t intimate relation to the tilings

about liim, but the ultimate benefit derived ^vill depend largely

\ij>on his spirit of discernment. By the power of vision he

beholds a -world of beauty and forms some idea of the shape, size,

and color of external objects. Through hearing come sounds of

varied quality and degree of intensity, wliile other senses convey

certain impressions of pleasure or ]-)ain peculiar to them. Ent

invaluable as the senses may be with their multiplied and varied

effects on tlie mind, it is aj>parent that there ]uust be a pov/er or

faculty in some respects far superior to insure the best result-

from impressions received. Eor convenience let this be called

the ix)\ver of discernment, or, if preferred, the faculty of dis-

crimination. Without fuch faculty there might be vision or hear-

ing, but the impressions would be vague and indefinite, colors and

shapes not being clearly dislingiilshed so as to give correct ideas

of beauty or repulsiveness, and the sounds coining to the ear

would be so confused as to make sweetest melodies seem like

jarring* discords. It is to bo observed that the keenness of per-

ception through the senses Ixtth by nature and training is tridy

marvelous, having in some of the lower order? of animal life

reached a ^'ery high degree of perfection. The mastifl", for in-

stance, will be startled from his slumber 1)V a. sound that might

fail to attract the attention of a man even in his waking moments.

The wild doer of the forest will detect the hunter's approach and

flee for safety, while tlie bound scents the' fleet-footed animal far

away i]i its flight when the hunter is not conscious that he is on

the trail of the game.

But in man is discovered a finer sense which enables him

to render sounds, forces, and objects of inestimable value. ITe

may not be so keen of vision or hearing, bnC what he perceives

lias far greater meaning. Sounils bonie on the breeze or im-

pressions on. the turf easily noted by the animal he might over-

look, but bene.ilh the surface of the gruund he beholds riches of
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fabulous u'ortli awaiting (.levclopnieiit, and all al^iut him the

world vibrates witli forces to be used for increasing Lis p^wer

and enlarging his life. Bv the delicacy of this faculty the master

musician detects the false note amid all tJie varied expressions

of tlie gTeat orchestra ; another has such ]X)\vor of discrimination

that he can "with blindfolded eye at onco rccogiiize and name any

key of tlie instrument touched by another hand, while to the

trained eye of tlic artist the finer shades of coloring and lines of

pers]>ective are easily disceniible tlioug'h totally unperceived by

tlie unartistic mind. It is not, therefore, to the perfection of

the organs that attention would be called as a matter of so rare

im]H3rtance as to the cultivation of a clearer iind stronger dis-

ci'Iminating faculty. The physical senses may be just as acute

in one as in anotlier with far different results, the one perceiv-

ing a wealth of meaning, richness of beauty, Or sweetness of

melody where the utlier c-bscrvi-s only the commonplace or fails

to appreciate the glory of tlie commonplace, merely because he

lacks the faculty of interpretation which his fellow observer

holds on a higher range of development- Xow, it is upon tlie

training and proper exercise of this faculty that the higher,

richer, fuller life will depend. JIow much more of the sublime

and beautiful will the Avorld contain for the one whose mind has

been c<irefully schooled to note dilTcrences between the multiplied

shades, forms, and sounds of nature's vast domain ! How many
rich tones of melody will come to the ear alert to hear nature's

myriad voices, and how unspeakably rich will be the pages of

literature to the person accustomed by habit to observe the finer

shades of thought expressed in prose and ])oein I In these realms

is to be found a mine of wealth open to all who are willing to

train their minds to hal;)its of cnrrful discrimination. Is it not

apparent that a vast field of enrichment is being overlooked by

the multitudes whose taste has been cultivated to enjoy only the

light and e]>henieral jmblication^ ])ut in attractive forms to ca]>-

tivate the fancy without cultui'ing the mind or enriching the

being? Great treasures of thought have come down from the

past, and the ma.-ter minds of the jiresent are giving forth gems

of untold worth, but the jxtwer of discernment and appreciation
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is so lacking as to leave these treasures unappropriated bv many
who need them to give fullness and completeness to life.

If, further, Ave turn to the spiritual realm of thought, the

invaluable character of this law of interpretation is even more

clearly reeogniized. As any physical organ or mental faculty is

developed under training, so the deeper moral nature will receive

impressions as it is kept in proper relation to riglit influences.

The great Master Teacher said, "lie that is of the truth heareth

my voice," which, properly understood, may be taken to mean

that truth vdthin res]X)nds to all utterances of truth. One is

quick to hear sounds for which he is intently listening. The

mother knows at once the footstep of her lx)y for whom she has

been anxiously watching and waiting in the lonely night hour,

thus indicating that the jx^rccptive faculty in its more sensitive

form is largely a matter of the will or inclination of the soul.

It may be relied ujx>n, therefore, that constant and willing atten-

tion to tiiith will develop a high degree of moral and spiritual

discernment, and it is cause for painful thought that in this

ultraconimercial and pleasure-loviiig age the finer qualities of

soul capable of such training are being deadened by excessive

gratification of the physical tastes and the inordinate lust for

and grasping after material enrichment. It is not surprising

that under these conditions there is such confusion of mind that

the voice of God is mistaken for a thunder peal, as when the

Father spake out of the cloud to his well-beloved Son. !Men

readily see the fire, feel tlie tremor of the earthquake, and are

conscious of the stonn, but they have not kept themselves in

close fellowship with the Lord so as to appreciate, like Elijah,

the meaning of the "'still small voice." Unquestionably, a world

of enrichment lies all around us, summits of ecstatic vision stand-

ing invitingly in our pathway, and the air quivering with secret

influences ready to produce richest melody in the lives of those

who by thought and training keep their hearts 0]}en to right

impressions. ^liss Helen Keller, that man-el of mental and

spiritual intuition, Avho neither sees nor hears through physical

organs, says that she is by some inner senso cetnscious of Iwtli

the Ix^auties and sounds in tlie Avorld alwut her, and most touch-
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ingly expresses tiie nature of tlii- intuitivo faculty in the words:

"I came up out of Ki^ypt aiul stood before Sinai, and a power

divine louelicd my .spirit and gave sight so that I beheld many

Avonders, and from the saered moun.t I heard a voice which said,

'Knowledge is lo\-e and light and vision.' " Does not the ex-

perience of this sensitive soul indicalo that in the measure of our

harmony with the Great Source of light and ti'uth we will be ablo

to distinguish and rightly interj)rel the messages intended for our

inspiration ? It vra.^ this factdty so highly d('\"cloped in Dr. Ilorace

lUishnell that led him to say: ''In tlie lofty passes of the Alps I

heard a music overhead from (!od"s cloudy orchestra, the giant

peaks of rock and ico, curtained in ])y the driving mist and only

dimly visible athwail the shy through its fold, sueli as mock> all

sounds our lowt r worlds of art e\ er can hope to rai.^e. I had never

any conception befia-e of what is meant by quality in sound. There

was more power upon the soul in one of those simple notes than I

ever expect to feel from anything called music below, or ever can

feel till I hear thoni again in the choirs of the angelic world.

J had never sitcli a sense of [)tirity, or of what a simple sotmd

may tell of purity by its own pure qitality; aiid I could not but

say, '0 my God, teach me this! Be this in me forever!' And

I ean truly affirm that the experience of that hour has con-

sciousl}' made me l>?tter al)le to think of God ever since—l>etter

able to -worship. All other sounds are gone; the sotmds of

yesterday, heard in the silence of enchanted mulliludes, are gone;

but that is with me still, and I ho]->o will never cease to ring in

my spirit till I go down to the shnnber of silence itseif."

With such a spirit the ]X'ople of to-day, even amitl the

thunderous roar a]id traflic of this busy, strenuous age, might

recognize the call to higher pri\ilege and ditty, and discern what

Harold Wright describes as "the trail that lies along the higlier,

sunlit hills where those who journey see afar and the light lingers

when the dav is done."

. 9Hy. /(bc^i^.
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Airr. X.—THE EELIGIOX OF OLIVER WEXDELL
HOL.MES

Ix this yoiu" of tlie centennial anniversary of the birth of

Oliver Wendell Holmes there are still living a considerable num-

ber of persons Avho can remember vrhen Holmes was looked n[ion

with feelings a})proachiug vei-y nearly to both hatred and fear

because his views with regard to religion VN'ere supposed to be

heretical, dangerous, and infidelisiic. To-day some of his views

find very genei-al acceptance among persons who are counted

orthodox, while the so-called "liberals'' have gone so far beyond

Holmes that he might almo-t be called a con.-ervative by com-

parison.

Holmes was a doctor of medicine, not of divinity, and he had

very strong inclinations tovrard scientitic studies and. research;

also he is famous as an author for his light and gay style and

n.iattcr, yet he had a very strong theological bent. His Puritan

ancestry for generations and his father's clerical profession oft"er

an explanation of this peculiarity to believers in heredity. It

would not be hard to imagine a career for Holmes which would

have led him into the ministry, but it is probable that he would

have borne more resemblance to Theodore Parher than to Lyman
Beecher. And yet his father, tlie Pev. Abiel Holmes, was a

believer in the old-fashioned Calvinism, and taught it with all

its horrors. It is proper to say, however, that he was a very g^^od

and kind man—much better than his theology.

It is hard for a large part of the j)resent generation to com-

preheiid the religious conditions which prevailed so largely among

Xew Englanders a century ago. The Unitarian movement was

in its infancy. ]\rethodism had made oidy a feeble beginning.

In Massachusetts the Congregationali^t churches were established

by law and most of them taught the old theology. There is no

question that the revolt against the old creeds was carried mucli

too far, but Holmes, Parker, and Emerson were a natm-al. almost

an inevitable, result of the old Xew England thrology. Calvinism

naturallv bred both Uniiarian aii<l Eiiivei'.-aii>t viev/s. Much
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credit belongs to ^Filbodisiti for sa\iiig Xew England from an

litter snrrender to ihe.-c. Xow that the '"decrees" of ultra-Calviu-

isni are almost as (le;'d as Calvin and .Vngustine themselves, in

days when the revi-ir.u and neglect of creeds have almost made
of the heretics and liberals of another generation the conservatives

and orthodox of the present, it is hard for those nnfamiliar with

the ancient terrors to see why a man shonld have been reviled

becanse he asked of the Creat'ir the simple justice ex])ected of a

man. Yet much of the almse directed against Holmes came on

account of such a doiua^id. lie quoted with marked approval the

fajnous retort of the sturdy old ^Tethodist sailor-preacher,

^'Father" Taylor, to his Calvinistic opponent, ''Your God is my
devil." Xo attack was made upon Unlmrs vrith regard to morals.

Of course, from the Puritanic standpoint, a man who was fond

of the theater, who drank wine and smoked cigars though in

great moderation, might lie as-ailfd, hut in the great indis-

putable essentials of morality no man stood fairer than Holmes,

He was a patriotic citizen, a faiihful friend, a loyal son, a

tender husband, an alier'tionnte father. Ho was 'ivA a radical

reformer, but when thoroughly aroused to some great question.,

as in the case of slavery, his noble nature aj^pearcd. His Puritan

blood and training sometimes showed in unexpected ways, as

when he wrote Harriet Beecher Stowe that he did not read novels

on Sunday, but made an exception of hers. But while he stood

hj the important things in Puritan morals, and even some of the

minor things, he vigorously assailed much of its the(dony, Pirst,

he utterly refused to accept the old C"alviui.~tic doeti'ines of elec-

tion, reprobation, infant danniatioji, and all sueh horrors. As

practically everybody now agrees with him, this -[ioint need not

be discussed. But he went much farther. His scientitic trainir.g

and inclinations, combined vrith his literary studies, led him to

join hims('lf to ih<.>e who found science ineom])atible with the old

views of the Bible, arid hence abandoned or greatly modified th"

theory of inspiratic'ii. Some of tlie attemjMs to reconcile nndoubt< il

facts with (he sn]-)]ioseil teachings of Seri])ture seem as amusing

to us now as ihfv did to Holmes years ago. He wrote to James

William Kind.ali:
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If you choose to nccept .... that the woild was created with mock

skeletons of ahnost innumerable mock genera and species, many of thcai

holding the remains of mock food in theii- mock interiors, and with their

teeth ground down as if by long use I shall have to say again, al-

ways with perfect respect and courtesy, "Good-morning, :Mr. Kimball."

Tins is certainly somewhat mocking, l)ut what cl-c is there for

an intelli'^'ent man to say? While \ve may smile at this we cannot

a.void regTet that Holmes did not siieeeed in keeping more of the

gold of the old religion when he cast away its dross. As so often

happens, he became an nnbeliever, or at least, a doubter, npon

points of faith ^vhicll, when properly understood, have no conflict

\vith the facts of science or witli man's highest reason. In some

cases Ave can see that his tronble was rather with the argnments

by which doctrines had been snpporled than with the doctrines

themselves. He refused to admit that an infallible judgment ha^l

settled all disputes. He woidd liave no Pope, either Catholic or

Protestant, but he never sueered at honest faith aud sincere con-

viction. He said lie would not attack '-intellectual noncombat-

ants." He never mocked at any man for believing more than he

did himself. The reverence in him forbade. But he had a sneer

for a hypocrite, or foi' a man who was afraid to use his own brains

and do his own thinking.

l)r. Holmes resembled tlie oft-quoted character who "never

had much religion to speak of." He hardly ever spoke of his

religious feelings or experiences, yet his character impresses one

as that of a man genuinely religion^ in spirit whatever might b-

his creed. He was ahvays a faithful churchgoer, and perhaps lii-^

most marked expre--ion of personal religion^ feeling was his

charming saying, ''There is a little plant calh'd Pev.jrence in the

corner of my sotd's garden, which I love to have watered al^out

once a week." His regular Sunday home was that singtdar cont-

pound of the Episcoi.al Church aud the Unitarian, King's Chai.el

of Po.stoii. There he wa-; married, there hi-^ children were chris-

tened, from its dooi> he followed his wife to the giMve, and from

them, at liis own request, his own bi^ly was br>rne to its last rest-

ing place. P>ut he sometimes attend.cd other churches, notably

the Baptist church of Beverly, where he acknowledged receiving
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edification, lie \vrote a Lcumifiil letter to Pbillip^ P.rooks, ex-

pressing iiis appreeiaiiuii of a scrniou lie liad licarJ from liini and

explaining iho tics Avliieli l)Ourid Lini to King's Chapel, The

poetrj'of Holmes nniv be considered to some extent an expression

of his religions faith and feelings. His prose deals with such

matters in a soriKwhat negative or questioning way—his novel,.

Elsie Venncr, in ]uirtienlar, raised a storm about his head. But

in his verse dealing with sei'ious themes he shows a reverent and

noble spirit. One of his andjitions was to write some hymns which

would be acceptable for use in the chnreh. He succeeded in

doing this for Unitarians and- for oj-thodox churches as Avell.

There are three of his writing in the ])resent iMethodist Hymnal.

The hymns beginning, ''Lor<l of all being, throned afar," and

O Love divine, that stooped to share

Our shra-pest pang, our bitterest tear,

bid fair to taho a permanent jibu-e in I he hymnolngy of the church

universal Of other poems we may note '-The Living Temple,"

with its closing prayer, "The (diandun-ed Xautilus," with its

lofty aspirations, and "Tartarus,'' a poem of his old age, which

ends.

Look up from earth, and read above,

On heaven's blue tablet, "God is Love."

It is hard to tell what tlie creed of Holmes was. Indeed, ho

hardly knew himself, excoi)t that he sometimes said it was the

first two word-^ of the Lord's Prayer. lie believed in the develop-

ment of creeds, and his own was constantly changing. He repeat-

(dlv criticised the requirements of churclies that their pastors

should coirform t'.> a c. rtain creed. It is singular that one of his

intelligence .should have failed to see the logical distinction be-

tween a nnm in an inde])endent po-ition. and the representative

of a society. Kven the Unitarians have occasionally found some

restraint necossaiy for their pastors, notably when the Pev. George

C. 31iln dcdared himself an atheist. In his departure from the

old standards of faith Holmes went farther than Longfellow, but

not so far a^ lMnei--on, or e\in Lowell. He seems always to have

held to the ])oi-oiiality of God and he never lost his faith in the
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divine Fatherhood. He believed that God is good, no matter how

badly men might have misunderstood or lied about him. lie

ahvays spoke more of the Father than of the Son. He sometimes

applied the term '"divine" to Jesus Christ, but it is doubtful if he

meant by it what the ''orthodox'' mean. Yet the hvmn we liavc

mentioiied, "O Love Divine/' is certainly inconsistent with the

most extreme Unitarian views, and may fairly be interpreted as

indicating a belief in the incarnation. It is also interesting to

know that Dr. Holmes believed in the literal resurrection of Jesus.

On July 4, 1S63, he delivered an oration before the city

authorities of Boston, the only oration he ever gave. This speech

is published under the title ''The Inevitable Trial," in Pages,

from an Old Volume of Life, and also in Soundings from the

Atlantic. To judge by reading, it is worthy of the fellow citizen

of such orators as Sumner, Evei-ett, and Webster, worthy of even

the greatest of these. But toward the close the speaker said

:

There were holy wars of old in which it was glory enough to die, wars

in v,-hich the only aim was to rescue the sepulcher of Christ from the

hands of infidels. The sepulcher of Christ is not in Palestine, He rose

from that burial place more than eighteen hundred years ago. He is

crucified whenever his brethren are slain without pity; he lies buried

wherever man, made in his Maker's image, is entombed in ignorance, lest

he should learn the rights his divine Master gave him.

That passage might have come from the most orthodox of clergy-

men. In one of his letters to Mr. Kimball, Dr. Holmes summed

up part of his faith in the following words:

A supreme and absolute faith in one groat Father; a revelation of

himself "at sundry times and in divers manners," .... infallibly in crea-

tion, more or less fallibly in all that has been committed to human tradi-

tion, preomiiv?ntly in tlie life of one of the "sons of God," known on earth

as the Anointed, of whom we have some imperfect records.

Those last words may properly introduce the remark that Holmes

would to-day probably be in sympathy with the more radical of

the higher critics. He recognized the human element in the Bible

much more than he did the (livine, and it may be doubted if he

would have accorded to the Hebiew and Chri-tian Scriptures any

inspiration different in kind from that of other lofty literature.

The loudest cries against Holmes M'ere raised because of his

7
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attacks upon tlicorie? jn-ovalent in bis younger days concerning

human responsibility and future puuisbnient. When meu set up

a theology \vhich settled the fate of men for eternity without refer-

ence to their liereditary dispositions, mental powers, or suri'ound-

ing circumstances, almost without reference to their conduct, ho

entered a sharp protest—with whieli most thinkers are now in-

clined to agree. Trained from cbildhood in the literal interpre-

tations concerning the physical horrors of hell, the whole doctrine

of eternal punishment was- to him a most horrible thing. The

thought of a world with ''wounds that never heal, and an army
of experts in torture" was too horrible for his acce])tance. Indeed,

it is for ours. But Holmes seems never to have understood that

future punishment depends upon man's free will and tbe eternity

of character, rather than upon a divine fiat. lie seems never to

have attained a perfect faith with regard to the general question

of a future life and immortality. Immortality was a thing to be

desired and hoped for, bnt not assured. In ISGS he wrote: 'Tt

is impossible to disprove the reality of a future life, and we have

a right to eherish the hope that we may live again." In ISTl, in

writing to a friend near death, he spoke of a desire, almost a long-

ing, some might have for "even the C]-unibs of faith which. fall

from the table of the triumphant and unquestioning believer."

But in tlie same letter he says, ''^Ve must all soon cast anchor, if

we have one, and mine is 'trust in God.' " Such things as these

make tliose of us who can still firndy hold to faith in the everlast-

ing life pity the strong intellects who have lost their childlike

trust. Aiiother doctrine which Holmes seemed to understand but

dindy was that of conversion, lie recognized the sudden trans-

formations of character sometimes produced, referring to the case

of John Xe\vton, but he refused to admit a natural hatred of God

in man, and said of conversion, "The finest and noblest souls I

have ever met have ne\'er been through any such technical process."

This shows once more how the mind may be warped by an un-

foi-tunate method of jiresenting a duetrin(> to one in youth. Holmes

could never get away from the inlluence of Calvin isui even when

he rejected it. In one respect he was more orthodox than some

clergymen of his early days. He ^believed iu love—love of God
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and love to man. He said of Elsie Veiinor, ''It is conceived in

the fear of God and the love of man." He wrote to Mrs. Stowe

:

"All that jou say of the infinite love and pitj is the very substance

of such belief as 1 cherish. . . . To you, I suppose, sin is

the mysterv; to me sutt'ering is. I trust love will prove the solu-

tion of both." Once more we wonder at his blindness, at his

failure to see that si]i and sulTering were from the same root.

To ]\[r. Kimball he wrote, ''The only way I can judge whether a

man loves God is the apostle John's way—to sec whether he loves

his brother."

We have i)assed the time when men found delight in consign-

ing tbeir adversaries to perdition. Few men to-day would wish

to raise the question of the jx-rsonal salvation of Oliver Wendell

Holmes, stormed at for a heretic as he was a generation ago. He
believed in God, He loved his fellow men. For all else we may
trust to the truth in his own lines:

That one uiiquestionod text v.e read

—

All doubt beyond, all fear above

—

Nor cracliing pile nor cursing creed

Can burn or blot it: "God is love."
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Abt. XI.—as to fouxdatioxs

The need of a sure foundatioii is not a modern discovery.

Ever since men began to build homes, jxilaces, temples, towers,

monninents, aiid other structures thev have known that solid, dur-

able foundations are necessary. An invariable law of physics

ordains that buildings erected on sandy or swampy land are

unsafe. The ]'ain3 may so soften the ]nud and loosen the sand

that, lackiug cohesive power, the loose earth becomes as quicksand,

the structures topjde aiid fall, aiid the greater they are the greater

the fall, the ruin, and the loss. As men must count the cost before

beginni]]g the work of erectioUi, they must also, to avoid the shame

and loss of ruined buildings, consider carefullyjhc kind of ground

on which the foundatious are to be laid. At whatever cost the

foundation must be made safe and solid. The ])uilders of the

pyramids wore wise men, not only selecting gi-anite, diorite, and

other hard and dui'able stone for the outei- courses of the irjimense

superstructures, but solid ruck for the foundations, and for four

thousand years these monuments of their wisdom and skill and

honesty have I'csisted the ravages of the elements to compel the

continuous admiration of the world. The Egy])tians, the Persians,

and other ancients of the Eastern worhl were adepts in the work-

ing of stone. We have reinvented the tools they used in sawing

and ])olishing it. They cut oiormous blocks of it out of the moun-

tains and set them in their enduring sti'ur-lures to excite the wonder

and admii-ation of the wo]-ld. Even the early Indians of Mexico

knew how to build nuagiiiiicent ])alaces or temides. At Mitla, near

Oaxaca, one may see ruins which would challenge the skill and

cunning of modern buiLhrs to duplir-ate. Great cylinders of

stone still stand in inajostic grandeur, gracing a temple or

tem])les, whose purpose, even, we cannot divine. Huge scpiarc

blocks lie in security which carthqualas (and !Mexico has jdenty

of earthquakes) carniot disturb, as lintels o^'er openings in the

walls, and a flight of stone stcqys leads down to a great quadrangle

paved with the same material. "Whence came the stone (there is

none like it in neighboring quarries), how the gigantic monoliths
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were qimrviccl, how transported, how i^laccd in position, no one

knows ; nor can Jinyone tell ns who were the arcliitects. The mural

paintings, some of which are still clear and distinct, give no clue,

oiJy showing that the skill of the painters was inferior to that of

the hnilders. There the ruins stand, grand and extensive, suggest-

ing problems in architecture, transportation, history, migration,

ethnology which no man can solve. The Zapotecs of to-day, ])eliev-

ing themselves to be descendants of the palace-builders, are only

hovel-builders. If they are really in descent, it is a long and a

deep descent.

Euins such as these speak of centuries far back in njan's his-

tory, and of architectural achievements which do not belong to

the childhood of the race. There were builders in those days

who had no need to be ashamed of their work. They built for the

ages. They laid safe and solid foundations. Iron will rust, brass

and bronze will corrode, wood will rot; stone is dural)lc and

unchaugeable. The hammer of the winds, the dynamite of the

sun, and the floods of the heavens have little effect, as the centuries

come and go, ui)on structures hewn from the granite hills, and it

is meet that rock should serve as the type of that which is si.'lid,

lasting, and immovable. -We meet it often in Bible descriptions

and illustrations: The Lord "is the Rock," "the Lord is n^y

Eock," "Who is a Rock save our God ?" "Lead me to the Rock that

is higher than I "; "His holy hill"; "the everlasting hills"; "the

everlasting mountaius"; "I will lift np mine eyes unto the hills,

from whence cometh my hel})" ; "'Upon this rock I will build my
chtirch, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." ]\[odern

builders have not found any material superior to stone for solid

and durable structures; nor have they found any othei- bottom

so safe and sure as rock on which to lay fniuidations. The world

is not now building palaces for its living kings and emjx'rors, nor

]>yramids as their mausoleums. This is a democratic age, and

palaces are for wealthy sttbjccts, temples for the disciples of

Christ, and other great and costly structures for industrial, com-

mercial and govei-nmenlal i)ur{)OS('S. The age is so prosperous

that .it is ])ulling down its barns and building bigger ones, not for

gieater ease of .<oul but for a moi-e strentious struggle. Great
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edifices no longer rise solelv out of government treasuries, or out

of the aceumulntions of a few Crccsuses or ^lidases, but out of the

credit of eori)orations ; a)id the cost of the pyramids or of the

temple of Ivaiiiak or of the Parthenon of Athens would not be
prohibitive in Xew York or London. Indeed, the foundations

alone of some gi-eat twentieth century buildings must equal the

cost of some of the famou> 1 luildi ugs of ancient times. The builder

may not choose good natural foundations for his edifices; other

considerations determine sites; but he must make foundations

nnder shifting sand or soft, v.-ateiy soil. Great piles of stone

like the towers of the East Eiver bridges, and huge steel structures

like the City Investing, Singer, Stock Exchange, Park Ptow Build-

ings, and the Ilofiman House, in :Xew York city, must go douni

to bed rock. The methods of overcoming the obstacles presented

are the invention of modern en.gineering genius. ]\Ia5onry piers

must be put down to solid rock. How this is done an article

in the Century ^lagazine lucidly describes. It is not possible to

dig tln-ough sand and gravel saturated ly flowing water. So in

the last fifteen years the jjiers have been built inside pneumatic
caissons, which are gradually sunk to the rock:

Verj' strong, air-tiglit steel or wooden boxes, with fiat tops and no
bottoms, are set on the pier site at ground water level and pumped full

of compre.ssed air, while men enter them and, excavating the soil, under-
mine them so that they sink, sometimes at the rate of about two feet an
hour, until they land on the rock, and are filled with concrete to form
the bases of the foundation piers. As they sank, the walls were at first

built up beyond the roof, so as always to extend above the bottom of the
pit and form dry wells in which masonry was laid, and by its weight
forced the caisson down through the earth. The men enter and leave the
caisson through vertical steel shafts, with small chambers, called air

locks, on top. These have a trap door in the roof and another in the floor,

both opening downward, so as to be kept closed by the air pressure; and
as one door must always be closed when the other is opened, they prevent
the escape of compressed air from the caisson. When the caisson sinks
very deep, the air pressure becomes heavy, and is dangerous for men who
are feeble, dissipated, or have weak lieart or lungs, sometimes producing
paralysis or great suffering from the "bends," which may be fatal. It is

necessary to emerge very slowly through the lock, so as gradually to
reduce the pressure and equalize it in the body. Men have been instantly
killed by trying to emerge from the lock suddenly. . . . Usually the
caisson-sinking stops when the rock is reached, but if it is found to be
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soft or unsound it is sometimes excavated several feet farther to hard, solid

strata. Then it is carefully examined and approved by the engineer,

leveled and washed, and the caisson is filled with concrete, rammed solid

in every corner, the men backing up and away, as they fill it from the

sides toward the center and top. This is the worst of all the caisson

work, and as the space becomes gradually smaller and smaller, the com-

pressed air becomes fouler and fouler, and is suffocating with the heat and

the presence of so many men. Finally, when the concrete is filled to

the ceiling, a pipe is brought down the shaft, and a liquid cemeni is

forced through it under pressure to fill all the voids and seal the caisson.

... At one time while eight caissons were being sunk (in the At-

lantic Mutual building) the steam pressure suddenly gave out, stopping

the air-compressors and causing fear that the quicksand would run into

the caissons and, undermining the adjacent tall buildings, do gre^at damage,

f^ortunately, the steam supply was restored before these fears were

realized; but not until, by desperate exertions, the contractors had secured

several steam boilers and loaded them up to bring to the site from several

parts of the city. The thirty-two-story building for the City Investing

Company at Broadway and Cortlandt Street, Xew York, is about 4S6 feet

high above the sidewalk, and cost about ten million dollars. Its estimated

weight of one hundred and seventy-two million pounds ts carried by fifty-

nine concrete piers sunk through quicksand, earth, etc., by the pneumatic-

caisson process to a depth of about eighty feet below the Broadway curb.

Some of the piers were built up to a height of over forty feet above the

ground before sinking was begun, and much of the fine, dry sand

encountered was forced by air-iiressure out of the working chamber of

the pneumatic caissons in a stream like water. The foundation piers for

the steel columns of the twelve-story extension of the Hoffman House. Xew
York, were built in deep pits, walled in by massive steel-sheet piles, and

carried about forty feet to rock through earth and bowlders. The upper

ends of the steel piles were cut off after driving. When done by hand,

with two men, it was at the rate of one foot a day. Afterward it was

accompliiihed by an electric current with which two men could melt off

thirty feet in eight hours.

These foiiiKlatioiis arc costly, btit there appears to be no limit

to the size or weight of tlie buiklings that may be placed thereon,

or to the period of time they ]nay be expected to stand. ^Vhilc,

therefore, the initial expense is very grcnt, the fact that they will

last for scores of years and easily snstain thirty, forty, fifty or

more stories, makes the investment a reasonable one. The builders

are bnilding for the future as well as for the present.

The foundation laid by the Great ]\raster-r>uilder twenty

centuries ago ^vas a costly fonndation, how costly wo do not fully

understand. ]3ut it was laid for all time, and is good for all
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possible sites and stnictures. It is as safe and sound and solid

to-day as though it hud nut for nearly two thousand years been

subjected to high "winds, great iloods, tierce fires, and teri'ible

earthquakes. ]\len have tried to lay other foundations, but the

quicksands of hiiiuan nature have swallowed them, or human
passions have shaken them down, or hunuin frailty has , caused

them to collapse. ]]ut Christ the Corner Stone, laid upon the

unchangeable rock of divine love, has withstood all thnt time and

the ingenuity of destructive elements could bring to bear upon it.

]\Iany have built upon it, in violation of sound architectural law,

wood, hay, and stubble, and have inevitably sutl'ered loss; but the

foundation remains the same, imuiovable, unshakable, proof

against the fires of persecution, the floods of unsound doctrine, and

the earthquakes of immorality. Strong sieges, attacks of sappers

and miners, betrayals by traitors, blunders of defenders, have been

continuous; '"'nevei'theless, the foundation of God standeth sure."

The divine IMaster knew by close contact and observation every

possible variety and successioii of the strata in the human soul.

He knew the treacherous quicksands of self-love, the obstructive

bowlders of obstinacy, and slimy clay of hy]»ocrisy, the stony

gravel of hard-heartedness, and the flowing water of inconstancy.

These must all be pierced that a sure foundation might be reached

for the spiritual house. Ilis daily companions, the disciples,

served him for illustrations. There was Peter, poor, impulsive,

unsteady Peter. How could such a faint-hearted, unfaithful,

man-fearing spirit be built into the Church of Christ? He denied

with abject fear his divine Lord in the hour of the ^^^Taster's great-

est need, and lied and blasphemed. How could such ^"wood, hay,

and stubble" be built into a s})irilu;il li<»n.-c ? On the Christ-fonnd-

atiou all human material may safely be laid. I'he rock of divine

love—safe, solid, immovable, unchangealde, overlaid with the

sacrifice of Christ—is sure and eternal, and if any man build

thereon he cannot f:iil, ]\'tcr converted was Peter transformed,

and his heart liecame as true to Christ as the needle to the pole.

And \\\v. ]\raster, remendjcring what manner of man Peter had

been, and seeing what manner of mini he w;is no^^•, told the discijde,

so grieved and di.-tre.-scd at the Tord's repetition uf the searching
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question, "Lovest then me?" a wonder and a mystery: "Thou art

Peter, and upon this Peter I will build my church, and the gates

of hell shall not prevail against it." How true this proi')liecy was

the rest of Peter'^ life clearly demonstrated. Xone now bolder,

braver, truer than he. Pcr?eeiilion orily made him the stronger.

Leaving Pome, according to tradition, in a fit of momentary dis-

couragement, he met the Christ, and said, '"'Quo vadis f
(''Whither goest thou, Lord?") The ]\Iaster replied, ''To Pome
to be crucified again." ]''eter's lo\'e and courage were immediately

triumphant, and ho turned and w-ent back to lay more firmly with

liis blood the foundations of the church in the great pagan city.

Tie loved his Lord so truly that ho did not hesitate to be crucified

for him.

Thomas was skeptical of the Christ-foundation and required

a practical demonstration before he would accept it ; Saul of

Tarsus scorned and hated it, but building u])on it, he became the

chief apostle of it. And so it has been in all succeeding genei-a-

tions—among the Jews and auioug the Ge)i tiles, among the bar-

barians, the Scythians, the bond and the free. The wickedest and

the weakest, the cruelest and the most cowardly, the most ob-tinate

and the most inconstant, the vainest and the most selfish—in short,

the worst, the lowest and the most despicable of maid-;ind, l)uild-

ing on the Christ-foundation, are so utterly changed in character

that they come to represent the very virtues they hated. It is the

miracle of miracles, ever iu process and never failing. The

parable of the buildei-s is being constantly demonstrated. The

foolish man builds his house on the sarid, and it falls; the wise

man builds his house on the rock, and it stands forever. Compare
the Christ-foundation wfith that which others have laid: Chris-

tianity builds upon the solid foundation of Jesus Christ and the

sure pronuse of eternal life; Confucianism upon agniostic Con-

fucius, his ]noral a]->horisms, and the worship of posterity; Islam

upon the Koran of ^Mohammed, and the di'cam of a sensual glory;

Taouism upon the ])ropitiatlon t.d the iununiei-able ca])riei()us

spirits of earth, air, and water; Puddhisni u])on Puddha, and ilie

slender hope, through myriad rebirths, of Xirvana, which is final

extinction or unconscious absorjdion; Hinduism upon millions
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of gods, jealous, sensual, capricious, the soul a flickcriug candle

flame and the prey of wirch-gods, and in place of sympathetic

brotherhood the denioiiiacal system of caste.

Is there any other foundation than that of Jesus Christ -worth

any man's attention \ Being ''of the household of God," we are

"built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ

Jesus liimself being the chief corner stone ; in whom each several

building, fitly framed together, groweth into a h-dy temple in the

Lord; in whom ye also are buikled together for a habitation of

God in the Spirit.*' And ''we know that if this earthly house of

our tabernacle be dissolved, we have a building from God, a house

not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS

A WRITER iu Iho Xew York E\ening Post, conteuding that prO'=c

may be a= splendid as any poetry, says that the art of writing noble

prose has fallen upon evil days, and that, not mentioning Sir Tliomas

Browne and Enskin and others, we are in danger of forgetting what

glory the solidly printed page could take on, when, for example,

De Quiucey wrote witli undenialjle splendor, alljcit grievously mis-

applying a superb eloquence in eulogy of his own deadliest and most

deceiving enemy:

O just, subtle, and all-conquering- opium ! that, to tlie hearts of rich and

poor alike, for the wounds that v.ill never heal, and for the pangs of grief that

'•tempt the spirit to rebel," bringest an assuaging balm—clociuent opium ! tliat

with thy potent rh^^torie stealest away tlie purposes of wrath, ploadest

effectually for relenting pity, and through one night's heavenly sleep call 'st

back to the guilty man the visions of his infancy, and hands washed pure from

Ijiood—O just and righteous opium! that to the chancery of dreams snmmonest,

for the triumphs of despairing innocence, false witnesses, and confoundest

perjury, and dost reverse the sentences of unrighteous judges—thou buildest

upon the bosom of darkness, out of the fantastic imagery of the brain, cities

and temples, beyond the art of Phidias and Praxiteles, beyond the splendors of

P.aby]on and Hekatompylos ; and, "from the anarchy of dreaming sleop." callest

into sunny light the faces of long-buried beauties, and the blessed household

countenances, cleansed from the "dishonors of the grave." Thou only givest

these gifts to man ; and thou hr.st the keys of paradise, O just, subtle, and

mighty opium f
*

Jn contrast with Dl- Quincey's luxuriant page, the same writer, re-

membering that the greatest of all prose is found in the Bible, says

that few poems reach down to the elemental soul as do the words of

the inspired chronicler who wrote

:

And, uphold, a woman of Canaan came out of the same coasts, and cried

uuto him, saying, Have mercy on mo, O Lord, thou son of David; my daughter

is grievously vexed with a devil.

But he answered her not a word. And his disciples came and besought

him, saying. Send her away; for she cneth after us.

But ho answered and said, I am not s^nt but unto the lost sheep of the

house of Israel.

Thou came she and worshiped him. saying, Lord, help me.

Tiiere are entire hytnnals in that "Lord, lielp me."
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THE ILLUMIXED EACE

The main tlicscs of tliis writing are that the face is an exponent of

character, that in a measure one can make liis own face, and that the

illumined face is the emblem of humanity at its highest.

I. The truth or falsity of tlie statement that the face reveals cliar-

acter should be easily and quickly ascertainable. Eor verification

or for disproof take it into the portrait gallery of history, and the

general rule is that countenance and character correspond. In the

capitol at Rome scan the long rows of marble busts of the old

emperors, and compare Marcus Aurelius with Caligula and Xero

and Septimius Scverus. Strike into history or into life wherever

you please, and note, as a rule, the suitability of face to character.

A studious examiner of a large collection of modern busts noticed

that Thomas VaiuQ had a hard, irreverent look, with hea\7 eyes

and a twisted mouth, and that the bust of Voltaire was supercilious

and sarcastic, reminding one of the description given of another

skeptic, "a conceited mouth witli its corners habitually pinned back

into incredulous smiles.'' Before this bust one could not help remem-

bering that Carlyle, who knew a great thought when he saw it,

said of the works of A'oltaire, "There is not one great thought

in all his six and thirty quartos." A few really great thoughts,

long and hospitabl}' entertained, would have taken away that vain,

cynical look which ]\Iacaulay called a ''haggard sneer.*' Looking

on the busts and ]iictures of liyron, with their curious duality of

expression, we understand why Charles Lamb said of him, "I can-

not love him nor squeeze a tear to his memory"; and why Daniel

"Webster said, 'T desire no association with the soul of Byron, because

he was not respectable; there was not one trait in his character that

I could respect." A fme-shaped ui)pcr head he had, a high and pro-

tuberant forehead indicative of brains; but a dangerous, if not dia-

bolical sign in the eyes, the sensuality of a dissolute and abandoned

life spoiling the lowei- face, and the lickerish leer of a lecher lurking

around the lips; a mixture of anarchist and profligate. A sinister

and licentious face it was, on whose fiery ])assion3 at tlie age of thirty-

six death sprinkled white ashes at Missolonghi.

In the Xational Gallery at Kensington, riiillips's picture of

^Michael Earaday shows, in the strong, good face, the great chemist's

traits, high moral rectitude, natural gaiety of temper, and great firm-

ness of purpose combined with a modest and retiring disposition.

Massive intellectuality marks the bust of Cuvier, who had almost the
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heaviest brain on rcc-ord. Delicate sensi])ility and exquisite refinement
characterize the picture of Mendelssohn. We are all familiar with the
strong com])0?ure, the ])atrician dignity, the lofty and immutable in-

tegrity, the steady and unswerving will which ennoble the portraits of

Washington, and with the quaint simplicity, the shrewd rustic sagacity,

the humane sympathy, the half-mournful, half-humorous tenderness,

the self-forgetting patience, the absorbed attentiveness, which make
the homely and ill-shapcn face of Alu-aham Lincoln so patlietic,

so dear, so forever memorable. Who that ever heard Wendell l'hillij)s

and Charles Siunner can forget the im]>crial intellectuality, the

ethical severity, the lofty unflinching fidelity to principle, the statu-

esque dignity and marble immovability which spoke in their foces

and combined to make them so formidable, so majestic, so com-
manding? Blackwood's ]\Iagazine, describing England's great prime
minister at the height of his strength, said: '-Gladstone's face

flashed with the light of battle, and was ennobled with the dignity
of a wide outlook." When Gladstone visited Xorway, a leading

journal there said: ''Seldom, if ever, has it been our fortune to

behold such a noble and energetic countenance." His face was at

once a reflection of his character and a record of his life. Another
prominent example of the harmony of countenance with character is

Bismarck, the man of blood and iron, whose inastiff face was as grim
as the muzzle of a loaded mitrailleuse, and recalled Shakespeare's de-

scription of a warlike eye, "prying through the portage of the head
like a brass cannon." More than once that grim face of the German
chancellor stared liis enemies and all Europe out of countenance. The
physiognomist is well satisfied with the photographs of our own Gen-
eral Sherman, altogether suitable, in face and figitre the ideal warrior
—erect, sinewy, and hardy,his skin looking like shriveled leather, every
inch of it so creased and seamed that one could fancy it a map of the
regions he led his army over, or a plan of the campaign by which he
cut the Confederacy in two, marching through Georgia from Atlanta
to the sea; a face ]-)lo\ved and furrowed so deep that, when death had
smoothed it, as death has a way of doing, tiiose who looked on it lying
in the oaken coffin in Xcw York in February, 1891, were reminded of

the poet's line, '•Grim-visaged war hath smoothed his wrinkled front."

Phil Sheridan also carried a character-speaking pliysiognomy, rugged,
knott}^ gritty, belligerent; fit for the ]nan who, one western-frontier
day, leaped into his saddle, wearing a lieutenant's shoulder straps, to

go to the rescue of a beleaguered garrison, shouting to his comrades
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as he struck his ro^vels in, "Good-by, bnvs ! I'm coming back a cap-

tain or a corpse"—a face fit for the general who galloped liis black

horse foutlnvard, twenty miles from Winchester, and like a living

thunderbolt met, breasted, and turned back a most disastrous rout, and

changed defeat into victory. Xo less did Grant's face bespeak the

quiet, taciturn, soft-voiced, simple-mannered, unostentatious, clean-

lipped, modest gentleman he ^vas, a gentlenuin in heart and Avord and

deed. As for Kobert E. Lee, his face, as Avell as his bearing and man-

ner, M'as a noble manifestation and distinct proclamation of the great

qualities of his nature. The urbane dignity and gracious benignity

of President ilcKiidcyV face were a true reflection of his gentle,

amiable, earnest, and winsome nature. If a living face may bo men-

tioned in illustration, few more expressive have been seen than that of

Theodore Eoosevelt, indicating intense energy, swift and intrepid de-

cision, impassioned action, and a sort of sharpshooter look which

suggests rifle practice and intimates that he usually hits what he fires

at, and that when he aims at a target, notliing is in danger but the

bull's-eye. All thuse ornament the portrait gallery of liistory, and

incidentally confirm our thesis that tl;e face is an exponent of char-

acter.

The doctrine we have been illustrating is, like every other doc-

trine, sometimes questioned. In these days nothing escapes disparage-

ment. Professor Jowett said, "Logic is not a science but a dodge."

Yet the schools go on teaching logic. One professed student of human

nature declares that physiognomy is a vagary of the imagination

rather than a science; that the countenance is not a reflex of the soul,

but is often a spurious mask concealing one's inner self. This is like

saying that the object of language is to conceal one's thoughts, which

is putting the exception in place of the rule. Tlie natural and cus-

tomary use of language is to express one's thoughts, and, equalh', the

habit of the face is to reveal the spirit. The face no index to a man's

nature, no indication of what ]nay be expected from him? As well

say that the appearance of the sky is no criterion of the weather.

Everybody knows better. Such a statement is contradicted by con-

victions born of universal experience from the days of primitive man
until now. Doubtless, tlie careful weather-watcher will note all the

signals, asking not only "How does tlic sky look?" but also "Wliicli

way is the wind?" and "What does the l)arometer indicate?" and

"What does the weather bureau predict?" and even "What docs the

old sea captain or the veteran farmer say?"
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The face no evidence of one's inner condition? As well say that

the face is no indication of health or disease. Doubtless, for ihorough

diagnosis the physician examines all symptoms, applies searching

scientific tests to secretions, blood-pressure, lungs, heart, and other

organs. But especially, and probably first of all, he scrutinizes the

countenance, for the experienced practitioner can often read ill healtli

and its nature from the color or the eye or the general expression.

The face not a revelation of the slate of mind and heart? An
English artist, when his children were naughty and gave way to bad

temper, and their faces showed anger, or a rebellious spirit, or a sullen

mood, could make them ashamed of themselves by sketching them on

a leaf of his sketch-book, and letting them see how their naughtiness

showed in their faces and how ugly it looked.

The face not an exponent of character? That fine dramatic

critic, "William AVinter, says that a thoughtful observer need only watch

the faces of the average theatrical audience of the present day to see

that it "is largely composed of vulgarians who know notliing about art

or literature and who care for nothing but the gratification of tlieir

low tastes and animal appetites."

Xo one will pretend that face-reading has been perfected into a

science, but it is rather early, and might be presumptuous, to affirm

that physiognomy is incapable of becomiiig as exact as many sciences

are. Exact sciences are few, and some so-called sciences are utterly

spurious; Eddyism, for example, has been declared b}' its founder to

stand "Ijefore the world as an eternal and demonstraljle science." Set-

ting surgery aside, has medical practice been perfected into an exact

science? Or is it, as some frank physicians acknowledge, largely ex-

perimental in the case of each patient? Erancis Galton, with his usual

ambition to obtain quantitative precision in every problem he

studies, has contemplated a quantitative and exact treatment of the

problem of heredity. Xow, the face is a mo^t obvious and interesting

part of the problem of heredity, and })recision in face-analysis and

face-readi]ig, for the purixise of tracing and metering ancestry and

descent, seems to us quite as likely to be attained as in any other

branch of the study of heredity. Heredity is a deep and wide sea

wherein are many currents that may never be completely charted.

The well-kno^^n fact is that in practice we all treat as axiomatic

the doctrine that the countenance is to some extent au cx])onent of

character and a revelation of the tlioughts. It is one of the.

primary assumptions on which we habitually proceed. Instiuc-
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tively wc turn a studious and inquiring look upon tlic faces of

our fellow men. Wlien a mother wonders what is going on in her

child's mind;, she observes '"the havior of tlie visage." A business man
carefully scrutinizes tlie fnce of any stranger who broaches a proposi-

tion and invites commercial dealings. It is reported of a noted master

of finance that his habit is, during a business interview, to keep his

eyes downcast while he hijuself is talldng, in oi"der that mind-reading

be not practiced on hirn ; but tliat, when listening, he scans the face

of his visitor scarchingly and looks straiglit into his eyes to read there

all he can. AVe arc pretty well equipped for investigating and cross-

examining. "We have more implements than a dentist has ou his tra}^

When we have exercised our five senses upon the personality we are

examinijig, we have used only a few of our faculties. There remain

certain unnamed, delicate capillary sonsihilities through which impres-

sions are received, with insights and intuitit^ns unnamable. By the

touch of fine invisible tentacles we detect in soiuo persons something

that gives us a creepy, s]ji\ery feeling, wliicli fills ns with a vague un-

easiness. In sucli investigations, as in olliers, close and prolonged at-

tention is one secret of discovery. The concentrated gaze of a lover on

the beloved face can detect tlie passage of a fiitting thought or feeling,

swift as the touch of a swallow's wing on tlic glassy surface of an even-

ing lake; just as one on the bank of a rapid stream may catch sight of

a darting fish 'T^etween the green brink and the running foam." Even

after some mistakes in judging faces, it renmins inevitable that we

will trust some and distrust others. One densely foggy day in

London a little girl was standing on one side of a crowded street,

afraid . to cross alone. Searching the faces of passers by to find

some one she might tru<t, she saw a tall, spare man of grave and

kindly as])cct, and, looking sweetly up into his face, said, 'Tlease, sir,

will you help me across?" Lord Sliaftesliury afterward said the

greatest compliment he ever received was that little girl's trust.

An evil face, a hangdog look, or a iuimu sneaking manner will

give an accused nnin a poor chance before a jury. A member

of Congress, testifying as a witness in a trial, said, concerning one

whose character was in issue, that he had never ]>een nble to feel

any confidence in that n\an l)ecause of a sly, furtive, evasive look

in his face, a stealthy sort of movement, and a habit of talking in

a half whisper. He had f mnd, he said, that honesty and innocence

had, j^s ii rule, a clear, ojieu, sincere, and unevasive look nnil manner

of speaking. Of one man it was once said that he ought to be
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indicted for ]ii? fierce, malignant look, which proved him a i^otontial

if not actual murderer. 'J'lio citizens of a certain town watched a

certain boy, son of a prominent lawyer, growing up. He carried

about the streets one of the most insolent and defiant of faces.

One citizen remarked that for society's sake, if not for his own, tliat

boy ought to be sent to a reform school until tliat diabolical look

should be reformed off his face, for it was a public menace, boding

evil to mankind. Twenty-five years have fulfilled that menace in a

career defiant of law and authority, reckless of the rights of others,

a daring affront to decency, snaking it a wonder that the fellow, so

far, has managed to keep out of prison.

It may be not impossil»le for a man's face to be, in ^Milton's words,

"but visored falsehood and base forgery"; but that is not the rule.

As a rule, the face is a bulletin board rather than a jnask. It may be

barely possible for a woman to be as tender-eyed as Leah, as comely
and well-favored as Eachel, and yet be a Jezebel ; but it is most nn-
likely. It is not usual for one Avith a serene aud gentle face to be a

stormy, ill-tempered, brawling person. After middle life especially the

face bears more and more the impress of the soul. The facial leoend

may be misread, Imt it cannot steadily and consistently lie. And on it

is recorded the verdict of heaven itself upon the sunmicd-up thoughts

and emotions of a lifetime. In the matter of face-reading one dif-

ficulty is that there are few experts, very few skilled operators who
know enough of facial telegrapliy to read the rapid signals; many
are unobservant or dull of vision and easily imposed upon; .«ome

so innocent and unsuspecting as not to understand even glaring

signs. Yet in a bad man's face there is apt to be some danger signal

flying. Something in the face of ]\rephistoplicles makes Marguerite
shudder without knowing why. The dear, innocent girl does not
know enough of evil to interpret that sinister and boding look. Often
we recall afterward a look which, if our wits had been suflTicieutly

alert, keen and instantaneous, would have told us all ; and we wonder
at our own stujndity as did the Emmaus-road discijile-^ when tliey

said to one aiKitlior, "Did not our heart burn witliin us wliilo he

talked with us by the way?"' 'Many a destiny has been sei'iously and
forever difierent beeausc of failure to understand what a look said.

The 'Makvv of men and of worlds has ordained that e\ery xnil

shall be made manifest, of what sort it is. We are taught bv a

venerable and august Authority that the ])hin is to have every man's
natnre ultimately published in full; it may be slowly, and in small
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installments, but finally complete, and so i>lain it can be read like

print. Every man i- a jmblic character. Hi? expo?urc is not southern

or northern alone, but to thirty-two ])oints of the compass; they all

converge and concentrate upon him to inspect and investigate; anrl

corre.«]iondingly he is all the while protrudijig and publishing himself

to the circumjacent universe. Personality proclaims itself. Often

when a pi-etender thinks his disguise complete, he is unawares con-

fiding his secret to the world. j\Ioreover detection seems planned for

in the system of things; the universe is policed, "the woods are full of"

detectives. To delude ourselves with the notion tliat nobody will know^

what goes on in the secret places of our being is easy but unwise. '^"'Son

of man, hast thou seen what the elders of Israel do in the dark, every

man in the chaml)ers of his imagery? For they say, The Lord seeth

us not." Their liiougjit is that their inward ^^•i(:•kodness may be hid

even from the Lord, Avliereas it cannot be concealed, even from men.

If evil holds tlie fortress, its banner will iloat upon the outer wall.

Frequently one's ''speech bewrayeth" him. AMiatevcr light is in

the soul is apt to play upon the surface of conversation; whatever

darkness is within will ca<t its shadow on one's talk. And in word.s

from the lips there is not only articulate language but an undertone;

from the pen not only distinct lines liut meanings readable between

the lines.

"Actions speak louder tlian words,"' and deeds, motions, manners,

and bearing are of the nature of self-revelation. Ik-njamin We^t, the

portrait painter, said: "Dangling hands riu:'an a dangling mind, and

a listless face a languid mind." A shand^ling, hesitating gait in-

dicates indecision and a feeble v, ill. A cringing and obsenuious nmn-

ner goes with a servile dispositioii. An erect, manly, and unafTected

bearing is the natural sign of a sincere and honorable nature. Even

in so common an action as shaking hands one's nature and disposition

arc made manifest. AVe are all familiar with the indolent and in-

different person who listlessly extends his fingers, and with the wooden-

faced individual who mechanically olTers us a flat and fishlike flipper

—both sorts leasing us to do all the shaking. And by contrast we all

prize the warm welcome with wliieh a cordial temiier expresses itself

sincerely in the hearty grasp that means amity and reciprocity.

It is fair to ''judge a man by his friends."" '"A man is known by

the company he l:erps," whether intimate friends or preferred and

familiar books. Jt was like Tennyson to die with Cymbeline lying

in the moonlii;lit on his Ijcd. The Imitation of Christ under ^Marian
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Evans Cross's pillow, though a surprise to some, must have indicate

the direction of some of lier tlioughts at that time. A man occupying,

at Oxford University during tlie long vacation, a stranger's room,

looks over the most-ufcd books he fmd^ tliere, opens many a volume,

Fees tlie underscoring?, and reads the notes penciled on the page mar-

gins until he feels that he measurably knows the mind and the taste

find the views of the absent owner; and sitting down in the borrovred

room he pens the following sonnet concernirig the wandering absentee:

Far ofi he sirays, I know not where nor how;

Mayb.ap on some proiul -Vlp he gropes his way
Or lies at h^ncuifl ease wliert- breakers phiy

And frames some idle IczoikI roiinrl the prow

That CTils the salty wave; or hand on plow

Turns umlaut-farmer on his holiday.

And while he sirays I mount his vaoant throne

Beside his flaraeless altar, and at hand

I £nd a marshaled row of friends who stand

To welcome me and flout the thought "Alone:"

/ kuotc ihce, fhour/h our Jionds inaij ncvLr ioiiclt :

These constant mates of thine have told me much.

The marked passages in a man's Bibbj 'mviX be to some extent an inu-.-x

to his inner life. Bracketed verses in a young girl's Xew Testament

were to a pastor's eye a record of her soul's aspirations, spiritual

struggles, and victories.

But beyond all such revelations, is not the soul frequently more

fully revealed in the face than in any other way? Does anything

match the human face for expressiveness? It speaks a universal

language which men of every tongue can understand; an angry frown

needs no interpreter; a sweet smile is a ''song without words." The

face is more truthful than speech ; to make words lie is far the easit-r

;

and if the words tell one story and the face another, you have no

difficulty in deciding which to believe. In a pictui-e entitled "Tlie

First Lie*' no eviilfuee is needed to convict t'le small, unliappy culprit

other than tlie guilty look on his ]iitiab]e little face which fiatly con-

tradicts his false words when he denie= that he broke tlie platter.

II. All along sufficient warrant b.as been gathering for the state-

ment that in a large degree a man makes his own face. True, tlie

framework of the countenance is a physical construction which one

Las no share in sliaping, a present to liim at his birth, and largely

determined by heredity; btit the expression of the face is in some

degree a spiritual emanation and even the natural form of one's fea-

tures is often modified by the life he chooses to live. So that in pro-
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portion as one can control jiis spirit and regulate his life, and be the

captxiin of liis soul, lie may be the maker of bis face as much as, or

more than, master of liis fate. The spirit that is allowed to dwell

within is the artist that will carve the face, chiseling a line here,

obliterating another there, and altering tlie faslnon of the countenance.

Inward condition measurably rules outward aspect, and so far as wc

can decide the one, just so far we can rcgidate tlie other. Xone will

deny that v/e have some control over our thoughts and- feelings. We
are able to decide what shall live and move and have being within us,

what desires we will chei'ish, what tempers we will indulge, what senti-

ments we will cultivate, Avhat subjects we will brood upon ; and by the

same decision and in the same measure we order what efPects and

meanings shall move in sight across the countenance. Everyone has

a good enough face to start with, and l)etters or mars it as he goes

through life. One shudders to think how horribly a good face may be

ruined. An attorney-general of the United States had the misfortune,

when a child, to fall into the fire. The acci'lent left a fair, smooth

face terribly disfigured iw life. Yet lie ])layea tlie man, bore his ca-

lamity bravely, gained tlie resj-iect and love of his fellow men, attained

distinction, and made liis life a power for good, carrying that scarred

visage up to the highest legal position in the land, the vrorst marred

countenance ever seen in the cal)inet of a President. Pitiful as it

seems that a manly face should be so disfigured, a far worse ruin may

come upon it. It may be Imrnt by fiery passions, coarsened by swinish

living, seared and l^leared by del)auchcry. until it is raore hideous and

repulsive than coals of fire could ever mak'e it. A face can be more

spoiled from within tlian from without. '''A sensual disposition de-

forms the handsomest features. A cold, selfish heart shrivels and

distorts the best looks. A mean, groveling s])irit takes all the dignity

out of the countenance. A cherished haired transforms the most beau-

tiful lineaments into ugliness. It is as impossi])le to preserve good

looks with a brood of bad passions feeding on the blood, a set of low

loves roving through the heart, and a selfish, disdainful spirit en-

throned in the will, as to ]nT'?erve the beauty of an elegant numsion,

with a litier of swine in the ba-^emeut, a lot of tramp= in the parlor,

and vultures iji the \\])ivv stories." A peevish, petulant, impatient,

worrying temj^er, if iiidulgi'd, will cover the lorehead willi a fretwork

of wrinkles. A self-indulgent, gross, and idle life can so shape a face

that men will uanie him '-The I'loat." Pecause degeneration of char-

acter ajid deterioration of life show tiunnselves in an altered conn-
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tenancc, Thomas Bailey Akirich tells of seeing a woman sitting in an

opera box, gleaming in silk and glittering with diamonds, in whom he

recognized a girl he had known in years long gone. And he says that.

gazing on her si)oiled face, he

Road the history of her life

As it ^\•ore an open book

;

Aud saw her soul like a sHinj- thing

In the bottom of a brook.

An altered countenance is the elTect and the evidence of inward

change. Intellectual culture and moral progress can be photograplied.

Put a group of Apache boys aud girls before the camera, and ''their

faces bear the marks of rude, reckless, and ungoverned characters."

Photograph the same group after six months' Christian training in

the scliool at Hampton or Carlisle, and a marked change of spirit and

temper has taken place in them. The faces are more thoughtful,

amiable, respectful. Stolidity has given place to sensibility, rough-

ness to refinement. The gentling of the savage is visibly reported in

his face.

A mother knew that any inward change would write itself in her

boy's face, and when the time for his first home-coming from college

approached, she, knowing by report the wickedness of the world, al-

most dreaded to meet him, for fear she might miss from his face some-

thing fine tliat was there when he went away, and might see some

sign that the white flower of his young manhood had been plucked by

evil hands. Such a searching look as she turned on the face she had

read like a book from his infancy, and such a glad leap as her heart

gave when she saw there the soul of her boy imspoiled and tnie as

ever, and felt his arms about her and his kiss on her lips, and heard

him say, ^'WcU, motlier, here 1 am, ju<t the same old Bob I"

Beauty is not so much a gift as an attainment. \Ye can all be

beautiful if we will. !\o face is so devoid of symmetry tliat a sweet

spirit beaming oitt cannot lend it a loveliness surpassing all ]ncro

grace of outline. A plain face may be very fascinating. The
finest charm is not in exqtiisite contour and complexion

—

a wax doll may have them; it i-^ rather in something suljtle,

indefinable, spirituellc, the meaning of the mind, the signifi-

cance of the soul, the feeling of the heart, flashing in the face like the

aurora in the northern sky. Edmund lUirke wrote a eulogy of his

v.-ife, of v.-hich this was part: "She is handsome, but it i? lioauty not

arising chiefly from features, complexion, or shape. It is not by these
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ghe touches a heart; it is all that sweetness of temper, benevolence,

innocence, and sensibility which a face can express that forms her

beauty. She has a face that just raises your attention at first sight,

but it grows on you every moment, and you wonder it did no more

than raise your attention at first. She is made not to be the admira-

tion of everybody but the liappincss of one." Surface beauty is little

more than the equivalent of cosmetics, and, as Shakespeare says, is

"but a vain and doubtful good, a shining glass that fadeth suddenly."

And mere physical pulchritude may be positively offensive. A profes-

sional beauty is frequently, to tlie thoughtful and experienced ob-

server, an unpleasant creature. The strutting self-conceit of a liand-

some phiz may publish its owner as a vain popinjay. Self-con?/:;ious-

ness and pride may make a "stunning" society belle as repulsive to look

upon as a mowing, goiter-throated idiot. There is even room for doubt

whether Spartan Helen's "face that launched a thousand ships and

burnt the topless towers of lliimi" was worth all the sacrifice it caused.

Eeal beauty is spiritual. Even that accomplished English mun of

fashion, Greville, whose diaries give an inside view of court life in

the reigns of George lY and William IV, had sense enough to write:

"The criterion of true beauty is that "it increases with examination

and familiarity; of false, that it lessens." True beauty, then, must

be spiritual, for that is the only kind that is lasting, that stands the

test of time and use, that wears well and grows on us through the

years. A poor, agonized woman went to President Lincoln to plead

for the life of her soldier son who had been condemned to be shot.

She came from the interview sobbing passionately : "They told me he

was homely. He's the handsomest man I ever saw." The great,

tender heart of Lincoln had looked out at her; tears of pity had made

his deep eyes beautiful to her; tlie large unshapely mouth had spoken

to her the word of life. Hovr could the noble, homely, weary face

seem other tlian I'cautiful to her? A newspaper correspondent report-

ing an Annual Conference wrote : "The presiding bishop is possessed

of a gentle wisdom that reflects calmly and accurately. He is able,

C'ourteous, kind, and his face is a volume on holiness." The way to

approximate a benignity of expression like that on the face of "William

Xavier Xinde is to have a heart like his, pure and gentle. Bishop

Simpson caused one who was near him in his later years to recall

]\ichter's beautiful words: "His face was a thanksgiving for his past

life and a love Icttor to all mankind." The secret was in the sunny

sweetness of Simpson's soul. J. I^L Barrie, writing "How my mother
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got her soft face," says her nature had been softened by sorrow, and

self-forgetfulne;s, and patient submission, and by her limitless love.

John "Wesley's deformed sister ilary's face is spoken of as "exquisitely

beautiful—the legible index to a mind almost angelic." Some faces

are sacramental, "the outward and visible sign of an inward and

spiritual grace."

III. The illumined face is the fit emblem, and often tlic

accompaniment, of humanity at its higliest. Jesus of Xazareth

wore a countenance marred by sorrow, and weather-beaten by

exposure, for wliilc foxes had holes and birds of the air had nests,

he often had not where to lay his head. Storms beat on him, hot

suns smote him, dust covered hira. At the last his face was defiled

with spittle, his forehead and temples torn by thorns, liis fea-

tures distorted on the cross by cniel tortures. But in mid-career the

Son of man had one radiant and resplendent hour on the Mount of

Transfiguration, when as he prayed the fashion of his countenance

was altered, and his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was

white and glistering, and he was crowned with glory and majesty as

the only-begotten Son of the Fatlicr. There on the holy mount, witli

Peter and James and John, with Moses and Elias, with the cloud and

the voice and the splendor, with the wonder and the rapture and the

fear, is the summit-level of Immanity. From that glorified figure

—

one stainless, shadov.dcss splendor from head to foot—superb, superla-

tive, supreme, clothed in the brightness of the Father's glory, the

express image of his Person, shone forth some of the glory whicli he

had witli the Father before the world was, glory which the incarna-

tion concealed in swathings of flesh. Tliat surpassing scene was a

revelation of Divinity. But also it v.-as the whitest and sublimest peak

of human history. There humanity was shown at its brightest and

best, and tlie signet of its glory is, "his face did shine as the sun."

In tliat supreme hour the God-man did not lift himself clear of

humanity, but lifted it witli him ; and it has been seen that mere men,

God-filled men, are capable of similar transfiguration. In tlie Old

Testament ]\Ioses on Sinai, talking face to face with God, beholding

his glory, and receiving from liim laws for mankind, came down from

the mountain with the skin of his face shining so supernaturally that

Aaron and all Israel were afraid to come near him. In the New
Testament, Avhen Stephen stix)d before the Sanhcdrin, accused of

blasphemy and treason, "all that sat in the council, looking stedfastly

on him, sav,' his face as it had been the face of an angel." As for
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"the face of an angel/' the one who appeared to Daniel in a vision, as

also the one that rolled away the stone from the door of Christ's

Bepuleher—before wliom the keepers fell like dead men—had "a coun-

tenanee like lightning/'' And in that magnificent episode in Eev. 10.

1-G—a passage which was Tennyson's favorite, and which for sheer

majesty has been the admiration and envy and despair of writers and

artists—the "strong angel" is pictured witli a "face like tlio sun."

Porever dear are Fra Augelico's tall trumpeting angels "all radiant

with the glory and the cabn of having looked upon the face of God."

The angelic is not v,i:olly imattainable by man; and tlie sign and

symbol of its presence is the illumined face. Xot only in the council

chamber of tlie Sanhcdi'in, where Stephen lifted beseeching eyes to

lieaven, but also in many a place where some pleading saint has knelt,

it has come to pass that

Looking upward full of pracc,

He prayed, aod from a hapiiy place

God's glory smote liiui on the face.

Human nature at its happiest, and purest, and brightest is, indeed, a

radiant sight. "We all hold memorable some luminous hour when we
saw our friend at his best, when his kindled soul was flajuing in his

face. ' The writer of this remembers looking straight into the eyes of a

man who found himself lliat moinent at the summit of life's possible

exaltation, ami seeing in the depth of the man's heart, like a star at

the bottom of a well, the sacred shinijig of a reverent joy. It Avas a

face transfigured on the height of life's supreme attaiiiment. Also

there is remembered, in the case of another, a moment when a quiet

man's face, usually impassive, grew soulful in a flash and lit up with a

look of love so beaming and unmistakable as made that moment the

one supreme festival in a friendship of twenty-five years. In many an

enraptured hour, lit by some high and holy gladness, the hutnan face

is verily 'Tike the face of an angel." Such is tlie radiant instant in a

•woman's face when she fronts the one num her heart chooses, and the

living light of her spirit signals up into his QyQ$, "I love you.''

In the human face at its noblc-t there is an epiphany and

apocal}i')se of something divine. "In thy face," said the dying Bunsen

to liis wife bending over him, "I have scoi the Eternal." Tennyson,

writing of one who spoke "in rapt oration, flowing free from point to

point with power and grace and music," said, "AVe saw the God within

liim light his face, and seem to lift his form, and glow in azure orbits

hea\en]v-wise."
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"Wliat is the nature of tiiat liglit whicli makes the human face

appear divine? llistory answers the question. It was when Jesus

prayed tliat liis countenance shone like the sun. It was when the law-

giver liad been forty days in communion with God that he brought

down from the mount the face which dazzled Israel. It was when

the Proto-mart}T was looking steadfastly into heaven that his face

took on an angelic appearance. It was in the upper cliamber of prayer

at Jerusalem that foreheads were mitered with pentecostal flame. 'J'lie

answer is that such radiance is essentially divine; it accompanies tlie

exercise of 2nan's highest faculties in the noblest way. It is manifest

when man's better nature is in finest action, with intellect flashing,

conscience regnant, the soul supreme ; when ho worships the holy, sur-

renders to tlie pure, is alive to his own possibilities as a child of God,

then it is that his eye kindles witli celestial fire and his brow is touched

with light and majesty. A man from Tarsus, once Gamaliel's pupil,

had at certain climaxes of his career visions so glorious and tliouglits

so triumphant tbat, scarce knowing wlietlier he was in or out of the

body, he "found a jubilee in thinking." At times liis exultant

language makes us tliink liis face must have been lit like tlie house-

fronts on a city square when tlie bonfires of some great victory are

blazing in the plaza.

Sometimes upon the face of the dying there is a light wliich seems

celestial : it must be of spi]-it, since it cannot be of the flesh; whether it

radiates from within or falls from the open heaven, who shall say?

It seems the latter; and witnessing that illumination we have not felt

it was like Wordsworth's 'light of setting suns," but like Longfellow's

''^da^ni of another life that broke o'er the earthly horizon." Often

on their faces there is a v\ide-eyed gaze of wonder into the world

bej'ond, as if at some beatific vision.

"With awed spirit we close this meditation on the human face by

adapting to our use a litei-ary artist's dc-cription of Joan of Arc's last

vision and of the light thereof in her fac-e as the Woodmaid of Dom-
remy lay dreaming in prison on the straw-strewn floor:

''AVheu the children of the tree, the Tree of Life, die in a far land,

then if they be at peace with God, they turn their longing eyes toward

home, and there, far-shining, as through a rift in a cloud that cuuains

heaven, they see the soft picture of the tree, the Tree of Life, clothed

in a dream of golden liglit. . . . And liy their transfigured faces you

know also, you who stand loolcing on, yes. You Know the I!»ie^sage

that has come, and that it has come from Heaven."
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THE ARENA

THE NEED OF "THE PHILIPPINE EXPERIMENT"—DEFIXITEXESS

• Anyone who knows the real mind of the American people knows
that in their relation to the Philippines the predominant thought is that

of being of service to a race which was strangely and, as we mostly be-

lieve, providentially committed to our care. It is true that Congress in

its attitude toward Philippine sugar and tobacco seems to be urged by

the commercial interests behind these products at home to what looks

like small and ungenerous treatment. But Congress will probably find

that in this contest over the Philippine tariff Mr. Taft has the nation

with hijn. We have always shown great sensitiveness to ajiything that

threatens our home production, and Americans never appear in a less

amiable light than when any matter of trade is in sight. In spite of this

the attitude of the country toward the Philippine Islands is that of a

humane and sympathetic interest. On the other hand, the Filipino seems

to be considerably mixed in his thoughts of Ariierica and the Americans.

It will be remembered that at the very first, on the defeat of the

Spaniards, Aguiualdo expected the country to be handed over to him

and his army, affecting to represent the "Philippine people." Aguinaldo's

dream was rudely dispelled; his army turned against the Americans and

kept up a guerilla warfare for some time, until Aguinaldo was captured

and his army disintegrated.

"With the coming of Mr. Taft there began a regime of intelligent

handling of Filipinos which recognized their strength and their weak-

ness, their noble qualities and their strange and unfamiliar mental proc-

esses, which elicits admiration from anyone familiar with the East and

the difficulty that most Occidental minds have in treading its labyrin-

thine mazes. But all through I^Ir. Taft's administration the hope was

more than kept alive in the minds of the leaders that '"independence" wa.s

near at hand. It was only on his last visit that Mr. Taft spoke with com-

parative plainness, saying that probably some generations must pass be-

fore the people could be expected to intelligently administer their ovrn

affairs. Meanwhile a very large measure of self-government has been

given the people. The municipal townships are almost wholly admin-

istered by Filipinos. The provincial governors are, with few exceptions,

Fili])inos. All the justices of peace and many of the judges of the courts

of first instance and of ihe Supreme Court, all the way up to the chief

justice of the supreme court, are Filipinos. Within eight or nine years

of the American entry, a "Filipino Assembly" was in session, and the

second house or senate is a "Commission," of which several Filipinos are

members. When ex-President Roosevelt, in his recent "Africa Jubilee"

speech, said that we had "taken a long stride ahead of all other nations

In the distinguished consideration with which we had treated the Fili-

pino ])eople," he spoke simple truth. For America has been sensitively
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anxious to notify this people, and the on-looking world, that the Filipino

is not an American citizen, nor an American subject, but an American

>vard, being made ready for citizenship in a Philippine state. The giving

of much privilege and the absence of a definite and well-marked program

has, however, tended to create a marked unrest and desire for speedy

autonomy. America says, "When you are ready we'll let you take entire

charge of yourselves." But who shall be the judge of fitness? Leave it

to the Filipino leaders, and they have long been persuaded of their fitness.

Leave it to Americans in America, and they are divided in opinion, many
thinking that at the most we should see a kind of an inferior South

American republic on the borders of Asia. What, however, are the facts?

Is the Filipino people ready for self-government?

I dismiss iu a few words the objection of their incapacity to resist

a foreign fleet and to defend themselves from any predatory power. Pre-

sumably, there could be arranged a concert of nations—Japan, Great

Britain, Germany, France, Holland, and America could agree to make of

the Philippines a "neutral state." And even if, iu view of all our recent

history, we should retain a naval base and a coaling station, I suppose no

valid objection could be raised. But granting all this—could a Philippine

government live? I gravely doubt it; or, if it could, its chances both for

survival and for worthy and progressive being would be greatly increased

after a further period of American training. And for this belief there

are reasons economic, social, and moral. The Philippines need most of

all economic development. It matters little who holds the reins if the

wagon be empty. The land is so rich, the natural resources so great,

nature so kindly, and yet poverty abounds. WMth a land area as large

as Japan, containing more rich alluvial fields, with a population less

than one sixth of Japan, we yet import millions of pesos worth of food

stuffs every year. Rice, chickens, eggs, onions, potatoes, mcat--almost

everything is imported. The country does not yet feed itself. If one

fourth the thought and energy of its leaders v.-cre turned toward agricul-

ture instead of absorption in academic politics, a physical base would be

created for the future national life. Should America leave these people

to the squalid poverty that immediate native rule would entail upon many
generations? This is a question that should give us all pause. What the

country needs is capital and industry. Give it a definite program, fix

an approximate time and certain conditions to be met by that time, and

then autonomy, and the form and terms of it, and capital will know what
to expect. And also make the development of the agricultural resources

one of the conditions of "independence" and industry will be quickened.

As yet the poorer classes—and that includes nine tenths—know nothing

of economic prosperity. They are continually being told that the panacea

for all ills is "independence." They have a hazy idea that "independence"

will fill empty stomachs and clothe naked bodies. Let there b3 a set

period of time in which all voices—.American and educated Filipino

—

will urge the country along the path of agricultural and economic develoi)-

mcnt, and there will be more progress toward a better scale of living In

ten years than immediate independence is likely to bring in a century.
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In this economic uplift the presence of tlie American, "R'hether as fellov.-

toiler or teacher, is indispensable. For let it be remembered that the

evil Spanish tradition that encumbers the thinking of all middle-aged

men is that labor is servile. Whatever may be the criticism of the

American school system, it is already making a marked change in this:

manual training is found in every fourth-grade class in the islands, and
alongside the provincial high school is a provincial trades school. And
the extraordinary sight of school cliildreu building their own schools,

making and hanging doors, and v;orking at and improving native in-

dustries of weaving, hat-making, embroidery, etc., may be seen at almost

every capital.

M. Henri Gourdon, the director general of education in French Indo-

China, has recently visited the Philippine schools, and says over his own
name: '•'Another fact which forcibly impres.ses a stranger is the great

number of American teachers who have come over from the United

States to organize educational work and direct the imposing number of

Philippine educational institutions. Their method, in all its details, is

truly modern, practical, American and, I am sure, will prove efficacious.

It assures the rapid transformation of the Filipino people. To the peo-

ple who first arrive at a superior political and economic organization

belongs the future of the Far East. Finally, the truly original character

of American education in the Philippiiics i.s the combining in the same
schools of all classes and in as thorough a manner as in any Western
country, of complete academical as v.ell as practical studies, well adapted
to local conditions. To teach local industries and domestic science seems
to be the most serious preoccupation of the men in charge of the educa-

tional system here. The schools thus will be an important economic
factor in the future of the people, not only as regards their intellectual

development but also in the matter of a practical and sy.stematic exploita-

tion of the natural resources of the country. The material results have
been considerable. Xo European colony, neither in Asia nor in Africa,

can show figures comparable to those of tlie Philippine schools during the

past year, neither in point of the total number of pupils nor as regards

the mean attendance. In no Asiatic country has the school attendance

been as large as it is in this country; and, what is still more significant,

in no Asiatic country do the young childion receive as high an education

as in the Philippines. The fact that girls may here take the same aca-

demic courses as the boys is the most chajacteristic feature of the Philip-

pine school system."

The immeasurable advantage received from this school system alone

is sufficient reason for every intelligent v.ell-wishcr of the Philippines to

desire the American presence for two or three or more decades. If the

future of the Philippines is to approximate modern ideas of national

worth, the people must have time to be delivered from their present social

idea.s. The cacique system has prevailed so long that the ordinary man
has not yet found himself. The old tribal feeling and thinking which
commits a group to a leader has so far iireventod imlividuals from hav-

ing cither definite opinions on any matter outside the narrowest personal
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affairs, or any adequate idea of personal rights as over against the

mandates or even whims of the cacique. Only widespread education

under the superintendence of men devoted to ideas of "personal" freedom

can ever breed a race of free men in these islands. And for stable,

orderly government without constant revolutions, coiii)s d'etat, etc., I see

no hope without the foundation of a manhood that has found itself

through all classes of life. And, finally, there must be a better moral

order for sound government. It is not that the Filipino has not many
noble and fine qualities. In sobriety, in hospitality, in good-natured pa-

tience he is without a superior. Uut in great community-building virtues

he lacks. He has been taught to magnify "honor" without reverencing

truth; he affects dignity while lacking sincerity; his religious feeling is

great, but it is apart from morality. He needs to learn self-restraint and
to find facts rather than phrases, and to welcome truth, however humble,

rather than pretentious seernings. The man has the aptitudes of the

rhetorician—he needs to learn soberness. He, in the present Spanish-

educated generation of him, is apt to strut and mouth rather than think

and work. Time is tiecessary to exalt the plain workaday virtues, and
this also will come soonest and best through the American presence in

the schools and in general life.

If, therefore, there be set a certain time—say thirty or fifty years—

,

and certain conditions to be met, such as the complete efficiency of the

islands in producing sufficient food for sclf-sup])ort, and the approximate

literacy of all over fifteen and under thirty years of age. it would prob-

ably hasten the development of this land. Meanwhile there might be a

continual extension of self-government and a progressive filling of gov-

ernmental positions with men who are manifestly helpful in the bringing

in of the new order of thought and life. Then, perhaps, five years before

final action the people should be given the opportunity to declare whether
in their sober judgment, which by then would be the judgment of a

people and not of a band of caciques, t-hey desired autonomy or closer

affiliation in some large and self-respecting way with the United States

—

whether as a Territory or as a group of states. Some such program is

called for, and when laid down, then meddlesome and troublesome efforts

to embarrass the carrying out of this program should be sternly for-

bidden in the interests of the people at large. Our first business is to help

"the people" find themselves economically, socially, morally. Then to

hoar their voice. Just now there are many voices, but the vox popvU is

inarticulate. W. F. Oi-uii.vm.

Manila, Philippine Islands.

ATHLETICS AXD SCHOLASTIC IDEALS

M.vxY young men go to college in these days to have a good time and
for the family and social distinction that come from academic associations.

They are not hard pressed by study and they find themselves bound, as it

were, to enter into student "activities," so called, no doubt to distinguish

them from pursuits of learning, which, on the whole, are regarded from the
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student viewpoint as tiie statics rather than the dynamics of college life.

Athletics have captured the boy, and it is high time for a revival iu second-

ary schools and colleges of scholastic ideals. Student activities have their

intellectual sides. No educator can object on principle to high values being

placed on medals and prizes won for distinction in public speaking and
debate, or for literary excellence or even for preeminence in such diver-

sions as che.ss, whicli make no demand on merely brutal energies. Why
is it that our boys at home know the names of college athletes at Yale and
Harvard, and know nothing of the scholars in the faculty that have
brought renown to learning and glory to alma mater? "Why is it that the

champions of the pi \7.e light ring are heralded the world over and ex-

ploited by the public press in all lands? Why are monumental honors in

the public squares of great capitals awarded to the heroes of Austerlitz,

of Waterloo and Trafalgar? Athletic contests are open to all, but nature

is capricious in distributing intellectual gifts to men. There is a certain

man power in muscular energy that approximates horse power in the nor-

mality of its coefficient. Man may be considered physically, even chem-
ically, and chemically considered man may be said to consist of about

eighteen pounds of mineral salts and two pailfuls of water.

Vital statistics, too, yield their mathematical formulas on study and
analysis, and tell us what are the widow's chances in the coming years and
what annuity her capital will buy. Sex variations we find are permanent
and irreducible. The male has the greater physicnl massiveness. There
is more of him, sucli as it i.s. He is less burdened by the labors of repro-

duction. Equine, bovine, and human life are all alike in this. Tlie

athletes of Yassiir cannot come within fifty per cent of the record

of their brcihors at Yale. And so it will ever be. Man has

his physical limitations. In longevity he may never equal the toad, the

turtle, the parrot, or the elephant. His crowning glory is his articulate

speech. He is the only animal with a chin. And his eternal hope is in his

capacity for self-improvement. Iu this, too, he is solitary and supreme, for

bees, ants, and wasps, beavers and sea lions do not advance with the pass-

ing centuries. They stand now in the scale of being where they stood three

thousand years ago.

Physical exerci.^e has its great ]jlace. But all must deplore the exces-

sive devotion now paid to competitive athletics. The men who should exer-

cise daily in the gymnasium are not there. The apparatus is monopolized
by athletic experts preparing for exhibitions. These men amount to little

in later life. [Moreover, the exercises imperil health, and particularly the

normal action cf the heart. Xo permanent benefit results to general health

from hardening the muscles of the shoulders and arms. Many a man, like

Senator Evarts, has honestly ascribed his long years to the fact that he

took no exercise.

For the honors of physical prowess all are eligible. The Indian boy,

untutored son of the forest, takes the palm at the Marathon race, on the

gridiron and the diamond field from the favorite of fortune who attends the

college of rich men's sons. There is much that is heroic and altogether

admirable about the athlete. He glories in fresh air and freedom, in ac-
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tivity and feats of strength, and he has contempt for hunger, cold, and
pain. He leads the strenuous life, and can summon all his energies at will

for one supreme effort at mastery. But his laurel wreath fast fades. The
multitudes soon proclaim a new idol. Of all who ran from Marathon to

Athens only one brought a message worth remembering, and with the cry

of "Victory'' he died. The rest have gone down to the '"tongueless silence

of the dreamless dust."

In the Panegyric of Isoerate's the orator asks why those who convened
the great festivals and established athletic contests deemed physical excel-

lence worthy of such great rewards and yet allotted no honor to those who
individually toiled for the public good and so formed their minds as to be

able to benefit others as "v*-ell as themselves. Hellas, not greater than Saint
Lawrence County, New York, has given to eternal fame the names of fifty

men and more who lived in the Periclean age—"names on which the poppy
of oblivion can never scatter its dust." These are not the names of

athletes. It is not physical excellence, nor even intellectual power, that

commands our highest reverence. Why is there no niche in the Hall of

Fame for Edgar Allan Toe, and why did Swinburne miss the honors of the
laureate? Is It not because the world will never pay its greatest tribute

to those whose aim is not the hi'ghest, and who pervert genius even to the
ministry of wrong? Is it not for us who lead the youth out into the world,

-where self-direction must soon come, to hold ever before them the noblest

ideals of intellectual and moral excellence?

New York. Isaac Fraxklix Russeix.

THOSE WOMAN PAPERS

Professor Tiio^tAs. in his studies of the woman question, in The
American Magazine, is quite right. I did not intend to say this, for I

heard all manner of dreadful reports of what he was saying, from persons
who read his articles in the November, December, and January numbers
of tlie magazine, and who immediately displayed much energy and pas-

sion in both writing and talking about them. I was too busy to read the
offending articles when they appeared, but the outburst of indignation
fix)m several sources, including some letters from v>omen in The Ameri-
can, made me hunt the papers up, and read them, after making a fell

resolve that, if Professor Thomas had said what these critics reported
that he had said about women, I would straightway write an answer to

him; I would maintain the dignity, honor, and intellectuality of my sex
which, they said, he had relegated to the place of savage and inferior. I

was ready for the fray. :My blood boiled. I longed to dash into the
arena. But first, of course, I must read the papers carefully. I must
know just where the enemy aimed his blow, and how he did it. So T

began to read, to take notes, and to cool down. My blood ceased to boil.

And then I found that I had nothing to say; it had all been said; my
thunder was stolen: all of my favorite theories on the subject were ex-

plained and elaborated. In fact, the enemy was no enemy at all. For I

found that, judged by themselves, with any degree of common sense, Pro-
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fessor Thomas's articles were just, reasonable, and appreciative. I do

not see how there could be a saner or more satisfactory treatment of the

woman question. :\Iuch less do I see how any thoughtful woman could

take exception to anytliiug he has said. The common sense, the fairness

of his presentation of the subject, together with a genial and refreshing

humor, have made these papers the most genuinely pleasing of anything

of the kind I have read. Indeed, as I went on in my study of them (for

they deserve real study), I changed from an opponent to an eager cham-

pion. I began to urge my friends to read the articles, feeling sure that

it would do the women of my acquaintance good, if they were to read

them dispassionately, and that the men might receive the same benelit in

the same simijle v,-ay. Then, as I thought of the philippic I had intended

to write, it occurred to me that justice still demanded something of the

kind, but on the other side. So here it is. The gist of it is this: If any

woman is opposed to the sentiments expressed by Professor Thomas, she

shows herself, not as a type of the sex, but as an exception to it, to be

the mental inferior which she disclaims being. For Professor Thomas

does not say that woman is naturally inferior to man. In point of fact,

he says almost the oppo.site. He shows, biologically and historically, how

woman's work and her place in society have been differentiated from

man's, bringing with it inevitable Hmitation and weakness. He sug-

gests the remedy for this in tlie broadening of woman's life, by giving

her some of the interests which men have, and the training which is

needed to develop such interests. At the very last he says something

which it must be that the passionate critics have failed to understand

when he sums up his argument with the thought that it is not a matter

of sex. but of specialization. Could there be a clearer or fairer view of

the case?

Personally, when I think of some of the present follies in dress, such

as the distorted empress style, with its accompanying deformity in the

hiplcss figure, and its inartistic "skimpiness," I wonder why Professor

Thomas did not say more on that subject. It is time for some prophet or

reformer to hasten the day when v.omen will learn to dress simply and

beautifully. That, probably, can be done only by an educational process.

It is possible, as we know by the success of the movement against thd

wearing of birds on hats. "Women who study natural history, those who

love nature, and many others of the requisite sensibility, have made an

impression on the minds of even fashionable milliners, by steadfast re-

fusals to wear birds. A similar and more intense and successful effort

is needed to overcome some of the absurdities perpetrated now in the

name of fashion, especially those which have an injurious effect on

health and manners. The sensible woman can only hope for better times,

for the honor of her* sex. On the other hand. Professor Thomas might,

perhaps, have taken more notice of the women who have developed

broader views of life, greater interests, and the kind of specialization

which makes for intelligent power. He has written rather more of the

conventional woman, of the society woman, and of the "Hausfrau," than

of the more intense and the broader-minded woman. As a college woman.
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a teacher of college students, I know of women who are becoming, of

some who have become, what Professor Thomas thinks they should, and
who have done it by the educational and specializing process he favors.

And this has been done without any crudeness or arrogance expressing
itself in women's rights views, or in the masculine "new woman," though
there is reason to hope, I fully believe, that both of these disagreeable

tendencies may some time, in a modified and refined way, serve the new
and sane idea of woman's work and life. These college women and pro-

fessional women of my acquaintance (I except the few aggressive ones)
are learning to live more healthfully, happily, and intelligently than
those who have not undergone the same process. The husbands of those

who are married have in them not mere care-takers and associates, but
comrades and friends, whose gracefulness and Avinsomeness are enhanced,
not diminished, by their broadened outlook on life and wholesome in-

terest in the affairs of the world. But it was not necessary for Professor

Thomas to speak of these women, for he was treating the conventional

woman and her kindred. It is well that the subject has received such
careful and honest handling.

Rensselaer, New York. Grace L. Rouixsox.
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THE ITINERAITTS' CLUB

THE ALTRUISM OF CHRISTIANITY

It was for a long time thought that the business of the Chuvch and"

the sole business of Christiauity was the salvation of men, their de-

liverance from sin and spiritual death; and this, certainly, was its su-

preme purpose. "Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners," and,

again, "The Son of man came to seek and to save that which was lost."

While the salvation of souls is the primary mission of Christ to mankind,
it is also true that Christianity has another function correlated to this;

that is, the saving of the bodies of men, the presei'vation of their physical

well-being. Christ's test of his own Messiahship is set forth in Luke 7.

22: "And he answered and said unto them, Go and tell John the things

which ye have seen and heard; the blind receive their sight, the lame
w-alk, the lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up,

the poor have good tidings preached to them." The altruistic aspect of

human thought is shov\-n in the study of language. An eminent lawyer

has said that familiarity with the classical languages, Latin and Greek,

renders an English lexicon unnecessary. Whenever he met a difficult

word he sought its root meaning, either in the Latin or the Greek from
which it was derived, and was thus able to determine the signification in

the particular instance under consideration. Words are the mile-posts on

the higiiway of history and show the progress of mankind; in fact, there

is no place where history can be studied more accurately than in the

words that have been employed in successive ages. There are several

words in our language which sliow the altruistic ideas of mankind. We
have the word "benevolence," which is simply willing that which is good

cr kind; "beneficence," doing that which is good; "philanthropy," loving

mankind; "charity," which expresses graciousness and kindness. All

these have the same general idea, and yet each one puts the altruistic

view in a different aspect.

What has Christianity added to these general ideas representing the

kindness of the ancients? Christianity has added the word "love." It is

a familiar fact that the Greek noun which we translate "love" is not

found in the classical writers of the Greek language. It was reserved for

Christianity to supply the word, and with it the spirit out of v/hich all

beneficent iufiuence flows. No ])hilosopliGr of antiriuity could have

w-rittcn the thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians, nor the Sermon on

the Mount. Neither Plato nor Socrates could have written them, not-

withstanding their philosophic and spiritual insight. They may have had

a glimpse of the thought, but they could have no clear revelation of it

until Christ came with his great word "love." which has transformed the

face of the world wherever his teaching is faithfully proclaimed and

obeyed. Clirist has taught reverence for the body and recognized its

sacredncss. We do not forget tliat tlie old Greek practically worshiped
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the body and that the perfection of the human form and physical power

were regarded as the highest type of greatness. Beauty of physical form

was admired to a wonderful degree. Christianity makes the body sacred

in that it is to be the home of sacred thinking and living. Our bodies are

to be temples of the Holy Ghost. They should be controlled and devoted

to sacred uses. Christianity has invested the body with a dignity whicli

was never known until Christ appeared. Christianity has contributed

universality of interest in human suffering. Narrowness was characteristic

of paganism; one cared for little outside of his own tribe or his own
community or his own family. It was Christ and Christianity that first

taught the world breadth of human sympathies, and as a result in the

times in which we live there is no one who is regarded as remote from

human interest and human affection. Christianity has also furnished the

recognition of obligation growing out of man's relation to his fellow men.

Every man is a brotlicr, and because of his brotherhood we owe him
something; hence what we do for the sulierings of our fellowmen Is

something that we ought to do. It is not merely a gracious act which we
can withhold or perform, but it is an essential part of our life which we
cannot avoid without failure to recognize one of the deepest obligations

of our nature. As a corollary to this, Christianity has taught us com-

passion for the suffering. Delicate feelings toward human suffering were

not and could not be characteristics of the ages of brute force. Cruelty

was the common law of man toward enemies of whatever kind, and com-

passion was practically unknown. Delicate feelings will not be found in

their fullness until war is eliminated from our conception of high civiliza-

tion. So long as war is reckoned as civilized the deepest sympathy with

human suffering cannot be found. The example of Christ has been the

great teacher of care for the suffering. Vrhen John sent to Jesus, asking,

'•Art thou he that should come, or look we for another?" the Saviour

answered, "Go and tell John the things which ye have seen and heard; the

blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, and the

deaf hear, the dead are raised up, the poor have good tidings preached to

them." They were to know that the Messiah had come because the

sufferings of mankind were alleviated by his coming.

The church of the future must Include in its mission the body fis

well as the soul. A new alignment of forces must take place. Many
think that the philanthropic and beneficent work of the world is apart

from the church. "We must teach the world differently, and it is being

taught differently by the interest which is being taken by the Church of

God in the cause of human suffering. John Wesley recognizes this when
in his General Rules ho says, "liy tnking care of the bodies as well as the

souls of men." With that keenness of insight with which he was endowed
he saw in the dim distance that to which the Church of God is now
approaching. One of the dangers of our beneficent activities to-day is

their professionalism. The vital thing is to have persons do good because

they enjoy doing good, who see in every opjiortunity for the help of their

fellow men simply an opportunity for service, and they turn to it as

gladly as the flower turns toward the sun. The gratification at doing a
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service to a fellow mortal is far more to such a one than that of receiving

a service. Such as recognize the great law that "it is more blessed to

give than to receive" are the servants and benefactors of humanity.

Above all, the great example of beneficence in ils broadest and deepest

aspects is the blaster himself. His most numerous works were gifts of

healing, and his greatest joys were the joys that came to him from the

blessings of the poor and friendless. On every hand.we see the influence

of the unseen Chri.st. When Christ ascended from Olivet, we are told

that a cloud received him from their sight. He entered the invisible

realm, but his Spirit is moving among men though they see it not. The
hospitals and benevolent movements of the world are all from him.

Our benevolent men are worthy of all honor, but many of them fail to

recall or never knew that their deeds proceed from the Spirit of Him
who, when on earth, "had not where to lay his head."

IRONY AS AX INSTRUMENT OF USEFULNESS IN SPEECH AND
WRITING

Iroxy, as a rhetorical from of expression, is allied to wit, -and yet,

closely considered, is quite distinct from it. Both are valuable as means
of making an impression or enforcing thought, but both are weapons
which should be handled with skill and wisdom or they are likely to do

damage. Irony is a reference to facts, if not to discredit, at least to

dispai'age that against which it is employed. A notalile case of irony is

found in First Corintliiaus, fourth chapter, verses 8-15: "Already are ye
filled, already ye are become rich, ye have come to reign without us: yea
and I would that ye did reign, that we also might reigu with you. For,

I think, God hath set forth us the apostles last of all, as men doomed
to death: for we are made a spectacle unto the world, both to angels and
to men. We are fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise in Christ; we are

weak, but ye are strong; ye have glory, but we have dishonor. Even
unto this present hour we both hunger, and thirst, and are naked, and
are buffeted, and have no certain dwelling place; and we toil, working
with our own hands: being reviled, we bless; being persecuted, we en-

dure; being defamed, we entreat: we are made as the filth of the world,

the offscouring of all things, even until now. I write not these things to

shame you, but to admonish you as my beloved children. For though ye

have ten thousand tutors in Christ, yet have ye not many fathers; for in

Christ Jesus I begat you through the gospel." The divisions of the Corin-

thian church had reached so acute a stage that Paul felt called upon to

rebuke them with severity. Some of the teachers had become proud, and
this state of self-gratulatiou had extended to their disciples. They gloried

in their knowledge and forgot the lowliness and humility appropriate to

followers of their crucified Lord. The critical editors differ as to whether
the former part of the eighth verse is to be recognized as a series of

questions, "Are ye filled?" or stated affirmativly, "Already are ye filled,"

etc. By a subtle irony lie shows thon their pride, their boastful spirit.

their desire for worldly gratification, in contrast with the persecutions
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and humiliations which he was called to endure. Not that he would re-

gard persecution as a test of piety, but in that day to be free from perse-

cution was not the lot which a true follower of Christ had reason to ex-

pect. His charge against them is that they had lost sight of the true

dignity of Christian service, and had become fascinated with the excite-

ments and ambitions growing out of their partisan attachments. They
had made Christ the inferior, not the superior; they had placed the

apostles and teachers above their Lord and King and had become in-

flated above measure. The irony of the apostle in this passage is exceed-

ingly delicate. He drifts into it without notice; he has avoided person-

ality in the previous part of this discussion, and has substituted the

name of himself and Apcllos. He could best illustrate the wrongfulness

of party strife by using his own name as an illustration of its dangers.

With a sudden and unexpected burst of indignation he reminds them of

their lordly feelings and their self-gratulation. They had enjoyed good

things to fullness, even to satiety; they reigned as kings, but he had no

share in it. On the other hand, Paul was destitute; he shivered in the

cold; he was homeless; he worked with his own hands. The whole pas-

sage is extremely felicitous, and may be cited as one of the finest passages

of its kind in literature. It combines severity, delicacy of statement, and
kindness in harnionious proportions. It v.-ould have been a defect in the

apostle's employment of irony if it had lacked the tender, Christian feel-

ing. • The closing passage shows how his heart was stirred with love and
sympathy for them while he is writing these caustic words. The tender-

ness of the fourteenth and fifteenth verses appropriately follows: "I write

not these things to shame you, but to adu:ionish you as my beloved chil-

dren, for though ye should have ten thousand tutors in Christ, yet have

ye not many fathers; for in Christ Jesus I begat you through the gospel."

This whole passage may serve as a lesson in the employment of irony

in Christian writing or speaking. The following principles may be

gathered from its study as to the use of irony: First, it should have

adequate occasion. In this case it arose out of serious and destructive

divisions in the church at Corinth which he was anxious to heal. Second,

it should be appropriate, in harmony with the subject and not extraneous

to it. Third, it should be delicate, not rude. Rudeness, either of form or

expression, mars the influence of the figure. Fourth, it should be tender

and sweet. The spirit of love should be apparent even in its sharpest

thrusts. One must show that he would have avoided an appeal to thi.s

method of address if he could have done it witliout injury to his cause.

Fifth, it is a dangerous weapon, liable to be abused in unskillful or un-

wise hands, and should be employed in the pulpit or elsewhere with great

reserve, and only when the exigencies of the case seem to demand it.
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ARCKffiOLOGY AlTD BIBLICAL RESSARCH

"WELLHAI'SEXIS:\I OX THE WANE"

"The Methodist Review for November-December, 1908, p. 974, contains

a note boaring the title v.hich I have placed above in quotation marks. The

title does not surprise me. for I have long been accustomed to hear from

various quarters that Wellhausenisra was dead or was dying. It must have

had many lives to be able to die so often. However the case may be as to

its vitality or its decadence, the paper to which I refer ought, it seems to

me. to be courteously corrected in at least one important point, because it

is misleading, and does an injustice to a personal friend of mine. The

paragraph to which 1 desire to take exception is as follows: 'One of the

latest British writers to attract attention for his apparent relapse from

Wellhausenism is the liev. C. F. Burney, M.A. . . . This erstwhile advanced

higher critic has written a paper, entitled "A Theory of the Development

of Israelite Religion in Early Times," in the Journal of Theological Studies.

It is quite lengthy; for that reason it will be impracticable for us to give

anything more than a very incomplete synopsis. The main contention of

the article is to prove that Moses is, after all, the author of the Decalogue,

and that the Hebrews were not as ignorant of the great principles of re-

ligion at the time of the Exodus—he believes in the Exodus and the Wilder-

ness journey—as '^ellhauseu and his disciples would have us believe.'

Now, in this curious paragraph Dr. Burney is called 'an erstwhile advanced

higher critic,' and an attempt is made to show that he has suffered 'an

apparent relapse from AVcllhausenism.' Neither of these two things is true

in any way whatever."

The above sentences, almost verbatim, are from the pen of Professor

R. W. Rogers, Drew Theological Seminary. I have read his "courteous"

strictures with a feeling of curiosity and amazement, and must confess that

I am in the dark as to their animus or purpose. This matter of personal

friendship, though, according to Profoysor Rogers's own frequent state-

ments, his friends among the great scholars of Europe are exceedingly

numerous, cannot be the ruling motive, so we pass that as irrelevant and

proceed at once to the statement—branded by the learned professor as not

true—in which we call Dr. Burney an "erstwhile advanced higher critic."

Surely, Dr. Rogers cannot be ignorant of the accepted meaning of the

term, ."higher critic.'' If so, we commend to him a lucid definition by Dr.

Burney himself, who says in Conientio Yeniaiis: "Higher criticism concerns

itself with questions as to the composition, authorship, date, and historical

value of an ancient document as these may be judged from internal evi-

dence." Dr. Rogers di.stinctly states in his article that Dr. Burney avows his

adherence to both higher criticism and Wellhan.scnism. How, then, can our

statement be untrue? The charge of untrutiifulness must apply simply to

tho modifier erstwhile or advanced, ci- to both. Wo used these words in the
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belief that Dr. Burney had changed his views regarding the early history

of Israel's religion. If we erred, nothing is lost, for it simply proves that

he never was as advanced as \\'ellhausen. Tlie reader will also notice that

we expressly stated that Dr. Burney still clings to the "documentary

hypotliesis of the Pentateuch." But we submit that the dating of three or

more codes in the Hexateuch is not "the very core and center of Well-

hausenism," as our learned friend from Drew seems to think. Why do

Wellhauseu and his followers deny the :\Iosaic authorship of any part of

the Pentateuch, of even the Decalogue? Why do they consign the taber-

nacle and its services in the wilderness to the realm of legend, and make

it a copy, and not the prototype of the temple at Jerusalem? In our opinion

the core and center of "Wellhausenism is its antisupernaturalism and ex-

treme rationalism.

Have we done Dr. Buvuey any injustice? Let him speak for himself.

He says in the very first sentence of the article in question that his theory

invohes '"a reconstruction of the coninonly accepted critical view as to the

development of Israelite religion during the period . . . extending from

Moses down to the writing prophets of the eighth century B. C." He says

further: "The eighth century prophets, Amos and Hosea, Isaiah and

Micah, when they attack the religious and social abuses of their time, ap-

pear in fact to attack them as ahuscs, i. e., they seem to regard themselves

not as the founders of a new type of Yahwe religion, but as interpreting

and insisting upon religious essentials which ought to have been patent to

Israel at large." To use Professor Rogers's "courteous" words, we would

say that "any man who knows anything of biblical criticism" will not sup-

pose for a moment that Julius Wellhausen could have written the above.

One more quotation from Dr. Burney's article: He says, "I believe that

the religion of Moses was, in substance, the religion which forms the back-

ground of the moral Decalogue of Exod. 20. And I am prepared to go still

further, and to suggest evidence that the Decalogue itself was, in its origi-

nal short form, promulgated by Moses as the biblical narrative states.

Evidence derived from the narratives of Judges and the succeeding books,

which might seem at first sight to make for a contrary opinion, I believe

that I can explain; and I am ready to maintain that the title 'preprophetic,'

with its implications, as applied to the earlier religion of the nation of

Israel, is largely a misnomer, and that no sharp line of demarcation can be

drawn between the religion of Amos and that of the founder of the national

life [:Mose3]." If Professor Rogers will read "Wellhausen's words regarding

the origin of the Decalogue, he may probably see a slight difference be-

tween them and the above excerpt from his friend Dr. Burney. To keep

ourselves out of the discussion as far as possible, for there may be a vague

suspicion tliat we are not of the Wellhausen school, let us introduce one

who is very much more so than we are. In an editorial of the Expository

Times, July, 190S, we read: "Dr. Burney believes that he has made a dis-

covery. B»it he did not make it in a day. 'It has grown up in my mind

bit by bit during a long period.* He is aware that he stakes his reputation

upon publishing it." Then again referring to his article in the Journal of

Theulogic-al Studies we read: "But the editors have given it the first place
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in their Journal, and more than thirty valuable pages. For they know that

if the Decalogue can be shown to come from Moses, or from the age of

Moses, the present critical position on the early religion of Israel will have

to be abnndoned." Again: "Mr, Burney believes that the character of the

religion of Israel before the prophets began to write (that is to say,

throughout all the period of Joshua, the Judges, and the early Kings) has

been misunderstood. . . . He believes that this ethical religion dates from
the time of the Exodus." Though we have clearly shown that Dr. Burney
and WelUiausen stand on different platforms, yet the exact creed of the

Oxford lecturer is not of prime importance; so we now pass to the main
issue, namely, that Wellhausenism is on the wane, or, to make ourselves

more clear, that it is not as commonly accepted by the learned as it was
ten or fifteen years ago. Professor Rogers profoundly remarks that "it will

do us no good to make vain assertions," or to say, '"that it [Wellhausenism]

is waning," and, "jealous of the reputation of Methodist journals," the Drew
professor cannot allow our statements to pass unchallenged. We gladly

accept his challenge and rejoice to submit our evidence.

Having discussed the defections from Wellhausenism in Germany in

our July-August number, 190S, we shall not recall Baentsch, Winckler, and

other German critics—all former disciples of Wellhausen—to the stand.

Dr. Burucy understands the trend of thought, and says: "The last few
years have witnessed the growth of a school of thought which, if I am not

mistaken, is destined shortly to revolutionize our view of Israel's early re-

ligion." The Independent, not an ultra conservative paper, says editorially

this week (A.pril 15): "The signs, however, are increasing that more con-

servative tendencies are beginning to prevail in university circles in Ger-

many." To begin with our evidence, we first place on the stand one per-

fectly familiar with German thought and biblical criticism. Bishop Nuelsen.

In his Some Recent Phases of German Theology, speaking of Wellhausenism,

he says: "This theory is held by quite a number of scholars. . . . But quite

recently it has been attacked from different quarters, and it seems as if the

whole edifice was badly shattered." Then, referring to Baentsch's defec-

tion, he continues: "It caused quite a stir among the adherents of the

"Wellhauscn school, and well it might, for Baentsch was one of their own
number. ... If he is able to defend them [his views] against the attack

which is sure to come fiom Wellhauscn and his pupils, the very foundation

stone of the whole theory of the naturalistic development of the religion

of Israel has been knocked out" (p. 31). Let us next hear from one per-

fectly at home in the literature of Old Testament criticism, Professor

James Orr, Glasgow. Reviewing a recent book of Professor Addis, Dr. Orr,

among other things, says: "But I rest my dissent on two facts, as to the

importance of which there is no doubt whatever in my own mind. The
first is that in Old Testament scholarship itself, under the influence of the

new so-called liistorical critical movement, there is taking place a profound

change of opinion, which threatens very soon to make the Wellhauscn
school, alilve in its historical construction and in many of its critical re-

sults, as obsolete as the school of Baun already is in New Testament criti-

cism. And, second, there is going on in critical circles a ])rocess of disin-
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tegration of older critical views—a development of the older theories into

new forms—which practically means a transformation of them into some-

thing altogether different: a putting of them into the melting-pot, with

results fatal to their continuance." "We shall now call a more advanced

critic, a disciple of Wellhausen, or, if that is too strong, one who in Old

Testament criticism is generally ranked as iu harmony with most of the

Gottingen i)rofes5or's theories. In an article in the January numher of

the Quarterly Review, London, 1907, entitled "Recent Developments of Old

Testament Criticism," supposedly from the pen of Professor George Adam

Smith, we read the following: "Some eighteen or twenty years ago the

opinion began to be cherished that the scholarship which for more than a

century had been engaged upon the Old Testament, with enormous industry

both of research and debate was at last within sight of its linguistic and

historical conclusions. So fond a belief was not without reason. . . . This

confidence has hardly been fulfilled. During the last fifteen years not

only has the debate upon the cardinal questions of the Old Testament con-

tinued as keen as ever, producing both a large number of constructive

works and a still aiore rapid increase than before of critical literature,

but there has been even an emergence of new material so great in bulk and

fundamental in character as to raise fresh problems and standards of criti-

cism, and greatly to disturb the lines traced twenty years ago with such

apparent permanence." One more witness from Scotland, the land, next

to Germany, most tainted with Welliiausenism, Sir W. :si. Ramsay, pro-

fessor at thQ University of Aberdeen, a former pupil of W. Robertson

Smith, the Wellhausen of Scotland. Professor Ramsay, in his book, Luke

the Physician, just published, says: "The nineteenth- century critical

method was false and is already antiquated. . . , The first century could

find nothing real and true that was not accompanied by the marvelous and

supernatural. The nineteenth century could find nothing real and true

that was ... We who were brought up in the nineteenth century can hardly

shake off our prejudice or go out into the light" (pp. 8 and 9). Then

again: "The history of literary criticism of ancient documents during the

last fifty years has demonstrated that by such verbal criticism one can

prove anything and nothing. Almost all the real progress that has been

made comes from the discovery of new evidence and not from verbal criti-

cism of old books" (p. 59). And again: "Nothing gives me such interest

and so illustrates human nature as to observe how principles of literary

criticism of the Old Testament which were accepted as self-evident when

I was studying the subject under Robertson Smith's guidance about 1S7S

[the year when Wellhausen emerged into view] are now scorned and set

aside as quite absurd and outworn by the modern literary- critics. But it

was not literary criticism that made the advance; it was hard, external

facts that turned the literary critics from their old path, and they have

utterly forgotten how the change came about" (p. 2G2). The reader will

please remember that Professor Ramsay is now the leading light in the

university where Professor Robertson Smith, the Wellhausen of Scotland,

thirty years ago, shone as a star of the first magnitude. Another most

important witness is Professor Eerdmanu, a disciple of Wellhausen and
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Kuenen, aud the successor of the latter in the chair of Semitic languages

at the University of Leiden. In the first sentence of the introduction to his

recent hook, Die Komposition cler Genesis, we find the following significant

words, the more so, because they are from Kuenen's pupil and successor.

Professor Eerdmann says: "In this treati.se, on the composition of Genesis

I repudiate [sage mich los] the Graf-Kueneu-Wellhausen school, and attack

the so-called modern documentary hypothesis."

The evidence of Hommel, Sayce, Sellin, Jeremias, and many others

could be produced, but lack of space forbids. Jeremias and his followers

assail the very foundation of the AVellhausen historical religious theory

and discard the posteriority of the hiw to the prophets. Professor Sayce

—

a friend, we understand, of Professor Rogers—speaking of the documentary

theory, has this to say: "We are told that it stands upon the same footing

as the facts of science, and that to reject it is proof of an unscientific and

unscholarly mind. But the facts of science rest upon inductive evidence,

and when we ask what is the inductive evidence of the documentary theory

of the Pentatcucli, we find that it is not such as would be received in a

court of law or court of science. . . . The two assumptions on which the

Wellhausen theory of the origin of the Pentateuch rested have been ruled

out of court." In another place, Professor Sayce, reviewing Professor

Hommel's Grundriss cler Gcograpliic inid GeschicJitc dcs olten Orients.

says: "Professor Hommol has now definitely thrown over the critical

analysis of the Pentateuch with its.P's and Q's, its Elohist aud Yahvist.

He proposes a nev.- theory to explain the varying use of Elohim and

Yahweh in the books of Moses." "We submit our evidence without argu-

ment, thoroughly convinced that Wellhausenism is not only on the wane,

but waning very rapidly. Whether the theories proposed In its place are

better or worse is another question. Our only contention is that Well-

hausenism has passed its meridian, for which the Church of God has every

reason to be thankful, since this theory has proved a real stumbling-block

to niauy and has unsettled the faith of multitudes.

In conclusion it might be stated that though a very large number of

biblical scholars have accepted the teachings of Wellhausen, yet there is

another very large number who have never adopted his theories with their

inseparable train of antisupernatural speculations. Indeed, the theory

has never been held in favor with the vast majority of intelligent laymen
in our churches, eitlier in Europe or America. Unless we are greatly mis-

informed, the majority of the faculty at Drew are not in harmony with

the radical conclusions of Julius Wellhausen.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK

THE DECLINE IX THE N'UMBER OF STUDENTS OF PROTESTANT
THEOLOGY IN ELTIOPE

There is not a country in central and northern Europe which has not

experienced in recent years a decline in the number of students of

Protestant theology. In some countries the decline has been comparatively

small, but in Germany, Switzerland, and France it has been alarmingly

great. In France the paucity of candidates for the ministry is keenly

felt; for in the numerically small Protestant Church of France there has

not been (as in Germany and Switzerland) a considerable oversupply of

candidates in the recent past, with the long "ministerial waiting list."

Passing over into Switzerland, we find that the theological faculties of the

FrencTi universities (Geneva, Lausanne, Neufchatel) have a pitifully

small attendance. In the Swiss universities of German tongue the situa-

tion is but little better, except at Basel. In the early eighties the seven-

teen Protestant theological faculties of Germany numbered about 2,700

students. This nurnbor has been regarded as fairly proportioned to the

demand. In 1SS2, however, the attendance began to increase at an abnor-

mal rate. The highest point was reached in the summer of 18SS, when the

total number was about 4,800. Of course this excess must be followed by

a decline. The reaction, however, did not stop at the point cf normal

proportion; like the swinging of a pendulum the movement ran to the

opposite extreme. But here our example fails us. The expected contrary

movement has not set in. About four years ago it seemed that with a

total of 2,136 students the lowest point had been reached. After that,

indeed, it did seem for a while that the tide had turned, and an increase

of some 200 students within two years was regarded as a token of better

things. But there has been another decline—to 2,194 in the winter

ccmester 190S-09. Excluding from the rec];oning the very considerable

number of foreigners among them, the ratio of students cf Protestant

theology to the Protestant population is at present only a little more than

5 to 100, OuO. In the time of superabundance (ISSS) the ratio was 14.5 to

100,000. In 1SS2 (the time of supposed normal relation) it was 10.4 to

100,000. The situation begins to be really serious. Notwithstanding the

"overproduction" of former years and the consequent long "waiting list,"

real difficulty is experienced in some quarters in finding suitable men for

pastors and for instructors in religion in the higher schools. In the last

semester the number of students of theology in the several universities

ranged from 335 in Berlin, 31G in Leipzig. 286 in Halle, 258 in Tiibingen to

44 iu Rostock, 42 in Jena and 37 in Kiel. In a summer semester the rela-

tive standing is materially altered, since large cities like Berlin and

Leipzig are less attrattivc in tiie summer. Many have sought for an ex-

planation of this continued lack of students of theology. Majiy conserva-
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lives think it is largely due to the spread of liberalism, which (they

claim) saps the religious life of the people and lends to lake away all joy

in the prospect of service in the Church. The liberals, on the other hand,

are inclined to charge much of the evil situation upon the intolerance of

liberalism on the part of the conservative majority, and they point to the

frequency of disciplinary procedure against liberal pastors. This argu-

ment, however, could not apply to Baden and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, in which
states liberalism is decidedly dominant; and yet Heidelberg and Jena

have suffered no less than the universities in other parts of Germany.
Yet it cannot be maintained that in the individual faculties liberalism

has been repellent to the average student. It is true that liberal Jena
suffered a great decline, but the decline of conservative Greifswald has

been at least as great. Indeed, the faculty that seems to have experienced

Ihe smallest proportional less is the liberal faculty of Marburg.

In striking contrast to the decline of the number of students of

Protestant theology stands the development of the study of Catholic the-

ology in the same period. In 1872-73 there were 7S9 students of Catholic

theology in German universities (exclusive of foreigners). In lS92-ft3 the

number had risen to 1,315, while in the summer of lOOS it stood at 1,77S

(including foreigners). In the winter semester 1908-09 the total was 1,G70.

When cue considers the relatively large number of candidates for the

Catholic priesthood that study in seminaries and cloisters apart from
universities—the number of such is about 550—it is clear that the Catholic

Church in Germany is in a far better condition in regard to the supply

for the ministry than the Protestant Church.

WOMEN AT GERMAN UNIVERSITIES.

It is not very many years since women were in no wise admitted to

any university of Germany. In opening their doors to women the Swiss

universities led the way, and Germany followed tardily and rather re-

luctantly. At first women were admitted to German universities only as

"guests" or 'hearers," and even so only at the discretion of the professor

whose lectures one might desire to attend. Baden was the first of the

German states to allov; the regular matriculation of women in its uni-

versities at Heidelberg and Freiburg, though for a time the conditions

were difficult. Jena, the university of the Grand Duchy Saxe-Weimar-
Eisenach, was the next to fall in line. Then followed the rest of the

German states, except IMecklenburg, whose university at Rostock still

declines to matriculate women, admitting them only as "hearers."

Mtinster also, although a Prussian university, seems to have made no

provision for the matriculation of women.
The conditions of matriculation of women are not uniform. Some of

the universities, such as Bonn and Breslau, admit women on precisely the

same condition as men. Some require a certificate of the completion of

the course in a German gA-mnasium or Oberrealschule. Some (such as

Strassburg, Tiibingen, and Jena), besides holding this requirement, accept

as matriculants only women that belong to the German empire. Munich
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accepts foreigners, yet requires the certificate of a German school of the

rank of a gymnasium. In Berlin women must give ev dencc of a scholastic

preparation equivalent to that afforded hy a German gymnasium, and

must have in addition the written consent of the instructors whose

lectures they design to hear. In Kiel and KOnigsberg and probably in

other universities, a fully matriculated woman may yet be denied any

particular course of lectures at the discretion of the professor. In the

winter semester 190S-09 every German university except Miinster had

women "hearers." and all but three (Miinster, Rostock, and Strassburg)

had matriculated women students. In the summer of 190S every univer-

sity in the empire had women "hearers," the number in the several uni-

versities ranging from 1 in Erlangeu to 50S in Berlin. In the winter

semester 190S-09 the matriculated womeu numbered altogether in IS

universities 1,077; the "hearers" in 20 universities, 1,767. In the last

semester Strassburg, which matriculated no women, admitted 249 as

"hearers." Munich had 134 women matriculants; Heidelberg, 109; Gut-

tingeu, 71; Bonn, G9; Freiburg, C7; Breslau, 50; Leipsic, 44; and so on

down to 2 at Kiel and none at the three previously mentioned. The dis-

tribution of these 1,077 regular students among the several faculties was

as follows: 3 studied theology (2 in Berlin and 1 in Halle), 31 studied law

(01—13 of the 31—political science), 334 studied medicine, while 709

were inscribed in the philosophical faculty. Just oi.o half of the IS uni-

versities that matriculated women had them studying law; 17 had them

in medicine, and a like number had them in philosophy, etc. In the sum-

mer of 1907 in five of the seven Swiss universities—Freiburg and Geneva

not reporting on this point—there were 1,349 matriculated women stu-

dents besides 577 "hearers," in a grand total (for the seven universities)

of S 224, "hearers" included. Berne had 515 regular women students. 3o3

of these in medicine; Lausanne had 417, of whom 303 studied medicine;

Zurich had SCO, nearly two thirds of them in medicine.

ALFRED LOISY

There is widespread satisfaction among Protestants and Catholic

Modernists in the recent appointment of Loisy to the chair of the science

of religions in the College de France. This professorship was established

for Albert Reville, who occupied it twenty-six years. After his death his

son Jean Reville, at that time professor in the Brotestaiit theological

faculty in Paris, was appointed his successor. Entering upon his new

office in April, 1907, Jean Reville died in May. 190S, in consequence of an

operation. To fill the vacancy the professors of the College de France

were privileged to present two nominations, likewise the Academic des

Sciences Morales might present two. Not until February 1, 1909, did the

former body determine upon its nominations. Upon the fifth ballot Loisy

received a majority of the votes, and his name accordingly was presented

primo loco. After some temporizing the government gave him the ap-

pointment. It was in 1903 that the Abbe Loisy became really famous

through the condemnation of his writings—particularly liis VEvangilc ct
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VEglise, whicli was a Catholic reiily to Harnack's What is Christianity?

—

by the Congresation of the Index. Among scholars he had enjoyed a

growing reputation since 1S90, when, as professor in the Insitut Catho-

lique in Paris, he had published the first part of a history of the biblical

canon. In 1S93, on account of a bit of modern Pentateuchal criticism, the

bishops charged with the oversight of the Institut Catholique removed
Loisy from his professorship, disposing of him by assigning him to a

very poor benefice. He, however, continued to write much, especially for

literary and ecclesiastical reviews. In 189C he was one of the founders of

the Revue d'histoirc ct dc Uttrrature religieuses, and he became the most
important contributor to its pages. In 1907 the Bcvuc was discontinued

in obedience to an eccle.-^iaslical command, which forbade not only the

publication but even the reading of the same. Upon the condemnation of

his writings in 1903 Loisy defended himself in brilliant style in his

Autour d'un 2>ctit livre (''Concerning a little book," that is, L'Evangile et

I'Eglise). After this for almost five years he published nothing more than
contributions to periodicals. In 1908, however, he published almost simul-

taneously a great commentary on the synoptic Gospels in two volumes
and Simples lieflcxions on the papal Syllabus "Lamentabili sane exitu" and
the Encyclical "Pascerdi dominici gregis," which had been directed

against the :\Iodcinists. The ccmmcntary is everywhere regarded as a

masterly work, while the A^imi.lcs Reflexions have called forth the greatest

admiration for their rare crraibination of exceptional literary excel-

lencies. On the seventh of March, 190S, a degree of the In-

quisition was published, threatening Loisy with excommunication.

As he did not submit, the decree was executed. Yet the ex-

communicated Abbe is still at heart a Catholic and no Protestant. Cast

off by mother Church, he still counts himself a loyal son. The pub-

lications for which he was excommunicated relate solely to matters of

historical and literary criticism. "My commentary on the first three

Gospels," he declares, "is a purely scientific work. My Reflexions are not

an act of rebellion but of truthfulness." A more recent contribution to

this controversy over ^Modernism is his little book, Qurlqucs Icttres sur

des Questions acfucUcs ct sur des evcnevients rcccnts (Letters on Some
Live Questions and on Some Recent Events). Paul Sabatier in his book

Les Modcrnistes (Paris, 1909, English tianslation, Edinburgh and New
York) is almost rapturous in his admiration of the art of the little book.

He declares that in the Latin Quarter Loisy's books find a more rapid sale

than the novels of the day. It is gratifying that the most characteristic

of his works—The Gospel and the Church—has at last appeared in English

dress. No doubt others will follow.

That such a man, after being deprived of office and finally of mem-
bership in his church, and suffering untold injuries from his ultramontane

adversaries, should have accorded to him the honor and the opportunity

of this professorship, is clearly a significant event. Yet the appointment

is really only a triumph of righteousness. It is not too much to say that

Loisy is already a man of far greater personal fame and historical im-

portance th.an cither of his distinguished predecessors.
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GLIMPSES OF REVIEWS AlTD MAGAZmES
/

Of high credit and much value is Tlie London Quarterly to British

Wesleyans. The April number was full of good things. From its abun-

dance we quote, as a sample of its substantial contents, J. G. Tasker's

admirable notice of Von Gerhard Hilbcrt's little volume entitled Chris-

tianity and Science, containing lectures on Christian Apologetics delivered

three times in Leipsic and frequently elsewhere. Dr. Tasker's review is

as follows: Hilbert proves himself competent to deal throroughly and

lucidly with the Christian idea of God as affected respectively by (1)

modern Cosmology, (2) modern Biology, (3) modern Psychology. Having
shown in the first three lectures that Christian Theism is consistent with

the facts of modern science, Plarrer Hilbert proceeds, in the next three

lectures, to examine critically the historic faith concerning (4) the Person,

(5) the Work, and (6) the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. The most recent

literature on these subjects is referred to; but, for reasons assigned, the

claim of the "religious-historical" school to the exclusive use of the term
"scientific" is disallov^ed. A fair specimen of Hilbert's stylo and method
is furnished in the last lecture, which has for its theme "The Resurrection

of Jesus Christ." At the outset "the modern man" is reminded that it is

unscientific to say, before investigating the evidence, that there is no

resurrection from the dead. Even the agnostic, if he is consistent, will

be anxious to ascertain what are the historic facts, what philosophy has

to say, and what weight ought to be given to ethical and religious con-

sideration. From these three points of view the fundamental question of

Christianity, "Is Christ risen J'' is approached. 1. The historian asks:

"Have we the reports of eye-witnesses?" and the answer is, "Xo." There

was no human witness of our Lord's rising from the tomb. But it is

sufiicient that the risen Saviour appeared to disciples who have told us

what they saw and what he said. The variations and apparent discrep-

ancies in the narratives are frankly acknowledged. But it is maintained

that only a childish naivete would, for this reason, reject them as entirely

untrustworthy. The jurist and the historian are better qualified to pro-

nounce judgment on this question than "the theologian who, in his study,

lives remote from the world." Professor von Liszt made an experiment
with students of criminal law. Pie arranged that there should be a dis-

pute, ending with a revolver shot. "Out of these unquestion:ibly competent
and entirely disinterested witnesses not one correctly reported what hai)-

pened. The smallest number of mistakes was four! Some errors wei'o

incredible. One ascribed the strongest exiire.^sion in the dispute to a

gentleman who took no part in it." It was also asserted, without any
truth, that he who fired the revolver retreated to the wall before seizing

the weapon, etc. A scientific judgment must, therefore, remember what a

jurist never forgets, namel}', thnt when witnesses agree in all details, their

agreement suggests either that they are in collusion, or that they have
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compared notes. In like manner, Droysen the historian emphasizes, in his

text-book, the fact that "historical material is never complete." It is well

known how many mistakes there are in Bismarck's account of the battle

of Sedan. Hilbert concludes that seeming discrepancies do not shake the

credibility of the "decisive fact" that many witnesses saw the risen

Saviour. Good use is, however, made of Saint Paul's list of Christ's ap-

pearances (1 Cor. 15. 3-S) to shovv' that the oldest tradition records appear-

ances both in Jerusalem and in Galilee. To impale readers of the Gospels

on the horns of the dilemma: Did the risen Saviour manifest himself in

Galilee or in Jerusalem? is to raise a false issue. The difficulties involved

in all hypotheses which strive to account for the apostles' belief in Christ's

resurrection, while denying the fact, are clearly brought out. This section

closes with a forceful plea for the necessity of linking this unique event

with the history—prior and subsequent—of this unique Person. "He made
his difcciplos not independent, but' ever more dependent on himself. . . .

"Was this short-sighted policy? No; for he knew that he would be with
them all the days, even unto the end of the world. He is the Saviour of

the world, and yet he limits liis ministry to Israel. . . . Gradually he con-

fines himself to yet more narrow circles, but he never relaxes his world-

embracing claims. "What is the explanation? There is but 07ie; he knew
that he would rise to a world-wide activity." Then follows an excellent

summary of the argument tliat the history of Christianity is an absolute

riddle, unless it be true thai Jesus lives. 2. Attempts, in the interests of

materialistic views of the world, to discredit the historic evidence are next
considered. Many assume that it is enough to say: "Never has a dead
man risen; it is contrary to all experience, "and to the laws of nature."

Falling back on the proof given in a previous chapter that "the human
spirit is not derived from the material world," Hilbert argues that there is

no scientfic reason compelling us to deny, the possibility of the spirit's

survival of the decay of tlie body. "As it came from another world, it may
pass to another world." It is further maintained that neither historically

nor philosophically is anything gained by adopting the theory that it was
the spirit of Jesus that was seen by his disciples, but that his body did not

rise. The historian is confronted by the witness of those who are trust-

worthy, and by the empty grave; the philosopher knows that the survival

of pure spirit is, to the modern mind, more unthinkable than resurrection

in a spiritual body. As regards the final difficulty—the glorifying or

spiritualizing of the body of Jesus—Hilbert says that we must get rid of

what Yon Hartmann calls "the super.stitiou of the substantiality of mat-
ter," and trust the teachings of modern science, which asserts that matter
is "localized energy." Energy is not material, but spiritual. If, there-

fore, the matter of our body must ultimately be classed as spiritual, "why
may it not be still further spiritualized, dematerialized, glorified?" That
the spirit can exert influence upon matter, psychology has been driven to

admit. Hence, on these and other grounds, "the unbiassed modern
agnostic must admit that the resurrection of Jesus Christ is scientifically

credible." 3. Credibility is one thing, but reality is another thing. The
resurrection of Jesus is a miracle, and to convince us that it really hap-
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pened, it must be seen to fit into the divine jmrpose in the world. Briefly

stated, Hubert's position is that "without it there is no guarantee that life

has an abiding purpose, and that the moral personality will persist." Of

what avail is increasing control of nature's laws, when science leaves man

helpless in the presence of temptation? Buddhism and Pessimism, by

their negations, prove that only as a personal spirit does man retain his

abiding worth as a moral personality. But if on Calvary a moral person-

ality, "stainlessly pure, and infinitely strong in unselfish love," falls a

victim to unrighteous hate and is annihilated by death, what hope is there

that any human spirit will survive, howsoever great its moral worth?

It would seem to be a postulate of our moral and religious consciousness

that, if in Jesus Christ the moral ideal was realized, he must triumph over

sin and death. "If Jesus rose from the dead, his spirit freed itself from

the grip of material laws, and compelled them to be its servants. The

personality of Je.sus triumiihed over the impersonal v/orld—that is ])re-

eminently the significance of his bodily resurrection, . . . Thus his resur-

rection is the sure guarimtee alike of the salvation of our moral person-

ality and of the final victory of the moral world-order by the power of

God." Summing up his able and well-sustained argument, Hilbert says

that for the truth of the Easter message, "Christ is risen," there is credible

historical evidence, that on scientific grounds the resurrection of Jesus

from the dead cannot be pronounced impossible, and that the facts of the

personal, moral, and religious life are strongly confirmatory of its reality.

Nevertheless, for abiding personal certainty one thing will always be

essential, and that is personal experience. It is for moral reasons that

the risen Lord cannot manifest himself to all with irresistible demonstra-

tion that he is alive for evermore. The setting up of the kingdom of God

upon earth means the salvation of the moral personality; therefore, the

decision for Christ must not be an enforced, but a moral decision. Those

who affect to regard faith as unworthy of the scientific mind are told, in

the words of ^'undt, that "the newest philosophy does not aim at trans-

muting faith into knovs-ledge, but at establishing the necessity of faith."

In the last resort it is unscientific to ignore or to underestimate the signifi-

cance of the fact that, throughout the ages, personal experience has been

to countless multitudes the infallible proof that Jesus lives. Such is Dr.

Tasker's -lucid and able review. Que of the best of the family maga-

zines is Lippincott's Monthly. In the June number Sarah D. Upham

writes wisely under the title, "Wanted—More Books for Young Girls."

"Why is it that upon entering her teens the average schoolgirl of to-day is

plunged pellmell into young womanhood, with no intervening transitional

period? That dreamy period of idealism, budding enthusiasms, and de-

lightful reserves known as girlhood is no more. It has vanished, fright-

ened perhaps by the bald materialism of the twentieth century. The aver-

age American girl of sixteen or thereabouts has assumed all the preroga-

tives and responsibilities of young womanhood and believes herself to be

fully armed and equipped for the fray. This condition of affairs did not

exist thirty years ago, and the reason for it to-day, aside from differences

of environment, is largelv because of the omnivorous reading by young
10
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girls of books which are 'strong meat' for adults. They have been driven

to them, in a way, for they have little fiction of their own, adapted to their

minds and needs. What kind of a life do these young women plunge into

in their reading of present-day fiction? The strong psychological or social

novel, the broad cynicism of Bernard Shaw, the melancholy symbolism of

Ibsen, the bold realism of Hardy, or the mirthless sophistication of Mrs.

Wharton. Is it to be v.ondered at that they are worldly-wise to an alai'ra-

ing degree, and that they exhibit a painful lack of genuine girlishness,

delicacy, and even reverence, in their views of life? These modern young

women—for we cannot call them girls—arc keenly alive to the hard real-

ism of life as portrayed in the society and problem novels of the hour, but

their point of view gained in this promiscuous reading is generally dis-

torted and untrue, for their untrained minds have not learned to dis-

criminate the good in the evil, or to see the relation of the part to the

whole. They cannot see far enough nor wide enough to judge whether it

is real life of which they are reading, or only its froth and abnormalities.

What could result save an overdosed, unbalanced, shrev.-d young creature,

with an exaggerated, p-ssiiiiistic view of life? Veritable Becky Sharps,

many of them are, worldly and calculating, without her excuse for being

so. Others are developed emotionally at the expense of their intellect.

Nearly all lack the spo;itancity and girlish enthusiasm which are their

rightful heritage. Tlie.-o blast creatures' mothers and elder sisters, who
were brought up on Louisa Alcott and Jane Austen, with an excursion into

Jane Eyre as their wildest dissipation, are shocked at the lack of delicacy

and maidenly reserve of the independent young women. The 'bloom on

the peach' is usually removed on their entrance into the teens, when fairy

books are left behind. Why do not more of the talented writers of to-day

turn their abilities to remedy this crying need? It would be worth while

both to themselves and to the world at large. There might be less need

for turning their searchlights upon the evils of domestic scandal, divorce,

and feminine immorality if our girls were given food fit for their diges-

tions. What is the secret of the Rebecca books' populariiy? Their simple

spontaneity and refreshing naturalism. While our factory children and

ragamuffins of the slums are receiving a great deal of attention, our

daughters are daily absorbing an unwholesome, unidealized view of life.

Let the mothers and some few good writers join hands to provide for and

guard over our young girls' mental diet as carefully as they do their ma-

terial." This reminds us of Carlyle's saying: "Blessed will be he who
shall reporsuade the world how divine is the blush of modesty on young

human cheeks." The following criticism of long introductions seems

not unsuitable to quote from the same magazine: "A certain publisher in

Chicago, whose chief recreation is baseball, employs now and then in pri-

vate conversation a quaint variety of figurative expression calculated to

display his familiarity wiih the national game. A paper had been sub-

mitted by a friend. Its style was supposed to be very lofty and impressive.

In reality, however, it was exceedingly rhetorical and diffuse, especially

the introduction, which w;is spun out to a ridiculous length. Z^Ioreover,

the conclusions reached by the author were as weak and impotent as the
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introductiou. 'Frank,' asked the publisher, not unkindly, when the writer

came for his manuscript, 'don't you think you took a rather long run for

so short a sUdcr In a certain town are two brothers who are engaged
in the retail coal business. A noted evangelist visited the town, and the elder

brother was converted. For weeks after his conversion he endeavored to

persuade his brother to join the church. One day he said to him: 'Why
can't you too join the church, Richard?' 'It's all right for you to be a

member of the church,' replied Richard, 'but if I join, who's going to weigh
the coal?'" From another source we quote two poems concerning
Jesus the King; in heaven the King of all Angels, and on earth the King
of Grief. First, the Child who reigns a King beneath the Star:

^Yhen Kiiij; Jesus, Lord of ansols, a I! tlie ancrels in the skies,

Son of Mary, came to earth, to P.cthrem town, in baby wise,

O, the little stars sang- down to hiai.

And the moon, she gave a crown to liim.

And the snow a sIIvlt carpet for his ihroue :

And the oxen by the uiauger

Did homaire to the Stranccer

As to King who clainielh fealtj- from his own;
And there whispered then the wind to hiiu,

As one who would be kind to him,

Making music, angel music from on higl)
;

For the "Gloria in Excelsis"'

Song sweeter than all else is,

Came echoing down the spaces from the glory of the sky.

Hail Jesus!

Hark ! tlic chorus of the voices of the sky.

And his mother, O sweet Mary, maiden graced with mothor-joy,

Queen of heaven, of the heaven in tlio blue eyes of her Boy
;

O, so softly did she sing to him
Her low, sweet lullaby to him,

As he crooned upon the cradle of her knee ;

And she told of how the hill-men

Did leave their silly sheep, wlien

They heard the augcls singing '"Gloria Dominel''

And lif>w three kings came riding

To Herod's court for tiding

Of the Prince whose birth Avas greeted by a star;

For they knew the sign of kings,

Being wise in mystic tilings,

And did come to do him worship from the Orient land afar.

Hail Jf.sus !

Ilail the Child who reigns a King beniaih the star.

And last the King of Grief throned on the Cross:

From the throne of his cross, the Kir.g of grief

Cries out to llie world of unbeli* f

:

OI men niu] women, afar and iii-'h.

Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?
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I laid my eternal power aside,

. I came from the home of the Glorlfn^d,

A babe, in a lowly cavo to lie
;

Is it nothing to you. all ye that pass by?

I wept for the sorrows and pain.-^ of men,

I healed them, and helped them, and loved them—but tbea

They shouted ai^ainst me—Crucify I

Is it BOthini,' to you. all ye that pass by?

Behold me and see; pierced thro' and thro'

With countless sorrows—and all is for you ;

For you I suffer, for you I die.

Is it notbins to yon, all ye that pass by?

Oh! men and Momen. your deeds of shame.

Your sins without reason and number and name;

I bear them here on the cross on high ;

Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?

Is it nothing: to you that I bow my head?

And nothing to you that my blood is shed?

O perisliing souls to you I cry.

Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?

O come unto me I T>y the woes I have borne.

By the dreailful scourge, and the crown of thorn,

By these, I implore you to hear my cry.

Is it nothing to you, aU ye that pass by?

O come unto mo ! This awful price

—

Redemption's tremendous sacrifice

—

Is paid for you—O why will ye die?

Is it nothing to you, all ye that pass by?

Ill those two beauteous and appealing poems there is much gospel, sweetly

and toucbingly as well as nuisically phrased.
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BOOK NOTICES

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Old Events and Modern Meanings. By Charles F. Akkd, D.D., Minister of the Fifth Avenue

Baptist Cburch, New York city. 12ino, pp. 2J1. New York aud Chicat!o: i'leming il.

Revell Company. Price, clotli, §1.2o, nci.

The educated young men of America ^vill do well to ask themselves

Avhy so many of the imijortant places in the religious work of this

country are filled by men not born on our side of the Atlantic, That

question ought to occasion a serious searching of the heart among us.

Our schools and colleges need to ask that question with a willingness to

learn. Are the young men from England, Scotland, and Ireland bettor

trained than we, more fitly educated for such work? Do they surpass us

in native force and ability? Or are they better and stronger Christians,

more spiritual, more consecrated, more impassioned and intense? This

old question, often thrust upon us, comes up naturally on seeing that the

stirring volume before us by the pastor of a strong American church is

from an English preacher recently brought over from the mother country.

However opinions may vary about his mental attitude on one point or

another, he is manifestly a minister of much force, fervor, intensity of

conviction, and moving power—things very desirable in a minister, and

likely to command a following. Fourteen sermons are in this book, all

earnest, incisive, vivid. The first text is Judg. 8. 4: "Faint yet pursuing."

The last point of the sermon under it is that we must persevere against

all .discouragements for the sake of the now rising generation and for

others to follow. We must keep them in mind and "bequeath them no

tumbled house." "We must try to clean up this dirty old world and put

it in better order for them. This point the immigrant preacher illustrates

naturally enough by an PZnglish picture: "For the last fev/ years of my
life in England I had a little house by the sea a few miles outside

Liverpool, situated on what is called the Wirral Peninsula, a tongue of

land between the estuary of the rvlersey and the River Dee. Much of

those low-lying meadows had been reclaimed from the sea. To protect

them from the rei'-neroaching, urgent waves of the Irish Sea, huge sand

hills, like the dunes of Holland, had been raised, on which we cultivated

the star-grass to bind the sand together and hold it down when Atlantic

gales were blowing. And beyond that had been built a gigantic break-

water of granite. So we kept the land we had won from the ocean. And

these things are a parable of humnn life. For as with sweat of the brow

and toil of the bniiu and great hcnrt agony we win each painful inch of

goodness from the sea of devouring iwssions, we must build our

philanthroj)y into the massive ma.sonry of Christian legislation, and hold

this large estate of virtue for our ciiildrcn's children and for "ages yet
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unborn. From the vantage ground which we bequeath them after genera-

tions shall reach out to health and wealth beyond our drecims. Our
children shall rise up to call us blessed because though faint we were
still pursuing, and in our pursuit wrested from the enemy of souls the

land on v/hich a redeemed humanity will erect its new Acropolis, on its

pinnacle the sublime image of far-shining and wingless Victory." From
the first sermon in Dr. Aked's book we turn to the last, and that our

readers may have one more taste of his quality we quote the closing

utterance of the book:

"You will admit that in the experience of men and women
who have loved God, lived in his fear, and died in the faith of

Jesus, and in the history of nations in the midst of which his name
has been held dear, there is at least that which serves to create a pre-

sumption in favor of the truth and reality of religion. Men have borne
this witness: They say that there have been times when the veil vv'hich.

separates the visible from the invisible has Avorn thin in places, and they

have seen God. They say that they have been conscious of power granted

to them in their weakness, power not of earth, but of heaven. They say

that they have chilled to God and he has heard, given rest amid toil,

peace in conflict, comfort in sorrow, strength in temptation, and life from
the dead. They dechire that tliey have been as sure of the existence of

God as of their own, and have luul as good reason for believing in his

love as for believing in that of fatlier or mother, husband or wife. This

testimony has been consistent with itself. It has not faltered with the

shock of persecuuon. The witnesses have sealed it with their blood.

And in the course of history, the most colossal, outstanding, omnipresent

fact is that of religion. The church is the most conspicuous object, look

where you will at any time for the last fifteen hundred years. The
greatest church in the greatest city in the world is named after the

greatest apostle of the ciucified Nazarene; upon its topmost spire gleams

the cross; and the world's most daring poet of revolt, Shelley, 'Atheist

Shelley,' as people called him, lias sung God's own truth to intellect and

heart in his famous line:

Blazoned, as on heaven's iinuiorlal noon,

The cros-s leads generations on.

Such testimonies and such facts of hi.slory are entitled to respectful

consideration at your hands. I speak as unto wise men. Judge ye what

I say. You cannot ignore the Atlantic. There is nothing to laugh at in

Mont Blanc or the Matterhorn. The Himalayas and the Andes are not

ridiculous. Alike, the rise and fall of nations, and the' sins, repentance,

tears, and victories of the saints of God, are facts which the man of truly

scientific temper will know he has to take into account. This is not to

say that you must surrender your judgment and blind the eyes of your

mind because other men and ot!;er ages have believed in God. Christian

thought is more sweetly reasonable than to suggest such a thing. But it

is to claim that men and ages speak as having a certain authority which,

in any othtr walk of life, you would be ready enough to admit. At the
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very least, they speak with sufQcient authority to impose a modest self-

restraint upon us when we exercise our indefeasible right of criticism

or denial. Mr. Gladstone, in a famous sentence, once expressed his belief

that the faith of Christ would look down upon the floating wreck of

many a boastful modern theory which has thought to usurp its place.

The storms which have raged round it while it has stood secure, as

founded upon a rock, justify his confidence. And when we remember

that we are none of us infallible, not even the youngest of us, v.-e feel that

Cromwell's exhortation to the Scotch divines in the seventeenth century,

'I beseech you, by the mercies of Christ, think it possible you may be

mistaken,' might be well addressed to ambitious thinkers of the twentieth.

There are still those who can speak as having authority. You know to

what this leads up. You know to whom. It leads to that One who spoke

as never man spoke, as one having authority, not as the scribes. Robert

Browning was thinker brave and virile and independent enough. His

conclusion lacks nothing of robustness:

I say, the acknowledgment of God in Christ,

Accepted by thy reason, solves for thee

All questions in the earth and out of it,

And has so far advanced thcc to be ^ise.

If y^u doubt the tremendous conclusion, nut it to the test. The proof of

Christianity is in itself. If a man wants to know whether Christianity

is true, let him try it. "What is it in Christ which appeals to us, as we
study his life? "What is this authority which we find he has?

"Negatively, I note in him the entire absence of any sense of sin. I

am not asserting that we know all his life and know that he was v/ithout

fault. I leave you the loophole of our ignorance of his life from twelve

years of age to thirty. I am only calling your attention to the patent

fact that in no act of his, in no single word or sigh, do we find the

remotest suggestion of any trace upon his own soul of the stain of guilt

or pang of remorse.

"Equally, there is a complete absence of anything like asijiration,

regret, or unsatisfied desire. He does not desire to be other than he is.

Paul's passionate prayer, "Who shall deliver me from the body Of this

death?' Ls not further removed from his spirit than Tennyson's

O, for a man to arise in me
That the man I am may ce;',se to be!

He is ever at home with himself, his soul, and his Father, God.

"And so he knows no fear. With immovable calm he pursues his

course. There is no strain, no visible effort, uo conflict. He is a child of

the Galilean sunshine. And even when he seems to feel the burden of the

world's sin upon his ov,n soul, and his great heart is torn with anguish,

though for one black, bitter moment he has lost grip on God, and cried,

'My God, my God, why hast Thou forsaken me?' it is but for a moment;
with exquisite resignation he sighs, 'Father, into thy hands I commend
my spirit,' and his end is ineffable peace.
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"Consider his tcacliing. His positiveness is amazing. He lias no

doubts. He never stands in pause or in uncertainty. His words throb

with vital assurances. To this hour they nerve the world with incessant

affirmations. Is there a life other than this with protoplasm for its

basis which a grain of saud or drop of poison may destroy? Yes:

Fear not him that can kill the body; fear only him icho can IciU the soul.

Will this hidden life live on when the visible life shall be no more? Yes:

JSccai's.: I live, ye shalj live also. \Vi\\ it be a real life—not an existence

of anannic ghosts in a world of shadows, but a vivid and palpitating

dcathlessness? Yes: In my Father's house are viany mansions. I go to

prepare a place for you. Who shall open to us the gates of this distant

heaven? I am the Resurrection and the Life. He that liveth and hclieveth

in. mc, though he ucre dead, yet shall he live. And whoso helievcth in

mc shall never die. Then how shall we learn to cultivate the soul

witliin us and escape from the touch of mortality? I am the way and the

tnilh and ih.c life. But shall we he left to our own resources, orphans In

a world which lias wandered from God? I icill not leave you comfortless.

.)/!/ Father icill love you, and ve icill come unto you, and maize our

abode Kith you. Then, vvho art thou, thou thorn-crowned, regal One,

who dost promise such wondrous things to mankind? Art thou man,

myth, or mystery? I and my Father are one! It is marvelous

—

m.iivcloiis. He speaks as one having authority, but, in the words of

i^;Ji:iticr, it is 'the authority of the divine work which he carries on in

the hearts of men. It is the authority of his person, if you will, so far as

his jierson is the incarnation of his gospel, and as both are clothed with

tlie ascendency of holiness and the conquering charm of love. He pro-

poses to men the divine verities which were revealed to him in his con-

sciousness, and by proposing he imposes them, or rather, they impose

tliemselves by their own virtue. By an all-powerful moral contagion he

communicates, to others the divine life which is in himself.

His authority over the conscience is of the same nature as that of God

—

inward, moral—and, by that very fact, sovereign. It is the authority not

of the letter wiiicli oiijn-ebses and kills, but of the spirit which makes

alive.'

"To the acceptance of this authority I invite you. It makes no

dcmaua of reason which reason cannot reasonably concede. It issues no

commands which do not approve themselves in the normal, unsophisti-

cated conscience. It formulates no philosophy which is not broad-based

in human experience; and it holds out no promises which, on earth at

le.i.'^t. are not a million times fulfilled. For Christ will be no man's

dcl.itor. Good n!en.<^u^c, pressed down and running over, he pours into the

bosoms of those that love him. He is better than his word, more gracious

Hum all his promises. His love looks mighty, and is mightier than it

socms. And the best of all is that a knowledge of it has not to be

ccrtiried to us by outward authority. The ground of religion is the

ground of modern science. It is verifiable by experiment here and now,

and as often as we try it we find it true. 0, taste and see how gracious

tlie Lord is!"
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Frugality in the Spiritual Life. By W. L. Watkinsox. Crown Svo, pp. 20S. New York and
Chicago: Fleming 11. Revell Company. Price, cloth, SI net.

"For originality, brevity, and felicity of illustration Dr. Watkinson
stands without a rival." So wrote Dr. Marcus Dods. The twenty-four

meditations on sacred and practical themes in this volume are not the

author's very best, but they are much better than most men's best. We
advertise its quality by this one named "Crises of Life," on Psa. 61. 2:

"From the end of the earth [from the edge of the precipice] will I call

unto thee." "A philosophical friend of ours holds a particular theory

about the true way of api^raisiug this ever-fluctuating life. In the first

place, we must carefully note how in the disposition of events one thing

is set over against another, for no life is made up of unmitigated

misfortune or of uniform prosperity: some things are for us, others

against us. These incidents of fortune or misfortune being duly noted,

we must next strike the average; and he thinks if this is done accura.tely

we shall find little cause for complaint. Having satisfied himself that

he has secured a fair average of advantage and happiness, the sensible

man will ask no more. If a member of our family is aSlicted, the others

are sound; if one does badly at school or business, another is brilliant

and successful; if bitterly disappointed by the conduct of son or daughter,

the character of the brothers and sisters is eminently satisfactory. In

other ways, too, life is balanced. Special commercial prosperity makes
amends for family trouble; rare domestic felicity compensates for business

misfortunes; and popularity in public life atones for private griefs. Both
sides must be brought into the reckoning, and having impartially esti-

mated the counterbalancing experiences of success and failure, joy and
sorrow, promotion and humiliation, we may satisfy ourselves that ours

is an average lot; and if we are rational, we shall be content. Who are

we that we ought to expect more or better than our fellows! The wise

man is satisfied if, taking all things together, the common mean has
been struck. In all departments nature loves the average, does not long

go beyond it or sink beneath it, and in human life that average is usually

maintained as in the physical sphere; this is what we should reckon
for, and with this the philosophic mind is content. This theory of

regarding life and finding peace is more or less specious, but entirely

false and impracticable. To begin with, it would be well-nigh impossible,
if not altogether so, justly to appraise conflicting circumstances, to

find the delicate equation of contradictory events, to fix the mean between
profoundly complex and mysterious experiences; but, even if this could
be done, the result would secure no permanent peace. The experiences
of life, the moods of the soul, the emotions of ecstasy and agony excited
by the severe alternations of our fortune—these cannot be dealt with
mathematically. It is not the average that we have to think about
nearly so much as the extreme; it is the crisis that we must contemplate
and provide against. The Marathi pi-overb warns thus quaintly: 'The
average depth of the river is up to the knee'—the explanation of this
cryptic saying being this: A traveler wishing to ford a river inquired
of a rigid mathematician as to its depth, and was ansvv-ered in the
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terms of the proverb; but when, after wading awhile through shallow

water, the traveler reached the midst of the stream, he found it sud-

denly dipped to a considerable depth, in which he perished. Tne notion

of the average depth proved fatally misleading. It Is much the same
with life: the average may be disregarded, the heis^hts and depths of

circumstance and feeling are what we have chiefly to think about and
to provide against. All clever i)hilosophical theories are at an end when
the crisis comes, and those who are unfortified againsl the extremes

of experience pay the bitter penalty. 'From the verge of the precipice

will I cry unto thee, O Lord.' It is for that brink we must be ready.

To say that our path is alternately one of roses and thorns, now smooth,

now rough, level to-day and steep to-morrow, and that therefore ours is

an average pathv/ay demanding average sense and grace and no more,

is a delusion; one of these days there will he no pathway at all, our feet

will be slipping over the brink, and we shall find ourselves face to face

with abject failuie, paralyzing disappointment, overwhelming sorrow,

ghastly maladies, death. The ordinary highway is not the test of faith and
principle; the exceeding high mountain, Gethsemane, Calvary, Golgotha

—terrible temptation, forsakenness, deep suffering, the hour of dissolution,

these are the ordeals we must enduie, and for v,hich M-e ought to stand

prepared. 'Deep calleth unto deep.' No matter how long the shallows

may continue, one day we shall dip into the depths, wrestle with the

billows, fight for our breath; and that day will sadly disturb the tranquil

average. For years life may be tolerable enough; but sorrowful events

and dark hours quickly bring up the arrears of a lifetime, and shake

us to the center. Are we ready for this? A chain, a girder, a pillar

are not calculated for ordinary but for exceptional strain. A great

faith in God, a steadfast trust in Ilim who died for us and whose death

is the price of our peace, a love that many waters cannot quench nor

the floods drown, a hope that is practically infinite—in these great

qualities, convictions, and expectations lies the solution of the problem

of life's desjierate situations. 'Every moment of ordinary existence

goes to determine what an individual will do iu a crisis.' The impor-

tance of the hackneyed, commonplace days here comes to light. In

uneventful times we prepare for the crisis, or allow it to go by default.

The wisdom, economy, and diligence of a merchant in ordinary times

guarantee him against a crisis; or the absence of such qualities seri-

ously compromises him whenever the blow falls. The conduct of a

nation in the years of peace weighs in one scale or the other the ulti-

mate decision of its fate iu war; and, indeed, its general conduct in

ages of prosperity regulates the strength with which it must endure

the shock of adversity. As Ruskin writes: 'Xo nation ever had, or will

have, the power of suddenly develoj)ing, under the pressure of necessity,

faculties it had neglected when it was at ease; nor of teaching itself in

poverty the skill to produce what it never in opulence had the sense

to admire.' All this bears directly upon our spiritual history. In the

season of ordinary life when \<c are free from stress and strain, when
successive days bring only uuifoi-m duty and trite experiences, we
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determine the issue of the day of trial. If in the spaces comparatively

exempt from temptation and trouble we maintain discipline, keep watch,

live in the spirit of faithfulness, improve all sjuritual privilege, and

daily renew the soul, it shall be well with us in the hour when the rain

descends, the tloods come, and the wind blows; but to let down our

strength, relax our muscle, and neglect our lamp in quiet times is to

court ruin on doomsday. In fact, there are no ordinary days, for what

appear such determine the red-letter days and the black-letter. He

who walks wisely in the sunshine shall not fall a victim to the storm;

he who is faithful on smooth pathways will be delivered when he comes

to the brow of the hill, as his 2^Iaster was. Every moment of ordinary

existence determines our fate at the crisis." These meditations are

crystal streams flowing from the apparently inexhaustible pen of a

consecrated genius which has now given us ten or a dozen volumes.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE. AXD GENERAL LITERATURE

771 Rdtd of Dnuht. By Rev. R. E. "Welsh. M. A. 12mo, pp. 330. Cincinnati: Jennings &
Graham. Nc.v York: Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, SI.

The present Bishop of London, Dr. Ingram, writes an appreciative in-

troduction because he has found this book of real service in many cases of

doubt. "On one occasion," he says. "I sent it anonymously to a leading

physician;. and on meeting him a few weeks later, and asking him how he

had li'ked it, I found he had given away nine copies to his friend?. It com-

pletely cleared away the doubts of another young doctor, who had come

to me in great distress; and out of three or four books which I lent a

young business man in London, this was the one that helped him most."

The author in his preface says: "The doubts current among busy men to-

day are usually of the practical sort. They arise from life's experiences,

from observation cf the world—the sinister things in churches, the men

of moral life who are skeptics, the moral tangle of human existence, the

strange things in the Bible, from books that suggest a purely natural

Jesus, and from travel in 'heathen' lands." The author's answers to such

doubts are direct and nonscholastic. He aims at relieving honest mental

perplexity. Holding that doubt and questioning is a sign of interest and

anxiety to know the truth, and that it is far better than sluggish acquies-

cence and serene deadness, he says that man is developed by his struggle

after truth and reality; that if all things were made clear and sure beyond

question, our minds would stagnate. And he refers to Browning's

Asolando, in which the great poet presents a study of a peculiar world

named Rephan—a world which is free from strain and doubt, but is in

consequence eternally stagnant, in contrast with the globe called Earth,

which is a scene of conflict and misgiving, and, consequently, the sphere of

development and progress and hope. He says tliat moral certainty can be

attained and held concerning all the Christian essentials. The mere

existence of doubt should dismay no one; there are far greater reasons

for faith. Even if one's doubt is troublesome, if his faith is greater, then

he has faith enough. The author quotes Tennyson's "Ancient Sage":
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Notbiog worthy proving can be proven,

Nor yet disproven. Wherefore be thou wise

;

Cleave ever to the sunnier side of doubt,

And cling to faith beyond ihe forms of faith. ^

Robertson, of Brighton, himself a mental sufferer, once wrote a perplexed

and troubled friend: "Begin from belief and love, and do not coerce be-

lief. Your mind is at sea. Be patient, you cannot drift on the wide,

wide sea forever. Be sure you are in His hand, not hated but loved. Do
not think bitterly of Him. You must not make baste." A fair sample of

the directness and intelligence of this book is its simple setting forth of the

force and value of Paul's epistles, the letters of a contemporary of Jesus.

Here is part of the book's reasoning: "It is well known that skeptical

critics suppose—and here the tug of war comes—that the story of the

humanitarian Rabbi Jesus grew as it went; that, like other half-legendary

histories, as eyewitnesses died and new generations, greedy of the mar-

velous, heard the tale retold, the Nazarene Teacher became gradually trans-

figured, encircled v.ith a halo of the supernatural. Hence critics who have

this conviction deep in their minds strive to bring the date of the Gospels

far down into the second century. They do 'this in order to allow time

for legendary additions to grow and gather round the early story. But
these old letters, by all admitted to be genuine, and written within tv.-enty-

four years of the events—do tliey carry the relloctiou of a half-developed

legend of Jesus? How much of the gospel history and creed do they con-

tain? They incidentally mention—and they are not a biography of him,

but mere fragments of a correspondence—that Jesus was, 'according to

the flesh' (on the human side) 'born of a woman,' yet had 'emptied himself

and become poor,' and, indeed, was 'God blessed forever.' They inciden-

tally state that he had 'brothers,' one of whom was named James, and
that three of his twelve apostles were Peter, James, and John. They pic-

ture One who 'knew no sin.' was meek and gSntle, pleased not himself—and
much more of the sort. They mention that, anticipating his crucifixion,

he established a memorial supper in bread and wine; that he was be-

trayed, put to death on a cross, and buried; that he was raised from the

dead on the third day; that he was afterward personally seen by the

eleven, and by hundreds still living at the date of the letters; that he

now sits at the right hand of God to make intercession for us, having sent

the Holy Spirit and his miraculous gifts; that he will come again to judge

the world; and that meanwhile wc are redeemed and sanctified in him.

The great facts of his life, the great central truths common to the creeds,

are here. The Christ of these letters is as complete, the story as fully

developed, as what we find in the four Gospels themselves. Could such a

ripe and rounded legend, so well knit and firraly built, grow up in the

course of twenty-four years? Every literary student k;iows that legends

require fifty to a hundred years to take form; but here, twenty-four years

after the events, the story is complete, and embodied in an intercon-

tinental correspondence. Nor is the story being broached for the first time.

It is not just emerging. Not only has it been proclaimed at Jerusalem, but

missionarico have already gone furth to the foreign mission field with it.
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as far relatively as Chiua is from us to-day; and these are letters from

one of the pioneers to his little mission communities. Christianity has

already been preached to multitudes and welcomed by numbers in the

great cities all round the Mediterranean, and here are letters to the con-

verts over the sea hundreds of miles away. They take us much farther back

even than that. The writer himself had been a Christian about twenty

out cf these tv^•enty-four years; had been in Jerusalem shortly after the

crucifixion; as a persecutor, had known v\iiat could be said against the

new cult and its Founder; and had associated with the apostles and per-

sonal companions of Jesus, both at Jerusalem and at Damascus. He knew
what had been the current story of Christ, both among foes and friends,

within four years of the events. There was no dreamy interval, during

which poetic longings could expand and crystallize into legends, and finally

w^rap their hero in a nimbus of wonder-working and divinity. He was on
the spot about the time; met the actors in the tragedy on both sides; was
first an enemy, then convinced of his error; had since, as appears in these

letters, been thrice beaten, thrice shipwrecked, once stoned, five times had
received forty stripes save one—all, and much more, for the sake of the

subject of the story. And here are his very letters, free, frank, and fresh,

as if hot from his hand yesterday, the ardent outpourings of his heart,

never meant to be scanned by alien eyes: and they contain ;;11 the Chris-

tianity we hold dear. Where, then, are you going to get in your slow-

growing legends? It will not do to dismiss this testimony because the

writer is Paul, and his letters are in the canon. We are entitled to take

them as ordinary human witnesses, so far as they are genuine. I am not,

for the nonce, assuming that what they teach is true. I am not here build-

ing an argument on their worth as theologj-, but on the merely historical

evidence they contain as to the state of development which contemporary
Christianity had reached. I am using them simply because they are uni-

versally allowed to have been written by this man, and because they serve

to show one thing, the single purpose of this paper—that fully developed

Christianity was, at any rate, currently believed and preached during the

first twenty years of its career. The author of Robert Elsmere called this

man 'the fallible man of genius, so weak logically [!!], so strong in poetry,

in rhetoric, in moral passion.' Ah! was it all poetry and rhetoric? The
knout with which he was scourged and his shipwrecks and stonings

would, you would think, have taken the poetry out of him. His back is all

scarred with the marks of sufferings willingly endured for very love to

his message and his Master; and yet elegant writers and dainty theorists

come forward to tell us that it was all poetry and rhetoric! Whose is the

poetry, I wonder—Paul's or their own? P^enan thinks Paul may have
preached the resurrection, knowing it to have been a fraud. Strange man
Paul! Strange people in these ancient days, glad to trudge far, and suffer

the lash and the loss of all things, and ready to be killed, all for the love
of a fraud! Do not befool us. Let us get these old letters back again,

yellow with eighteen hundred and forty years, blotted with the writer's

tears, yet lit up with One Name and one deathless faith and hope. And as
I read them once more, my heart, struck dumb by the challenge of the
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critic, rushes out to join the writer as he exclaims: 'Thanks be unto God.

which giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.'" Referring

to the present epidemic of skepticism, the author says: "In estimating the

significance of present-day unbelief, we have to recall the fact that the

same infection visited Britain during the latter part of the seventeenth,

and again of the eighteenth century. May it not be a recurrent epidemic?

A century ago Voltaire, Rousseau, and the French eucyclopa?dists killed the

Christian religion. Voltaire pronounced it dead. But the room where he

penned its obituary afterward became a Bible Depot. How many lives this

faith of Jesus has shown that it posses.ses! Its power of resurrection, its

power to outlive perversions and criticism, is surely a sign that in it lies

the Truth eternal. Just wlien our modern prophets are declaring that

the old faith is losing its hold, it i.s commanding more of the general in-

telligence of the world, and displaying more activity all round our globe,

than it has done in any century of the past. 'The lesson of life,' says

Emerson, 'is to hclicvc tchat the years and the centuries say against the

hours.'
"

Porin!' \fi:h Pciar lo f^ircnuthcn Oic Soul. Corapilcd and Edited hy J.vmes Mcdge, author of

The I'.i'.^t of P.n.>wiiiii<;, etc. Crown Svn, pp. 295. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincin-

nati: Jcnnin-s & C;iaha:n. Price, cloth, SI. 50.

\Vi; notice this book on it.s merits; in our judgment its merits are

noticeable; the reading public thinks so, too, for it is calling for another

edition, which is unusual for a boolc of poetry. The rapid sale for Dr.

kludge's book can be accounted for only on its attractiveness and intrinsic

value, because of his wide familiarity with poetic literature and his

discriminating good sense in selecting. The selections are arranged in

twenty-five divisions, each under a special topic, and all practical. They

have been chosen as the somewhat cumbersome, but accurately descriptive

title indicates, because of their inspiring quality, their pov.cr to

strengthen the soul, to promote high personal character, to stimulate

nobler living, to hearten men, toughen the moral fiber for endurance and

achievement. A wise and noble scholar has said: "To appeal to the

higher side of human nature and to strengthen it; to come to its rescue

when it is overborne by worldliness and mateiial interests; to support it

by great truths set forth in their most attractive and impressive form

—

this is the only worthy aim, tlie adequate end of all poetic endeavor."

We quote those words from Professor Shairp for the purpose of saying

that the poetry in Dr. Mudge's book is of that description and servers such

uses. If there is any nook or corner of inspired and inspiring poetic

literature which this omnivorous reader has not explored for his selections,

the omission cannot be detected in this book. And his customary

prodigious industry has bestowed vast labor in bringing in and arranging

aptly the rich sheaves for tliis garner of golden grain. "We do !iot attempt

to represent upon oui- pages by samples the value of this book, but we
crave the compiler's indul:-Hiii'e for quoting here one poem entitled

"Religion and Doctiine" whidi carries added dignity and weight by reason

of the fact that it is fiom the bruin of the wisest and greatest of modern

diplomatists, John I lay:
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He stood Ix'foro the Sanliodrira :

The scowlinq; rabbis f;azed at him.

He recked not of their praise or blame;

'There was uo fear, there was no shame.

For one upon whose dazzled eyes

The whole world poured its vast surprise.

Tlie open heaven was far too near,

His first day's light too sweet and clear, %

To let him waste his new-gained keu

On the hate-clouded face of men.

But still they ciueslioned, T\'ho*art thou?

\Vhat hast thou been? What art thou now?
Thou art not he who yesterday

Sat here and begged beside the way,

For he was blind.

"And I am he;

For I Kas hJiiid, hut now I sec.''

He told the story o'er and o'er;

It was his full heart's only lore
;

A prophet on the Sabbath day

Had touched his sightless ej-es with clay,

And made him soe who had been blind.

Their words passed by him like the wind
TMiich raves and howls, but cannot shock

. The hundred-fathoin-rooted rock.

Their threats and fury all went wide;

They could not touch his Hebrew pride.

Their sneers at Jesus and his band.

Nameless and homeless in the land,

Their boasts of Moses and his Lord,

All could not change him bj' one word.

"J l-now not irhat this man may he,

Sinner or saint ; but as for mc
One thing I ]:noic: that I am he

Who once teas 'blinil, and now J see."

They were all doctors of renown,

The great men of a famous town,

With deep brows, wrinkled, broad, and wise

Beneath their wide phylacteries
;

The wisdom of the East was theirs,

And honor crowned their silvery hairs.

The ]nau they jeered, and laughed to scorn

Was unlearned, pooi\ and humbly born
;

But he knew better far than thi\v

What came to him tliat Sabbalh day:

And what the Christ had done fur him
He kni^w, and not the Sanhedrim.

For a niinipter's use and for the home table wc can remember no better

volume of poetical selections.
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My Life. By Josiah Flyst, Author of Tramping With Tramps, etc. Introduction by Arthur
Symons. Crown Svo, pp. 3C5. New York: The Outii.;; Company. Price, cloth,S2, net.

A DEPLORAiu.E boolv aboiit a disgraceful r.crnnp, a vagabond and crimi-

nal, a very '^black sheep" from a very \\\nw lionie. Cui bono? What
good is there in printing the story of a wantonly v.-ild and wicked
dime-novel sort of career, utterly unprincipled, hideously selfish, self-

debased, mean and nasty, vicious and verminous? The very writing of

it seems a final piece of yupudence, an egotistic dare-devil's last insult to

the world of decency and honesty. The publication of it after his death
can be explained only by a desire on the part of survivors to make
money out of a sensational story. That the reputable family, which had
to bear the humiliation of his belonging to it, should favor or consent to

publication of the history of so base and profligate a life is unthinkable:
and they were entitled to be spared this mortification. In his book the

contemptible rascal boldly lays the blame of his evil ways on the spotless

home that bore him, and that would have sacrificed to the bone to mal:e a
man of him. And he and his collaborators in this Life picture him as a
sort of mismanaged hero, and throw a romantic glamour over his career.

He writes with some bravado. lie is cynical toward the good. A vengeful
egotism is visible in his book. Deluded by the devil to the end, he
boastfully asserts that he got more out of life by waywardness and
wickedness than if he had followed the worthy family habits and example.
In the kingdom of religion, intelligence, refinement, and culture, he was
born to the purple, but he despised his birthright. He prefored husks
and swine to his father's house in which dwelt honor and purity and
comfort. Born into a good home in a college community, he preferred
the society of the ignorant, the abandoned, the outcast, and the out-

law. He preferred criminals to Christians. He found the profane, the

drunken, and the lewd more to his liking than decent folk, and he ate of

their stolen wayside food and made his dirty bed with them. He decided

to grovel on all fours in the mire rather than walk erect like a man, as

heredity and environment and education had ordained for him. All this

is literal truth given brazenly by himself in his own book. He himself
tells us that in years when his mother, left a widow with small means,
had to be bread-winner for her fatherless five children, he tormented her

with what he calls his "unceasing cus^edness" and "devilishness." He
tells us that very early and through many years he was a practiced liar

and habitual thief. He preferred to subsist by be.gging-and stealing than
by honest labor. If he had gone to the frontier to practice his arts, he
would have been shot like a sl^uuk before ho was twenty, and the verdict

would have been, "Commitfcd suicide by stealing horses unwisely in the

wrong place." In his youth he made a business of stealing horses in New
York State, running them over into Pennsylvania and selling them.
Naturally, oflTicers of the law soon got him into jail. This was his first real

imprisonment, but not his last. Having apprenticed himself to the devil

very early, ho did his taskmaster's bidding lifelong, and the wages of sin
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were paid him in full quite promptly when drink, debauchery, and dis-

ease made an end of his insurgent and ignominious career at the age of

thirty-seven. His intimates tell us in his Life that during his last three

years he was hardly ever sober, and at last he shut himself up alone in

his lodgings, Symons says, "as a sick animal goes off into a lonely corner

of the woods to di.e." "Dead drunk," or the same words reversed, might

have been his epitaph. In the village of his boyhood manj^ a mother,

seeing him pass, said, with a shudder for her own children, "There goes

that awful Flynt boy." Inveterate tobacco-smoking, begun surrepti-

tiously in early childhood, stunted growth so that he was always a

dwarfish little runt, about five feet three. In trarapdom he was known
by his cronies as "Cigarette," because seldom seen without one in his

mouth or fingers. What he calls "Hoboland—Gay-Cat Country—the Road"
was his chosen territory for years. Along its many routes East and West,

in America, Europe and Asia, he was a professional beggar, liar, thief,

and other contem.ptible things. Few men alive knew so much of that

lawless and licentious realm. He became a seasoned and hardened hobo,

and says that in any gathering of tramps he "could have secured the

respect due to a blowed-iu-the-glass wanderer." In his early thirties he

discovered that his experimental knowledge of the underworld had a

market value. The experiences of a tramp vividly told and sensationally

touched up would sell. So, for some articles in magazines and for two
volumes entitled Tramping With Tramps and The World of Graft, he

furnished the "stuff" which more practiced writers helped to put in

shape for print. He was even resorted to by some sociologists and
economists as one possessed of actual data, himself a denizen of the under-

world, fresh from wallowing in its lowest depths, able to tell its story anQ
to describe and classify its motley personnel, knowing all the tricks of its

predatory trade, and having by heredity the mentality to report it. Thus
he broke into the world of literature with his specialty as a tramp, and into

the world of science as a "criminologist." In Russia he went to see

Tolstoy, and in London he became intimate with Arthur Sym.ons, who
also had vagabondish, bibulous inclinations. Returning to America, he

did what he could to disprove the saying that there is honor among
thieves by going back on his old pals, the tramps, in hiring himself to

several railroads to help hunt down and drive off the gangs of hobos who
were plundering the roads and the regions along the various lines. The
railroads employed him on the principle, "Set a thief to catch a thief."

One of his detective jobs was on the Lake Shore Road. A large organized

gang of tramps called the "Lake Shore Push" worried and robbed that

railroad for twenty years. They operated as ride-stealers, box-car robbers,

and hold-up men or footpads. When they wanted a barbecue they would
board a cattle train and throw off a cow or a steer. They plundered nearly

every freight train that went over the road. They stole the company's
coal to cook with and warm themselves by. Thoy made themselves a

criminal nuisance generally, and engineers, firemen, conductors, and
brakemcn were afraid of them. They were suspected of putting obstruc-

tions on the track to v.rock passenger trains, that they might rob the

11
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dcad and wounded. According to Josiah Flynt, this thieving and

murderous Lake Shore gang "consisted of the following types: the

desperate laboring (?j man who is ready to grapple your throat and

choke you to get a dollar or two out of your pockets; the hold-up man
you hear so much about in the Middle "West; the discouraged criminal

who has failed elsewhere, but thinks he may, with the help of the gang,

practice successful crime on the railroad; tlie hard-up man who is led into

it by experienced conspirators; the boy of eighteen who has made some
miserable mistake at home, dene something disgraceful, and had to get

away from that home, and who has fallen into the company of evil men;
and the woman of the street who has her own reasons for going with a

gang of tramps." Flynt was employed by the railroads to help them get

rid of this dangerous riffraff. He knew how to get full information, but

whether he was of much real use in ridding the roads of the costly

nuisance seems doubtful. Concerning what was known as the Pullman strike

in Chicago this tramp and tramp-hunter, who was neither laboring man nor

era]doyer, says: "It was stalled, perhaps, v>ith certain rightful labor in-

terests in view; but it was as cruel a strike as this coujitry has knov;n.

On the ]:)art of both employers and employees it was mean. The wonder

is there was not more bloodshed. :Men who undertake what the strikers

against the Pullman Company attempted are certainly inviting trouble in

its worst form. They asked the sympathy of the ])ublic, and were turned

over to the mercies of the United States government's troops. President

Cleveland had ordered General Miles and his regulars to Chicago. Miles

had no choice but to obey. lie arrived quickly, but there was no shooting.

It is a fair question whether there ought not to have been some shooting.

At times in this country labor is so arrogant that it must be shot at. If

It thinks trades-unionism will save it from this, it is much deceived.

When that strike ended, millions of dollars had been lost and nobody was

any better off." Here and there in Josiah Flynt's Life he expresses the

hope that others will be wiser than to take the evil course he took. On
one page he acknowledges that "Retrospect can bring with it some of the

most mournful hours the mind has to wallow in." "Wallow" is a suitable

word for him to use concerning his retrospect, for wallowing was the

main business of his years. But from fir^-.t to last he does not seem to

blame himself for his wild career. At times he poses as a mishandled

boy, driven to deviltry by moral and religious restraints. An old claim of

misdoers, utterly false, senseless, and hypocritical. In the last twenty-five

pages of this book two men and one woman named Alfred Hodder,

Banister IVIerwin, and Emily Burlnink off'.T "An Appreciation," "An Im-

pression," and "A Final Woril." giving a few particulars about their

friend the iramj), mainly, it would stem, wilh intent to palliate his sordid,

grimy, and vicious history. In tliis direction the woman goes so far as to

declare, with a maudlin feminine sentimentality often manifested toward

the vicious and the criminal, that "the man's spirit remained childlike and

pure in spite of the fact that he dragged his poor body thiough the

mire of life"! Deliberately, persistently, incorrigibly vicious in life,

dls.solute and drunken to the end, yet pure and childlike in spirit! O,
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horrors! What driveling moral imbecility! The most mysterious and
bewildering thing to us in this book is the presence of the family pictures,

his father, his dignified old grandmother at her spinning wheel, the sweet
and altogether lovely faco of his ill-used mother, and the picture of his

famous maternal aunt—the one woman whose figure stands immortalized
in marble under the doruo of the Capitol in Washington. "What did they

ever do to deserve being exhibited in such company, or to serve as

decorations for the story of an unworthy and shameful life?

Willmm Morris. By Alfred Noyes. 12ino, pp. 150. New York: The Jracmillan Company.
Price, cloth, 75 cents, net.

Fraxkly, we sought this book for reading and for notice as much
"because of Alfred Noyes as because of William Morris, expecting to find

one of the most gifted of to-day's young authors at his best in writing
C071 arnorc, as we knew he would, of a dead-and-gone brother poet, not
uncongenial to, howbeit very different from, himself. The lure of such a
book w-as like an invitation to wander through a garden rich with
flowers, delicate and gorgeous, hand in hand with one whose nature is

like a rose in bloom, and whose voice at times is as the song of birds.

With such a subject and such a writer a book might easily be a richlier

woven v^•eb than Morris's own tapestries. As pow^erful as it was peculiar

is the personality of William Morris, whose manner and appearance are
pictured for us: an impetuous, idealistic, fiery being, who walked as if the

whole world belonged to him, and carried the head of a Viking on his

burly, blue-clad, seamanly, middle-sized figure; a broad brow under its

clustei-ing mass of upstanding and outstanding hair, a Chaucerian face

with its demure smile, and a suggestion of the healthy redness of apples
in the cheeks; and in the eyes at times an irrational restlessness, con-

trasting with Tennyson's calm, steady, sound, and rational look. When
thoroughly interested Morris would lean forward intently with eyes
gleaming, a vivid blue, out of his ruddy face. Usually his eyes seemed
passive and unobservant, though really seeing everything. Of this

peculiarity Burne-Joues wrote: "When ;Morris was young he was very
handsome, yet with eyes most inexpressive. They said nothing to you
and seemed not to look at you, but had swiftly taken in everything w^hile

you were wondering when they would open and begin to look. Jleeting
you, he would know everything you had on and all your expressions,
without being seen to look." In a blue serge suit and a slouch hat, his
usual dress, he looked <a bit sailorlike, and a story goes that once on a
London street he was accosted by a sailor who said, "Beg pardon, sir,

but were you ever captain of the Sea-Swallow?" Along with other
childlike traits be had a child's capacity for getting dirty, and when he
was at work appearances went to the winds. He also had the paroxysmal
temper of some children, a nervous excitability due to a neurotic ancestral
strain, lie was once seen striding up and down the platform of a railway
station, all alone, in a towering rage about something, face screwed up
and working ferociously, hands clinching and unclinching, growling to
himself, liko a savage dog. His supersensitive organization and nerve-
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excitabilitj' gave great intensity to his life, and wore him out prematurely.

His home in the country on the upper Thames was dear to him for twenty-

five years. Of it he wrote: "It has come to bo to me the type of all the

pleasant places of the earth, and of the homes of harmless, simple people

not overburdened with the intricacies of life; and o-s others love ilie race

of vian throi/fjh their lovers or their children, so I love the earth through

that synall space of it.'" Of that home, named Kelmscott I\Ianor, here is

his own picture: "We saw before us a bank of elm trees, which told us of

a house amidst them, though I looked in vain for the gray walls that I

expected to see there. As we went the folk on the bank talked indeed,

mingling their kind voices with the cuckoo's song, the sweet, strong

v.histle of the blacl<birds, and the ceaseless note of the corncrake as he

crept through the long grass of the mowing field, whence came waves of

fragi-ance from the fiowering clover amidst the ripe grass. In a few
minutes we had . . . beached our craft, . . . and, mounting on

the cart-road that ran along the river some feet above the watei% I looked

round about me. The river came down through a wide meadow on my
left, which was gray now with the ripened seeding grasses; the gleaming
water was lost presently by a turn of the bank. . . . Almost without

my v.-ill my feet moved on along the rond they knew, . . . and again,

almost without my will, my hand raised the latch of the door in the wall,

and we stood. . . . The garden between the wall and the house was
redolent of the .June flowers, and the roses were rolling over one another

with that delicious superabundance of small well-tended gardens which at

first sight tal^es away all thought froui the beholder save that of beauty.

The blackbirds Avere singing their loudest, the doves were cooing on the

roof-ridge, the rooks in the high elm trees beyond were garrulous among
the young leaves, and the swifts wheeled whining about the gables. And
the house itself was a fit guardian for all the beauty of this heart of

sumiuer." Alfred Noyes's enthusiasm carries him into excessive eulogy

at times. For example, when speaking of the richness of IMorris's

writings, he refers to the richno;\=^ of Shakespeare and of Keats, and

quotes from a recent critic the following comparison: "In the quality of

richness Shakespeare stood quite alone till the publication of Keats's

Endymion. When we think of Shakespeare it is his richness more than

even his higher qualities that wo think of first. In reading him, we feel

at every turn that we have come upon a mind as rich as Marlowe's

Moor, who
\S'ithout control can iiick his riches up,

And in Lis Louse lu'ap prarl.s, like pebble-stones.

. . . His riches burden him. And no wonder: it is stiff flying with the

ruby hills of Badakhstan on your back. Xeverthelcss, so strong are the

wings of his imagination, so lordly is his intellect, that he cnn carry

them all; he could carry, it would seem, every gem in Golconda, every gem
in every planet from here to Neptune, and yet win his goal. Now, in the

matter of richness this is the great difference between liim and Keats,

the wiiigs of who;Te imagination, aerial at starting, and only iridescent
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like the sails of a dragon fly, seem to change as he goes—become over-

charged with beauty, in fact
—'a-bloom with splendid dyes, as are the

tiger-moth's deep damasked wings.' Or, rather, it may be said that he

seems to start sometimes with Shakespeare's own eagle pinions, which,

as he mounts, catch and retain color after color from the earth below, till,

heavy with beauty as the drooping wings of a golden pheasant, they fly

low and level at last over the earth they cannot leave for its loveliness,

not even for the holiness of the skies." And then Noyes says that

Morris "carries all his riches with as great ease as Shakespeare, and

flies low and level, not because he is weighted down with beauty, but for

sheer love of the clinging loveliness of the earth"; and that he surpasses

Keats because "he infallibly wins his goal." Speaking of Morris's tale of

"Cupid and Psyche," he says that the riches that are heaped up in it

"seem almost too great for any wings to carry. There is no poem in any

language so full of material, earthly loveliness. Riches are heaped on

riches in a way that would inevitably cloy if they were given lis by any

other method than that of ?*Iorris." This seems very extravagant praise.

William Morris believed that his poem, Sigurd the Volsung, was his

highest poetical achievement. We quote from Alfred Noyes's estimate of

it, ending with Morris's description of King Volsung's last battle with

the Goths, resulting in his death at their hands: "It certainly is the most

baffling poem of the last century. There are moments of enthusiasm

when, with a sort of v>-ild personal hope for our own age, we are inclined

to say this poem is a far greater epic than Paradise Lost, that it ranks

with the Odyssey, and that it is even more gloriously sustained in its

level sublimity of flight. There are no passages of bathos as in Milton,

no droppings into the ludicrous like that description of the cannonading

angels begrimed with gunpowder. We have simply one of the greatest

epic stories of .the world told iu a magnificent chant which sweeps over

and through the whole universe. It is not an archaic story as Morris tells

it, for it deals with elemental things and t!ie 'mightier movement' sound-

ing and passing, winds and stars and rivers, life and death. And then

we begin to wonder how far its glory is derivative, how much Morris

could have done without the old saga; and yet again, whether such debts

as ho does owe really matter in the long run; whether INIilton's debt to

the Old Testament were not as great; whether even Homer's debts were
not as great; and whether IMorris is perhaps the great blind man who
has touched this epic into life for all time. Certainly we may say, even

of his debts, he owed little to anything in his own language; and what
was given to him he has made fruitful and increased, pouring his own
life into the northern thoughts about man and God. They gave him an

outlet in poetry, a release for all that was burning within him with regard

to the social evils of his time. Yet he was far too great an artist to

Intrude any foreign element into the stories themselves. He was no longer

the 'idle singer of an empty day'; but the message of his work to his own
time lay in his passionate joy in the clean clear splendor of the high heroic

atmosphere, where he was now standing like a giant on a mountain,
waving the torch of a great pine tree, as if beaconing modern men to see
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how all men might live free lives when their only oppressors were Fate

and Death. Fate and Death still beleasiiered his mind, but with a grander

and sublimer gloom of battle, wherein he could rejoice like a warrior

facing odds so mighty that defeat itself became magnificent. It was well

indeed for the modern commercial world to have a poet who could show

it on an epic scale the courage of our northern ancestors against fate, the

silent endurance of their heroes in sorrow and death and passion, their

belief in a supernatural world, their fateful love, their deep humanity, the

justice and honor of it all. What glorious suggestions of all this there are

in that wonderful battle-picture of the death of King Volsung and his

little host, when, trusting to the v/ord of a traitor, and disdaining to take

any precautions oi- to heed any warning that would sully their own faith,

they had been led into a trap and surrounded by thousands! And when

they came to the top of a certain grassy bent they saw the land all around

them as thick with shield and spear as a fruitful land with the ears of

corn ready for harvest. And King Yolsung laughed and said, 'The Gk)th

king does well to meet his guests by the way.'

And there stood the hijjh King Ycl^unp: in the very front of Y\-ar;

And lovelier was his visage than cvir heretofore,

As he rent apart the peace-st rings that his brand of battle bound

And the bright blade gleamed to the heavens, and he cast the sheath to the

ground.

Then up the stoop carae the Goth-folk, and the spear-wood drew anigh,

And earth's face shook beneath them, yet cried they never a cry

;

And the Yolsung.s stood all silent, although forsooth at whiles

O'er the facrs grown earth-weary would play the flickering smiles,

And swords would clink and rattle: not long had they to bide.

For soon that flood of murder flowed round the hillock-side;

Then at last "the edges mingled, and if men forbore the shout,

Yet the din of steel and iron in the gray clouds rang about

;

But how to tell of Kinjr Yolsung, and the valor of his folk !

Three times the wood of battle before their edges broke

;

And the shield-wall, sorely dwindled and reft of the ruddy gold.

Against the drift of the war-blast for the fourth time yet did hold.

But men's shields were waxen heavy willi the weight of shafts they bore,

And the fifth time many a champion cast earthward Odin's door

And gripped the sword two-handed; and in sheaves the spears came on.

And at last the host of the Goth-folk within the shield-wall won,

And wild was the v>ork within ii, and oft and o'er again

Forth brake the sous of Yolsung, and dravc the foe in vain :

For the driven throng still thickencil, till it might not give aback.

But fast abode King Yolsung amid the shifting wrack
In the place where once was the forefront ; for ho said : '.My feet are old,

And if I wend on further there is natight more to behold

Tiian this that T see about me.'—Whiles drew his foes away
And stared across the lorpsos tliat before his sword-edge lay.

B'it naught he followed afti-r: then needs must they in front

I'lirust ou by the thiclc<iiincj spcar-lhroni: coirio uv to l.i-ar the brunt,

'J'ill all his limbs were weary and his body rent and torn :
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Tlifn lie criod : 'Lo now. Allfathur, is not the swathe well shorn?

Wouldst thou have me toll forever, nor win the wi.ii'es due?"

And thus died Sigurd, king of the Yolsung.s." Alfred Noyes says that both

Morris's Socialism and his art were inspired by sincere feeling, and a

passionate desire to set forth the highest ideals for men and to have those

ideals put in practice in human life. In this respect his work was entirely

different from that of the perverse and paradoxical aesthetes who followed

and imitated him. It is this noble wistfulness that lifts his poetry to its

high level. His work is filled with the light of Eternity. His Socialism

and his art arc united in one prayer as are the cries
—"Thy will be done

on earth," and "Give us this day our daily bread." Poetry, to Morris, had
no other purpose than to suffu&e common things with the light that never

was on land or sea. In matters of the unseen world he was content to

be as a little child. His art was religious, and its spirit is figured by his

exquisite tapestry of the three kings kneeling before the Christ-child

with their gifts of gold and frankincense and myiTh. In one ix)em

—

"Love Is Enough"—he attempts to bring from behind the veil a gospel

of what his soul had seen and heard. In it Love comes before the curtain

first as a maker of images, then as a maker of pictured cloths, then with
a cup of bitter drink and his hands bloody, then as a pilgrim, and lastly

with a crown and palm-branch. "Have faith and suffer," cries Love,

"and all ye the many mansions of my house shall see." "Fear not," is

Morris's last word; for the day will come "that swalloweth up the sea,"

and the ransomed of Love shall return to dwell in that house of many
mansions. From above, Love is calling down to the sufferers ou earth:

And if, the while ye toiled and sorrovred most,

The sound of your lamenting seemed all lost.

And from my land no answer came again.

It was because of that your care and pain

A house was building, and your bitter sighs

Came hither as toil-helping melodies.

And in the mortar of our gem-bnilt wall

Your tears were mingled mid the ri.^e and fall

Of golden trowels tinkling in the hands
Of the builders.

And William Morris in this poem, "Love Is Enough," sounds the same
cry as prophets and apostles:

Love is enough : ho ye who seek saving,

Go no further; come hither; there have been who have found it

And these know the House of Fulfillment of Craviug;
These know the <_^up with tlu' ros.-s amund it ;

These know the World's ^N'oinid and tl;.' balm that hath l.oand it:

x\ud these criod our, "Love, li'ad us iiouie I"

And then the poet bids the weary and earth-worn listen to Love's call oi

comi)assiou:
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Come cling round alnnit lue, yo faiiliful ^vllO Fiokon

Of the weary nnivst and the world's passing fashion!

As the rain in midniornin? your troubles shall tiiicken,

But surely within you some Godhead doth quicken,

As yo cry to me heedinjr, and leading you homo.

In closing his notice of the poern, "Love Is Enough," Alfred Xoyes says:

"What is all this but the gold and frankincense and myrrh of his three

kings? In every line that Morris wrote he was helping on earth to build

that distant continuing city whose first foundation was jasper, the second

sapphire, the third a chalcedony, the fourth an emerald. His abiding city-

was not and never could be here. His work is suffused with the eteru?.]

light of that vision of an ultimately reconciled and ransomed world to

which Shelley attained and Keats ^Yas climbing when he murmured,
'Beauty is truth, truth beauty!'—the vision shadowed forth in sign and
symbol by all the prophets of all the ages; the unconquerable and
inviolable hope of mankind, that the desert and solitary place shall at

last break into singing, and the wilderness blossom as the rose, and
sorrow and sighing flee away."





METHODIST REVIEW

SEP*TE]MrBET^, 1909

Aet. I.—the culture of pjgiiteousxess^

Thk subject upon which I am to speak is either one of the

dullest or one of the most interesting in all the world. That

depends upon the point of view of the listener and upon the

speaker's o^Tn interest in what he has to sav, for, as evervhody

knows, the talk about morals which may be designated as moraliz-

ing is prosaic and platitudinous to the last degi-eo. This fact of

common k-nowledge sometimes obscures our appreciation of another

fact, namely, that there is no set of questions about which men

to-day speak with greater warmth than questions of right and

wrong. In the social circle, at the club, in our public journals,

to say nothing of courts of justice and schools and churches, the

thoughts and emotions of men are most deeply stirred when dis-

cussion readies some vital question of wrong and righteousness.

There is strong meat in questions such as these. They are daily

food for men and women of force and character and influence.

Au ancient writer told of the blessedness of the man whose delight

is in the law of the Lord, and added that "in his law doth he

meditate day and night." A fine picture is this of the man who

draws his streng-th from familiar converse with high and moral

themes, "^ly son," another wise man said, "if thou . . .

incline thiiie ear unto wisdom . . . then slialt thou urider-

stand the foar of the Lord, . . . then shalt thou understand

> An address delivered at Vanderbilt University, June 15, 1909. by Dr. Elim-r ElLsworth

Brown, United States Commissioner of Education.
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righteousness, and judgment, and equity." So, even at the risk

of missing my aim and being phititudinous and moralizing, after

all, I purpose speaking directly to the subject of morals to-night,

to this most inviting subject of private and public righteousness.

The theme is peculiarly inviting Avhcu one is face to face v/ith a

class of university students, for tlie finest personal gains from a

university course are found in the heightening of one's ability to

deal with the highest questions of all, which in large measure

must always be questions of the ethical realm; and a university

graduate, always a public beneficiary and, therefore, a debtor to

his community and state and nation, is expected to render public

service in the furthorarx-o of ]uiblic morality. The very bigness

of the theme, however, renders it obviously impossible to discuss

it in this hour in any systematic or comprehensive way. I am
sure you would be appalled and wearied from the beginning if

the speaker wei-e to att('m])t such a task. lie is the more free,

accordingly, to exercise a certain caprice. He may select a few

topics here and there, merely because he would like to say some-

thing about them, and when he is through with these he may make

an end. With all deference, then, to those heroic listeners who

would prefer a discussion some hours in length, with logical heads

and subheads and a rhetorical beginning and end, I beg you to let

me follow this simpler and less exacting way.

In the first place, then, let us think of the moral life as a

process of growing better. In this view we may, in fact, be not

far away from the essential character of all true morality. A tree

that does not grow does not live, and a stationary goodness is

hardly a possibility. We may go a step further, and say that

no man can be good except by being better than he l-^ by nature.

But this putting of the case amounts to pretty much the same

thing as the other, for any sort of excelleuce once achieved soon

becomes habit and second nature, and the only way one can then

continue to be good is to go on outgrowing the virtue which he

has already accomplished. Amojig the most hopeless characters

in human society is a good man who doc^ not change, whose

virtues arc wrought out to a finish, like the features of a marble

vstatue; a man who nevermore will strive and sweat and resist
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temptation even unto blood. Wo may say the same of com-

munities. A highly moral and irreproachable society may be,

after all, immoral in its stationary complacency. There is better

hope for geimine righteousness in a changing order which is striv-

ing after improvement. It ma}' run gi-eat risk of moral loss for

the sake of the greater moral gain. There is hope for such a com-

munity in that its virtues are not to be kept under glass, but,

rather, to be worked out, and lived through, and then di.-carded

for something better. Then there are two sides of morality vrhich

we should consider: the side of wisdom and the side of companion-

ship. One half of genuine morality is ideas. This fact is not to

be forgotten, particularly when we are under the stress of intense

convictions or of emotional appeals from without. One good half

of all morality is wisdom, and therefore it is the duty of every

man to be wise. I have just been reading over again the Imperird

Rescript on education which is the basis of moral instruction in

the schools of Japan, and I am struck by the fact that among the

standards of virtue which it sets up, along with the exhortntion

to "be filial to your parents, affectionate to your brothers and

sisters," and ''bear yourselves in modesty and moderation," is

this further exhortation: to "pursue learning and cultivate arts,

and thereby develop intellectual faculties and perfect moral

powers." In many ways our American standards are different,

and must be different, from those of the Japanese, but we need

no less than they to inculcate as a moral duty the obligation to

follow after knowledge. Our righteousness will be a low and

unstable value, it will fail us in our time of need, uidess it be

grounded in our most coherent thought as well as in our impulses

and our sentiments. There are two ways in which the strain

comes at its worst in our moral life. One is the sudden and unex-

pected test, the perplexity or temptation which arises without

warning and must be met on the instant. The other is the long-

continued stress of untoward circumstance which wearies out tlio

patience and brings an emotional tension to its highest pitch. In

both of these cases the steadying power of thought is most sorely

needed. In both of them our thinking in the time of need must

be largely determined by the thinking we may have done before
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the need arose. TVe eannot school ourselves to right thinking in

the ^ ery hour of emergency ; the schooling must have gone before.

The einergency is the test, the final examination, that tries its

quality. From this point of view the deliberate training of our

schools and colleges comes to a higher dignity. It is all the time

preparing for some far-off emergency; and for the exercise of

judgment in some crisis when passion claims absolute control.

I have had other occasion to make note of the close connec-

tion between the judicial spirit and the scientific sj^irit. To

cultivate the scientific spirit in the schools is to prepare for the

exercise of the judicial spirit in the affairs of life. In both we

have an example of the value of impersonality. There is an

aspect of human life in which we inust shake ourselves free from

personal considerations and look upon things objectively and im-

partially. We shall never get tlic highest good out of personality

until we have given fair play to this impersonality. The judge

on the bench and the scientist in the laboratory are not to be

swerved by immediate personal preferences. They are seeking

the truth which shall stand the test of all time and circumstance,

and which shall, therefore, serve the personal needs of the world

and not the personal whims of the passing hour. So our educa-

tion, which shakes us free for the time from a thousand little

desires, partialities, and preferences, from prejudice and partisan-

ship, is building up within us that judicial spirit for which we

shall find sore need wlien we nir-et the instant issues of life. But

if such wisdom makes one half of our moral life, it is personality

that makes the other half, the warmer and more exhilarating

half. It is a part of man's duty to be wise ; it is also a part of his

duty to be companiona])le. One of the brightest of our bright

men has said, '"Be good and you will be lonesome." It would uQt

be so bright, but rather more true, to say, '"'If you don't get over

being lonesome, yr.u can't be more than half gijod." Our ideal of

public and private virtue is not the ideal of the isolated moralist

^vho would simply instruct his fellows and make of the com-

munity his personally directed kindergarten. It is, rather, the

ideal nf the man who joins warm hands with his fellov,- men to go

forward with them in a com^non cause. It is not etisy at this
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point to saj exactly tlio right thing and neither more nor less.

How shall a man keep step with his fellows and yet lead thcni to

better things? How shall he lead them unless he be a part of

their life, a partisan with them, a sectarian with them, a partner

of their loves and hates, whose aspirations are their o\vn ( It

seems an insoluble problem, and jet it is the problem that the

moral leaders of our race have solved. Macaulav said of Peter

the Great that he civilized his people and was himself a barbarian.

A moral leader of to-day will lead his people without leaving his

place in their ranks. There are some who will tell you that you

cannot lead others in the way of improvement if you are too much
better than they, that you must have some of their vices if you

would lead them into virtue. And this doctriiie easily runs to

the extreme iu which the Mould-be leader cannot be distinguished

by any loftiness of his ideals from those v.diom he would lead,

and it is but a step beyond where the leader falls below the level

of his followers and becomes, indeed, a hindrance to their prog-

ress. It is hard enough to decide in any particular case, and it

is the i^articular cases that count. I do not think that any man
ever finds it iieccssary to be less moral in order that he may help

his fellow men to be more moral ; but the trutli that there is in

this compromising view is the truth that his companionship makes

up a large part of a man's moral life. Under ordinary social

conditions an austere separatist not only forfeits the greater part

of his influence through his separatism ; he forfeits thereby a great

part of his own moral life, not only in the lower moralities but in

the higher moralities as well. The company that a niaii keeps is

and must always be a great part of himself.

What I have said thus far comes to this, that the moral life

is found at its best only where there is found a well-balanced

growth in righteousness. Xow, there is another way of looking

at the rounding out and balancing of the moral character concern-

ing which something may be said. Taking account once more of

both the iTidividual and the community, what shall we say of the

cultivation of S])ccial virtues? what of the prosecution of special

reforms? A man makes it his ])articular business to rise early

in the mor7iing, to be benr-volcnt, to wage war on ganiblin<i- or
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2)rofaiiity. A woman midortakcs to tc^Il the literal truth iu all

her social intercourse. .V coninnniily oj-yanizes a campaign

against drunkenness or niunici)i;il envrii])tion. It is obvious

enough that the special undertakiiiL;' distorts the perspective of

our moral world. The eampaigncr iu the one cause not only

makes himself a thorn and a weariness to those who are not

enlisted iu the same campaign, he inevitably exaggerates that

aspect of righteousness to which his attention is devoted, and so

far forth ho renders it more diiiicult for the world to understand

the main significance and worth of righteousness. lie glorifies

reform and thereby discounts something better than reform—the

practice of building right, from the ground up, on the lines of

a well-wrought plan. Trequently he lays his emphasis upon some

negation, and so gives gn-eater cuiTenev to that word of universal

paralysis, Don't. What shall we say to things like these?

The first thing to be said, in order that there may be no

mistake, is that, in the world we live in, the special reform is

inevitable and indispensable. With all of its drawbacks it is

still a main reliance of humanity for any moral awakening.

Human nature is not big enough to do all things at once. It must

ever and again become absorbed in the partial task or else spread

itself out over a world of possibilities in thin, reflective, even-

balanced inefficiency. Better than this, a thousand times better,

are those nodes of concentrated activity where practical men see

the urgent need of their time and fight their fight with the enemy
as thty find him. ]jut when so much has been said we mav
return to the undoulited evils that att<'nd any reform campaign,

whether it be a campaign in the spirit of a man or in society at

large, and may see if anything can be done about them. Those

evils, in a word, are the evils that go with favorite virtues. Xo
man can devote his best energies to a selected and ]u-eferred virtue

without danger to his moral life. The favorite ^irtue brings with

it a favorite vice or a whole com]-)any of favorite vices. One of

these is likely to be the vice of intolerance. Another is that

})eculiar form of viee in which the exaggerated virtue is made a

substitute for other virtues starve<l and neglected, the one great

good covering a multitude of sins in a way which Scripture pre-
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ccdcr.t would not warrant. Tlic members of a band of thieves

pride themselves upon their loyalty to the gang. The highway-

man who robs the rich gives generously to the poor. A body of

young men who uphold the highest standard of truth and honesty

show an easy conscience as regards drink and gambling and the

social evil. Even women of the purest virtue, as the word "virtue"

is commonly used, are sometimes sadly lacking in the sense of

fair play, as men of honor understand fair play, and fail to realize

that uncharitable words are another form of vice. Favorite vices

go with favorite virtues. This fact should not deter us from cul-

tivating chosen virtues when occasion may demand. But it should

put us doubly on our guard. Let us have, if need be, the campaign

against a conspicuous wrong, but let it be recognized as an emer-

gency measure. Our main business is right living all round and

all through. The great reform has its necessary work to do, but

as soon as possible that work is to be finished. It is to be laid

aside in order that the regenerated individual or community may
enter upon the normal course of general growth. That normal

course is the course in which wisdom joins with tolerant fellow-

ship, holding men up to the ideal of everlasting improvement.

It is here that we are chiefly concerned with the culture of right-

eousness—in maintaining and confirming the general conception

of life which loolcs to incessant moral betterment. Here is a sub-

ject for the daily meditation of wise men and women, for the

training of children in the schools, for consideration in every pro-

fession, institution and society. Let us think often upon these

tilings and let us sce^v after the better ways.

But many of -you, I am sure, have felt a lack in this discus-

sion hitherto. It has had reference to virtues and vices, as if

these, in aggregation, made up our moral being. You have felt

that righteousness cannot be achieved by adding one pagan excel-

lence to another, that we must have regard to faith and hope, to

some vitalizing spirit wliich shall bring to every man a strength be-

yond the strength of any man. You look, in other words, for some

recognition of the religious side of morals, with the conviction that

the thing omitted is tlie really essential thing. This view appeals

to me so strongly, and accords so nearly with my own thought, that
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I should be altogether unwilling to let the occasion pass without

some mention of this aspect of my subject, though the difficulties

of this part of the discussion are obvious and plentiful.

Any attempt at the cultivation of righteousness merely by

the cultivation of enumerated virtues can give us only an inco-

herent and machine-made morality. The moral life, to reach its

highest efficiency, must hold with the largest wisdom and the

highest felloAvship to which the moral agent can attain—that is,

with his religion, or what serves him as a religion. Only so can it

come to its proper coherence and vitality. How much of vitality

and coherence religion may supjjly will appear from a mere pass-

ing glance at some of the conceptions of Christianity. We speak

of righteousness. In the vrords, ''Be ye therefore perfect, even as

your Father which is in heaven is perfect," all human excellence

is thrown into such comparison that it looks black, as a candle

flame against the brightness of the sun. "As the branch cannot

bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine; no more can ye,

except ye abide in me." "I am crucified with Christ ; neverthe-

less I live
;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me ; and the life which

I now live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God, who
loved me, and gave hi?nself for me." ''The world passeth away,

and the lust thereof; but he that doeth the will of God abideth

forever." They for whom such sayings as these have reality have

found in their religion new measures and new motives of the

moral life. While the worth of their individual deeds suifers

the deepest disparagement, the value of their human souls is raised

to such a height that it can only be calculated in terms of the death

of the Son of God. Hope reaches no less a pitch of cojifidence

than that this mortal life shall share in the life of God himself,

and all perspectives of this earthly existence are readjusted to the

view from the gates of heaven. The uplift of such conceptions,

when they are fairly apprehended and appropriated, is simply

inconceivable. Their dynamic possilulities are past all computa-

tion. In a world in which such ideas are at work as ]io>itive con-

victions in the hearts of men we cannot doubt that the greatest

moral elevation will be attained in the lives which acknowledge

the supremacy of those ideas. Yet the very loftiness of these con-
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ceptions forbids that any one Liiman mind should actually take

in their full significance. To assimilate them in their entirety

is the work of the huuuni race in the ages upon ages. One aire,

one society, one individual may interpret them in part. Even
that is a great glory; but the partiality of the interpretations can-

not be overlooked when we are dealing with the moral iiitercsts

of present-day society. The man, the church, the people, who
approach the moral life by the starry way—which i* also the

cloudy way^—of the religious life cannot escape the same need

that all others are under—the need of cultivation of the moral

sentiments, the need of daily betterment as regards moral insight

and the practice of righteousness. A man's religion may indeed

become for him a preferred virtue with its attendant vices. I

was told, once on a time, of an influential man of business who
gave largely to the sup]^ort of the church and became deeply inte*--

ested in its activities. A friend suggested that he should join its

membership in his home community. He asked to see the list of

those belonging. This list he ran through quickly and threw

it down in disgust. "Do you think T will go in v.'ith such an

expurgated set"—he did not say expunjaied; the word merely

represents what 1 have done with his speech—''Do you think I

will go in with such a set of deadbeats ? They don't pay their

debts." Xow, assuming that this remark, a])art from its pro-

fanity, was justified in the situation to which it was applied, what

was its significance? T Ihink it showed that the man of affairs

made a favorite virtue of paying one's debts and let it excuse his

measure of irreligion, M'hile the church members to whom he

referred made their religion a favorite virtue and let it excuse

their measure of laxness as regards their business obligations.

Perhajis a more common case may be found in the devoted

adhereiit of some form of religion whose special indulgence is in

the vice of self-complacency, of self-righteousness. It was tliis

that called forth the sharp rebukes of our ^Masier in his nuttings

with the scribes and Pharisees. It would be hard to e-timate

the injury which thi.^ failing has done to morals and to religion

in all the ages. Clear thought, again and again, has lost its right-

ful influence among men because joined with this uncompanion-
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able vice—this eiicmj of all goodly fcllowshiii—intolerance toward

those who follow other ways. And there are other ways which

may be Christian, profoundly so, while not bearing conspicuoussly

the name of Christ. The two poles of Christianity may be found

in the Fatherhood of God and the Erotherhood of Man. Eac-h

of these implies and involves the other. A theological age laid

conscious emphasis on the doctrine of the Fatherhood. A human-

itarian age now lays its emphasis on Brotherhood, and is often

hesitant and reticent as regards the language of Our Father.

It may be that this reserve is not irrcligion at all, but oidy the

way in which this age can most surely approach the real expe-

rience of religion. One who looks upon great social movements

of our time, })regnant with human sym])athy, v.-ith self-sacrifice,

with the spirit of cooperation, may wonder that they so seldom

employ the familiar language of religion ; but such an 07ie can-

not fail to see that they make a direct and successful appeal to-

large bodies of our people, particularly of our immigrant people,

to whom any theological teaching would seem but a speaking with

tongues where there is none to interpret. Yet it may be that

these very movements are but taking another path to a truly

religious, even a Christian, faith. The more familiar path,

through a scriptural vocabulary and historic modes of thought,

may be but one of many ways that lead unto the same desired

end. And may it not be that this humanitarian spirit is abroad

to-day, even among those who know not Christ and acknowledge

no need of hiui, simply because Christianity is actually begiiming

to accomplish its proper work of transforming human society;

that these moral attitudes, which at an earlier time could only

be held in conscious acknowledgment of their origin, are coming

at length to be as the native disposition and character of our

better modern societies ? If the agencies of social betterment are

found to cast out devils though they follow not with the disciples,

forbid them not ; "he that is not against us is for us."

But, on the other hand, it is not to be forgotten that the

great work of the Church is that of odering to the age its direct

and unequivocal declaration of the mind of Christ. And this

work remains to the Church with all of its original dignity aiid
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obligation. Mfiv I then go on from that which T have already

said and set forth what the distinctive character of that work

wonld seem to be from the point of view of this evening's discus-

sion ? Assuming that the most uplifting moral conceptions in

all the world are those wrapped up in the Christian faith, and

assuming, further, that these conceptions must come home to

any people through some interpretation, as the music of the master

must come home to the people through the voice of the singer or

the performance of the player, it is, then, the work of the Church

to interpret the living gospel to this age in such manner that the

full strength of its moral power may be apprehended. In so

far as this age can take in that power to make men better the

Church is to find ways of revealing it in order that nothing may

be lost. It must be put into language that the age can understand

in order that no part of its influence may be l6st. That is indeed

a mighty task—perhaps as gi'cat as any the Church has yet under-

taken ;
perhaps greater than that of any preceding age. And it

is a task that belongs to the Church alone. The necessary separa-

tion of religious instruction from our secular schools lays this

great burden, with all of its weight and all of its honor, upon the

Church alone. And, for my part, I do not believe the Church will

fail to carry it safely aiid well, and even to larger issues than can

at this time be foreseen. But in this very separation of functions

another moral responsibility, great and high, is laid upon our

secular education. I have spoken of the value of impersonality

as it appears in one necessary stage of the making of human

character—the impersonality of courts and of sciences, which

are no respecters of persons. These things ultimately are not

impersonal, for they help us to a purer and truer understanding

of human relations. But they do this by first casting out human

prejudice, passion and preference, casting out all hopee and fears,

and leading men into the impartial recognition of objective

reality. Xow I think I shall not be misunderstood if I say that

the teaching of morals apart from religious sanctions has a place

in our scheme of life analogous to that of these impersonal dis-

ciplines. It is not impersonal as regards human relations, but

oidy as regards that unseen world with which religion is con-
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eerned. And here, I think, it is not ultimately irreligious, but

only, for tlie time, non-religious. As such it has a part to per-

form, a part of great dignity and importance, in setting forth

those purely ethical conceptions, unmixed with any thought of

supra-natural rewards and punishments, which even the ancient

pagan world found to be strong meat for its noblest intellects, and
which appear to non-Christian thinkers of this modern age to

be the highest themes with whieli the mind of man can deal. I

would not offer such teaching as sufficient for all human need;

men need a gospel and a Father in heaven as much in this age

as in any former age ; but the study of ethical knowledge and the

training in simple morality of life is not only of value to the

individual actor and student, it is of value even to religion

itself, as bringing its teachings before the impartial judgment of

that simple sense of dilTerence between right and wrong which the

Creator has put into the spirit of man and has trained and devel-

oped through the long course of his evolutionary history. The
strongest appeal which religion can ever make is the appeal to

this human sense of moral difference; and the cultivation of that

sense is the noblest service which our general education has

to render. It is a service to religion and law and common inter-

course and to every other interest of our modern life.

Thi's is your Commencement, members of this graduating

class. You commence to be bachelors of arts and various other

things. You are coming out from this University into more direct

participation in the world of affairs—aft'airs which reach their

highest difficulty and highest signiticance in questions of right

and wrong. The boys in a swimming pool, particularly on a chilly

day, are wont to call to their fellows on the shore, '"'Come in ; the

water is iine!" Aiid so we who left school life for active life a

good many years ago now call to you, young men, ''Come in;

tliis Twentieth Century is fine!" Science and invention are mak-

ing readjustments a daily necessity. Prosjx-rity is making it

harder every day to hold up to the old moral standards. There

is great dang-er that with a better living we shall get a poorer life.

People are crowding now where a generation ago they were few,

yet we feel the need of sharing more fairly all Jiood things of life
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with all of our fellow men. Faiths are changing. Even while

wc hold them most tiglitly wc find that thej are gone, leaving only

their clothes or their shadow behind, and we do not see clearly

what is going to take their place. Come in ! It is a world of

genuine dilhcnlties, in which it is worth while to live and take

one's part as it comes. Faith, hope, and love—they are with tia

yet
;

justice, truth, and the lav,' of righteousness—they loom as

large as ever. Though their forms are less sharply defined, yet

none the less surely they dominate the scene. Liberty and law

arc wrestling with each other still. They clinch like deadly

enemies and the sweat of their coiiflict now and again is red with

human blood, yet they are lovers more trtie to each other

than were even David and Jonathan, and their, strtiggle is all for

the good of mankind. Come, young men, and take your part.

Be as wise as you can with the heads that have been given to you.

Be as companionable as you can without becoming less wise. And
do not doubt that the God of your fathers will help you as he

helped yotir fathers before you, and that all that Heaven gave,

into their lives Heaven will give into your lives as well. And you,

young women, though you be few in this institution, you wiU

find many aluranie of American colleges awaiting you. And these

American alumnae have already acquitted themselves so well that

larger woi-k, larger responsibilities, larger joy of service are sure

to be yours. Come, young graduates ; enter upon a new course o:*:

study—the life-long study of righteousness ; which, as it is a stud^*

laid out for us by God when he laid the courses of all human af-

fairs, shall through its various leadings lead us back to God.
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Art. IL—PP.OFESSOr. DEXXEY'S I]1EXIC ATTEMPT
If God bas really done something in Christ on which the salvation of the

v.-orkI depends, and if lie has made it known, then it is a Christian duty to be

intolerant of everything which ignores, denies, or explain?; it away. (James

iJt-nney, in The Death of Ciirist.)

I BEGix this article with hesitation, and with a personal feel-

ing which amounts to actual distress. The hesitation is duo largely

to a conviction that it is usually unwise to find fault with a

Christian scholar who is sincerely doing his best in a nervous and

perilous situation. Always I remember Abraham Lincoln's reply

10 his small and busy critics: ''.
. . Gentlemen, suppose all the

property you were worth was in gold, and you had put it on the

baclv of Blondin to carry across the Niagara Iviver on a rope,

would you shake the cable ?" But in this instance my reluctance

to criticise is overcome by a sense of responsibility which I am
entirely unable to dismiss.

In April, 1S95, as I was about to sail from New York for

Kotterdam, there was given to me a book. It was a rather small

octavo, bound in red buckram, printed by Constable at the Edin-

burgh University Press, and had this title: Studies in Theology.

Lectures Delivered in Chicago Theological Seminary by the Rev.

James Denney, D.D. In my theological experience I had come

to a very lonely place, and I was turning my little tele5C0]-)e toward

all the larger spaces in perpetual search for a modern theologian

with a ray of light. I opened the book curiously, reading here,

there, anj^vhere. Then I began with the first lecture and read

connectively, quickly caught by the fascinating sweep of the

thinker's vital movement. Off the Grand Bank T finished the

lecture on eschatology, with this conclusion filling my mind:

"'I have found the kind of a tlieologian I was looking for—
Christian and modern. This man understands the New Testa-

ment, and he also understands our age. He can speak to the

modern man eifectively, and yet he will never, either by intention

or by accident, rationalize away tlie substance of the Christian

religion. He is both alive and reliable." From that happy hour
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of discovery I was increasingly a propagandist. In letter and

lecture and conversation I said, in different ways and with various

sorts of emphasis : "Our main hope is in James Denney. He has

the right combination of scholarship and Christian experience and

personal courage and sympathy with the peculiarity of the modern

mijid. He will yield where things are of no importance, but hold

everything fast which is really essential. I urge you to read

Denney." It is a moderate estimate to say that, directly and

indirectly, I have, in the last fourteen years, influenced six him-

dred preachers to read Professor Denney's articles and books.

Imagine, then, my surprise and distress when this profoundly

loyal Christian scholar, the one biblical theologian upon whom
I had seriously counted, found it necessary to make an irenic

attempt (I so regard it) which concludes with a creedal statement

of such astounding inadequacy that it would, 1 believe, be satis-

factory to any Ritschlian, even to one in the left wing, and would

be as satisfactory to many out-and-out Unitarians. Indeed, some

of the extreme humanitarians would hardly need to object.

In the last two months I have examined, as far as I have

the material at command, Professor Denney's writings, my task

amounting to six books and the several articles in the Bible dic-

tionaries, including the exceedingly significant article on "Jesus

Christ'' published, January, 1909, in A Standard Bible Diction-

ary. In this comprehensive examination I found two phases in

the expression of theological opinion. The first phase ends with

the widely known work on The Death of Christ, the most thor-

oughly Christian fragment of biblical theology ever produced ;

the second phase begins with The Atonement and the Modern

Mind, a book published in ISl'ovember, 1903, and consisting of the

Aberdeen Lectures, which already had appeared in The Ex])o^'itor.

In the first phase the theologian is thinking of the content, the

real, everlasting content, of the Christian faith, trying to grasp it,

and to express it positively and utterly. In the second phase he is

thinking of this content and "the modern mind." He wants a

useful adjustment. He aims so to relate the message of the 'gospel

to men as they are now as to secure for our Lord a glorious

triumph. Xever was he more sincere as a thinker, never was he
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more courageous as a Christian believer, never was be less of an

'^imitative scholar/' easily conjoined with a trend; and yet there

is a pathetic change, a change of personal bearing. The simple

prophet, with his clarity of vision and obliviousness toward make-

shift, has turned into an ireuic diplomatist with an immediate

problem in Christian economics. The outcome, as we might

expect, is a via media, the precise curse which always emasculates

Christianity whenever the proi)hcts perish and there come into

power the consummate masters of spiritual negotiation. But

right here I should say, and say it strongly, that Professor Denney

has not, if I correctly measure his motive, become irenic by yield-

ing to any outside pressure. He is not a servant of the Zeitgeist.

His relation to biblical criticism, and to natural science, and to

every intellectual tendency about him, is that of a normal and

fearless Christian thinker. Xo; his irenic attempt has originated

in his ambition to have our Lord gain quicl-Jy a complete victory

over the modern vrorld. It is Denney's very loyalty to Christ, it

is his very trust in Christ, it is his very Pauline passion for Christ,

which has led him astray. In this article it is not feasible to

show the entire evidence of Professor Denney's change of bearing,

for the evidence is intricately woven into many discussions. But,

to appreciate the significance of the poverty of his irenic creed,

Ave must clearly note one thing, namely, how he has ceased to

value any effort to reach abiding metaphysical finality in grasping

and defining and protecting Christian doctrine. In his first ]:)hase

he was anti-liitschlian ; iii his second phase he grants the main

Eitschlian contention. This fundamental change shall be revealed

by ample quotation.

FiKST Phase Secoxd Phasb
The Christian religion, it has It may not he amiss, however,

teen said truly enough, is not a to remarl^ that, while we accept this
revealed metaphysic; still less is it justification, we admit that it is

a revealed natural science; never- idle to ask whether the Souship of
theless, the Cliristian mind v.-hich Jesus here spoken of is Messianic,
would understand the truth which or ethical, or metaphysical. We
it possesses—which would not keep gain nothing by separating in
its religious convictions in one com- thought what cannot be separated
partment of the intelligence, and all in reality. Tliat Jesus was con-
its other operations in others—must scions of a unique vocation in con-
not be afraid of as much metaphys- nection with God's kingdom is true:
ics as is implied in this general in that sense he was the Messianic
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view cf the subject. . . . AU
that man knows—of God and of the
world—must be capable of being
constructed into one coherent in-

tellectual whole. All that any one
of us knows, as a Christian, or as a
student of science, iihysical, histor-

ical, anthropological, archcTOlogical,

must be cai)able of such a con-

struction; and our doctrine of God,
instead of being defiantly indiffer-

ent here, must involve the principles

on Y,-hich this coiistructiou shall

proceed. "We deceive ourselves, and
try to evade the difficulties of the

task which is laid on us, when we
deny the essential relation in which
theology must stand to all the con-

tents and problems of our mind and
life.

The world is all of a piece; man's
mind is all of a piece; and those
easy and tempting solutions of oui'

hardest problems, which either ar-

range the world or the activities of

the mind in compartments having
no communication with each other,

are simply to be rejected. . . .

There is nothing to which theolo-

gians of tlie school of Ritschl have
given greater attention [than to the
Godhead of Christ] ; nothing on
which they express themselves with
greater amplitude and fervor. Bit
they nuike their very devotion a

plea for refusing to be more than
devout in the matter. Christ has,

they say, for the Christian con-

sciousness the religious value of

God. , Our highest thought of God
is that wliicli is revealed in him;
our truest fellowship with God is

that which is mediated tlirough
him; he not only speaks about God,
but in him God himself comes to

us. All this, of course, the Chris-

tian v.ill say; but it is not pos-

sible for liim to stop here. He can-
not suppress the instinctive motion
of the mind to seek an explanation
of this extraordinary Person. He
cannot say, in the long run: "Xo
man knoweth the Son save the
Father." and it is idle for me to seek
any other explanation than the
purely religious one—He came from
God. We have no choi'^e in the
matter but to seek an explanation.
We must, as rational l)"inirs, try
to clear up to our own minds what

Son of God, and the passage illus-

trates his Messianic consciousness.
But the relation to God which this
involved was not "official"; even
in his Messianic vocation his con-
sciousness was filial; the God whose
kingdom he was to inaugurate was
his Father in a vital and ethical

sense—One with whom he lived in

perfect mutual undeistanding, who
was loved and trusted by him with-
out reserve, and to whom he could
say in the most disconcerting situa-

tions, "Even so. Father, for so it

seemed good in thy sight." The
least serviceable, however, of all

these distinctions is metaphysical.
It means something when we say
that Jesus was jMessianic Son of
God; we can put into the adjective
all we know of his vocation in God's
kingdom. It means something when
we say he was Son of God in the
ethical sense; we can fill up the idea
of Sonship with the love, trust, and
obedience which belong to the filial

life. But it does not mean anything
which we can correspondingly de-

fine if we say he was Son in the
metaphysical sense. It is only an-
other way of saying with emphasis
that he teas Sou, and of suggesting
that there was something in his

Sonship which goes beyond us. . . .

The differences which we associate
with the names "Arian" and "Ath-
anasian" are differences which
emerge in another region than that
in which we confess our faith in
Christ—in an ulterior region; and
all such differences, where the
Christian attitude to Christ is main-
tained in the sense which we have
already made clear, must be dealt
witli by other means than excom-
munication. Arianism and Athan-
asianism both give answers to a
question which multitudes of gen-
uine Christians never ask. Once
it is asked, the mind must be
allowed to find the answer to it

freely. One may be convinced, as
tlie writer is, that the Arian answer
is quite unreal, and as convinced
that tlie Athanasian answer e.xplains

nothii'.g. It is not on the answer at

all that a man's Christianity de-

pends, but on something antecedent
even to the question; and it is this

antecedent something—the belicv-
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ing Christian attitude to Christ, and
tlie sense of Christ's unique place as
determiuing all our relations to

God— it is this, and not the meta-
physics of Christ's Person, which
alone is entitled to a place in the
creed. If we wait for unity in the
church till all Christians accept, the
same Christology, we may as well
give up the thought of unity at

once' (Jesus and the Gospel, pages
246, 247, 354, 355).

is necessarily involved in the exist-

ence among men of a Person who
has the religious value of God.
Theologians who refuse to go
beyond this are invariably found
to cover, under the guise of a reli-

gious indifference to metaphysics,
a positive disbelief of everything
which gives Christ's Godhead an
objective character. They do not
admit the supernatural birth, they
do not admit the preexistence taught
by Saint Paul; they do not admit
the doctrine of the incarnation of

the Logos, at least as taught by
Saint John; in short, though Jesus
has fur the Chiistian consciousness
the religious value of God, he has
for the scientific consciousness only
the common real value of man
(Studies in Theology, pages 2, 4, 13,

and 14).

There is a temptation so to analyze and relate this inceptive

Eitschlianisni as to lay hare tlie faet that it furnishes an insicure

stopping phiee, fully as insecure as the frank agnosticism of

All)rcclit Ritsehl liijnsclf; hut it is more imjiortaut to consider

the hook in which the irenic creed a])pear.s, a hook whicli, within

a year, has fairly won a ])]ace among the very greatest theolo£::;ical

works of our generation. The full title of ihis book is: Jesus and

the Gospel: Christianity Justilied in the ^iliiul of (^-hrist. The

work is divided into four pai-ts : Introduction; Look I, ^'Cliris-

tianity as it is exhibited in tlfe Xew Testament" ; Book IT, ''The

Historical Basis of the Christian Faith"; Conclusion. In the

Introduction the author sets forth his task aiul expresses his ov:n

conception of the spii-it in wliich the task is uiulertaken.

There is no policy in what he has written, either in its mnuncr or its

substance. Nothing, so far a£ he is conscious, is set down for any other
reason than that he believes it to be the truth, and nothing is to be di.-^-

counted or allowed for as though he were mediating or negotiating between
the progressive and the stationary elements in a Christian society, and
would have snid more or less if he had been free to speak without
reserve. To the best of his knowledge he speaks without reserve, and
has neither more nor less to say. This does not exclude the intention

and the hope to say what may be of service to Christian faith and to the

>Tlii3 anfimetapby.sical attitude is not hold \\M\\ Rhsolutf consist oncy. It i.s :i now tcnd^
ency, InrRely main'.iined. but with now and then a reverdion (perhajis not fully iuteiitiuucJ)
to the old pha.se. Kspecially note- pages 35 and 317.
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Christinn Church; all it excludes is the idea that Christian faith or the
Christian Church can be served bj' anything else than simple truth.

Ill Book I, there is raised, and convincingly answered in the

affirmative, this question: '']s there such a thing as Ivl'ew Testa-

ment Christianity, a spiritual phenomenon with a unity of its

own, and is this unity constituted by the common attitude of all

Christian souls' to Christ C In the extraordinary hiblieal work
of answering this crucial question there ai-e a few extremely weak
places. Perhaps the weakest, on the whole, is the place, found in

the discussion of "the Chri-^tianity of Paul," where Professor

Denney considers the preexistence of our Lord. The passage is

?;o significant in itself, and is also such a perfect sample of his

second theological phase, that I have decided to quote it entirelv:

In several passages of Paul's writings there is a conception of Christ
which to most readers will seem akin to that -n-hich we have been dis-
cussing, but which is in truth much more difficult to apprehend—the
conception of him as preexistent. The one difficulty which haunts theo-
logical thinking everywhere, the difficulty or, rather, the impossibility
of defining the relation of time to eternity, is peculiarly felt here. Ig
an eternal Person rightly or adequately thought of as a Person exisung
before all things, cr is the idea of preexistence an imperfect means of
representing eternity in the form of time—an idea, therefore, which is

bound to lead to inconsistencies and contradictions? When Paul .speaks
of the preexistence of Christ is he carrying out in this inadequate form
his own conviction, based on experience, that Christ is a Person in whom
the eternal truth of God has come into the world, and who, therefore,
belongs to God's eternal being? Or is he simply applying to him the
common Jewish belief that the Messiah existed with God before he
appeared among men? It is not easy to say: even if we admit the inad-
equacy of an idea like preexistence to represent the' eternal significance
of Christ, and see no reason to doubt that current Jewish beliefs made
this inadequate representation easier to the apostle, we must admit that
in the most characteristic passages in which he use^ it (2 Cor. S. 9;
Phil. 2. 5ff) it has been thoroughly Christianized. Judged by the Chris-
tian knowledge of God's revelation in Christ, the act by which the eternal
Person, conceived as preexistent, enters into the world of time is a
characteristically divine act. It is one in which the eternal truth of the
divine nature—that God's name is Redeemer from of old. and that he
humbles himself to bear us. and our burdens (Isa. Co. IG: Psa. GS. 19)
is conspicuously revealed. In itself the idea of preexistence is harder
to understand and to appreciate than that of eternal reality and worth:
but even those wlio find it. abstractly considered, least congenial niu?!
admit that in its Pauline applications it is in thorough harmony with the
uiind of Christ (Jesus and the Gospel, pages 36, 37).
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According to Professor DeiiiKV, then (if I catch the meauing

of his expression ''tlie conimou Jewish belief thoroughly Chris-

tianized''), it is ''not easy to say" whether Saint J^aul meant that

our Lord had a personal existence before Jesus was born in Beth-

lehem, or merely meant that Jesus Christ was the incarnation

of the truth that God is by nature eternally redemptive, and so

ever ready to humble himself in order th^t he may bear us and our

burdens. Surely, betvreen the two views there is an infinite dis-

tance I In the one case there would be a ])reexistent divine Person

who, by self-intention and in awful self-sacrifice, actually gave np

his glorious estate to become man and save us ; in the other case

there would be a prcexistent diviiie Idea which, without self-

intentioii and without any cost, was expressed in a man, or in a

unique being created to be our redeemer. In short, the difl'ei-ence

between the two views is the whole difference between a Saviour

who is uncreated, a Saviour who is personally, and absolutely,

and eternally God, and a Saviour who is oidy a creature having

an imijcrsonal deposit from (lod—and which of these two views

Saint Paul had in mind it is, forsooth, '"'not easy to say"! In

this connection we naturally recall the fact that in his third

Chicago lecture Professor Denney sharply criticised that

attempt to discredit the Pauline conception of our Lord's pre-

cxisteucc which is based upon the assertion tliat it Avas a Jewish

commonplace to believe that anything peculiarly valuable to God
had preexistence in a heavenly archetype. In the criticism, as

published, we find' this: "It overlooks the fact that, whereas pre-

existence with the Jews is merely a doubling of the thing which

exists—a heavenly counterpart, which may be the model of, but is

not otherwise rdated to, the earthly reality—with Paul, it is quite

different ; the ])reexistent One has a life and functions in that prc-

existent state; he comes to exist among men, and he returns to

his original clorv.'"

'This opinion (Iiat "preexistence with the Jeu-s is mcnjly a douhling of the thing whicli
exists" is to be found inllamack's Dogmcnoeschichte—soc Appendix T); but Dahnan, rcfcrrinR
to Harnack's stateiiicnt, says: "But this idea must be pronounced tliorouu'hiy un-Jewish. at
nil events un-Pale^linian, allliough the inodi.eval Kabbala eertaiiil\- harboR notions of this
Wirt." (See The IVord.^ of Jesus, p. 2sl<». Thr> En-'Ii^li version is not a mere tr:uis!a(ion. but
is pra'lically a second edition of the woilc.)

This question of our Lord's preexistence is of such extreme moment and is so mueli in
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In Book 1 it has Loeii shown that there is a Xew Testament

C'lirislianitv with a ])cculiar -unity coiistitated by the conmiou

attitude of all Christians toward Jesns Christ, but this is not

cnongh to show; there instantly arises the question, "Docs Jesus,

as he is revealed to us in history, jiislif}/ this Xew Testament

Cliristianity r' This question is ansv.-ercd in Book II, The long

discussion begins with our Saviour's resurrection; and rightly so,

because it was his resurrection which gave to our Lord his place in

the life and faith of the disciples; it was his resurrectioii which

made their common attitude possible. The discussion is more than

worthy; in the entire range of Christian defen.se there is nothing

more fair, searching, and coTuprehcnsivc. Here is a passage which

indicated the positive note which is struck again and again

:

The mention of the burial is important in this connection as denn-

ing what is roeant by the rising. "We see from it that it would have

conveyed no moaning to Paul or to any members of the original Chris-

tian circle to say that it v.-as the spirit of Christ which rose into new

debate at tlic present time, that it.may be usofal to outline a course of reading. The su^'Aei-

tions are made v.i;h the busy preacher in mind:

(1) Lightfoot's Commentary on Piiih'ppians. Read not only the comment* on the second

chapter, but also the supplementary discussions of (he synonyms fiopoij and <^;t V'f-. LiL'ht-

foot I rej-ard as the greatest commentator on Paul's epistles. (2) Denney's Commentary on
Second Corinthians. Read Section xx, on "Tlie Grace of Liberality," and Section xxiv, on "Godly
Jealousy." This commentary is a preacher's practical work, and belongs to Yioni:<^y's first

theological phase. (3') Gifford's The Incarnation. Made of several important articles which

were published in The Expositor and Critical Review, 1S36. 1S97. (1) Gore's The Incarna-

tion of the Sod of God, the Bampton Lectures for 1S91, but still the best book on the sub-

ject. Especially consider I-ecture V, on "God Revealed in Chri.-t," and Lecture VI, on "Man
Revealed in Christ." (3) Nolloth's The Person of Our Lord and Recent Thou?;ht, by an

Oxford scholar; piiblihed in September, IBOS; a book which should be read after re.".dini;

Denney's Jesus and the Go.^pol. (6) Ottley's article on "The Incarnation" in Ija.;;inirs'3

Dictionary of the Bible, Vol. II, page 45S. His understa7idin!i; of Saint Paul's teaching: "The
p.is.sagc (in Philippians] exhibits specially theori;;inal divine di'.inity, the unity, and the contin-

uous action of the per.-on who passed voluntarily from a state of heavenly bliss to a condition

of creaturely servitude and sufTerinc;. This process Saint Paul speaks of as oi;e of self-

emptying {'eqi'Tw kKrii^-Ccv, 5. 7); it was an action by which a being, pos.se=sinj; the attri-

butes of Deity itself, took upon Himself conditions non-natural to Deity, while continuing in

a real sense to be vhat he was Ijefore." (7) Whitham's article on "Pree.xislence " in .A. Dic-

tionary of Chri-t and the Gospels, Vol. II, page 407. Core of his conclusion: "The remarka-

ble pas-sage, Phil. 2. 5-11, predicates delil>erate will and choice of Christ Jesus, before his inc.'ir-

nation." Compare -SNith article on "hicarnation," Vol. I, pa'.;e 7fiG. (S) Drummond's The
Rflation of the .Apostolic Teaching to the Teaching of Christ. Itead Chapter VI. ".^on of

Man and Fsjn of God." Speaking of Saint Paul's teaching, (he author says: "He has stated

his thought about the nature of Jesus and his relation to the Father reix>atedly and in

various ways. Paul maintained the existence of Christ prior to bi.s advent into the world.

Atl<Tnp(.s to explain t!iis away in tcnns of supposetl Philoiiie or Jewish idealism ill f.iil in

view of (he activities of will and deed which he ascribes (o the preincarnatc Christ." If the

related question of the virgin birth l>e taken up, read Orr's recent work on the subject and
Cooke's The Incarnation and Recent Crit'/'ism.
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life, or that he rose again in the faith of his devoted followers, v/ho

could not bear the thought that for him death should end all. The rising

is relative to the grave and the burial, and if we cannot speak of a bodily

resurrection, we should not speak of resurrection at all (page 102).

We reach now the nerve of the boolc, ''the self-revelation of

Jesus." The question is this: ''What ])laee—in his own ap])rc-

hension—did Jesus fill in the relations of men to God?" To answer

this question one hundred and eit!,hty-five ijagcs are used, which

is somethinp; more than one half of the entire work. In securing

his sources Professor Dennev is, 1 would say, to be ranked as

belonging to tlie middle gTOUTid.

V.'e shall confine ourselves to the Gospel of Mark, and to that second

source, common to Matthew and Luke, which, in accordance with custom,

will be cited as Q. The limits of Q, as soon as we go beyond the matter

which is guaranteed as belonging to it by its occurrence both in Matthew

and Luke, are quite uncertain, and therefore we shall confine our investi-

gation to the passages which have ihis guarantee (page 17C).

1'he fourth Gosjxd is i-eferrcd lo in this mannrr:

It cannot be questioned that the fourth Gospel is written in the

language of the evangelist [as inspired by the Spirit of the risen Lord;

see page 78] rather than in that of Jesus [while on earth] ; but is there

anything in its boldest assertions of the absolute significance of Jesus

which transcends this thoroughly attested word in IMatt. 10. 32? ["Every-

one therefore who shaU confess me before men, him will I also confess

before niy Father which is in heaven."] The writer is unable to see it

(page 203).

The thing which should be said concorning this discussion of the

self-rr'velation of Jesus is that it is, beyond doubt, an cxcecdinglv

sincere and ])oweriul a])pcal to tlic modern mind. Much is yielded

(too much, I l).Iie^(), but the main question is efTectively

answered.

In the fourth ])a!-t, or the ''Conclusion," of the book, we have

Professor Dcnncy's conception of the present Christian situation,

and his practical application of his biblical investigation to that

confused situation. In this application the important thing is

his irenic creed, or, as he terms it, ''uniting confession of faith."

Put before taking up this creed I must enter a w^ord of protest

against tlie way iu which he uses the name of John We.slej to

help toward a friendly reception of eveedal indifference to doc-
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trine. After quotin-;' from Wesley llie \vi(Iely bruited ''think aiivl

let think" passage, Deuney says:

No one will suspect Wesley of indifference to the place Christ must

have in Christian faith, hut he was as clear as Zinzendorf that this place

was one thing, and that the theological explanations of it or deductions

from it were another (page 340).

This quotation and statement do not entirely expre.ss John

Wesley. To him there is anothei- side whieh some of his admirers,

and some of his biographers, too, do not seem to be able to dis-

cover. A few years ago it became necessary for mo carefully to

examine the fourt(X'n volumes of Wesley's works, and, to my sur-

prise somewhat, I found that he had not only intense doctrinal

concern but also actual pride in the orthodoxy of his societies. In

one place he exclaims: "Where ai-e those who have approved and

do approve themselves more orthodox, inore soinid in their opin-

ions! Is there a Socinian or Arian among them all?" (See A

Farther Api)eal to ]\ren of Keasou and Keligion. Works, London

Edition of 1S3U, Vol. VIII, p. 205.) The truth is that John Wes-

ley as an eager and practical e^angelist, aiming to secure the reality

and enlargement of Christian expeidence, was very tolerant; but

John Wesley as a defender of the heritage of Christian doctrine

was a3 unpliable as Dover Castle. To anyone who has noted

what Wesley actually did in furnishing a creed for the Methodist

Church in America it is inconceiA'able that he would have accepted,

or even tolerated, sudi a confession as Professor Denney has form-

ulated: "7 hdleve in God tJiruinjJi Jesus (lirist Jlis only Son,

our Lord and Saviour." This is the creedal statement to which

several times I have made reference; but perhaps we woidd better

have the statement bcftun^ us in its exact setting:

Looking back to the investigations which we have just completed,

and recalling the significance which .Jesus had in his own niiud, and has

always had in the minds of Christians, it is, perhaps, not too hold to

suggest that the symbol of the church's unity might be expressed thus: I

believe in Cod through Jesus Christ his only Son. our Lord and Saviour

(page 250).

One of my o])jeciIons to this symbol of unity has l)oen mnl-

lif-ed by Professor Dcnney's able explanation ai'd defense; but
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thcrc arc two objections wliieh remain miyicldiiic,-: 1. Tlic creed

protects

—

now—mcYvly the uniqueness of Cln-ist, it docs not pro-

tect his Deity. h\ every direction tlie expression ''only Son" is

now used to mean simply that Jesns Avas a man, or an "'nncla-si-

ficd crcatnrc," or a **mysterions Leing," who had a nniqne rela-

tion to God. One of the most inflncntial religious writers of onr

flay wonld never mean by the expression more than that Jesus

Christ ])eculiarly and perfectly reveals God's character and pur-

pose. "In Christ we touch the final reality of what God is."

Even less adequately jn-otective is the word ''Lord." As now

often used, it means merely a "supreme religious leader,'" o;- a

''spiritual ultimate," an authority and dynamic helper in our

struggle of soul, a Thomas a Kem])is raised to an inconnnensur-

able power. Cei-tainly it is right and fitting to keep these historic

Christian expressions h\ our hymns, prayers, sermons, and in

all the inherited rituals, but it is quite another thing to use llu-m

in a neir creed as securing in these days a sufiicient protection for

our belief. 2. This creed protects

—

now—nuu-ely the reliijious

Savionrhood of Christ; it does not protect His CJrrislian Saviour-

hood. In our Saviour's Avork of redemption there is a Christian

peculiarity, namely, this: by his death he made such a sacrifice

for sin as rendei-ed possible our forgiveness and complete salva-

tion. The term "Saviour'' is now repeatedly used without mean-

irig any such thing—indeed, without meaning more than that

Christ teaches us how to overcome the world and satisfy our

moral ideal. Here also I would discriminate between a popular

usage and a ])rotectlve creedal usage. "Saviour" is just the

woi'd for what may bo termed Christian colloquialism; hvA it

is not a word which, taken alone, can be relied upon now t(^

express the essential peculiarity of our Lord's redem]>tive woi'k.

For reasons not diflicult to discover and evince, our time is not

ada])1e(l to adei]uate creed-mnking; but if a new creed is to 1)0

made, there are certain i)oints to be seriously considered ;

First, creedal motive. ]'*rotecfion should be the motive.

Nearly every Christian doeti'in(> is de(])ly obnoxious to the mind
of the natural man. The Christian faith is not inherently irresist-

ible; surely it is Iremendonsly reasonable 1o either a r(q)entant or
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a fori;i\en siniKT, Init it makes no alluring- appeal to the self-

suliicicncj of naturalism and rationalism. Tlierefore fragmental

Cln-istians—whether preachers or teachers, whether theologians

or philosoi>hers—are ever trying ''to relieve the tension and save

Christianity" hy mitigating its truth and relating it attractivcly

to the nncon\ertcd man. For precisely this maiii})ulating situa-

tion the creed shonld be made, Profounder than the biljHcal

phrase,_it is protectively to declare the nnpliahle severity of C'hi-is-

tian doctrine. Thus a worthy creed, by the very motive of it, is

not inclusive but h exclusive. I\Iany sincere men there arc with

an attitude^toward God and the world which has been detei-mined

by the spirit and teachirig of Jesus Christ, and withal they have

come to revere and, ])crha])s, even to love Cln-ist, and yet they

ought not to be in the Christian commnnion. Why not ? Because

their fundamental religious beliefs are not Christian, and, conse-

quently, their ]n-(sence and service tend to vitiate the moral and

spiritual integrity of the church and to render it less and less

possible to obtain anywhci'e the com'iction of sin and the normal

peculiarity of the Christian experience. To-day, within the

formal circle of the Christian society, there are tlieosophists and

spiritualists and Christian Scientists and agnostics and several

.kinds of Unitarians; and by their subtle and long-continued influ-

ence local churches have been enervated almost beyond the pos-

sibility of recovery. The Christian creed should be so formed

and interpreted as fairly to accom])lish the exclusion of all these

nonbelicvers, however noble in character and condtict they may
chance to be. Surely the Christian Church has the right to

protect her own vitality and efficiency. We can hardly expect htr

deliberately to cultivate an;emia! The most searching creedal

ap})lieation, however, cannot be juslly and sanely made at th.e

present time; but we are approaching a crisis, slowly and

tortuously approaching it, and when this crisis is once over, Chris-

tianity will have triumphed over every form of nnlnrallsni, and

then mei-e well-meaning religiosity will not be allowed to remain

in the Christian communion, or even 1o enter it.

Second, crceJnl source. T\w Bible, and the Bible alone, i-

the source of the Christian creed. But this statement can be takiu
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ill sucli a hard, nuclianical manner as to be utterly false and

utterly dangerou.s. The Bible is not a number of authoritative

fragments, any one equal to any other one. The "here and there

textual method'' of getting doctrine is worthless. The Bible is a

redemptive whole, an organism of revelation with redemption as

the organizing verity, auj the Holy Ghost as the organizing

Person, and everything coming to test in the fact and inspired

interpretation of the incarnation and. death and resurrection and

ascension of our Lord. Even this is not enough to*saj. The

redemptive content of the Bible, as to ])oint, relation, and em-

phasis, can be fully a])prehcnded only by tlie social Christian con-

sciousness; that is, men, every one Avith a living Christian expe-

rience, must live together in fellowship, worship, and service,

brother as social check and supi^lomcnt to brother, to discover and

express the full biblical message of redemption. "We need Chris-

tians, just Christians, an actual brotherhood of Christians. As
one has strikingly said, '"To get at any Christian thing jou need

a Christian head, a Chi-istiaii heart, and another Christian man."

A true Christian creed, therefore, is the redemptive revelation of

God's Word poured thi-ough the personal and social certainty of

those who live together in Christ Jesus.

Third, crcedal rcaliiij. Such reality is to be obtained by

actually relating the redemptive biblical content to tho mental

and verbal reality of the time in which the creed is to be used.

The forms of human thought and speech change, and it is exceed-

ingly difdcult "to cross over into another age." Therefore it is

seldom enough to cling to a biblical phrase, or even to a biblical

Avriter's mental mniiiierism ; we need to cut through phrase and

mannerism down to the conceptual root
; and then bring this liv-

ing root across the wide centuries and make it break into expres-

sive bloom in terms of to-day's reality. Eight here philosophical

thinking ("tabooed metaphysics") may be required, not necessa-

rily for the fin:d fi>nnu1;i(ion of the iiew creed, but in order that

we may be able to (\q\vq\ and seize and steadily hold the funda-

mental reality which is to be transferred aiid restated. ]^y citing

an instance I may, perha]>3, bring out more sharply what I mean.

Many modern biblical tlieologians agree with Professor Denner
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i]i sajiiig that in iIk' books of tlio Xow Tost anient there is no

com uu>u Christ ology.' This statement is, as Xolloth has shown,

suj>erfieia]ly true and profoundly false. Under all the individual

ways of regarding Christ there is what Professor Deiincy himself

calls *'the same attitude of the soul/' Certaiidy; but we cannot

stop there. This common attitude of the soul is a rational bearing-

in jx^rsonal faith v/hich is absolutely inexplicable without a com-

mon conceptual root, either explicit or implicit. Aud it is pre-

cisely this conceptual root, this common flmdity of Christological

belief, Trhich shoidd be laid bare and then made real in a creed.

Fourlh, ciecdal progrc-ss. This progress must be compre-

hensively Christian. We are never to move toward irenic vague-

ness; neither are we to move toward generic simplicity. Professor

J)enney is wrong, not only in his method Imt even in his aim.

Progress is to be made by de\'eloping in the church a keener and

]-ichi'r and more comprehensive Christian consciousness, and vv-ith

this consciousness appropriating more and more of the meaning

of redemption, and then expressing all this larger meaning in a

more utterly Christian creed. Thus the great historic catholic

creeds are never to be flung away, but are to be treated as sug-

gestive manifestations of early Christian consciousness, and are

to be made vital and commanding in a firmer and more compre-

hensive creedal grasp of the realities of redemption.

Keeping these four creedal points in mind, I have constructed

a creed whicli I oifer as a tentative expression of the most essen-

tial features of Christian belief:

I hclicvc in (lod the Father through Jesus Christ, his only

uncreated Son ; irlio' volunfarihj became man icitJiovi ceasing to

l)c, God, and. died upon the cross to -mnhe possible our salvation;

and rose again bodihj from the grave, and ascended into heaven

to begin, through the Holy Ghost, his everlasting kingdom as

liord and Saviour.

• Soe Dcnr-ey's Jf^^^iis of the no<;[)cls, pc>gC3 31S, 349, and compare witli N'olloth's Poi^

>f Our T^.-d, pasM 3'J6 to 328.

^^^-^^ J?, Cu^CytU
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Art. III.—^iOKAl.S A^\r) ]JFE

TiiEORE'iiCAL science tend? to abstraction, and tlins often

loses connection with reality. It tends to deal with general

principles withont duly regarding the concrete facts of the case.

One of the good signs of the times is a reaction against this ten-

dency. We are now testing these abstractions more carefnlly,

and inqui]-inu- in.to their practical value and concrete significance.

Pragmatism is becoming the oi'der of the day. Ethical science

also is sharing in this tendency, to its great enrichmevit. We
are beginning to make ethics concrete, and to consider our moral

problems not merely in the abstract forms of theoretical ethics

but also, and more especially, in the concrete forms of human life.

Abstract ethics is good as far as it goes. It lays down some gen-

eral forms for moral thinking, but it really does not give very

much practical guidance. r>ecau-c of this insight Ave are insist-

ing that ethics shall concern itself more with practice. We jniy

less attention to the ethics of angels and distant worlds and more

to the ethics of living men now and here. Life must be moralized

by being brought under the control of moral jirinciples, and morals

must be vitalized by being brought into connection with onr

everyday human life in the world that now is.

In a co7icrete study of tlie subjt'ct the first thing to be n.oted

is that our human life does not begin ready-made but grows, and

it not merely grows but it grows out of submoral and subrational

conditions. That was not first that was spii-itual but that which

was animal, and afterward that which was spiritual. This is

clearly the case with the developing individual to-day. A])petites,

passions, impul.-es, instincts, unreasoning and unreasr,!]( d, are

first. Only thus can the child find its way into life. And it was

much the same with primitive society. Primitive man, how-

ever human he was in his ]inteutialities, nev(>rtheless began at

zero, lie had to learn e\Trvthi!ig, and only slowly did he find his

way. He began with the vaguest knowledge of himself, of hi-

lU'ighbors, and of the world about him. He luid no laiuruaiie, no
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tool?, no social organization. Everything had to bo inventc<l or

learned. Even human natui-e itself had to undergo long disGii)line

hefore it bceaiue lit for social order by learning the lesson of

obedience to authority and social cooperation. Petty tribes which

2;rew out of family groups had to be broken and shattered that

they might be welded into larger and more effective social wholes.

In tliis early stage thought did not count for much, for there was

not thought enough to go round. Something more simple and

direct had to go before and prepare the way. Primitive life was

held together more by the herding instinct than by any rational

insight. Imitation, social contagion, habit, instinct, were the

great binding forces of that primitive time; and various psycho-

logical impulses, with emulations and rivalries of a subrational

sort, were the leading directive forces of that period. We have,

then, as the lirst factor of human development a body of instincts,

appetites, and passions which lie back of all reflective volition

and conscious self-direction as expressions of our human institu-

tion and which give our life a certain form and direction on tlieir

own account. They are neitlier reasoned princi]iles nor human

inventions, but expressions of hmnan nature in interaction with

its physical and social environment. As such they may bo called

natural or coiistitutioiial. They form a kind of psychological and

social mechanism which takes charge of the beginnings of life,

initiates ns into living, and furni>hes a basis for the higher moral

and rational activity that comes later. This is tlie first factor in

our unfolding, the mechanical aspect of life and mind and con-

duct. There has been in the past a fear' to recognize this mechan-

ical factor, lest our freedom should seem denied, but this infer-

ence has long been seen to be baseless. There is an order of

law in nature which we do not make, but which we can use, and

upon which our control of nature al)solutely depends. The exist-

ence of this order, so far from denying our freedom, is, rather,

a condition of any efl'ectlve use of that freedom. Similarly, the

order of law in human life which we have called mechanism in

mind atid morals is entirely compatible witli our freedom, and

it is equally the condition of any ])roper self-control and social

p.iifchling. 'i'he mcThanism is there, and the free spirit by means
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of it realizes its pur})oscs ami builds it into a higher deveiopiiK-iit,

IVith the cattle tliis mechanical ])ha.se of life is, perhaps, all, but

with man it is only the introduction. Tlie mechanical movement

is necessary, but it makes nothinu perfect. It brings us a certain

way, but in order lo })erfection itiau must assume control of him-

self and pass from the instinctive phase of life into the reflective

and rational. The aufomatic natural movement, therefore, must

be supplemented by the rational and moral activity of tlie free

spirit. This is the second leading factor in our unfolding. On
the basis of nature, and by its aid, inan is to build himself into

perfection. He must assume control of himself and set himself

to perfect and complete that development v.-hicli begins auto-

matically but is carried on only by freedom. In proportion as

this is done man becomes a moral beiug; in. proportion as it i<

not done man remains a submoi-al and subrational being—that

is, a creature of the ])syehologicnl and social mechanism—and is

below tlie truly rational and morol ])lane.

A basis of nature, then, furnisjies the raw material and also

the initiation into life, and on this basis we are to build or out

of this nature we are to unfold the higher moral ajui j;piriiual

life. But this moral life is not something separate and ajiart

from the natural life. It is sim]dy .that life itself lifted to the

plane of rational freedom and goodwill and made the expression

of personal choice and self-realization. The moral activity is

regulative. It furiiishes ideals for the natural life, and its aim

is to. live the huuuiu life in a high and wortliv way. According

to Schleieriuacher, our moral task is to impose reason on nature;

that is, we are to mahe our human life reasonable aiid inform it

with good will. Thus we see the true relation of the moral to

the natural. It is not something wliicli eoii Ije ])ursued apart fr.-un

the natural in abstract. se]iaratioii, but it is, rather, the natural lif.-

itself raised to the jilane of freedom and reason and helped towiinl

its ideal perfectioiu Let us ])ut this in another way. It tcike^ a

prodigions amount nf worh to heep llie world a-golng. Consider

the myriad activities of the home, the farm, trade, commerce, tran.s-

|)ortation, inveiition, scientific inv(\'^t igatiou, government in all it'?

braiiches, internatioiial I'clations, etc. Tliese things support and
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make up the contents of civilization, and Avitliout them civiliza-

tion would perish. Ko\7, \vliat is the relation of morals to this

great complex activity of life ? Both religion and morals have

ratlier tended to differential e this life from the truly moral and

religious life, as something apart. ]Jnt this is one of the world-old

blunders. The true ansv.er is obvious. This life furnishes the

field and material of our higher activity, and the moral spirit has

the duty of moving out into this field and possessing it, thus realiz-

ing our moral tusk and transforming the natural into the moral

aTid spiritual until life shall become sane, rational, joyous, and

blessed. AVhatever an abstract morality or an abstract religion may

desire, morals and religion in the concrete must preeminently busy

themselves with this great throbbing life of men.

Our natural life, then, is no accident but the raw material

which wc are to build into the ideal form. Still less is it in any

way the result of sin, as some have tlionght, for all of these activ-

ities would have to go on just the same if we all became saints. If

the millennium should come to-morrow, the chief diiTerenee in

human life would not be in its form and contents but solely in

the spirit of the living. The great forms of life and all its lead-

ing normal activities would go on urichanged, as they are not

founded in our volition, but, rather, in our constitution and phys-

ical relations, and they furnish the conditions of living at all. In

that millennial state, then, unless the human world and the phys-

ical world were completely traiisformed, we should still need tlie

home, the farm, the i-eliool, trade and commerce, ti-ansportation,

etc., as much as evei". The only difference would be tliat all these

things would be carried on in a better spii-it and with a ]nirer

devotion, and would thus tiicmselves be lifted to still higher di'vel-

opmcnt ; but to be without them would be fatal. Without the

farm the race would starve. AVithdUt the home the family would

be impossible. Without the scho<jl the young would be ignora-

«muses. Without trade and transportation society wouhl be hope-

lessly crippled. With<ml nmnufactures it would be reduced to

its very lowest terms. If W(> shoubl conceive these things entirely

absent from human life, we sheiild have simple savagery, or,

rather, the race would jierish fcn'iliwilli. What W(> need for lh«
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progress of life is not less of any of these things but more of them,

to be used, however, under the direction of the wise moral spirit.

We do not need less jn-oduetion but more, and also more conscience

in all concerned. We do not need less trade or less transportation

but more conscience again. AVe do iiot need less wealth in the

community but vastly more, and also more wisdom in its use.

We need more wealth rather than less, for the race is now too

])Oor to furnish all its members the conditions of a lai-ge human

life, and there can be ri^o such large human life throughout the

world until it has become v^istly 3-ichcr than it is. Xo division of

])roperty makes property, and the total production of the race, if

evenly divided, is insufficient to give all human beings an adequate

chance.

And here we must have a wurd with the traditional nioralist.

lie emphasizes character as the essential thing in morals, and

regards these other things as lying outside the field of ethics, in

the realm of economics and the secular life in general. This is

the great shortcoming of the abstract moralist, a shortcoming

which has led to the reaction of secularism, and which at times

has made conscience and religion indifferent to human j-jrogress,

and even opposed to it. There is, however, a half truth in the

view, as follows: The center of the moral life is the will to do

right, as the center of the immoral life is the wnll to do wrong.

This will to do right is possilde to everyone, and with it everyone

can mahe a beginning. It is the one thing connnon to all tlie good,

the one thing in vrhich all moral agents may meet on the plane

of a connnon faithfulness. It constiliitcs also the fundamental

and central virtue in character. Loyalty to righteousness—there

is nothing higher I Lacking this the fairest life can be only a

whited sepulcher; and to this loyalty everyone may attain. It is

not reserved for the gi-i-at, the wealthy, the learned, the men of

genius, but it is open to the feeble-minded, to the ]>oor widow-

over agair.st the treasury, and to Lazarus at the rich man's gate.

This is all true, and it cainiot be over-emphasized, but other

things etjually impoiiant uiay be overlooked. Exclusive atten-

tion to the cliaractcr side of t-tbics Inis tended to reduce ethics

to a barren doctrine of cood intentions, and to divorce life and
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morals altogether. ]Morals lia\-e Leeii restricted to a narrow corner

of life and all the rest has been allowed to run wild. The notion

that morals should have anything to do with the use one makes

of one's lime or wealth or talents of any kind is still novel to

absui'dity in many quarters. Further, this divorce of life and

morals and this emjjhasis of character as consisting essentially in

good intentions have led to an ascetic disparagement of life as

having no goods of its own, as being unrelated to character, and

as being something from which we should so far as possible with-

draw. This notion especially haunts the religious world, it being

tacitly assumed, when it is not openly proclaimed, that the higher

and finer virtues of character thrive only in holy retirement from

life and its chnnorous interests. \Vealth, intellect, learning, cul-

ture are sometimes disparaged as hostile to spiritual growth,

and thus the moral life withdraws itself into a vacuum into which

human interests are not allowed to enter, and those interests, on

the other hand, go their way Avithout the moral supervision and

illumination they should receive. ]*sow, let us repeat that the

will to do right is the central thing in any character, but we must

also insist that this is but half the matter. This confines us to

the intentions of the person, but it does not tell ns what the con-

crete duties of the person are, or where they are to be found.

And here in opposition to the ethics of good intentions we may say

that the nature and aim of life are by no means exhausted in

meaning well. The good will must will something and the field

of the good will is life itself. All these great normal interests

of humanity belong to it, and the aim of the good will must be

to develop and secure these interests in the largest measure pos-

sible. AToreover, life itself has a value on its own account, and it

is only as life has this value that even morals become respeciable.

Xo amount of good intentions will make ind)ccility other than

imbecile. It takes a certain strength of head to make even con-

science respectable. Conscience apart from intellect is mere whim
or pathology—a religious whim it may be, but whim just

the saine. Xo amount of devotion can sanctify igiiorauce and

superstition. An Indian living in the filth and squalor of

.his wigwam needs civilization as well as conversion. Let anyone
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consider the ignorance, passion, iiiul credulity of multitudes, and

he will sec that the teacher is as much needed as the preacher.

What poverty of ideas, what absence of large thought and generous

sympathy, what mental and moral squalor, what esthetic barren-

ness and ugliness! Such men may l)e good in the sense of mean-

ing well, but they need an intellectual new birth as well as a spirit-

ual one. Of course the realization of large and rich human life

involves the exorcism of the evil will, but it equally involves the

exorcism of ignorance or superstition, of disease, of grinding

poverty, of bondage to physical iieeds, and of the thousand things

which hinder full and perfect life. And it al-o involves the

development of the great social forms, the educational facilities,

the gathered knowledge, the industrial activities, the wise coopera-

tion and organization, and the stored-up wealth without which

himianity cannot progress. Xot formal rnoi'al correctness, Imt

vital fullness is the dee])est aim in life. AVc need not an abstract

morality, but the morality of good homes, of good schools, of good

farms, of good roads, of good cooking, of good management, of

good literature, of good newspa]-)ers, of good libraries, of good

health, of good politics, of good government, of good citizenship,

and of good institutions generally. And we must also discern the

immorality of bad homes, bad schools, bad roads, bad cooking,

bad health, bad politics, bad citizi-nship, and of ignorance, indif-

ference, and thoughtlessness in general. And we must have still

another word with the traditional moralist who emphasizes char-

acter. As said, we agree with iiim in making character the

central thing, but we insist that chaiacter cannot ho cultivated in

abstraction from life. A goodiu'ss which is indifi'erent to inldli-

gcnce, which could not inteJ•o^t itself in truthand beauty, wliidi

found the pursuit of knowledge tiresome and had no high as]iir;i-

tions—such a goodness could bai-dly be viewed as desirable. And
a goodness which would be indillVreut to the wclbbeiug and good

order of the commuuiiy, to its i)rogress and df-vtlopment, a good-

ness which coidd rest content in lhc face of ])i-(.'\ailing ignorance,

of social injustice, of dejn-essing and crippling poverty, and which

held itself responsible for nouG of these things, would also be u

goodness for whi* h neither Ood nor innn has auv use. Ifanifestlv,
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a ooodness that is to deserve any respect must be one which is nut

devoted eolely to meditation and prayer and thoughts of a life to

come, but which is also alert to ini]n-ovc th(> life that now is, that

is ready to resist oppression and ready to lend a hand for the

improvement of human conditions, so that larger and larger

liuman life may be made possible for the largest possible number.

A ministerial friend tells of a member of liis congregation who

is exceedingly averse to hearing anything about social duties and

social questions in religion. He thinks that such things interfere

with the purity of the gospel, and is very d<*sirous that all preach-

ing should deal with doctrines of religion, and should keep entirely

clear of these delilements of the questions of social betterment.

Such travesties of religion are pretty sure to result when we sepa-

rate character from everyday life and its duties. Life, then, is

to be morali7x'd. It must remain imperfect until it is made the

expression of right reason and good will, but -it is life which is

to be moralized. Morality in abstraction from life is a mischie-

vous fiction. Here is where asceticism and monasticism have made

their fearful blunders. They rightly fixed their attention on the

holy will as the center of character, but they mistakenly sought

to cultivate it apart from the natural functions set for it in our

constitution. The result was as unsaintly as it was unlovely and

unhappy. But the wise moralist realizes that ethics involves not

only good intentions but also the development of life in all its

aspects and interests. He recognizes that nature, internal and

external, is the field and contains the objects of our moral activ-

ity. He se(>s, too, that many things must work togeiher for the

realization of ideal life; wealth, leisure, learning, culture, music,

taste, art, and a permanent su1)jugation of physical forces to

human service are needed to buihl man to his best estate. Houce,

instead of denouncing them Avith the ascetic he seeks to bring tliem

under moral control. They are indeed sources of temi)tatiou,

but to be withont them in some measure is to be savages. In a

community where these things exist the individual Tjiay share in

the common good thus resulting Avithout actual possession on his

own part, but ^hen th(y uvo lacking in both the individual and

the community we have simple savagery. The conditions eviMi
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of a large earthly life cxi:st as vet only to a very limited extent.

The race is too poor for a large life. It must produce vastly

more, aiid accumulate ^vealIh and acquire leisure for development

in the upper ranges of existence, and su1)jugate nature also to

human service so that tlie drudgeiy of the race shall he done hy

cosmic forces. All this must come to pass before the kingdom

of man can come upon the earth. And hence the enlightened

moralist welcomes all these things. lie looks u]>on each new

invention, each conquest over nature, each subjugation of physical

forces, each unloading of human drudgery upon muscles of steel,

each extension of commerce, each advance of knowledge which

contributes to human well-being, as a veritable Baptist messenger

before the face of humanity, declaring that the kingdom of man
is at hand. To war against these things is to war against civiliza-

tion and to be an enemy of the human race. In and through

these things the moral spirit marjifests and realizes itself as it

labors for the building up and ])erfection of humaiiiiy. Of course

these things might be possessed without attaining to any high

moral result, but, on the other hand, no large human life is pos-

sible without them. That would not be an ideal life, however

well meaning or devout or consecrated the person might be, which

involved want, disea^e, ignorance, narrowness, sujxn-stition, or

the lack or atrophy of any of our normal powers. As suggested,

a mind which could not interest itself in truth or beauty, which

found the pursuit of knowledge tiresonie and had no high aspira-

tions, such a mind could never be considered as other than

atrophied or a case of arrested development. A woidd of Laza-

ruses or of saintly imbeciles would be a distressing object of con-

templation, howcv(M' highly we might esteem their character, and

"vye should be dismayed indeed if we thought their condition

permanerit. PoUok compares in a certain passage an imbecile

saint with a veiy wise sinner, and greatly to the hitter's discredit.

The former is declared to l)e one '"'who never had a dozen thoughts

in all his life, and never changed their course, but told them o'er,

each in its accustomed place from moi'u till night, from youth till

hoary age." Then, after describing sundry other lacks, he declares

that ibis person "lived hai)])v, died ha])]>v, and was saved," while,
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of course, the other person came to very uudesirahle conditions

from lack of goodness. Xow, it is indeed a matter for congratula-

tion tliut this dull person ^vas saved, but, clearly, one would not

like to think of heaven as peopled with such persons, or to think

of this person as never getting hcyond his ''do/.en thoughts."

One devoutly hopes that in some celestial primary school the

number of his thoughts was increased and that he developed into

some fair measure of intelligence.

It is ]nanifest, then, that character cannot stand alone or

be pnrsned by itself. There are other than abstractly moral con-

ditions of human life, and the man who is seeking to live thrf

large human life for himself or to secure it for others will see that

these conditions must be fulfilled, and that it is a part of our

jnoral task to fulfill them. So, then, we need not merely the

moralist but the worker everywhere. The moralist is good in his

place, but unless there be other workers he will bring nothing to

perfection. The school-teacher must be abroad to train intelli-

gence. The man of science must be there to reveal the great facts

of life and the world; and the philosopher must be there to

meditate deeply upon the meaning of things and to report his

findings. The social student must be there to study the condi-

tions of the best life and to learn how to secure for each the largest

possible opportunity ; and the artisan must be there, and the toiler

in QYCvy field, to give form and substance to ideas and to realize

them in daily life. If we comjiare our social condition to-day

with that of the ^liddle Ages, we shall find that the dilTerencc i-<

not due only, or even mainly, to the moralist or the preacher, but

also to the gro\\-th of intelligence, the birth of invention, the in-

crease of man's control over nature. xVll of these things have

reacted against the moral and religious ideas of those times and

liave brought about the development of civilization. The Ooi'tic

and Abyssinian churches in a fashion had Christian theology, but

they had not the large thought and knowledge needed to intei--

pret that theology, and the result was that ihey sank into snpor-

stition as crude as paganism itself could show. In the mediaeval

])eriod also, if an epidemic broke out, thei'e Avas no recourse but to

some religious exercise or practice, and we know how abjectly fn-
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tile it all was. Science has now helped man to a better knowledge

of disease, and the means of eseaping or curing it.

Thus in a multitude of wa\s we see the dependence of life

upon other than purely moral conditions. Indeed, it is to be

wished that someone would produce an essay adequate to the sub-

ject on the material and intellectual basis of morals and religion,

as a kind of otl'set to the fancy one sometimes meets that these

sciences can stand on their own foundation. It would then appear

that the road-maker, the explorer, the engineer, the philosopher,

the statesman, and every forni of labor and invention have coi-

tributcd, and do contribute, a great and essential part to the prog-

ress of humanity. We might even find preparations in the very

structure of the earth for the training, and development of man in

intellect and civili/.ation. ''The dividing mountains and the

estranging sea" have had no small part in the "past histoi-y of

humaaity; and the overcoming of those divisions and cstrange-

meiits by modern means of transportation is playing an ever-

growing part in bringing al)uut a world neighborhood and the

possibility of mutual understanding and more intimate relations

which will have the gTcatest significance for the future develop-

ment of the race. The simple matter of quick and cheap trans-

portation has been one of the most significant factors in our modern

industrial development, and the trolley line has already begun

to show its sociological significance. We are not used to thinking

of railroads as m(»ral institutions, and yet it is clear that even the

kingdom of God finds advantage in using the express train. To

be sure, that kingdom is within, but for the spread of the kingdom

the fast train and the express steamer are useful. Geography,

coast lines, mountain ranges, river courses, ocean currents^ trade

winds, the distril)uti()ii and relative jn-oportions of land and water,

the composition of soils, etc., would likewise be found to have great

significance fur human develojunent. Tn(]uirv of this kind casts

no doubt upon the moral life and our higher spiritual interests,

as was once ignorantly proclaimed ; it only serves to show how

complex life is, and that these higher interests can be realized

here in their idral forms only as they are supported by these other

factors. But this claim that life must be moralized and- ration-
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alizcd must not be imderstood to mean that life must lose all

spontaneity and be reduced to a body of rules. Tliis would be

worse than the wilduess of nature itself. Our claim is only that

fi-ee rational beings should not live mechanically or at random,

but should aim to direct and mold their lives so that right reason

and good will should bear rule in them. This is all that is meant,

and the need of so doing is manifest. A prodigious amount of

work remains to be dune in every department of life in the way

of making it rational and subordinate to good will. Both the

individual and society—social institutions, politics, international

relations, art, literature, trade, i)roduction, amusement, the whole

round of human activity, in short—need to be revised and

directed by right reason and good will. The natural, the eai-thly,

the submoral life by itself deserves all the condemnation which

the moralist and the ]u-eacher have hca})cd upon it. How many
wealthy men ha\'e we known who were, able to use their wealth

for their own mental and moral enlargement, who used it so wisely

that they grew mentally and spiritually, a]ul becaiue centers of

beneficent upbuilding in the community i On the other hand,

we have known only too many cases where the man has gone dowTi

as the purse has gone up, where conceit and vanity have been

nourished into monstrous proportions, and where intellect and

high thought and generous aspiration have been fattened out.

Cases of this kind emphasize the absolute need of moralizing life

so that the goods of life shall not become destructi\e, but shall

be used for the development of the larger and fuller life of the

person and the community. There is sweeping over our land a

demand for this moralization, a demand that business shall purify

itself, that literature shall clean house, that newspajiers shall

guard their columns and ado])t higher standards of righteousness,

ia demand that the ]X)litician who shouts so vociferously for the

flag shall cease betraying the land witli a kiss, a demand that the

church. take an interest in these thijigs and be not satisfied with a

righteousness that ends in ])salm-si]^ging and prayer meetings.

But ethics, on the otliei- baud, must find it-^ field in life.

Botli ethics and religion unless dnly chastened by criticism tend

to withdrav.' from life. ]u'lii;ion betakes itself to forms aiid cere-
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monies and quietistic contemplations, and feels no responsibility

for the life that now is. Etliics in like manner becomes academic,

and of formal abstractions, and loses connection with reality.

Both religion and ethics need to be recalled from their negative

and quietistic dreams and set n])on the positive task of makiiiu-

righteousness and good will stand fast and bear rule in the earth,

of making real that dream of a universal brotherhood and a divim-

Fatherhood which has ever lain at the heart of humanitj, but

which has been so largely unrealized. ]\[an is not to be redeemed

in abstraction froiri his necessary sense and secular life, and that

life in turn is to he redeemed through the redemption of man. If

the natural realizes itself only in the spiritual to which it is the

introduction, the spiritual in turn gets a concrete significance only

through the natural in which it roots. The two must be combined

for the perfection of both. The spiritual pursu(>d in abstract itm

from life and its normal interests may Ixx-ome silly and contempt-

ible, or fanatical and destructive, and the natural without the

inspiration and uplift of the spiritual may become base, corru])t,

'and defiling. One great need of the present tiiiie in all practical

fields is the serious and persistent use of reason in the criticism

of life. The mechanical factor of life to which reference has

been made is still very predominant. The thoughtful expression

of what is wise and right plays only a small pai-t in our lives.

Thus old follies are pci-petuated, obsolete traditions are retained,

and needed reforms are vetoed in sheer blindness. The convei.-

tional conscience of tradition also is always being outgrown. The

moral field must be extended until it includes whatever makes for

human well-being. Commerce, ti'ade, ju'oduction, politics, tlif^

present social customs, etc., need to be disinfected an<l moralized.

And the needed impi-ovement will not come of itself or by passively

resting in the conventional conscience. It can be reached only by

turning the light of the impersonal reason on our lives aiul by

letting it l)lay U]>on and about them until we know what our aims

and motives are, and what our desires and ideals are for ourselves

and for our fellows. Such serious and thoughtful criticism of

life would be a ])Owerful stimulus to improvement. As low and

loathsome things ti-athcr undei- boards and ston(\s which exclude
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the light, and as the same things scamper in dismay when the light

is let in, so low and loathsome aims gather and grow in the gloom

of thoughtlessness and ignorance, but slink away in shame at the

shining of the light. There is really enough moral purpose in

the community to make gi-eat and valuable reforms if it were

rightly directed. We have reached the ])oint where only rational

discussion and investigation can reveal the way. Mechanism in

mind and morals has done all it can for us. Xow we need reason

ajid freedom in mind and morals. Humanity is approaching

its intellectual majority, and the age of criticism and discus-,

sion is at hand. We are appraising our inheritance from the past

with the aim of seeing what is worth keeping and what is out-

grown. We are ju^t beginning systematically to apply good sense

to the problem of life in its broadest, meaning, and already good

results are beginning to show tlicmselvi'S. As we have said before,

there is sweeping over the land a great wave of moral interest,

a desire for social justice, for business honor, for political

purity, for an effective church, for a militant righteousness,

for an enthusiasm for humanity, for unselfishness that loolcs upon

ihe world as a place in which to serve and not as a place where

each one shall get the most for his selfish self. We are beginning

to see that there may be Judases and Benedict Arnolds in business

and in social life as well as elsewhere. Justice can be betrayed,

social stability imperiled, and treason against the land committed

in more ways tlian one. And we need this idea of life not merely

for the sake of objective betterment, but also, and especially,

for the sake of its inspiration. Foi-, after all. the great trouble

with most men lies in their ina])ility to idea]izc their lives, and

to see those lives in relation to the great human order aiul th'^

divine purpose which is being wrought out. As Matthew Arnold

said

:

'

For most men in a brazen prison live.

Where in the .sun's hot eye,

"With heads bent o'er their toil, they languidly .

Their lives to some unmeaning task-woik give.

Taking our livc's sordidly luake^ us sordid, and the resulting -or-

didufss sinks us still further. A large part of social discoutent
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arises from this fiiet. We ai-e unable to relate our lives iu their

dusty routine to any high ideal, and we weary of them and of our-

selves and even of life itself. The great remedy for this must lie

in the direction of idealism, of setting ourselves an aim which shall

give life a value and an inspiration. So long as we live the selfish

life, on whate\'er plane and under whatever circumstances, the

soul is sure sooner or later to grow weary and lose itself in tedium

or despair. "We seek to save our lives and we lose them. It is only

as we come out of the narrow, selllsh life and relate our lives to the

service of man and God that we really save them, and then we find

that life, under vrhatever conditions, is worth living.

One loves to dream of a time when humanity shall come to

its own, when physical nature shall be subdued to human service

beyond all present conception, when sin and disease shall have

disappeared, when the social order shall be an expression of per-

fect justice, wheii the race shall be rich enough to afl'ord all its

mcrabors the opportunity of a truly human existence, when the

• "•ndajro. of physical drudgery shall be taken off human shoulders,

v.hvu iho treasures of knowledge shall be a uni\'ersal po.sscssion,

a!i«l when, m a7-itithpsis to these things and conditions, there shall

bo in man a moral spirit wise enough to use them and strong
enough to contrnl tlu-m. Th.n the kingdom of man, which is also
the kingdom of God, will have finally^ome, and the new heaven
nnd the new earth which weiv seen in ancient vision will be here.

^^-^-i^ i/^^KOx. /^Z/Vt/T^L^
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Akt. IV.—the AP.GUMEXT for I.\DrORTALITY
APAirr FROM REVELATION

If an intelligent being from some distant world should visit

til is planet of ours, he would probably conclude, on a survey of

modern civilization, that belief in a future state of existence was

either wholly denied, or, if held, was so far back in the hinter-

land of ordinary thinking that it exercised little or no influence

on tjie moral attitude of men tovrard either this world or that

which is to come. Xor woidd our philosophical visitor be wholly

in error. The Sadducee is abroad in the land. To millions of

people the richness and variety of moderji life, its literature and

art, scientific achievements and uncountable means for personal

enjoyment would seem to be all-sufiicient, for they are apparently

all-absorbing. Utter abandonment to the material things of this

life docs not suggest eager interest in a life beyond. There are

others for whom the revelations of science supersede the revelation

of God. For them the natural makes impossible the supernatural.

The baflling mystery of human life, its origin, its purpose, its

tragedies and sorrows, the seeming uselessness of it all, cannot be

reconciled in their minds with the existence of a God who is at

once infinite in poAver and infinite in benevolence. The vast-

ncss of the universe, the boundless reach and changeless uniform-

ity of law, the littleness of man, lost with his petty affairs in an

infinitude of worlds upon worlds, the seeming waste and vanity

of human effort, all tend to crush within these devotees of science

any buddiijg belief that such an insignificant creature as man, who

is himself, soul and body, but a late product of nature forces, can

bo so distinct from the universe of which he is a part as to rise

above it into immortal life. To such pessimists all progress in

])hysiological science only demonstrates more clearly that soul is

nothing more than a gi'oujung of vital phenomena, dependent, as

all othor natural j)]ieiiome7ia nre, on a material basis. Thought is

mci-ely a function of the brain; and when that organ is destroyed,

or its artivities cease, thought also ceases an.d that which is called

soul, or spirit, is no more.
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But hoNvever strong and coiujicUing ai^pcarances may he, or

however insistent the dogmas of malcriali.-m and th'- s]>rca(l

of these among nuscellanc-ous ela-scs of -ijcuplc may he, the truth

is there never Avas a period wlicn a more intelligent interest Avas

nniversally felt respecting immortal life ihan now. Matthew

Arnold's IJoman nohle satiated to weariness is no stranger to our

day. The life that is does not satisfy. Man is always greater than

what he does. The mind that measnres the urhiis of ])lanet.s and

the flight of light through immeasurahh^ space, that uncovers the

secrets of nature and hy marvelous inventions ntilizes its forces,

that wanders through eternity and thiid^s of the Infinite, must

always he more than the material things ahoul it. The inanities

of artificial living, which vainly endeavoj-s to make evanescent

pleasures ahiding, soon pall on the jaded spirit, and the illusions

of life, many of them, perhaps, "sweet as remenihered ].-.isses after

death," leave only au aching void which the awakened soul woidd

gladly fill with satisfactions permanent an.d real. Longing for

the eternal hecause it was made for the eternal, the s-uil, which

is not a thing of time hut is related to the Timeless, turns with a

natural instinct toward the future. Hence to the modern man,

as to men of e^'ery age, the question of Joh, 'Tf a man die, shall

he live again?"' is an ever-present prohlem. Every man lives in

his OAvn world, a world which is larger and more mysterious than

the physical world about him, and in this world, commun.ing with

himself, he faces i)rol)lems of life and of death, questions of the

past and of the futui-e, which are n(^t wholly silenced hy the rau-

cous voices or clamorous tongues of the world outside. Xo one

ever gets away from himself. Xo one ever escapes the interroga-

tions of his own nature. Wlu ther avc will or no, questionings of

solemn imi)ort arise within us and renuiin with us because we are

what we are: s])iritual beings, living in two world-. Back, thei!,

of all activities in trade an<l commerce—behind all seeming al^sorp-

tion of self in the world, in ])urely intellectual pursuits, in leslhetic

enjoyments, or in struggles for place and power and comforts of

life; which our visitor fivMii distant worlds may see on the ^urface

of things in onr modern civilization—there is a profound and

ceaseless interest in the unsecMi universe which is personal to every
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one of us. - Like the blind boy, \vho could not sec bis kite in tbe air

but felt the yuU of it and knew it was there, wc feel the pull of ilic

Unseen. rhilofOi)hers s|K>culate upon it, scientists include it

among their investigations, mind-readers, telepathists, clairvoy-

ants, and spiritists attempt to demonstrate il, all because of the

insistent demands of the human spirit to know its o^\m destiny and

the pressure upon us of the great Unknown.

There are multitudes, doubtless, who through gradual atrophy

of the religious faculty have become indilTerent to immortality.

Thoy think it is not desirable. Denying all revelation, they openly

repudiate belief in it until some wrenching grief or terrible trial

strikes deep a chord long silent. Then, like the Sadduccan Herod

—who believed neither in angel nor spirit, but on being suddenly

alarmed cried out, "It is John the Baptist risen from the dead!"

—they awaken to the over])owering primitive instincts of the soul

and yield to a conviction they cannot supi)ress. Others, probably,

.have surrendered belief in a future life because, like Harriet

:\[artineau, they find no solid ground for their confidence.

Others, adopting the creed of Positivism, hope oidy, like

George Eliot, for an immortality in the race, in a continued

influence for good upon individuals—a mere abstraction, which

might be just as true of a very dead impersonal book, or painting,

or bit of sctdpture, as of a once living and thinking personality.

But the millions of normal humanity still cherish the hope of a

life beyond, where the wrongs of this life will be righted, where

they will again meet the loved ones of the long ago, where the in-

equalities and limitations of this earth life will be no mure, and

the soul, then free, shall have limitless field and limitle^ss time for

the perfect realization of its powers.

The question, however, which confronts us is, \Yhat is the .

r,ure ground for this hoi)e ? Is the desire f.:>r immortality in its

idtimatc analysis really anything more thnn nn extension of the

])rimal instinct of self-preservation common to man and all animal

life? What proof or satisfactory evidence is there that if a man

dies he shall live again? If a blow on the head will render one

unconscious for an hour, why will not a harder blow make him

unconscious forever? How does the departed spirit live? Has it a
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body? Docs it exist in a purely suLjoctivo state, or in active

relation to the universe ? Do spirits know each other, and have

they knowledge of events transpiring in this world? These are a

few of the questions which force themselves upon us.

Could Nve but know
The land that ends our dark, uncertain travel,

Where lie those happier hills and meadows low!—
Ah, if beyond the spirit's utmost cavil

Aught of that country could we surely know

—

Who would not go?

Might we but hear

The hovering angels' high imagined chorus,

Or catch, betimes, with wakeful eyes and clear.

One radiant vista of the realm before us

—

With one rapt moment given to se€ and hear

—

Ah, who would fear?

Were we quite sure

To find the peerless friend who left us lonely—

•

Or there, by some celestial stream as pure,

To gaze on eyes that here were love-lit only

—

This weary mortal coil, were we quite sure.

Who would endure?

Btit what evidence is there of any land of celestial streams where

friends and loved ones meet, where '"angel faces smile" ?

It is one of the strangest phenomena in the history of thought

that Christianity, which alone gives any solid foundation for faith

in eternal life, should now be set aside by a certain class of people

who seem to be most anxious to establish the fact of that life, and

that other ai-guments a]-e seized upon' as affording siiflicient

grounds for the inspiring hope. So persistent is tlf effort to

ignore Christian teaching, and indeed to deny the veracity of

the historical records and teachings of tlie Xew Testament bear-

ing on the subject, that it is difficult to decide which seems to be

most desired—proof of the continuity of life after d<'ath or proof

of that fact without the help of divine revelation. Tn some

cpuirters it seems to havi- become quite fashionable to ignore this

revelation altogether and to rely on or to put emjdiasis upon ai-gu-

ments which are solely the prodiu'ts of human reason; thcrel'V

bringing n^^ back to the rea«!onings of pngan philosophers of two
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thousand years ago—-rcasoning-s which satisiicd neither them nor

the age in which they lived. Iji addition to these plausible

assumptions tlie wonders of occultism, telepathy, clairvoyance, the

reported cases of appearances of dead persons which the Society

for Psychical Kesearch has carefully collated, are now added

and triumphantly placed at the front as unanswerable evidences

for the immortality of the human spirit.

It is not an agreeable task for a Cliristian to weaken evidence

from any source which would strengthen faith in future existence.

Xor could an}i:hing be farther from my purpose. But when the

teachings of the Lord Jesus, the gospel narrative of his resurrec-

tion, the positive atlirmations of the apostles, indeed, the whole

why of Christianity at all, are set aside for arguments which are

set forth as sufficient evidences of immortality wholly independent

of Christianity, then it becomes necessary to show that Jesus

Christ alone "has brought life and immortality to light through the

gospel"'; that independent of this divine revelation there is no sure

foundation for belief in a future life which may not be shaken, or

at least contested, by ])hysical science and rigid application of

rational criticism. If it should be said here, as it will be, that tlio

teachings of Christianity based on the miracle of Jesus's resurrec-

tion have no weight, since the miraculous has no standing in courts

of science, let judgment be deferred on that matter till we come

lo it.

The question now is, what are the arguments by which,

excluding Christian teaching, it is sought to establish faith in im-

mo]-tallty? Perhaps the following will coyer the ground.

I. PniLOsopiiicAL. 1. Anthropological. That is, such

evidences as may be derived from the nature of the soul as a nioral

essence, such as, (1) The ^Metaphysical argument, which affirms

that, since the soul or spirit is an incorporeal, immaterial, spiritual.

and indivisible essence, it can be neither dissolved nor destroyed.

(2) The Teleological : Since the huumn faculties cannot be

brought to their higlust perfection in this temporal life, there mu'=t

be another state of existence in which they moy I'cach their con-

eummation. (Tl) Tlic .Vnalogical : In nature tliere is no destrnc-

tion, but out of a])parent death thei-(^ cvei- arises new life.
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II. Theological. 1. Proof from the Nature of God.

Such as (1) The Divine- Goodness: The God of all Love would

not have })hiccd the desire for innnortality in the heart of man
if he did nol intend to satisfy that desire. (2 j The Divine Eight-

cousiiess: Virtne demands the sacrifice of earthly joy and satis-

faction, wherefore there must he a future life in which compensa-

tion shall be made for the sacrifice.

III. The ZVLoiiAL Pj;oof. ]. Moral Compensation. In

man there is a struggle ior moral character as well as for well-

being. Both endeavors, howe^er, often meet in conflict one against

the other. ]\Iorality demands the denial of sensuous well-being;

there must be, therefore, some future reward for the deprivation

and sorrows of a virtuous life.

IV. The IIisTOKiCAi, Puoof. 1. Universal Belief in a

Future Life. 2. Spiritualistic Phenomena.

It is by such arguments, derived from such premises, that,

independent of Christian teaching, we are to be convinced of the

reality of a life beyond. We would not minimize them. They

are not without weight to a pliilosophic mind as suggesting the

possibility of a future life, and if the absolute affirmatives and

all the implications of Christian faith are considered, they will

be overwhelming, for they will be seen in the light of revelation

to be grounded in truth. But if the reality of the revelation of

the gospel is denied, what convincing power can these arguments

exercise on critical thought, what sanction can they give to human
laws or conduct, and what glad hope or surcease from sorrow

can they bring to the stricken heart? How can we know that

they are grounded in reality ? Clearly, they are not self-authen-

ticating. There is not one of them that may not be challenged

with such success that in tlio end we shall ])c on no surer ground

than when we began. What the hunum heart craves is not mere

possibility or probal)ility of future existence, drawn fi-om logically

constructed and skillfully elaborated reasoning, depending for its

plausibility on the skill of the reasoner to marshal his arguments

with cumulative effect; rather does it seek that evidence which,

if not true, the human iinnd will be compelled to believe that

nothing else can be proved to be true, not ev(^n its own self; that
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life and the wliole cosiuicnl framework- is one vast delusion; that

The pillared firuiameiit is rottenness.

And earth's base built on stubble.

Nothing less than this will satisfy the critical reason, and on

nothing less secure will the human heart contentedly rest.

Now, it is not self-evident, to consider at this time only one

of these arguments, the j\Letaphysical, that the soul is an imma-

terial essence which cannot be dissolved and therefore cannot be

destroyed. For all we know to the contrary, the soul may be

composed of various sjjiritual elements, or of diilercnt selves, as

is suggested in cases of double personality, hypnotism, uncon-

scious cerebration, automatic writiiig; and, therefore, it may be

destroyed by the dissolution or falling away of any of these ele-

ments. Even if it is conceded that the soul is immaterial, simple,

and indestructible, still it does not follow that the person is there-

fore immortal, since self-consciousness or personal identity may

be utterly lost, as they sometimes are temporarily lost in this life

by disease or accident. But without se]f-<:-onsciousness there is no

immortality, for that cannot be said to be immortal which does not

even know that it exists. We may not forget that it was Kant

who, in the preface to the second edition of the Critique of Pure

Keason, said : "I appeal to the most obstinate dogmatist, whether

the proof of the continued existence of the soul after death, derived

from the simplicity of its substance, . . . has ever been able

to pass beyond the limits of the schools, to penetrate the public

mind, or to exercise the slightest influence on its convictions."

But, to go still farther to the roots of things, what evidence is there

that there is a soul at all essentially distinct from and indepen-

dent of the brain ? According to the doctrine of Evolution, which

is the gosjiel of those who reject the gospel, man has his origin in

the brute. *'By considering the embryological structure of man,"

says Darwin (Descent of .Man, chap, xxi), "the homologies

which he presents with the lower animals, the rudiments which

he retains, and the reversions to which lie is liable, we can partly

recall in imagination the former.condition of our early progenitors ;

and can a])]u-o.\imately place them in their proper place in the
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zoological Kories. We thus lera-u that man is descended from a

hairy, tailed quadruped, probably arboreal in his habits, and an

inhabitant of the Old World.'" There is nothing, then, in man
which was not first in the l)rute, at least potentially; and nothing

was in that brute which was not first in the germinal vesicle

wdiere it originated. Through operation of the laws of natural

selection man has reached his })rescnt form, and to the advantages

which he has derived from the possession of certain organs of

association in the brain he owts his difference in degree, but not

in kind, from the lower animals. ''The high standard of our

intellectual powers and moral disposition," says Darwin, "is the

greatest difficulty vdiich presents itself, after we have been driven

to this conclusion on the origin of man. But everyone who admits

the principle of evolution must see that the mental powers of the

higher animals, which are the same in kind with tho-e of man,

though so different in degree, are capalilc of advancement."

Where, then, does the soul come in as an immortal and inde-

pendent substance distinct from the cerebrum ? It has been

assumed that the soul enters or becomes at some time between the

fertilization of the ovum and birth. But for this there is no

evidence. '"^Enters" from where ? '•'l^'comes"—what v\-as it

before? So far as physiology or ontogeny knows, there is nothing

in the infant that was not in the endoryo, and the hi-tory of that,

back to its parental cells and the physical nature of these cells, is

well known. !May we not say, ''Given the nervous organization

of any animal, and the nature of its soul and its capacity for

mental advancement can be seientiilcally determined'' i Hence

the affirmation of certain i^iysiologists that thought is a function

of the brain. And is it not a fact of common knowledge that

injury by lesion, or otherwise, to the eei-ebi-um destroys memory,

speech, hearing, taste and smell; that cluiiiieal changes in l>rain

substance affeet con.sciou>ness ; that arrested brain development

means indx'cility; that drugs i\m\ various ]X)i>ons prii^Inee hallu-

cinations, wholly different quality of i<leas, and, us iu the i!se of

latighlng-gas, change the entire mental characteristics of the per-

son influenced? If the soid is an immaterial entity, distinct iu

nature from its nntterial organi-m, how is it possible to conceive
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of it as being so completely the victim of every cbaiigo in its

material organs? Certainly, if it were known to be as grossly

material as tbe nerve iilament whir-b transmits sensations from

tbe outer world, it coulJ not be more completely responsive to

organic disturbance or cbemical cbange. For, observe, the change

in the substance of an organ docs not end with a report of it in

consciousness—it changes the characteristics of consciousness

itself; for coisciousness, as is affirmed by certain physiologists and

psychologists, is nothing more than an endless stream of thoughts

or feelings. If, then, every change, impression, or thrill in our

nerve centers has its concomitant change or thrill in consciousness,

if every feeling in consciousness has its concomitant im];rc.~sion or

change in nerve centers, and it is seen that these two always go

together, neither existing without the other, does it not follow that

when the nerves are destroyed consciousness is destroyed also ?

Of course the answer to such materialistic reasoning is that

the concomitance or coexistence of two facts does not prove that the

two facts are one fact. That is, it does not prove that conscious-

ness is the same thing as a nervous sensation, it docs not prove

that the soul cannot exist witliout a nervous organism. That the

soul can exist without a body is contrary to our experience, but

our experience does not go very far. All that we see is two realities

—physical and ])sychical—running parallel with each other, but we
do not see either become tlie other or both coalesce in one. We
never sec, nor can we ever know, how a tlu'ill along a nerve becomes

a state of consciousness. And we may further admit, contrary to

the statements of some modern psychologists, that consciousness is

not a ceaseless stream of feelings. It is not, as Professor William
James (Principles of Psychology, Vol. 1, ]>. 401) affirms it i<, a

stream of thought, each ]»art of which as " 'T' can remember those

that went before and know the things they knew." For, as com-

mon sense teaches, th<mghts do not think, and they do not know,

but are what the thinker thinks and the knower knows. Thought

is not a subject, but an attribute. Tf, as Professor James affirms,

consciousness is nothing more than a series of feelings, a stream

of thought, how did this series or this stream come to know itself

as a series or a stream of thought? Has ''feeling" consciousness?
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If then "feeling-" has no consciousness—since it seems absurd to

think, for instance, that pain and joy are self-conscious entities

—how can one conceive of aiiy number of pains or feelings having

a consciousness ? And since when one is unconscious, as in

sleep, the series of feelings is broken, the stream of thought has

flowed by, how, on awakening, does the new series link on to the

old scries which liave become non-existent? How does the stream

which has flowed by return to connect itself v/itli apjjroaching

waves of a new stream of thought, so that the late unconscious per-

son can preserve his feeling of identity and remember the things

of yesterday? Is he not in danger of waking up some other self

than himself ?

Thus, while w^e may admit that the arguments of ma-

terialistic and monistic psychologists are not sustained, still it

must be conceded from the standpoint of evolution that their fail-

ure does not prove the success of their opponents. The mysteries

of life and of mental ])rocesses are so dark that, after all the

returns are in, there is yet left a very wide margin for reasonal.'le

doubt. There is quite a difference between proving that the soul

is not the sum total of cerebral functions and establishing the prob-

ability of its immortality. It is quite easy for Sir Oliver Lodge

to say, ''The weak point in the argument [that the soul is destroyed

with the death of the body] is its tacit assumption that what is

nonmanifest is nonexistent"—an assumption which no one would

make, I should think ; but it is not so easy for him to prove that iho

nonmanifest really exists, which is the more important for us to

know. Nor docs it strengthen confidence in his reasoning when
he makes a tacit assumption, as w'hen, replying to the statement

that if certain parts of the brain are destroyed connection between

the psychic and material regions is severed, he says, ''True: but

cutting off a danuiging communication is not the same as destroy-

ing the communicator, nor is smashing an oi-gan the same as kill-

ing the organist," which is indeed a very obvious conclusion^ but

which, nevertheless, assumes the very thing in dispute—that the

organ and the organist are two distinct and essen'tially independent

things, a fact which the materialist and monist insistently deny.

Suppose instead of an organ and an organist we take a music box
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or a phoiiogva])b—which are so constructed that when they are set

in motion music is the result; and when motion (life) ceases, the

melody dies—will the eminent scientist's reasoning hold good ?

Kow, having eliminated all revelation of God and of his Son

Jesus Christ concerning man's nature and his destiny, is there

enough left after this contention among scientists upon which to

base immovable conviction of human immortality ? Grant that

the soul is immaterial, does that prove personal consciousness

forever ? Between these contestants, how du we l-noic which one

is right ? And if we are ignorant of the truth in these matters,

and there is no guidance for us except in philosophic reasonings,

upon what impregnable ground can we confidently believe that

death is a door and not a wall ? The lonely heart that cries out for

the touch of a vanished hand

And the sound of a voice that is still

cannot rest satisfied with conclusions of psychologists who may

prove to their own satisfaction that the soul is not merely the sum

total of cerebral activities, wlnle some physiologists affirm that,

so far as their science shows, all the facts are against the separate

existence of mental life and nervous activity. What the heart

longs for is "some sure word of prophecy" which is not of its own

making; some word from one ivho I'nows; and then all rational

arguments for immortality will receive an illumination and a

confirmation which no argument of materialism can ever destroy.

Otherwise, we are tied up to syllogisms, possibilities, and poetry.

We arc in the dark, and after ages of ever-widening knowledge

there is nothing left for us but to follow the advice of Sim-

mias in the Phirdo, who would have one "take the best and most

irrefragable of human theories, and let this be the raft upon which

ho sails through life—not without risk, as T admit, if he cannot

find some word of God which will more surely and safely carry

/LQ /i^^^^Tf^U,

/
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Akt. v.—the woest-uxdekstood book

;Mattiikw Akxold speaks of the book of Ecclesiastes as "one

of the wisest and one of the worst-understood books in the IJible,"

which seems to me to be a happy statement of a verj nnhappj fact.

Strange decree of fate—that one of the wisest books should be one

of the worst-nnderstood of books I Yet even in Athens Socrates

was not understood; and the Son of man, coming to us with

immeasurable good will, was called the Child of the devil.

Worst-understood of books ! Eenan has called it a lovable

book. I believe he calls it "the one really lovable book ever written

by a Jew." Surely, it is a badly understood book if it really is

a lovable book; if it is a book of unusually large corjipass of

thought, as Gibbon held ; if it is a book whose web is shot through

with threads of subtle beauty the pattei-n of which sets forth the

truth that there is no satisfaction in the life of man ajjai't from

God, which is the meaning John Wesley found in it; if it is a

wise book, as ]\Iatthew xVrnold aflirms; for the prevalent impres-

sion is that the book's last word is. Life is not worth living; life

is a "feeding upon wind." And this opinion obtains, though the

unknown editor who gave the world these dozen pages packed with

proverbs that have become common property, pages brilliant with

wit and relie\-ed by many a human, humorous touch, was kind

enough to tell us that the author's last word was, "Fear God and

keep his commandments"—a blunt theological putting of a phi-

losophy of life which if the author of Ecclesiastes does hold to is

set forth in his terse pages more subtly. Nevertheless, for gen-

erations the book has been considered a witness to the vanity of life.

There are some things about Ecclesiastes we may not know.

Y\"ho wrote it ? There are some who still believe Solomon wrote it.

The linguists arc alisolutcly positive it could not have been written

by Solomon. Eut this question of authorship ]-)robal)ly will never

be settled. When was it vrritten, where, and why? Xo conclusive

answers can be gi\-en to these questions. It is such a universal

book, and so timeless, as to make all sueh answers little moi'o than
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Piigacions guesses. I ^volIld sav the author was a Jew, at least

one who held the Jewish faith in the broad. The book may not

be the record of an old man's findings, but it so" impresses me. At

any rate, it is the word of one who has bi-easted the flood and made

port. Critics have dispnted as to whether it is poetry or prose,

but even a layman who boasts no technical knowledge of Semities

ought to be able to feel that the book is essentially prose, with pos-

sibly here and there a scrap of poetry, as in the passage on the

tides in men's affairs and the description of the dissolution of man.

Perhaps, the contention concerning the meaning of the book aside,

the gTeatest diversity of opinion has arisen as to its structnre and

literary form. After a carefnl study of many of the analyses of

the boo!:, and after repeated readings of the book itself, I cannot

find any systematic or logical arrangement in it. I do find several

extensive passages, but, if I mistake not, the book is a '^journal

in time," the Diary of an Ancient Wiseman, who looked calmly at

life, faced the facts, kept a record of what he saw and thought,

ho])ed and feared, a record in which for all time men may see

mirrored a forthright honesty, a rugged faith in right, and the

world, and God, together with a tender, sensitive, brotherly heart.

"Whether or not we may answer the qnestions concerning

authorship, time, form, and so on, even though the book may have

no more than the unity of life, vre ought to be able to make out its

meaning, to read its message ; and this though the meaning may
not be appai-ent to the hasty reader, as the passage in John Wesley's

Journal seems to hint. It is the purpose of this article to trace

this essential meaning of the book.

T. The author, whom we may call the Preacher, has been

considered what a friend of mine well versed in Old Testament

litei-ature recently called him, ''a miserable old pessimist." "Van-

ity of vaiiities; all is vanity, saith the Preacher," and saith it a

good many times. liight honestly and fearlessly he has set forth

the ease against faith, and not even Blatchford has given us a

longer list of the untoward things of the world. For the Preacher,

unlike the Concord Sage and the large company of latter-day

optimists, wanted to see all the facts—the disconcerting as well

as the ho})eful. Tie v.-ouhl jiractice I'.o self-deception. And, more-
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over, he seemed to have a keenness of vision for all the apparent

blemishes in the work of the Great Craftsman. He was impressed

with the seeming heartlessness of the natural order,^ with man's

inability to appreciate the cosmic times and tides,- with tln' cor-

ru])tion in those places S€!t for the righting of wrongs,'"' social

oppression,^ envy,^ covetousness,^ hypocrisy,'^ irreverence among

7nen.® He had seen the calamitous ending of seemingly safe

ventures,^ the world sometimes seemed a gambler's worbl;'*^' like

Job, he had seen the tents of the robbers prosper. -^^ He had .-eeu

many strange freaks of fortune.^- -He had also seen wealtli with-

out the power to use it or enjoy it. The workings of avarice he

had noted, and the shadow men call death he had seen seated at the

banquet table of life. Moreover, men, as well as women, ho saw

were creatures of prejudice and passion, while wisdom had almost

no place in human aifairs,^"

But is the Preacher a pessimist because he sets forth these

facts? He would be if he distorted them, if he held them up to

his eyes so as to shut all else out of his view, or if he had had no

more to say to his readers. A })essimist is one who sees no iiood

in life. The Preacher is always caix'ful to avoid such an aflirina-

tion. At the furthest he says life seems but a feeding on wind.

Yet we do him a grievous wrong if we do not correct even this, as

he does, with the saner words—the ultimate reality lies too deep

for man.^^ ''Vanity of vanities"—that is the Preacher's word.

Only let us bear in mind that that is the point from which he

starts, and not the place at which he rounds up. The longest

single passage in the book, in which our investigator goes far

afield, brings up at last at the surpi-ising words—''Life is from

the hand of God," an.d not 1o be lived apart from him.'^ Surely,

tliis is the religious view of th(.' >vorld, and not the pessimistic.

It is to be borne in mind that while the author with scrupulous

conscientiousness sets forth the dai'k facts, lu' does not distoi-t them,

nor does he give them undue place in his thoughts. Furthermore,

as I shall point out in a moment, the book reveals the unsatis-

factoriness of the pessimist's hasty conclusion and discloses a

n.lll. 1.12—2.26. »:^. IG •'1.1. M. -1. "-LS. ^S.l-G. 85.17. 95.14.
'"9.11. "7.10. '-'10.5-7. '17. 27-23. "7.24. '* 2. 2 1, mar".
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larger tbouglit of life and the world-order that justifies the high

faith of man. Jjur Ix'fore we pass on to these considerations let

us note a few of tlie more heartening facts that the book insists

upon. Tlie Preacher belongs in the company of such spirits as

Dante, Browning, Tennyson, Amiel, Paschal, and their like, who
have through long years brooded on the meaning of life. His
dozen autobiographic pages, wrought with literary art, replete

with epigram, reveal a gentle, seiisitivc spirit, sincere, honest,

reverent, not without the saving grace of good humor, genial,

urbane, cosmopolitan, tolerant. The book is a wonderfully human
document. I dare say some of my readers who have taken snap

judg]nent on the book will smile at these characterizations; but

I agree with Vvenan that it is indeed a really lovable book, and
appeal to the facts.

"Truly the light is sweet!'" Is a pessimist so sensitive to

the gi-ace of the world? The parable of ingratitude which he

gives us in cha])ter nine could blossom only in the garden of a

gentle heart. His ideal of the home life is the dewish ideal, based

upon virtue and reaching up to an unquestioning faith in God.^

Kone save him who has kept his health through the years can look

back with joy upon the exuberance of youth as does our author.

There seems to be a gentle humor in the counsel. Be joyful in your
prosperity; and when you have lost all—well, you can at least

meditate. ""^ In these days of fanaticism and faddists how medic^

inal is the word: "Be not righteous overmuch."^ We would
that more of our old folks coidd keep in touch with the age-to-be

as did this Preacher, who would not believe tluit ''the former days

were better than these.'"-'^ "The sleep of the laboring man is

sweet," yet it is a gift of God to have w(\a]th and t<» l)o able to enjr.y

it.''' A most significant word! Even the casual reader must have

noted there is no touch of morbidity nor asceticism in this little

book. Work, and love, 'and feasting—such is life. lie does not

sjieak of the body as a "rose-mesh," but ho dors call it a ''golden

bowl" in which the light of the spirit is Ix.rne. Buskin's eyes

were opened to the beauty of the world by the huninons words:
'Tie hath mad.' everything Ixaulifid in its time."^ Onlv a

•11.7. 29.9. »7. 14. «7. IG. »7. 10. "5. 19. ":i. 11.
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tender heart of deejt syiupathy could be moved to such feelings as

his for the downtrodden poor who suffer and have no comforter.^

He marvels that men envy rather than admire the triumphs of

skill and industry.- Before our day he spoke of society and soli-

tude; and before the preachment given to us in our childhood

about the bundle of sticks was the beautiful word of the three-

fold cord. Material riches are nothing as compared with the

wealth of the heart. ^ A good name is better than precious oil.

A man does well to be admonished by the varied experiences of

life. The house of revelry is the place of fools. Anger burncth

out the heart. A bribe destroyeth the understanding. Wisdom
is a bulwark, the great asset. He that loveth silver shall never be

satisfied with silver. Life may have its besetments, but there are

work, and joy, and love, and hope, so that a living dog is better

than a dead lion. Henry Drummond speaks of the Angelus as

setting before us the three elements of the ideal life—work, love,

and God. These elements, are all brought out as constituents of

the normal life in Ecclesiastcs, It is the feeling that God is within

the shadow that comforts the heart of this Preacher who prophesied

l>efore the dawn.

II. Some years ago I was impressed with the fact that in

the Preacher we have a case not of sheer pessimism but of faith

struggling for its life and refusing to give up its ground. Ecclesi-

astcs can be classed with Lucretius, the Pubaiyat, and the litera-

ture of paganism in general, only by the most superficial. The

Preacher was not another Omar. Pather, he was one who had

started out in life M'ith the simple Jewish faith in God and in the

course of widening experience had run u])on facts and conditions

disconce}'iing and confusing. The more he had read, and thought,

an<l brooded, the less possible seemed his faith. lie could not

rationalize his world. He had outgrown his early convictions.

What should he do? Give up his faith and sink into helpless

unbelief and agnosticism i This he might have done. Pather, his

faith reasserted itself. ITis early im])ressions could not so easily

be wi]ipd out ; his heart had a right to be heard ; his faith was
so unspeakably ]n-rci'-)us—spite of the seeing of the eyes it might

> •}. 1. »4. 4. »6. 3.
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bi' true. He would wait. He would live and work. lie would

trust God even if Le could not understand. 1 will not say that

one gets this meaning on the first reading of the book. "Vanity

of vanities" is the first note struck by the Preacher, and again and

again he strikes it. Faith in God and right was not the easiest

thing in the world for him. Failh with him was an achievement,

^loreover, his was not a mind of the intuitive or mystic type. He

was capable of large generalization and sustained thinking, but

by hard, patient climbing and not by swift flight he had made his

way to the hill of vision. Yet no one can read the book care-

fully, all compact of the dark facts of life as it is, and not be con-

scious that the author was one who had a back-lying, underlying

faith that constantly raised questions concerning the validity of

his pessimistic impressions. This is strikingly apparent in tlu^

passages that suggest that the pessimistic view leaves unexplained

man's spiritual capacity.^ We have in the book, then, whatever

else we have, the heart's protest against the pessimistic philosophy

of life. The word of the reason is worth much. vSo also is the

testimony of the heart. The instinctive recoil of the heart from

the view thatjife is a progressive revelation of a wholesale decep-

tion—euphemistically called disillusionment—should not be

pushed lightly aside. The instinctive faith of man in the world-

order, in life, is akin to the instinctive faith that makes a lark

pick its shell open. Such a. course must seem irrational to the

bird if it thinks at all, yet the impulse rests upon facts and is

justified in the end. The pessimist is ever spreading before us

his reasons for distrusting life. It is all very plausible. You

cannot ahvnys, sometimes it seems you never can, utterly answer

him. ^s^'evertheless, there is the instinct of life. We eat, we sleep,

we love, we marry. The heart Avill not follow the intellect. Spite

of everything to the contrary, we trust the Great God and live on.

Il^wy a man, even to the end of his days, fails to find any rational

justification for livinu- and yet goes forward in the ])ower of an

instinctive faith. This may iiot be the hai^piest, as it is only a

partial solution of life's problem; but one so living is not a pessi-

mist. He is of thn>(' who, having not seen, have yet believed.
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III. Bojorid this indirect ^vitucss against tlio pessinu>tic

conclusion the book sets forth '4 Larger thought of the world-order

and of life that justifies the high faith of the heart. The author

confesses that he cannot understand all cJf God's doings, hut enough

he does sec to justify faith and hope. For instance, he sees evil

prosperous and arrogant, yet beyond this ]iateiit fact there are

intimations that lead him to believe in a moral or^ier.^ lie sees

wickedness jn the place of righteousness, yet in his heart is the

ineradicable faith in God the Just.^ lie had hated life, and yet

he has come to see that life is from the hand of God.^ lie knows

that one event befalleth the Avise man and the fooP ; and so far as

l-novAedge goes'* (and the statement is still true) man dieth as

dietli the beast. Yet his faith is that man's spirit returneth to

God who gave it,'' a faith which seejjis to him justified by the con-

sideration that the reserves of Avisd-'ftn in a wise man's heart other-

wise must be scattered to the void.' lie sees that wisdom is vain.

in the sense that it cannot fathom the meaning of life and the

world,^ yet wisdom excelleth folly as light the darkness.^ ; it mak-

eth the face to shine"^ ; it is as great a power as money^^
;
yea, it is

even a resource more to be coveted^- ; it is of more avail to a city

than ten rulers'^; and though the problem before man is one tlie

beginning and end of which are hidden from him,^'* so that even

the highest wisdom seems to avail little, yet the Preacher's deejv

est faith is that the righteous and the wise and their works are in

the hand of God.^"' lie looks at life in its vast sweep and, with a

})road outlook on the world-order, sees not ground for despair,

but order, reason, symmetry, and beauty—signs of an Infinite

Wisdom and Goodness over all. lie does not affirm that the world-

order is meaningless, but, which is an altogether different thing,

its meaning is beyond man's power utterly to fathom.^'' This is

not the impertinence of ])essimism but the words of a real rever-

ence, a mood of the spii-it which we all do well to cultivate, in

his 0})inion.^'^

Underneath all the affirmations of the book lies a jirofound

assumption that more than once saves the Pr^'acher and that

'8.12. 23.17. >2. 21. '»2. 16. »3, 21. «I3. T. ? 2 15. 'SIO. r
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stamps him as an eminently sano and scrions thinker. He sees

that life is subtler than thought, and vaster. He is confident that

much of the data necessary to a final solution of his problem must

over lie beyond him. Ho does not give up. The intellect is not

the only instrument. His heart has had its say. He knows

beyond this tlie will to live. I do not say that he ])uts the case in

so many woi'ds, but mo7-e than once his message amounts to just

this: The solution of life is in living. At the end of every exam-

ination he comes up with the exhortation to work, to live, to trust

God. If I niistake not, this is a profound counsel and worthy of

consideration. "We do not, cannot, Oiinl: our way through. "We

live through oni" difficulties, \Ye make a great assumption—if

we go forward at all—the assumption that life is good, that the

world means well, that there is a God and he is our Father. In

brief, we assume the Christian view of the world. Then we live

our lives, and as we live we come to know the doctrine and to see

that it is of God.

IV. This, then, is the message of the Preacher. He is a

witness for right, a believer in life. He saw much to confuse his

mind and challenge his faith, yet his heart could not submit to

the pessimistic conclusion. Besides, he found many intimations

glancing fortii from elusive i-eality that justified a more hopeful

conclusion. And, what is equally interesting, he passes forth from
our sight not as one defeated, but as one who, instructed by the

years, refined hy the fires of experience, pursues his investiga-

tions and his ministry, sharing his good with those about him

—

an honest fellow, dauntless, gifted with vision, of good heart, and
withal most brotherly.

If this view be even approximately true, we can understand

why i^fatthew Arnold calls this book the worst-understood book
in the Bible; and, being tlie book it is, the more's the pity.

^^Ui/uc/f
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'Akt. vl—social SALVATIOX

'Tkom tlial time Jesus began to preach, and to say, licpent

:

for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."' To i-epent is the act of an

individnah The kingdom of heaven is a state of society; and here

wc have two great ideas of salvation; individual and social,

llerbei't Spencer has said, "All evil restilts from the nonadapta-

bility of constitution to conditions.''^ Then how shall evil be

done away? Shall the constitution of the individual be readnpted

to social conditions, or shall social conditi(»ns be readapted to the

individual ? Shall we save society through the iudividual, oi- the

individiud through society? Individual salvation we all under-

stand. Docs social salvation meaii anything? And if so, then

what ? Two ])oints are clear. First, it is clear thai Christ acnuilly

j)i-oposed an idt-al state of human society— the kingdom of lieaven;

the brotherhood of man under the Fatherhood of God. Second,

it is also clear that the chief means to the Christianizing of society

is ever the Christianizing of individuals. For, whatever evil

characterizes the sc'clal ordci-, it must be remembered that the

social order was created by and derives its chai-acter from human

nature. Hence the regeneration of human nature is the funda-

meutal remedy for the evils of society. What more is necessary?

Having reminded ourselves that the evils of society are derived

from human nature, it wotild then be a grave mistake to forget

that the evils of society serve, in Itirn, to aggravate and perpetuate

those of human natm-e. In other words, the individual and society

act and react mutually. IXeither is com]-)lete apart from the other.

]^]ach must be sought together with the other. This ajipears

jdainly in the mere statement of the three chief ])rol)lems of that

evangelism which .-rcks the con\ersiou of the iudividual ; nauicly,

]low to win him, How to keep him, and What to do with him.

As a living far'tcii- in theso three problems social salvation is

related .successively as the antecedent, the coincident, an<l the con-

sequent of personal evangelism.

' Social Statics, p. 73.
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I. As tho antccedcut of iudividual salvation, social salva-

tion -would indicate any social service or reform by which we
oLtain access to the man whom we would save. The business of

the church is to save men. The business of souie other institu-

tions is to damn them. The reason we do not save more is because

they damn so many, and do it first. And there will be the mini-

mum of salvation, individual or social, until the antisalvation

businesses are put out of business. Conceruing- his feast the King
says: ''Go ye into the highways and hedges, and couij)cl them to

come in." But suj^pose the Jericho highway is hekl by robbers I

Or suppose the absentees arc entangled in the hedges ? Then the

obvious prelimiuary is to disperse the thieves or break down the

hindering hedges. In order to compel them to come in we inust

first enable them to come in. From a given number of slum

children, "not born but dannicd into the world,'' or children reared

in factory labor or mine labor, is it possible to suppose that we
can save as n)any as we can from an equal number of children

born in good homes and reared in wholesome environments ?

From a given number of habitual drunkards or confirmed prosti-

tutes can we obtain so many converts, or so good, as we can from
an equal nundjer of sober men or virtuous women ? The many
social reforms and social services necessarj- to cope with the social

evils- thus alluded to serve at once to illustrate what is meant In-

social salvation and to show how the latter is the practical prereq-

uisite to the widest reach and deepest effectiveness of individual

evangelism. As Dr. Stalker finely says, ''AVc shall not always be

content with the philanthi-opy that picks up the victims as they

fall broken from the wheel of progress; we will stop the wheel

ilselt." So to remove evil environments and their infiuences docs

not of itself save a man, but it often enables us to save him when
otherwise we could not. Oi', even when we can save him other-

wise, we are thus enabled to save him the sooner and with the less

efiort, and thus enabled the sooner and the better to take up the

work of saving the next man, and thus in the end are einibled to

save the most men.

IT. Tlie second great practical ju-oblcm of evane'eli'^m i:=,

How to keep the men whom Ave have won. Here social salvation
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becomes the necessary coincident of individual salvation. This

will appear in at least three ways. First, the very best protection

to the Christian is so to oecupy him in the npbuildirg of the new
Jerusalem, the Christianizing of the social order, that he will be,

like. Xehomiah on the walls of the old Jerusalem, "too busy to

come down." There is a deep scriptural principle underlying this

well-known fact. Here are two scriptures that should be read

together: John 17. i), which says, "This is life etei'ual, that they

might know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou

hast sent/' and Matt. 25. 40, where Christ says, "Inasmuch as ye

have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, yc have

done it unto me.'' It is a marvelous light that shines out of the

comparison of these texts; fur, if it is salvation to know Christ,

.and if Christ is to be known in the men whom we serve, then it

follows that he who is rendering social service is ever entering

more and more into the saving knowledge of Christ. It thus

appears that social service is not only a power to keep, but also

a power to increase, the salvation of him who serves. The vital

coincidence of social with individual salvation appears again in

the fact that the visible and tangible promotion of the social

welfare in Christ's name approves and endears his gospel alike

to him who is served and to him who witnesses the service. Xote

how this principle is negatively illustrated in the present estrange-

ment of the Avorking classes from the church. !Many now lost to the

church might have been held had tlie influence of the church been

more manifestly a power for social justice. And the church can

retain or regain the popular confidence only to that degTce in

which the Sunday worship of its members is exemplified in their

Monday business. Christianity must hold its sway over the

common peo])le not merely by what it promises of future good,

but, rather, by what it produces of ])r'esent good. For if men are

to believe what we .^ay concerning heavenly things, we must first

give tliein convincing evidence of what we say concerning earthly

things. Thus, and not otherwise, will the lost be saved and the

saved bo ke})t. Social snlval ion must be coincident with individual

salvation, thirdly, as a })rotection of the saved from those social

•conditions which are ever threateninfr to rceutanole them in their
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old and evil life. Suppose that our convert belongs to the crew of

a pirate ship. If his individual conversion is all the salvation

we have to offer him, then he must either lapse back into piracy or

lose his life. But if social salvation also is on the Christian's

program, that means that we will destroy the pirate ship, release

our converted pirate from his environment, and give him a

decent chance to be a Christian. We will remove the saloon from

the way of the reformed drunkard. We will provide a clean

home and a clean job for the woman reclaimed from her fall. The

city mission will not only use evangelistic methods to start the

slumdweller on the way to heaven, but will also add institutional

methods in order to make the way itself better. And if by chance

.•a commercial pirate should reform, then our laws ought to be such

as would protect him from that sort of cut-throat competition

which may either drive him into bankruptcy or back to piracy.

III. The third great problem of evangelism is. What to do

w^ith the individual convert. That is, IIow to bring his conversion

to the largest result in Christian character and usefulness; how

to make the saved individual an instrument in the saving of the

social order. And there are two reasons why this problem is not

solved in the mere fact of his conversion. First, because it still

remains to teach him what he ought to do as a Christian member

of the social order; second, because it further remains to enable

him to do it with the maximum effectiveness. In meeting these

two necessities social salvation appears as the vital consequent of

individual salvation.

First. The Christian must learn his place and duty as a

member of modern society. It has been one of the great errors of

our religious life to assume that, if a man has once repented, his

social usefulness will take care of itself. Such an assumption has

amounted at times almost to criminal negligence. What, for

instance, are the conventional standards of Christian business

men ? These three : to tell the truth, to pay one's debts, and to

keep one's contracts to the letter. Beyond these limits the saying

that ''business is business" is alloAved to cover a multitude of sins.

To increase dividends by decreasing wages, to take advantage of

one's competitors to operate unsafe railroads and mines and un-
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sanitary factories, to fleece the pul)lic througb watered stock, to

dodge taxes and extort rebates, to subsidize political bosses and

iisiirp franchises and special privileges—these things are not nn-

commonly practiced by men who are otherwise good men and

sincerely mean to be Christians. And then the commercial classes

wonder why the laboring classes hate them, and the church v.-onders

why the world renders it so little reverence. Sound conversion,

spiritual-raindedness, good intentions, private morality, the letter

of the contract and the letter of the law^ have not been enough

—

never will be—to take the place of definite instruction in social

duty and passionate inspiration with the social spirit. To love

thy neighbor as thyself is not a matter of amiable sentiment but

of intelligent service. Tliis is the most vital pioblem of all ages

and is ever a new and difficult problem for each age in turn. And

for no generation has it been quite so difficult as for ours. In

these days what does it mean to love my neighbor the poor man,

my neighbor the immigrant, my neighbor the Xegro, my neighbor

the liquor dealer, my neighbor tlie liquor drinker, my neighbor

the politician, my neighbor the moiiopolist ? And the new kinds

of neighbors that we have in these days—the corporation, the labor

union—what of these? And what duties of love do the new

occasions teach: the strike, the mob, the political canvass, the

financial panic, and the industrial de]U'ession ? As a single illus-

tration of how this consideration attects all our social ])roblems,

it is recorded that ^'religious manufacturers were not aware that

they were murdering their employees with dust until told by the

inspector."^ The uninstructed Christian who thus mingles in

such a social complex with no qualification save his good inten-

tions .may reach a future heaven at last, but he takes the risk of

raising something like a social hell while on the way. To teach

him his social situation and responsibility is one of the methods

of social salvation. It is not meant that spirituality has no rela-

tion to social questions. Tint who) is that relation? An honored

leader in our i)ublic life lately said, ''Let us have a Pentecost,

and that will settle the social ]n-oblem." On the contraiy, the

Pentecost of old did not settle any social problems, but created

» C. R. Henderson in The World's Parliament of Religions, Vol. II, p. 10C2
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several. There Avas the incident of serving the tables, a problem

of organized charities; there was the Ananias incident, a problem

of iinsocialized capital; there was the Elymas incident, a plain

proposition of graft ; there was the Gentile controversy, an ancient

form of the race problem; all fnndamentallv parallel to our present

social problems, anil all raised, not settled, by the pentecostal oiit-

l)oiiring. And this is no disparagement of Pentecost, but the

contrary. For evil does not become a problem until the Spirit of

God falls upon the spirits of men to compel them to heart-search-

ings and problem-ponderings. The diaconate, the apostolate, the

Jerusalem council, and all "the applied Christianity" of that time,

had to be wrought out afterward through heated controversy and

hard experience. And pentecostal influences in our day will not

be the solution, but will only impel us to seek the solution of the

thi-onging problems of social righteousness.

Second. In addition to the good will and intelligence

requisite for the service of society it is still needful that the Chris-

tian have means and opportunity. And so the problem of social

salvation has still to deal with the question, llow shall social con-

ditions be so altered as to afford the maximum effectiveness of

individual service? For it is just as true of the social process as

it is of any mechanical process that the quaiitity and quality

of the product depend not only upon the man who operates it, but

upon the conditions of the mechanism itself. The man behind

the gun is helpless if the gun is useless, and worse than helpless

if the gun explodes. As Aristotle wisely said of old, 'Tt may be

taken as established that the best life, whether for each individual

separately or fur states collectively, is one which possesses virtue

furnished with ixternal advantages to such a degree as to bo

capalile of action according to virttie.''^ Thei-e are, of course,

individuals who are good amid bad environments, and other

individuals who are bad amid good environments. But always

it is true that more individuals will be 1:0, .d amid good environ-

ments than amid bad environments. And so it is almost a sum-

mary of practical social philosoi)hy that we have in these words

of rjuizot

:

' Politics, book iv, chap. 5.
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An external fact, good, well regulated, leads sooner or later, more
or less completely, to an internal fact of the same nature, the same
merit; that a worid better regulated, a world more just, renders man him-

self more just; that the inward is reformed bj- the outward as the

outward by the inward; that the two elements are closely connected

the one with the other. _. . . This is the law of their nature, the general

fact of liistory, the instinctive faith of the human race.'

But to say that tlic ijidividual is likely to be demoralized by liis

social environment does not set forth the whole evil of the case;

for it is equally deplorable that the individual, even when strong

enough to resist its deteriorating effect on his own character, often

finds himself powerless to modify for good the social process itself.

Recurring to the "religious manufacturers" who "were not aware

that they were murdering their eruployees wilh dust," we can

readily see that it was not enough that some one should tell them;

it was still necessary that society through the law should protect

those who were willing to be at the expense of doing right from
the com])etition of those who preferred to save expense by con-

tinuing to do wi-oijg. lender the ju-inciple well known to political

economy as the "law of the twentieth man," unrestrained com-

petition may often enable one unscrupulous ma]i to force upon
nineteen conscientious competitors the alternative of adopting his

inhuman economy or of yielding to him the market. Professor

Iaoss thus states and illustrates the same principle:

Those in the same line must move in lockstep, and the pace is set
by the meanest man who is allowed to continue in the business. The
department store which pays its girls living wages and closes at six

can hardly live in the same town with one that pays four dollars a week
and closes at nine. If the price of glass jars is fixed by the manufacturer
who overdrives little boys, every competitor must conform to this practice;

leave the business he may, change it he cannot. As for the dispenser
of pure drugs, there is no place for him until the law steps in to

standardize quality. The one shipper who extorts an illegal rate obliges
all other shippers in liis line to break the laws or to be snuffed out. . . .

If lavish money is countenanced, no poor man can win without truc-
kling to the contributors of camp:iign funds.=

]je it reuHMubered that our present question is not, How can
the individual save his o\v\\ soul? but, IIow can he save society?

' History of Civi!i;^:;tioii in Europe, p- IS.

*Sin and Society, pp. 155, 156.
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In all such cases as those cited it is theoretically possible for the

iiiau to save his soul Ly losing his business interests. But if he

lose his business in order to save himself, we see that in so doino-

he is really forsaking his place and power in the social system and

permitting the latter to pursue '•'the primrose path to the ever-

lasting bonfire." And thus society is no better for his sacrifice;

may even be worse. As Professor H. C. Adams pointed out

:

In this fact do we find the explanation of the curious paradox tnat

the more effective ihe persuasion of religious teachers the more rapid
will be the deterioration of business society; for, since the result of such
persuasion must be in large measure the renunciation bj' men of delicate

conscience of the great business opportunities, society will tend to take
upon itself the moral tone of the more unscrupulous.'

In such a case what must society do to be saved? Clearly, the

conversion of the individual concerned docs not meet the case un-

less under the iinpos^ible supposition that all individuals concerned

are to be converted at once. The enactment and enforcement of

adequate laAvs against unsanitary factories, excessive hours, child

labor, adulterated foods, rebating, and corrupt practices in politics,

would do more in such instances for the salvation of the social

order than vrould the conversion of a few individuals here and

there, and would afford another plain view of what the jjrinciple

of social salvation means in actual practice.

The present discussion began with the question, Does the

saving of society call for anything more than the attempt to save

its individual members? And it now aj)pcars in conclusion that

social salvation has a distinct significance and calls for a vrorking

prograia including the following factors: First, the removal of

those social condition?; which render impossible or partial the

exercise of saving influences upon individuals. Second, the social

protection of individual Christians i)i three ways, namely, by so

enlisting them in social service as to ]u-eoceupy their lives against

the i)itrusion of evil, by commending the gospel to the under-

standing and endearing it to the hearts of inen through its mani-

fest fruit fulness in social welfare, and by the suppression of those

social evils that tend to seduce the individual Christian from the

'Tlic State in Relation to Industrinl Action.
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Christian -way. Third, the realization of the Lirgest social use-

fulness of the individual Christian, first through his inspiration

and instruction for efficient social service, and finally by such social

action as will render the great social forces subject to men of

good will rather than to men of ill will. These particidars rest

on the two fundamental principles of social life: First, that an

individual is always more than an individual ; that he is in vital

and inseparable identity with the society of which he is a member.

Second, that society is something more than a luunerical sum of

individuals, •'as a cathedral is something more than the stones of

which it is made." Thus the idea of social salvation manifests

its rational meaning and asserts its moral imperative. And these

considerations assuredly give ground and authority for the exlior-

tation with which the General Conference of the ]\rethodist Epis-

copal Church thus concludes its declaration on the social problem:

And now we summon our great church to continue and increase its

•works of social service. . . . We demand of every agency and organ-

ization of the church that it shall touch the people in their human rela-

tionships with healing and helpfulness. And, finally, be it remembered
that we cannot commit to any special agencies the charge that all the
church must keep. Upon every member rests a solemn duty to devote

himself, with his possessions, his citizenship and his influence, to the

glory of God in the service of the present age. And thus by their works,
as by their prayers, let all "the people called Methodi.sts" seek that king-

dom in which God's will shall be done on earth as it is in heaven.

M./d^JcZ.
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Akt. vil—ixdia axi) the missioxary: a study
ix social eegexekatiox

Ix our modc]-n age of progress social reform is mucli to the

front. We submit all agencies at work to a social test, and thereby

praise or condemn. At home and abroad social amelioration and

regeneration are the cominon themes. Even the missionary must

submit his woi-k to such a test. It is right he should so do. His

work is as much social as it is religious, for such is the kingdom

of heaven. It is pertinent, therefore, to ask, What is the Chris-

tian missionary doing for the social regeneration of tlie world?

A review of his social work in a single country may be taken as

an exam])le of his world-wide method and success. What have

Christian missions done for the social regeneration of India, the

'^burning heart of Asia'' ? This is onr question. The answer may

prove significant.

The work of Christian missions for India's social regenera-

tion can never be understood until one has clearly seen the appar-

ently insuperable and utterly heart-breaking obstacles against

which the early missionaries have had to contend. Hinduism

seemed to have elfectually stopped the advance of Christ's king-

dom. It was the ''Thus far and no farther" of missionary effort

in the world. ''The devout Henry ]\lartyn, nearly a century ago,

with mingled discouragement and yearning, declared that to see

a Hindu a real believer in Jesus would be something more nearly

approaching the resurrection of a dead body than anything he had

yet seen. The illustrious Jesuit missionary, tlie Abbe J3u Bois,

mourned that even after a long period of faithful work he believed

he had seen no genuine convert to Christianity in that land." Xo

one can untlerstand or appreciate the obstacles to missionary

cfrort and to social progress wliieh Hinduism affords until he has

himself grap])led v/ith them personally, and been forced to spend

whole nights in prayer before the God of nations. The very num-

ber of the peojile is a constant source of discouragement. Three

Jiundrc'd millions crowded into a land as hirue as the United States
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cast of tlic Mississippi River—it is hard to deal with siicb a multi-

tude. Any possible success, all missionary effort, seems s^vallov,'ed

up in the \vbole and to count as almost nothing—as if one \vere

attempting to drain the ocean with a bucket. Ignorance scarcely

conceivable also bars the way. Two hundri-d and eighty millions

are absolutely illiterate, many millions being unable to count above

twenty. Their mental life is no better than a child's. How can

the Christian missionai-y make these masses see the beaut\' of

Christ's gospel and realize the necessity for social progress l And
such poverty—equiiled only by the ignorance. The millions of

ignorant are the millions of poor. The great mass of them are

earning five to six cents a day to feed, clothe, and house large

families. Over sixty millions arc constantly hungry, eating btit

one small meal a day. They are too much occupied in satisfying

the craving of their empty stomachs to take much thottght of mind

or soul. The great and intoleral>lc system of caste makes it for-

ever impossible for them to better themselves. If one is boi'U of

hungry parents, hungry he remains, he begets hungry children, and

hungry he dies; such is the universally accepted creed of Hindu-

ism, What can the missionary do? The man is too hungry, too

poor, too ignorant, to understand and accept Christianity, and yet

there is no hope for him in Hinduism. This is part of the problem

which must be solved, but not all. Add to his ignorance poverty,

and to poverty uncleanliness, and to unclcanliness superstition^

and to superstition lack of all ambition. Such is the condition

of the masses of India. And what of the higher classes ?

—

for the line is sharply drawn between them. For ignorance sub-

stitute rationalism, foi- poverty sub;-titute the worldliness of

wealth, for superstition substitute bigotry and intolerance; add to

them all absolute separation of piety and morality and a bitter

hatred of all things Christian. These arc the olistacles which have

faced the Christian missioiuiry from the beginning. To attempt

the social develojunent of such a peo]»le seemed a fool's errand.

But the Chi'istian missionaries have been men of great faith, men
of power in prayer, men mighty in deed and v/ord. While God
remained the God of nations he remained the God of India: and

on him they relied, to hiiu they clung and for him thoy died,
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knowing they had not lived in vain. They knew that in one day

of marching this Jericho of Hinduism would not fall, but some

day, when the seven times should be completed, the great walls

would come crashing down. God is honoring their faith; he is

answering their prayers. To-day a mighty army, three millions

strong, is marching with steady tread about its walls, and the

seventh time is not far distant. Out of the conditions we have

seen God is working his miracles in India to-day. Her social

progress has begun, carrying with it the physical, the intellectual,

the social, the moral, and the religious regeneration of her three

hundred millions.

In the first place, .what have Christian missions done for the

physical welfare of the Indian peoples? The Hindu people are

physically not a strong race. Eobust at first, they have grad-

ually degenerated in strength tln-ough the centuries. ]\Iany causes

have been at work. A tropical climate, a false and wicked social

system, a pitiful lack of moral standards—all these have sapped

their energy and hastened th*^ir downfall. India is in groat need

of physical regeneration. Such a regeneration must take place

before any great advance in social i">rogress can be made. The

work of the missionary has been along two lines. The first has

been the care and cure of those already in distress. He has dealt

with individuals and relieved their wants. True, it is but a

superficial method—the disease lies deeper than the individual

upon whom it may be found—but it is a necessary method. Chris-

tian medical missionaries, medical schools and hos})itals have been

as angels of mercy to thousands. Through the influence and in

the spirit of Christian missions the Lady DufTerin Fund has estab-

lished in the large cities of India free public hospitals and dis-

pensaries. The work of the Christian missionaries in the great

famines of India has elicited the most glowing commendations

from the highest officials in the realm. The missionary has worked

shoulder to shoulder with the representatives of the government.

Scores of thousands have been fed by his hands and thousands

rescued from death. The second line pursued by the Christian

missionary has gone below the surface, below the individual. lie

has attacked the deep-lying causes of India's physical degeneracy.
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lie lias fought the iincleanliness of the viHagcs and towns

bj urging sanitation. As a result the ravages of the bubonic

plague have been stayed to a large extent among the native

Christians.

Cliristian missions have joined battle with the inconceivable

immorality of Hinduism also. Hinduism utterly divorces reli-

gion from morality, piety fi-om purity. Hinduism has played

Delilah to her young men, and shorn of their strength as they

lie in her vile bosom, they have become slaves in the house of

disease and death. Successes have hcen gained at many points.

For instance, the missionaries in numy parts of India have loudly

denounced the custouL- of having immoral women connected with

the Hindu temples. They have striven to arouse the public con-

science. In the Bombay Presidency, through their efforts, the

courts have made it a criminal oi^ense for a parent to place a girl

in the temples for this purpose. In the native state of ]\Iysore the

foul Devidasis have been banished completely from the temples of

that state. It is as yet Init the small cloud, as large as a man's

hand, but it rises and there is ho])e.

Christian missions have gone still deeper, to the very heart

of the matter—to the central source and origin of India's physical

weakness. It is not uncleaidiness, nor immorality, but that which

has severed the artery and drained the life-blood of India is the

great false social system which rests on child-marriage. "Xo

system can degrade the womanhood of a race, nor for that matter

its manhood, more than that which marries its girls in childhood

and which cnnsigns millions of them to wretched widowhood. One

of the consequences is that girls of even twelve years are known to

become mothers in that laud, while very few attain the age of

eighteen without bearing children. An increasing pojudation

under these conditions cannot be a healthy or vigorous one." The

result is ])hysically, nu'utally, and morally disastrous both to

child-mother and oifs})ring. When we realize that there are in

India to-day more than nine millions of such child-wives under

fifteen years of age the extent and evil of this system can more

easily be imagined. Against this curse we have set ourselves with

all resoluteness. But as yet Utile has been aecompllshed outside
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the Christian community. Success is gradual and slow, but

signs of more definite results are in the air, and the labors of tlie

missionaries are not in vain. The age of cohabitation has been

raised by law from ten to twelve years in answer to the appeals of

the missionaries. Social congresses are being held to decry the

systeui, and th.e uiissionaiy rejoices in his new allies. In thus

relieving ]ieedy individuals, and in their fight against uncleanli-

ness, immorality, and child-marriage, distinct and important con-

tributions have been made to India's physical betterment and

social progress.

We come next to the contribution of Christian missions to

India's intellectual development, and thus to her social progress.

Here we meet with results clear and well-defined, important and

far-reaching. The progress of education and learning within the

last fifty years has been marvelous, and the movement, once begun,

has gathered inomentum with every year. Within the present

century we sliall see India transformed from a land of ignorance

into a land which shall lead the world in philosophic thought.

This is no exaggeration. The Hindu mind is marvelously gifted

with powers of logical reasoning and with depth of thought. From

Christian In.dia will come the philosophy of the world, much of

its science, and its truest interpretations of the Word of God.

To bring the Indian people to their own, to restore to them the

intellectual leadership of the world, is a work which is world-

wide in its significance. In this work Christian missions stand

])recminent—the recognized source and origin of all that is l)eing

done to-day for India's intellectual regeneration. Not only in

Ihcir own Christian schools and colleges, not only in their

large Chri.-tian literature, has their inlluence been felt, but

thoy have been the original inspirers of all organized secular

agencies which are laboring for the same great cause. Christian

mi-sions began the work of educating India's millions, other

agencies have taken up the task, and the day of consummation is

not far distant.

Three great and far-reaching results have s]u-ung from the

educational work of the Christian missionary. Their significance

for India's future history cannot be estimateil. In the first place.
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the great system of nonsectarian or noiircligious schools estab-

lished by the government of India in every city is the diiect

resnlt of Indian missions. ''Dr. Carey, the great founder of the

modern missionary enterprise, did not fail to realize the import-

ance of education as a missionary agency, and at a later day Dr.

Duff introduced the modern educational movement into India

which resulted in the adoption of his plan by the British govern-

ment with the religious phase omitted." AVhat does this mean

for India's social pi-ogress ? It means that whereas less than

fifty years ago thc]-e were only 2,000 public schools in all India,

to-day there are 155,000. Whereas then there were but 200,000

pupils of all ages, to-day the nundxa- has increased to 5,000,000. In

other words more than twenty-five per cent of the children of

school-going age in all British India are in attendance at either gov-

ernment, mission, or heathen schools. This percentage is rapidly

increasing as the government of India is perfecting and enlarging

its system of public education. It means that the day of India's ig-

norance is rapidly passing away, thanks to the efforts of earlier and

later missionaries woi'king in Christian schools and through a

Christian government. In the second place, as a direct result of

Christian missions we see to-day the renaissance of the low-caste

millions. The significance of this result time alone can show. It

is big with promise for the future. Scarce fifty years ago who cared

for the outcast millions, in all their poverty and ignorance and

superstition ? Bor them it was a heinous crime against the gods

to even look upon a book. aSTone was ever taught to write his name.

They were cumi)letely and eterjially shut off from all learning

and all knowledge. Xor did the government care for the educa-

tion of the masses. They turned to the missionary, and here

alone they found symi>atliy and hope. What do we see to-dny as a

result ? The low-caste man risiiig from the dust where he has

sat for centuries, brushing off his soiled garments, ami staiiding

in his manhood for his rights. It is another of India's modern

miracles. He has proved himself well worthy of his rights.

Trained in mission school^, he has gone forth to compete, and to

compete succes-^fully, with the sons of his o])})ressors. Some of

the highest positions open to natives are to-day held by the? sons
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of scavengers. It is the contribution of Christian missions to

India's social progress, this handing over of her low-caste millions,

clothed and silting in their right minds. These results, great as

they iixc, are nevertheless but superficial. The Christian mis-

sionary must needs go deeper if he would solve the problem of

India's intellectual darkness. And this he has done. With clear-

sightedness he has seen where the trouble lay. He has laid his

healing hands upon the open sore of India's degeneracy—the

23itiable condition of her women. How can there ever be intellec-

tual supremacy of the sons, no matter how perfect the systems of

schools, if the mothers be intellectually degenerate ? The mission-

ary has seen the problem and has struggled to solve it. And
hei^c we sec the third great result due to Christian missions—the

education of India's women. The missionary has carried on this

work amid the most desperate opposition and against the united

resistance of all Hindus and Mohammedans, They feared that

women were mentally defective and could not learn, no matter

how carefully they were taught. ^'Added to this was an equally

invincible belief that any attempt to teach them would endanger

their morals, and in any case the effect would be perilous to the

reputation and general interests of the family concerned." The

governmerit aided the missionary only by sympathy. He has

fouglit and won the battle entirely alone, trusting in the strength

of Jehovah, his God. As yet the results are comparatively small,

but thoy are prophetic of great things in the future. Xearly

three per cent of the girls of India are in public or private schools.

This seems small, but when we consider that in Hinduism it is a

crime to teach any woman to read or write, and that the women of

India are the most difficult of access, we rejoice in what has

already been accomplished. Fifty years ago even Dr. Huff could

say concerning the introduction of education among India's

women, "One might as well try to scale a wall fifty miles high."

To-day more than half a million girls are enrolled in the educa-

tional institutions of the empire, a number of whom have vindi-

cated their seholarshi]) by receiving university honors. It is the

glory of Indian iNfethodisui that she was the fouiuler of the first

college for women in all Asia. For the social progress of India's
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millions no greater work than this is being done, and it is being

done by Christian missions.

From what has been said in this discussion concerning the

relation of missions to popular education one might judge that

the work of Christiaji missions along this line would soon cease.

Xow that the government and other agencies, Hindu and Moham-

medan, have taken up the task of India's education, why should

Christian missions continue to do the same work, and not turn

their attention to other lines of eliort ? As in the large cities in

the United States the missionary directs his eil'orts largely to the

moral and spiritual welfare of the people, why should hu not do

the same in ]ndia i The answer is that Christian missions by

their schools and colleges are making a unique contribution to

India's social progress which no other agency can provide. With-

draw the missionary schools from India, and you withdraw that

element \\-hich no other agency can furnish, and which alone can

make the work of other agencies tr\dy valuable. If the mission-

ary schools be withdrawn, India's social progress is. doomed to

early death. ''If tlie salt have lost its savor, wherewith can it be

salted ?" For all other schools and colleges are so filled with the

spirit of rationalism, agnosticism, atlieism, and with such bitter

hatred of all things Christian, that but for the splendid young men

that the Christian colleges are pouring forth to meet this spirit,

India wotild lapse from heathenism into atheism, ami her latter

state would be far more terrible than her first. Here lies tlie crisis

in India. The storm-center is the college. India's (h'stiny for

coming centuries lies in the hands, not of her millions, but of her

educated young men. These are to br her leaders, these are to

determine the direction of her future course. "Will it be toward

atheism or toward Christianity? This is India's problem. Col-

leges like Lahore and Aligarh send forth their hundreds tilled with

hatred of all things Christian. They are ansM'ered by such Chris-

tian colleges as Lucknov: and ]\Iadu]'a, which are sending out men
as finely trained to do battle for the Christian fairh. And the

social progress of one fifth of this world's people hangs upon the

issue. This has been the work of educational missions in India.

I'hey have oi-ininalcd and inilue^icid the covermnent svsteni of
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public education, thej have brought about the renaissance of the

low-caste and the outcast, they have inaugurated the education of

India's ^vonJen, and are proving themselves the salvation of India's

entire educational movement.

What have Christian missions done for the social life of the

Indian peoples? In this department peculiar difficulties have

been encountered, for time-honored customs and modes of life are

most difficult to erase from the life of any people. India is filled

with social abuses which are peculiarly hard to handle, but in all

three spheres of social life the missionary has labored and the

record in each case is a noble one. We take up, first; the sphere

of the family. At the very thi-eshold we are met again by the

great curse of India's family life, the degradation of her women.

It is family life, and not home life, that India possesses. Hindu-

ism and Mohammedanisu) have no homes. There is no such word

in any of the one hundred and eighty-five languages of India.

Imagine what its consequences are. India's whole social struc-

ture rests upon a family life in which the husband is a god and

the wife a wretched slave. Let him beat her cruelly, a- he usually

does, she utters not a word, for she is beaten by her god. She

dare not sit beside him while he eats his meal, she dare not

walk beside him, she dare not even speak his name. She may

be one of many wives. Her sons soon learn to treat her as their

father does. Wretched in her husband's life, she is more wretched

in his death. There is nothing in this world more fiendish than

the treatment of these stricken widows—twenty-five millions of

them, and many of them yet children. They are the accursed of

society, and no insult or abuse is too terrible for them. To visit

the fatherless and the widow in their afllictionis not the creed of

Hinduism. Its whole family system is as false as it is cruel.

Against such a family system Christian missions have arrayed

themselves from the beginning. As a residt of their untiring

efforts, true Christian homes are springing up all over that large

empire. They are examples and models to the heathen round

about them of the truo fauiily life, and beyond all doubt are to

prove the idtimate salvation of India's family system. Again,

as a restilt of missionarv airitati'^n, Hindu and ?^lohammedan
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reformers are appearing on all sides proclaiming a new Hindu-

ism and a new Islam in which the family system shall he purged

-of all its evils and its ancient purity restored. Social congresses

are being held from time to time in which these questions are

discussed. 'Many of these Hindus, gifted with unusual courage

and in the face of fiercest opposition from their coreligionists,

have married widows and have refused to give their children's

hands in marriage. The situation is not desperate. It gleams

with hope. The missionary as he labors is not discouraged; he

clearly foresees the day when a new India shall have introduced a

new word into her languages. This word shall be the true and

universal symbol of the family system of her people. In the

narrow sphere of society—the second sphere—the social relation

of man to man, the missionary has been hard at work. He has

wrestled with another groat curse of India's social life—the great

system called "Jat," or caste. India is ruled by a word, and that

word is Jat. The empire of India is the empire of Jat. To Jat

they all pay tribute. Its laws are stern and unyielding, as fixed

and unchangeable as the laws of the Medes and Persians, and

none rebels against them. They would die rather than disobey its

arbitrary rules. It divided all its subjects into many thousands

of castes or classes, no one knows how many. A man may

never live nor marry outside his own particular caste. If he

is born a scavenger, a scavenger he remains, and his children

after him; once a Brahnum always a Brahman. Caste is fitly

described as a social ladder u])on which every man kisses the feet

of the man above him, and kicks the head of the man below him.

And what have been its evil effects ? It has destroyed the unity of

-the Indian peoples. Then- ha^ been no assimilation of the races

for two thousand years. Hinduism may talk loftily of its faith

in the brotherhood of man, but King Jat n(>ver recognizes any

such creed. It has created suspicion and hatred among all classes

where good faith and 1)iotherhood should reign. It has killed all

ambition in India's youth except among the favored few, for there

is no hope of bettering one's condition. India's social development

to any great extent is im])ossible as long as the system of caste

remains unbroken, as long as its cruel reign is univci sally ac-
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knowlcdgcd. This is the great barrier which must be cut away

ere India can reach any true social system founded on equal

rights and opportunities for every individual. What has been

done to destroy this citadel of Hinduism? In the Christian

Church much has been done. Xo one can look upon a Christian

Communion service without feeling his whole being bound within

him as he realizes its deeper significance. Brahman Imeeling by

Pariah, Mohammedan by Hindu, all drinking froin the same cup

—we feast our eyes upon the sight, bend our heads in gratitude

to God, and take new courage for the fight. It is God's own seal

upon the efforts of the missionary. It is the prophecy of India's

social regeneration, and the proof that Christ alone is strong

enough to work such mi]-acles in human lives and to usher in that

day. Outside the Christian Church, because of the work and

influence of missions, the tide is slowly beginning to turn. Caste

has reached its high-water mark. We see the ebb beginning. A
few reformers are shouting ''Death to caste." Social congresses

arc considering the problem and beginning to condemn the system.

Little of ])ractical result has yet been reached, but the movement

is significant and shows the trend of the times. Already the ax

is laid to the root of the tree, and Christian missions have laid it

there. In the third sphere—of the state, the social relation of

man to law—what have the missionai-ies done ? We shall not

discuss at this point the friendly relations of Christian missions

to the Ih'itish government, but their relation to any spirit of

nationality in the Indiim peoples. Such a spirit of nationality

has never before existed in India. It has been made impossible

by diversities of race, language, caste, religion. ]t would be as

difficult to create a spirit of nationality and a feeling of unity

among all the races of Europe as to create such a spirit in India.

And yet such a thing is happcnin.g to-day before our very eyes,

and the attention of the world is centered upon it. Out of such

diversities of race, language, creed, caste, and custom the impos-

sible is hapjxniug. A new nation is being born, and this is its

I'.our of birth. This new spirit of nationality is small, as yet in its

br'ginniiigs, but will grow siemlily under tlie bind and wise guard-

ianship of Great rivitnin until some day tli" Empire of India will
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be a great nnd free nation. The growth of any such spirit is

necessarily attended with much that is extravagant and evil. It

is not always the sane and level-headed that lead the way. There

will be imj^atience of control, rebellions talk, and riot. These arc

ever the growing pains of a nation, and th(y arc manifest in India

to-day. They need careful, firm, and wise treatment. Xo one

realizes this better than Great Britain and the wiser leaders of

native thought. They are handling the situation firmly and

wisely. They realize, however, as we do, that this new spirit of

nationality and unity is not a thing to be cried down but one to

rejoice in, for it means thnt India is coming to her o^^^l. It is

the most significant move in many years for India's social prog-

ress. There are many causes which have aroused this spirit of

nationality, but among them all Christian missions stands as not

the least. Toward this honr Christian missions have long worked
;

they \vc\\Q foreseen this crisis, and they rejoice in it. It is the sign

of India's new life, which carries with it progress in all other

lines. Other agencies have been at work and there are many of

them. A kind and paternal government, granting full civil and

religious liberty, freedom of the press, and share in the govern-

ment to a large extent, has contributed to this result. The new

education, with its AVestern science, ])hil<>so])hy, and spirit, has

paved the way for it. The railroads, telegraphs, and postal sys-

tem have bound India together as never before. A common lan-

guage—the English tongue, now spoken freely by all the educated

men of India—has removed the greatest obstacle to unity and

nationality. Above all, recent political events have hustened its

coming, and chief of these events in far-r(\ichiug influence was the

utter defeat by an Oriental nation of a much-vaunted and much-

feared Euro]X'an power. The victory of Jajian drew the Iiidian

peoples closer together, and they felt the first 'thrills of national

life. All these, and others, v.'cre factors in creating this new
spirit, but Christian missions must be reckoned in as one of

them. One of the first signs of this new spirit was seen when,

four years ago, Christian juissions influenced the founding of the

first organization national in its membership, national in its aims,

national in its spirit. It is called the Xational Missionary Society
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of India, and its purpose is to unite all Indians to evangelize those

parts of India untouched by foreign missionaries. In founding

Christian homes, in elevating womankind, in abolishing caste, in

developing and guiding the new spirit of nationality, the Chris-

tian missionary is "working a work in your days which ye will

not believe though it be told you.*'

What have Christian missions done for the religious life

of India's millions, and, working through this department of life,

what have they contributed to her social progress ? It is here that

Chi'istian missions have done their greatest work and won their

greatest victories. The social welfare and progress of any people

are closely bound U]"* with their religiuus beliefs and their reli-

gious life. Like religion like j^eople, is the verdict of history.

Hinduism can never regenerate India, nor can Islam do it. In

their very essence they arc false. The fundamental doctrines on

which they are built will blight any nation whatsoever. Chris-

tianity is the only hope of India's social regeneration. There are

importajit factors of social ])rogress which Chi'istianity alojie can

provide, there are barriers to social progress which Christianity

alone can remove. The religious work of the Christian mission-

ary is not only his ov.'u peculiar work but in the deepest sense

his most important M'ork. His greatest successes in his religious

work are likewise his greatest contributions to social progress.

In the very beginning of his Christian preaching he discovered a

universal characteristic of the Hindu—which in a smaller sense

is a great hindrance to niissionary efl'ort but in a larger sense is

full of meaning and encouragement—his fundamentally religious

character. He lives for his religion. It lies dcejicr than all else

in his life, and ho will cling to it till death des])ite its evils. This

characteristic causes great discouragement to missionary work, for

Hindu coiiverts are hard to gain; but let the Hindu once be won,

and he renounces forever his old religion and clings to the new

with ecpuil tenacity and devotion. What does it mean in its deeper

meanings? It means much. It means that when India is once

Christianized she will be in a ])eculiar sense the lirime of Christ

and of the Cln-ist life. It means that a new Christianity will

arise, new in its type, new in its working, new in its spirit—the
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product of the Eastern mind and life. As the Western church

embodies the spirit of Saint Paul, so the Eastern church to como

will manifest the spirit of Saint John. It will be the complete

regeneration, within and without, of India's i)eople. Such a

church will be impossible until "Western Christianity has cleared

the way for it. We must make the great siihstiftilions in India's

religious life. For three hundred and thirty millions of wicked

and hostile gods we must substitute one holy, loving heavenly

Father; for the many vile incarnations of Vishnu and Siva we
must give them the one pure and great incarnation of the Son

of God ; for the forgiveness of sins and the purification of life

which come from bathing in foul Gajigcs water we must substitute

the redemptive blood of Jesus Christ; for eight million four hun-

dred thousand weary transmigrations of soul we must give them

one eternal and blessed life; for pessimism we must give them

optimism; for des])air, joy; for life evil and purposeless, life

good and meaningful ; for sin and sorrow we must substitute

righteousness and joy and peace in the Holy Ghost. aSot till then

will the Eastern church be founded ; not till then will there be ar.y

true regeneration, social or otherwise. Christian missionaries are

fast making the substitution. Slow at first, now the momentum
has been gained. Xow is the day of Christian ojjj^ortunity. Xot

by individuals alone but by masses they are coming. Three mil-

lions liave already been gained—nniny of them from the highest

castes. It is the houi- of victory. Eut it is also the hour of Chris-

tian responsibility, for two hundred and ninety-seven millions arc

yet unreached. The next fifty years will witness great events in

India's religious history. The day is coming, and is not far dis-

tant, when India's new religious life will usher in a new and better

social age. India will take her ]»laee among the Christian nations

of the world, and by her two great charactei-istics, intellectual

keenness and religious devotion, will play her part in universal

history.

The first C^hristian missionaries were given a two-fold com-

mission, the one religious and the other social. What is our

verdict concerning the Christian missionaries of India and their

work ? In spite of many mistakes, in spite of many failures, wc
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claim that these Christian missionaries of our daj have remained

true to both original connnands. As tliej have gone they have

preached, saving, "The kingdom of heaven is at hand" ; and as

they have gone they have also healed the sick, raised the dead,

cleansed the leper, and cast ont devils. Freely they have received

;

freely they have given. And that which bears ^Yitness to their

work is this great Eastern empire awakening to life, spiritually

and socially renewed.
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Akt. VIII.—the EETUIiX TO I3ELIEF

The Xon-Religion of the Euture was the title of a book

published by a Ereiichnian some years ago. He assumed that in

the course of a little time men would discard religion altogether

and settle on other foundations. With respect to his own country,

M. Guyau came nigh to being a pro])het. At the present time in

France out of a j)opulation of forty millioiis the Catholics claim

eight millions and the Protestants five hundred thousand, leaving

thirt^'-odd millions outside the fold. But then France never was

religious. On the editorial page of the Methodist^ Review

attentior] was called to De Tocqueville's visit to America at the

behest of his government. Returning home he reported to the

French Senate

:

I went at your bidding, and passed through their thoroughfares of

trade; I ascended their mountains, and went down their valleys; I visited

their manufactories, their commercial markets and emporiums of trade;

I entered their judicial courts and legislative halls. But I sought every-

where in vain until I entered the church. It was there,, as I listened

to the soul-equalizing and soul-elevating principles of the gospel of Christ,

as they fell from Sabbath to Sabbath upon the masses of the people, that

I learned why America is great and free and why France is a slave.

Tennyson had had a poor day when he wrote,

.0 life as futile, then, as frail!

O for thy voice to soothe and blessi

What hope of answer, or redress?

Behind the veil, behind the veil.

He must have been perusing Schopenhaner. Schopenhauer was

an evolutionist, but a pessimistic one. - His mind was iixed that

humankind would grow more and more sensitive to the evils of

life, and, while having a certain sympathy for the good, would be

utterly incapable of ending the bad. And this because ''man is

himself a part of this evil nature, and while he must hate what is

wrong, his vovy const ilut ion is bound to drive him to cooi)erate

with it."' Xaturnlly, Scho]H'nhnner's remedy was suicide. In his

judgment the best thing that could happen to the race was death.
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And this uncomfortable doctrine of fatalism seemed to be borne

out by the discovery that "the aboriginal natives of Australia

are themselves the remnant of a nobler race." Furthermore, we

can observe for ourselves that "in Africa there are peoples living

about the monuments of a civilization which they themselves have

aliogether forgotten." All that one generation perceives of gi-owth

or evolution is always in this order: childhood, maturity, decay,

and death. Looks discouraging, doesn't it ?

It may be that the most fitting symbol of humanity is the moon, a

satellite once throbbing with life but now descried, cold, and dead—

a

mere cinder, shining and spectral in the light of the sun; and to us, like

the skeleton at the feasts of the Ancients, a constant reminder of the

vanity and death of all things.

Fate still has a seat on the exchange, but Xietzsche's overman has

the crowd and is doiug the business. Cold intellect and brute

force to the front! "Lo I I teach you the overman," cries Zara-

thustra. "Let him march on in triumph and carry out his strong

will without let or hindrance,, no matter who suffers, no matter

what is trampled underfoot." This is materialism ruiuiing mad.

What the gods first do with men they wish to destroy is well under-

stood. Two smart young fellows are playing a game of checkers

in a London INIecca. So the story runs as told by Ford ^laddox

Hueffer. Suddenly the game stops and one nudges the other to

look. An important personage in the room has risen to go. He
"pulls together the lapels of his coat, puts on his hat at a certain

angle, and gently shakes his umbrella." The gentleman in ques-

tion is the ITarriman of tlie hour. By and by the young men also

rise to depart. "But both of them pull together the lapels of their

coats in exactly the same way, put on their hats at precisely the

same angle, and shake their umbrellas in the same gentle way" as

the big man who preceded them. Xietzsche's gos]iel has won.

These striidiugs bow down to the overman. But the weakness of

the overman's philosophy is shown in the way he has taken to the

v.'oods. Imperialism as a working foix-e i=; all right, but it breaks

down at home. After ofllce hours it leaves a man with his hands

in his ]>ockets. The overman has found that he needs a ])lace where

in the ghjom of the evening he can hear the nightingale sing, or
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the bullfrog croak, and wake up in the morning to the call of the

roosters; that is to say, he must have idealism or he must perish.

There was a time witliin the juemory of men still living when

Darwin and Huxley were under the religious ban. The church

called them unbelievers and their theory of evolution atheistic.

We refused to associate with them lest, perchance, we might be

contaminated. But, somehow, we g<jt together and intimacy did

not breed contempt. Xow we know that Darwin never denied tlie

existence of God, always spoke with reverence of the Creator, and

even went so far in his later utterances as to confess that he had

attributed too much to natural selection. Moreover, "'that Darwin-

ism made the miracle of creation infinitely more miraculous, that

the ]iew Genesis dilfered from the old as a modern engineering

works differs from a doll-maker's workshop, that his books tended

to revive the faitli of man in the innnanence of a living God, is

now generally recognized." In the early days many well-mcanir.g

persons associated lluxley with horns and a long talk But those

who were near to him ridiculed sucli a combination. X>vw we

thoroughly understand that he was ''the mildest-mannered man

that ever scuttled ship." Only he didn't scuttle the ship, lie

did liandle Gladstone rather roughly, and he did say: 'T am not

afraid of the priests in the long run. Scientiiic method is the,

white ant which will slowly but surely destroy their fortitications.''*

But he likewise said something else. But this along with the other :

It is worth auy amount of trouble to know by one's own knowledge

the great truth that the honest and rigorous following up of the aigii-

inent which leads us to materialism inevitably carries us beyond it. And,

therefore, if I were obliged to choose between absolute materialism and

absolute idealism, I should feel compelled to accept the latter alternative.

To Huxley we are indebted for one of the most effective laws

of practical Christianity. He said, '"Try all things, hold fast

by that which is good." -This is all there is to his widely heralded

agnosticism—the rigorous application of a single principle. "Its

spirit is to examine everything, track down its explanation, link

and connect it with the whole, nthir.k the thoughts of God after

him, and refuse any rest except in his magnificent unity." While

it is destructive of sham it is constructive of truth. To-day, v.ith
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this example to guide them, men are tlealiiig with the fact of

religion; they find thev must, for it is everywhere. Slowly they

arc giving it satisfactory explanation and fitting it in with the

general scheme of all things. Says a London preacher: '"I have

lately had to do with a man whose whole training has been scien-

tific, but who had been so befogged as to jn-ay to the humanity

within himself. However, when he was eighteen he had been

unmistakably converted in the good old-fashioned way. lie had

been brought into actual coniliet and contact with the powers of

the world to come, and his experience had been so real and vivid

that he could never escape from it. The problems of science

bewildered him, but the methods of science saved him, and he is

now a member of an evangelical church in Central London.''

''Try all things, hold fast by that which is good." In the enun-

ciation and use of this principle Huxley was certaiidy an oithodox

Methodist. Perliaps it is as well to say it here as elsewhere: we

too often overlook the fact that the nnijurity of scientists are

devout believers in God and the supernatural. Evolutioii has not

dethroned God and banished him from our world, rather has it

greatly enlarged our conception of him. 'There has been a great

deal of talk about the missing link, and Christians have feared

that it might be found. ^Vell, what if it is found ? What if the

greatest discovei-y of all hap})ens—sjiontaneous generation ? Will

God be any the less in the world I Ixather will he be more in the

world than we had thought. And this is tlie very thing scientific

procedure is doing for us. It is finding that everything, traced

to its ultimate limits, ''abuts against the skillful hand and the

almighty arm" of the Eternal.

Lately, in the course of an address in Leeds, England, Tliomas

Phillips made this statenuuit : ''Ther(> is a great movement, whose

depth and force we can but imi)erfectly gauge, sweeping froni

agnosticism and inaterialism in the direction of idealism and

Christianity." Then he related the following: ^''Last Th\lr^day

evening an inde])endent labor leader, who a frw months ago was

an agnostic, stood up in our ]u-aycr meeting to pray. His ]u-ayer

may not have been orthodox enough for a Free Church Federation

meeting, but I'm sure it was orthodox enough to be heard in
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heaven, for it thrilled and throbhcd with the struggles of a strong

man to escape from the stifling fog into the clear light of God's

presence. Within the last six months I've come across two other

cases even more conspicuous and noteworthy, the one the case of

a Roumanian Jew who is the author of a treatise on philosophy

which has been well received by the German press, and the other

of a Swiss doctor of literature who came to study at tlie ]3ritish

Museum as a materialist, but who went back to Switzerland

somethiTig like a Free Churchman. I do not say that they have

become orthodox Christians, but they have got to believe in the

spiritual." They have got to believe in the immanence of God,

his immanence in creation, therefore Ids immanence in man, the

highest rung of creation, therefore his manifestation in the sinless

]3»Ian—the 'White Christ,' as one of them habitually calls him."

Phillips's statement regarding the movement toward idealism and

Cln-Isiiaiiity is bnrue out by other signs. For instance, in the year

190S three not aide books came off the press—:Mr. H. G. Wells's

First and La^t Things, Sir Oliver Lodge's ll^w and the Universe,

and Mr. Chesterton's Orthodoxy. The three authors were laymen,

and all three books had to do mainly with religion. Mr. Chesterj:

ton's book has been widely reviewed, and properly so, for in some

ways it is the most remarkable of the three. He does not always

hit the mark, but his percentage of ^'buH's-eyes" is high. There

is in the following something more than wit or the clever exhibi-

tion of a linguistic trickster:

It maj- not be automatic necessity that makes all daisies alike; it

may be that God makes every daisy separately, but has never got tired

of making them. The repetition in nature may not be a mere recurrence;

it may be a theatrical encore.

And isn't this ca])ital ?

Poetry is s;ine because it floats easily in an infinite sea; reason .seeks

to cross the infinite sea, and so make it finite. The poet only asks to

get his head into the heavens. It is the logician who seeks to get the
heavens into his head. And it is his head that splits.

Piobertson Xicoll, in the British V^ec^kly, calls attention to

the fact that twenty years ago Robert Elsmere surrendered his
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faith in the divinity of the Lord "because of the discrepancies

between the original meaning of the Old Testament prophets and

the applications of their words in the Xew Testament." In the

meantime how greatly the action has shifted! Dr. Fairbairn

reminds ns that Goethe confessed he could conceive progress to

be possible on all sides save one: the moral majesty, the spiritual

culture, expressed and exhibited in the Gospels coidd never be

excelled. We now maintain that therein lies the proof of their

extraordinary character. So, too, the divinity of Jesus Christ no

longer rests of necessity on any fitting in of the jSTew Testament

to the Old, nor necessarily 0]i any other external arrangement, but,

rather, upon Jesus Christ himself. He himself is the miracle.

After him what miracle is incredible ?

Sir Oliver Lodge asks and answers this question : "What did

'earth' mean to the ancients ? It meant the center of the universe

;

it nuant the v.orld to which everything eL-e was an ajjpendagc,

the world with a sort of sky over it, in which there were lights

which regulated our seasons and WT-re appendages to this earth,

with man a soi-t of center of creation corresponding to the world

in which he lived." After he has said this he puts the second

question and answers it: "What is 'earth' to us ilow? A round

globe flying through space nineteen miles every second of time

round the suii ; one of a family, the solar system, smaller than

most of the others, larger than some; spinning round the great

globe which provides it with light and energy; and that great

globe, the sun, only one of a myriad of similar suns scattered

throughout space. Lord Kelvin estimates that there are about a

thousand million such suns within reach of the most i)0werful

telescope, and each of these suns probably the center of a solar

system, perhaps something like our own, perhaps different; the

center of a number of w^orld^." In the light of all this there is a

good deal more in the old psalmist's cry than there was when it

was first utter.-d, "What is man tluU thou art mindful of him?"

This is the cry with whirh 11. a-bcrt Spencer sought to frigliten us.

Of course with the increa.^e of the univer-^e there has come the

corresponding decrease of man? Of course no such thing. 'Mr.

Chesterton's reply to this notion will do:
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Why should a man surrender his dignity to the solar system any igore

than to a whale? If mere size proves that man is not the image of God,

then a whale may be the image of God. It is quite futile to argue that

man is small compared to the cosmos; for man was always small com-

pared to the nearest tree.

Tlie i^sychologist is dcaliiifi' effectively with the ditlieulties of

cosmology wliercver tliese difficulties touch uiau, Tcnny.^oii did

uot attempt to put the infinilc into his head, hut he put his head

into the infinite, and then he told us something:

For tho' the giant ages heave the hill

And break the shore,

And evermore

Make and break, and work their will;

Tho' world on world in myriad myriads roll

Round us, each with different powers,

And other forms of life than ours

What know we greater than the soul?

Closing, I quote two most significant statements. The first

is from the tongue of Sir Oliver Lodge and is as follows

:

The faculties and achievements of the highest among m.ankind in

art, in science, in philosophy, and in religion are not explicable as an

outcome of a struggle for existence. Something more than mere life is

possessed by us, something represented by the words "mind" and "soul"

and "spirit." On one side we are members of the animal kingdom, on
another we are associates of a loftier type of existence and are linked

with the Divine.

The second statement is from a paper on ''The World of Life,"

read by Alfred liussel Wallace, the j^nnt discoverer with Darwin

of natural selection, before the members of the Eoyal Institution

in London on the occasion of the Parwln centenary:

Neither Darwinism nor any other theory in science or philosophy
can give more than a secondarj- explanation of phenomena. Some deeper
power or cause always has to be postulated. I have here cbimed that
the known facts, when fully examined and reasoned out, are adequate
to explain the method of organic evolution; yet the underlying funda-

mental causes are, and will probably ever remain, not only unknown,
but even inconceivable by us. The mysterious power we term life, which
alone renders possible the production from a few of the chemical elements
of such infinite diverse fabrics, will surely never be explained—as many
suppose it will be—in terms of mere matter and motion. But beyond
even these marvels is the greater marvel of that ever-present organizing
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and guiding pov/er. which—to tp.ke a single example—builds up anew
that most wonderful congeries of organs, the bird's covering of feathers.

Every attempt to explain these phenomena, even Darwin's highly
complex and difficult theory of Pangenesis, utterly breaks down; so that
now, even the extreme mcnists, such as Haeckel, are driven to the
supposition that every ultimate cell is a conscious, intelligent individual
that knows where to go and what to do, goes there and does it! These
unavailing efforts to explain the inexplicable, whether in the detafls of
any one living thing or in the origin of life itself, seem to me to lead
us to the irresistible conclusion that beyond and above all terrestrial
agencies there is some great source of energy and guidance, which in
unknown ways pervades every form of organized life, and of which we
ourselves are the ultimate and foreordained outcome.

Dr. K. F. Horton a.sks us to p.ote the closing words of Pro-
fessor Gv^-alkin's book on The Knowledge of God. Wo are liappy
so to do just at this i)oint. The Professor is speaking of a certain
.Sundny in the French city of Lyons:

Toward evening we climbed the height of Fourvieres. A glorious
historic site was at our feet, with memories reaching backward to the
Council which smote the Hohenstaufen empire into ruins, and backward
still to the time when the three score and five states of Gaul came,
year by year, to render thanks to heaven for the blessings of Roman
peace. They told us that we could see the Alps, but I looked vainly into
the mists that were gathering over the broad plain beyond the meeting
of the rivers. "Look higher!" And there they were, high in the heaven
above. The last rays of sunshine lighted up these glorious domes of
rosy snow full seventy miles away. Like those mountains is the revela-
tion of God in history.
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Art. IX.—a UXIVERSITY SETTLE:^rEXT IX LOXDOX
Telephone No, 13433 Central. Toynbce Hall,

Telegraphic Adress, Toynbee, London. 2S Commercial Street,

"Whitechapel. E.

All tliis in expensive raised lettering on expensive paper.

Ignorant of Toynbee Hall, beyond the fact that it was one of

Loudon's university settlements for wliose maintenance we had

reflectively subscribed one pound annually—that being the thing

for the Balliol undergraduate to do—and that it was possible to

reside therein for purposes of social study, an American friend

and I had written to the warden asking for rooms in the Hall for

at least a week during the Christmas holidays. The magnificence

of the stationery used for his favorable reply dam]ied our socio-

logical ardor, i)i its relation to Toynbee at least. Kaised type and

slum work seemed incompatible. We were satisfied that the Hall

was merely one of -those charitable institutions in London whose

chief reason of being is the provision of sinecures for ''gentlemen."

We felt that we were misgnided, in the first instance, in ever hav-

ing fancied that a mission supported and conducted by members

of Oxford L'niversity could contain any but very superlative

angels who took good care that their raiment should remain un-

sullied and their hearts untroubled. But it was too late to retire

gracefully. The Hall was our inevitable residence for a week;

at the end of that time, however, we would be free to move to some

other similar institution in London if the atniosi)here of Toynbee

proved too rarefied. Before going to the settlement we strolled

about the ucichborhond—I'earl Street, Petticoat Lane, Frvina-

Pan Alley. The numerou>^ and forlorn Salvation Army quarters

seemed the only reasonal>le missions for snch a forlorn humanitv.

It seemed an insult to the shriveled, bent, half-eli.fhed, dull-eyed

men and women whom we passed even to wear the overcoats which

the penetrating, damp cold of a London winter afternoon made
all too thin for our comfort. Only young and middle-age.l men
and women we saw, by the way, and our later ex])eri<uice was not

difTcreiit. Peo])]e don't grow old, in Stepney, outside of the Avork-
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house; the death rate is four times as largo as in the West End

—

and sometimes one feels it's better so. A little chap seven or

eight years of age was tugging away at a sack of rags in front of

a house on one of these dismal streets. Cold, ragged, and hungry

as he was, he was enjoying himself and life ; but it happened that

he was the only human being we saw that afternoon who appeared

to be contented. A few years of going hungry to school, a few

more of casual employment and casual meals, a casual marriage

and a large number of casual children casually provided for, and

then a quite casual death from slow starvation coupled with insan-

itary living—that's his part in the joy of being, if statistics may

inspire prophecies.

Our first glimpse of ToynbeelTall was not i-eassuring. Piaised-

letter-head charity stood out on every portion of its facade. Some

highly respectable posters announced some highly respectable

lectures to be given by some highly respectable gentlemen. We
inquired at the lodgc^—a most refined and cnltnred lodge—how

to get into the place, and the porter, in a high jnoral tone, told

us to ring at the second door on the right of the quad. We walked

through a covered passage and found ourselves in a veritable

quadrangle. Every stone and every building seemed to recall

for our benefit all the dignified aloofness of Oxford. Pensively

we looked in at a window on our right. A highly respectable

drawing room of palatial size held two gentlemen sitting back

to back before the fire. Of course we had been in England long

enough to know that they were not necessarily enemies, but merely

Oxonian missionaries who had not been introduced and were there-

fore mutually sus])icious. PiUt we had hoped to see, and it had

seemed qnite possible that we might see at Toynbee, English

'varsity men who wouldn't i)erpetually look at a stranger as if he

were sure to a.4c them for a loan. Had there been an honorable,

or even slightly dishonoral)le, means of escajK' we >liould have

seized it. I3ut our baggage had been sent on ahead, and we were

rather nervous, too, about the porter ; lie was so remarkably dig-

nified and irreproachable that it seeme(l almost irreverent to tell

him that we had made a mistake and were looking for the Cecil

instead of the Carlton. He mi^ht iiot understand—and then a^aiu
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lie might send for the i^olicc, suspecting that we helonged to the

submerged tenth, whose intrusion he and his Hall of course

deprecated. So we rang the bell and, with no such doubt about

our destiny as ^Macbeth professed concerning Duncan's, heard it

toll through the corridors. x\n immaculatelj uniformed maid

admitted us. Another showed us to our rooms and left us with

the remark that tea would be served in the drawing room in ten

minutes. Each of us evoked a choking "Eh, eh, thank you!" from

some ticklish region 'way down in our chests—quite in the Oxford

manner—and glared savagely at the other. But after only a rea-

sonable amount of reciprocal abuse we abandoned attempts to place

the major responsibility for our being landed where we were, and

wandered slowly through thi.- hallways, thiiil-iiug how hugely the

great unwashed would enjoy the large autotypes of Botticellis, Ra-

phaels, Da Yincis and ancient marbles Avhich covered the walls—if

only they were allowed to enter and behold. The drawing room

would have done no discredit to a city club. Paintings, statuary,

grand piano, cabinets—the Toynbce missionaries didn't go in for

even a mild asceticism, we ixflected as we made our way to the fire-

place, where the only occupant of the room stood sipping his tea

—

i\ slim, languid gentleman with the Oxford don't-know-anything-

about-anything air and a potential mustache which occasioned him

great anxiety. He looked us over leisurely and after some time

vouchsafed a remark about the weather. AVp vrere toTiched by

the unexpected attention, prompted though it obviously was by

the fact that he was one of the large class of English gentlemen

who enjoy making ])athological studies of Americans—a pastime

Americans, too, indulge in and should not resent. His conversa-

tion, of course, turned on the baibarism of the States. "We huuibly

made the best excuses we could for the inexcusabU—the lynchings,

the railway accidents, the insurance companies, the canning indus-

tries—and then, learning that he held an ofllcial position on one

of London's Distress Committees, we asked a few questions about

the city's 700,000 hungry. "We hardly exi)ect((l that his remarks

would be very illuminating. They were not. Thiid<ing that he

at Ica;^ might be an. armchair sociologist, my friend finally ven-

tured to ask him, with due apologies for the difliculties of the
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<]iieslio!i, ^That he considered- to ha the best recent book on the

subject. Ue looked at us with the faintly amused expression of

tolerating superiority tbat Englishmen frequently wear when
Americans strive to appear intelligent. ''Er-er-er-aw, that is quite

an American question, you know. Er-cr aw, I re-e-ally cawn't

say, you know." A moment later, after he had been told that I

lived in Boston, he inquired if I knew a Mr. George Robertson,

of Chicago.

"We had formed no very high idea of the English collegian's

probable efficiency as an angel of the slums, taking this gentleman
:as the type. But several weeks in the Hall, visits among the

poorest Londoners in company with the resident Oxonians and
''Cantabs," acquaintance with the residents in other , university

settlements, and work in connection with one of the municipal

Distress Committees, proved concltisively that he was not the type.

What he does and why he does it are mysteries. "VTe never saw
him at the Distress Committee's quarters and never at breakfast,

tliough his occasional participation in that nine o'clock meal he

once hinted in the grave comment, ''Er-er-aw, the great thing about

Toynbee, you know, is that one doesn't get mutton chops." We
Avere told that he did literary work for a newspaper—a possible

truth, since one mo]-niiig at eleven o'clock he appeared in the

dining room feebly lamenting his waste of time in having spent

an hour in bed reading a book which it was simply his duty to

review. Xo, he is not the type. A little later that first afternoon

the drawing room filled with gentlemen, young and old, whose
opinions on living questions it was a privilege to hear and whose
attitude toward us and toward each other was one of cordial inter-

est. We saw and heard enough that short hour to cause us tacitly

to revise some of our estimates of Oxonians, and during several

weeks more we continued the process. The past and present

wardens of the Hall are two men whose broadness of intellectual

outlook, humanitarianism, and sympathetic understanding of the

fearful handicaps of the city's destitute it would not be easy to

l-arallel in American missions. It is such men who give a dis-

tinct tone to London's university settlements. Of good family,

and ample means, they an- without a trace of snobbishness—Intel-
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Icctual, spiritual, or temporal. They can talk Diircr -with a dilet-

tante, game preserves \\ith a nobleman, the Education Bill with

an M. P., Bernard Shaw with a Fabian, the Old Testament with a

Jew, scholastic matters with a student, social reforni with a tarricr,

and the price of edibles with a woman of the slums—and intelli-

gently.

A man so varied that he seemed to be

Not one, buL all maukind's epitome

—

but that's not the case of either; with all their wideness of interests

they at the same time have one interest that's nearest their hearts.

They have chosen their role in life, not had it thrust upon them,

as is still the case with so many of England's clergymen. To

educate citizens in the knowledge of one another and to provide

them with teaching and recreation is the object of Toynbce Hall

and the guiding purpose of its warden; and to a great degree it

is a desire keeidv felt by the twenty or more constantly changing

'varsity graduates or undergraduates who reside in the Hall.

They do not feel it necessary to -the accom})lishment of their pur-

pose to cut themselves loo3C4 from the interests of other grades of

society than those to be found in Whitechapel, or to be artificially

untrue to the station, personality, and tastes which an inscrutable

fortune has bestowed upon them. They were by some chance or

other born "gentlemen" and afforded the pleasant and favorable

environment of '"gentlemen." They neither pride themselves on

the fact nor fancy it a just and reasonable reward of their own or

their ancestors'' antenatal merit, nor do they reject it. When talk-

ing with the poor they act no ])art ; they afl'ect no attitude of rough-

and-ready fellowship or of genial belief in the equality of men.

They arc ap])arently quite as ready to make visits in the slums

clad in high hats and frock coats as in cap and tweeds. They

do not try to console the dock-worker by telling him of the dignity

of lal)or, and they do not ctdtivate hypocrisy by catechizing the

needy. They eat three or four good, well-served meals a day,

including a four-course dinner; llu-y live in more than c<»Miforlable

apartments, and they have various social engagements in the West

End—but they don't hold tliemselves in the least aloof from the

closest ])ersonal contact with sqmtlor and ihe squalid. Thty nuiy
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object to the tobacco juice that is a feature of the men's debates

in the Hall, but bj uo v\'ord or sign is their objection manifested.

They may quail a bit at the sights and smells they encounter in

their visits, but never an indication of aught but the sincei'est sym-

pathy and desire to belli is visible when they f.hake some dirty

hand on entering or leaving some foul and wretched home. They

live according to decorous moral standards themselves, but they

aren't surprised and shocked and discouraged on finding that

"there ain't no Ten Commandments" in many of those East End
tenements where often ten shillings a week is sui'>posed to main-

tain a family of four or more living in one barren, miniature room.

Unobtrusively conscious as their superiority is, fortuitous

in origin as it is admitted to be, and little as it affects th^'ir com-

prehension of the ditliculties of the abject beings whom they're

endeavoring" to help, it's hard to conceive of its being any but a

very latent part of the equipment of a successful worker in the

slums of Xew York. One has visions of a Toynbeeite's high hat

being knocked into the middle distance by a snowball or brickbat

before its wearer could exi">lain his very sound views on the grada-

tions of society. Certainly, such an institution as the Hall, with

its gentlemanly residents, would never be admitted into the lives

of our city's poorest as it is in London. It often takes n.o more

than three months in our country for even an Italian peasant to

feel that he not only might be, could have been, or ought to be,

but is as good a man as you are. I nearly came to blows with a

]iussian barber not long ago through contending that A possessed

more inherent ability than he, just as B possessed more than A.

I3ut in England, with its niceness of class distinctions—altogether

too nice and infrangible, of course—and with Englishmen's com-

parative willingiiess to accept them and to al)ide by them, the

attitude of the Toynbeeite is quite in the iiatnre of things. Their

present warden is not only respected but loved by the fifteen

hundred or more people that the Hall, in one way or another,

reaches. I have seen him almost overboi-ii(> by a ernwd of little

tatterdemalions in their eagerness to be the first to shake liis hand.

I've seen a gang of underfed, ragged gamins sim])ly han.g; on his

\\T)rds as he explained pictures in the ^Slational Gallery. At a
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rough "smoker"" in the Hall one Sunday night an able lecturer

from Oxford addressed an audience consisting largely of Jews-

—

the predominant race in Stepney—on '"The Growth of the Central

Principle of Christianity." The discussion was then, as usual,

thrown open to the house, and ai)plause, groans and hisses greeted

various speakers as they decried or praised the influence of Jesus.

It wasn't too easy to answer, even to our own satisfaction, the

repeated query, "Wot's it done for us ?" when we knew of the star-

vation wages received by the questioners from wealthy Christian

employers. The meeting became more and more turbulent. An
emaciated, fiery Jew mounted the platform and declaimed hotly

against Christ. A man who at the last had cried "My God, my
God, why hast thou forsaken me T' vs-as too hopeless, helpless a

beiiig to be the exemplar of a class that was doomed to suffering.

Job had declared, "Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him"

—

he was one of the men of the Scriptures who was worthy of being

regarded as humanity's ideal. In the midst of the uproar that

followed this spoecli the warden arose, his tall, well-knit frame

tense, his strong, kindly, mobile face betraying unusual emotion.

The crowd in the Hall immediately became silent; and he then

delivered one of the most impressive little sermons I have ever

listened to. He was not an eloquent, not even a good speaker, but

if ever "real feeling came from the lips of any man, it came from

his in answer to that virulent attack upon a personality he cher-

ished. To the Jew's wilder statements he nuide no rejoinder,

but mildl}' reminded him that Christ's last words were not despair-

ing: "Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit," and that Job,

in his anguish, had shown much more hopelessness than Jesus;

then, in a few broken, hesitating sentences, he told what Christ's

life and final agony meant to him. Apart froui the personality of

the speaker the words, perhaj^s, amounted to little; but, coming

from this :nan, in his almost painful earnc.>tucss they impressed

one with the force of a revelation. The absolute silence preserved

by his audience testified to their respect and affection for the

man; and the momentary quiet, wIkmi he Innl finished, followed

by long and loud applause, showrd that his o])inions were not

without effect U})on even his Jewish listeners. Later, indeed,
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several Jews spoke warmly of Christ's good moral influence upon

the world.

jSi^o religious or national lines are drawn in Tojnljee's admis-

sion of residents and visitors. Episcopalians, Xon-Conformists,

Jews, agnostics, atheists, Americans, Germans, Hungarians and

collegians of many other nations have at one time or another heen

on it^ working list. Each resident and visitor pays his daily or

weekly ''battels," as at Oxford—battels rather disastrous, too, for

a thin pocketbook—and thus the running expenses of the establish-

ment are provided for. Voluntary subscri})tions amounting to

some fourteen hundred pounds annually maintain men's, women's,

and children's classes in arithmetic, shorthand, bookkeeping, read-

ing, grammar, composition, history, social reform, physiology,

physics, and so forth, conducted by outside teachers. The warden

alone has a salary, which he returns. Residents take any part

they wish—usually a large one—in the many interests of the

Hall, both inside and outside its walls. One most active gentle-

man, for instance, who is in the Education Otnce, has devoted a

great deal of his spare time to gathering together a score of broom-

makers, who, by the use of cooperative methods, make some liftcen

per cent more than the ordinary wage. Smoking debates on all

sorts of subjects are numerous; no matter what the subject, social-

ism is sure to enter. Inside the walls are a couple of tennis

courts, often converted into a playgTOinid—a rarity in the East

End-—for the children; and clubrooms suj)])lied with books and

magazines are, of course, provided. Several of the university

settlements, including Toynbee, have what is termed the ''Poor

Man's Lawyer" : one night each week an attorney is to be found

at the settlements ready to give advice to those loo poor to pay

for legal counsel. Frequent parties are given in the Hall, and

the lower rooms of the buildings arc thrown open, and here again,

though there's no stiffness, and no lack of merriment on the part of

either hosts or guests, there is still to be f»'lt that undertone of

class distinctions or class philosophy.

And it is this tone, this entire retention of their place in

society on the part of the residents at Toynbee, that to an American

is the institution's most striking feature—strlkino- not because of
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its mere existence, but because of the rarer qualities of mind and

heart that accoDipany it and the success that attends it. Bv a

manner of conduct almost the direct opposite to that of the Sal-

vation Army these educated, cultured, personally fastidious Eng-

lishmen win a place in the lives of many of the same class of people

that Booth's followers reach, as well as in the lives of many who
are more capable of using chances for self-improvement or are less

susceptible to emotional methods of salvation.

We remained at Toynbee several weeks—quite long enough

to find that frock-coat charity in Englaijd is not incompatible with

the truest helpfulness, \Ve had heard statements to the effect that

there were plenty of warm-heartod, self-sacrificing, thoughtful men
at Oxford; our residence at the Ilall, where we came to scoff and

stayed to pray, fully satisfied us that the statements were well

founded.

/ji-c^ .^i
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Art. X.—TEXXYSOX'S RELIGIOUS EAITH

Whatever other claims Teniivson may have to fame, it

clear to us now that he was the most influential religious teacher

of the nineteenth century. This distinction is due partly to the

fact that the essential religious interests of life afford the greatest

themes for poetry
;
partly to the tragic intensity with which the

problems of faith and doubt appealed to Tennyson personally;

partly to the resolute and inquiring character of his intellect

—

an intellect as strong and sure as any that England produced in

his day ; and partly to the magic gift of poetic expression, whereby

he was able to turn his thonght and passion into the current coin

of everyday life, and so give it entrance at lowly doors and render

it as welcome to the artisan as to the scholar ; as much the posses-

sion of the scientist and philosopher as of the theologian. Tenny-

son's was an age, too, of agonizing religious struggle. The battle

between faith and science had been joined with desperate decision.

The very ''hopes that make us moi" had been assailed, and it

seemed to many earnest spirits that choice must be made between

the findings of science and the preservation of intellectual integ-

rity on the one hand, and the ineradicable ideals of faith on the

other band. Add to all this the experience that came to Tenny-

son in the sudden death of his gifted friend, llallam, at the very

doorway of what must have been a career of extraordinary great-

ness and service, and w^e can realize with what urgency Tennyson

was driven to take an account of man's religious hopes and fears.

The loss of his friend shook the very citadel of his moral being.

The whole coni])lcx of moral and religious truth—God, immortal-

ity, man's place in the universe, the reality and worth of life-

forced itself upon him with overmastering insistency; and in

pressing for an answer to his own questionings lie probed to the

heart of the religi(Uis problems of all men. It seemed to his own

associates and contemporaries— and they were the leading thinkers

and religious leaders of the agt—that ^Viniyson's contribution to

the religious discussion of the time was preeminent. It seemed
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to thcin that he ''had made a definite step towanl tlie unification of

the highest religion and philoso])hy with the progressive science

of the day." ^en were impressed by his ''splendid faith (iu

the face of the frankest acknowledgment of every difficulty) iu

the growing purpose of the sum of life, and in the noble destiny

of the individual man as he oilers himself for the fulfillment of

his little part." "In ]\lemoriam'' emphasized ''the ineft'aceable

and ineradicable conviction that humanity will not and cannot

acquiesce in a godless world'' ; and it indicated for them ''the in-

destructible and inalienable minimum of faith which humanity

cannot give up because it is necessary for life." The unique value

that attaches to Tennyson's inquiry into the grounds and limits

of man's religious claims lies in the fact that his method is that

of the poet rather than that of the scientist, the theologian, or the

philosopher. He founds his religious world upon belief, not upon

demonstration : upon' faith, not upon knowledge. He sees that

nothing which is vitally worth proving can be proved. He exalts

law, and Jionors science, and gladly wanns his human nature in

the glow of every physical fact, but he perceives the inadequacy

of legic and intellect in the realm of man's deepest needs. Is

it asked how this may be ? It is that as a seer he assumes an ideal

universe; a world invisible to eyes of flesh, and intangible to

fingers of earth, yet a world immeasurably more real than that

which'makes its appeal to the five senses. It was this imperish-

able spiritual universe that he sought to apprehend and to exploit.

'And he did perceive it, and did interpret it with convincing beauty

and force
;
giving to his age and to us transcripts of reality as

he, the seer and the great-hearted human brother, saw and undc]--

stood it.

Xow, are the foundations of this world of faith, which Teimy-

son constrticted for himself, enduring and of universal validity?

Do they compel intellectual assent ? Do his postulates have the

worth and cogency of di inonslrated truth ? Tennyson himself did

not make such claims for them. Yet I am not sure but that tliey

ought to be granted the highest authority. In fact, philosophers

seem more and more inclined to assign prime value to this process

of rational faith whereby our poets and seers have laid hold of the
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ultimate verities of life and the universe. It is important to

iwte that the faith of Tennyson is not a faith divorced from rea-

son, nor a faith contrary to reason. Xor is it the mere guise of rea-

son that Ave sometimes designate by the terms '"feeling" and "intui-

tion." It is akin to Kant's ^'practical rea.-on"—the reason by the

light of \vhich men must proceed or perish. We might better

refuse to drink when we are thirsty, or decline to eat when we are

hungry, than refuse to accept as valid the spiritual sustenance

which the soul craves for itself, and which—through such a faith

philosophy—it finds satisfactory to its needs. Such a faith as this

of Tennyson's is freighted with rationality. It runs in the direc-

tion of reason, but it runs beyond reason. It is an hypothesis,

but one that works, and that goes farther to explain all the facts

than does any other hypothesis offered for the explanation of man
and his spiritual problems—an hypothesis, too, which, if not

})roved, is continually in the way of being proved. ^Moreover, this

faith of Tennyson's is based upon experience. It takes in the

totality of facts to ho explained. It seuds its roots down and out

until they lay hold of the entire soil of human experience. To
uproot the assumptions that such a faith finds it'^elf compelled

to make in the intei-est of spiritual self-preservation would be to

rend as with an earthquake all the ordinary ground of human expe-

rience. It is just by virtue of this alliance with all the common
and trustworthy experiences that go to make up life, this "far-

reaching association with all the familiar and accepted activities

by which our daily intercourse with reality proceeds; it is chiefly

by this that the assumptions of the faith ])hilosop]iy gain such

credence and take on indisjuitable ]-alionality. In no realm of

human interest can we give an adequate theoretical account of

how M'e arrive at the important conclusions of life. The scientist

cannot do this. The captain of industry cannot do it. The states-

man cannot do it. It is the accumulated experience of a lifetime

that we bring to hvnr at any given crisis of reason or judgment,

Before we act in an emergency we summon to the test the totality

of our past exjierience; and if all the experience of the past

bears in a giveii dii-ection, we make ouv decision in the light of

all we know to be true, and all that W(! know to have worked
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successfully hitherto, and we abide by the consequence. We can-

not rend any particular experience from the sum of all our expe-

rience. If the particular experience hold, it holds because of its

connection with the whole fabric of thought and conduct ; if our

crucial assumptions hold, they do so because they are tested by

a multitude of former prosperous experiences. And nowhere in

all the domain of human exporience may the blasting, suicidal

tendency to deny assumptions that are thus built upon a whole

lifetime of trustworthy experiences be better exemplified than in

the denial of the indispensable assumptions of God, immortality,

and human freedom. Heine finely says: "The mere discussion

by anyone of the existence of God causes me to feel a strange dis-

quietude, an uneasy dread, such as I once experienced in visiting

Xew Bedlam, when, for a moment losing sight of my guide, I was

surrounded by madmen. God is all that is, and doubt of his

existence is doul)t of life itself; it is death. " I think we may say,

then, concerning the ground of Tennyson's belief, that, if not

knowledge, it is something deeper and more authoritative than

knowledge ; and that, having been subjected to rational processes

at every step of its progress, and having never violated or run

counter to the laws of reason, it is quite as trustworthy and satis-

fying as proof, or demonstration.

It remains now to indicate the main postulates of Tenny-

son's religious world. lie himself once condensed them into a

brief sentence: ''There's a something that watches over us; and

our individuality endures: that's my faith and that's all my faith."

God, human freedom, immortality. He does, of course, in many

poems and letters and isolated utterances, expand what he says

above so tersely. From these various sources we learn that he

held God to be a spirit; a personal spirit
;
a personal s]>irit whose

inmost essence is love, and who has nvenled that lovt- in Christ.

All reality is spirit; and that reality is comprised in the being of

God and in human ])ersoiiality. The corporeal world possesses no

enduring reality. God and man alone persist. There is no im-

personal reality; Tennyson is not a pantheist. As to man, Tenny-

so)i firmly asserts his iiidi\'iduality and .<flf-deterniinati<»ii. ]\ran's

being is other than God's being, and man is responsible for his
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acts. Iiidceel, Tcniiysou finds in sclf-consciousncss, and in this

power of man over his "own act and on the world," the very

essence of human personality. He sees that the very foundations

of the moral life are based upon man's mastery over his own fate;

and it was his wont to assert that the denial of individual respon-

sibility must sink men ''into pessimism and madness.'' It is in

his etrort to make good his third j)ostulate, the personal immortal-

ity of man, that Tennyson puts forth the supreme elYort of his

stalwart mind and robust faith. He counts life a mockery—an

empty and meaningless delusion—if what the race has deemed

its deathless loves and hopes and yearnings are to be forever

chilled and quieted in a six-foot moldcring mound of earth. For

more than fifty years he battled for this faith that

transplanted human worth.

Will bloom to profit otherwhere.

He believed that in the pi-ocess of evolution man, the highest

product of the universe, must eventually attain the highest spirit-

ual condition, and it seemed to him that nothing short of immor-

tality could compensate for the long and stupendous preparation

that had been made for the flowering of creation's supreme prod-

uct. For man, the laboring world's chief fruitage, to perish in

an hour seemed inconceivable. Tennyson further affirmed that

"the cardinal point of Christianity is the life after death." It

seemed to him that man's desire for life and hatred of death,

his s]')len.did faith and noble achievements, his kinship with all

the essential qualities of Deity—it seemed to him that all this

made it compulsory for a ji]st and loving God to gi-ant to man
''immortality, or something better, if l)etter there can be." He
once said : '"If there be a God that has made the earth and put

this hope and passion into us, it must foreshadow the truth. If

it be not true, then no God, but a mocking fi.end, created us."
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS

NOTES Al^D DISCUSSIONS

Once more, dear brethren ! Xever roll a manuscript. A rolled

manuscript is never anything but a nuisance to everybody unfortunate-

enougli to liave anything to do with it, from tlie moment it is rolled,

through all its troublesome history, to its end in the waste-ba-ket or

the fire.

Ox learning the doctrine by doing the "Will, Dr. Watkinson says:

"We understand high and holy truths only as we treat them seriously

and apply them practically. God explains them to iis through expe-

rience. Just as the scientist learns the truths of nature through

experiment, so we learn the highest truth>; through experience. We
know the heavenly doctrine throttgh its action on our conscience,

heart, and will. God illuminates us through cliaractcr. Would

you know more? Get 'higher qualities and graces. We are illu-

minated through obedience. Eevelation is granted through duty.

We learn divinest secrets in prayer. A very little fellow, whose

mother failed to explain his difficulties, answered : '^-lother, you

have not told me much; I wish that I could have five minutes with

God.' Our five minutes with God go a long way. So liglit is not

given to theorists, for knowledge that puffeth up is no gain; light

steals upon us through personal sanctification, practical obedience,

hallowed devotion, and every truth thus apprehended is the light

of life, filling us with strengtli, purity, and joy."

The following reasona))le words from The British ^fedical

Journal arc of practical interest to every minister. While he

Bhould never force his attentions upon the sick, his presence and

his services are as suitable to the sick-i'oom as those of tlie

medical attendant. Tie ]aay have a duty there as distinct and

as imperative at least as the doctor's. And it is certainly not

within the ]iroper prerogatives of a pliysician to say, *'Xo one must

be allowed to see tlie ])atient, not even the minister." '''S{)iritual

ministrations are outside tlie doctor's s]>here of aetion," says Tlie
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British Medical Jonrual; '"liis duty is to do tlie best he can for the

bodily welfare of the sufferer under his charge. He has no right

to keep the minister of religion out of the sick-room unless either

from the condition of the patient or from his knowledge of the per-

sonality of the clergyman there be reason to fear that his influence

is likely to be the reverse of beneficial. There are tactless parsons

just as there are inconsiderate doctors. If the patient is in danger

of death, the consolations of religion should never be refused him

if he or those about him wish for them. With such matters the

doctor has as little right to interfere as u'ith the arrangement of the

patient's tvorldlij affairs." .
'

WILLIAM WI^'TEI] OX THE THEATER

If there exists, in and for the dramatic world, a fully qualified,

capable, and authoritative supreme court, it sits under William

Winter's hat and is buttoned up inside his coat. As an autho]-ity he

is unobjectionable. The refined cannot object to him, for his refhae-

ment surpasses theirs; Jior tlie religious, for he is as reverent and

devout and pure-hearted as they. The theater people cannot in

any M-ay rule him out, for he is one of them. They cannot object that

he is not fully informed, for theater-going is his business—he has

spent his life in it; nor that he is prejudiced against dramatic enter-

tainments, for the drama is dearer to him than it is to them—he has

done more for it than they have; nor that he is narrow and puritani-

cal, for his culture is as broad as civilization, his sympathies and his

appreciation as wide as the living world. His highly intellectual face

is the index of keen and strong intelligence, and his snowy hair is a

true cmbl-m of the whiteness of his soul and the purity of his life.

His judgment is just, his commendation of a play or a person is sulTi-

cient certificate of good character; his condemnation is irreversn)lc

and fatal.

Thus much by way of introduction. And now we invite atten-

tion to the fact tliat this puprcme authority sternly condemns the

theater of to-day. Lest any reader have a chance to doubt us for a

moment, it is necessary that this statement be immediately supported

by evidence ; and we proceed at once to quote from the opinions and

decisions recently handed down by William Winter from his high

judgment seat.
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Comparing past with present, Mr. Winter, referring to a certain

inerry play wliicli "gave pleasure and had a fair career fifty years

ago," pays: "Jt would not meet with public favor now, for its spirit is

pure and its mirth is innocent. At this time thf jjrevalent taste is

for plays that dispense the patchouly of vice or delve into the muck of

illicit amours." With it he contrasts a new play, bearing the same

name as the old one, and says of the one now junning: '"Its subject is

\Tilgar; its story is silly; its incidents are preposterous; its dialogue

is prolix and insipid; its construction is imbecile; its characters are

such as no acting could redeem. It is too trivial for serious considera-

tion and too gross and offensive for toleration."

Of another house-crowding drama, j\rr. Winter writes: '"A multi-

tude of persons will see it; none can be the better or the happier for

seeing it. There is nothing in it to be enjoyed ; there is nothing to be

learned from it. . . . The more skillful and lifelike the acting of such

a pla}', the more reprehensible becomes its public presentation; it is

only one thing more done artistically that ought not to be doue at all."

On June 1 ]\Ir. Winter, referring to "dirty dranuis at the Ilackctt

and elsewhere," said: '"The theatrical season of lf)OS-00 has been re-

markable only for the number of inrlecent plays thot have been pro-

duced in the course of it. The season began with a double-barreled

discbarge of flippant, cynical vulgarity—a dirty dranui produced

simultaneously at two theaters. And the reek of theatrical vice has

been diffused almost continuously ever since." According to this fully

informed and truthful critic, the average theater of to-day is present-

ing "tainted trash," "nasty farces," "loathsome ]ierformanccs." He
says the plays that have occupied tlie stage and crowded the house

during the last two years "confirm in many minds the impres-

sion already dec}»ly rooted that the theater in general is an im-

moral institution." One of the plays thus characterized has received

the enraptured but damning praise of Euima d'oldnian, the anar-

chist, who declares it to be "the only real drama that America ha^

ever produced."

William Winter is as nnich horrified at the spectators as at the

plays, and complains that during the most disgusting passages the

audience chuckles, and laughs aloud with shameless glee, in what h.'

describes as "a general ebullition of exulicrant joy": which is con-

firmed by a theatrical manager, who ei)nfesses tliat a foul remark

or suggestion on the stage start - a laugh t!iat roU^ from the foot-

lights to tl;e top gallery. It is tlie laugliter of fools making a moek
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of siu, the wages of which is death. Such audiences are vulgar iu the
sense Euskin meant wlien lie said : "In real ingrained vulgarity there
is a callousness .which becomes capable of every sort of bestial habit or
crime." The callous and hardened immodesty of the theater promotes
both bestiality and crime.

The most horrible fact Mr. Winter reports is that at one of
the most injurious and corrupting of vicious plays—a gross por-
trayal of vice—the audience consisted largely of young women and
half-grown girls, giggling and titteiing at tlie vilest things. ^Micn a

Iioman Catholic archbishop from his cathedral pulpit denounced the
most popular plays as orgies of obscenity and declared that the stage
to-day is worse than in the worst days of paganism, a leading the-
atrieal ma.nager in Xew York said: "Archbishop Farley is Hght."
And when the Archbishop appealed to parents to "exercise a wise su-
pervision over the young and to look carefully after their companion-
ships and resorts,-' an actor said that reform will begin wlien parents
stop their children from attending plays which make tlie theater a
public school of debauchery.

One deplorable though not sui prising fact is the encouragement
given to immoral shows by vealtliy and fashionable society, feading
tlie way and making it the fasliionable thing to do; and then all lower
circles, aping the high fashionables, swarm iu after them. Eeeently
the dramatic reporters said : "The larger part of the audience came in

carriages. ... A $?0,000 houseful of social leaders jammed the
opera house" to witness one of the most shocking operas ever pre-
sented iu America—"Wilde's diseased libretto wedded to Strauss's
diseased score," which, two years ago, was driven out of tlie city tliat

is now degewcrate enough to welcome it.

Another dej)loraljle sign of the degeneracy of the times is that
at the very time when William AVinter was pouring out Ids "moral
indignation" in "angry remonstrance," a newspaper, wiiich loudlv ad-
vertises its own superior respectability, ])erpetrated such amazing
editorial flippancy as this: "The outburst of moral indignation in re-

gard to theatricals is already exciting ridicule. ... As the wave of
angry remonstrance subsides the humorous side of the subject im-
presses itself on the public mind. . . . Uow pi-eposterous in retro-

spect seems tlie former suppression of Clyde Fitch's version of 'Sapho'
and Strauss's 'Salome'!" For that newspaper, needless to sav, :Sh:

AA mter, the sanest of dramatic critics, does not write. The theatricalj=
of to-day excite h.is "moral indignation" to "angrv remon^^trance" •
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and he does not regard the suppression of putrid plays as ^''prepos-

terous."

William Winter's reminiscences of tlie stage and its chief actors,

extending through liis long lifetime, are in a volume entitled Other

Days, the concluding chapter of which deals with the theater as it is

to-day. The contemporary stage, he says, is in a bad ^rar. The

blame he divides equally between play-goers and theater managers;

the actors l>oing almost powerless to prevent the decline and decay of

the drama. In his book he says: '"The theatrical audience of this

period is largely composed of vulgarians who know nothing about art

or literature, and Avho care for nothing but the solace of their low

tastes and aninual appetite=; on that point observation of the faces and

manners of the multitude would satisfy any thouglitful observer; and

because the audience is largely of this character, the theater has be-

come precisely what it might have been expected to become when

dependent on such patronage. It has passed from the hands that

ought to control it, the hands either of actors who love and honor their

art or of nion endowed witli the temperament of th.c actor and ac-

quainted with his art and its needs, and, almost entirehj, it has fallen

into the clutches of sordid, money-grabbing tradesmen, who hare de-

graded it into a bazaar. Throughout the length and breadth of the

United States speculators have captured the industry that they call

'the Amusement Business,' and liave made a corner in theatricals."

It is reported that the commercial control of the theater business

(as well as of the vilest of all businesses) has passed into the hands of

imscrupulous Jews, '^ewd fellows of the baser sort," in whom two

devastating passions dominate—a remorseless greed which, for gain,

traffics in souls as unhesitatingly as in old clothes, and a powerful

animalism which frankly glories in its bestiality. A distinguished

i-abbi x>ublicly expresses his wish that there were not so many Jews

engaged in this ba^e business; and cries out: '•'! indict the theaters as

they are to-day. We are insulted hy what is being put on the stage.

I don't care if every manager is a Jew—tliey are all heathens. I

indict all ihose who are pandering to vice and crime, whether Jews or

Christians. They are the dehasers of the nation." And to his au-

dience this faithful rabbi says: "Things will remain as bad as they are

until you say to the managers, 'We will not go near your theaters.'

I'eform depends on the llieater-going public."

AVith William Winter and the Jewish rabbi agrees a prominent

theatrical maiuiger who says: *"'\Vlio is to be Mamed for tlic present
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evil conditions? The manager? ^Managers must live; and tliey will

tell you that if they put on good shows, decent plays, witli real merit

and without any pornographic attractions, they will starve to death.

The actor? The actor must live; and he will tell you that it is his

necessity to portray such things as the public will come to see; and

that it is not his fault, but his humiliating misfortune, if the public

prefers and demands obscenity. lie is a victim of the law of supply

and demand. Tlie responsibility rests on the theater-going public.

The fault is with them and the remedy is within their power.^'

A noted actress says that nothing but a failure of box receipt?

will change the character of the theater; and certainly there is not

likely to be any improvement so long as the statement in a morning

paper that a certain play ought to bo suppressed by the police is

eiiough to pack the house that night. One show of this sort, depicting

gay life in Paris, netted its producers several millions of dollars.

Theater managers who do not defend the theater as it is, say that the

reason for the inexpressibly filthy shows that are drawing crowds in

these years is that the public demands rottenness, and will pay in pro-

portion to its abominableness, and will not pay for anything better.

A minister who publicly denounced a certain play by name, after-

ward received thanks from the theater manager, who said the de-

nunciation had been worth two thousand dollars to his business. An
unprincipled playwright, who knows the prevalent taste and caters to

it successfully, says: '•The public doesn't want rose-water drama. Xo
author of j'lays, in these days, makes anything by truckling to puri-

tanic prudery and squeamishness." A dramatic critic reports that the

plays now most popular and profitable are those which were written

apparently for tlie purpose of discovering how far it is possible to go

without police interference.

In opposition to the specious theories and fallacious arguments

put forward in defense of '"'the drama of dirt," Mr. '\\'inter says : "The

contention commonly made to justify the theatrical presentation of

impure and contaminating tliemes is that 'such things do occui-^ and

that the theater only presents 'real life' and is 'a record of humanity.'

]>ut that is no suflicient reason for showing on the stage things filthy

or disgusting, hideous and horrible. . . . Scores of nasty plnvs have

In-en written and actt-d on the tlieory that anything, no matter liow

vulgar and vile, can be .^liown ujion the stage, if only you tag it witli

some commonplace precept. Such talk is specious humbug. Xo lover

of dramatic art can feel anvthing but regret and shame over the ex-
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position of dramas that cannot do good but are certain to do immense

evil by persuading tbe public mind to tolerate displays of immorality

and bestiality, We do not want to see, in the theater, the vileness

that should be shunned ; m'c want to sec the beauty that should be

loved and emulated. . . . For several seasons the assertion has been

practically made that the mission of tlie theater is to hold the mirror

up to nature, and that nature is a cesspool.'^ With this conception of

the theater's mission tlic stage has spread its table with the contents

of the cesspool; ordure and ofl'al constituting the bill of fare; husks

and worse that "the swine did eat." Some of the plays are at once

vapid and vicious, inane and indecent, fatuous and flagrant, witless

and wicked, and others as infernally ingenious in subtle suggestion as

they are brazenly impudent in vivid action; the whole a flood of gar-

bage and pigwash, putrescence and feculence, that ought to go down

the sewer, instead of pouring out its fllth and stench upon huinan

minds.

Mr. Winter publicly rebukes a hitherto reputable actress for the

despicable infamy of her present participation in the drama of dirt.

And he censures by name a noted theatrical manager for his inipu-

dence in offering on be^ i\i of a most disgraceful and corrupting play

the impertinent and insulting ])lca that tlie vile concoction is put upon

the boards to teach "a moral lesson." A tlieatrical manager of a better

type agrees with Mr. Winter as to the utter emptiness of tlie pretense

that there is any moral value in such shows. This manager says:

"Years ago, when the Archbishop of ]\[eaux, in France, denounced the

stage because actors were in the habit of presenting pictures of vice

to their audiences, a certain alibe took it upon himself to defend the

stage, asserting that the theater is an educational institution, and

that to exhibit vice pointed a moral lesson and gave warning. Tlie

abbe was wrojig, all wrong." So says an experienced theatrical man,
and, referring to tlic popular plays of to-day, he adds: "Tlie man who
says that one of these abominable spectacles is of any educational or

moral value has the mind of a degenerate."

To another excuse oflered for the rank, malodorous stage of to-

day, Mr. Winter recently replied; "Extenuation of such exhibitions is

frequently attempted not only under tlie pretense of 'moral instruc-

tion,' but on the ground tliat 'the theater is not conducted exclusively

for the Ix-nefit of the young, l)ut must also provide strong meat for

strong men.' It would seem, judging by the abattorial provision s<-)

often made, in this respect, that 'strong men' desire not onlv that their
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meat shall be 'strong/ but }>utvi(l. Protest against clegradation of tlie

tiicater and defilement of the public mind, whether for pecuniary gain

or for notoriety, is not made in the interest of youth alone but also

in that of respectable maturity. Xo decent person desires that the

public mind should be deluged with filth and devoted to the useless

contemplation of social sins and evils that are not in the slightest de-

gree mitigated by such performances. It is true that the cesspool

should be cleansed, but it is neitiier necessary nor desirable that the

public should be constrained to inhale its stench in order to win assent

to a sanitary precaution. I'ractical sociologists do not seek the theater

for discussion of disease and sin. Xo theatrical exhibition of those

ugly themes ever benefited society, or, on the other hand, ever failed

to injure it, in greater or less degree, by obtruding vicious subjects on

public attention. The plays are so foul that it is impossible to discuss

their details in print. The persons who support pornograj^hic plays

are not ''strong men'; they are, for the most part, tlie idle and mor-
l)idly curious youth of botli sexes; the vicious mature; the neurotic;

the dissatisfied females; the vulgar profligates; and the half-developed

creatures who, being imperfectly educated, sufTer witli a sort of mental

dyspepsia. The theme of all such plays, from tlie time of Loord

Rochester to that of David Belasco, is illicit relations between the

sexes. Sometijnes the plays are mere ribaldry; sometimes a com-

bination of spectacle and animal propensity, as in certain dramas
habitually produced by Sara Bernhardt; sometimes they disclose

analysis of disease, functional or organic, resulting in more or less

perverted and depraved conduct, as frequently exhibited in the

writings of the Xorwegian pessimist and bore, Henrik Ibsen ; some-

times they are pictures of social turpitude, reproduced with exclusive

attention to pJiotographic portrayal of contemporary vice ; always

their 'appeal' is the same. The attitude of the 'strong men' of an

earlier period toward such plays was shown by James Russell Lowell

—a strong man, if ever our country has jn-oduccd one—who declined

to attend ])ei'for]nances of Sara Bernhardt, because he 'would not

allow his mind to be dragged in the gutter'; and if an example is

desired of tlic opinion of 'a strong man' of the present day, relative

to such plays—and also an example of the natural and right action

of such a man—it can be found in the conduct of one of the strongest

men now living, William Howard Taft, I'resident of the United
States, who left the i>elasco 'J'heater, in Washington, after the first

act of a new play, because it was improper and olfensive.''
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William Winter, reporting the reopening of one of the principal

theaters after the summer, tells us that it opened witli '"a radically

nonsensical and oil'ensive play—a piece of unmitigated and unclean

rubbish.'' Another prominent theater reopens ^vith a coarse drama

which is described by the dramatic critic as made up of debauchery

and dishonor, grossly offensive discussions, odious and loathsome

scenes.

lu closing this brief examination of a very serious problem, we

ask attention to the fact that we have presented no "absentee testi-

mony'' of persons presiunalily, or possibl}', ignorant of the facts; we

have not relied upon '•ministerial basybodies" for our information,

nor consulted "purists" and "prudes" and "pious fanatics"; we have

not called as witnesses the opponents of the theater. On the contrary,

we have relied on the testimony of its friends; the infornuition v/e

present and the opinions we quote are from theatrical people them-

Belves—from actors, theater managers, playwrights, and dramatic

critics, and chiefly from Mr. Winter himself, the supreme ;authority

in America. Tlio ma=s of testimony they furnish cannot ho ini-

peached. The case agaiiist the average theater of to-dar appears to

be closed.

The dramatic instinct is native in mankind. The desire for di-

version and amusement is natural and innocent. Speaking theoreti-

cally, anyone would say that there ought to be no difficulty in pro-

viding and supporting a clean drama, which might be a noble and

powerful agency for entertainment, education, elevation. But as a

matter of fact, honest efl'orts to elevate the theater to a high level seem

not to succeed for any great length of time. Edwin Booth and others

like him toiled nobly at the task of elevation, and William Winter has

devoted his splendid talents, lifelong, to the same effort at redemption

^nd uplifting; all of them unsuccessfully, it would seem.

For Mr. Winter and his coworkers in a most laudable and neces-

sary endeavor, "the melancholy days have come." They see the stage,

which they have labored assiduously to ennoble and purify, becoming

now more ignoble and filthy than ever, and giving signs of being in-

iierently irredeemable. According to the testimony of its friends, the

condition of the tlieater has become pathological; it is diseased and

fairly ulcerous with sensual maladies. A leading journal says: "At

best, it will take the theater ten years to live down the liad reputation

it lias acquired in one year."
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THE ARENA

HEAVENS AND EARTH IN HEBREW THOUGHT

Innocent Inquirer: Where can I find the latest and most authorita-

tive picture of the Hebrew universe? I wish to show it to my Bible class.

Learned Professor: In the article on "Cosmogony," in volume one of

Hastings's Dictionary of the Bible, there is one by Principal Whitehouse,

and in Schiaparelli's Astronomy in the Old Testament (New York, 1905),

you will find another slightly later.

I. I.: What do these autliorities say about the firmament?

L, P.: One says there were two firmaments, the other only one.

I. I.: Vv'here do they place the sun, moon, and stars?

L. P.: One locates them below the one firmament of his picture, the

Other high above the two firmaments of his picture.

I. I.: Where do they locate Sheol, the abode of the dead?

L. P.: One places it below the so-called "waters under the earth," the

other, on the contrary, above them.

I. I.: What do they say of the earth as a whole in the thought of the

ancient Hebrews?
L. P.: One pictures it as a solid surrounded above and below and on

every side by water, the waters of '"the great deep." The other, on the

contrary, pictures "the great deep" as a vast mass of waters surrounded

above and below and on every side by the solid earth.

7. I.: Mercy! And do you call sucli absolutely contradictory writers

as these our best authorities, or authorities at all?

L. P.: It is hard to do so; but, unfortunately, we have never yet had

any better. William FAiBtiELD Warbex.

Boston University School of Theology.

THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH

TiiK church is the organized kingdom of righteousness among nien.

It has a mission in the world, but its mission has long been retarded.

It is because the church has too often lost sight of its real mission, or

has employed unfruitful methods of fulfilling it. Priest and people too

often have been absorbed with lust for wealth and luxury and power

over the fortunes of men. The church has been absorbed too much with

the ceremonies and formalities of worship, and too often has descended

into mere professionalism. It has been concerned too much with politics

and statecraft, and too often has lost sight of the souls of men. Often

have priest and people been misguided in their zeal, and have wasted

strength and opportunity in ignoble strife and bootless dissension.

Modern times have witnessed many bitter struggles between classes in

society. Capital and labor have been arrayed against each other in long.
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contentions for rights or privileges. This warring of the classes always

proves expensive to the puhlic, and entails great suffering npon the poor.

The church has often been accused of sympathizing with the oppressors

of the poor in these great strikes. This has been due to the fact that the

church has not, as an organization, used forcible measures In compelling

justice to be done. What part should the church, as an organization,

take in strikes and in law enforcement? The correct answer will always

note the fact that the church and state are organically separate. Christ

and the apostles recognized the executive, legislative, and judicial func-

tions of the state. They acknowledged the power of the state over the

lives and fortunes of its citizens. The Bible and the Constitution of the

United States agree In the principle that it is the right and duty of the

state to "establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the

common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure to all the rights

of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." What part shall the church,

as a body, take in enforcing these principles and duties?

The church would have no right to enact the laws and appoint the

courts, for it is the duty of the state to "establish justice, and promote

domestic tranquillity." The church would have no right to take up arms,

as a body, for it is the duty of the state to "provide for the common de-

fense," The church, as a body, would have no right to join in a struggle

between classes, or political parties, or march to the polls in the interest

of any political or commercial issue, for it is the duty of the state to

"promote the general welfare." It is not the mission of the church to

arise like a political party and seize the departments of civil government,

and fill the offices with ecclesiastical favorites. It is not her mission to

dictate the financial policy of government—whether it be free silver or a

gold standard. It is not the province of the church to dictate the com-

mercial policy of government, whether it be free trade or protection. The
church may not dictate to the state its territorial policy, whether it be

committed to expansion or colonization. The church is not a commer-
cial, money-making, military, political, or police organization. Churches,

under the leadership of their pastors, sometimes undertake to break up

lawless institutions in the community. They undertake to do police and

detective duty for the suppression of vice. Such churches overlook their

real missions, and such pastors would hotter resign from the pastorate,

and join the police force.

The church is the light of the world, and the salt of the earth, as

Jesus said. Its work is ethical and religious. As a religious teacher the

church endeavors to bring men into obedience to the laws of God; and as

an ethical agency to promote brotherliness among men. It is the duty

of the church to enlighten the public mind on all questions of moral and

religious duty, to purify public conscience, and shape public sentiment.

It must teach the true principles of personal virtue, and social purity,

and national peace. The church ought to be" to the world an example of

honor in all business transactions. It should be a living example of in-

dustry and economy. It should be an example to all in habits of per-

sonal morality and godliness. The church through the ministry must
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l)reach the great principles of riglit and duty, and should practice what

it preaches. In case of strikes, or of outbreaking lawlessness, the pulpit

and religious press should bj' their utterances quicken public opinion and

conscience, that, if possible, the proper authorities be aroused to preserve

order, or the proper tribunals bring about a just and peaceful settlement

of the differences. The church may and should, by resolution read and

passed in popular assembly, express its sympathy with the oppressed, and

denounce every act of injustice; it may and should open its doors and

ameliorate the sufferings of the needy; but let it be remembered the mis-

sion of the church is that of an evangelist and schoolmaster in questions

of moral and religious duty, and it must not encroach upon the province

of the state.

Whenever the church, in time of political or industrial discord, goes

further than to define moral duty and urge obedience to it, and whenever

the church undertakes to do detective and police duty, it is trespassing

upon the province of the state in such matters, and a long step is taken

toward the union of church and state and a repetition of the dark deeds

of the INIiddle Ages. But we must not confound the church, as an organi-

sation, with the member of the church. The church must not step outside

its province as teacher and evangelist, but the individual member does

not forfeit any of the rights of citizenship by joining the church. When
the member of the church takes part in political, social, or industrial

contests, as is his right, he should take his high principles with him and

make them felt. Gkoiige H. Bennett.

Newark, Illinois.
.

A MIDSUMMER DREAM

Once upon a time there were two men whose names respectively were

Faith and Doubt. They were found sauntering in a garden of matchless

beauty, the Garden of the Lord. In their lazy walk through the grounds

they passed many splendid trees, among them the Tree of Knowledge,

which both loved, and the Tree of Evil, which they both dreaded. "These,"

said Faith, "are wonderful trees. See how they leaf and with what vigor-

ous beauty they spread out to shelter man and beast. Is it not quiet and

lovely here? Strange, though, about that Tree of Evil."

"But," said Doubt, "great though they are, and mysterious, let us

yonder to the stream, on whose banks I see the giant tree of the garden.

It is the fairest of them all."

So they went. As they drew nigh both were overwhelmed with a sense

of wonder and of delight, for it bore twelve manner of fruits, stood erect,

jpached far heavenward, and its leaves were reputed to be for the healing

of the nations. It yielded its fruit every month, so prolific was it. This

fruit was delicious to the taste, excepting a fruit called repentance, whi{!h

was bitter, but all the fruit, if partaken of, would make one strong and
wise and good.

"This," said Faith, "is the Tree of Life, the Tree of Religion; some
would call it the Tree of the Christian Religion; it symbolizes Christ. Be-
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hold its majesty, its perfection, its virtue, its gigantic proportions, its fruit

in luscious abundance. They say this stream flows out from the throne

of God."

Doubt was silent and began to write. He sat beneath iti sliade. Its

fragrance was filling the world. "I have heard of it, and am gl:id to see

it," he remarked, then continued his writing. "1 want an ax," he said at

last.

"What for?" asked Faith.

"To cut into its heart, to see if it is sound. It needs pruning also.

See yonder limb marked 'Incarnation.' I want to cut it off."

Faith was startled. He protested. He became excited. Doubt sat

himself again and continued his writing. As he reflected it occurred to

him that this tree wns ancient. While its limbs called Revelation, In-

spiration, -Regeneration, Atonement, Resurrection, Holiness, were dis-

pleasing to him, not being in keeping with the proper "functioning" of

religion, still, to effect a needed change in it he thought quite unlikely,

as the biological fact remained that like would produce like. So he be-

thought that he would transplant a tree of his own liking. This would

involve much work, but it was worth while. So at the task he went. It

was not difficult to find many helpers. There were found a lot that dis-

liked the Tree of Life. "Think of it," they said, "one cannot be benefited

by any of the fruit of that tree until he has eaten heartily and frequently

of the fruit of Repentance and Confession. We will not do it. It is vile,

bitter, nauseating, it makes one sick of soul. None of that in ours." It

was notable that many who were busy helping were saloon-keepers, adul-

terers, blasphemers, thieves, traducers, Sabbath-breakers, liars, oppressors.

Doubt saw this, and while he was displeased, he thought, "It is be-

cause they have not been dealt with according to nature. There is good

in every man." Just then at his side one remarked, "The Golden Rule and
the Ten Commandments are an iridescent dream." It was a very influ-

ential agnostic, educated, well dressed, a man of some fortune. Doubt
did not sanction that, but he silently remarked, "AH this has come about

through misunderstanding, misinterpretation, dogmatism." So he

worked on.

The tree was at last set up in a garden close to the Garden of the

Lord. It looked like a Tree of Life. It grew well, and spread its shade

afar. Its limbs were marked Rationalism, Naturalism, Agnosticism,

Ethics, Culture, Ambition, Self-Love, Knowledge, Free-Thought.

The only thing that the tree lacked was life-giving power. Men were

not made better. There was no sense of sin. God v.-as an interrogation.

Truth could not be found; it was always coming. Conscience was based

on no ultimate authority. There were no restraints. The one law was
good will. There was a lot of talk about brotherly love. The good Sa-

maritan was often referred to. It wns noticeable that young men could

not endure the moral latitude granted them, and they went fast to de-

struction. Faith of the old-fashioned sort seemed to have i>erished.

Celsus, and Voltaire, and Ingersoll, and a host of their cult had all rested

under this tree. Hope did not grow there. Immortality was an If. Some-
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how the tree looked thrifty, but it wouldn't "function" in the soui to

make men holy. It lacked moral dynamic.

But the Tree of Life in the Garden of the Lord grew on. Its healing

virtue went to all the earth. Multitudes ate of its fruit and were saved

from sin and its power. Those who were moving the world to the eternal

things ate of this tree. The Tlioburns and the Oldhams and the Spur-

geons and ihe Parkers and the Judsons and the innumerable multitudes

by the throne, and those other multitudes still in the ways of righteous-

ness on the earth, the pure and good and holy and happy, partook and

continue to partake of the Tree of Life.

"Ah," said Faith, "it is not a dream. It is a tragedy, I see it now.

Man-made religion or God-made religion, that is it. One kills, the other

redeems." Yes, it is true. The story is old but new as ever and true as

new.-

"And he showed me a pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, pro-

ceeding out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. In the midst of the

street of it, and on either side of the river, was there the tree of life,

which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month:

and the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations."

Grand Rapids, Michigan. J. R. T. Latiirop.

A CRUCIFIED AMBITION
Ambitton is a very common trait of character. To youth it is con-

sidered indispensable. It is commendable iu all. Folks without it are

supposed to be worthless. In some cases it is all too true. There is a

base ambition; but we speak of a holy ambition, or an ambition for

worthy ends attained by fair means. It is a sort of mainspring to the

watch. In its best form it is intimately associated with the inspiration of

saints and the aspiration of all good people. It would, then, seem almost

a calamity to lose it. It certainly is tragic to the individual.

Ministers of the gospel are noted for their ambition. Some—young
men in particular—are inordinately ambitious. They aspire to the fat

salaries, larger churches, and the best charges. Their apology is that it

will enlarge their usefulness to the church. So they make of it a virtue

worthy of commendation. Suppose that all are thus ambitious. Not all

can have their ambitions gratified. The big salaries, influential churches,

and responsible charges are comparatively few. Not more than ten per

cent belong in that category. "What about the other ninety per cent? What
about the men who must serve them? iNlust we say that their ambition

lacked justification? Are they, therefore, in part failures in the ministry?

I trow not.
_
It is cruel to inject into a theory and practice of church

ministration like ours the doctrine of the survival of the fittest. It would
be presumption on the part of those filling the most desirable charges and
more responsible positions of the church to consider themselves the most
worthy. Many of our most intellectually capable and morally fit men are
serving the average charges and the common people. Some very ordinary
preachers are in our high-grade city appointments. There are at least two
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reasons for this: there are so few of the best places, and some of our most
effective men are less mandatory of position.

Suppose that nobody is to blame, and that the inequality cannot be

avoided. The facts remain; consequences must follow; men in the Lord's

service are men still. Their already keen sense of right is made keener,

and their sensitiveness, to say the least, is not lessened. Tell me not that

long, faithful, submissive service under such a regime costs nothing. It

is tlie greatest example of continuous self-sacrifice in Christendom. Only

the Son of God surpassed it when he humbled himself and took upon him-

self the form of a servant. If persisted in, whether by choice or by coer-

cion, it means ultimately a crucified ambition. If I mistake not, not a few
noble preachers in our Annual Confei'ences know what is meant by that.

They have never served our largest congregations. They never expect to.

Better tiian they now have they dare not hope for. Yet they were as bril-

liant in school as their classmates, as congenial, and as worthy. They
hoped to hold as honorable place in the church and serve their God as

faithfully. AVell, they are not now in the same grade of appointments.

Their ambition for place is gone. Burned out? No; crucified. Men talk

of sympathy for a crucified Saviour. They do well; but If any can sympa-
thize with our Clirist in his rejection, it is he whose ambition has been

crucified by the inequality of episcopal appointments. He is acquainted

with humility, heartache, and prostration. He has had his Gethsemane.
The cruel thorns have pierced his brow. His face is wet with his own
blood. Kails have fastened his hands and his feet. He is crucified. The
mocking multitude shout, "Himself he cannot save!"

Give my sympathy to our faithful brothers with a crircified ambition.

The honors of the church they do not have. They dare not hope for a

better grade of appointment, yet they toil on. They are loyal to the church
and onrChrist. Xo interest of the church suffers in their hands. No cause

is neglected. They love God and are devoted to his cause. Their daily

prayer is that the church may prosper and souls be saved.

Mount Vernon, Missouri. Gko. J. Huxx.
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THE REVIVAL OF PAGEANTRY

T\'e hare been accustomed to think of pageantry as a thing of the

past, an expression of the early periods, when men and women delighted

in splendor and show and were not so much given to meditation as in our

modern age. We recall the reading of our early years, when we were

moved by the recitals of the pomp and parade of kings and queens and

courts. The splendors of pageantry after the Reformation became greatly

diminished. It v:as thought to be inconsistent with the sobriety of that

intense age. Especially was this true of ministers of the gospel and of

professor^ and of the public exercises of institutions of learning. The
dress became plain and the ceremonies on great occasions simple. The
Old Testament, as well as Greek and Roman history, affords abundant

illustrations of the gorgeousness of kings and courts in the earlier days.

The simplicity of the forms of American life, hitherto, illustrates the

Reformation era. The Roman Catholic Church, however, in its devotion

to the spectacular has been unchanged. The recent remarkable celebra-

tions which have taken place in Xew York and in London show that their

methods in this regard are the result of a settled course of action. The
revival of pageantry with which we are now concerned has reference,

however, to the Protestant churches. Its growth fithin a few years has

been rapid. A few illustrations will suffice. Formal clerical dress is on

the increase. Formerly Presbyterian clergymen did not wear clerical

dress in the pulpit as much as now. The Geneva gown is now quite gen-

erally worn, and is both tasteful and appropriate. The great functions of

colleges and theological schools shov,' a marked change in this direction.

Twenty-five years ago most of their great public occasions, such as com-

mencement and the inauguration of presidents and professors, were con-

ducted very simply. Now many of our higher institutions of learning in

their important functions invite their guests with the statement that

academic dress is expected and the faculty and guests appear in gown
and cap and hood to mark their position and the degrees of honor which

they have won. The recent great celebration in honor of the three hun-

dred and fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the University of Geneva,

Switzerland, was conducted in much state, especially in the matter of

academic dress. The invited guests were expected, although the exercises

were in the morning, to wear evening dress or academic costume, and a

gre;it historic pageant closed the interesting exercises. .

The recent historic jiageant of the Church of England at Fulhani. the

country seat of the Bishop of London, has attracted wide attention both in

England and America. It was a representation in costume and in other

ways of the Eucce.<=sive periods in the progress of that church. All ac-

counts represented tlie pageant as instructive and imposing in a remark-

able degree and successful financially as well. It has been criticised for
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its sectarian character, but that fs unjust, as it was not intended to

occupy the whole field of history. As a result of the success at Fulhara

other great celebrations are promised on broader lines with a view to in-

spiring pride in local history. This is much to be commended. Such e.x-

hibitions will prove an inspiration to patriotism and to piety. Similar

celebrations are proposed for other historic places in England. It is the

Increase of pageantry in our own country which we are now considering,

especially the formality of what are called state occasions both in the

church and in civil life. It is somewhat difficult to account for this re-

vival of pageantry, and any suggestion must be tentative, but the fact that

there is such a revival is manifest. It may in part be due to that love of

what is imposing in external form which is innate in our nature. This

is in part the source of the admiration for splendid military parades. The
dress and insignia of rank of the officers and soldiers attract attention and

are associated in the mind with heroism. The military hero is generally

held in higher honor than men in everyday life. Another explanation

is that it is a part of a general movement to restore the past. Old thoughts

and old forms are reappearing constantly. Historic customs are often re-

vived after they have long been dormant. That which has been approved

by past generations is restored because of its background in history. Tra-

ditional customs are often adopted by those who reject the authority of

tradition, but accept its forms. This revival may also be due to the

growing influence of the older countries upon our habits and customs.

Our diplomatic representatives in the ceremonious functions of the courts

of Europe, we are told, have not laid aside the simple dress worn at home,

but the imitation of the elaborateness of the formal occasions of those

countries is growing and deserves thoughtful attention.

The revival of pageantry has much in its favor. It tends to give

proper dignity to official station. Presidents and rulers of states and in-

stitutions, pastors, professors, and others holding posts of responsibility,

each in this way has his own badge of honor and receives th? recognition

due to his position and labors. This is not a weakness but a source of strength

to a nation. It is not wise to undervalue those who are set over us, and

while all men are created free and equal, those who are placed in au-

thority should receive the recognition which is their due. It is further

valuable as promoting a general idea of order in matters of great im-

portance. There is an impressiveness about such ceremonies which must

have weight in society in general and cannot fail to add to the dignity

and bearing of our ordinary life. But there are tendencies which seem

to be dangerous as well. The revival of pageantry is a return to external

marks of distinction between different classes of society. We u-=e the word

"classes" with hesitancy, because we do not think that in a free country

class distinctions should be recognized; but the revival of pageantry gives

to each person a badge of his particular station in life, and thus promotes

the perpetuity of these distinctions. The scholar clad in his gown and

hood is thus set apart from those who have had no opportunities for

scholarship. The military man wears his badge of honor, and the serving

man has a dress or badge indicating his position. The Tyrolese peasant
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i\-ears his peculiar dress app;ireutly with as much pride as the Doctor of
Law wears his hood, and thus men are gradually separated into classes as
in the early ages and as in aristocratic countries to-day. The influence
may be silent, but it is none the less effective.

There is another danger arising from excessive pageantry, which we
may not overlook. Devotion to the external is not favorable to the growth
of the inner life. The inner life is a life of meditation, of prayer, of de-

votion to highest ideals. Some persons live in the unseen world, taking
little note of the great public movements in the midst of which they live.

An era of pageantry does not give food for strengthening the spirit of
meditation. It draws away the thought from the internal to the external,
^nd to this extent cannot be regarded as a blessing. The ideal condition of

"

mankind is one in which the internal and the external are harmoniously
blended, and when meditation is united with observation and prayer is

vitally related to action. In so far as pageantry restores our knowledge of
the past, and promotes a healthy recognition of that which is worthy, it

should be encouraged. In so far as it fails to do this it becomes injurious
and should be discouraged. All great minds appreciate simplicity in
thought and form, and the greater the life the more it viev/s with favor
the simplicities of our nature.

Discu.ssing the grov^ing popularity of the pageant in our public cele-

brations of events, the Washington Post says: "As an effective, uplifting,
cultural appeal to the masses, it has no equal. Properly planned and
executed by craftsmen v^•ho know their business, the pageant and spectacle
express the highest symbolism, and can be made to teach the deepest
patriotism. The appeal is elemental, and the lesson that it carries to every
watching eye answers the popular instinct for the best in art—for poetry,
painting, sculpture, music, and the drama. Pageants can be made tlie

universities of the people."

"MERELY AN AFFAIR OF HONOR AMONG GENTLEMEN"
Not long ago in our daily press we read of an encounter between two

men who were eminent in public life. They were both men of high
standing in the political party to which they belong. According to the
papers, it seemed that they had a private conversation apart, and in the
course of it they differed, and one man said that the other had been guilty
of falsity, and instantly a fierce personal encounter ensued, in which two
national legislators bruised and battered each other like the commonest
ruffians whom all despise. When one of them was asked about the case
he replied that "it was merely an affair of honor between gentlemen."
Not long after in one of the papers we read that the prime minister of
Austria had difference with a high ofhcer of state of that empire, and it
would seem to tho ordinary thinker that eminent statesmen known for
their wisdom and guiding a nation's destinies might have met in some
way and adjusted their difference by those reasoning processes which one
would suppose were tho chief characteristics of eminent men. But strange
to relate, the prime minister thought it was necessary in order to vindi-
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cate his honor to have a duel v-vith his competitor, and as this was im-

possible without the permission of the emperor, owing to his official sta-

tion, he asked the permission of the venerable emperor, Francis Joseph,

to fight a duel, and the permission was granted. In the parlance of that

country it, too, was "an affair of honor between gentlemen." The papers

•are full just now of an account of a fight betv.een a count and a prince

in Paris. It seems that these two, formerly friends, had become estranged

from each other. They evidently had both attended mass, and one got

.

up to leave, when the count spat in the face of the prince, and at once

there was a brutal fight, and the prince and the count tore each other's

clothes, and struck each other, and in the struggle rolled in the gutter,

and were carried away to the police station; and, strange to say. neither

of them seemed to think they ought to be ashamed of themselves. "It was
merely an affair of honor between gentlemen"—that was all.

It is a shame in an age that professes to be civilized like this, and in

countries that take the name "Christian," that such men, no matter how
high their apparent social position, do not become at once outcasts from
society of honorable men and women. There is no superiority in brute

force. Mere strength of limb and power of muscle has nothing in it that

is a matter of commendation. That is a matter of inheritance. The giants

moral and intellectual of the world have often been the weak men phys-

ically. One time in Union College, when the eminent Dr. Xott was presi-

dent, there was a tendency to conflict between the college boys and the

town boys— in other words, between the town and the gown. One day the

president was warning the boys against such conflicts and against being

embroiled with the boys of the town, and he said there is no particular

glory in beating them. "A horse," said he, "can kick harder than any
of you can strike; and if brute force be the measure of power, then the

horse is greater than any of you." This whole system of personal honor

needs reconstruction on the basis of Christianity. "Love your enemies, do

good to them that hate you." In the papers we are quoting is a gleam of

hope. We believe that the barbarous practice of dueling is destined to

destruction. An organized effort is being made to overthrow it. The
friends of that movement have secured the cooperation of the King of

Italy, and v,-e are told the Czar of Russia is sympathetic with it, and
that the Emperor of Germany i.s strongly tending in that direction. And
we hope that speedily in that sphere of persons: 1 honor the reign of brute

force will come to an end.
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ARCHJEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH

A NEW HEBREW INSCRIPTION

TnouGH Egypt and Babylonia have yielded a multitude of inscriptions

on all imaginable subjects, it is a well-known fact that Palestine has been

comparatively barren in this respect. It is. therefore, a source of pleasure

to the student of arch£eology and biblical research when anything is un-

earthed in the Holy Land written in the same language as our Holy Scrip-

lures. The announcement is now made that Mr. R. A. Stewart Macalister

has discovered a small rude tablet in the ruins of Gezer, where extensive

excavations have just come to a close. Though the results of many years

digging at this ancient site have not been all that could be desired, it is,

nevertheless, a source of gratification that the tells of Gezer have thrown

much light upon the story of ancient Palestine and Semitic religion.

This new tablet is of limestone; it measures four and three quarters

inches in height, two and three quarters in width, and five eighths of an

inch in thickness. Unfortunately, the lower end is broken off, consequently

it is impossible to say what the missing part may have contained. The

dressing of the stone, as well as the lettering upon it, contains little art.

This has led some to regard it as the work of a rude, ignorant peasant, un-

used to stone cutting or lettering. The tablet, as it now exists, has just

seven lines and less than twenty words. Originally there may have been

five more lines. There is practical unanimity as to the age of the tablet; at

least, all are agreed that it belongs to a very early period. Mr. Macalister

ventures the opinion that it can be no later than the sixth century B. C.

Professor G. Buchanan Gray, of Mansfield College, Oxford, sees reasons

for placing it in the eighth century, and calls attention to the similarity

of the letters to those on the Moabite stone which belonged to the ninth

century before our era, and to those on the Zinjerli and Zakis inscriptions

of the ninth and eighth centuries respectively. Professor Lidzbarski, of

Griefswald, an authority on Semitic epigraphy, regards it as very ancient,

.since everything about the tablet has the characteristics of the most

archaic forms. Sebastian Ronzville, professor of Oriental arch.Tology in

the University of Saint Joseph, Beirut, goes so far as to call it "the most

ancient monument of Hebrew writing as yet known." Indeed, he thinks

it the workmanship "of some professional scribe such as Gezer surely

had in the ninth or eighth century B. C." In his opinion the "gaucherie"

•of the inscription is no argument against this hypothesis. From what

'has been said it is evident that we have in this tablet a very old specimen

of Hebrew script.

Several translations have been published in the Quarterly Statement

of the Palestine Exploration Fund for January and April, 1909. Tliough

these are from different scholars and independent, one of the other, there

js, nevertheless, substantial agreement both as to the Hebrew words as
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well as their meaning. We select that of Professor Ronzvalle as the one

which has most in its favor. It runs as follows;

1. A month and storage. A month and sow-

2. ing (?). A month and hay-harvest.

3. A month of the harvest of flax.

4. A month of the harvest of barley.

5. A month of threshing and of measuring.

6. A month of pruning (of the yine).

7. A month of interruption (?).

Professor Lidzbarski gives inst^ead of "storage" in line one, "fruit-har-

vest," instead of "hay-harvest" in line two, "after-grass,'' and he translates

line five, "month of the harvest of all the rest," and substitutes in line

seven "fig-harvest" for "interruption."

There is less agreement concerning the nature of the tablet than

there is concerning the translation. Most of those who have examined it

very naturally see in it some kind of a calendar. Professor Lidzbarski

is inclined to regard it as the simple work of an ignorant peasant, "to

group and name the months according to their agricultural importance."

Indeed, Dr. Samuel Daiches, of the Jews' College, London, not only thinks

it is a calendar, but one that finds abundant parallels in those of other

Semitic nations, especially the agricultural calendars of Babylonia. He
also thinks that this Gezer calendar is much older than the inscription

itself. Professor Ronzvalle does not agree with those who call the tablet

some kind of a calendar; he sees in it an "extract from some administra-

tive rescript determining the periodical demands imposed upon the rural

population around Gezer for a lengthy work which concerned the whole

of the neighborhood."

As has been seen, the character of the contents is not important; but

if, as there is every reason for believing, the tablet is one of, if not the

very oldest. Hebrew inscription yet discovered, it becomes at once an

object of no little importance to the student of archaeology, for it gives a

reasonable hope that other Hebrew inscriptions of greater significance may
be unearthed. It is exceedingly hard to believe that a nation so far ad-

vanced in civilization, and especially in religion, did not, at a very early

date, like its neighbors in the Nile and Euphrates valleys, reduce its

thoughts to writing. This paucity of religious inscriptions on Israelitic

soil is incomprehensible. It may be that the earlier Hebrews employed

the cuneiform script. Be that as it may, it is certain that this system of

writing was knovrn and practiced in Palestine as early, at least, as the

time of the Tel-el-Amarna tablets. Tliis is now a matter of history. In-

deed, the few tablets discovered at Gezer and Ta'awakshow clearly that

the Assyrian script was in use in Palestine down to the middle of the

seventh century before our era. If, therefore, the ruins of Persia have
given US the Code of Hammurabi, may we not at least fondly dream that

the tells of Judtea may yet give up some portions of the law and the

prophets;?
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THE PROGRESSIVE LEAGUE

Even the supGrficlal student of theology cannot fail to see that we

are in a state of religious unrest in all branches of the Christian Church

in this and other lands. Protestant and Catholic. Even in Protestant

America the pastors are experiencing great difficulty in satisfying their

congregations with a simple presentation of the truth as preached by

their predecessors of twenty-five or thirty years ago. There seems to be a

growing indifference to things purely spiritual and an increasing demand

for a more practical system of religion. Puritan ideas concerning the

sanctity of the Sabbath, attendance upon the prescribed means of grace,

and reverence for the Bible are being gradually replaced by more liberal

views and practice. This applies especially to the male portion of the

• community. An appeal to a passage of Scripture in confirmation of some

duty or doctrine is in many quarters regarded as antiquated and un-

scientific. Some very rash and silly utterances from many of our institu-

tions of learning have contributed materially to unsettle the faith of a

multitude of young people. Though there are those who sit down calmly

.and view this stage of evolution with complacency, the more thoughtful in

our colleges and churches, whether conservative or liberal, are becoming

painfully conscious of the situation, and have commenced a systematic

study of the causes and are earnestly looking for tlie discovery of effective

remedies. Conferences and conventions have been called by the more

liberal for the avowed purpose of stemming the tide of religious indiffer-

ence, and to invent ways and methods for making the church more attract-

ive to "thinking men" desirous of breaking away from the thraldom of

conservatism. Even in Germany many distinguished theological pro-

fessors have descended from the lofty heights of their chairs, and have,

by the delivery of popular lectures and the publishing of cheap and

popular books, manifested an interest in the religious welfare of the

masses. In all lands there is an effort to preach a new theology, some-

thing that will appeal to the reason of all classes of men, especially to

those who, if not openly hostile to revealed religion, are yet greatly es-

tranged from the church as now constituted.

Perhaps the most perfect organization of this new school is "The

Progressive League," founded by the Rev. R. J. Campbell, Loudon, Eng-

land. Our readers are familiar with his "New Theologj'" and the stir

made by this gentleman in the religious press of England some two years

ago. It was then predicted that the agitation, "a more storm in a teapot,"

would soon pass away. This propliecy will not be fulfilled, if Mr. Camp-

bell can carry out his plans. The Progressive League is growing from

month to month, and aims to become world-wide, or at least coextensive

with the English language. There were on May 5 of this year 95 branches,

with a membership of 2,600; of these 800 were "unattached." The ma-

jority of the branches are in or in the vicinity of London. The motto of

the League is: "We are members one of another," and its principle: "That

the essential units of mankind should be expressed in the relations of life."

The League has three principal objects: Spiritual fellowship, theologic^il
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freedom, and social regeneration. More fully stated these are expanded

into five theses: 1. To provide a common meeting ground for those in

sympathy with liheral Christianity and progressive religious thought.

2. To study the various manifestations of religious experience and to make

known the assured results of the historic and scientific study of religion.

3. To promote the study of social questions, from the moral, spiritual, and

economic standpoints. 4. To work for the social reconstruction of society.

5. To promote the development of international good will.

The affairs of the League are administered by a General Council,

which meets semiannually. This General Council shall elect a national

executive. Tnen there shall be district councils, composed of several

branches within a given-area. A branch may be organized anywhere upon

the application of no less than ten members and upon the approval of the

national executive or a district council, and the payment of one shilling

yearly to the headquarters in London. Anyone accepting the principle and

the objects of the League may become a member; where no branch exists

one may enroll at the principal office in London as an unattached member.

Each one is pledged to pay according to his or her ability. ^Ye say her

ability, for a large proportion of the pre?ent members are women. The

national executive may reject any candidate, or, having accepted, suspend

any member. The organ of the League is the Christian Commonwealth,

which publishes full accounts of the work done and meetings held. Here

we may give specimens of the subjects discussed in the various branches

as reported in this paper for May 5 and 12: "The Existence of God,"

"Divine Immanence," "Old Testament Studies," "The Soul of Religion,

the Basis of Ethics," "Motherhood in the Divine Nature," "Spiritualism,

Psychical Research," "Para, the Will," "Idealistic Philosophy," "Modern

Thought, the New Theology," "Memories of Sketching Rambles," "Woman,

To-day and To-morrow," "Christianity and the Social Order." "Carlyle

and Socialism," and "Militarism." It will be seen that the old subjects

formerly discussed in the pulpit, such as sin and salvation, conversion and

regeneration, resurrection, future life, with its rewards and punishment,

the efficacy of prayer, and, indeed, all the old familiar doctrines are

severely passed by. Calvary and the cross, with the atoning blood of

Jesus Christ, do not occupy a prominent place in this new scheme. It

will also be seen that there is nothing strikingly original in the creed and

aims of the League, any more than there is in Mr. Campbell's "New The-

ology," unless it be a definite plan of propaganda or solid organization,

and even this last characteristic involuntarily reminds us of John

Wesley's incomparable system. Lacking, however, the profound convic-

tion of the exceeding sinfulness of sin, and ignoring the absolute neces-

sity of the regenerating power of the atonement made on Calvary, it is not

likely that The Progressive League will ever become a potent force in the

conversion of sinners and in building up the Church of God.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK

THE CONFLICT OF PARTIES OVER THEOLOGICAL PROFESSOR-
SHIPS IN GER^IANY

The strength of party spirit in the national Protestant churches of

Germany, especially in that of Prussia, is more or less manifest whenever

a university professorship of theology is to be filled. Sometimes the strife

over such an issue grows exceedingly bitter. In Prussia there are five

organized ecclesiastical groups, or parties. The organization and relations

of an ecclesiastical party are, of course, determined largely by theological

differences; and yet, existing, as it docs, for certain practical ends in

church politics, it is always to be distinguished from a mere school of

thought. Of these Prussian church parties we mention first, as standing

at the extreme right, the confessional (Lutheran) group, which in recent

years has been much modernized, broadened and vitalized under the in-

fluence of such leaders as Professor Seeberg, of Berlin, and Dr. Theodor

Kaftan, general superintendent of Schleswig. Next come the "Friends of

the Positive Union," in a broad sense almost as conservative as the first

group, but subordinating the confessional differences of Lutherans and

Reformed to what they regard as the more important principles of a

higher evangelical unity. The leader of this party in his lifetime was

Stocker, while Cremer (who died in 1903) was only second to him in in-

fluence. Living representatives of this party in academic life are such

men as Kiihler, Ecke, and Lfitgert. The third party is the EvanrjcUsche

Yercinigung (Evangelical Union), or Middle party, a reorganization of the

party formerly led by Eeyschlag. Its present leaders are such men as

Kahl (professor of ecclesiastical law) and Kawerau in Berlin and Haupt
and Loofs in Halle. It seeks to unite a genuine evangelical faith with

the broadest tolerance and a minimum of dogmatic restraint in the church.

A fourth group, which, though well organized, claims to be no ecclesias-

tical party in the strict sense of the term and in some quarters merges

itself in the Evangelische Yercinigung, are the "Friends of the Christliche

Welt." Theologically these are generally either Ritschlians or adherents

of the "history of religions school." The fifth group is the Protcstanten-

vercin (Protestant Union), organized in the sixties. It is the party of

pronounced liberalism. 11. J. Holtzmann and Pfleiderer (died 190S) have

in recent years been the most notable figures in this group.

All of these parties seek—directly or indirectly—to influence the

spirit and movements of the church and the policy of the government in

relation to church affairs. The issues that arise are freely discussed in

the organs of the several parties and in their conventions. Not infre-

quently the conventions also adopt resolutions designed to influence

public policy in church affairs. Sometimes these arc a direct appeal to

the government, especially where the issue is the filling of university
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professorships of theology, or it is a well-established conviction that

nothing c^n have more significance for the life of the church than the

attitude of the theological professors toward questions of the faith. In

respect to the specific issues that arise in ecclesiastical affairs—particu-

larly in the matter of the appointment of theological professors—it would

not be natural, or, generally, even possible, that each party should stand

for a wholly distinct policy. In the nature of things there are—or, at all

events, in the nature of man there seem to be—but tv.-o sides to a con-

crete question. In deepest reality, underneath party organizations and

the distinguishing features of party programs, there are clearly but two

great theological tendencies in the German Protestant church, the "con-

servative" and the "liberal," and—wherever there is a profoundly inter-

esting issue—virtually but tv/o ecclesiastical parties. All the conserva-

tives on the one hand and all the liberals on the other will be found

united in two opposing camps—the middle party, according to varying

conditions, favoring now the one side, now the other. "When a theological

professor is to be appointed the government feels a mighty pressure from

both sides. The tendency in the policy of the government, accordingly,

has been to follow the line of least resistance. In its relation to university

affairs the watchword of the government has long been the "parity" of

the "two" opposing Kivhtungcn. In this way a modus Vivendi has been

established, so that there is little complaint so long as the balance is undis-

turbed. If a certain chair has been occupied by a liberal, the opposite

party will probably content itself, when a vacancy occurs, with bewailing

the necessity of tolerating any "negative" theological teacher, yet it v.'ill

suffer without a protest the appointment of a liberal successor to a liberal.

But the appointment of a liberal to follow a conservative professor arouses

a storm of indignation. And wherever the liberals are convinced that the

government purposely suppresses aspirants from among their number

their protest is not less vigorous. Not that the liberals generally approve

of the "parity" as a principle. Mo.st of them insist that scientific and

pedagogical excellence alone—personal character being taken for granted

—should determine the choice of a professor. The doctrine of parity is

merely a government policy. Nevertheless, the liberals complain as bit-

terly as the conservatives at any encroachment upon the ground that they

have hitherto possessed. The conservatives, on their part, claiming that

only those that stand unequivocally on the ground of the church's accepted

faith have any right in pulpit or professor's chair, are generally inclined

to accept the policy of parity only in so far as it appears to be a useful

defensive expedient. "When the parity is violated to their los.=;, their out-

cry is even louder than that of the liberals in case of a similar disappoint-

ment.

Outside of Prussia the situation is less strained. In Wiirttemberg. it

is true, the conservative majority complains of the (rather slight) pre-

ponderance of liberalism in the theological faculty at Tiibingen. In Ba-

varia, however, the "official" Protestant theology is so decidedly con-

servative that no one ever thinks of the appointment of anybody but a

sound Lutheran to an Hrlangen professorship of theology—except, of
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course, in the case of the single chair for Reformed theology. In Leipzig

(the university of the kingdom of Saxony) no one expects a pronounced

liberal to be appointed as regular professor, although Brieger and Kirn

are considered Ritschaans of rather conservative tendency, and Ihe

faculty some years ago presented prinw loco, Hermann, of Marburg, for

the chair of Luthardt, but the choice of the government fell on Ihuiels.

The Mecklenburg Protestants would not tolerate a liberal in their faculty

at Rostock, whereas liberal Baden thinks she makes an ami)le concession

to conservatism by having one "positive" professor at Heidelberg, and

Jena (for Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach) has not had a conservative professor of

theologj- for many decades.

When, however, we return to Prussia, the air is charged with the spirit

of conflict. Some recent appointments may serve to illustrate the situa-

tion. When Berhard Weiss about a year ago, at the age of eighty-one,

determined to lay aside the most—or, at his discretion, all—of his pro-

fessional activities, the conservatives naturally hoped that this positive

theologian would be succeeded by a scholar of like standpoint. But who
should it be? Zahn, at seventy, was too old,' and in the present year him-

self designs to retire from active service. Schlatter, who had once oc-

cupied a chair in Berlin, was now happier in his Tiibingen professorship.

Younger New Testament scholars of conservative tendency seemed not to

find sufficient favor with the Berlin faculty. A majority of the faculty

desired the appointment of Jtilicher, of IMarburg, generally recognized as

the leading New Testament scholar among the liberals, aside from H. J.

Holtzmann, who is already emeritus. The minority—Weiss, Kaftan, and

Seeberg—favored Deissmann, of Heidelberg. No one questions Deiss-

mann's eminent qualifications; but he, too, is a pronounced liberal and

even the conservatives in the faculty had voted for hiral This was a

real shock to multitudes of conservatives throughout Prussia. Both

"Weiss and Seeberg felt called upon to explain their vote; the former de-

clared his confidence in the sane and moderate spirit of Deissmann and

his judgment that no available conservative scholar had equal cU^ims.

Seeberg, strangely enougli, sufTercd but little blame from his own party;

yet being a great party leader, he could not evade all responsibility, and

so it came about, that, as Die licformation and other papers that stood

under his influence were loudly bewailing Deis.'^mann's call, Rade, in

his Christliche Welt, vigorously denounced what he called the "Seeberg

system," according to which the party leader tacitly encourages a com-

plaint, published in what is virtually his own organ, concerning an action

for which he himself is so largely responsible. In other words, he aids

in the outcry against an action in which he himself had an important part.

Together with the announcement of Deissmaun's appointment came
that of the appointment of the liberal, Paul Drews, of Giessen. to the chair

of the retired conservative professor of I'ractical Theology, Dr. Hering, in

Halle. In this in.stance the faculty had unanimously presented three

nien, pari passu, though doubtless rather favoring Drews. In this case,

also, the conservatives generally expressed their bitter displeasure and
their disappointment in that tlie conservative members of the faculty,
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Kiihler, Hering, and Liitgert, had not stood out for the appointment of a
conservative; but these men vouchsafed no public explanation. The agita-

tion over these two c-ases was really great. Drews and Deissmann, how-
ever, are not regarded as extreme radicals, and no one supposes their

work will have a destructive tendency. Nevertheless, the conservatives
viewed their appointment as an encroachment of the liberals and a vio-

lation of the principle of parity.

The death of the extremely liberal Pfleiderer, of Berlin, on July IS,

19CS. created a vacancy which the conservatives viewed as an oppor-
tunity for a reprisal. It was. indeed, once announced that Althaus, of
Gottingen, a decided conservative, had been appointed to the chair; but
this was an error, and the place remains unfilled up to the time of this

writing. The liberals earnestly desire the appointment of Troltsch, of

Heidelberg, to the chair.

The recent retirement of Kleiuert (moderate conservative) from the

chair of practical theology in Berlin was another signal for excitement.

The faculty with all but a single vote—Seeberg's—recommended Simons,
the professor extraordinary of practical theology in the same faculty, to

be advanced to the regular professorship. For a couple of years, how-
ever, some conservatives, in anticipation of the change, had been planning
how they might check this move. Simons has done excellent work, but
is not a very impressive personality. More than a year and a half ago, a

conservative editor, hoping to forestall his appointment, wrote: "I have
occasionally asked this or that one. 'Do you know anything of Simons?'
'No.' The best women are those about whom people do not talk." At
any rate, the faculty almost unanimously favored him. But Seeberg, with
the help of influential conservatives outside the universitj", got the vic-

tory. The minister was persuaded to call Friedrich Mahling, a pastor

in Frankfort, an able and imposing leader in the affairs of the "inner
mission." Such passing over the heads of the faculty is always more or

less resented; in this instance the faculty, learning of the minister's in-

tention, formally protested, and asked that if he were determined to ap-

point a conservative, he might in any event appoint some one who had
proved his scientillc competence. (For Mahling, though a man of recog-

nized ability, has produced no scholarly writings.) In spite of the pro-

test, however, the appointment was made. Rade, in the Christliche Welt,

vigorously contends that only those who have proved their aptitude for

research and scientific production can have a moral claim upon considera-

tion for a professorship. In the Mahling case party feeling evidently has
had too much to do w-ith the discussioi>- on both sides; yet, undoubtedly,
the objection of Rade and of the majoiity of the Berlin faculty is based

upon a very sincere conviction. The strife has largely subsided and yet

the liberals have not altogether quit their contention, for they are now
insisting that in justice Simons shoul 1 be elevated to a full professorship,

coordinate with Mahling's.
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GLIMPSES OF REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES

An anonymous French critic, writing recently in a French magazine
concerning Kenan as a thinker, says: "To-day's Revue des Deux Mondes
contains the third part of Kenan's spiritual autobiography published under
the title Souvenirs de jeunesse. It's inferior to what I expected. There
is no denying the fact that he is only a second-rate man. He is clever.

He Quotes Fere Hardouin v.ho did not get up at four o'clock in the morn-
ing for foity years only to think like other j)eople. Kardouin's case fits

him. 'Few people,' says he, 'have the right not to believe in Christianity.'

But a fool enjoys every right. He himself by no longer believing in

Christianiiy shows that he is not a Christian, but he has his ov.-n shabby
superstitions—the superstition of science, the superstition of German
higher criticism, the superstition of scholarship, of epigraphy, of texts

of all kinds." Of Renan as a man, the same critic writes: "He courts

power, he courts men of rank, he courts the academies. Power is his

highest god. Under the empire he sold himself for an official mission to

Syria and a chair at the College de France. Some time ago he began
frequenting Mme. de Broglie's salon. When de Broglie died Renan stopped

coming. At present in his Eau de Jouvence he is flirting with the mob;
it must come hard because his temper is aristocratic. Twenty years ago,

when I came to Paris, with no career and no future, I was presented to

him. He liked me; he put himself out for me because he is kindly disposed

toward free-thinkers. He gave me advice; he had more experience than

I. One day he said to me, 'Do not write.' I confess, to my shame, that I

did not understand him. How well I understand now! He meant, 'Ask

for things in person; later you will be in a position to deny it.' The
method is ingenious. He finds it useful. He can do what he pleases and
no one will ever publish compromising letters of his." The Con-

temporary Review (Loudon) v. as as interesting as usual in its July num-
ber. The now almost ubiquitous and incessant Chesterton was in it with

an article on "The Moral Philosophy of Meredith." Chesterton comments
on that strange fanaticism which fills our time, the fanatical hatred of

morality, especially of Christian morality. Somebody, it seems, has been

claiming that Meredith shared this antipathy to morals, and that no work-

ing moral judgments are present in his fiction; that he presents people

not as good or bad, but as live animals to be considered scientifically and
coldly, without reference to any high crisis of the conscience or wars
between heaven and hell. To this claim made for Meredith by one of his

eulogists Chesterton replies, in his whacking, trenchant, and incisive

way, that Meredith plainly needs to be saved from his admirers.

It is, he says, an atrocious libel on Meredith to say that he was merely
scientific, psychological, or aesthetic. It is a black slander to say that

Meredith did not preach, or that his characters are not properly placarded
as good and bad; for they are, just as much as in any writer whose books
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one can endure to read. Bocks without morality in them are books that

Bend one to sleep standing up. Meredith is not of that sort. What can

that man have meant by saying that his characters are not good and bad?

He might as well have said it about Buuyan. Meredith wrote a Morality,

a pure and stern satiric allegory for the purpose of lashing one special

vice; for his "Egoist" is not a man—he is a sin. And, as in all the old

and wholsome Moralities of the ages of faith, the obj(,>ct in fixing the vice

on one man is really to fix it upon all men. We have all posed with Mere-

dith's "Egoist," just as we have all fallen with Adam. Meredith's Sir

Willoughby Patterne is Selfishness, in the utterly naked and abstract sense.

Having said this, Cliesterton goes on to say: "There never were any mere
artists, just as there never were any real agnostics. The artist

always had an ethos up his sleeve, just as the agnostic always

really concealed a cosmos about his person. The real assumption

of the vaguest mid-Victorian agnostic was not that he did not know but

that he knew better—he knew the opposite. And the real view of the most
violent French decadent was not that morals were a matter of indiffer-

ence, but that it was highly immoral that he should be prevented from
keeping fifteen mistresses and an opium iiipe. It is not about the existence

of obligations that men have ever differed; it is about the nature of

obligations; as in those unhappy religious differences which still divide

Christians from thugs. Meredith left the world in little doubt about what
things he thought right and what wrong. Fantastic as he vras, he vras a

moral fighter; and when you have understood a Meredith sentence you

will generally find it is a stab. Meredith is at least as much of a con-

troversial moralist as Thomas Hardy, and a much nicer ona. Hardy and

Meredith have been classed together as holding those indistinct notions

w-hlch are the confusion of modern thinking; but the two men are, in fact,

antagonists. The moral in Hardy's stories is that morality has an un-

commonly rotten chance of it in a universe which seems to him made in

so'me dark way a separate entity which upsets the plans of blameless and
pathetic human beings. God is the villain in Hardy's novels; and his

God behaves extraordinarily badly considering that he does not exist.

His queer and irritated attempt to fix personal responsibility upon an

impersonal force is a bit shaky in logic; it produces an evil atmosphere

in literature. But ^Meredith, thou?,h not orthodox, is the very antithesis

of all this. That impersonal deity which is Hardy's vilhdn is Meredith's

hero and champiou. Nature betrays all the heroines of Hardy. Nature

enters to save all the heroines of Meredith. The argument of Hardy is tliat

human beings with their brief joy and brittle ideals might get on very well

if the general wave of the world did not overturn them or smash them
into sticks. The argument of Meredith is that our little lives always stag-

nate into hypociisy or morbidity unless the general wave of the world

continually refreshes and recreates us. Hardy maintains that man is mere
victim and game of the gods. Mereditli, on the other hand, maintains

that the gods are a necessity to man. That he says gods rather thau God
is due merely to a nineteenth century prejudice and fad." A characteristic

bit of Chesterton farther on in his article is this: "Since Christianity Vroke
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the heart of the world and niended it, one cannot really be a pagan; one

can only be anti-Christian. Swinburne was not a pagan in the least; he

was a pseudo-Parisian pessimist. Thomas Hardy is not a pagan; he is a

Nonconformist gone sour. To the credit of paganism be it said that it is

not pagan to revile the gods, nor is it pagan to exalt a. street-walker into

a symbol of all possible pleasure. The pagan felt that there was a sot t

of easy force pressing upon us from behind Nature, a force beneficent

though not specially just or loving—the energy of kindly but careless

gods. This paganism is now impossible both to the Christian and to the

skeptic. .^. . We talk of the curiosity of the Greeks concerning the unseen

and its problems; but there is something almost eerie in their lack of

curiosity. There is a wide gulf between the gay unanswered questions of

Socrates and the parched and passionate questions of Job. The curiosity

of the Greeks was light, a curiosity of the head; and it seems almost

flippant and a mockery to Christians, and to unbelievers as well, who now
explore the universe with the intense, anxious, and tragic curiosity of the

heart." Concerning the vivid mystical effect of Meredith's realistic power,*

we find the following: "In all his work there is the smell and taste of

things; it is grass and not the ghost of grass, fire and not the shadow of

fire. Nothing is so fine in ^Meredith as the satisfying solidity of every-

thing. The wind in which Clara Middleton walks is a real wind; the

reader can feel it in his hair. The wine which Dr. Middleton drinks is

real wine; the reader can get drunk on it." Chesterton counts Henry
James the ablest man now remaining in ^Meredith's line. He says: "James
has all Meredith's power of taking one's breath away with a sort of light.

flashing, and flying psychology, as of a sage suddenly dowered with wings.

He also can stun the reader with one small but unexpected truth. He has

all Meredith's inlellectualism and nearly all his intellect. . . . But it is no
unfairness to James to say that his figures seem to have no faces. . . .

Admirable as are James's drawing-room dialogues, I always have an un-

easy sense that they are dialogues with the dead." Chesterton says that

all Meredith's questionings and agonies are answered in his fine poem
called "A Faith on Trial"—answered not by a synthesis nor a cosmology,

but suddenly by a white cherry branch in bloom. Gilbert K. Chesterton is

a new sort of Christian champion, of immense verve and vim and gusto.

John Kelman, of Edinburgh, in one of his sermons says to his hearers:

"Let us be xcorthicr of our friends, Vviio trust us more than we dare trust

ourselves, and give them a better loyalty. Let us be icorthicr of our spirit-

ual enonirs, and give them a letter hattJc." Chesterton is giving the

enemies of the Christian faith a good battle—at times a rattling good

battle. His tactics are his own. The method of his warfai'e is not down
in the books. He does not train with the regulars; but he is a dashing

guerilla, a rough rider who can take care of his cause and of himself on

the field and who docs not need to be rescued by any Ninth or Tenth
Cavalry. His raids are disconcerting. His ingenuity perpetrates the un-

expected. He is as sudden and alarming as the messenger who dve\<

Priam's curtain at the dead of night and told him half his Troy was
burned. He makes the enemy drink the wine of astonishment. He is a
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desirable citizen of the world and a good fighter for Jesus Christ. When
the Son of God goes forth to war, Chesterton follows in his train. The
same issue of The Contemporary notices a new two-volume History of

Methodism, prepared on the cooperative plan and edited by W. I. Town-
send, H. B. Workman, and George Eayrs. A dull and disastrous century

was the eighteenth in its early part: it had put the schools to sleep and
killed education. In Oxford University Methodism was born. The same
university, together with Cambridge, had fostered the Wyclifites in the

fifteenth century and made the Reformation an intellectual as well as a

spiritual possibility. The origin of the term "Methodism,"' according to

Charles Wesley, was this: He and a few fellow students agreed together

to follow and observe with conscientious and punctual fidelity the method

of study and conduct required by the rules .of the university. LatBr this

practice of studious methodical diligence was extended to their study of

the Bible and their religious duties and observances. So Methodism began

in the conscientious resolve of some English college boys to be better

students, to be religiously faithful in their studies and their behavior.

The name of "Methodist" got fixed upon this noble group of students, and

later the followers of these first Oxford Methodists adopted the name
which multitudinous millions of Christians now rejoice to wear. The
Contemporary says: "The chapter on John Wesley is very full of interest.

He forms an inexhaustible theme. So vivid and intense a personality as

this Oxford Don, who thanked God that Oxford had given him the 'honest

art' of arguing, and who brought to the work of revival the cold intelli-

gence of a highly trained thinker, is rare in the history of nations. He
found, indeed, the people in a measure prepared for his tremendous mes-

sage, since the eloquent Whitefiold was his forerunner, but when he came

he brought a new revelation of life. His personal endowments contributed

to his power—his magnetic presence, his expressive features, his keen,

Ijright eye, his clear voice. In the open air he was well heard by five, ten,

fifteen thousand people gathered in the urban spaces of Kennington and

Moorfields, and in the natural amphitheater of Gwennap. For fifty years

this marvelous man in trumpet tones carried his message throughout

England. When he died, on March 2, 1791, he had awakened England

from its more than a century of sleep. Tlie land was alive again, ready

to face the morning and the day's work. In 1746 Wesley repudiated apos-

tolic succession. In 17S4 he ordained ministers for America, on the

ground that a presbyter and a bishop are of the same order. The time is

coming when Methodism will even more fully justify the claim of Wesley

that it is simply the rediscovery and restoration of primitive Chris-

tianity." The History referred to says: "The Puritan stood for righteous-

ness, in all human relations and aspects. Wesley took an advanced step

and preached holiness—holiness of heart as the foundation of holiness in

all conditions and duties. Holiness in Wesley's thought meant righteous-

ness manifesting itself in perfect love to God and man, and as a trans-

forming power applied by the Holy Spirit to the individual. He was en-

thralled by the idea, he preached it with a certainty of a demonstrated

theorem, in a style as clear as finely cut crystal. All his societies were
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organized with reference to it. He went up into tho mount of vision,

where his eyes were purged at the fountains of immortal radiance, and

then he Labored to give the idea concrete form in a living society. This

he acccmplished so successfully that to-day Methodism counts its adherents

by many millions. " The First Epistle of John was Wesley's model of style.

Of Robert Law's recent volume on that epistle The Contemporary says:

"Mr. Law repudiates the view that a certain senility is to be detected in

the epistle, and holds that it is one of the most closely articulated pieces

of writing in the New Testament, and that the style, simple and unpre-

meditated as it is, is singularly artistic. He finds that the epistle falls

into three cycles, in which the reader is summoned to bring his life to the

test of righteousness, the test of love, and the test of belief. Mr. Law is

of opinion that John's First Epistle was written subsequently to John's

Gospel, the fcurth Gospel being written around the Incarnate Logos, while

this epistle is v.riiten around the Eternal Life." AVe glean a few bits indi-

cating the excellence of this British Review: "The best method of com-

position is to write with fury and correct with phlegm." "The secret of

Longfellow's popularity is in his lovable and spiritual nature." "Blessed

indeed are the trials and difficulties that make us men instead of babes,

pure and patient instead of passionate and selfish, fitted for measureless

development and service beyond the grave." Commander Semenoff, of the

Russian navy, has written a book entitled The Reckoning, in which he

sets forth that the disastrous result of tho war with Japan was the reckon-

ing Russia had to pay for years of official incompetence and corruption.

He says, "Always in this unhappy war we must admit with deep bitterness

that God was not with us." He was a captain in the ill-fated fleet which

crawled along for seven months over eighteen thousand miles of sea, to

meet its fate at the hands of Japan, knowing that the home government

cared nothing about it and that destruction awaited it. His story of the

heroic voyage and its disastrous end is said to be "an epic that either

Greece or the epic North would have been proud to tell." An article on

the causes of the Franco-Prussian war of 1870 lays the blame of it on

Napoleon III, the Empress Eugenie, and the Pope. Years before that

war, when Bismarck and Moltke were in Paris with King "William of

Prussia to see the great French Exhibition, Marshal Vaillant, of the

French army, said to Bismarck: "Some day you and we will cross bayo-

nets." "All right," answered Bismarck, "if you insist upon it. But may I

ask why?" "Because," replied the Frenchman, "we are both cocks, and

because one cock doesn't like to hear another cock crowing louder than

itself. At Sadowa you crowed too loudly, and you are still crowing." In

the late si::iies Louis Napoleon, the "Man of Destiny" and of sawdust,

who claimed for France the proud position of "Arbiter of Europe," was
jealous of the rising influence of Germany and also felt the prestige of

his own dynasiy to be waning among the peojile of his empire, and be-

lieved war to be necessary as a means of reviving the patriotism of the

French and restoring his own lu-estige; while his ambitious empress urged

him and the entire BonapaTtist party to war, saying. "My son will never

I'eigu if inestige is not ro''^ritabM;;hcfl by a victorious war." Louis Nauo-
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leon, looking for a pretext for declaring -v^ar, seized eagerly ou the

acceptance of the throne of Spain by Prince Leopold of Hohenzollern,

pretending that a German on the Spanish throne would be a menace to

the prestige of France. Documents show that Eugenie was the principal

maker of the war. "When the emperor wavered she spurred him ou. After

the war Bismarck told the Reichstag that documents found by the Prus-

-Bians at Saint Cloud proved that the war of 1S70 was declared by France

in agreement with Rome, the Vatican counting confidently on a victory

for the French; and that Louis Napoleon's temporary reluctance was over-

come by the influence of none but the Jesuits, acting through the Empress
Eugenie. The Contemporary calls attention to the fact that '"the doctrina

of papal infallibility, which was a declaration of war against the human
intellect—the enemy most dreaded by the Papal Church—was proclaimed

one day before France's declaration of war against Prussia, a Protestant

nation. Tliis was no accidental coincidence—this subtle and secret co-

operation of the powers of hell and hatred against the rising influence of

Prussia as the protagonist of a united Germany; so that it may bs said

truly that the war of 1S70 was the resultant of nearly equal forces emanat-

ing from the Tuileries and the Vatican." The defeat of France and the

downfall of Napoleon the Little's empire Avere a heavy blow to the

Papal Church, which is now so rapidly losing its hold even upon France

—

the France which in 1870 it pushed into mad folly and costly disaster. The
•same numljer of The Contemporary contains an article by A. E. Keeton on

"The Music of Max Reger," the chief virtuoso of modern harmony, which,

contrasts Reger with Strauss thus: "No two composers could be niore in-

nately national. Strauss, indeed, and the German emperor may be

reckoned with as two most representative spirits of ultra modern Ger-

many, full of the violent piide and energy of an aggressively prosperous

and expanding race, eager to 'imponieren,' as their untranslatable verb

expresses it, with a garish panorama and appanage of nevvly developed

luxury and opulence. Reger, with all his adventurous modernity, can

take us right back to the older Germany that many of us knew and loved

some fifteen or twenty years ago—and that now is fast vanishing—when
the bulk of the jieople formed the most unpretentious and homely of m.id-

dle classes, rough and ready, easy going and frugal toward the material

concerns of life, inelegant and crude in all matters pertaining to body,

raiment, sustenance; but a people imbued and saturated with a profound

culture; a people to whom Shakespeare and Browning meant, perhaps, on

the whole, more than they do to us in the aggregate even to-day; a people

who for more than a century, without pomp of circumstance or rccJame.

had been giving the rest of the world most of everything that was worth
having in nuisic. if not in literature or painting."
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BOOH NOTICES

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITEKATLKE

The Chvrch and The Slum. A Study of English Wesleyan Mission ILtIIs. By William
Henry Crawford, President of Allegheny College. 12mo, pp. 146. Xcw York: Eaton
& Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings & Graham. Price, cloth, iilu.strated, 7j cents, net.

We wish that every pastor and every layman might read this book
and catch something of the spirit which is at work in the Wesleyan
Forward Movement as seen in the city missions in Manchester, Liverpool,

Edinburgh, Leeds, Bradford, Sheflield, Birmingham, and London, and as

pictured by President Crawford with glowing earnestness in this book.

No one whose heart is not dead to the work of saving men can read these

Slimpse^ of the British mission halls and their rescue work without being

so stirred that his heart will burn and exult within him over the saving

miracles wrought by power divine among lost and ruined men and women
in city slums. Matthew Arnold, Goldwin Smith, and Mrs. Humphry
"Ward, and all their ilk to the contrary notwithstanding, miracles do

happen; Jesus Christ is raiiiing the dead every day—raising men dead in

trespasses and sins from the death of sin to the life of righteousness, melt-

ing hard heans, purifying soiled souls, and transforming character by
genuine conversion—a right-about-face of the heart and the life, so that

men hate the evil things they once loved and love the good things they

once hated, and evil doers are so transformed by the renewing of their

minds that with all their might they "abhor that which is evil and
cleave to that which is good." And they bear witness with one accord

that it is Jesus Christ who has wrought this revolutionary change in

them. The evidences of Christianity which blaze and thunder in the mis-

sion halls outargue Butler's Analogy and all other printed reasonings.

And all the ignoramuses, learned or unlearned, who announce the passing

of orthodox evangelical Christianitj', and v.-ho imagine the gospel is not

the power of God unto salvation, are talking out of a vacuum and parading

their ignorance of what is going on in the actual world of to-day. The
church which is most filled with evangelical faith, and the evangelistic

spirit, and which burns with the passion for souls is the church of the

future. Christ, who died to save men, and who liveth evermore for the

same purpose, will abide with the church which lives to save men. Read
what the sturdy president of Allegheny College says about the change in

the spirit and methods of British Wesleyanism in recent years: "It

was in 1891 that I got my first glimpse of the Wesleyan Church. During

the summer of that year I attended the Conference which was held at

Nottingham. There I heard many of the leading men on the floor of the

Conference and in services held in the chapels of the city. Later I

visited many chapels in London and other cities. The impression

made was not favorable. It seemed to me that the Wesleyans of Eng-

land were in a rut, and that, with the exception of a few nobl"

and notable men. the r.ic.vo earne.st spirit of Methodism had departed.
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The Methodism I saw seemed little more than an imitation, and a
poor imitation at that, of the Established Church, having no fine,

strong, vigorous, independent life and power of its own. Perhaps I had
expected too much. Perhaps I did not see all I ought to have seen. But
the impression made was as I have described it. I am coming back home
from this visit, sixteen years later, amazed and thrilled bj- what I have
seen. The mission halls had few advocates sixteen years ago. To-day
their spirit is pervading the whole Wesleyau Church. It is hardly too
much to say that these halls have transformed the Wesleyan Church.
Peter Thompson said to me: 'If it had not been for the mission halls,

we shouldn't have had the Million Guinea Fimd, and if we hadn't had the
Million Guinea Fund, Methodism to-day would be depressed, if not dis-

heartened.' I have talked with leading representatives of the Methodist
press, v/ith distinguished ministers in circuits as well as in mission halls,

with professors in three of the Wesleyan theological colleges, with mem-
bers of the editorial staffs of great papers both religious and secular, with
eminent professors and ministers outside of the Wesleyan Church, with
business men as well as clergymen, with students as well as professors,

and the testimony, in every case, has been an expression of deep apprecia-

tion of what the mission halls have done and are doing, not only for the
Wesleyan Church, but for Christianity and for the social betterment of

the waste places in the cities of England. The Wesleyan Church is over-

whelmingly committed to the mission-hall idea. On the strength of testi-

mony received I am safe in saying that the mission halls never had the

confidence of the ]\Iethodists of England as they have to-day. And there

is reason for this. One of the most accurate statisticians of the Wesleyan
Church said to me: 'Of the fifty-seven thousand net increase in member-
ship during the past ten years, three fourths have come directly through
the mission haUs.' Over forty of these missions have already been estab-

lished, and all are flourishing. The Wesleyans have put some five

million dollars into these great establishments, and they are not done yet.

,New halls are in process of erection. Even the circuits are catching

the enthusiasm, and halls not so expensive as those in the cities, but seat-

ing some one thousand people, are being built in several of the rural dis-

tricts. The latest report of the Home Mission Fund names five such halls

which are now in operation. In this same report Dr. Pope and his assist-

ant, the Rev. Simpson Johnson, call attention to the danger, ever present

in movements of this kind, that social and intellectual activities may push
the spiritual into the background. They go on to say: 'We have been

wonderfully preserved from this danger in the past, and if each mis-

sioner is a strong and spiritual personality, breathing his own soul into

all his coworkers, then the secondary factors will take their proper place

and will be made helpful in the great business of saving men.' " President

Crawford adds words which our American church may well lay to heart:

"Whatever we may think of transplanting the method, there can bo no

doubt that the spirit of the mission hall, which is preeminently and per-

sistently evangelistic, is needed here as well as in England In every mi:?-

t;ibn I saw, with the possible exception of West London, the fire of evangel-
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Ism is burning brightly. It is a sane evangelism, too. It says to the un-

saved man: 'Jesus Christ wants you. He died for you. If you let him, he
will make out of you the man you ought to be. Come!' It says to the re-

deemed man: 'Bring yourself to your best; be as strong and fully developed
as it is possible for you to be. Win somebody else; be Christ's messenger
to some one who is now where you were. Render some social service

—

brighten a home, help a boy, stand against the things that hurt, lend a
hand; remember, you are Christ's man, and as Christ's man you are,

like him, to go about doing good.' The watchword everywhere in the
mission halls seems to be, 'Evangelism and Social Service.' " If we did
not believe that Methodism will more and more burn with this fervent
and aggressive spirit, we would have to despair of Methodism and gloomily
anticipate its inevitable decadence. If we could not now look forward
confidently to a great awakening and quickening of our church into

intenser zeal and the energetic action needed in this stirring and rushing
twentieth century, we should be dismayed and disheartened. Our hope in

noticing this book here is that it may breathe some of the evangelistic

spirit through these pages into the hearts of ministers and laymen. We
say nothing about methods now. They must be adapted to conditions and
to the various kinds of religious work; and great freedom must be allowed
to individual ministers and churches in the choice of methods. Perhaps
the greatest work of the Wesleyan mission halls is at Manchester under
S. F. Collier, concerning which an eminent Glasgow Presbyterian said
with enthusiasm: "The great thing about it is its evangelistic fervor.

You see there the joy of the early church. Everybody is busy and every-
body happy. It is the greatest work the Wesleyans have, but in its way
the Liverpool work is just as important. The popular concert there is the
greatest thing of the kind I ever saw." We tujn, however, to the account
of the Leeds Mission, under Rev. Samuel Chadwick. We quote from Dr.

Crawford, who quotes from Mr. Chadwick: "Mr. Chadwick's description
of how he became a missioner is certainly interesting and suggestive.

His first work was as a lay missioner in Rossendale, with a population
of quarrymen and factory workers. There he faced the problem of bring-
ing the godless and indifferent to the house of God. In spite of his best

sermons, and after giving himself without stint to every form of religious

activity, members were stolid and outsiders indifferent. He grew des-

perate. Then came a revelation, a crisis, and a baptism. In looking for

guidance in Christian service he was led to study the resurrection of

Lazarus and its results. For weeks the story possessed him. The
miracle seemed to accom.plish just what was needed in Rossendale. He
felt that if they could only get Jesus and Lazarus into touch with each
other they would see wonders. 'My heart.' he says, 'began to cry for

the big, strapping fellows abandoned and buried beyond all hope. The
Lazaruses in that valley were very many, and it seemed as if my heart
would break. 'If only we could get a Lazarus! Then people would flock

to see a man who had been raised from the dead. . . . With unweary-
ing persistence we prayed that the Lord would save the worst, and send
a man so dead and buried in sin that hia wickedness was offensivelv
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of his own accord and volunteered to sign tire pledge. He was a dreadful

character; everybody knew him and everybody believed it impossible for

him to be any better. He was the terror of the neighborhood, and did

the most extraordinary things out of sheer deviltry. A fortnight after

he had signed the pledge he came to the service, and our hearts nearly

stood still as he walked down the aisle and flung himself at the communion
rail. He was gloriously saved, and there was a shout among the redeemed
that night. We got our Lazarus. . . . We had not long to wait for

the crowd. The news of his conversion spread like wildfire. It was dis-

cussed in every public house and every barber shop in the district. Hun-
dreds came to church, not to see Jesus, but the man he had raised from
the dead. A glorious revival followed, in whicli many were turned to

God. That was my first great discovery. Lazarus solves the problem
of empty churches. He is the greatest attraction and the strongest argu-

ment. Wherever there is the continual operation of saving power, bring-

ing dead men out of their graves, the work of the Lord will prosper. For
this power there is no substitute, and it never fails. There are no languish-

ing churches where souls are saved. People believe when they see

graves opened and the dead come forth in newness of life. This has
been ihe first fundamental of my working creed.' The second fundamental
of his working creed—and he has only tv.'0—was found in a very different

fray. It was at Clydebank, Glasgow, a new town which had sprung up
with the rapidity of one of our Western American cities because of the

large industrial works which had been planted there. The Lazarus was
£Oon found, but the 'epoch-making event,' as I\Ir. Chadwick calls it, was
a bit of temperance work v.'hich he undertook single-handed. He found
that the brewers had seized the most strategic positions for public houses,

and when the spring sessions came round they made application for five

new licenses. Temperance workers in the community were discouraged

because of previous failures, and the young missiouer saw that if any-

thing was done he must do it. The experience in the court room is best

told in Mr. Chadwick's own words: 'It was my first appearance in court.

The proceeding was unusual, and there was a wrangle over a question of

order, in which I scored. The barrister who held the brief for the appli-

cants made great sport of me, and everybody except myself seemed to

enjoy the fun; but the Lord delivered him into my hands. He wound
up his banter with an attack upon me as a minister, and in mocking tones

instructed me in my pastoral duties as a shepherd of the flock of Christ.

It was hard to bear, but I sat still. At last he turned to me, and with

withering scorn said: "T should like to ask this young-looking shepherd.

What hast thou done with the few sheep in the wilderness?" Quick as

thought I sprang to my feet and flung out the answer, "Don't you trouble

about my sheep; I am after the wolf to-day." Then the l.iugh was on
the other side, and those sedate old magistrates cheered like schoolboys.

We got the wolf, but more important than the fact that for three years

Yv-e prevented any new license being granted was that on my feet in that

court I discovered the second working principle of a missioner's li<fe.
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From that day I have regarded it as an essential part of my sacred calling

to hunt the wolf as well as to care for the sheep.' " So Mr. Chadwick
holds "that the mission of a mission is to save the lost, attack the devil,

and bring in the kingdom of God." His detinitiou of mission theology

is this: "An evangelistic mission implies an evangelical faith. A theology

that is not missionary is of no use in a world like ours. The frozen

abstractions of metaphysics are as powerless to save as the dead creeds of

tradition. The speculations of theologians must be tested by their power
to heal and save. Missions exist for the lost. Their work is not educa-

tional and social, but spiritual and redemptive." "Anything less than Deity

is powerless to save men from sin. If Jesus be not God, he may be a

great philosopher, a superb idealist, an unrivaled guide to the new order

of life, but he is useless as. a Saviour. Let the new theologies prove them-

selves in missionary campaigns among the lost. Missions have no

use for a Christ that cannot save to the uttermost all who come unto

hiiu. For the same reason we hold to the complete and .final authority

of the Scriptures. We cannot go to the perishing with the 'perhaps' of

balanced probabilities. "We need the certainty of a 'Thus saitii the
LoKP.' " We recommend this book to Professor Goldwin Smith. We have
tried to warm up the pages of the Rrvitw with a few live coals from oft

the altar.

Christian Belief Interpreted by Christian Experience. By Charles Citthbert Hall, President

of the Union Tlieological Semiaarj'. 8vo, pp. xlii, 255. Chicago: The University of

Chicago Press. Price, cloth, S1.50, net.

The Universal Elements of the Christian Religion. By Charles CuTFinr.RT Hall, D.D., LL D.
12mo, pp. 309. New York and Chicago: Fleming H. Revell Company. Price, cloth,

$1.25, net.

Christ and the Human Race. By Charles Cuthbcrt Hall, D.D., LL D. 12mo, pp. xviii,

275. Boston and New York: Houghton, Mitflin <fc Company. Price, cloth, SI. 25, net.

Christ and the Eastern Soul . By Charles Cuthkert Hall, D.D., LL.D., late President of

the Union Theological Seminary, New York. Svo, pp. xlii, 20S. Chicago: The Univer-
sity of Chicago Prea.?. Price, cloth, SI. 25, net.

These four volumes were the result of long years of deep thought and
extensive study. Dr. Hall had peculiar qualifications for the work here

represented. His catholic spirit had been chastened by contact with many
nations and by familiarity with the thoughts of many scholars. It was
at an opportune time that he was apjiointed to the Barrows Lectureship

by the University of Chicago to deliver a course of lectures at the Univer-

Fity centers of India, Ceylon, and Japan. The attitude of the natives of

India to Western thought and institutions was anything but wholesome.
In their mind Christianity belonged to the West, and to it also they were
stoutly opposed. The situation is well described in a recent book entitled

The Political Future of India, by H. P. Mody. This prize essay by a
Parsi of Bombay enables the reader of Dr. Hall's books to see how accu-

rately he had appreciated the conditions of the people whom he addressed.

It is not surprising that he received an enthusiastic hearing wherever ho
spoke. His second visit to India and the Far East was largely determinei'

by the urgent request of missionaries and his numerous Oriental hearers.
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whose intercourse with the sympathetic and scholarly lecturer had been

to them a rich benediction. The interval between the conclusion of nis

first course of lectures and the delivery of the second course was spent

in arduous duties at home. During this period he found time to pre-

pare and deliver two other courses, one at Vanderbilt University and the

other at Harvard University. The four books are now before us. They
form a unique library on the apologetic of Christian missions and will

richly repay study. A spirit of frankness and generosity, an absence of

controversy and disparagement of alien faiths, an attitude at once frater-

nal and courteous appear on every page. He knew how to distinguish

the essential from the incidental in Christian thought and practice; hence
his impressive emphasis on the fundamental facts. In his opening lecture

in the course on Christian Belief Interpreted by Christian Experience.

he said: '"Judge Christianity not by the poor and perishable types that

profess connection with it and belie its spirit. Judge Christianity by
Christ, its Incarnate Archetype, and by those rarest souls, who, greater

than all the churchly names they bear, have possessed his spirit, have

followed in his train. And why? Because Christ is not European and
Christianity is no product of the West. The West is seeking, indeed, to

comprehend it; the West is climbing, though with piteous stumblings and
fallings back, toward the heavenly mount. But Christ towers above

European civilization as the highest peak of the Himalayas towers above

the cities of the river plains; a white perfection that rivets the eyes of

the world; a bright Epiphany of perfect love." How v.-ell he understood

the conditions in the West is strikingly shown in his volume, The Uni-

versal Elements of the Christian Religion. He faced the problems of

sectarianism and biblical criticism and showed their necessary place in

the evolution of the experience and influence of the church. One of his

convictions, uttered in the following words, is wortli noting: "Three

things the Christianity of the West needs, if it would be ready, in the day

of the Lord, to meet and greet the next great interpretation of the churchly

ideal. It needs to have the Anglo-Saxon spirit chastened; it needs to

realize the democracy of nations; it needs to learn respect for Oriental

national aims and religious aspirations." This is a question of mental

attitude, and to th|s he addressed himself in the Noble Lectures at

Harvard on Christ and the Human Race. The aspirations and achieve-

ments of the Orient are set forth in a way that commands attention. The
weakness of provincialism, the error of a condescending demeanor, the

vanity of exclusive aloofness, the wealth of Christian thought latent in

the Oriental consciousness, the necessity for reviving and retaining the

metaphysical basis of Christianity, the tendency to overlook the elements

of Christian mysticism which enrich the spiritual life, the eager sum-
mons from the Orient for educated interpreters and representatives of

the spirit of Jesus Christ—these are some of the subjects which he

treated in a large and luminous way. A detailed analysis of the soul

of the Orient is given in his second course of Barrows Lectures on
Christ and the Eastern Soul. He listened with reverence to the hojies

and yearnings of non-Christian faiths; he readily acknowledged the
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elements of sublimity in the Oriental consciousness; but lie was clear in

setting forth before his audiences that Jesus Christ alone can fulfill their

traditional aspirations and purge the soul from the lusts of sin. The

Orient is nov/ v.ide awake and is beginning to change many of it^ tenets,

hoary with age. It is a time of revolution, political, industrial, and

religious. The church at home must understand this situation and

respond to the urgent and insistent call for help. These volumes by the

late Dr. Hall are notable contributions. They will inform and inspire

all readers and give them a vision of the world-sympathy of Jesus Christ.

Q'he Churches and the Waoc Earners. By C. Bektr.\n'D TnoMPi?ON. l-rao, pp 229. X?v\-

York: Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, cloth, SI, net.

Tins is a study of the cause and cure of whatever separation exists

between the church and the working men. We incline to the belief that

this separation is not so widespread or so serious as some represent. But
the church has no more urgent duty than to study the facts and to do all

in its power to heal the breach. Charles Stelzle tells us that something
is being accomplished in this direction, and that the tendency of the work-

ins classes is now toward the church rather than away from it. Part I

deals with the alienation of the wage-earners from the churches—its extent

and its causes; Part II with tlie attitude of the churches toward the work-

ingmen, and its results; Part III with Christianity and Socialism; Part

IV tells '"What to Do." We are particularly interested in Mr. Thompson's
high praise of our own Methodist Episcopal Church for its attitude on
this pressing problem. Referring to the declaration of our last General

Conference, this author says: "The Methodist Quadrennial Conference of

1908 has taken specific action in regard to the most pressing social prob-

lems of to-day by the adoption of a platform which places that church
easily in the forefront of the socio-religious movement. The statement
reads as follows: 'The Methodist Episcopal Church stands: 1. For equal

rights an-d complete justice for all men in all stations of life. 2. For the

principle of conciliation and arbitration in industrial dissensions. 3. For
the protection of the worker from dangerous machinery, occupational dis-

eases, injuries, and mortality. 4. For the abolition of child labor. 5. For
such regulation of the conditions of labor for women as shall safeguard
the physical and moral health of the community. G. For the suppression
of the sweating system. 7. For the gradual and reasonable reduction of

the hours of labor to the lowest practical point, with work for all; and
for that degree of leisure for all which is the condition of the highest

human life. S. For a release from employment one day in seven. 9. For
a living wage in every industry. 10. For the highest wage that each in-

dustry can afford, and for most equitable division of the products that
can ultimatelv be devised. 11. For the recognition of the Golden Rule
and the mind of Christ as the supreme law of society and the sure remedy
for all soeial ills." This comprehensive and unequivocal declaration of

Christian principles, our author says, "is a model of frankness and dignity
which cannot be too highly commended. It has been adopted, with some
additions (of questionable value), by the Federal Council of Churches at
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its meeting in December, 1908, at Philadelphia. "When all the churches

shall have become permeated with the spirit exemplified in this platform,

and the masses of the people shall have become av/are of the fact, there

will be no problem of the alienation of the masses." This intelligent and

commendable declaration of principles having been framed and put forth

by our General Conference in 1908, the important thing now is that our

ministers and churches shall earnestly and actively live up to them and

enact them in conduct toward the wage-earuers. The church which does

Its duty by the sturdy and industrious wage-earners of to-day will be the

strong, virile, energetic and triumphant church of to-morrow; while the

church, which turns its back on them will pale and dwindle and grow

feeble under the laws of nature and the v.'rath of God.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE

Studies in Poetry. By Stopfokd A. Brookk. Crown Svo, pp. 253. New York: G. P. Put-

nam's Sons. Price, cloiU, SI. 75, net.

Beyond dispute one of tlie finest and sanest of guides in the study of

poetry is Stopford A. Brooke. The charm of his writing is great. Here

are five discriminating and illuminating studies on Y>'illiam Blake, Sir

^Yalter Scott, the Lyrics of Shelley, Keats's Epipsychidion, and an

Inaugural Address given as President of the Shelley Society. For a

sym])athetic appreciation of that spontaneous, childlike genius, William

Blake, we know of nothing finer than this book gives us. Blake abhorred

artificialism. He loved simplicity and spontaneity, the unpremeditated

cry of impulse as natural as a child's laugh or a bird's warble. Conven-

tional phrasings be h.ad no use for. He .said: "Let others sit in council with

their peers and 'judge of tinkling rhymes and elegances terse.' I will not."

His notes are simple, natural, yet have a melody of their own. Though,

the meter of his poems is often confused, it "has a sweetness of its own,

a musical wash as of the wind through woods of pine." Blake's joy in the

beauty of the world is at once rapturous and reverent. In his pictures he

draws direct from nature. "To him all the world is alive with the divine.

The lark sings the song of the- morning to God. The sun listens, full of

awe and humility. The whole v.'orld rejoices in itself and in its Maker."

The following lines, Dr. Brooke thinks, are nearef than anything in

Wordsworth or Shelley to that universal Thought and Love of which

visible nature is the form:

Thou hoare.^f llie ni.ditinsalo brciu tlie sons of spriucr

:

The lark, sluing; uiioii his earthy bod, just as the morn
Appears, listous silent ; tiicn, sprinyiug from the waving cornfield, loud

lie leads the choir of day: trill—trill—trill— trill—
Mountinj: upon tlio win.^s of lisclit into the ^reat expanse.

Reechoiug against the lovely blue and sliinine: heavenly shell

His little throat labors with inspiratiou : every feather

On throat and breast and wing vibrates witli the eflhienee divine.

All nature listens to him silent : and the awful sun

.Stands still upon the mountains, looking on th.is litMo bird
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With eyes of soft Immilily, and \vond»n-, love, and awe.
Then loud, from their green coverts, all the birds begin tlieir song

—

The thrush, the linnet and the goldfinch, robin and the wren,
Awake the sun from his sweet reverie npou the mountains;
The nightingale again essays his song, and through the day
And through the night warbles hixurinnt ; every bird of song
Attending his loud harmony with admiration and with love.

"That," sa.vs Brooke, "is beautiful. It touches Milton with one hand and
Wordsworth and Shelley with the other." In his study of Blake's Songs
of Innocence, Brooke says: "To write a lovely song is one of the rare

things of the world. Sometimes a man, when life is thrilling with youth-

fulness, and when in an hour of uncommon and clear feeling all is lost

but the high emotion of the moment, will write a single song, and write

no more. There are instances of this in poetry, but they are very un-

common. But to have the power to write many songs, or even half a
dozen of a beautiful quality, belongs only to nature's darlings, A perfect

6ong needs genius, passion, and the power of giving a lovely movement to

the verse—things that are the gift of nature—and with these, the power
of seeing what is lovely in the joyfulness or the sorrow either of nature
or humanity. It needs the fearlessness which belongs to unself-conscious-

jiess. It needs the naturalness of a child. When these are in a man,
then any momentary, piercing, passionate impression received from
human life and nature—such an impression as naturally fits itself into

brevity of expression—is seized on with eagerness, and around eveiy
impression all the powers of the soul fly together, adding each its own
light, and heat, and variety, till the imagination, rejoicing in the result

and glowing with it, first strikes it into a passionate unity and then

shapes it into words that sing by their own nature and are
enchanted with their own singing. But this impression, fitted to

be shaped into a song rather than into any other kind of poetry, does
not come forth slowly as an epic or a drama, but rises instantly, like the
rising of a water lily to the surface of a pool. As to its music, it has one
cry above all its various sounds—the cry of the dominant, unmeditated
emotion which gives it unity. Then what we feel, and what the song
ought to make us feel, is that we are in the presence of a birth of nature
herself, as lovely, swift, happy, and unconscious as the sudden unfolding
of the Avater lily's flower. Again, the best songs are written not only

when the poet is j'oung, but when the nation round him is also young,
when humanity wears the beauty and joy of promise. When Shakespeare
began his work England had been born again. The people were as bold,

natural, and excited as a boy let loose from school. Life was, as it were,

a succession of songs. It had the suddenness, the spontnneousness, the
want of self-consciousness, the freshness, of a song. Well, Blake, rising

himself, as it were, out of the deep, having no communion with the

critical or reflective poetry, abandoning himself frankly to every natural

feeling, having genius and its powers, quite devoid of self-consideration,

seeing beauty everywhere, hearing nnisic everywhere, ineffably. eager and
joyous, a very child yet with a man's power, made songs in his heart all
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day long, and when any one of them 2eaped in his heart for joy, it rose

instantly, like the lily released from the lakebed, into the flower of un-

chartered verse." Dr.. Brooke says it is no wonder Blake wrote songs.

There were elements in his nature which were the air and fire and dew
of songs. His sjtirit lived in a world of its own where all things rejoiced

and sang. This world, gloomy with money-making, did not trouble him.

All about him the heavens were filkn} with the morning stars chanting

the glory of God. Blake's songs are as gay, as sweet, as musical, and as

tender as the song of a mother bird over her nestlings when the sunny

wind is playing in the tree; such songs as a child who had the wisdom
of an angel might sing as it wandered in the flov/ery glades of Eden.

William Blake's world was one of everyday love and beauty in common
life, but it was also that quaint, enchanted world which children create

for God and the angels, and of which they tallc so seriously. Take, for

example, this childlike conception of the work of the angels:

Vnsoen, tlioy pour blossin?:,

And joy witliout teasing.

On each bud and blossom.

And each sleeping bosom.

They look in every tliou,i;htlcss nost.

Where birds are cover'd warm;
They visit cavos of every beast.

To keep them from all harm.

If they see any weeping

That sliould have been sleepin.:,'.

They pour sloop ou their head.

And sit down by their bed.

"What a world!" says Stopford Brooke. "The creative imagination of a

man has entered into the child's heart, and we possess that mingling of

both which is distinct in English song—the only soil in which lyrics like

these come to a perfect flowerage." William Blake was a born republican.

Like Wordsworth and Coleridge, he stood for the liberty of mankind
against his own country. During tlie American war for independence,

he sided with the colonies against the mother country. He merged his

patriotism in love of all manldnd. Some of his proplietic poetry is a loud

cry for liberty, like the following:

I^n the shivo grinding at the mill run out into the field.

Let him look up into the heavens and laugh in tlio bright air;

Let the enchained soul, shut up in darkness and in sighing,

Whose faoe has never seen a smile in thirty weary years.

Rise, and look out I His chains arc loose, his dungeon doors are open.

Blake was as fierce as Shelley against tyranny and fraud and force and

priestcraft and oppression. The attempt to extend the kingdom of God

by coei-cion is damnable, he tliiuks.
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Vaiu is the Hwonl and vain the Bow,
Thej' never can work War's o'erthrow.

The Hermit's Prayer, tUc Widow's Tear
Alone can free the World from fear.

For a Tear is au Intellectual Thins,

And a Sigh is the Sword ©f an Angel King,

And the bitter groan of the Martj-r's woe
Is an Arrow from the Almightie's Bow,

William Blake lived till he was nearly seventy; always poor, always

unfamed, always happy. When a beautiful lady was brought to eee him.

he said: "My child, may God make this world as beautiful to you as it has

been to me." Constantly his life praised God. Once he said: "When the

sun rises, -what do you see? A round disc of fire, something like a guinea?

0, no, no! I see an innumerable company of the heavenly host crying,

'Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord God xVlmighty.'" Blake's was a spirit of

such realizing vision that he was able

To SCO a World in a Grain of Sand,

And a Ileavi-n in a Wild Flower;

Hold Infinity in the palm of his hand,

And Paternity in an hour.

Of Shelley and Sir Walter Scott, Stopford Brooke has many thing:s to

say which would be fine to repeat; and the book all through tempts to

quotation. Passing everything else by, we come to this in the essny on

Keats. We quote it for the sake of what Socrates says. Dr. Brooke is

noticing that Keats had the temper of the childhood of the world. He
forgot "the heavy and the weary weight of all this unintelligible world,"

and dwelling with absolute beauty lived in joy. In this he was like the

Greeks. We quote: "The temper of the soul with which he looked on

nature had all the simplicity, and the same feelings of joy and worship

wrought together, which a young Athenian might have had before

Socrates came among the youths to disturb their life by urging them to

the pursuit of knowledge of themselves. Such a youth moved in a living

Avorld, and everything that lived in it was lovely and might speak to him.

It was no mere ball of fire which then the young man saw when he

looked on the rising of the sua from the Acropolis, but Apollo himself,

burning in his car with ardor, and driving the tameless steeds. It was
no dead volcanic world he saw when the moon sailed through the sky,

but the goddess of the silver bow on her way to kiss Endymion. At any

moment, as he walked among the olives and the oaks, he might meet
Pan with his 'sweet pipings' and all the choir of fauns. From every tree

nnder whose shade he slept at noon, from every brook where he drank at

eve, the dryad or the naiad might come forth, and the immortal knit

relation to the moital. And this very temper, half worship, half joy,

and both in a thrill of hourly expectation of the birth of the wonderful;

this living sensibility, this jiower of seeing all things with a child's

amazement and forgetfulness, was the temper of Keats when he was
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with nature. It is not so much the temi)er of any other of the poets. If

sometimes, when he has mingled thought with nature, he is a little out

of his unconscious world with her, even then he will not have anj-thing

to do with the persons who philosophize about her, who ask questions

about her life. Then he is like, not Socrates, but the transient moo:i in

which Socrates was when Phajdrus brought him to that pleasant place by

the Ilissus. 'Some one has talked to Socrates, as the sun-theory persons

might talk to one of us, of the rationalizing explanation of the legends of

nature. 'My dear Pha?drus,' Socrates answers, 'I quite acknowledge that

these explanations are very nice, but he is not to be envied who gives

them. And if he is skeptical about the marvels of nature, and would

fain reduce them all to the laws of probability, this sort of crude

philosophy will take up all his time. I must first know myself, therefore

I say farewell to all thLs. The common opinion is enough for me.' And
though Socrates does not care for the trees and the country, and would

rather be in towns where men, his teachers, live, yet when he is brought

to the reposeful spot near the Ilissus his enjoyment of it, and his readi-

ness to accept the popular feeling about the nymphs, would have delighted

Keats. Moreover, the first sentences both of Socrates and Phasdrus are

like a piece out of one of the poems of Keats. 'The little stream,' says

Phnadrus, 'is delightfully clear and bright; I can fancy that there might

be maidens playing near.' 'Yes, indeed,' answers Socrates, 'and a fair

and shady resting place, full of summer sounds and scents. There is the

lofty and spreading plane tree, and the agnus castus, high and clustering,

in the fullest blossom, and the greatest fragrance; and the stream which

flows beneath the plane tree is deliciously cold to the feet. Judging from

the ornaments and images this must be a spot sacred to Achelous and

the nymphs. Moreover, there is a sweet breeze, and the grasshoppers

chirrup, and the greatest charm of all is the grass, like a pillow gently

sloping to the head. My dear Phaedrus, you have been an admirable guide.'

Keats might have said it all; it is the note of his younger poetry about

nature. The description breathes enjoyment from every word—not intense

enjoyment, but the frank, childlike ideasure of that everyday life which

saw beauty immediately, never missed it, was its common companion and

lover; and therefore, since beauty was never strange, did not lose, through

intoxication with it, the use of intelligence or the powers of the soul. It

was a temper, in Keats, -of unruffled pleasure, a sensitive, girllike,

sensuous pleasure in beauty, and in the consolation of beauty to the soul;

a pleasure which loved also to have the body comfortable while the soul

enjoyed, so that all things might be in harmony. When Socrates speaks

of the grass softly sloping like a pillow for his head, of the delicious

coolness of the stream to the feet, we not only listen to a Greek, we
listen to Keats. It was also a temper in him which, freed from the

religious and philosophical troubles of men, could play with nature. He
had a way of fluttering, butterfly-fashion, from one object to another,

touching for the raouient the momeulary charm of each thing." Keat-?

said, "A thing of beauty is a joy forever; its loveliness increases"; and

the love of beauty filled his heart with a joy Avliich made him forget the
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meanness of the vrorld. Of his life this radiant young genius said: "I

feel more and more every day as my imagination strengthens that I do

not live in this world alone, but in a thousand worlds. No sooner am I

alone than shapes of epic greatness are stationed round me, and serve my
spirit in the office of a King's bodyguard. Then tragedy with sceptered pall

comes sweeping by, and according to my state of mind, I am with

Achilles shouting in the trenches or with Theocritus in the vales of

Sicily."

At Large. liy Arthur Ciirisixjphkr Benson, Fcllovv- of Magdalene College. Cambridge,

Author of The Uptou Letters, etc. Crown Svo, pp. 425. New York: G. P. Putnam's

Sons. Price, cloth, SI.50, net.

With the limpid flow of tiie smooth stream of A. C. Benson's medita-

tive essays our readers are familiar. Tlie subjects in the book before us

are such as these: '"ConteDtment,'' "Humor," "Travel," '"Our Lack of Great

Jlen," "Shyness," "The Dramatic Sense," "Literary Finish," "Symbols,"

"Joy," "The Love of God." A fair sample of style and quality is the be-

ginning of the essay on "Friendship." • " 'To make oneself beloved,' says

an old French proverb, 'this is, after all, the best way to be useful.' That

is one of the deep sayings which children think flat, and which young

men, and even young women, despise; and which a middle-aged man hears

with a certain troubled surprise, and wonders if there is not something in

it after all; and which old people discover to be true, and think v.ith a

sad regret of opportunities missed, and of years devoted, how unprofitably,

to other kinds of usefulness! The truth is that most of us, v.'ho have any

ambitions at all, do not start in life with a hope of being useful, but rather

with an intention of being ornamental. We think, like Joseph in his

childish dreams, that the sun and moon and the eleven stars, to say noth-

ing of the sheaves, are going to make obeisance to us. We want to be im-

pressive, rich, beautiful, influential, admired, envied; and then, as we
move forward, the visions fade. We have to be content if, in a quiet cor-

ner, a single sheaf gives us a nod of recognition; and as for the eleven

stars, they seem unaware of our very existence! And then we make
further discoveries: that when we have seemed to ourselves most im-

pressive, we have only been pretentious; that riches are only a talismnn

against poverty, and even make suffering and pain and grief more unen-

durable!, that beauty fades into stolidity or weariness; that influence

comes mostly to people who do not pursue it, and that the best kind of in-

fluence belongs to those who do not even know that they possess it; that

admiration is but a brilliant husk, which may or may not contain a

wholesome kernel; and as for envy, there is poison in that cup! And
then we become aware that the best crowns have fallen to those who have
not sought them, and that simple-minded and unselfish people have won
the prize which has been denied to brilliance and ambition. That is the
jjrocess which is often called disillusionment; and it is a sad enough
business for people who only look at one side of the medal, and who brood
over the fad that they have been disajipointed and have failed. For such
as these, there follow tlie faded and jaded years of cynicism and dreari-
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ness. But that disillusionment, that humiliation, are the freshest and

most beautiful things in tlie world for people who have real generosity

of spirit, and whose vanity has been of a superficial kind, because they

thus realize that these great gifts are real and true things, but that they

must be deserved and not captured; and then, perhaps, such people begin

their lifework afresh, in a humble and hopeful spirit; and if it be too late

for them to do what they might have oucc done, they do not waste time in

futile regret, but are grateful tor ever so little love and tenderness. After

all, they have lived, they have learned by experience; and it does not yet

appear what we shall be. Somewhere, far hence—who knows?—we shall

make a better start." In the essay on "Contentment" reference is made

to the rigid asceticism of Ruskin's childhood which helped to make him

the man he became: "A bunch of keys to play with, and a little later a

tox of bricks; the Bible and Pilgrim's Progress and Kobinson Crusoe to

read; a summary whipping if he fell down and hurt himself, or if he ever

cried. Yet no one would say that this austerity in any way stunted Rus-

kin's development or limited his range of pleasures; it made him, perhaps,

rather submissive and unadventurous, but who would have preferred him

to be loud, contradictory, and self-assertive?" From another essay we

take this bit about the Greeks: "I think it was Goethe who said that Greek

was the sheath into which the dagger of the human mind fitted best; and

it is true that one finds among the Greeks the brightest efflorescence of the

human mind. Who shall account for that exti-aordinary and fragrant

flower, the flower of Greek culture, so perfect in curve and color, in pro-

portion and scent, opening so suddenly, in such a strange isolation, so

long ago, upon the human stock? The Greeks had the wonderful com-

bination of childish zest side by side with mature taste; xh^i, as they

called it—a perfect charm, an instinctive grace—was the mark of their

spirit." In one essay the author writes of the pleasure which memory

finds in recalling the scenes visited in travel. As the author sits musing

he seems to himself to be sitting once more on the balcony of a house on

the height above Naples looking off toward Vesuvius: "It is late; the sky

is clouded, the air is still; a grateful coolness comes up from acre after

acre of gardens climbing the steep slope; a fluttering breeze, that seems

to have lost his way in the dusk, comes timidly and whimsically past, like

Ariel, singing as soft as a far-off falling sea in the great pine overhead,

-making a little sudden flutter in the dry leaves of the thick creeper; like

Ariel comes that dainty spirit of the air, laden with balmy scents and

cool dew. A few lights twinkle in the plain below. Opposite the sky has

an added blackness, an impenetrability of shade; but what is the strange

red eye of light that hangs between earth and heaven? And. stranger still,

what is that phantasmal gleam of a lip of crags high in the air, and that

mysterious, moving, shifting light, like a pale flame, above it? The gloomy

spot is a rent in the side of Vesuvius where the smoldering heat has burned

through the crust, and where a day or two before I saw a viscid stream of

molten liquor, with the flames playing over it, creeping, creeping through

the tunneled ashes; and in the light above is the lip of Vesuvius itself,

with its restless furnace at work, casting up a billowy swell of white oily
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smoke, while the glare of the fiery pit lights up the under side of the rising

vapors. A ghastly manifestation, that, of sleepless and stern forces, ever

at work upon some eternal and bewildering task; and yet so strangely

made am I, that these fierce signal-fires, seen afar, but blend with, the

scents of the musky alleys for me into a thrill of unutterable wonder.

There are hundreds of such pictures stored in ray mind, each stamped

upon some sensitive particle of the brain, that cannot be obliterated, and

each of which the mind can recall at will. And that, too, is a fact of sur-

passing wonder: what is the delicate instrument that registers, with no

seeming volition, these amazing pictures, and preserves them thus with so

fantastic a care, retouching them, fashioning them anew, detaching from

the picture every sordid detail, till each is as a lyric, inexpressible, exqui-

site, too fine fcrwords to touch?" Writing about specialists the author says:

"Tlie great specialist is never anxious to obtrude his subject; he is, rather,

anxious to hearwhat is going on in other regionsof mental activity, regions

which he would like to explore but cannot. It is the lesser liglit that desires

to dazzle and bewilder his company, to tyrannize, to show off. It is the most

difficult thing to get a great savant to talk about his subject, though, if he

is kind and patient, will answer unintelligent questions, and help a feeble

mind along, it is one of the most delightful things in the world. I seized

the opiiortunity some little while ago, on finding myself sitting next to a

great physicist, of asking him a series of fumbling questions on the sub-

ject of modern theories of matter; for an hour I stumbled like a child,

supported by a strong hand, in a dim and unfamiliar world, among the

mysterious essences of things. I should like to try to reproduce it here,

but I have no doubt I should reproduce it all wrong. Still, it was deeply

inspiring to look out into chaos, to hear the rush and motion of atoms,

moving in vast vortices, to learn that inside the hardest and most impene-

trable of substances there was probably a feverish intensity of inner mo-

tion. I do not know that I acquired any precise knowledge, but I drank

deep draughts of wonder and awe. The great man, with his amused and

weary, smile, was infinitely gentle, and left me, I will say, far more con-

scious cf the beauty and the holiness of knowledge. I said something to

hira about the sense of power that such knowledge must give. 'Ah!' he

said, 'much cf what I have told you is not proved, it is only suspected.

We are very much in the dark about these things yet. Probably if a phy-

sicist of a hundred years hence could overhear me, he would be amazed

to think that a sensible man could make such puerile statements. Power

—

no, it is not that! It, rather, makes one realize one's feebleness in being

so uncertain about things that are absolutely certain and jirecise in them-

selves, if we could but see the truth. It is much more like the apostle who
said, "Lord, I believe; help Thou my unbelief." The thing one wonders

at is the courage of the men w ho dare to think they know.' " Here is a bit

of preaching: "How few of us there are who make our lives into any-

thing! W^e accept our limitations, we drift with them, while we indig-

nantly assert the freedom of the will. The best sermon in the world is to

hear of one who has struggled with life, bent or trained it to his will,

plucked or rejected its fruit, but all upon some principle. It matters little
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what we do; it matters enormously how we do it. Considering how much
has been said, and sung, and written, and recorded, and prated, and im-

agined, it is strange to think how little is evur told us directly about life;

we see it in glimpses and flashes, through half-open doors, or as one sees

it from a train gliding into a great town, and looks into back windows and

yards sheltered from the street. "We philosophize, most of us, about any-

thing but life; and one of the reasons why published sermons have such

vast sales is because, however clumsily and conventionally, it is with life

that they try to deal." Speaking of England's present lack of great men,

Mr. Benson says: "Since I-,ord Beaconsfield, with all his trenchant mystery,

and Mr. Gladstone, with his voluble candor, there have been no figures of

unquestioned supremacy on the political stage. Even so, the effect in both

cases was to a great extent the effect of personality. The further that

these two men retire into the past, the more that they are judged by the

written record, the more does the tawdriness of Lord BeaconsfielJ's mind,

his absence of sincere convictions appear, as well as the pedestrianism of

Mr. Gladstone's mind, and his lack of critical perception. I have heard

Mr. Gladstone speak, and on one occasion I had the task of reporting for a

daily paper a private oration on a literary subject. I was thrilled to the

very marrow of my being by the address. The parchment pallor of the

orator, his glowing and blazing eyes, his leonine air, the voice that seemed

to have a sort of physical effect on the nerves, his great sweeping gestures,

all held the audience spellbound. I felt at the time that I had never be-

fore realized the supreme and vital importance of the subject on which

he spoke. But when I tried to reconstruct from the ashes of my industri-

ous notes the mental conflagration which I had witnessed, I was at a com-

plete loss to understand v.'hat had happened. The records were not only

dull, they seemed essentially trivial, and almost overwhelmingly unim-

portant. But the magic had been there. Apart from the substance, the

performance had been literally enchanting. I do not honestly believe that

Mr. Gladstone was a man of groat intellectual force, or even of very deep

emotions. He was a man of extraordinarily vigorous and robust brain,

and he was a supreme oratorical artist." Of a certain book, the author

says: "I was reading to-day The Irrational Knot, an early book by Mr.

Bernard Shaw, whom I whole-heartedly admire because of his courage and

good humor and energ>'. That book represents a type of the New Man,

such as I suppose Mr. Shaw would have us all to be; the book, in spite of

its radiant wit, is a melancholy one, because the novelist penetrates so

clearly past the disguises of humanity, and takes delight in dragging the

mean, ugly, shuddering, naked creature into the open. The New Man
liimself is entirely vigorous, cheerful, affectionate, sensible, and robust.

He is afraid of nothing and shocked by nothing. I think it v.-ould have

been better if he had been a little more shocked, not in a conventional

way, but at the hideous lapses and failures of even generous and frank

people. He is too hard and confident to be an apostle. He does not lead

the flock like a shepherd, but helps them along, like Father-o'-Flynn. with

his stick. I would have gone to ConoUy. the hero of the book, to get me
out of a difficulty, but I could not have confided to him what I really held
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sacred. Moreover, the view of money, as the one essential world-force, so

frankly confessed iu the book, puzzled me. I do not think that money is

ever more than a weapon in the hands of a man, or a convenient screening

wall." AfBrming his faith in the guidance and goodness of God, he says:

"I do what I am given to do; I perceive what I am allowed to perceive;

I suffer what is ajipointed for me to suffer; but all with a hope that I may
yet see the dawn break upon the sunlit sea, beyond the darlc hills of tin^e."

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY. AND TOPOGRAPHY
Reminiscences and Sketches. By Ch.4Rles Fostkr Smith. 12iao, pp. 44S. Nashville, Tenu.:

Smith & Lamar, Publishing Agents of Methodist Episcopal Church, South. Price, cloth,

S1.25. uet.

This is an interesting and engaging book by a graduate of ^Yofford

College, a student at Harvard and at Leipsie, giving intimate reminiscences

of many notable persons, -South and North, some excellent studies of

literature and authors, and entertaining descriptions of Southern life,

especially among the negroes and the natives of the Great Smoky Moun-

tains, the whole very full of incidents. The first sketch is of a rugged

Virginian, Dr. Landon C. Garland, an eminent educator who, in 1S3G,

succeeded Stephen Olin as president of Randolph-Macon College and wlio

was president of three institutions, and professor for sixty years. It is

of interest to read that he considered Olin the greatest and best man he

ever was intimately connected with, one of the few men who did not soem

smaller as he got closer to them. He had never known a man who had

such pov.'er over an audience; not even Henry Clay or Daniel Webster

equaled Olin in this respect. Dr. Garland thought this mysterious and

mighty power the direct inspiration and gift of the Holy Ghost, under

the spell of which the man Olin seemed absolutely lost. He had none of

the graces of oratory, was awkward in person and gesture; but there was

extraordinary perspicuity and felicity of expression. In preaching Olin

did not quote from or refer to anybody's view or opinion; there was
nothing to Indicate that his ideas came from any other source than his

own mind; but there was a self-forgetting power which enthralled men.

He was original and he struck deep. We are told that the Vanderbilt

family have put into Vanderbilt University, at Nashville, nearly two
millions of dollars. Bishop McTyeire, the father of Vanderbilt University,

in his last illness, giving directions concerning his funeral and burial,

said to his v.-ife, "Don't buy me new clothes, but bury me iu something

I've preached in." It is remarked that the greatest statesmen and

generals have generally been silent men. Washington was not a talker.

In the convention which resolved ilix)n the Revolutionary War, he sat

silent for fifty-one days. But Patrick Henry, who was a talker, said: "If

you seek solid information and sound judgment. Colonel Washington is

unquestionably the greatest man on the floor." And that convention made
Washington commander of the army. Among tlie silent great men were
also Cromwell and Wellington in England; Frederick the Great, Moltke,

rnd Bismarck in Germany; our own Grant and Thomas, a.s well as Loe an 1
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Jackson; Julius Ca?.sar, Hannibal, Pericles, and Moses. We read with

friendly and pleased interest, in tiiis book, the sketch of that delightful

rebel, Maurice Thompson, who fought bravely for the South against his

judgment, for he believed that "the South was attempting the impossible

in behalf of slavery, which was not worth it." He was for years literary

editor of The Independent. Soon after coming to this editorial chair we
induced him to contribute to this Ri:view. He at first demurred, on the

plea of other engagements; but, in reply to our letter with which we
persuaded him, he wrote, "You talk to me like my father used to, and I

reckon I'll have to do it." IMaurice Thompson was a versatile genius,

apt at many things, but he wrote best about out-of-doors things and liked

to test authors by reading them in an out-door atmosphere where all

surroundings were wholesome, fresh, and pure. He once said, "I some-

times read French novels out of doors merely for the antiseptic effect that

the sun and air have on the offensive passages; but while reading thus

I often feel glad that American biids and flowers do not understand

French." Our author considers The Tlireshold of the Gods Maurice
Thompson's best production; but all the magazine editors to whom it was
offered declined it. Here's comfort for authors! Rejection by a dozen

editors doesn't prove that an article is not first-class. One young author

had a book-manuscript declined by publisher after publisher. A literary

friend of his induced one house to reconsider its adverse decision and
reexamine the manuscript. The young author's share of the profits

on that book was one hundred thousand dollars. Maurice Thompson sot

more store by his poems than by his prose, and believed they would live

longer. Longfellow welcomed him as "a new and original singer, fresh,

joyous, and true." That his verse has "a finish equal to Aldrich's," as

Whitcomb Riley has said, we cannot quite accept, for Aldrich was a rare

lapidary and jeweler. Against what is miscalled "realism" in fiction

Thompson waged war. In his books, in magazines, but most of all in

The Independent, \\e smote it wherever he saw it lift its head. For
years The Independent was the one periodical that denounced Walt
Whitman's coarse indecencies. Maurice Thompson hated with manly
hostility the whole brood of blasphemous, infamous, insolent, and accursed

things that shelters itself under the name of "art for art's sake." There

Is scarcely any villainy or dirtiness that has not been periietrated under

cover of that name. His views on such questions are stated by him in

Ethics of Literary Art. He insisted that ethical laws have something to

say about art in all its forms, as well as about everything else in human
action and conduct. He tells what he liked in a story: "Give me almo.^t

any tale of bygone days, with the blue cf romantic distance in it, a reason-

able amount of heroism thrown in, some genuine love, a trifle of mystery,

plenty of well-set incidents,, and a triumphant ending." He urged young
people, especially would-be writers, to study Greek, agreeing with Richard
Watson Gilder who said to the students of Vanderbilt University, "The
eternal canons of style are in the Greek." In The Independent of January
19, 1S93, he said: "The most striking characteristic of lyric art is the

pressing together of pregnant words with such force that the quintessence
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of blended melody is forced out. It is like the crushing of ripe gi-apcs:

you hear the bubble of the juice and catch its aroma. The masters of

Greek song had this power of condensed expression in the highest degree.

Pindar made phrases which suggest absolute control of language, but the

best rendering of them into English spoils them. There are lyrical

snatches in the Idylls of Theocritus so enchantingly beautiful that they

startle one with a fresh surprise at every reading. . . . This novelty,

this dew-dashed freshness, this absolutely alien quality of surprise and

this directness of appeal give to the reading of Greek poetry a fecundating

power which serves genius a precious turn." Thomi)son loved the beauties

and wildnesses of the outdoor world so much that in one of his poems

he expressed the wish that his moldering body might make the sod above

it "show a fertile line whence perfect wild flowers leap and shine." An-

other gifted rebel soldier was Sidney' Lanier, whose life was "as brave and

sad a struggle as the history of genius records." He was a born musician,

but a poet by preference and self-consecration. He was first flute in Pea-

body Orchestra in Baltimore, and his playing was wonderful. "When

Badger, of New York, heard him play a big flute he wrote: "Lanier is

astonishing. . . . You ought to hear him play the bass-flute. You
would then say, 'Let me pass from earth with those tones sounding in my
ears.' " In his days of struggle, when encouragements v^ere scanty,

Lanier thanked Bayard Taylor for friendly words and deeds thus:

"Your praise has given me a great deal of fruitful ])leasure. The truth is

that, as for censure, I am overloaded with my own; but as for commenda-
tion, I am mostly in a state of famine: so that while I cannot, for very

surfeit, digest the former, I have such a stomach for the latter as would

astonish gods and men." How strong the will to live was in Lanier is

seen in his words when a physician intimated approaching death: "He
might as well talk to the stars whose light hasn't yet reached us, as try

to persuade me to die before I've written my five additional volumes of

poetry." But disease is stronger than the human will, and his wife had

to write: "His love and immoi'tal will hold off the destroyer until the

forenoon of September 7, and then that unfaltering will renders its

supreme submission to the adored will of God." His last and greatest

poem, "Sunrise," was penciled when he was too weak to feed himself and

when th^ fever temperature was 104. Here was a child of genius and of

suffering whose artistic temperament consecrated instead of desecrating

everything it touched. Hear him: "Whoever has not come to that stage

of quiet and eternal frenzy in which the beauty of holiness and the holiness

of beauty mean one thing, burn as one fire, shine as one light within him,

he is not yet the great artist." He was right in declaring that time's

judgments are "inexorably moral." He would have some high authority

say to every young artist (whether in sculpture, or painting, or music, or

the drama, or poetry, or fiction): "So far from dreading that your moral

puriKJse will interfere with your beautiful creation, go forward in the clear

conviction that unless you are suffused, soul and body, with that moral

purpose which finds its largest expression in love, you ought not to meddle
with beauty; unless you are suffused with beauty do not dare to meddl'i
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with tnyjj, unless you are suffused with truth do not dare to meddle with

goodness. In a word, unless you are sufiused with truth, wisdom, good-

ness, ahdj lovV/; -', 7n(/o?j the hope that the ages will accept you as an
artist."

'^

TIiat~is a fair, true warning to the men and women who are de-

moralizing and defiling, in the various arts, realms which should belong

to pure beauty, and who thus challenge the wrath of a moral universe

and invoke upon themselves and their works both curse and blight. In

the chapter on Richard Malcolm Johnston his Georgia scenes are dis-

cussed, and especially his novel, Old Mark Langston, a story of the queer

characters and tangled happenings in a Georgia village. One mean char-

acter, with nothing in him to admire, is old Jesse Lines. His daugnter.

Doolana, a noble girl, reads the Bible to him now and then. He doesn't

enjoy it, bc-cause he finds it, he says, an "onfriendly kind of a book." He
stops his daughter's reading one day and frees his mind about the "on-

friendliness" of that book: "It may not be onfriendly to you; but to me

—

well, a.s fur as I can go to say about that book, it ain't what I call friendly

—not to me it ain't. I've tuck her up, time and time ag'in, and tried to

read her—a^ fur as I can understan' her, and which they's a heap in her

I can't understan', ner make heads ner tails of—but which, somehow,
she always seems onfriendly to me and ag'in me. I ain't no great reader,

nohow, as you know, 'special sence my 'fiiction. But when I does read,

I wants to read in a book which, ef she can't be 'special friendly, and
pinted friendly, ain't, at least o«-friendly; or, ef it actilly ain't a-meanin'

o' me by name, and abusin' of me, yit is constant a-hintin' round me

—

and which I were never a man that had to be kicked down-stars befo' I

could take a hint. Now you jes' read out loud, whar you is, a while, and

less see hov.- she goes. 'A righteous man hateth lying; but a wicked man
is loathsome and cometh to shame.' Thar! [cried he, in undisguised

resentment]. Didn't I tell you so? Sliet her up. For God-a-mighty's

sake, Dcolana, shet her up!" The author rates the servi-- of Matthew
Arnold to the vrorld considerably higher than we ." ud's life was
a noble one, his ideals were fine and lofty, his literary .,;,,iik among the

foremost, his critical acumen keen and strong; but he lacked sweetness

and magTianimity and the temper of the truly great, and his literary

judgments v.ere sometimes neither sound nor fair. He never was quite

just to Tennyson. He declared him "far inferior in natural power to

either "Wordsworth or Sheliey or Byron," and "not a great or powerful

spirit in any line." George ]\Ieredith said that "the beauty of Tenny-

son's poetry lies on the surface," and in much the same temper as Arnold

and Mei'edith a living critic recently wrote: "Tennyson enjoyed dur-

ing his lifetime a conventional rank, which, as time goes on, he is bound

to lose. He has been compared sometimes with Longfellow, whom he

resembles in his triteness and his spirit of compromise. In no way
does he recciable that wo."ld poet, Goethe, for, indeed, Tennyson is a class

poet—a 'niiddle class' or 'upper middle class' poet who sang not for

man but for 'gentlemen' or. rather, for aspirants to gentility. Through the

'Idylls of the King' runs a vein of ill-disguised snobbisni which to some
ONtent justified Swinburne's nickname of 'Morte d'Albert or Idylls of the
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Prince Consort.' Tennyson's earlier poems, including 'Locksley ..-i 'il,' were

probably his best. But his inspiration was limited. He rever couid have

written 'The Ode on Intimations of Immortality' or 'Ataic.. . . '.. Oalydon.'

"

Arnold, deploring the neglect of literature, and especially of the best

authors, said: '"If I live to be eighty, I shall probably be the only person

left in England who reads anything but newspapers and scientific publica-

tions." The tendency he deplored was real and regrettable, but his notion

that he might ultimately find himself the only really cultured person in

England was as characteristic as his notion that he was the one capable

critic and competent pedagogue for the Anglo-Saxon world. We quote

with pleasure these words from Arnold on the poet's function and duty:

"The inevitable task for the modern poet henceforth is, not to preach a

sublime sermon on a given text, like Dante, not to exhibit all the kingdoms
of human life and the glory of them, like Shakespeare, but to interpret

human life afresh and to supplp a ncio spiritual basis for it.'" The value

of that sentence is in its emphasizing of the necessity of a "spiritual basis"

for human life. But no "new spiritual basis" is needed, inasm.uch as

Christ and his gospel put under all human life an all sufTicing spiritual

basis and into all human action an all-sufhcient spiritual reason and

motive. Of Arnold as a poet Frederic Harrison has written: "Arnold

in his poetry dwells in a higher philosophic ether than any contemporary

l)oet; and he has a wider learning, a cooler brain, and a more masculine

logic." A good bit of speech in this book is this by Professor Willirim

James, given at Radcllffe College: "The higher education should enable

us to know a good man when we see him. . . . The feeling for a good

human job anywhere, the admiration for the really admirable, the dis-

€steem of what is cheap and trashy and impermanent—this is what we
•call the critical sense, the sense for ideal values. It is the better part of

what men know as wisdom. . . . The sense for human superiority

ought, then, " -^ur line. . . . Our colleges ought to have lit up in

us a lasting it-.-'a for the better kind of men, a loss of appetite for

mediocrities, a^iu a disgust for cheap-jacks. We ought to smell, as it

were, the difference in quality in men and their proposals when we enter

the world of affairs." Yes, the colleges ought to do as much as that for

their students; for, if they do not, their graduates will find a good many-

discerning persons out in the world capable of keen insight into character

and shrewd estimate of human values, who never were inside a college,

but whose moral and intellectual sagacity will make the graduate seem

like an infant. They sense "the real thing" in manhood and woriianhood

when they see it, and can detect and will detest even educated shams.

This notice of an attractive book shall end with the follov.-ing incident

related by the author: "In the Sunday morning responsive Scripture

reading two voices near me drew my attention. One was the voice of a

young, strong, healthy man, a good singer, and it had a clear, metallic

ring indicating perhaps a degree of satisfaction with its own sound. This

voice did not dwell on any particular words in a way that would hint at

a soul-experience. The other voice was that of the man who held the book
with me. It surprised me with its quality. I would not have guessed
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from his looks that he would read well. It was the thirty-fourth psalm,

and wheu the word 'troubles' was reached his voice unconsciously betrayed

that he had suffered and been made sweet by sorrow. 'O tasle and see

that the Lord is good,' the younger man read with a metallic, bugle-call

utterance; but the older man's feeling tones somehow revealed thai when
sorrow had compassed him about, the Lord had delivered him out of all

his troubles."

Famous Slorics of Sam P. Jones. Reproduced by Gkoiige R. Stlaht. 12nio. pp. 255. New
York and Chicago: Fleming H. llevell Company. Price, cloth, with p.Drlrait, SI, net.

TiiEsK extracts from a unique evangelist's sermons and sayings are

reproduced in his exact words by his sixteen-years associate and coworker.

This rough and daring evangelist had his mission and did some effective

work. In his way Jones was a genius. Also, he knew the way of the trans-

gressor; he had trodden it nearly to the gates of death. He knew what

wages the devil pays; he had been the devil's hired servant for years. He
knew there is a hell; he had been there. He was relentless after sinners.

knowing their haunts and hiding places, their tricks and turns, their mean-

ness, falseness, and refuges of lies. He was a terror wherever he opened

his batteries. He used extreme plainness of speech, as for example: "Some

of you society women object to my plainness of speech; and yet you will go

to the theater and witness vulgar plays and listen to indecent insinuations

till near midnight. I sometimes give slop to the hogs, but I never get

down in the pen and eat with them." Again: "If I s:iy a thing that

hurts the feelings of a man who prays in his family, and pays his

just debts, and hasn't more than one wife, and lives right in the estimation

of good men—if I hurt that sort of a man, I will apologize every time.

But I will die before I will apologize to you uncircumcised Philistines. 1

won't do it." "The Lord Jesus never lost a chance to pour hot shot and

grape and canister into the scribes and Pharisees, and they are the

gentlemen I'm after." Again: "If you lie down with dogs, you'll get up

with fleas." When some one saj's to this evangelist, "Jones, what are you

always fighting the theater for? Don't you think Joe Jefferson is a worthy

and good man?" he replies: "Certainly, I do; and if you'll kill off all the

tribe but Joe, I'll never say another word against theaters." Here is his

definition of heaven and hell: "Hell is the center of gravity for wicked-

ness; heaven is the center of gravity for jighteousncss." To his brother

preachers he said: "We do not speak with authority any longer. If I

should go into Edison's laboratory and he should tell me not to touch a

live wire, I wouldn't touch it; I would know that if I did, I would be an

angel in a minute. P.ut preachers tell a man he will go to hell if he

keeps on sinning, and he goes out of chuich saying to himself, 'Shucks,

I've heard that before.*" Another plain word: "When a preacher is more
concerned about his next appointment than about his present success, he

is on the down grade." "You preachers ought to wollop those old deacons

in your church that you know are not doing right. Maybe they won't

pay you as much as thoy do now, but the consciousness of duty done beats

all the money in the world. . . . It is easier to do your duty than to
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liiid a lie that will answer for an excuse." We Icnow no reason to question

the truth of Sam Jones' statement when he said: "As for my personal

ministry I have never counted the cost. I have been no re.specter of

persons. Dudes and bums, millionaires and paupera, gold buggers and

silver diggers, when the baud begins to play, are all alike to me. I think

I owe my success as an evangelist to the fact that I have something to say

and say it. I use plain Anglo-Saxon language. I don't say decayed; I say

rotten. I don't say penetrate, but pierce. I don't say donkey, but jackass.

I don't say pandemonium; but hell. I don't say 'Home of the Good'; but

heaven. And I always liken a fellow to the thing he is most like, whether

he be like a hog, a dog, a fox, or a skunk. The plain truth plainly spoken

is, I think, the most omnipotent thing in the world." This declaration of

war sounds like Garrison's in the Liberator: "I have entered the fight

against the devil never to give up. I will kick him as long as I have a

foot. I will hit him as long as I have a fist. I will bite him as long as I

have a tooth; and then gum him till I die." This also he said about

himself: "I thank God for the disposition I have to be with the under

dog. If you want to find Sam Jones, just scratch under the bottom dog.

If I'm not there, I've just gone to dinner and will be back in a few

minutes." Jones was a southerner. When a northerner asked him if he

believed all negroes would steal he replied: "No, I don't even believe all

white folks will steal." For some churches he has a whip: "You pack

your preacher in an icehouse and abuse him all the year because he don't

sweat. . . . Show me praying pews and I will show you a i)Owerful

pulpit. I know of one church where twenty were praying for the

millennium and a hundred were playing for the booby prize in a

progressive eucher party. Such Christians as those would not be in heaven

six months before they would be gambling for each other's crov.-ns."

"When a church reaches the point where its services are all formal, where

there is nothing but formality, then religion with it is nothing more than

what you see represented in a watermelon patch—a scarecrow put up on

a forked stick." "I can sort of put up with a fellow in the church that

won't do what we call church work, but who'll pay well. Thpre isn't a

railroad in heaven or earth that don't charge extra for a sleeper, and you

ought to pay it. But these fellows that don't pay any and don't pray any,

are the growlers, and you ought to build an addition to every church in

this country, and call it 'The Growlery,' and run them in there." He has

sharp words enough for preachers and churches, but when men of the

world point to hypocrites in the church, he replies: "Yes, we have some
hypocrites; we got them out of your crov/d, and you can have them
back where they belong, if you want them." This evangelist is no fanatic;

he is sane, sound, intelligible: "What is salvation? Well, when you sum
it all up, here it is in a nutsliell: Salvation is loving everything that God
loves and hating everythin;;- that God hates. What a man loves and what
a man hates determine his character." Here is sound sense: "I like the

fellow who works just like there wasn't any God, and then trusts God
just like he himself couldn't do a thing. ... I pray for my daily bread,

bnt I have to hunt for my corn pone with the sweat running dov.-n tlie hoe-
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handle." We pick out some brief bits: "Heaven is just the other side of

where a fellow is doing his level best." "Let's make it fashionable to

love God and keep his commandments." "If some of these old money-

buggers get to heaven, they'll be out before breakfast digging up the

golden streets." "If the devil were mayor of this city, I don't think be

would make any changes. I don't see how he could get the gate to

destruction any wider open; how he could have any more saloons or

gambling-hells or bawdy houses or dirty theaters, or how he could get up

a dirtier set of grafting, wire-working politicians to run his business for

him. . . . Some people seem to have queer kind of reverence for the

devil; they act like they would have me call him Mr. Devil, or Colonel

Devil, or Major Devil. I call some of his sons major or colonel, but I just

call him plain old devil." "Some of you fellows are so little I could put

half a dozen of you in my vest pocket and never know you were there

except when you got a-straddlc of my toothpick. You mean, stingy,

narrow-minded little rascals,, a fly could sit on the bridge of your nose

and paw you in one eye and kick you in the other. If I should get an

order for some of you mean little chaps, I wouldn't send you by express.

I'd just put a dozen" of you in a matchbox and put a one-cent stamp on

you and send you by mail." Sam Jones thus explains. why he doesn't

always use dainty, urbane language: "When you hear me drop down in

style and grammar, you may know I'm just seeking the level of my
crowd. I could preach nice if I wanted to, but nice preaching has been

tried on you a long time. If nice preaching could have saved this tov,-n,

you all would have had your w-ings ten years ago. . . . You complain

that I've stirred up this town and raised a muss. The fact is I've let

down 'my bucket a little too deep and stirred the mud. It's your mud and

my bucket" "When two men are walking down the road and a dog

following them, you can't tell whose dog it is until the road forks. Then

you can tell. The dog will follow his master. Next Wednesday night the

theater will open and the prayer meeting bell will ring. Right there the

road will fork and if your wife will keep her eye on you, she will find out

whose dog you are." "If I could only have religion in one place I would

have it in my right hand, so that I could go out and do something for

God." "I haven't seen a horse race in twenty-five years. Not that I

object to fine horses, but I object to the scrubby little devils who are

.around the race track betting on them. The horses are thoroughbred, the

men are scrubs." "The best way to kill an enemy is to love him to de.ith.

Then you don't make his wife a widow, and nobody has to bury him, and

you won't be punished." "I have seen preachers who looked as melancholy

as If their Father in heaven was dead and hadn't left them a cent. . . .

Many a man imagines he has got religion because he's solemn, when it's

only liver-complaint." "Going to the theater to reform it is like drinking

a barrel of liquor to get it out of the way. ... In a Georgia town a

number of girls married men to reform them, and now that town is full

of little whli>poor-will widows. ... I have seen wives who set wine

around on their table in the first years of lh(>ir married life, and cut up

a big Bhlne according to tlie latest fashion of society— 1 have seen euch
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a wife with streaming eyes and with a face that God must pity to look
at, begging me: 'O, help me to save my husband! He's gone forever.'"

"The devil can get into anything. I have seen him get into a horse, and
he wouldn't pull a hen off of the roost. I have seen him get into a baby,

and it would squall enough to break up a meeting. I have seen him get

Into a man, and he would fuss and fume and cuss a blue streak. I have
seen him get into a woman, and—Well, I never waited to see what hap-

pened." Here is a bit of reasoning: "The fact that I want to live forever

is a strong proof that I shall live forever. God never made a fish with
fins until he made an ocean for it to swim in. God never made a bird

until he made an atmosphere for it to fly in. And God never put the
longings for immortality in a soul until he had made a grand heaven to

satisfy these longings." Sam Jones was not a complainer against life.

He says: "This world is a thousand times better to me than I have been
to it; I have no kick or complaint. I don't kick auy way. I am like the

fellow that got both legs cut off by the train. They gathered around and
began condoling with him. He looked up and said, 'Gentlemen, I am not
kicking.'" Speaking of God's promise to provide for his own, he says:

"I tell you, God Almighty will take care of an honest man if he has to put
the angels on half-rations for twelve months." Urging gratitude for the

divine goodness, he goes after the ungrateful thus: "Twenty-four years ago
I looked at God's love to my wife, to my child and to me, and in gratitude I

said: 'O, God, what dost thou ask of me?' And all that he asked was that I

should love him in return. Now, I am as frail a man as lives. I have
my faults, I have my weaknesses, but I have won the love of my dog.

When I go home from a trip my dog Hero runs to meet me. He climbs

up on me and kisses me like a dog kisses a man, and says: 'If you want
to hunt to-morrow, I will go with you and find birds as fast as you can

shoot them.' I say: 'Hero, why do you love me so?' He wags his tail

and looks up and says in his way: 'Because you are so good to me.' I

have won the love of my horse. I go down to the stable and he lays his-

face against mine and talks to me in his language, and says: 'I am so

glad to see you back. If you want a horseback ride, have Joe put the

saddle on me and I will give you every gait that a horse ever went.' And
I say to him: 'Dexter, why do you love me so?' And he says: 'Because

you are so good to me.' My brother, if you do not love God. who has
been so good to you all of your life, you are lower down than my dog or

my horse. God's goodness to you is enough to melt a rock." Jones went
to hear a lecture on sociology, and gives the following description of the

lecture and what he said to the lecturer afterwards: "He told us all the

ologies—biology, geology, and zoology—and how he did capture that

crowd. This was his peroration: 'Now, ladies and gentlemen, in view of

these facts of biology and geology and sociology, the man that believes

that God created this world just six thousand years ago, and that on the

finishing day of crc^ition he picked up a little piece of mud and blew on it,

and a living, perfect man walked off and stumbled over an apple and fell

in a barrel of whisky, and is reeling off to hell—a man who will believe

that now will believe anything. Why, rather, I believe that the world.
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has existed for millions of years, and God created man away down anions

the lower animals, and he has come up higher and higher and higher,

and some day he will reach the stature of a full man.' He bowed himself

off the platform, and the platform and the people whooped and hollered.

He walked down, took my arm, and walked off with me, and I said:

'Hello, Bud. You dug up more snakes to-day than you can kill the

'»alance of your life. It is a sin and a shame for a minister of God to dig

up snakes and throw them on (he crowd, for you can easily unsettle the

beliefs of the weak these days, but it is mighty hard to settle them back

again.' 'Well,' he said, 'Jones, I think there is less harm in the promul-

gation of truth than in the suppression of truth.' 'Yes, but,' I said, 'you

don't know but that everything you stated was a lie. Now,' said I, 'will

you, the next time you deliver your great sermon on sociology, will you

slip in a parenthesis for me?' He promised that he would, and then I

said: 'Tell the people I heard your lecture, and that I didn't like it. I

don't like a joke on God; and tell your neighbors that I didn't know the

modus operavfJi of creation, whether God on the finishing day picked up
a piece of mud and blew upon it, and a living, perfect man walked away
and stumbled over an apple and fell into a barrel of whisky and then into

hell. 1 don't know what that means. But I do know, for I w^as right on

the spot when the thing happened, that the good God did come down to

Cartersville, Georgia, nearly thirty years ago, and picked up the dirtiest

piece of mud in the town, called Sara Jones, and blew upon it, and a

living man for God and right has been walking forth from that day to

this.' And I believe the breath of the Almighty is omnipotent!" This

evangelist once said to a crowd: "I don't believe we came from monkeys,

but when I look at some of you fellows I feel sure that some of us are

headed that way." Here is one of Jones's finest sayings: "This is a great

world in which you and I live, brother. There may be larger worlds, and

grander and better worlds than this, but this is a great world. Its moun-

tains are God's thoughts piled up; its prairies God's thoughts spread out;

its rivers God's thoughts in motion; its flowers God's thoughts in bloom;

its harvests God's thoughts in bread; its dew drops God's thoughts in

pearls; and, whenever we look about us, every object smiles back upon

us, and says, 'I am but the gift of a gracious Father to his wayward
children/ " Here is a gentle rap at the Eddyites: "There is one consolation

in being a Christian Scientist; if you ever get in the water over your

head yoli need not be soared, for your head will swim all right. It is light

enough to float. Just lift your handkerchief for a sail, and you will come
in with the first favorable breeze."

The KrUgion of Bnhylonin aru! .l.ssyrj,,. By RoiiFTtT Wilijam l'.of;K.n*. PhD. (Ix>ip.sic).

J.itt.I^., LL.D., F.l; G S , riofev-or in ]>ip\v 'Jlioolopic.il Seiuiiuuy. Svo. pp. 2:'.r>.

New York: Eaton A- Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings it Graham. Price, doth, illu.slnxtci.!.

S2, net.

These five lectures were delivered at Harvard University in I'JOS.

That Dr. Rogers is conspicuously qualified to speak with authority in tbe

department of Assyriology is recognized by the world of scholarship. He
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is, without doubt, in the front rank among American scholars. America

knows this; England knows it; Germany knov.s it. He is so reckoned by

.such men as Friedrich Delitzsch of Berlin, Karl Marti of Bern, and A. H.

Sayce and C. F. Burney of Oxford. The qualified readers of his books ou

this and the other side of the ocean know it. Dr. Thomas Hodgkin, author

of Italy and Her Invaders, says Professor Rogers is "one of the most

learned Assyrian scholars of the day." Tlie book before us has been com-

mended to Oxford students. Great scholars in any department of learn-

ing are not many; but still fewer are those who are able to reduce their

learning, to order, to communicate it to the less learned in intelligible,

lucid, and cogenfform; and^vei more exceptional is the scholar in ancient

things who has the genius to kindle his pupils and hearers into enthu-

siastic interest in matters which usually seem dusty and musty to the

unlearned. That Dr. Rogers has this rarest of gifts is testified to by

successive generations of students in his classroom, and by the great

audiences to whom his brilliant and fascinating lectures have been de-

livered in hundreds of places. He makes these dry bones live. To popu-

larize Assyriology is a triumph. And he succeeds in doing it. The special

topic of these Harvard lectures is the religion of Babylonia and Assyria in

its relations to Israel. No comprehensive summary of such a volume can

be given here. ^Ve can only commend it as, doubtless, the best, the clearest,

most compact, and most satisfactory presentation of its subject. It deals

with a difncult and formidable theme in a sane, wise, careful, and unex-

ceptionable way. And, as one intelligent reviewer says, "It is so arranged

and digested that it is readily comprehensible by the merest tyro in the

study of comparative religion. It is a fine example of lucid exposition and

of intelligent portrayal." "By way of introduction Dr. Rogers tells the

story of the excavations, since ISll, at Nineveh and Babylon, by means

of which an ancient civilization has been plucked from oblivion. The

work of the engineers at the mounds—Rich, Botta, Layard, Hassam, and

Jules Oppert—was matched in patience by the efforts of Grotefend and

other scholars who set themselves to deciphering the cuneiform inscrip-

tions, bricks that seemed at first determined not to testify. Comparing

the Babylonian sacred literature with the Hebrew writings. Professor

Rogers does not see how a casual reader could fail to discern a depend-

ence of several Old Testament passages on the older mythology. The

infiuence dates from tlie occupation of Canaan by the Israelites. Even

the name 'Jahweh' was an inheritance from Babylon. That name only,

however, for the Hebrew people had a conception of God to which the

great thinkers in Babylonia never attained. It was ethical monotheism

that gave Israel its spiritual supremacy, and the origin of that superior

faith can be found, says the author, in nothing short of a personal reve-

lation of God in human history." For twenty-six years Professor Rogers

has been a diligent and ardent student in Assyriology as well as an emi-

nent teacher of Hebrew and the Old Testament. He says: "Almost from

the beginning my studies were carried chiefly into the historical side of

Assyriology—a great field and full of surprises. From an unsympathetic

narrowness 1 have been deliveicd by the calling wliich bade me teach the
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Old Testament in Hebrew to successive companies of young men. The
history of the Babylonians and Assyrians played well into the teaching of

tho?e Hebrew prophets, whose pieaching has Babylonian, Assyrian, and
Chaldean kings and armies for a background. The Old Testament religion

also early quickened my interest in the religion of the great peoples of

the Tigris and Euphrates, with whom Israel had so many common ex-

penences. With sympathetic interest, therefore, both in history and In

leligion, among the Assyrians and Babylonians on the one side, as also

in the Old Testament on the other, I have, for years, lived daily in an
ever-frefeh readjustment of my views concerning their mutual relation-

ship." Of these Harvard lectures the author says in his* preface: "They
were v.-ritten and delivered in a while heat, and represent all that I can

now do in helping others to a vivid picture of Israel's religious associa-

tion with Babylonia, or in solving the extremely difficult problems which
recent research, critical, archaeological, and religious, have put before us.

That the solutions which I here offer are final I do not dream for a mo-
ment; that they are worth consideration I firmly believe; that they have
helped me I know. ... To all who would fain secure some help from an-

other in this difficult field I offer this little book, knowing well its limita-

tions, and desiring only to serve the cause of truth. The happy people

v.ho have found no difficulties in the Old Testament while they surveyed it

in the light which now shines upon it from Babylonia and Assyria need

not trouble themselves to read it; not for them was it written, nor was
it delivered, in the first instance, to such as they."
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Aet. I.—the preacher as evaxgelist

The Chrircli of Christ is an organization for ministering to

the community in his stead and in the things for which he cares,

and chiefly for leading men into that fellowship witli God throngh

Christ which constitutes the gciniine Christian. Let ns think of

the work of the preacher as it is related to these ideals and this

ministry. The pastor is to have the larger social vision, he is

to encourage social service tlu'ongh the chui'ch and by the indi-

vidual members; bnt the supreme task of the church and the pas-

tor, not to bo deputed, not to he smotliered by any other, is leading

men ]iome to God. If the churcli is to be true to this duty and this

opportmiity, the pastor must first, in spirit and in practice, be an

evangelist.

At the outset it is of the utmost importance that the false

ideals of preaching and the preacher's work wliich prevail in many

cases should be discarded. It is possible, for example, for a

preaclier to fall into a mere ministry of routine. There is real

danger for many that they shall be satisfied with somethiug less

than doing the work of an evangelist. Wc need frequently to be

reminded of the errand on which we were sent. Suffer me to cpiotc

from !Mr, George Jackson's recent book on The Fact of Conver-

sion :

Let us remind ourselves that conversion is the great end of preach-

ing. "Your business," said "Wesley, "is not to preach so many times,

and to take care of this or that society, but to save as many souls as you
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can." This is a great saying, and, provided it be not too narrowly in-

terpreted, it is worthy of all acceptation. But all converts do not register

themselves in an inquiry room at the close of a Sunday evening service,

nor are the methods of the revivalist the only means by which men may
be saved. Indeed, in this matter, all methods are v.holly secondary. The
first question for the j)reacher, like the first question in tlie old Scottish

Shorter Catechism, is concerned wholly and solely with "the chief end":

What am I here for? Till that is settled nothing is settled; when that

is settled other things settle themselves. "To this end was I born, and
to this end came I into the world, that by all vicans I might save some''—
when that conviction burns like a fire in a man's soul we may safely

leave him to himself and to God. "The Salvation of the Hearer the Mo-
tive of the Preacher" is the title of one of Newman's famous sermons,

and when that thought guides the preacher's pen as he sits down to the

preparation of his sermon, and moves his lips as he stands up to deliver

it, he will need little instruction about methods: he has seen the true

goal; he will not miss the way thither.

Tliat is it. AVlien m'c liave preached s^o many scrinous, and held

feo many mcetiiig.-;, and made so many calls, and raised so iinmy

dollars, we have made the ^vheels go ronnd, it is true; hnt ha.-^ any

grain been gronnd ? Ai-e ^ve content to go throngh the motions,

^v^th no power and no })rudnet '( Our object is not to nse certain

methods bnt to accomplish certain resnlts. The daily duties of

stndy and parish and chnrch ai-e for a specific purpose, and tlie

largest item in tliat pnrpo.-c is effectively to convey to men ''the

word of reconciliation," This ideal somewhat discredits also the

mere ministry of edification. By this I mean a ministry of inten-

sive gardening, of developing more closely and fully the fertile

possibilities of a small patch of gro\md, when all about it are

wastes whicli have not yet been brought under cultivatioit. It

must be admitted that the notion is all too ])revalent that the

preacher is sent to minister ])i-iuutrily to tlie church itself, lie is

called, he accepts, he is appointed, and then he is elaimed as ovr

preacher. His business is to preach to us, to call on us, to comfort

and counsel us. "We are very delicate hothouse plants, and our

preacher's buslnc-s is to heej-» up the temperature so that the saints

sliall not be frozen. And here in our sheltert'd sjiot we shall tlnur-

ish if only he diligently digs and waters and ])runes and tr.iins.

God forgive tis ! And liere about us in evei'y community are tlie

hundreds who know not Christ. We have found him. We s1io\dd
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know bow to take to him o\ir troubles, to draw from liira and bis

Word our inspirations; we sliould, if indeed we are liis, have inde-

pendent sources of life and joy and strength; the water that be

gives ns should be in us a well of water springing up unto ever-

lasting life. AVe should be asking of our pastor, not ''What will

vou do for us ?" but, "AYliat can we do with you ?" We must couie

to understand that the minister is to be not only a minister to his

people but a leader of his people in ministry to the world. Small

wonder that red-blooded men query whether the jninistry is a

calling virile and conmianding enougb to comiiel tlieir best, and use

them to their utmost, unless we make cleai'er the magnitude and

the majesty of the minister's place as the leader of God's host. He
is not the sutler, peddling cheap provisions to sustain harmless

Christians on their feeble marcb to Canaan, but the captain sum-

moning them to conquest. It should be true, if it is not already

true, in the words of anotlier

:

Both ministers and people are becoming more and more dissatisfied

with the exclusive jirosecution of what may be termed ordinary church

work—work which deals only with the claims of church members and

their families. The longing exists for aggressive movements on the mass
of religious indifference and open wickedness abounding on all sides.

Our larger duty and privilege in relation to the unsaved, both at home
and abroad, is receiving more attention.

"Our business," as Hugh Price Ilughes put it, "is not to coddle

the saints, but to collar the sinners." Instruction there must be,

the develo])ment of the Christian life that lias been begim. The

means of Christian growth must be explained, the wide ranges of

Cliristian truth must be pointed out, the mysteries of Christian

suffering must be enlightened ; but preeminently the cliurch. service

must become a council of war. The soldiers are gatliered. Where

is the enemy? "What is the plan of camjiaigu I What is my part

in the enterprise? Wliat victory has lately been won? AVhat

weakness has been discovered ? Then the sermon becomes a failure

which docs not make men cry, "Lei tis go and fight Philip!" It

ceases to be an "effort," a performance whose object is to win the

approval of a congregation, whose success is measured by the num-

ber of people who speak to the preacher at tiie close of the service.
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Thoy maj speak or not ; tliat is an iusio-nificant question. The

preacher with tlic devout s])irit of Kipling says when he

preaches,

"Great Master, at thy feet I lay

My wares ere I go forth to sell;

The long bazaar will praise—but thou,

Heart of my heart, have I doue well?"

He lias a message, an appeal, a sunnnons. He stands as the rep-

resentative of a higher court to speak for his ]ving. He is not the

hired man of the church, brought there to do its religious chores

and aiLxious to please his masters. One is his jMaster, even Christ,

and all these arc his brethren, to whom he talks in love and frank-

ness and simplicity. A great intellectual sermon may be nothing

but a great failure. "Preaching," as Ruskin said, "means a half-

hour to raise the dead." One question determines the success of

the sermon: "Has any resurrection taken place?" The best way

to nourish the saints is so to ])rcach that simiers will be awakened

and converted. The business of just feeding the saints is overdone.

Multitudes of them live to eat instead of eating to live. Many a

church might well be called "The Church of the Religious Glut-

tons."

The same objection that lies against 'a mere ministry of

edification—a teaching ministry in its narrow and bad sense

—

lies against a ministry whose object is popularity rather than real

success. A few months ago the Eov. J. Wilbur Chapman, talking

to the ministers of ]3oston soon after the marvelous revival which

so deeply moved th:it city, had this to say:

My dear friend IMajor Wliittle, while waiting; to pass through the

gate at a Chicago railroad station, was interested in hearing the com-

plaints of the people who were having their tickets punched by the gate-

keeper. They were finding all sorts of fault with him when, as the IMajor

passed through, he said, "You are not very popular to-night." "No, sir,"

he said, "not very popular with this crowd, but quite popular with the

superintendent."

•The presence of the crowd proves neither the genuine worth nor

the ]n-actical usefulness of the sermon. The crowd is by no means

to be despised. Happy the nmn whom God has so endowed with

the preaching gift that the Ihrongs will hang upon his words ! ]3ut
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lot him ben-are! Fluency is not the preaching gift, glittering rhet-

oric does not insure it, emotional efTecls do not prove it. ''Success

in gathering the crowd," to quote a recent utterance, "may be a

triumph of organization and advertising, meaning comparatively

little real gain to the kingdom of Christ. The question, 'Do the

people come ?' must always be followed by the far more important

one, 'What do they get when they come?'" The true preacher

is concerned with, his congregation rather than with his sermon

as a literary or rhetorical production or even as the vehicle of

truth. When Dr. Dale confessed that for a time his interest was

in the truth rather than in the people, lie showed tliat to that extent

for that time his preaching was inefficient. The sermon, the truth,

is nothing but a tool, and the condition of the tool is of value only

in its relation to the material to be worked upon. But while the

preacher's thought is upon his congregation rather than upon his

sermon, the imperative question recurs, "What is to happen to the

people when they do come ?"

The great French preacher Ravignan said once to Lacordaire, "I

hear that you had such a crowd at your last sermon that the people T.-cre

Bitting even on the top of the confessionals." "Ah, perhaps," said the

other; "but you managed to nriake them go into the confessionals."

Great preaching is preaching that brings men into the confes-

sionals; and many a man, to preach to that end, has been com-

pelled to forego a triumph of another sort. The daughter of Hugh

Price Hughes has written

:

My mother, on being asked what she considered the greatest spiritual

triumph of my father's life, replied, after several minutes' meditation:

"He was willing not to be a great preacher in the usual acceptation of

that term. He had the power to be one, the force and the intellectual

equipment, but he was willing not to be—to make himself of no account,

so that men should hear not him, but Christ." Tlie marrnitude of this

sacrifice will be better realized by the ministry than the laity—all that

it signified to a man of his powers. Indeed, it was a fairly widespread

opinion among the ministry of his own communion that he could not

preach, but the laity who went to hear him thought that he could. A
friend of his said that he most admired him on an evening when Lord

Rosebery came to hoar him preach. On handing in his card he was

shown to a front seat, and was a listener to one of the simplest of my
father's expositions. In order to let power go from him ho had to obi iter-
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Hte something in himself, to hiy himself on the altar, so that the fire was

kindled.

yVw Samuel Chachvick has recorded a soiiiewhat similar experience,

when one day he stood face to face with his work in a new light

:

I realized that God's kingdom is a spiiitual kingdom, and the

weapons of our warfare are not carnal; that the church is Christ's body,

entirely at his disposal, possessed by his indwelling presence, the medium
of his manifestation and the instrument of his will; that preaching is

the delivery of a message received at first hand from the lips of the

Eternal; that conversion is the supreme miracle of divine grace, the end

of the church's labor and the most effective advertisement to tie world;

that the work of Christ is accomplished only in the power of the Holy

Ghost That vision revolutionized my life. It brought my soul into a

new relationship with spiritual realities, gave me new ideas of Christian

service, baptized with a new power, and made me a missioner. Seven

years I had preached and seen uo conversions. I did not seek them. In

my ignorance I adopted the opinions of those who spoke lightly of evan-

gelists. The secret desire of my soul was to be a preacher, and it was
commonly reported in those days that evangelists "were no preachers."

How paltry it all seems through the distance, of years! But God forgave

me aud honored the day of unreserved surrender with the conversion of

a soul for each of my barren years.

And so with otluM's. Dr. G. Caniphell 3ilorgan in a conference of

preachers tohJ some of his difficulties, lie said:

A second experience was his wrestling with the peril of ambition,

desiring to be a great preacher. He felt he had perhaps even now not

entirely re"nounced the ambition, but he had been flung back upon the

principle of abandonment to God's will, ready for either failure or suc-

cess, content to be in God's will, not his own. The whole character of his

ministry was determined by the question, "What are you going to be

—

a preacher or my messenger?"

The Kcv. Thomas Champues^, of the Joyful Xews Mission, is ro-

])0rtcd once to have spoken to preachers of the failure through over-

developmeiu in some s])ocial line, as in the ca.-c of a two-hundred-

dollar prize ])igcon witli admired points excessively developed till,

for example, its hill became too sliort to feed its own young, and

for this function, so essential to permanence of the stock, the serv-

ices of the common hlue-i'ock pigeons, at fifteen cents each, wei'c

required. So he says some of the most admired jireachers are

overdeveloped in a few things at the cost of soul-saving power, aud

for conversions they have to suffer the humiliation of calliufr in
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"the lielp of a fifteen-cent pigeon like nie." Tlie ambition to be

a great preacher, the lust for intellectual distinction or for pop-

nlarity, is one of the subtlest and most perilons temptations of

the minister of Jesns Christ. lie who can always remember that

it is better to be a messenger than to be an orator, better to save

men than to astonnd them, may thank God for hi? deliverance from

a real danger.

I have sometimes thought that no better training for the

minister conld be devised than to put him at field preaching or

street preaching, where he must have something to say, something

to grip and move men—or be lost. If this general view of the

preacher's work is right, it will then be evident that his success as

an evangelist will not depend chiefly npon a correct theologj', npoji

intellectual strength, upon culture or upon oratorical gifts. Some
qualities he evidently needs more than these. These are such

qualities as conviction, prayerfulness, a sense of dependence, lioly

boldness, the belief that he is doing God's work and shall have

God's lielp. Just because his work is winning men, and not driv-

ing them, he will iind numy whom he cannot reach. Discourage-

ments will arise. IIardshi]»s may be met. But let him endure

hardness as a good soldier. Wliat a glorious privilege it is to

preach! Even when disap])ointmcnts come, instead of good ap-

pointment's, even when the field is hard and unpromising, even

when opposition is encountered, how glorious a thing it is to

preacli! The gTcat Paul liad his reverses, his imprisonments, his

Jong journeys, his persecutions; and as the Kev. Erskine ^Fason

read again the story of the apostle's life, he cried, "Great God

!

what a salary for a Christian minister!" But what joy it was to

the apostle to be counted worthy to bear the message of reconcilia-

tion. If one has Avithin him the deep persuasion that it is bad,

infinitely bad, to be witliout Christ, and that it is infinitely good

to have Clirist, some of that passion that was in the apostle's heart,

and that lias been in the heart of every true minister of the gospel

since, will take possession of liim. He will be "so anxious not to

go to heaven alone." To him, perhaps, some such tribute will be

])aid as ]\ratthc\v Arnold paid to his father. Thouia^, standing

before liis picture in Buubv Cliapel :
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But thou would'st not alone

Be eaved, my father! alone

Conquer and come to thy goal,

Leaving the rest in the wild.

Therefore to thee it was given

Many to save with thyself;

And at the end of thy day,

O faithful shepherd! to come.

Bringing thy sheep in thy hand.

Or, ae Samuel Rutherford so sweetly sang:

O, If one soul from Anwoth meet me at God's right hand.

My heaven shall he two heavens in Immanuel's land.

This is the spirit of the true shepherd ; the spirit that means yearn-

ing and self-sacriiice as ^vell as the mastery of the easier tasks of

the kingdom, Mr. Myer, in his poem on ''Saint Paul," has put

that yearning into unforgettable phrase:

Oft, when the word is on mo to deliver.

Lifts the illusion and the truth lies bare:

Mountain and plain, and city and the river.

Melt in a lucid paradise of air.

Only like souls I see the folk thereunder,

Bound who should conquer, slaves who should be kings,

Hearing their one hope with an empty wonder.

Sadly contented with a show of things.

Then with a rush the intolerable craving

Shivers throughout me like a trumpet call:

O to save some, to perish for their saving,

Die for their life, be offered for them all.

The thing, then, which I have been trying to say is this : that

the propagation of that religion ^vhich gathers within its generous

sweep education, ethics, philantliropy, reform as well as belief and

experience, is the chief duty and privilege of the church and its

leaders in these modern days. Tlie only form of religion tliat

is safe is that which is ]u-ogressive and aggressive; the self-con-

tained individual or cliuich is on the edge of destruction. The life

which is simply received and cherislied flickers and dies out; only

that which seeks to reproduce itself in another can survive. Wc
have long believed that the soul that sins shall surely die; we must

also add that the soul that sits still shall die as surely. Evangelism
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is the condition of religions survival. Into that work of evangel-

ism—tlie transmission of the divine life, the leading of men home

to God, the pledging of new citizens to allegiance in the kingdom

of Jesus Christ—there is nothing in modern conditions which

should keep a preacher from throwing himself with enthusiasm and

without reserve. A man can be a scholar and a social worker, and

all the better evangelist for being both. lie can sympathize with

the temper and feel the crying needs of his own peculiar time, yet

above them all can hear the call of the human heart for its heavenly

Eather, Every pastor, then, should be an evangelist; every pastor

should seek to fill his church with the evangelistic spirit. Each in

his own way, each by tlie means fitted to his own field, should in

Christ's stead beseech men to be reconciled to God. Like the

shepherd searching for his sheep, and the housewife for her coin

until she find it, so wuth unwearied patience may we seek the

strayed and bewildered and willful until, by the very compulsion

of our love and our eagerness, they shall yield themselves to the

good hand of our God.

^^^ia^-^"-^^^^^^-^
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Airr. TI.—MODEJJXISAL IX THE ExOMAX CATHOLIC
CllUUCIi

To conserve a inodiivval svstcm in the mid.-t of a modern

world is in th.e nature of the case a troublesome task. So tho

Ixoman Catholic Church is discovering-. In spite of the formi-

dable enginery ])rovidcd bv the Vatican Council for the perfect

maintenance of doctrinal integrity and unity, a movement of a

s})ecially radical and innovating type has crossed the borders of

that church, a movement so distinctly antithetic to the medii-eval

system as to eani tlie nanu- of ''']\[odcrnism." Our purpose is to

present as authentic a view of the nature of this movement els can

be given in brief terms.

1. The Eepresentatives.—Xaturally \ve look for these, in the

main, outside of the higher oflicial circles. The bishops in their

theoretical and practical subordination to the pontiff could not be

expected to give open countenance to a movement that is under the

pontifical anathema. It is stated, indeed, that a number of the

bishops s}^npatln/.e Avith the Modernist cause,^ but their s^mipathy

probably does not extend to the entire Modernist platform, and,

in any case, does not come to open manifestation. Genuine advo-

cates of the new UKjvement are to be found among representatives

of education, journalism, and literature, rather than among the

bishops. A following of these representatives, scanty enough in

some quarters, but appreciable in otliei-s, is found in the younger

generation of priests and cultured laymen. France and Italy have

been thus far the most fruitful flilds of Modernist propagandism.

In the former Loi-\v has figured as a writer of extraordinary en-

ergy and })roductivc)iess. Laberthonnierc, ju'oceeding from the

point of view of the immanence pliilosophy of ]\Iauricc Blondcl,

has also been prominent. Edouard Le lioy ranks likewise among

emincmt French re]n'esentatives. The influence of Loisy's writings

has been felt in Italy, and along with other causes has wrought

for a rather active propagandism of Modernist tenets. The ground

'I'aul Sabaticr, Modernism, The Jowett Ijccturcs, 190S, p. 42.
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}iad Ikjcii prepared here in a Jiieasui-c h\ tlie theories of a reformed

Catholicism put forth hv Mariano, Labanca, and Chiappelli. As

distinctly afd]iatcd \viih ^Modernism may he mentioned Minnoclii,

Fracassiui, and Fogazzaro. The name of Ivomolo Z\Inrri may also

lie added, thouiih it i? not apparent that in respect of dogma he has

diverged very far from the old basis. As a leading spirit of the

National Democratic League he is brought prominently into view.

In Italy a number of ])eriodicals have served as vehicles for the

dissemination of ^Modernist principles. Hero belong, among

others, the Einnovarncnio, published by a group of laymen in

iiilan, and the A'ora ci Vetera, ^vhicll is inspired by a Roman

group made up chiefly of ecclesiastics. In the German domain

affiliation ^vith iiodeniism has been placed to the account of

Professor Ehrhard, of Strassburg, and Professor Schnitzcr, of

Munich, has been subjected to censure. But, generally speaking,

German Catholicism has given rather scanty manifestation of

the presence and action of the Modernist leaven. Since its sur-

render to the Vatican decrees and its assumption of a political role

in the Party of the Center, it has been inclined to take a conserva-

tive path and to march hand in hand with Roman administration.

There has been, to be sure, in Germany within recent years a

species of liberal Catliolicism of which Herman Schell was the

most noted exponent, but in its standpoint this went little beyond

what is known as '"Americanism." In its doctrinal bearings it

had no such revolutionary import as belongs to the scheme of those

who are commonly I'anked as leaders among Modernists. A dis-

tinguished champion of the Modernist cause has been furnished by

Ihigland in the person of George Tyrrell. In the same quarter the

lil)eral Catholicism advocated by ]>aron von ITiigel gives him a

certain association with Modernism. It is, howevei-, a small

com])an3' of reprosenlatives tliat appears in this field, at least to

one taking a surface view. Doubtless it is easy to surmise that

in the country of Jolm ITenry Xewman there is an urulercurrent

of aspiration for a more liberal Catholicism than has been put on

exhibition in Roman administration for the last half century.

Still, judged by o])en ex]iressIon, ]\r()dernists in England make an

insigniiicaut shov/Ing. The same Is tru(; of the party In America.
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In our vicinity the current of the new views, if there be such, takes

a prudent undergi-ound course.

2. The Anteccdenis.—As general causes of the rise of Mod-
ernism it is proper to name the scientific and critical movements
of the age. Here were forces too powerful and aggressive to be
barred out bj ecclesiastical proscription. Cooperating with these

general causes, modern philosophy has wrought to undermine the

ascendency of the scholastic systeui, and thus to prepare for a new
tone and trend in underlying conceptions. The Modernist leaders,

it is true, have attempted very little in the line of formal philo-

eophical disquisition. Laberthonnioi-e is said to be the only one of

the theologians of his party who has made himself at all conspicu-

ous in this respect.^ Still the later philosophy, versus the scho-

lastic Aristotelianism, is recognized as one of the generating forces

back of the Modernist movement. The adversaries of the move-
ment are very free to charge its agents with a deep infection of

Kantian premises." Like Kant, say tliese objectors, Modernists
appeal to a subjective ground or cj-iterion of religion, to the feel-

ings and needs of the ijidividual, as opposed to any objective basis

or standard. Comparison is also made between their platform and
that of Pragmatism ; at least one critic finds occasion to comment
on their combination of the Kantian stress on the practical reason
\vith the Pragmatist emphasis on experienced value as the one
test of truth.^ Among the more specific antecedents of ^todernism
a place must be assig-ned to IN^ewnnan's theory of doctrjnal develop-

ment and to the scheme of ecclesiastical administration styled

"Americanism." As respects the former, it would not suit the de-

mands of historical sobriety to make Xewman fully responsible for

the sweeping application which has been given by foremost Mod-
ernists to the principle of doctrinal evolution. Put that Xew-
man's teaching in this matter gave iui})ulsc and direction to their

thinking is not to be disputed. The ai)pcals of Loisy and Tyrrell
to the great ^Vnglican convert afford an indubitable token that they
found in him a prominent source of sugii:estion. "Americanism"

•Kiibo!, Gp.schichte dcs KathoUscIien Mndernisnui^, pj.. 102. 103
^Kcrrari. Ha.<5.sesna dot Modcrni.smo, p. 11; Norlurt Joric^, Old Trutiis. Not ModernLst

1/rrors, pp. :>, ri

>Josc|.h Hick:il).v. The Mod.'rnisl, pp. 14-10.
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is a term^vliich gives expression to the domaiid for a degree of

flexibility in ecclesiastical administration for the purpose of more

effectually meeting the needs arising out of the peculiarities of

different nations and races. It is not indicative of any wish, or

purpose to transform dogma, though, naturally, in being carried

out it would modify the stress on various dogmas in different

quarters, and so have ultimately somewhat of dogmatic signifi-

cance. Americanism goes back to the American convert, the

founder of the Paulist brotherhood, Isaac Thomas Ilecker.^ In

1891, tliree years after Ilecker's death, the publication of his life

by the Paulist father, "Walter Elliott, jjrepared for a wide diffusion

of his views. Translated in 1S97 by Felix Klein into French, it

circulated rapidly, four editions being exhausted in a few weeks.

Interest in the subject had been awakened by the addresses given

in France by Archbishop Ireland in 1892. At that date the arch-

bishop figured as the foremost advocate of Americanism. It

claimed, however, other distinguished friends among the American

clergy- in the years immediately following. Cardinal Gibbons

spoke good words for it, as did also ^Igr. Keane. In 1897 O'Con-

nell, shortly before rector of the American College in Eome, later

at the head of the archdiocese of Boston, gave it favorable mention

before the Catholic Congress at Freiburg. All these advocates were

silenced by the adverse encyclical of Leo XIII in 1899, and the

way in which O'Connell, among all American prelates, responded

to the blast of Pius X against Modernism has suggested to a Ger-

man historian of our theme that he must have undergone a genu-

ine conversion. 2 Americanism thus became a closed chapter after

a very brief period, so far as specific and open advocacy is con-

cerned. It ]nay be credited, howevei*, witli having ministered

some impulse to the more radical movement which lias been given

the name of Modernism.^

8. The Basal Points of View.—It would not savor of his-

torical accuracy to construe, ^rodernism as a perfectly uniform

' His distinctive views appear in his book, Tlic Ciiurch and the Age.

^KiiScI, Ccscliichtc des Ka'Jiolischcn Modeniismiis, pp. i:}, 194. The conversion, if it can

be called suoli, ^votild seem to have taken plaee a-s early as 189S, according to a testimony

given iu the book of Mai;cnen, he Ti^re Hecker. K.st-il un Saint? p. x.

*Sce lloutin, L'ATnt'ricanisme. for a specially full exposition.
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fact, and to rate as indiilitably belonging to it all the teachings of

any one exponent. At the same time it is ])ossible to specify

certain characteristic contentions. Very few, we judge, of those

who are in any wise willing to Ik? classed as Arodernista wonld

not confess their acceptance of the following ])oints : (1) The
legitimacy of according considerable scope to the idea of doctrinal

evohition, and tlie consequent lia])ility of a demand, if not for

changing doctrinal foi'mulas, at least for modifying the inter-

pretation of them. {-2) The propriety of emphasizing the thought

of the divine immanence and of conceiving of the process of revela-

tion in harmony with this thouglit ; in other words, of stressing

the inward working of God upon man's heart aud conscience as a

means of illumination rather tlian his connnunication of a message

by any form of external agency. (•']) The necessity, in deference

to the results of recent biblical criticism, of taking up with a less

technical theory of the Bible than has prevailed in past times.

(4) The need of conceding to the hiily a larger fnijction in tlie

life and management of the cliurch than has hitlierto been accorded

by the hierarchy. (5) The demand for cond\icting church admin-

istration on broader lines, so that while the whole framework of

Ixoman Catholic polity shall be retained, less restraint shall be

placed upon individual thought and action, and the church shall

have the benefit of a much larger body of subjects whose religious

action shall spring from conviction I'ather than from mere ex-

ternal pi-escription. Put in other terms this specification might be

made to read: The demand for iniiting a larger element of

individualism with the characteristic collectivism or solidity of

the Ivoman Catliolic systeiu. Tn still emphasizing the latter feature

Modernists, whether with ]n-op(r i-ight or not, regard themselves as

maintaining a position which is in notable contrast with that of

Protestantism.

4. Dognnatic and Critical Tcnd(>ncies as Illnsl rated by Loisy.

•—In naming Loisy we name the representative of 'Modernism who

has wrought mf«s( industriously in the licld of biblical criticism,

and whose conclusions in that field ar(^ of such a I'adical miture that

it is no matter for sur|)i-ise that in the censures which have l>een

issued by Pope and ln(juisilion against ]\iodernist teachings lio
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is more largely contpm])lated tlian any other individual. The

critical work of Loisy, whicli hegan to come to public notice in

1892, covers both Testaments, but is much more largely devoted to

the Xew Testament than to the Old. In the latter field, so far o-

Ave have discovered, he did no more tlian to appropriate rc^uh-

which have claimed a wide consensus in recent Protestant schoLir-

ship. We may therefore omit tliis part of his work from specif]

consideration, and confine our attention to books which give hi.'-

general point of view and his critical conclusions relative to the

gospel history. While Loisy is free to claim, from his own stand-

point, tliat he does not assail any Roman Catholic dogma, it is

quite undeniable tliat h\ liis Xew Testament criticism he does assail

very seriously the commonly recognized basis of various dogma-.

His retrenchment from the historical character of the Gospels is

very broad—quite as broad, it strikes us, as that made either by

Strauss or Kenan. He finds tlie fourth Gospel as good as cmpry

of all trace of historical intention. ^'Tn its enlirety," he says, ''it i-

notliing else than a great theological and mystical allegory, a work

of learned speculation, which lias nothing in conmion, as respecis

form, with the preaching of the historical Christ." It is a book of

symbols rather than of facts. The miracles are symbols ; the dis-

courses themselves are symbols, figures of invisible truth. TIk-

evangelist not merely chooses that in tlie tradition which suits his

end but he corrects and completes tlie tradition without scriijde t<>

meet the requirements of hi§_ allegorical pictures. "Wherevcj- lit-

conserves history it is not in consequence of any proper historical

design, but only because he can make it serve his ends. ITis entire

chronology is subordinated to his symbolism, and his geogra])hy is

compelled to pay a measure of tribute to the same interest. So

exclusive is his concern for ideals that we cannot be sure thar

"the disciple whom Jesus loved'' is to be construed as a hislorical

figure at all.^ Loisy accredits to the synoptical Gospels moi'c of

historical purpose aiul substance than he discovei's in the fourth

Gospel. Yet tlic discount whicli he jilaces upon their historieity is

by no means slight. Of ]\Lirk-s Gospel he says: ''So far as its

object and its character are concerned, it is a work of faith much

' Lc Quatiicrae E\ unfile, pp. 75ff.
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more than a historical testimony." It is probable that its story

of the baptism, as also of the temptation of Jesus, was generated by

the idea of the Messianic consecration. What ]\ratthew adds to

Mark in his report of tlicse events has the appearance of legendary

developments. The Baptist's expression of a spruple about baptiz-

ing Jesus and the alleged response of J esus belong to the category

of fiction. The narrative of the nativity as given either by Mat-

thew or Luke is "svlioHy destitute of historical foundation. It is

doubtful whether the anecdote about the appearance of Jesus in

the temple at the age of twelve has any ground in authentic rem-

iniscence. Interpretive and supplementary matter has been in-

truded into the reports of tlie miracles and the parables. The scene

of the transfiguration, whatever it may have been in itself, has been

turned in the gospel version into a means of spnbolizing Messianic

conceptions. The reputed language of Christ about the reciprocal

knowledge of Fatlier and Son is not likely to have proceeded from

his mouth. The prediction of Christ at Cacsarea Philippi relative

to his dcatli and tlie renionstrance of Peter belong to a fictitious

province. The thought of Christ giving himself as a ransoin was

very likely borrowed from Pauline dogmatics. Also, in the ac-

count of the Last Supper, the words of institution were rather

derived from Paul than transmitted from the lij)s of Jesus. As

respects the resurrection of Jesus the gospel narratives afford no

adequate basis of historical confidence. If the fact is accepted, it

must be by the way of faith, rather than on the basis of historical

attcstiition.-^ In general, the criticism of Loisy leaves a question

as to the warrant for the iN'ew Testament portrait of Jesus as Son

of God and Saviour of the world. Viewed in tlie light of the his-

torical data whicli remain after the critic's reti'cnchment, Jesus

seems to be reduced to a purely Jewish Messiah, distinguished only

by singular holiness, special sense of harmony with God, and a

spiritual interpretation of the Jewisli faith. If, then, Loisy ac-

cepts the Catholic formulas respecting the transcendent personality

and divine relationship of Christ, it would seem that he must give

a YQ:Yy peculiar interpretation to the fornnilas, or else must grant

«Ix-3 l5\anKiIe3 Synoptifiue^ I. St, 107, 13<!-140, 160. 181, 184,909; IT. 20. 79S; The
Gospel and the Church, p. 129.
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that Christ was more and other than he is shown to have been by

the authentic record of his life. To accept the former alternative

amounts to saying that Loisy takes an indirect way to reject the

Catholic Christology. If the second alternative be chosen, we arc

presented with the conclusion that the theologizing additions to the

gospel history, though false in detail, are true in their general sug-

gestions as to Christ's person, work, and office. A conclusion of

this kind will strike most sober-minded people as being rather

vapory, fantastic, and in need of a better justification than is dis-

coverable in the writings of the Modernist critic. As respects

various points of specifically Romish doctrine the criticism of

Loisy has an appearance of contrariety to the acknowledged

standards. Take the subject of the episcopal hierarchy and of the

papal monarchy. Loisy finds neither the one nor the other of them

in primitive Christianity. lie makes Christ the founder of them

only through the mediimi of an historical evolution which is as-

sumed to have been according to his will—an assumption which ev-

idently can be denied with as much facility as it is posited. ITow

far his position is from the common Eoman orthodoxy may be seen

in the following statements :

It is certain that Jesus did not systematize beforehand the constitu-

tion of the church as that of a government established on earth and

destined to endure for a long series of centuries. . . . The organization of

the body of elders, the affirmation of their rights, the preeminence of

the bishop in the body, the preeminence of the bishop of Rome among

the bishops—these changes are only defined and established in the course

of time, according to the needs of the evangelical work.

It was the exceptional importance of Eome which led the

apostles thither.

We may imagine, also, that when they died they little thought that

they were bequeathing a master to Caesar, or even that they had given a

supreme chief to the church. The thought of the great advent was too

strong in their minds, the questions of creed and of government too little

familiar for them to see in Rome and the Roman Church anything but

the providential center of Christian evangelization.'

Take, again, the sacramental system. Loisy finds scarcely more

of a specific warrant for this in the Iscw Testament than for the

later Eoman polity, and he has no other basis of faith in its Icgitl-

>The Gospel and the Church, pp. 140-1C6.
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macy than liis belief in the legitiniacy of the evolution

which brought it about. Tlie latter faith, too, seems not

to be above doubt at every point. "It is easily seen," he

says, "in the Xew Testament that the chureh has not been

founded and the sacraments have not been instituted except by

the glorified Saviour. It follows that the institution of the church

and of the sacraments by Christ is, like the glorification of Jesus,

an object of faith, not of historical demonstration." Referring to

the Tridentine specifications on the eucharist Loisy rcnuirks:

"These are views of faith, and of a faith which is defined according

to the philosophical concejitions of the Middle Ages." In what

follows he intimates quite plainly his sus])icion that on the ba-is

of a philosophy more eligible to the modern mind it might not be

possible to make such easy work as did the Tridentine fathers in

conceiving of a substance without appearance aud of an ajipearance

without substaiicc. Also in regard to points which have been de-

fined as belonging to the sacrament of penance Loisy challenges the

possibility of finding a warrant for them in the gospel records, or

apart from the supposition of a divinely guided historical evolu-

tion.^ Take, further, Loisy's exposition of the cult of the Virgin.

In contrast with orthodox Romanism, he makes it a relatively lat-e

importation into the church. "Primitive evangelical tradition," he

remarks, "'was entirely filled with the memory of Jesus ; the mother

of Christ is barely mentioned in one situation wliere her interven-

tion had no favorable signilicance. Later thought centered on

IMary in consideration of the origin of Jesus. ... It has been

remarked that ]\Iary occupied in theology later than the Council of

iSTicira the place that Arius assigned to the Word of God. The sub-

.stitution, though unconscious, was not theix'fore accidental ; it

arose from a kind of unseen necessity, as t bough Catholic piety

could not disjx'nse with this iuternicdiary power thai the hcresiarch

desired to })ersonify in Christ and orthodoxy actually personified

in his mother. Again, it w;is popular or monastic devotion that

initiated the later progress of the worsliip of T^lai'v and what may
be called "Maryology. It is known that the festival of the Concep-

tion ]u-ecodcd, aud in a mamifr ])rovoked, the doctrine of the Im-

J Autourd'un Petit Livre, pp. 227-250.
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maculate Conceptiou."^ Take, liually, J^oir^y's assertion of au ele-

ment of relativity in the doctrinal definitions of the church. How
remote are the following sentences from the usual dialect of the

Roman Catholic dogmatist!

Though the dogmas may be divine in origin and substance, they are

human in structure and composition. It is inconceivable that their future

should not correspond to their past. Reason never ceases to put ques-

tions to faith, and traditional formulas are submitted to a constant work
of interpretation wherein the letter that killeth is effectually controlled

by the Spirit that giveth life.-

5. Dogmatic and Critical Tendencies as Illustrated by

Tyrrell.—George Tyrrell, who was converted to Romanism at the

age of eighteen, and who figured later as a scholarly representative

of the Jesuits, has not been engrossed, like Loisy, in the task of

biblical criticism. His introduction to the general public came in

the first instance through books of religious reflection which won

appreciation by their wealtli of thought and fineness of spirit. As

a Modernist he has produced several writings which serve to define

his ideal of the church and of cliurch administration. Here belong

"A Much-Abused Letter," '"Through vScylla and Charybdis," and

"iMediapvalism, a Reply to Cardinal Mercier." Tn the last named

his grounds of dissatisfaction with recent Roman policy are

brought to specially sharp and forceful expression. The assump-

tion of an element of relativity in all theological formulations, nnd

of a consequent o})portunity for a continued doctrinal evolution, is

strongly asserted by Tyrrell, and described as a characteristic ]\lod-

ernist contention. ""Whereas the Mediajvalist," he says, "regards

the exposition of Catholicism, formed l)y the synthesis between

the faith and the general culture of the thirteenth century as

primitive and as practically final and exiiaustive, the Modfrnist

denies the possibility of such finality, and liolds that tlie task is

unending just because the process of culfui'o is unending.'""" .Vs

regards the Bible, Tyrrell concludes that the high technical theory

of its inerrancy is defeated beyond possible restitution, and alou'i

with it not a little of the theological construction of the past. lie

remarks: "The dogmatic conception of tlie Scriptures as vorl)al]y

dictated by a divine voice has been driven forever off tlie field, and

•TheOospd and t)ie Church, i^p. 2.05-257. = Ujid.. pp. 210, 211. ' Medievalism, pp 146. 147.
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the claims of miraculous inspiration have been narrowed and al-

tered out of all recognition. JS^cedless to saj, the claims of ecclesi-

astical infallibility, so far as they rest on, and are implicated with,

those of such a scriptural inerrancy, must suffer a corresponding

and even great enfecblement."^ Holding this point of view,

Tyrrell is free to speak of the scholastic theology as badly shat-

tered.^ The Roman theory of the papal monarchy, according to

the English ]\[odernist, lacks confirmation in the earlier chapters

of Christian history. "Peter confirmed and supported, but he

did not rule, his brethren, or call them his sons or his servants. His

supremacy was spiritual, not juridical."^ The modern system

which reduces the bishops to the status of delegates of the Pope

was foreign to the early church. "Of this system there is not a

trace in the first six centuries."^ If it be said that the Pope, in-

fallible and supreme, is necessary to secure certainty of doctrine

and stability of ecclesiastical unity, the logic of facts discredits the

assertion. Certainty of doctrine cannot be built on a proposition

about infallibility which was itself uncertain for nearly two thou-

sand years; and as to the demands of unity, "Is it not the Popes

who with the sword of theological omniscience in the one hand

and that of juridical omniscience in. the other have hacked the

whole body of Christendom to pieces ? And all this under the pre-

text of securing a sterilizing, insignificant, external uniformity."^

Such a vigorous impeachment of the existing Roman Catholic con-

stitution and administration might seem to imply that Tyrrell

would prefer to reckon himself outside of the Roman communion.

But this was not his position at the time of writing. Like other

Modernists, he places a large stress upon the idea of collectivity in

religion, and thinks of the Roman Catholic Church as, on the

whole, best realizing this ideal. But at the same time he is in-

sistent upon the need of a great transformation in the spirit of

administration. Instead of having everytliing passed over to hier-

archical and ])apal autocracy he would have a good degree of con-

sideration shown to the laity, and keep dogma within the limits of

the warrant afforded by the collective experience of Catholic Chris-

> Through Scylla and Cliaryhdis, p. 225. » Me^lievalLsm, jv 103.

» Ibid., p. 68. < Ibid., p. 61. » Ibid., pp. 76. 77.
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tians. The following statements will serve to illustrate bis posi-

tion :

What we really bov.- to is a divine traditiou of which the entire

church, and not merely the episcopate, is the organ and depository. . . .

Modernism does not believe in the religious independence of every iso-

lated individual; nor does it believe in the absolute subjection of all to
the private will and judgment of a privileged individual who can impose
theological definitions upon the rest under pain of eternal damnation. . .

The Modernist demands not greater freedom but absolute freedom for
science in the widest sense of the term. He will not have it fettered
except by its own laws and m.ethods and by the experience which is its

subject-matter. He will not allow even theology to be tied down to any
revealed and stereotyped statements, but only to religious experiences of
which certain statements are the spontaneous, self-chosen, but at most
symbolic expressions.'

As might bo judged from these citations, and as appears elsewhere,

Tyrrell advocates a peculiar kind of broad-church theory. Ectain-

ing the general framework of Roman Catholic polity and worsliip,

be would grant within these limits wn'de liberty in belief and |?fac-

tice. Some of his statements imply that his s}mcretism is broad

enough to provide a place for wdiat many would reckon as down-
right superstitions. Thus he remarks:

Paradoxical as it will seem, we find in a great many obvious pagan-
isms, and even moral and spiritual corruptions of Catholicism, no reason
whatever for surprise or scandal, but, rather, another evidence of the
character as a religion that has been shaped by God, working through
the laws of human personality and using the natural in the service of
the supernatural.^ If one is not edified by these cruder features in the
Catholic conglomerate, he simply needs to pass them by. "It is only the
fantastic notion that we must eat everything on the table that makes the
banquet seem burdensome to us."^

G. Dogmatic and Critical Tendencies as Illustrated by the

Statements of Italian Modernists.—The most representative ex-

pression of the views of Italian ;Modcrnists is that published under
the title, The Programme of ]\rodernism,'' in rei)ly to the en-

cyclical Pasccndi Dominici Gregis, issued by Pius X for the sup-

pression of the ]\Iodernist movement. The unnamed authors of

this document frankly adirm tlicir acceptance of the revised view
of the ])il)le dictated by modern criticisin. Tliough declaring for

'Medievalism, pp. 54. 110, 117, 152.

SThrout'h Scylla and Charybdis. pp. 43, 41. » Ibid., p. 7S.
< Translation by Tyirf 11. lOOS.
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the fact of inspiration, lliej make room for errors both in

matter and form. Indeed, their qnalification of the historical

character of the biblical books must strike tlie readci- as being quite'

in line with the radical procedure of Loisv. "Theology," they say,

"has to learn that in tlie Xew, as in the Old Testament, there are,

strictly sj)eaking, no historical books, bnt only sacred narratives

shaped in great part by the faith in whose service they were writ-

ten. The original sources are amplified by the successive writers

and receive a new form and a new content," in accordance with the

"peculiar religious tendencies of each writer." Again, the authors

of the "Program me" indicate their conviction that theology must

jiave liberty to pass out of the bonds of mcdiawal scliolasticism and

to make alliance with tlie moj-e recent philosophies. The precise

substitute which is to take the place of the scholastic Aristotelian-

ism they do not attempt to define. In this field they are proceeding

as inquirers, and have no ready-made system to offer. They make

it plain, howevei', that their predih^-tion is on the side of a strong

doctrine of divine immanence. "Immanent ism,"' they remark, "is

not that tenil)le evil which the encyclical seems to suppose, but is

the method followed by the best Christian tradition in quest of the

divine." In harmony with their stress upon the divine immanence

the writers of the "Programme" profoundly emphasize the inner

experience as a fountain-head of religious intuition. Theology

they consider as but the imperfect and, therefore, necessarily pro-

gressive formulation of the truth implicit in this experience.

Argumentation and .the various forms of external evidence they

rate as relatively indifferent means of religious certainty. "We
recognize," they say, "in ourselves other powers of divine knowl-

edge; we find in oiirsclves that infcvoiitial sense, of which jSTewman

speaks, by which we can be assured of the jiresence of higher and

ineffably mysterious powers with which we are in dii-ect contact."

As would naturally be expected, these i-espondents to the encyclical

' Pascendi plead for the concession and use of a hirger liberty in the

ecclesiastical splici'c "Thr(Utgh a series of causes," they complain,

"C\atholics seem to havt' lost every (dementary sense of resjionsibil-

ity and ])erson:d diguily. Instead of being met with a service of

reasonable and, therefore, discerning obedience, the acts of their
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supreme rulers are received with the unconscious acquiescence of

irresponsible beings." In relatioii to church polity the authors of

the "Prop'amnie'' assert their conviction of the desirability of the

separation of church and state. Their response to the charge of the

encyclical on this point is an o])en admission and an emphatic

justification. Some tokens of ways of thinking kindred with

those just outlined are discovei'able in the widely circulated novel,

// Santo, from the pen of Fogazzaro. But though as a means of

propagandism the novel was very potent, its statements are not

sufficiently explicit to make any material addition to the exposition

of ]\Iodernism. We notice only the novelist's valuation of the

function of the laity. lie makes his hero, Benedetto, say to those

who have invited him to address them: ''You have appealed to

me because you unconsciously recognize that the church is not

the hierarchy alone, but the imiversal assemblage of all the faith-

ful, gens sancta ; that fi'om the bottom of any heart the living water

of the spring itself, of truth itself, may gusli forth."

7. Attempts at Bepression.—Preliminary attempts were

made in barriers set up against liberal scholarship in the closing

years of the preceding century and the first of the present. Here

belong the exclusion of Loisy from his chair of instruction in

1893; the strictures visited upon LeBoy in 1895, and upon Zahm
in 1899, on the score of their favorable attitude toward the scien-

tific doctrine of evolution ; the placing of books of Professor Schell

in the Index of Prohibited AVritiiigs in 1898; the enforcement of

the traditional view of the Bible by Leo XITI through the encyc-

lical Providentissimiis Dcus in 1893; the disapproval of "Ameri-

canism" by the same pontiff in the encyclical of 1899; and the

condemnation of writings of Loisy and Iloutin in 1903. These

administrative acts pre]:)iircd the way for the decisive onslaught

against ]\[odernism which was made, in 1907, through the syllabus

LamentahiJi, issued in July by the Inquisition with the approba-

tion of the Po]ie, and through the elaborate encyclical Pasccjidi

which appeared in Sejjtember. The foniu-r enumerates f(n- con-

demnation sixty-five ];)ro]i()siti()iis, numy of whicli were taken from

the v.-ritings of l^f.iisy. Tlie latter attempts an exposition of Mod-

ernism, eommentiug ([uite fully on its conception of the basis of
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dogina, its doctrine of immanence, its theory of evolution, its

interpretation of biblical inspiration and authority, and its de-

mands respecting education and ecclesiastical administration. On
all these lines it is prqnounced profoundly lieterodox. Indeed, it

is declared to be manifestly on the straight road to atheism. ''The

error of Protestantism," says the encyclical, "made the first step

on the path; that of Modernism makes the second; atheism makes

the next." The measures enjoined by the pontiff against the new
movement are of the most drastic nature. As summarized with

sufficient exactness in the "Programme of ]\Iodernism" they run as

follows: "All the young professors suspected of ]\rodernism are

to be driven from their chairs i]i the seminaries. Infected books

are to be condemned indiscriminately, even tliough they may have

received an imprimatur. A committee of safe censors for the re-

vision of books is to be established in every diocese. Meetiiigs of

Modernizing priests and laymen are to be forbidden. Young ec-

clesiastics who seem anxious to follov/ the movement of contem-

porary thought are to be i)reventcd from so doing. Every diocese

is to have a vigilance committee to discover and delate Modernists.

Finally the bishops are to inform the Holy See periodically on the

condition of their respective dioceses in regard to the spread of

Modernist ideas." The stalwart spirit which dictated this list of

regulations has come to manifestation in administrative details.

Sentence of excommunication has been freely visited upon those

neglecting to make a full submission. Loisy and Tyrrell are amoiig

those who have been consigTied by the Pope to the outer darkness.

8. Estimate of i\rodernism.—The estimate may properly be

made from two different points of view, Modernism oh the one

hand being regarded in relation'to Eoman Catholicism, and on the

other in relation to Christianity at large. Viewed in the former

relation, ^Modernism cannot be described as anything short of at-

tempted revolution. However nmch of the framework of the old

dogmatics, polity, and worship it ma}' profess to leave standing, it

overturns the old foundations and opens the way to an incalculable

amount of change in the superstructure. Infallil)le authority, com-

petent rightly to grasp and iuerrantly to teacli tlio unim]"teaclial>le

content of revealed truth—that has been for centuries the proud
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claim of Romanism. In virtue of this authority she has con-

trasted the constancy of lier system with the imstable lot of all

outside parties, east out, as they are said to be, upon the waves

of sliifting opinions. Therefore, in shattering the claim to infal-

lib^ authority, in denying the fact of an inerrant Bible, in ques-

tioning the finality of conciliar and papal decisions, in disallowing

the existence of any compendium of dogmas giving certain and

adequate expression to the truths of the spiritual kingdom, Mod-

ernism renoimces and assails what is most characteristic of Roman-
ism. Grant that it finds good warrant for its renunciation and

assault, it does not find it witliin the system of Romanism itself.

It gains the warrant by resort to forms of criticism to which

Romanism concedes no independent right, no function to deny

or to correct a single item of dogma which has once been Uiade

obligatory and so received the stamp of infallibility. In short,

Modernism undertakes to make over the Roman Catholic Church

into something new, something unheard of in the acknowledged

maxims of that church since the consolidation of its system in the

Middle Ages. In the light of this fact we may judge of the pros-

pects of Modernism within the Roman Catholic communion. AVere

that communion on the verge of despair as respects the possibility

of maintaining its characteristic system, were the gi'cater part of

the hierarchy and a majority of its subjects convinced that the

situation has become so desperate that complete wreckage in the

sight of the world can be escaped only through a radical meta-

morphosis, then there might be some chance of a trial of the iSlod-

ernist program. On the contrary supposition, Modernism is likely

to go down under the powerful and persistent opposition to whicli

inevitably it will be subjected. Something might survive from it

as material for a future reaction, but in its present form it would

suffer defeat. Which of the two suppositions best corresponds to

the actual facts of the situation ? For our part, we find no authen-

tic evidence that the Roman hierarchy has reached the point of

such deep despair of its system as to be ready to treat cons])icuous

portions of the Tridentine or Vatican decisions as old rubbish, and

to adopt the ]\rodernist or any other substitute for the traditional

platform. Xevcr can it be brought that far ^^•hile it claims a creat
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and relatively passive eonstitiieiiej. We do not anticipate, there-

fore, that Modernism as an open and distinctly defined movement
will make any great sliowing.

In estimating Alodernism from the standpoint of its relation
to Christianity ar large, \ve notice that, alongside of much that
invites commendation, it affords occasion for certain criticisms. It
is chargeable, for instance, with a species of unjustifiable provin-
cialism. There is a general assumption, on the part of its advo-
cates, that Roman Catliolicism, whatever reforms it may need for
its perfecting, has the right of way in the world, being in a special
sense the agent and representative of Clirist, and containing within
itself all the essential means of spiritual satisfaction and nurture.
What warrant do they give for this assumption? We do not find

that they give any substantial warrant ; neither do we believe that

they can in consistency with their premises. When once the defi-

nite establishment of the Roman hici-archy by Christ is brought
into doubt, and a sweeping application is given to the notion of

evolution, it becomes exceedingly difficult to fix the spliere of

ecclesiastical validity. Who is qualified to say of^'hand that one
gTcat product of evolution, namely, the Roman ty])e, is true and
valid, to the exclusion of other great products of evolution, such as

the Greek and Protestant types ? \\\\o is authorized, in advance
of a proffer of very substantial reasons, to dismiss the question

w^hether in the course of evolution the adequate type is not to be
wrought out by the interaction of all these gTeat historic systems ?

Clearly, for the Modernist, after having virtually negatived a basis

for Romanism in the Xew Testament revelation, to treat Greek
and Protestant Christianity as negligible quantities is to proceed in

a much too easy-going fashion. Again, we judge Modci-nism to

be open to criticism in the extent to which it retrenches the his-

torical and intellectual basis of Christian conviction and directs

the em])hasis to a hazy, subjective, and essentially sentimental
basis. Here the question of proportion is of large importance.

Representative I\rodernists, it strikes us, do not observe the ri-ht

l)roporlion. They underrate the historical basis of Christianity
and sacrifice it on i?iadequate groimds. In the Xew Testament
criticism of Lolsy, as was noticed, s\veei)ing negations arc asserted
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against the historicity of very significant portions of the Xcw
Testament content, and the Xew Testament doctrinal structure

itself, in respect of fundamental features, is left suspended on littlo

hesides tenuous, speculative threads and subjective imaginings.

Of course, if there were compelling grounds for the critic's nega-

tions, we should be constrained to travel with him and to do our best

to keep up religious breathing in sjnte of the vacuity into which we

miglit be thrust. But the compelling grounds are not made evident

by the critic. Many of his conclusions are obtained simply by

turning general points of view into tests of facts. That Loisy

is chargeable with this cardinal vice of iiitemperate criticism is

more tlian hinted by a reviewer as friendly toward him as ]!Srewman

8myth.-^ It is fair to observe that Loisy's critical conclusions have

not been indorsed in detail by the .Modernists; still, as the citations

which have been made indicate, there is a tendency among them

to a slack hold on the historical basis of the biblical system. A
broader view and a more judicial spirit v>'ould advise them, not,

indeed, to eschew historical criticism, but to bo on guard against

underrating the historical basis of Christianity, and against sac-

rificing it to a negative dognuitism which unjustifiably claims the

name and the merits of historical criticism. A purely abstract

religion has never yet had the necessary force for survival or

propagandism. In proportion as the historical basis of Christian-

ity is surrendered, it is turned cither into an abstract religion or

into a self-convicted mythology. A kindred failure to observe the

just p7'0})ortion belongs to the Modernist iwsition relative to the

symbolical character of Christian doctrines. That symbolism has

a place here is not to be denied. In the deeper ranges of religious

ti-uth there arc tilings wliich we cannot l)ring to comjdete expres-

sion, and our l)est attempts to formulate them must result in state-

ments which have more or less the character of adumbrations or

symbols. But it is quite possible to push the su])posi(ion of sym-

bolism so far as t<> land in a Spencerian agnosticism, and to leave

'only sentimental gr(»mids for preferring any deiinite forms of doc-

trinal statement. Xow, we do not cliai-ge the ^lodernisls with

any intwUion to proceed to tbis extreme. We cannot overlook the

''I'hc Gospel and Uic Church, introduction to new edition.
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fact, however, that one and another of them have given expression
to very broad propositions on the' s^-nibolical nature of Christian
doctrines, and that as a party they have not been duly careful to
call attention to necessary qualifications on the notion of doctrinal
flux.

^

In spite of a very free use of critical judgrncnt on theological
questions in various connections, they move much in points of view
that logically leave to doctrines little besides a sentimental basis.
It is not, perhaps, quite accidental that in the broad-church theory
of Tyrrell the cruder features of popular Romanism should receive
so tolerant a consideration. In a scheme which retrenches, whether
by deliberate choice or not, the force of historical and rational
data the sentimental nature of the individual and tlie crowd would
seem to have a title to full liberty. The faculty and the right to
rebuke wild growths presuppose the assured possession of a fairly
definite and self-consistent system.

We credit the ]\lodernists with a good measure of keen insight
into the defects of the traditional Romanism, with a commendable
courage to face the grave issues which have been raised in the re-

ligious v^'orld by modern scholarship, and with a worthy com-
pendimn of enlightened views. But we think that, in the hasty
construction to which they have been urged forward, they have
given to certain points of view an expression that is one-sided and
cojnpromising to important Christian interests. Let it be hoped
that the. sober second thought will apply the needed corrective to

questionable jihases in their teaching, and that tliese gifted and
earnest-minded men will be able to win a good report among all

discreet friends of a pure Christianity.

JVj2yK/y W^ ^y^tliJU^
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Akt. III.—hamlet—the teagedy of INACTIOX
Life is part reality, part dream, and so is Shakespeare. He

was real, for he was born in the year the Thirty-nine Articles were ^

published ; the year John Calvin died ; when Cervantes, his only

rival in humor, was seventeen ; when De Soto had been hushed in

the Mississippi for twenty-two years; yet so vague is he that no

letter written or received by him remains; so unsubstantial that

careful men say that he did not write the plays which bear his

name. He was born seventy-two years after the New World was dis-

covered. The little earth had in a day grown vast; the narrow

horizon had widened of a sudden. The imagination of men had

been touched and kindled by discovery. One effect of the world's

awakening was "William Shakespeare. He is, therefore, like the

dreams and vague mists that float above the unknown and unex-

plored. Galileo was born the same year. He read the sky and

marked the stars that are imaged in its face. Shakespeare read

the secrets of the human heart, projected upon the charts of

thought all the islands of hope that lie amid the seas of life, set up

lights along all the cliffs of doubt, discouragement, and despair,

and left a warning bell ringing on every shoal of hate and passion.

The plays of Shakespeare show the varying circumstances

of the author's life. They are his best biography. An immeasur-

able distance in tone of mind separates his early from his later

work; and, as beginnings are always interesting, we do well to

search with care for the genesis and watch eagerly for the develop-

ment of his genius. The lower the point of its departure the more

marvelous its soaring flight. Henry VI, Taming of the Shrew,

and Titus x\ndronicus he probably collaborated with ]\rarlowe.

Love's Labour's Lost, The Comedy of Errors, A Midsunnncr

ISTight's Dream, and Two Gentlemen of Verona belong to the period

of gay buoyancy that characterizes early manhood. The man deep-

ens as he grows, and ten years later come the ^lerchant of Venice,

Henry V, and Julius Caesar. During those years he began to

realize the aspirations of his life; it was not for fame as a poet

nor for reputation as an actor, but for financial prosperity as a
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means of social advancement. Jt is not often remarked, but there

can be no doubt that Shakespeare was eager for money. He was

passionately bent on restoring the sunken name and fame of his

family. Like Scott and Tennysoji, Wordsworth and Whittier,

Shakespeare exemplifies financial genius of the highest oi-der.

Following this jioriod of intellectual life on its very highest level,

we reach the plays full of tempestuous passion and intense realiza-

tion of life's insoluble mysteries. Before this time he has' struck

the notes of seriousness and raillery, passion and tenderness, and

has blended laughter and tears in each one of his plays. Twelfth

J^ight is like a sympliony in which no star can be dispensed with,

or like a picture veiled in a goblen haze into which all colors

resolve themselves. Eur v\'hcn vre enter the ]>eriod in which Meas-

ure for Measure, Othello, J\Iacbeth, j.ear, au<l Hamlet were com-

posed we feel that Shakespeare's joy of life has culminated. He had

l)adc farewell to mii-th and entered upon melancholy. Somcv.here

and sojiiehow he had been disappointed and disillusioned. The iron

of trial had entered his heart. His soul was in the heat and glare

and dust of the Valley of Laca. Some think that his affections

had been betrayed, and that it is to the feelings thus evoked we

owe the atmosphere of lurid mystery and titanic emotion which

overhangs these gi-eat tiagedies. Each play heaps up, concentrates,

and illumines the soul catastrophe of some one great vice.

Measure for Measure teaches th<^ disintegrating effects of self-

indulgence upoii the mind of a y(nitli whose birth and training-

would, but foi- this evil bias, have made him ca]^nble of nobler

things. In it he has set the stage with a soul i-otting and sappiiig

away with self-indulgence. OtluHo make- yon think of Fathei-

Alathew's temperance sermon, "Through drink T have seen tlir'

stars of heaven fall and the cedars of Lebanon laid low." In

MacVth an evil suggestion roots itself iu the king's soid and gouds

him to irreparable crime. It sounds like a voice calliug across

the centuries, '"'Beware the beginnings of evil"; "Guard well thy

thoughts, for thoughts are heard in heaven."

When we f^YA look at Haudet wf are bewiblered by it. Ham-

let has as many meaniiigs as ibere are readers. Tt seems to reflect

the meaninc: nf tlu^ man who rea.ls rather than of the man v/ho
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wrote. Like some eyes iu pictures, they look straight at you

wherever in the room you stand. In Hamlet there is a mirror

that is held up to all nature. It reflects what looks therein. The

title of the German ])lay calls it Fratricide Punished. Canon

Farrar suggests that Hamlet is a tragedy because of its lack of

redeeming love. Johnson says that lack of equilibrium between

the real and the imaginary is the solution of the play. A-uother

great cxj^ositor, y^vyi proposes that Hamlet was written to raise

the question, '"Is there another life V^ P>ishop Quayle believes

that the play is centered about the mystery of unrequited evil.

Jle was bewildered, the eloquent bishop says, at the sight of his

uncle sitting there on the tlirone which he himself should have

occupied, married to his mother. That bi'ings you to the very

heart of the play; but the question still confronts us, Why did not

this Hamlet snatch a sword and hack his way back to the

throne ? Why will a man abide evil and not raise his arm,

however puny, against it ? While all of these teachings may be

found in Hamlet, two things make it all but certain that its great

teaching is somewhat else. One is the relationship of the

play to that of Julius Ca:sar. Hamlet and Prutus are as

much alike .as twin brothers. They are both idealists; both

forced by events to take prominent part in a world of action.

Brutus is vehemently urged by Cassius to place himself at

the head of a cons])iracy against Qx^sar, his benefactor and

friend; upon Hamlet the ghost of his murdered father imposes

the duty of becoming a)i assassin. Each finds a conflict between

his duty and his situation; Brutus shrinks with horror fi'om the

task, and Hnmlet is racked by doubt and uncertainty. Brutus

touched with humor and sagacity would be ]laiulet. Hamlet plus

the will to act would have been Brtitus. P^oth are high-minded,

generons, brave. Hamlet is a student; it is from college that he

is summoned to his father's funeral ; Brutus has a mind enriched

by the best extractions of philosophy. Each lacks the superb

sagacity to see that the kingdoms of the practical and ideal lie

often in different zones and on opposite sides of the world. The

other fact which to ray mind discloses the true nu'aning of Hamlet

lies in Shakespeare's incomparable knowledge of Scripture. ^Mul-
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titudinoiis spccehc-s and articles comparing Shakespeare and the

Bible have been made. In Shakespeare the eternal verities of

revelation are scarcely ever out of sight. A Dean of Conterbury

once said, "The Bible and Shakespeare have made me Archbishop

of York." Shakespeare not only ^\a•ote on religious subjects but

his lines are instinct with the life of Christianity. The Bible was

one of the few books to which he had access, and so in hundreds of

passages he illustrates with unparalleled power its deepest lessons.

The heart of the Xew Testament is in the Sermon on the Mount

and the lash to that discourse is in its closing words. The words

are, ''He that heareth these sayings of mine and doeth them," and

"He that heareth . . . and doeth them not." The great

noun of life is dutu; the gTeat verb is do. And Shakespeare, canny

as any old Scot in psychology, if I may expound a widely accepted

theory of Hamlet's meaning, is setting before the race the vice of

an inactive will. He is saying that action reacts upon the actor

and produces character; that failure to act when duty is plain, and

persistence in nonaction, make us finally incapable of refunction-

ing—that is, re-forming—the nerve centers in our brain that

become the centers of volition. The will atrophies. The physical

basis of action, according to modern psychology, is to. be sought in

the sensation, feeling, or volition resulting from nerve action.

Impulses are discharged upon the brain through the efferent or

motor nerves. The repeated discharge of the same impulses collects

little nerve cells and establishes what we may call nerve paths.

Habit is largely the expression of established brain paths. Walk-

ing was an effort at first, a little bit of engineering, but the nerve

centers perfectly coordinated by oft-repeated discharge of the same

impulse permits you to walk involuntarily. Thus the lines of a

familiar tune are embodied in a brain and the lockstcp of a pris-

oner goes with him through all the rest of his life. This is why
the thoughts of to-day become the dreams of to-night, the action

of to-morrow, the character of the future. The centers of normal

action increase by use, decrease by disuse. In Hamlet emotion,

affection, the sense of honor and courtesy are all j)resent ; the

nerve paths are free, full and constant ; he has huinor and sagacity,

but he lacks an achieving will. The nerve paths of volition either
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have never been formed or tliej have been so long disused as to be

valueless; he is ready to weep, to love, to jest, to delay, but he can-

not act. The magnificent monologue on suicide and doubt which

has passed from proverb to byword in our English speech is

eclipsed and distanced on philosophical and poetical grounds by

the later soliloquy on reason and resolution. It is found in Act

IV Scene 4. The play is rising to its culmiiuUion. Little by little

the will has lost the energy of the first thrill given to his purpose

by the appearance of the ghost and the love for his father. Ham-

let meets Fortinbras, a man of action at the head of twenty thou-

sand men. All through the play he is put into contrast with

Hamlet. His captain, having been asked why the campaign is

made, replies,

We go to gain a patch of ground

That hath in it no profit but a name;

To pay five ducats, five, I ^vould not farm it.

This answer touches Hamlet to the quick, opens up his own weak-

ness, and shows him his besetting sin. He sees his ultimate
;

it

is crowded upon him that he has been recreant to his father's com-

mands, to the high behests of the underworld or overworld. Thus

aroused, he breaks out into a soliloquy that millions of the race have

in like hours of awakenment been stnng with:

How all occasions do inform against me

And spur my dull revenge! What is man

If his chief good and market of his time

Be but to sleep and feed? A beast; no more.

Sure He that made us with such large discourse.

Looking before and after, gave us not

That capability and godlike reason

To fust in us unused. Now, whether it be

Bestial oblivion, or some craven scruple

Of thinking too precisely on the event—

A thought which, quartered, hath but one part wisdom

And ever three parts coward—I do not know

Why yet I live and say "this thing's to do"

Since I have cause and will and strength and means

To do't. Examples gross as earth exhort me.

Witness this army, of such mass and charge,

Led by a delicate and tender prince

Whose spirit, with divine ambition puffed,

Makes mouths at the invisible event,
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Exposing what is mortal and unsure

To all that fortune, death, and danger dare.

Even for an eggshell. . . .

How stnud I, then,

That have a father killed, a mother stained,

Excitements of my reason and my blood,

And let all sleep? %\hile, to my shame, I see

The imminent death of twenty thousand men.

That for a phantasy and trick of fame

Go to their graves like beds;

O, from this time forth

My thoughts be bloody or be nothing worth.

He piirpoi^cs, Liit loo many tlioiiglits crowd in npon bim; "reso-

lution is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thonglit,"

And enterprises of great pith and moment.

With this regard their currents turn away,

And lose the name of action.

He hears the sayings and does them not; he knows his duty; he

"resolves, and re-resohes, then dies the same.'' Thousands of indi-

viduals, maps fidl of nations, whole races of men, have seen them-

selves reflected in that mirror. Everybody is ready for action but

Hamlet. The play is full of action. Laertes, when first w^e meet

him in the presence of the king, is asking permission to go back

to France. Things are to be done in France, therefore he would

go back. He came to Denmark to .show his duty at the corona-

tion—that over, another duty calls. Garrulous old Polonius calls

to Laertes: "Yet here, Laertes! Aboard, aboard, for shame!''

Voltimand Ave first see reporting his embassy to Xorway; young

Fortinbras is marching for an attack on Poland; 0})helia is a

lady in waiting to tho queen; Rosencrantz and Guildenstern busy

themselves in the pleasures of Hamlet at the command of the king.

When Laertes hears of the death of Polonius he snatches a sword,

rouses an insurrection, and is knocking with rebellion at the castle

gates of Elsinore. Hamlet alone meditates, thinks, considers.

Fortinbras at tlie head of his force shames him; Laertes brawling

at his father's death .'^hames him; the play shows his writhing

under conscious impoienee of will Everybody is ready for action

but Hamlet; to i)oint the moral, the ghosl is silent to all but him.

No man can do your work nor become your vicar in life's ])ri>ssing
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duty. You must preach your own sermou, sing your own song,

run your own errand. Elisba sent his servant when he sliould have

gone himself. Horatio tries to get a command from the ghost:

Speak to me:

If there be any good thing to ho done,

That may to thee do ea.se or grace to me.

Speak to me.

Horatio, Laertes, Fortinbras, grave diggers, courtiers would—any

one—have done it for him could they have known his incapacity.

Its tragedy was hid.

The incidents of the play gather about action by Hamlet.

Hamlet is told of the ghost when it will not speak to Horatio.

This spirit, dumb to us, says Horatio, will speak to Hamlet. It

surely will. It is Hamlet, not Horatio, who must act. And

the ghost does speak. In all the pageantry of nature's setting it

comes at midnight, when ghosts "did squeak and gibber in the

Ptonaan streets." Till "morn, in russet mantle clad, v.-alks o'er

the dew of yon high eastern hill," the messenger from the other

world warns and instructs. The command of the father was laid

upon the son. The love in fatherhood calls to the affection of the

son and says, "Avenge." Moreover the ghost brings the commaiid'

of God. It w^as so understood in Denmark, in London. The

century of Shakespeare said that a ghost brought the command

of the Eternal. The crime committed against the father calls from

the underworld for vengeance. Some small part of the mystery of

evil man may correct. Hamlet understood it and took oath on his

sword, the instrument of action, to avenge him. When Hamlet

seemed to the ghost to delay, the visitor came again, Act III.,

Scene 4, and out of the silence the voice calU,

Do not forget; this visitation

Is but to whet thy almost bhintod purpose.

And Hamlet means to do it—like ten thousand men before and

since, the duty lies plain, is understood, and in easy moments and

generous mood he intends to do his duty. He draws away from

0])h(lia from the monicnt ho feels that he is comnninded to do

Ibis act of justice. He does not wish to blacken her life Avith his

own ghastly duty. He feels himself apjioiuted as the minister
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of a sacred revenge. lie is to requite some evil in the world. He
intends to keep his oath. lie only delays, and delays are danger-

ous. Given all the elements that go to make uj) a decision, and

then make it; wait until they are all in your n.iind, and all the

cords of destiny are safely gathered to your hand, then act. Thus

do not many; thus did not Hamlet.

Some say he delayed because he hated to kill ; that can hardly

be true ; besides, he i)romised to do it. He runs Polonius through

in hot blood when he catches liim spying on his interview with

his mother. lie reads the secj-et instructions which the king had

given to Eosencrantz and Guildcnstern, shrewdly substitutes their

names for his own before his return by the pirate ship. This

he knew w^ould send these companions to their death. He is

ready to fight Laertes, run an old man through, steal a death

warrant and substitute the names of others. If done to accom-

plish the commands of the dead f.ithcr, we would have justified it;

only when it is done to conceal his own lack of resolution do we

revolt against it. Xo; he could kill without compunction. He

lacks the settled purpose to kill his uncle the king, who occupies

liis own throne. He could not heat himself to the moment when

on the anvil of opportunity he shall hammer nut an axiom. Like

Balaam trying to curse Israel, he moves his altar from rock to rock

and from hill to hill so as to find an elevation from which he can

catch a view of the people that will make a curse legitimate.

Again it is said that he delays because he is not sure. He waits

until he doubts even the ghost. So do many. They wait until

even revelation seems questionable. vSo he hires a company of

strolling players to remove his doubt and make assurance doubly

sure. He arranges the scene and rivets Horatio's eye as well as

his own on the king. The guilty fratricide starts, shrinks, and

hastens from tlx^ room. Now he knows. Tlie one friend he has at

coui't confirms his opinion. Now he will act. The king is saying,

My offense is rank; it smells to heaven;

It hath the primal curse ui)on it.

The pallid bi-ow, (he beads of ]iers]n'ration, the hunted look in his

eyes, say, in voices unmistakable, '"'I did it," "I did it." And
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Hamlet saw, and knew, and the tragedy of bis inaction grew.

And stiU others say he eonld not pro^•e it, and the Danes wonld not

believe it. That is good for a court of justice, and good to remem-

ber before you start a slander on your neighbor, but it is of no avail

here. Could be have proved it, be could call the king to court and

ask justice; but besides being the king, and therefore above law, it

is not law that was wanted; it is evil that he is to requite. He
could challenge his election and claim the throne if be could prove

it; then there is no need. of Deity intervening to put the commis-

sion of vengeance on him. Because the murder bad been so skill-

fully done there was no evidence; therefore by law be should

be allowed to escape. But God does not mean to let him escape

—as many times in this day he means to avenge public crime

and private injury. He arms Hamlet to mete out punishment.

He does not give him evidence that he can take into court, but he

makes him sure; ghost and the trembling king cry out, "He did

it," "Kill him." And still he apologizes to himself that there' is

no opportunity. He is daily in the presence of the king; ho sits

at table with him. Why not whip out bis sword and have at

him? Find a way or make one-—and then, to answer even that,

be finds the king at his prayers; why not then ? He explains that

he killed bis father, giving him no space for repentance, and that

to kill him at prayers might serve-only to send him to heaven, and

for fear be ^nll go to heaven he delays; it all sounds like the old

Scotchman preaching from the famous text about the men who,

invited to the feast, could not come. The piece of ground, tin:'

yoke of oxen and the wife—they are all, said the Scot, "'only

excuses."

He feigns madness to gain time; like a great fountain the

sands of time run on and the opportunities pass unused; madness

will not make the kiiig delay to protect his jierson and throne,

it will, rather, secuic the crime. Then lie starts for England, bis

vengeance unaccom]>Hshed. He is sclf-condennied. His obsei--

vation is keen, his inductions logical, his ])owei's of fence and

thrust superb. The play bnlfs to tell in the ju-ivate interview of

the king and Laertes that Hamh^t. is a sure winner in a sword

bout if he but attack; some swordsnnin has gone down before
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him—he is famous; the hiiigh and jeer and sarcasm of Shake-

speare are all lurking in those lines. Here is a man who can but

will not. He lacks volition. He is harmless. 13ismarck said

of Lord Salisbury—"A painted lath." So says this play of

Hamlet. He looks like a man—candid, trusting, loving, friction-

less mind, big size—but he will not fight. The man who took his

throne would; Laertes, just a common fellow, would ; Fortinbras

would; and any Irishman at the Donnybrook fair would—but

Hamlet would not. That is what it means—a house built on

the sand, great will be the fall of it. There is pardou for all

sins, but no hope for a man who will not claim the ])ardon ; God's

condemnation is upon those who will not act; and thus Ixobert

Louis Stevenson, "God has forgiveness for all sins, but there is

no hoi>e for a man who will not fight."

From Hamlet, the man who cannot, we turn to Fortinbras,

the man who can. All through the play he is put in contrast

Mdth the studious-faced prince; the man of action is set over

against the man of reHection; the captain paralleled with the

student. Xcws from England is at the gates even as Hamlet dies.

With his expiring breath he prophesies the succession to Fortin-

bras, and gives his dying voice for his election to the throne. And
the man of action at first knowledge speaks out; he summons the

nobles, and presuming, not asking, his election, on the word, with

the deference of sorrow and with the determination of action:

With sorrow I embrace my fortune;

I have some rights of memory in this kingdom.

Which now to claim my vantage doth invite me.

Before one syllable of dissent can rise he commands, "Let four

captains bear Hamlet like a soldier"—captains, the men who can,

bear him who should have been one but for his weakness of will

;

and for his passin.g they give him soldier music and rites of

war. The man of inaction is dead—the king who can has come

to the tln-onc.

And Handet is pathetic. All Hamlets are. He is frequently,

as in Shake-,p(.'are, pri)f()und to the point of ]">aradox, highly

po<^tipnl, mentally overwrought. There is infinite sarca^ni in his

lines, "Let's choose executors and talk of wills"—they cannot
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execute them; only write them. And here is Jianilet, whose

business it is to kill a kin_u', wishing- to sit around and talk about it:

For God's sake, let us sit upon the ground

And tell sad stories of the death of kings;

How some have been deposed, some slain in war,

Some haunted by the ghosts they have deposed,

Some poisoned by their wives, some sleeping killed.

All murdered; for within the hollow crown

That rounds the mortal temple of a king

Keeps death his court.

Regicide is his allotted work—philosophizing on the way kings

die his occupation. Of all life's tragedies this is the most frequent.

A man without capacity for action is an awful ruin.

This tragedy of inaction is set on many a stage. Many a

man plays Hamlet who would not knowingly break the i-ule

against amusements. His emotions never become acts. His will

is never harnessed. They cry easily, love easily, promise readily

—like an aspen leaf that flutters the whole day, and is in the

same place at night that it was in the morning.

One ship goes east, another west,

By the self-same winds that blow;

'Tis the set of the sail, and not the gale.

Determines the way they go;

Like the winds of the sea are the ways of fate,

As we journey along through life;

'Tis the set of the soul that decides the goal,

And not the calm or strife.

Here is a ship with her pi-ow turned toward the harbor, poiiitcd

right, and a silvery mist drops down and shuts her in; she casts

anchor and waits—till she rots; "till the sun is old and the stars

are cold and the leaves of the judgment book unfold." Chief

Justice Chase knew his Hamlet when he sat in the case of Aai-on

Burr and the prosecution asked the court to allow that Burr

planned treason, talked treason, thought treason ; the Chief Justice

thundered back: "You must go to the act, sir; treason, like

murder, is an act; you cannot think treason; you cannot talk

treason
;
you cannot plot treason

;
yon can only act it." "The

Lord let tlie house of a beast to the soul of a man" and made us

keepers of the ai\imals. We must insist on obt-'diencc from those
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servants. Wc may whip them, burn them with red-hot irons as

sometimes the trainer does, starve them, bii,t eoramand them we

must. There is a story preachers much love to tell about a soldier

who threw away his sword because it was not a Damascus bliide,

and a prince found it who had lost his sword and his sword hand

by the cut of an enemy and had it bound to his wrist ; then with

this bloody stump and broken sword he plunged and hacked and

cut his way to victory. It is not a question of whether duty is easy

—is it duty ? Xor is it whether the means are at hand to safely

perform it;

^Vhat shall I do to he forever knoicnf

Thy duty ever.

This did full many who yet sleep imknown,

Oh never, never!

Thinkest thou that those remain unkuov/n •

Whom thou knowest not?

By angel trumps in heaven their praise is sung;

Divine their lot.

Nations, too, play Hamlet. The late Lord Salisbury called

Spain a "degenerate" among the nations. The ]ioble Dons made

faces at him for it. But the stalwart old Englishman held to his

opinion and found many privately to agree with him. Mexico

had the same ghost bespeak her that called and beckoned to

Spain. Separate the church from the state, said the ghost;

sequester the property of Holy ]\Iother Church, require the priest-

hood to secure the voluntary support of the people. And the

priests blinked and appealed to the Pope. '*'Oncc to every man

and nation comes the moment to decide," and Mexico decided. It

was not easy to see shrines like that of Islary of Guadaloupe,

honored for centuries, deserted—and we Avho did not quite know

the need thought it harsh aiid, judging by our sympathies, pro-

nounced it anti-Christian. ]jut she pulled down Maxmilian and

set up Diaz; in place of the crosses and shrines she established

schools; for the confessional she substituted the press, and few

there are who doubt that a regenerated ^Mexico has resulted from

it. France, too, is in the mill of the gods. I^ike Hamlet she had

her day of visitation. In that maelstrom which history calls

the Eevolution thu underworld or the overworld called to her.
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Like Hamlet she said, "I follow" ; "Go on; I'll follow," but Napo-

leon gave back what the Iievolution had taken from Pope and

priest. In retnrn, in the guise of Bourbon and imperialist, they

have continued to strike at her heart; her bureaucrats robbed the

army and navy and left her like a j^aintcd doll in the hands of

Von Moltke, Bismarck, and William. The world vratehes her

and wonders whether she will play Spain or 2\Iexico, llandet or

Fortinbras.

Permit me also to raise the question whether modern society

has the capacity to follow out the divine order; to punish its

corporation looters, execute its Stanford Whites, wave back its

strikes and mobs, and with its hands on the throats of protected

''infant industries" and whisky lobbies do justice, love mercy,

and walk humbly with God. Mcdifcval times -could not, and the

world went back to anarchy; scooped out the old median-al black-

ness we call the Dark Ages
;
plundered its peasants, worshiped the

Virgin, trembled for fear that the end of the world was coming,

mocked equality, and preferred life with degi-adation to death in

a grapple v.-ith its own ravishers and murderers.

And ghosts still walk the earth, and warn men, and point

them to their duty. I have seen them. So has Booker T. Wash-

ington—and others of his race; so the C;^ar and his Grand Dukes.

Will they play Spain or ]\Iexico—Hamlet or Fortinbras ?

€M^ ^.4o/^.
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Art. IY.—evolution AXD SIIs^

Evolution is a term used to represent many systems of

thoiiglit. This leads to confusion and makes it difficult to treat

the subject intelligently. We have the extremes of atheistic aiid

Christian evolution, Avith a variety of modifications between, all

included under the one word without the necessary qualifications

to distinguish them. l[ence much misunderstanding and disputa-

tion, vrith no resultant good.

A book has recently come from the press w^ritten from the

standpoint of Christian evolution by one competent to state his

views intelligently. It is gratifying at last to have a clear state-

ment of the doctrine, as held by a leader of Christian thought,

with its proper adjustments to related truths. The work is

entitled The Doctrine of God, by Dr. W. X. Clarke, professor in

Colgate University. The book is a masterly presentation of the

Christian conception of the Deity, with which the writer of this

article is in hearty sympathy. For its vigorous and faithfid

statement of the character and relations of the Christian's God
he has only words of commendation. His present concern is

wholly with the evolutionary doctrine therein set forth concern-

ing the origin of the race and of sin. In order to do full justice to

the author we propose to have him state his views in his own
language:

It has long been believed that God created a single pair, unconnected
with other living creatures, to be parent.s of the coming race. But it

is now accepted on sufficient evidence that he brought mankind into

existence by long and gradual process, so ordering, his world that animal
life and experience should develop those powers of intelligence and will

by possos.sion of which man came at length to bear God's likeness (p. 139).

The following language fully sets forth this evolutionary process:

Like every other great thing in the world, humanity is the outcome
of a growth. Once the ])owers of a spirit existed in their typical perfection

in God, but elsewhere only in promise and prospect, beginning to be

developed through life, but not yet human; later there was incipient man.
barely human, becoming gradually more human as experience gave him
higher training; to-day man exista in various degrees of likeness to Ilim
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who is above him, and is truly a spirit, still advancing in the develop-

ment of those powers of personality which he possesses in common with

God. . . . Only just now are we beginning to see, and not even yet

to feel, how ancient humanity is, and by what course it has come up to

its present state. We now think of the race as coming up through

unmeasured ages of lower life, and slowly becoming human; as human
at length in all its parts, but human in all degrees of advancement; as

living to-day in all grades of humanuess (pp. 139, 144).

These quotations prove tliat the author fully accepts the theory

that man's mental and spiritual 230wers are the product of animal

experiences. It may be proper to note that the author is given

to the almost exclusive use of the indicative mood. In this respect

he seems to have imitated the scientific spirit in its extremest

manifestations. It apparently never occurs to him, as it did to the

woman of Samaria, "that the vycll is deep" and that he has ho

visible rope with which to draw up his conclusions; but, weaving

a cord out of his vigorous imagination, he drops his scientific

bucket into the fathomless de]iths and draws up all history as if

he was contemporaneous with its processes. Thus he essays to

tell us just how the human reason came to its present development

as a faculty, how the soul with all its powers was begotten out of

the travail of animal experiences, and how man came to l>e first

an incipient man and afterward grew to the full-blown propor-

tions of to-day. All this, however, we pass by to consider his

statement of the origin of sin, pausing only to call the attention

of the reader to an article in the Mktiiodist Eeview of lSf),3,

by one of the masters of philosophy, Dr. ]3owne, of Boston Uni-

versity, entitled "Some Popular !^^istakes Concerning Evolution,"

in which lie shows the irrationality of many of these views.

Turning now to Dr. Clarke's statements respecting the origin

of sin, wo again note the tendency to use the indicative mood.

In the following quotations let the reader carefully mark his

categorical style and judge whether the conditions of the case

warrant such absolute positiveness as he assumes:

To the question whether sin is a part of the system or an alien

element, there is only one possible answer, in the present state of knowl-

edge. . . . Through its own method the order of the world has pro-

duced beings who do right and wrong. . . . Life has developed into

good character and bad. \'irtue and sin are natural growths in the
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field of the life of humanity. If there is a good God over all, he is a good
God who has himself produced a world of mingled good and evil. . . .

It is not difficult to show that this is true. It has already been shown
how naturally the moral element came into the human lot. Sensation

belongs to the nature of life, judgment between sensations makes life

rational, and choice among judgments and sensations makes life moral.

Morality comes as soon as men begin to choose, and, consequently, to

act. either with or against the worthier appeal. Responsibility comes
when the choice or act is intelligent enough to be one's own. It is by a

perfectly natural movement that life has moved on through these suc-

cessive stages. The movement was in progress long before man appeared,

or he would never have appeared at all. In fact, the progress of this

movement, from sensation to morality and religion, constituted the

approach to man. In inferior life the mental process is of the same kind
as in man, only less advanced, and the moral quality exists, only less

developed,, When the movement had proceeded so far as to man there

'was in him a real, though incipient, personality, to which incipient

responsibility belonged. Man came into existence as a being in whom
rationality had grovvii up, and morality had followed, only one stage

behind. Both qualities v/cre inherited from the past, but were inherited

as germinf^nt gifts whose significance lay in the future. That the virgin

of the moral nature was of this kind is certain, and we have no right

to consider it in any other light. One inference is plain; coming thus

into existence, it was impossible that mankind should start either good

or bad, exclusively. Both good and evil had their beginnings already

made and their tendencies established. One was as natural as the other.

A career of mingled good and evil, right and wrong, is the career to

which the human race was born. . . . But the powers that he had
were such as the past had bequeathed him and the present was training.

The body was old, the soul was new: lower life was ancient, spiritual

life incipient. The higher impulses were just struggling into existence;

the common life was the soil out of which they must rise, and they

had not yet the training that would render them clear and sure.

The habits of life, both personal and social, were inherited from

periods in which the upward-reaching force was still of inferior

grade, reaching up only to the level that had now been attained.

Animal impulses were ancient, familiar, and powerful; choice and action

were adjusted from of old to the methods of the ages before the soul.

Meanwhile the early human outreach in religion- was only s.uch as it

could be, and grasped the unseen more strongly than clearly. The soul

planted in man was lilie the seed in the parable, cast into the midst of

thorns. If the thorns did not spring up and choke it altogether there

must have been some good reason why. . . . The mixed character

which the moral life of mankind has always borne was the natural con-

sequence of the manner in which mankind came into existence, and is a

genuine part of the system or world-order in wliirh human life is included.

Sin cannot be reckoned an intruder in our race any move than night can

be called an alien clement in the affairs of our planet (pp. 450-453).
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Much might he quoted, but no more is needed to set forth the

system. Here we have the evolutioi^arj philosophy of the origin

of sin from the pen of a master in Israel. It reads like a candid

description of modern heathenism double-distilled! The picture

of man's primeval condition surpasses anything that can be found

in the jungles of Africa, and the worst of it all is—God put him
there. Dr. Clarke is logically consistent in making God a ])artner

in the introduction of sin (p. 455). Behold the picture! Man
is represented as fresh from the hand of his Creator, "barely

human," submerged in the cesspool of animalism, and slowly

emerging from the sewage of the ages with a soul so tainted with

the brutal expci-iences of the past that he can scarcely discern a

glimmering of God's will, and in this sad state of spiritual degra-

dation enters on the struggle with his environment that he may
reach his destiny as a race. Surely the boldest advocate of total

depravity has never exceeded these delineations of our sad lot by

nature. "Where are the great-hearted Channiugs, tliat they do not

cry out against these latter-day imputations on the goodness of

God? If this be science, it is even more emphatic than theology

in its descriptions of the totality of human depravation.

"We are not denying the truthfulness of these descriptions of

man's spiritual degradation, but we are questioning the historic

accuracy of its origin. The issue resolves itself into tliis : Did

God create ]nan by an evolutioiiary process, as degraded as herein

represented, or did man by disobedience produce his condition ?

This is a momentous question and involves vast issues for our theo-

logical problems. On what ground does Dr. Clarke assert such

a philosophy of origins? At the dictum of an unprov(>d scientific

hypothesis, one so imperfect that its own advocates cannot agree

how it all came to pass. Its history is a repetition of the biblical

history of the tower of Babel. It is wisdom to pause long and

deliberate with the greatest caution on the evidences tliat supjiort

such a system before end)racing it. We should demand of scien-

tific investigators full ]>]-oof of their ministry before we accept

their conclusions. "Wliere are the facts that approximate such

transformations as this theory jircdicates ? Such an enormous gen-

eralization oucht not to rest on vao-ue analogies. Inductive rea-
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sonings require very extended observations to give us assurance

that we Lave made no mistake. We want facts so numerous and

so potent as to command the conclusion that this was God's method

of bringing in a race of res])onsible beings. We want no unbridled

play of a creative imagination in the production of such a theory

but abundant data of cold facts that are convincing to sane reason.

From the many arguments which might be advanced against this

teaching we select two. First, it is contradictory to the universal

traditions of mankind. All human history predicates a golden

age in the past. The study of comparative religions reveals the

existence of a paradisaic age and a purer condition of mankind

beyond the horizon of authentic history. Polytheism is a later

product than monotheism. The history of the human race is a

history do\raward as well as upward. Evolutionary degeneracy

is better established than evolutionary progress. Saint Paul in

the first chapter of Romans gives us a truer history of mankind

and sets forth a more rational cause of heathenism. The Bible

clearly states the moral degeneracy of the race until the fullness

of time when the Son of God came to set up his kingdom. Not

until that hour did the evolutionary theory of the upward growth

of the human race become a glorious fact in history. Tlic assump-

tion of heathenism at the beginning flics in the face of the revela-

tions of history both sacred and profane. Second, this evolutionary

theory of the origin of sin is inconsistent with Bible teachings.

We credit Dr. Clarke with the spirit of a devout believer in the

Bible. Whether the Genesis account of th(^ fall of man be literal

or a symbolic and pictorial representation, it has an historic basis,

or the whole trend of Scripture is misleading. The eighth psalm

would teach a transparent falsehood. Assuming this to be true,

we cannot harmonize the circumstances revealed in Genesis with

the picture given us by Dr. Clarke. They are as far removed

from each other as tlie abodes of the saxcd and the lost. Genesis

gives us man as bcgiuTiing his probation iii Edenic delights. True,

Adam was but an infant in experience; he had developed no

moral cliaracter, but he had the God likeness and was fitted for

dominion. It is inconceivable that his physical nature was in-

fected with the abnormal experience of hmg ages of dominant
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animal propensities. He was placed imder a prohibition suitable

to his inexperience; a prohibition recognized as directly from his

Creator and fully comprehended by himself. There was no yague

misapprehension of duty, as must haye been the case ^yith a soul

'"barely human," just emerging from animiilism. In these favor-

able circumstances he sinned, he disobeyed a law that was as clear

to his moral luiture as a morning sunbeam. By his transgression

he initiated, under the laws of heredity, an eyolutionary degeneracy

that has turned man upside down ajid brought in a condition of

heatheJiism out of which the gospel of Jesus Christ is destined to

rescue the race. This last eyolutionary theory we hold to be

both biblical and rational, and shall defend it until science shall dis-

cover some more convincing facts than have yet been given to the

world.

In the meantime we shall listen to the wise words of Dr.

I3o\yne in the article already referred to. He says:

The term itself has become so vague that it is much to be desired

that the distinguished clergymen who nov,- and then make a sensation

among the reporters by announcing themselves as believers in evolution

would accompany their profession of faith with some. interpreting defini-

tion. Without this the performance is not altogether unlike expressing

a belief in things in general.

g, (J, ;;t;c.^-^^^
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Art. v.—BPaTISII IXFLUEXCE IX ARGEXTIXE

Pekhaps there are no civilized countries in all the world of

which the people of the United States know less than thev do about

Argentine and adjacent republics. The reason is a natural one,

nameljj because the United States has but little direct commercial,

and far less social, intercourse with those nations.

Argentine is going ahead commercially and ethically with

leaps and bounds that astonisli the world. Her foreign trade for

the year 1905 was more than $527,000,000 in gold—a sum equal

to nearly $100 in gold for every man, woman, and child of the

nation, not excepting the uncivilized Indians and the paupers. Her

trade for 1906 and 1907 was almost as large, while for 1908 it was

larger. But few nations have ever made such a commercial show-

ing. Mexico, Chile, and Brazil are not in the race. As Mr. John

Barrett pointed out in one of his magazine articles a few years ago,

Japan with her 40,000,000 is not up to this mark, nor is China,

witli her -400,000,000 of people. Yet the United States is en-

thusiastic as regards her trade with Japan and her open-door policy

for the Celestial Empire, and she would no doubt risk a war rather

than be clieated out of her share of trade with those nations, while

she is doing little or nothing toward securing her share of direct

trade with the South American countries lying at her doorway,

countries over which she has placed her strong arm of protection to

prevent conquest and, as mucti as possil)le, internal strife. That her

attitude is a great protection as well as a benefit to South America

there can be no question. It gives the nations a chance to live and

unfold without the fear of molestation or the dread of being gob-

bled up l>y European powers, as wei-e Africa and other parts of

the world too feeble to offer resistance. And it is this protection

that is largely the source of Argentine's prosperity. P)ut while the

United States governmejit is strenuous in her commend.iblc and

unselfish purpose of fostering all of tlie republics of South Amer-

ica in order to give them a chance to unfold and inake the most of

themselves, ''merrio old England'' has not been blow to see the joke
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of it and to declare that ^'Barkis is willin'." And ^vliy not? Under

American protection, "Barkis" is qnictly exploiting the nations

and reaping immeasurable rewards ; far more than the United

States or any other country in the world, perha})s more than all of

them put together. England, with the bare exception, maybe, of

Brazil, whore the Germans arc strong, is the greatest commercial

power in all South America, and so far as Argentine is concerned

England is rapidly making a coinmcrcial conquest of the whole

counti'y; and a commercial compiest is the safest and the most en-

during of all. The United States is not in the race. She is almost

entirely an outsider. As strange as it may seem to those who have

not looked beneath the surface of things, it is none the loss true that

the United States is in Argentine, in a commercial sense, almost

entirely through British representation. This I will try to make

plain.

Tliere are perhaps as many as seventy different British and

British colonial steamship lines, owning hundreds of vessels, that

trade between England and South American ports, and the United

States and South Amei'ican ports. These vessels carry the bulk of

Uncle Sam's shipments to Argentine. Vessels sailing under other

flags carry some of it, but Great Britain handles the most of it. Un-

cle Sam has no steamship lines that enter the Plate Eiver for reg-

ular traffic. Only three years ago there was a great gorge of vessels

in Buenos Ayres during the wheat-shipping season, as there has

been to some extent every year since. AVhen tliis gorge first com-

menced I saw an autlicntic report, published in the dailies and

afterward confirmed by the consuls, tliat there were seventy-eight

steamers in it bearing the British flag waiting for opportunity to

enter the port to discharge and take on cargo. I at once wrote to

the American consul at Buenos Ayres, inquiring how many Amer-

ican vessels v/crc tlicre. His reply was tliat there were none, and

that there had been but one during the whole year. At that time I

was living at Bahia Blanca, the greatest wheat-shipping port out-

side of the city of Buenos Ayres, and the same thing was repeated

there. Tliei-e were about fifty vessels in the gorge at that jdacc,

most of them carryiug tlic British flag, none of them the Amer-

ican, there having been l)ut one vessel in jiort that whole year tliat
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floated the stars and stripes. In Iiosario, the greatest port outside

of Buenos Ayres for all things excepting Avheat and, perhaps, wool,

it was a little different. During tliat same year there were in

Ixosario ten American vessels witli a registered tonnage for the

whole of ll,il2, showing tluit the ships were all small; while for

the same year there were six hundred and eighty-six British ships

with a registered tonnage of ],554,483, showing that the British

vessels averaged twice the size of the American, which they out-

numbered almost sixty-three to one. This in face of the fact that

cur imports into Argentine are next to those of Great Britain in

Inonetary value.

During tliat year the value of the merchandise shipped to

Rosario from the United States, as compared to that shipped from

other countries, was as follows:

Gre;)t Britain ?5,293,0ni

United States 2.G70,7S1

Germany 1,775,148

Italy 1,415,063

France 1,092,932

Brazil SG3,932

The average yearly exports from Bosario for five years tell the

same story. I give the average for five years to avoid the possi-

bility of an exceptionally productive year:

To Great Britain and Ireland ?6,083,057

To the United States 3,1SG,041

To Germany 2,507,931

To Brazil 1,807,593

To France 470,855

This is sufficient to show \he drift of things throughout the whole

republic. I have chosen Bosario for the reason that more Amer-

ican shij)s enter that }iovt than any other, more, in fact, than enter

all others combined.
^

But wliat a striry }> thus told! We have no ships to represent

us. Our consuls have bv,;, little opportunity to represent us as our

own commercial agents. Xearly all of our exports and our imports

from and into the Plate Biver countries are carried under British

flags, with an occasional Danish or Xorwegian vessel for variation,

and all are reported, on arriving or leaving, to other consuls than
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our own. Our consuls have hut little to do outside of issuing a

few certificates and writing re])orts to Washington as to what others

are doing. In this way the United States is in Argentine in a

commercial sense largely through l^ritish re])resentation, and \n

this way our ignorance of Argentine and other South American

countries is explained. Englishmen and Scotclnnen go there in

ever-increasing numbers. As sailing masters and under officers of

hundredr of ships, as men before the mast, as visitors, as men of

large business interests, they go and see the country as it is, and

they report tilings just as they are to the people at home. As a

rule, it is safe to say that the business men of Great Britain are

ten times better informed about South America than the same

class of men in the T^'nited States, taking them as a whole. For a

Britisher to see a couutry is for him to grasp its commercial pos-

sibilities and try to make them Ins own. This he has done in Ar-

gentine. The British must have credit for at l(\ist seventy-five

per cent of all of Argentine's i)idustrial, agricultural, and commer-

cial progress. America protects it, the British plow it, harrow it,

and harvest it for all that it is worth. America says, '''Hands off."

The British say, "Certainly." But they proceed to lay hands on

everything, and on all things possible, and they make them their

own. The banks, the railways, the street cars, the numufactories,

the foundries, the high-class fartning, the wonderful improvements

in cattle, horses, and sheep, the control of commerce; the manipu-

lation of municipal franchises, such as water, drainage, gas, elec-

tricity-—all of these are British to such an extent that the habits of

the Argentine people are rapidly changing thi-ough Brilisli in-

fluence. T\ot so very long ago the Britisli metlxHl oi riding horse-

back was about the best thing to laugh at thai the average ArgH>n-

tine had ever seen. The Gaucho stood still and wondered at

what he considered the most foolish bit of riding in the world.

"When his surjirise was over his merriment would bocin. lie would

laugh till he would bend double. B)Ut the 15ritish lider cai-ed

neither for the Gauclio's wonder nor for his laughter, lie be-

lieved that the pro])er way to ride was for him to "gallop while the

horse was trotting." It was easier on the horse, and to make it as

easy as jiossilde on himself he would rise h\ liis stirruj'js every third
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step in order to break the jolt. Besides that, lie got double exercise

by "walking and riding at the same time," and as he was generally

out for exercise, he was entirely indifferent to the fact that dozens
of Argentines were being amused. Xow, after only a few years

liavc passed away, many of the high-toned Argentines, among them
numbers of the officers of the army, ride like that to show that they
know what is fashionable. In hundreds of ways the British are

slowly but surely impressing tlie Argentines, and changing them
mostly for tlie better.

Xow, if this goes on—and it is not likely to stop for ages

to come;—liow lojig will it be till British inHucnce will dominate
the whole country ? Or, to put it another way, how long a time
shall lapse till Argentine will be regarded as a sort of British de-

pendency ? That seems far olT ; but, as tilings arc going now, thirty

or forty years may suffice to work sucli a change. Wliat then ?

Will Great Britain lay down, at the bock of any nation in the

world, tliat which she will have so honestly acquired? Will the

United States, now making it so easy for Great Britain to make
such an unquestioned conquest, have any excuse whatever for say-

ing, "Get out of this ! We have long had a protectorate over South
America ! We allow no conquests in any part of it" ? We all know
Great Britain too well to suppose that she, under any circum-

stances,- would take one backward step. Great Britain is ousting

TTncle Sam from at least some of the countries of South America,

ousting his protection, pretension and all, mostly pretension; and
in less than half a century, may be, she can afford to laugh in his

face instead of smiling at his back as slie docs now—to laugh at

him as .she did at those who a few years ago tried to thwart her

control of Egviit. Great Britain is doinir this honestlv bv seizins

the great opportunity the United States is neglecting. She does it

all in the line of commercialism with much forethought. That

forethouglit consists in making her commercial enterprises a prep-

aration for the possibility of war.

I recently took a trijj on aii English freight steamer from

Bahia Blanca in Argentiiic to Antwerp in Belgiiun. There was

room for twenty jiassengers, and myself and family enjoyed every

day of the voyage. The vessel was tlie easiest-going of ariy we had
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ever been on, and we liad taken niany voyages, some of theni in the

largest and best steamers afloat. The reason the vessel was so

comfortable to ride in was that it did not roll in the least, a fact,

as we were informed, that was due to its having been built with an

extra deck above the water line so that in case of war it could be

used as a transport. Its charter to sail the high seas was based on

its obligation to serve the government of Great Britain in times of

danger as often and as long as reqnired. Great Britain has many
hundreds of such vessels, by means of which she is training a largo

nnmber of the most efficient seamen in the world. On tliat voyage

to Antwerp we were all most favorably impressed with the ability

and the courte-y of British officers and sailors. They understood

their work, and were always ready to be useful. The third and

fourth officers were young students of the sea, mere boys, twenty

and twenty-four years of age, yet they were capable of taking

charge of the ship at any time, day or night, cahu or storm ; and if

they could get a glimpse of a star during midnight darkness long

enough to *'shoot" it, they could take their bearings from it as

perfectly as from the snn. On the same vessel were three bright

boys who had signed as apprentices with a view of becoming offi-

cers in the conrse of four or more years. In this way Great Brit-

ain, through her hundreds of subsidized ships of connnercc, has

built np an efficient auxiliary naval power such as no other nation

possesses. She stands nnique among all of the powers; and. if,

through her splendid system of commercialism, she should reach

the point of claiming preeminence in Argentine, she will be in a

position to sustain herself in that claim.

^.
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Aet. VI.—eterxal life as based oivT the teach-
ings OF JESUS

. Ix its restricted sense eternal life is a distinctively Christian

doctrine. Though among various peoples at different periods and

of diverse religions mucli has been made of the idea of a life

beyond the grave, and of the difference between the nature and

rewards of a good life and those of an evil life, in no case has

eternal life been set forth elsewhere in the precise sense in which

it is given in the iSTew Testament. It is no part of our present

concern to consider whether the v/ords attributed to Jesus by the

synoptists and the evangelist were really spoken by him in the

exact form in which they are recorded, or whether they are not

colored by the personality of the respective writers. AVe take the

words used as the words of the Master, and substantially, at least,

in the form given. And inasmuch as the expression in John 17.

3, "And this is life eternal, that they inight kno\\' thee, the only

true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent," seems to

constitute the center and circumference, the core and pith, the

very essence of Christ's teaching on the matter in hand, we make

those words the starting-point and basis of our discussion. As a

definition of eternal life the words are unique. They stand alone

and in a class by themselves. There is nothing like them, so far

as we know, in all the literatures of the world. iViid yet how

simple ! How direct ! And how profound ! Their full import

cannot be grasped in an instant. As their meaning unfolds new

vistas and new visions a})pear and new beauties shine forth,

charming and entrancing the loyal, yearning soul and pointing to

undreamed-of exjieriences of joy and blessing and glory in the

great beyond.

1. We note that Je-sus makes eternal life to consist in knowl-

edge. What is the knov/ledgo upon whicli so much depends ? "What

is meant by knowing tlio Father, and Jesus Christ, whom tlie

Father has sent? Clearly, in view of Jesus's words to Philij),

"He that hath seen me hatli seen the Fatlu-r," it is not sucli a

knowledge as is implied in mere seeing, a casual or commonpln-o
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acquaintanceship, for many liad seen Jesus face to face and yet

were not the possessors of eternal life, for he could speak of them

as "hypocrites," 'Svhite-washed sepulchcrs," ''blind leaders of the

blind," etc. ; nor is it a knowledge in the sense of being acquainted

with Christ as an historic personage, with his life, activities, and

pedigree, a mere head-knowledge of. historic fact, for here again

Jesus could address many, who were doubtless fully acquainted

with all these facts, as "stiif-uecked," ''liars," and as of their

"father, the devil" ; nor is it, moreover, knowledge in the sense of

intellectual assent to the existence of God or to the fact of Christ's

incarnation, life and death as tb.e Saviour of men—the mere in-

tellectual conviction of the reality of God and of the divine Sou-

ship of Jesus. It is a deeper, more intimate, and more spiritual

knowledge than that. It is the knowing God the Father in his

solo supreme majesty as the God of love and mercy, and Jesus

Christ as the Revelation of God, as the commissioned Messenger

of God to men, and as their personal vSaviour ; a knowing them in

the deepest, truest, fidlest sense of a heart-to-heart kinship, a fel-

lowship of spirit with spirit. The distinction between the various

kinds or grades of knowledge is often indicated, and rightly so, in

our "daily conversation, as when we distinguish between seeing or

meeting a person—a chance, casual, or superficial acquaintance-

ship—and really knowing him. ^Moreover, we all know that it

sometimes happens that two persons, for instance, are in each

other's company for years without becoming really acquainted

with each other. There are sidttle workings of the mind and deep-

seated movements of the soul in the one which are totally un-

known to the other, or at best but partially kno^^^l. Clearly, i]-.

such a case there is not the unburdening or unbosoming, not the

community of thought and purpose aud the knitting of heart to

heart, soul to soul, life to life, implied in the tridy knowing God

the Father and Jesus Christ his Son. This, in its fullest sense, is

verily mystic and divine, inexpressible and inexplicable. Christ's

definition, therefore, is largely a reversal of the popular idea; or,

if not a reversal, the emphasis is located in an entirely different

})lace. For, though the element of time, and quantity is not en-

tirely lost sight of or rejected, the enrphasis does unt fall <>ii ir.
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Eternal life in the nature of the case is everlastino-, or never-ceas-
ing, but it is everlasting because of its ethical and spiritual nature
rather than because of the removal of any temporal limits or
the setting aside of any measure. In other words, Jesus shows
us that life, in his use of the term, is ethical and qualitative rather
than quantitative. In that sense it is irrespective of time, and
is eternal because it is qualitative. This truth is well expressed
by Shailer Mathews (The Church and the Changing Order, p.
SO): ^'For the eternal life of which Jesus spoke^and which he
revealed is more than continued existence. It is tlie present life

of God within the human soul—deathless because he is death-
less." It is a continued and continual knowing God the Father
and his Son Jesus Christ. The sig-nificance of knowledge in this

connection is suggested, too, in part at least, by our maxim "Seeing
is believing," when that expression is used in its truest and best
sense; or, better still, by the statement that to see (know) Jesus
(and God through Jesus) is to love him, and to love him is to

obey him, with the result of the possession and consciousness of
his love and life witliin the soul : a statement which is substantiated
by the words of Jesus himself in various connections, for he said,

John 6. 40, "And this is the will of him that sent me, that every
one which seeth the Son, and believeth on him, may have ever-

lasting life: and I will raise him up at the last day"; John 5.

24, "Yerily, verily, I say unto you, lie that hearcth my word, and
believeth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not
come into condemnation; but is passed from death unto life" (see

also John 14. 21, 23). It was l)y making known to them tliis

God, and thus glorifying the Father, that Christ gave men "eternal

life," and "the life he gave consisted in and was maintained by
this knowledge. But to the knowledge of the Father the knowl-
edge of 'him whom tliou didst send, Jesus Christ,' was necessary
also," as is sho^\^l by John 1. 18, and 14. G, respectively: "Xo man
hatli seen God at any time; the only begotten Son, which is in the
bosom of the Father, he hath declared him. . . . Jesus sailh

unto him [Thomas], I am the way, and the truth, and the life:

no man cometh unto the Father, but by me."
Aji illustration of the kind of knowledge seemingly implied
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in Jesus's teaching is found in Socrates's doctrine as to the

relation between knowledge and the right, or virtue. He taught

that to know the good or right was to do it freely. Of course he

did not mean knowledge in the sense of a mere passing glance, a

simple recognition of the right, or a bare intellectual assent there-

to, but in a truly vital and realizing sense of the right. At any

rate, it is only in that sense that we could accc])t the teaching.

And, whatever on general or specific princi})les may be said against

Socrates's teaching on this point, we regard it as a fairly adequate

illustration of that knowledge of God the Father and of Jesus

Christ which constitutes eternal life; a knowledge which issues in

a close personal realization of God in his Fatlierly character and

attributes and in his kingly glory and sovereign majesty; in a

consciousness of Jesus as Friend, as Elder Brother and Redeoner;

and of tlie Holy Ghost as Guide and Comforter. It is the loving

contemplation of, and the free partici]>ation in, the divinely nat-

ural but supreme manifestation to man of the divine life and

love—the key to the whole redemptive economy and the prompt-

ing motive of all the blessings that come to man in this world and

tlie world yet to be. And on man's part it is his love to God

which, so to speak, reechoes the divine love to him, constitutes his

most vital bond of union with the Eternal One, and leads to and

prompts that obedience of heart and life which is the proof of

love's existence and of man's sonship and lieirship to eternal life.

2. Secondly, to differentiate a little further this realizing

knowledge as a means or process, we see that eternal life, as taught

by Jesus, is a life of eternal relationship. Tliat is, eternal life is

relative and not absolute, dejK'udent and not independent. It is

in no sense an entity or substance that may be divided or parceled

out. The idea of lumpishncss is utterly foreign to the true idea

of eternal life as qualitative and spiritual, as is also the notion that

it is anything in abstraction from its Author, Giver, and efficient

Sustainer. Moreover, to change the ])oint of view somewhat and

yet retain essentially the same content, never will it come to

pass that those who through their knowledge of God, and their

personal vital mystic union with him by Jesus Christ, have ho-

come the blessed ]iossessors of spiritual life will become inde])end-
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ent of God, The finite cau never become infinite; the dependent

will never be independent. This truth is sti-onglj pnt by Dr.

Borden P. Bowne (Metaphysics, p. 342) : "Xo finite thing has

its existence in itself. A finite thing has it.s existence only in de-

pendence on the infinite, and in relation to other members of

the system. . . . The full and complete notion of existence

is realized only in the absolute and infinite intelligence." And
precisely so is it of finite beings as such. To suppose otherwise

would be an obvious violation of the law of the sufficient reason and

utterly contrary to our rational demands for unity, for in the

case supposed we should ultimately have a vast number of in-

finites and a gi-eat multitude of independents. But this violation

cannot be allowed on the gTounds of reason any more than on the

basis of Christ's teaching. Hence neitlier the possessor of spirit-

ual life nor the life possessed can ever be anything apart from

him who is tlicir origin, their consummation, and their crown.

Eternal life, therefore, implies the eteraal perpetuation of the

spiritual relationship indicated above between the Infinite and tlie

finite, between God and man, between the Saviour and the saved.

To suppose that relationship to cease is, in the light of what Jesus

has taught and of what the reason of the case demands, to suppose

the total cessation of spiritual life in the case of the human soul.

This relative character of eternal life is set forth under two as-

pects, the human and the divine, in the teaching of Jesus. On
the divine side its relative character is shown by the use of the

various figiirative titles which Jesus assumes, and by the distinc-

tive claims in regard to the matter which he makes for himself

in conjunction with the Father. Thus he speaks of himself: (1)

As the True Vine, the source of both spiritual life and fruitful-

ness (John 15. 4-G) : "Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch

cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the vine; no more

can ye, except ye abide in me. 1 am the vine, ye are the branches:

lie that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth

much fruit: for without me ye can do nothing. If a nuin abide

not in iTie^ he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered." (2) As

the Living l^iread, by the eating of which we ''shall live for

ever" (John C. 51, 57) : ''T am the living bread wliich came down
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from heaven: if any man cat of this bread, ho shall live forever.

, . . As the living Father hath sent nie, and I live by the

Father: so he that eateth me, even he shall live by me'' (see also

John C. 35, 50, 5S). (;3) As the Light of the AVorld, by walking

in which men ''have the light of life" (John S. 12) : "I am the

light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness,

but shall have the light of life" (see also John 9. 5; 12. 35, 30).

(4) As the Door to Life (John 10. 9) : "I am the door: by me if

any man enter in, he shall be saved, and shall go in and ont, and

find pasture" (compare also 10. 2, 10, 11, 14). (5) As the Way
and the IJfe, without which men could not come to the Father

(John 14. 0) : '"T am the way, the trutli, and the life: no man
cometh unto the Father, but by me." (C) As the Resurrection

and the Life, living and believing in whom, man shall never die

(John 11. 25, 20) : ''I am the resurrection, and the life: he that

believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: and who-

soever liveth and believeth in me shall never die." (T) As the

Giver of Life (John 10. 27, 28) : "My sheep hear my voice, and I

know them, and they follow me: and I give unto them eternal life"

(see also John 5. 25, 28, 40; G. 27, %^] and 17. 2). (8) As the

One whose mission was to bring to men the more abundant life

(John 10. 10) : "I am come that they might have life, and that

they might have it more abundantly." On the himian side the rel-

ative character of eternal life is indicated in ' the teaching of

Jesus, in connection with faith, love, and obedience, as the ex-

pression of the attitude of men to the Divine Being. Thus (1) it

is by the exercise of faith that men come into the possession of

eternal life (John 3. 14, 15) : "j:Vnd as Moses lifted up the serpent

in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up : That

whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have eternal life"

(see also John 3. 16; 6. 40; 11. 25, 2G; and 12. 30, 44, 45).

(2) By man's love to the Father and Son there is insured to him
the love of both the Father and the Son—the source and inspira-

tion of Eternal Life to frail, sinful mortals—and their abode with

him. And while man's love for God is but the return of God's love

to him (for "we love him because he first loved us"), in a sense

it is the appropriating condition and means of eternal life, if, in-
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deed, it is not tlic vital factor therein. Thus Jesus says (John 14.

21, 23), "lie that hath my commandments, and kecpeth them, he

it is that loveth me: and he that loveth me shall be loved of my
Father, and I will love him, and will manifest myself to him. . . .

If a man love me, lie will keep my words : and my Father will love

him, and we will come unto him, and make our abode with him"

;

and again (John IG. 27) : "For the Father hiniself loveth you,

because ye have loved me, and have believed that I came out from

God" (see also John 8. 42 ; 14. 15, 24 ; 21. 15-17
; ]\Iark 12. 29-31

;

Matt. IG. 2G, compare Luke 9. 24; Matt. 10. 29, compare Mark
10. 29, 30). And (3) by his obedience, under normal conditions,

man proved both the existence and sincerity of his love for God.

Hence, "obedience is better than sacrifice" a thousand times over,

and is most acceptable to the Great Father above. On this point

some of Jesus's words are (John 14. 15, 21a), "If ye love me, keep

my commandments. . . . He that hath my commandments, and

keepetli them, he it is that loveth me," and (John 15. 12-14),

"This is my commandment. That ye love one another, as I have

loved you. Greater love hath no man tlian this, that a man lay

down his life for his friends. Ye are my friends, if ye do what-

soever I command you" (see also John 5. 26, 29, 40; 8. 51; 10.

27; 12. 35; Mark 12. 29, 30; and Mark 10. 29, 30). So, in view

of Herbert Spencer's statement in regard to the conditions nec-

essary to eternal life—namely, environment and a perfect corres-

pondence therewith—and applying it in this connection, we have

God as the soul's spiritual environment; and as an ever-improv-

ing correspondence with that environment on the part of man,

under healthful and normal spiritual conditions, we have his

developing faith, love, and obedience. As to the continued func-

tion of tliese in the after life—the life in the other world—there

can be no question in regard to the last two, namely, love and

obedience, but there may be concerning faith, especially faith in

its initial and receptive sense; for we are told that then "faith

will be swallowed up in sight," lliat whereas now we see as

through a glass, darkly, then "we shall see face to face and know
as we also are known." Xevertheh^ss, in the deeper, if not larger,

sense of trust and confidence, faith will still have its part to play
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in tlie soul's correspondence with its spiritual environment, for

there Avill still be a great throbbing Heart to trust as well as a

Being to love and a Will to ol)ey. Relative, tlierefore, must

ever be the connection between the Saviour and the saved and, by

consequence, relative must be the life possessed by the latter.

3. Arising out of this notion of the relativity of eternal life,

and suggested by it, is a third phase, namely, that eternal life

implies an eternal appropriation—an appropriation of all the di-

vine life and blessing that make man's spiritual life and its con-

tinuation possible. This phase is a vital one and receives in John

17. 3, special stress, according to Plummer, who says ''it is the

appropriation of the knowledge that is emphasized." Our im-

mediate task, therefore, is to show how far this idea corresponds

with the teaching of Jesus, or how far it legitimately grows out

of it. In John 4. 14, Jesus says, ''But whosoever drinketh of the

water that I shall give him shall never thirst; but the water that

I shall give him shall be in him a well of water springing up into

everlasting life." Here the appropriation is expressed by the word

"drinketh," and tlie result by ''in him a well of water springing

Up into everlasting life." Still more definitely and forcefully is

this phase of our discussion illustrated in John G. 5 0-5 lb, and 53-

58, which we quote in part, "This is the bread which cometh down

from heaven, that a man may eat thereof, and not die. I am the

living bread which came do^\'n from heaven : if any man eat of this

bread, he shall live forever. . . . Except ye eat the flesh of the

Son of man, and drink his blood, ye have no life in you. "Whoso

cateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath eternal life; and I

will raise him up at the last day. . . . He that eateth my flesh,

and drinketh my blood, dwcllctli in me and I in him. . . . He
that eateth me . . . shall live by me: . . . not as your

fathers did eat numna and are dead : he tliat eateth of this bread

shall live forever." In these words Jesus not only sets fortli the

claim that he is the bread of life, but also teaches in clear and

emphatic terms that it is by eating this bread—his flesh, liimself

—

tliat men come to an experience of spiritual life, and that witb.out

that eating (and drinking) on their part men possess no such life;

for, says ho (verse 53), "Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man,
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and drink liis blood, je luive no life in yon" "(see also John 6. 25,

33, 35). Here, again, tlie appropriative (and assimilative) act
of men is indicated by the words "eat" and "drink," "eateth" and
"drinkcth," as is sliown in verse 54, "Wlioso eateth my flesh, and
di-inketh mj blood, halli eternal life." All this suggests tlie re-

lation of food to the body and its ai)propriation and assimilation
by us in order to the body's efficiency. It is a inysterious and com-
plicated process, yet absolutely essential for both the existence and
maintenance of the life of the body. And as material food is

necessary to the body's life, so spiritual food is indispensable to
the life of the soul. In either case, without the appropriate
food life could neither bo nor be maintained. , And Jesus, by
speaking of himself as the living water and the living bread,
and of the necessity of men eating his flesh and drinking his
blood in order to have eternal life, illustrates the spiritual proc-
ess, rouglily and imperfectly, it is true, but illustrates it,

nevertheless. Thus tlie i)roeess is a present and constantly re-

peated one in the spiritual sense no less than in tlie physical.

Keeping close to the figure used by Jesus, it is the "eating his
flesh" and the "drinking ]iis blood" which insures eternal life to
men, while failure to do this results in the loss of eternal life or in
its nonpossession ; "Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of man, and
drink h.is blood, ye have no life in you." To suppose, then, a
cessation of the process of appropriation of this spiritual food in-

volves the loss or nonpossession of eternal life, while the constancy
of the process insures a continuance of the life, or life everlasting.

Thus is brought to our attention wliat we liavc already noticed in

another coimection, namely, tlie distinction and relation between
the qualitative and quantitative, or between the qualitative and over-

lasting, aspects of eternal life, both of which ai-e indicated in these

words of Jesus—the etliical (by suggestion) and cpialitative aspect
in verse 54, "Wlioso eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, hath
eternal life," and the aspect of cverlastingn(>ss in 54b, 511), and
5Sc, as follows: "And I will raise him up af the last day"; "If
any man cat of this hrc^ad, he shall live forever" ; '^he that ealetli of

this br(>ad sh;,]! live foix'ver." Thus it is the man who is in vital

relationslii]) with Jesus m.w that possesses eternal life, and it is
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this man that Christ "shall raise up at the last day" (verse 5-i)

and that "shall live forever" (verses 51 and 58).

4. This briijgs ns to our fourth point, namely, that, according

to the teaching of Jesns, eternal life begins here and now, in this

world and in this life, and is but the continuance under better and

more favorable conditions, so far as the future world aspect of it

is concerned, of man's present spiritual life as dependent upon

Jesus Christ and as derived from him through the divine Sjjirit.

This view is voiced by Shailer Mathews (The Church and the

Changing Order, pp. 78, 79) as follows: "For eternal life, as

Jesus clearly shows, does not imply the injection of any new vital

quantum into personality, but, rather, is tlie emphasis and larger

realization of certain elements already in personality. To such

a view our present life may become the embryo of eternal life."

Again, he says (p. 80), "It is the present life of God within the

human soul—deathless because he is deathless." Pliilosophically

speaking, we are, here and now, already in tho midst of the I?ower

world, and are having one phase of our life and existence, spiritual

and otherwise, and in the hereafter ve shall have another pliase;

but essentially that life will be tlie continuance of the life we now

possess. This is possibly contrary to the prevalent, popular view

—

that eternal life in its "eternar' sense is something imparted to

the soul and is only realized when eternity, as distinguished from

time, begins; or, in other words, when man leaves this world and

enters the next. Nevertheless, the view herein advocated is clearly

and unquestionably taught by tlie ]\raster, as seen from Jolui 5.

24, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, lie that heareth my word, and

believeth on him thai sent me, hath everlasting life, aiid slnill not

come into condemnation; but is passed from deatli imto life." So

also John G. 47, 54.

5. Finally, eternal life is progressive. 'J^his view we reach by

inference and analogy rather than by the direct teaching of the

Saviour. Thus life—all lifc^—in the truest and best sense of the

term is progi'essive when the conditions nw noi'nial and health-

ful. In that case it is always manifesting itsflf iu various f<)rms

of activity, is always cumulative in its ex]ierienco, and ever en-

larging its vision, conception, and assimilation of elements in its
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environment. It is never at a standstill. Indeed, it could not be
and still be life in the truest, fullest sense. Life is a vital thing,

and it is in the nature of vitality to push out and on. And if

this be true of life in general, how much more so is it, we may
suppose, of that higher order of life which we call spiritual, or, in

this case, eternal life ! Even in the present world, and in spite of

all the hindrances from flesh and world, a persistency in drinking
at the Living Well, in keeping in close contact with the Father
of Spirits and the Saviour of men, and in appropriating the means
of grace, results in clearer visions of truth, of beauty, and right

living; in richer, sweeter experiences of the divine life and love,

and in an increasingly stable Christian character. This being so

liere, what may we not expect there, when, as we are led to believe,

all the limitations of the body and all the uutov^-ard circumstances

of an unfriendly world—the hindering influences of world, flesh,

and devil—are forever done away ? Xot that God will be essentially

nearer his own there and then than he is here and now, but there

will be a clearer apprehension on the part of the saved of God's
character and grace and a more consistent, perfect, and uninter-

rupted devotion to him and his will. Hence, if life in general is

progressive, and if, under normal conditions and despite the un-
toward circumstances and influences already specifiecl, the spiritual

life even here is ever advancing, it seems but fair to conclude that,

as time wanes and eternity dawns and advances, not only will

there be progress, but that, with all impediments removed and with
man's clearer vision of the good and great before him, that progress

will altogether exceed anything with which we are yet acquainted.

And while everything in this world of any real and perinanent

value, and, indeed, while much in our present spiritual life is

slowly and progressively realized, it is hardly reasonable to suppose
that the order hereafter will be essentially diiTerent. In his Sys-

tem of Christian Doctrine Professor Sheldon has this to say which
bears on the point : "Great multitudes of men who may bo regarded

as posses^sing the root of Christian character do not ap])ear to have
been completely sanctified before death. Therefore, since deatii

cannot be regarded as transforming man's spiritual nature, the

reason of the case seems to indicate that the completion of sancti-
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fication must Le elTccted by a process covering a greater or less

interval. At least, no rational warrant can Le foimd for tlio

supposition that multitudes, Avhom the providence and grace of

God fail to bring to entire holiness during the years of earthly

life, encounter means of complete spiritual trausformation the

moment they pass out of this life." Certainly, there is no reason-

able ground for thinking that ]nan will ha\e a ])erfect spiritual

vision and a complete apprehension and comprehension of God
inunediatcly he passes into the future A\orld. Though it may not

be impossible for God to reveal himself essentially, immediately,

and all at once to the ''perfected" soul, analogy shows that he does

not usually Avork in that ^vay. Iiatlier is it for us like steadily

climbing a hill—all things being equal, the higher we rise the

broader in pro])ortiou becomes our horizon till our vistas and

possibilities of vistas become relatively infinite. So will it be in

the future lite. iSTot everything will be known all at once. It will

take an etcrnit}' to find out God, the essence of all that is good

—

the very manifestation of goodness because he is the essence

of it—and for this discovery eternity will be none too long. It

would be preposterous to suppose that the Unite mind could im-

mediately grasp, or compreliend, the infinite. leather there will

always be the joys of new discoveries and the incitement and in-

sjnration of new quests. ^Mathematically speaking, redeemed,

saved souls, in their eternal life, will be forever approaching the

limit, yet never reach it.

To sum up, then, eternal life is the vital realizing kno\\']edge

of a personal union and communion between God and the soul—

a

knowledge, by the way, which is ever increasing in its depth and

fullness. It is an eternal correspondence between the soul and its

spiritual environment, an unceasing a]')pro]>riation of CJod's love

and nature; and, however imperfect, a connnunity of tlionght, aim,

purpose, life, and action, and that as long as the eternal ages roll.

-^cr^zj^/^^^^/
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Akt. VIT.—TIIE EELlGIOrS TKAIXIXG GF THE
YOUXG: A rSYClIOLOGICAJ. STUDY IX KE-

LIGTOUS CULTURE CllAET

TiiK infant in his niotlier's arms is no great questioner. Ilis

world is bonncled by the cradle and his mother's eyes. For him
the busy, rushing, sorrowing, laughing world outside belongs to

another and an undiscovered planet. To all a|)])earauces, this

mite of humanity lives as the flower lives—content if his simple

wants are met, and not caring liow tliey are met. For him there

is no question of Ego or non-Ego. His life is a di'eam, tlie very

outlines of which will soon fade out of consciousness. But the

fading dream does not perish because no search of consciousness,

however careful and scientific, can rediscover it. Xot a single

element of it has failed to impress itself upon the very life of the

child. The first pang of hunger, the first response to maternal

love, and every shade of experienced emotion or impulse has

grooved itself into the sensory and motor nerves of this dreaming

infant, wrought itself into his soul, and is urging him on to a larger

life. Ilis education has begun. One day the little brow will knit

in curious thought, and when it gTows smooth again the baby days

will be gone and the dawn of a conscious existence will have come
in their stead. In these few vital moments he has made a trans-

forming discovery. He has found himself; not alone, but impli-

cated in a mysterious vrorld of things, within which he is strangely

impotent and no less strangely regal. Ilis education has tiiken a

step forward. He is not yet a philosopher, but an exceedingly

vigorous experimenter in a world Avhere he and things are won-

drously mingled. Just why he and they exist he has not reasoned

out. It is such a big world, and he has been so busy just at-

tending to things that ho has not had time for philosophizing. Ho
literally does not know what to do with himself. And why should

he? He is making a most determined efiort to find out what to do

with Itunsdf—and ih'nujs. Of course he will make mistakes.

Quite likely his imagination will construct a sur]>ri>ing and utterly
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unscientific affinity between the snowLall tliat fairly trembles in

his fingers and his neighbor's tall hat; and he Avill think the win-

dows of an abandoned house were constructed purposely to develop

his markmanship. Xevertheless, his education is progressing.

Even the caning he receives from his irate neighbor, and the pen-

nies he must take from his little hoard to pay for the broken win-

iiows, help him to find out what to do with himself—and things.

He is now a questioner. Every sense perception, every uttei-ance

of consciousness, is an interrogation point. "Why does it rain ?''

"Who made the flowers ?'' "Why does God cause the thunder that

frightens little boys ?"—these and thousands of like questions be-

token his luxuriant curiosity, and, what is more important, ex])i'css

his incipient efforts to adjust himself as a person to the universe.

To be sure, he does not know what ho is doing. He is not a philoso-

pher. He is only gathering unconsciously the material out of

which he may some time construct his philosophy. He is an oppor-

tunist, more or less pure, and entirely simple. Yet this efferves-

cent activity and these questionings s})ring out of his essential be-

ing, and arc the foregleam of a divine intelligence. He is on the

right road. So far as he has gone his method is correct, and the

net result for him is culturaL Though the attemjit to adjust one-

self to the emergencies of the moment may seem to do little more

than make one an arful dodger or an expert opportunist, in reality,

even in the lowest terms, it must do vastly more. Given time

enough and leisure enough from momentary stress to interpret

largely the content of environment, and the method is, if not ideal,

at least the best we know. It is the path along which the race has

passed in its triumphal march of progress. Better a thousandfold

follow it, with all its liability to error, tlian submit to the ancient

metaphysic with i(s exaggerated doctrines of intuitions and neces-

sary truth, or even to that perverted theology Avhosc dogmas nmst

be accepted ex cathedra on pain of death. Our boy is being ed-

ucated as the race has been. Like the race also, he will pass be-

yond the age of pure experiment, and become a pliiloso]')hei'. l^o-;-

slbly he will not know a word of technical philoso])hy, but he will

have some theory of life educed from his own experiences and llio

knowledge he has acquired. Talk with the first liod-carrier yon
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meet, and you ^vill find that, while he probably has never lieard of

Plato or Descartes or Kant or llegel or Hume, he has some sort

of a philosophy, crude enough, likely, 'into which he articulates his

daily experiences, his religious and social thinking. To pliiloso-

phize is as natural to approaching maturity as experiment is to

early youth, and marks a third step in the process of education.

Of these three periods of childhood and vouth, which may be

characterized as the unrellecting, the experimental, and. the philoso-

phical, each presents its own peculiar problem of education. To

treat them all alike is fatal. The question, therefore, is, IIow

may the teacher make the most of each of these periods ? And
since the answer to this question is not affected by the kind of

education, religious or secular, to be secured, we now confine our-

selves to the problems of religious training. But before we enter

upon this discussion it may, perhaps, be well to ask what the final

outcome of education is to be. To this question modern pedagogy

does not hesitate to answer, ''Character." This, and this alone, is

the end of all true education. Hume's definition of character as a

"completely fashioned will" is not inclusive enough. Any ade-

quate definition of character must include the whole man. A com-

j^letely fashioned sensil)ility and a completely fashioned intellect

are as essential to perfect manhood as a completely fashioned will,

though it may be gi'anted that the training of the will is involved

in all other training. A man's character at any given moment is

the sum total of his entire being at that moment—no more, no

less; hence the end of all worthy education is to bring the child

through the several periods of his development up to maturity with

the largest possible sum total of being; that is, with the stroiigest

and best character. Character, then, is something broader tlian

moral goodness as commonly understood, having to do with the

whole scope of experience and action. It is the measure of recep-

tivity and reaction, of apprehension and activity. Analyzed in the

light of this broad definition, the chai'acter which education seeks

to develop comprises sclf-jiossession, or thr- knowledge and control

of one's own powers for right ends; self-relation,- or the i-ight ad-

justment of oneself to the total complex which surrounds liim, so

that he shall both hear its messages and, as far as he ought, work
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his will upon it and through it ; and solf-rcalization, or that indi-

vidual maturity in whicli he realizes as far as possible the fuliill-

mcnt of the laws of his own being, alone and in relation. AVithiu

these three categories lie all that education of any sort can do for

any man. The question is how to do this most certainly and most

efficiently.

Modern pyschology, through its study of child life, throws a

flood of light upon this question by its scientific investigation of the

central nervous system, of the varying interests of children at

different ages, and, above all, by the emphasis it lays upon the

period of adolescence. In the light of this research it is evident

that the religious training of children should begin earlier and

more vigorously than we have been accustomed to think. In the

unreflecting period, comprising, it may be, the first seven years of

a child's life, if modern psychology he correct, his whole future is

likely to be dctei-mined. In this period impressions arc made upon

the sensory and motor nerves, and associations are established be-

tween them, more rapidly and more intensely than at any subse-

quent time in life. Certain changes are made in the nerve cells

then that no later training can wholly obliterate. For example,

faults of speech then acquired are seldom wholly lost. When off

his guard the scholar is mortified by falling into the infelicities

of his childhood vernacular. Ilalleck declares: "Whether we are

speaking of motor or sensory cells, we may agree with Delbocuf,

who says: ^Every impression leaves a certain ineffaceable trace;

that is to say, the molecules, once they are arranged otherwise,

and forced to vibrate in a dlfTercnt way, will not return exactly to

their original state.' " This is not a new truth, perhaps, but it" is

just now receiving a new and well-deserved empliasis which the

religious educator cannot afford to disregard. In this plastic and

eventful period he must establish in the ver_y nerve cells of the

child religious impressions and habits. This is somewhat different

from saying that the child should early be taught religious truth,

if by religious truth is meant abstract I'cliglous doctrine. Keligious

doctrine, except in very small portions, and iuferentially, is ]nc-

clsely what should not be taught to young children. The religion

thev should be taudit is the religion of life. A single illustration
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must here siifBce for extended diseuasion. Reverence for religious

worsliii), tlic churcli edifice, the Bible, ])rayer, and the like, is a

phase of religious life. To teach a child of seven years this rev-

erence by abstract definition would be quite impossible. But to

teach him to rcniovc his hat in the church because it is God's house

;

to treat the Bible gently because it contains a inossagc from God,

his Father, for him
;
and to be silent and bow his head when an-

other is praying, not merely because it is good manners but be-

cause he who prays is ^talking with God, is to groove deeply into

the nerve cells an impression of reverence and call forth a con-e-

spondiug motor act of reverence that is likely to be far-reaching and

potent—-all the more potent because it is subtle. Mrs. Susannah

Wesley anticipated the psychology of our day when she taught her

children at the age of one year to cry softly when they, were hurt

;

and he was a farseeing prelate who said, "Let me have the children

until they are seven years of age and I do not care who has them

afterwai'd." Both these wise pco])1e saw what modern psychology

demonstrates—that right habit conditions riglit thinking and liv-

ing, and that many of tliese habits can be established by wise

training before the child emergen from the unreflecting period.

The teacher's instruments for this important work arc oft reit-

erated precept, exam])le in real life or story, and the frequent rep-

etition of right actions, stimulated and enforced by these examples.

Thus trained, the child is prepared to enter upon the second

or experimental period of his life, when he will need much help,

but of a very different sort. As a mere child he was docile, tract-

able, confiding. Xow he becomes independent, self-assertive,

egoistic. lie wants to take into his own liands the apparatus and

make his own experiment. And this is right. Every life is a new

opportunity, and, in some measure, an attempt to solve anew the

prol>lem of being; a new experiment under conditions which have

never been quite anticipated. Every man must be more or less of

an opportunist, that through those opportunities which arc unique-

ly his he may arrive at length at his own philosojihy of life. ITo

must make and interpret his own experiment. Yet uniqueness is

not isolation. Tlie individual is correlated witli the general, so

that his experiment, jx'rsoual as it is of necessity, may be con-
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ducted in tlie ligiit of former experiences. The iiiore clearly he

aiDprehends uLat otliers have done, and the more ti'ulj he works

out his life experiment according to well-autlienticated methods,

the more valuable both the experiment and the conclusion will be.

To set him at his task without subsidizing for liim the accumulated

treasures gathered by former generations of experimenters is to

relegate him to barbarism; to set him in the midst of these

treasures blindfolded or myopic and leave him there unaided, is

to mock him; to enforce this wisdom as dogma is to paralyze the

very power which created it and effectually stop all new experi-

ment. Here, I think, is the religious worker's golden opportunity

—

not to preach, but to flood our young experimenter's laboratoi'y with

light. He will resent advice, but will welcome a fellow worker

who has got a little ahead of him in experience and who knows

what other men have done. The most important work for such a

yotith has been accoiuplished when, by sheer brotherliness and

worth, the teacher lias won a Avelcome into his fellowship. Once

admitted, he can take with him the v»-isdoni of all the ages, and,

pi-ovidcd he does not dogmatize, he may set it in order before our

youth, thus guiding him in his experiments, quickening and cor-

recting his vision, and summoning to his aid the noblest motives.

Thus environing child life, he helps to give it the largest oppor-

tunity to develop into a normal maturity.

The final stage of child life, the adolescent period, is mai-ked

by the maturing of physical powers, the rapid development of rea-

son, the abundance and strength of ideals, chiefly altruistic, and,

notably, the strcngih of religious sentiment. All of these phases

are of high value, but we have to do chiefly with the last, the

manifestation of the religiotts sentiment or purpose. A long series

of investigations has shown beyond a doubt that during this time,

from fourteen to eighteen years of age, by far tlie lai-gest niuuber of

abiding religious decisions arc made. It is the time when the will

begins to lose its plasticity and finally hardens into permanent

form. Evidently, the methods which were adapted to the earlier

stages will not do here. In the first stage the end was the formation

of liabit often unconsciously; in the second the teachei- soiiglit to

illumine and siimulate foi- p)-e-,ent action; now bolli tliese stages
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must culmiuate in a decision, or, rather, a series of rational deci-

sions, tliat will determine henceforth definitely the cliaracter per-

sonal and in relation. In these few years the boy settles what he

will clioose to be and what his chosen attitnde toward the world

shall be. The appeal is to the will If the work of the previous

})erir.ds has been well done, the Mork of this period is simplified.

The appeal to tlie will is strengthened by habits which now work
automatically and by the accepted results of former experiences

which now tend to gather into system witli accumulating force.

The value of this earlier training in this time of turbulence and
readjustment cannot be overstated. Often it is tlie one anchor

whicli holds. Happily, adolescence brings not only .peril and
stress ; it brings also certain qualities v.-hich o])en the v/ay for ef-

fective religious teaching. Those are a strong sense of duty, of

what Kant calls the categorical imi)erative; a keen appreciation of

honor, often perverted, but valuable; a marked altruistic impulse,

and, finally, a soul-hunger for the absolute, either as God or as

final truth. These as marks of adolescence outline tlic religions

teaclier's work. To confirm and ground aright this sense of duty,

to correct and focus this sense of honor, to identify altruism and
egoism in one helpful life, to interpret this soul-hunger and lead

it to a transcendent and immanent God, the last and crowning task

of child-culture, will tax the wisdom of home,^chool, and church,

and challenge the use of the most advanced methods.

sS^a-r-u^^
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Art. VIII.—the RELIGION OF DR. JOHXSOX
When I first snggcsted the writing of this article to a very

learned and godlj professor, he caustically remarked that he did

not think Dr. Johnson had any religion. In a sense the professor

was ri"lit; in a sense he was wrong. If religion he understood

to mean a definite Christian experience, in the strictly Methodist

sense, the oilier dictum of the professor must be accepted; but if

by religion be meant a genuine spiritual concern, then one may

differ with the learned professor, even though that spiritual con-

cern may not have been sufficient to absolutely revolutionize the

character of the one thus concerned. ]>y religion, then, is here

meant the concern a man has for his soul ; those conscious moods

which, when expressed in words and actions, reveal a genuine

concern in reference to the question of personal conscience, char-

actci', and the soul's salvation.

Since this article deals primarily with a striking personality

of the eighteenth century, a parenthetical digression in its favor

may not be inopportune. American writers are never weary of

contrasting the eighteenth century unfavorably with the sixteenth.

It is, to them, the age of England's dull and demure respectability,

if not, indeed, a .period of British decline. The truth is that in

some respects it was as great even as the halcyon days of Elizabeth,

and in Britain alone—though the American colonies were lost

to her—it saw such names as Pitt and Canning, Goldsmith and

DcEoe, Xelson and Wolfe, Whitefield and Wesley, and the redoubt-

able Johnson himself l)lazoned on the roll of fame; the French

were defeated in Canada and at the Xile, the Danes at the Baltic,

and the great empire of India was added to British dominions;

indeed, so great an historian as Lecky has inscribed eight volumes

with its records. But, al)ove aiul beyond all, it was the century

of the ]\rethodist revi\al, the century of the immortal John and

Charles Wesley. Amid such illustrious names, surrounded by

such momentous epochs and events, Johnson was born and raised,

and in this illustrious age, by a straugi" coincidi-nce, AVesley pro-

duced the greatest autobiography extant and Johnson was the sub-
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ject of probably the finest biography ever penned; and the religion

of such a one may not be uninteresting. G. K. Chesterton has

written that ''nothing is important except the fate of the soul; and
literature is only redeemed from an utter triviality, surpassing

that of naughts and crosses, by the fact that it describes not the

world around us or the things on the retina of the eye, or the enor-

mous irrelevancy of encyclopaedias; but some condition to which
the human spirit can come." This suggestion is as marrow and
fatness to one's soul; transplanted to biblical literature, the mind
readily seizes on the book of Job and the book of Ecclesiastes.

But, to return to Johnson, perhajis the chief value of Boswell's

Life of Johnson is that with marvelous insight it reveals the soul

of a man, and from its perusal much may be learned which even

such erudite essayists as ]\Iacaulay and Carlyle have not dilated

upon; certainly, the religion of Johnson is, as far as the writer's

knowledge goes, a virgiii field for the litterateur. Though John-
son's century was the century of the Methodist r(>vival, yet the

real fruit of that revival Avas ei' post facto and, however brilliant

in other respects, England in the eighteenth century v.-as, reli-

giously speaking, a valley of dry bones. It was deistic i]i theology

and profligate in morals. A certain story apropos of this is told

of Pitt and Canning. On one occasion the two were entering the

House of Commons after imbibing rather freely. "I cannot-

-

see—the speaker," said Pitt. ''Can't—you?" said Canniiig; "T

can see—two." Even the saintly "Wilberforce commenced life as

a gay and not always sober cavalier, and for a party of young
gentlcjnen to get drunk and amuse themselves by throwing a

hajidful of pennies at a London constable in Piccadilly or Pal!

Mall was considered a fitting climax to a night's inebriate con-

viviality. In this enviromnent, then, Johnson passed the greater

part of his life, and at the most depressing and in some respects

the least moral and soul-inspiring of all occupations—namely, that

of a Grubb street hack. It is not, therefore, a wonder that John-

son's personal religion was of a bomewhat occulting and intermit-

tent nature, but that he had any serious religion at all ; that in

such darkness and ])rofligacy, in such poverty of pocket and wealth

of innnorality, any light should illumine his soul.
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In theology Johnson was an Arniinian, in practice he was

inclined to Bohcmianisni. Mere orthodoxy is frequently over-

rated. ]^Jany a Calvinist is a saint, many an Arniinian a willing

sinner. But at least Johnson. held correct views on free will,

and as his was an age of controversy both in the Old England and

the Xew a quotation from the biogi-aphy may not be irrelevant

at this point

:

Dr. Mayo. Pray, sir, have you read Edv.'ords, of New England, on

Grace?

Johnson. Xo, sir. . . . You are surer that you are free than you are

of prescience. . . . But let us consider 'a little the objection from pre-

science. ... If I am well acquainted with a man, I can judge with great

probability how he will act iu any case without his being restrained by my
judging.

BostvcU. When it [prescience] is increased to certainty, freedom

ceases.

Johnson. All theory is against freedom of the will; all experience

for it!

To many theological students these arguments have become some-

what cut and dried, but because it is necessary to cross the Atlantic

Ocean is no reason why the fame of Columbus should suffer detrac-

tion. Iu any case, if there be any virtne in Arniinian orthodoxy,

Johnson possessed the virtue iu relation to personal freedom.

Speaking, or writing, as Paul did, Tov -orrov avTOQoncv, after

the manner of men, Johnson's character biased him in favor of

certain manly religious virtues. He hated lies, shams, and patron-

age. His decision in a dispute in which veracity was the prime

factor was instantly accepted. He knew nothing of subter-

fuge, or of that subtle skill in' argument which may be useful in

the case of John Doe versus the people of the United States, but

which may be entirely out of place when conscience is the judge.

Joshua Reynolds observed that all who were of his school are

distinguished for a love of truth and accurxicy. The metaphy-

sician may easily account for this trait as an amiable predisposition

rather than an ethical or spiritual acquisition, but in this work-a-

day world such sterling adherence to princijde is acceptable even

though it may be somewhat discounted by the acute metaphysi-

cian. John.son loved not onlv the truth of facts but the truth of
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logic aud philosophy. Ilis hunt! mind and s(;rupulous conscience

forced him to coiTCct doctrinal and ethical conclnsious, though his

inclinations sometimes led him to act contrary to his convictions.

He never defended himself by cant or sopliistrv, and never failed

to blame himself for moral derelictions. Tlie truth is that reli-

gion meant more to Johnson than to many sophistical professors,

and the difference between his scruples and his actions frequentlv

cast him into fits of gloom.

In spite of the spirit of the age, and the doistic nature of his

education, Johnson had genuine moral courage, a moral couraf^e

that was the product and sign of a more than passive religion.

In the company of the most brilliant wits of his age, of which
he was the chief, he never failed to audibly confess his religious

convictions; amid the epicurean scoffers he was most reverent and
temperate, and, though more of a philosopher than an exegete, yet,

in drawing-room and Bohemia alike, he humbly confessed that for

such a sinner as he there was no hope of salvrition except through
the atonement of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. This con-

fession alone in many circumstances was in itself a decided, posi-

tive expression of religious convictions and of spiritual concern.

To refer more particularly to Johnson's education and tempera-

ment, many leading facts may easily be considered. An educa-

tion of the English nineteenth-century type, acting on and in con-

.
junction with a nature singularly predisposed to fits of self-

indulgence and periods of inactioii, would hardly produce a stoic,

much less a Christian martyr. Yet all his life Johnson endeavored

to school his vagrant tendencies into resi)ectable Christian habits,

and he so far succeeded that, though he was in a woi-ld of more
or less profligate artists, he certainly was not of it. Witness his

abstinence from wine, his chivah-y toward su llV'ring women, his

devout religious attitude at all times and in all places. Even his

sexual purity was much abo\-e the average; indeed, except at cer-

tain periods, above reproach. In an age when Tom Jones was
a true reflection of the tinu-s, Jolmson never gave vej'bal counte-

nance to or lent his pen in supj)ort of a suggestive or licentious liter-

ature. I'lie truth is that Johnson's dereliction was of a mental
rather than a strictly moral order, and, thouu-li this niav be a
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question for the psychologist rather than the litterateur, yet I

venture the conclusion at least. He saw naked truth with the

lucidity of a Xewnian, but he was alike handicapped by nature

and education in harmonizing the counter currents of self-inclina-

tion in conformity with his ideals; and his audible soliloquies and

self-deprecation because he failed to reach his own standard have

been seized by school-girl critics as taiitamount to a confession of

deliberate and willing devilishness. It would seem rather a case

of, '"And they who fain would serve the best are coiiscious most of

wrong within." But, however Johnson may have failed in reach-

ing his own ideals of life, he had moments of moral concern which

are nothing short of sublime, and one wonders why theologians

do not seize more readily on this as an illustration for class pur-

poses. With the exce]>tion of suificicnt facts to point the moral,

the story needs no recapitulation here; but one may be excused for

suggesting that not all English readers and but few Americans

can picture an English market to^nl on market day in the eigh-

teenth century—t]ie center of commerce, literature, art, and

gossip for miles around. xV Xorman church and castle looking

down on a street composed of Tudor gables and Stuart houses

;

the squire, the huntsman and the gentlemen farmers with their

buxom daughtei's in pleasant contrast to the leathern jerkin of

yeoman and peasant; in the center the merchants selling their

wares, and round about the streets the fashion, wealth, and aUo

the dense poverty of the neighborhood. Amid such a scc-ne, in

pouring rain, Johnson stands bareheaded because, years before, a

foolish pride had induced him to refuse his fathei-'s request to

substitute for him at the book stalk JTcre we have penitence and

repentance wnthout the slightest utilitarian motive except that it

genuinely expresses the mood of a man's soul, but still it is a sub-

lime picture of moral concern; and v/hen Johnson's Lives of the

Poets is forgotten that story and that scene will live. It must be

admitted that Johnson failed in religion precisely where Wesley

eventually succeoiled. IFe Viwd too much in the first chapter of

John rather than the third. In a sen-o he walked in the light

which lighteth every man that cometli into the woi'ld, but he never

seemed to catch the vitalizing spark; he was conc(U-ned, like
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Nicodemiis, but never experienced the new birth. Yet his reli-

gious fecliTigs and convictions Avere sincere, and Boswell thus

justly sums up his great master

:

It is of essential consequence to keep in view that there was in this

excellent man's conduct no false principle of commutatioii, no deliberate

indulgence in sin in consideration of a counterbalance of duty. His offend-

ing and his repenting were distinct and separate; . . . who will dare to

cast a stone at him?

On the eve of his death, after having received the sacrament,

Johnson uttered the following prayer:

Almighty and most merciful Fathnr, I am now, as to human eyes it

seems, about to commemorate for the last time the death of thy Sen Jesus

Christ, our Saviour and Redeemer. Grant, Lord, that my whole hope and

confidence may be in his iiierits, and thy mercy; enforce and accept my im-

perfect repentance . . . and make the death of thy Son Jesus Christ effec-

tual to my redemption.

In sjnte of the anachronism, and though fully conscious of

the weakness of concluding an article with even a mild deviation

from its title, I venture to conclude this sketch with an extract

from one of Johnson's letters—a letter that exjtresses the mo.st

genuine and the most chaste and dignified manliness, of a degree

denied to all but noble souls. In his famous reply to Lord

Chesterfield Johnson wrote

:

Is not a patron, my Lord, one who looks with unconcern on a man
struggling for life in the water, and, when he has reached the ground,

encumbers him with help": The notice which you have been pleased to

take of my labor, had it been early, had been kind; but it has been de-

layed till I am indifferent and cannot enjoy it; till I am solitary and can-

not impart it; till I am known and do not want it. I hope it is no very

cynical asperity not to confess obligation where no benefit has been re-

ceived, or to be unwilling that the public should consider rne as owing that

to a patron which Providence has enabled me to do for myself.
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Akt. TX.—FrxECITETTE, POET OF LIBERTY AND OF
FAITH

With the death of Louis Ilonore Frechette, tliat occurred \n

the city of .Montreal recently, Canada lost its poet laureate. For
more than two generations he had been the leading niau of letters

of the French tongue among our northern neighbors. To him was
it given to sing the praises of Our Lady of the Snows and to make
her known abroad among the literary classes. Lie was the first

Canadian to be crowned by tlie French Academy, and for many
years had been a source of pleasure and profit to tlie many who
have come under the magic spell of his muse.

To an American traveling in parts of Canada the dual nature

of that country is constantly I'evealing itself. It is a British peo-

ple that he visits, and yet as he goes from place to place he cannot

but realize how very French it all is. Particularly is tliis the case

in the Province of Quel)ec, in what might be termed Old Canada.

Here two races live together and form one nation. That, to a

certain extent, there should be conflict between the two is but

natui-al, yet this is gradually dying away and the two are learning

to live- together in peace and harmony. To men like Frechette,

singers of the best and loftiest in Canadian character, mucli of this

is due. For, though he was a French Canadian by birth, and

spoke in that tongue for the convenience of expression, he belongi>d

to Canada as a whole. Lie \vas her crowned poet, and he was loved

and honored as such. Frechette's name is not unknown in the

United States. His lines have a])])eared from time to time in

some of our literary journals, while he was also a frequent

contributor to the American press on Canadian matters. It was in

this country, as a matter of fact, that he began his brilliant career,

after having completed his collegiate course and liaving been ad-

mitted to the bar. In the year I860 he went to Chicago and there

entered upon a journalistic venture. He was also connected in a

secretarial way Avith one of the gi'cat railway enterprises that

centered in that citv. An iutei-estiiio' coincidence in relation to
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this latter position is tliat he succeeded in that phice Tlionias

Dickens, a brother of the eminent English novelist. Like that of

Victor Hugo, Frechette's life was twofold—literary and political.

In the latter he was prominent in liberal circles, and when yet but

thirty-two years of age was made a member of the federal Parlia-

ment, in the Mackenzie-Dorion administration. He was a dem-

ocrat by nature, and even after the fall of his party continued to

sing the people's praises. Who can measure the influence of his

verse as it interpreted the longings of the masses ? Did he not help

to prepare the way for that great liberal administration of Sir

Wilfrid Laurier, that to-day is attracting the attention of the

world ? He vras a member of a coterie of brilliant young men who

in the early seventies were wrestling with the ])roblems of Cana-

dian destiny, longing for the tiine when the two races would live

togetlier in hnrinony, devoting their strength and energy to the

development of the country.

An American can scarcely conceive the conflict that existed

for many years between the French and English on Canadian soil.

The French, as the concpiered, felt their position keenly. Of a

proud race, they did not take their defeat gracefully. Particularly

can this be understood when one realizes the classes that made up

the immigrants who came to that soil. The French nobility was

prominent among the early Canadian ])ioneers. There is no more

romantic page tlian that which records the settling of Our Lady of

the Snows. Eoligion played an important part in ii all, as well as

chivalry. Parkman has well caught the spirit of that day in his

Old Eegime in Canada. It was the dream of France to plant a

Xew France on these shores, with feudal system and the Eoman

Catholic hierarchy supreme, just as they were then in France

herself. Do you wonder that these scions of nr)bility, these proud

sons of Gaull took hard their defeat? On the other hand, it is

barely possible^ that the conquerors may have been at times a trifle

overbearing. And thus conquered and conqueror, not understand-

ing each otlier, and cerlninly luiving little love for one another,

failed to cet nlong in peace. Tho>e were trying times for all con-

cerned. Frecliftte was a liberal, a champion of liis race, but he

was a man of vision and insight, a devout Christian soul who
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longed for the Lvaiich of olive. How his old days must have been

cheered as he witnessed the dawn of a new condition of things I

But it is as a poet that Frechette has a claim for distinction.

lie was the first of French Canadians to attract the attention of

literary France. He sang so sweetly, his Frencli was so pure, liis

\'erse was so ''spirituel"—as the French call it—that even the

Academy listened. There has gimc out among the American po])-

ulations a notion that in Canada no one speaks good French. Of-

ten do we hear it asked if one is from Canada or from France,

and the conclusion is that if he comes from across the water, ho

knows his French, otherwise he does not. Xow, in fact, nothing

could be farther from the truth. It is generally conceded to-day

that, taking the average Parisian as a basis, the poorest French in

the world is spoken in Paris. One must go to the interior, away

from the Parisian "argot" that Victor Hugo describes so well in

Les Miserables, if he is to hear good French. In Canada one hears

the pure language. Of cour-e one must not compare the non-edu-

cated with the educated. It was ]\I. de Presensee, one of the lead-

ing literary lights of France, who made the statement in a volume

some time ago, that he had listened to Canadian preachers and

lawyers, political orators and business men, as well as to private

conversations, and, barring a few Anglicisms, which are iuU\iral

because of the demands of business, the French he heard would

have been a credit to any Frenchman anywhere. It is well for us

to get this in mind when thinking of the literary achievements of

our northern neighbors. If one goes into the back districts of

Canada, he may come across what might be called, for the sake of

a name, Canadian French. What is it? Xothing more nor less

than a survival of the French of Louis XIV. This was tlie

language that his courtiers brought to the Xew World. After

the conquest relations with France were n:i1urnlly cut off, and,

while the French langiuige grew and dt'velo])ed at home, tbe Cana-

dians continued speaking that which their falheis brought over

with them. It is as if there were those in this country who spoke

to-day the language of Shakespeare and of Ben Jonson. It would

bo pure I']nglish for then, but not for now. Tliis is all that there

is to "Canadian French." If one desiri's lo hear the purest of
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Frericli, lie has only to visit the salons of Moutreal or of Quebec.

Frechette \vas a cosmopolitan. He loved France. That was but

natural. lie loved the United States also. It was here that he

received some of that inspiration that sent him back to his native

land in love with political liberty. He loved our literature also,

and gave some of it to his compatriots of the French tongue, trans-

lating, among others, IIowclls's A Chance Acquaintance and Ca-

ble's Old Creole Days. In turn, his verse was done into English by

several admirers, especially by Sir James Edgar, liis college friend.

Ilis principal monument is his epic poem, "La Lcgcndo d'Un

Peuple," in which he has enslirined in digniiied verse the great

historical events concerning his race in America, !^[uch of his

folldore he wrote in tlie Englisli tongue dir^^-t—poems that have

delighted and charmed many. His '"'Christmas in French Can-

ada" is one of the most populai- that has come from his pen.

It was his intense religious nature, perhaps, that gave to all his

works that deep insiglit in life that has made them so worth the

while. He trusted God implicitly, and this trust could not but

find expression in his lines. The very last ])oem that came from

his pen was one of supreme trust, like Tennyson's '"Crossing the

Bar." It reminds one also of Whittier when hp says,

I know not where His islands lift

Their frouded palms in air;

I only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care.

It was even so with Canada's poet laureate. ''Why fear death?"

he asks;

As for me, to Infinite Justice my all I confide

—

Thy Justice, O Saviour, which forever is merciful!

Hence, assured of thy celestial goodness,

When the end of my race I shall reach,

^ly head I shall bow in quiet sleep

Without fear, ;!S a child on its mother's breast.*

Frechette was an minexatinnist. He loved the United States,

and he hoped to see the day when the two countrie.- would be one.

It is needless to say that that is not the popular idea at this time.

' Literal translation.
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There was a day wiicn many wei-e of liis opinion, and it wonld nut

have taken nuicli to bring about a nnion of the two in so far

as Canada -was concerned. But it mnst be admitted that that

day has gone by. It is perhaps better so. But the spirit of liberty

in things political and religions, which yonng men like Frechette

imbibed amid the clarified atmospliere of this republic, has worked

a transformation in Canada. It is not so very long ago that perse-

cution was rife on Canadian soil. To be a Protestant in certain

quarters was to invite insult and even worse. Xow all of this has

passed away. And in this victory we, as a country, have had our

share, inspiring and teacliing under God such a rare spirit as Louis

Ilonore Frechette, who in turn has sung into the hearts of the

people. God sometimes moves in a mysterious way his wonders to

perform, but he performs them.

t.G£--S-s^^^
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Art. X.—service IE PLANT LIFE

Is the Christian idea that service should be the guiding prin-

ciple of life a liazy ideal of a dreamer, or is service a law of all

nature? It is generally considered that the theory of evolution

})rove3 that this idea of service is a hazy ideal. If, according to

nature's laws, the wolf with the longest fangs and the greatest

facility in using them survives the other wolves, and if the bull

of greatest strength and ferocity must rule the herd, then the

argimient is advanced tViat the man possessing great physical or

mental endowments should use them for his survival and preem-

inence. From the theory of evolution, as thus improperly under-

stood, It Is argued that, since existing forms lu nature have sur-

vived through a life-and-death struggle, a struggle in which the

best equipped has won, likewise human advancement has resulted

from tliis sauic savage contest, and that this is the only way in

which advancement can coiue. Consequently, extreme individual-

ism is considered to 1)C the Ijasis of human advancement. As a

result the Christian Idea of loving service Is scouted. It is gen-

erally considered to be a harmless conception, partially workable in

the lives of ministers, or old women, or ''social workers," or others

who live in the unexacting world of beautiful dreams, but wholly

imsulted and absolutely inapplicable to the workaday world. The

man actually engaged In the struggles of this life is expected to

govern himself not by the principle of loving service but by that

of "enlightened self-interest"—which too often means that quo

must not hold up another at the point of a revolver, but may rob

him by means of watered stock, low wages, discrimination,

slighted work, or exploitation. This is "the general law of practi-

cal life" ; "the law of far-off Utopia is loving service." In recent

years, however, a series of investigations has largely removed the

undue emjihasis placed ujion individual sti'uggle in evolutionary

advancement. It was proved, first, that among some animals,

notably the ant and tlie bee and the herding animals, the law of

service is of far greater im])ortance than that of individual strug-

gle. It was next proved that among all animals service for the
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group is very important. Then, following another line, investiga-

tion among priinitive races has demonstrated that the farther back

v,c go in human life, the more Ave find that the individual is sub-

ordinate to the group; that the "natural rights" of primitive man
are nothing when the interests of the group to which ho belongs are

at stake. Tlie purpose of this article is to show tliat the law of

service extends further back into nature than primitive man oi- the

lower groups of animals ; that it is, in fact, operative even in plant

life. Tlie object is not full treatment, but, rather, the sugges-

tion of a line of thought that will emphasize ihe importance of the

law of service even in plants.

Until a few years ago the evolution of plants was supposed to

be along the line of differences in structure. A plant was high in

the scale of evolution if its structure were complicated ; low if

its structure were simple.^ On this supposition the science of

botany was founded. Wlien scholars tried, however, to work it out

on this basis, they found it very unsatisfactory. The science was

popular not because it gave one a real gi-asp of the subject, but

largely because it afforded opportunities for mixed groups to have

long walks together, ivather recently an hypothesis concerning

the line of evolution of plant life was set forth which has revolu-

tionized the whole science. Tlie hypothesis has proved wonderfully

satisfactory; interest in the science has greatly increased, and

results have been gained that were thouglit scarcely ])ossible on the

old basis. This useful hypothesis is that the evolution of plant life

has not beeii along advance in the structure of the plant, but

mainly along advances in the method of propagation. The lowest

types of plants are considered to be not necessarily those which

have the siujplest structure, but those whicli luive tlic poorest meth-

od of propagation. For instance, although the Fucus has a much
higher structure than the Leafy nepatica-, yet it is considered a

plant lower in the scale of evolution because its method of propa-

gating itself is less effective. Xow note tlie significance of this

new hyjiothesis, which accrnmts for the facts of plant evolution

mucli better tlian the old otie. and, consequently, is the true basis

of the science. This means that the j)lant grouj) survived which

provided best for future mombers of its kind, and not the i>lant
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^vllic]l, in itself, was Itcsi a(Ja])ted to its cnvironiiicut. The plant

wLosG variations tcndecl to a group advantage survived; the one

that tended merely to individual advantage did not. Consequently,

this law of service, and not the law of individual struggle, is shown

to be dominant through the wliole range of jdant life. ZSTot only

does the evolution of plant life follov/ the lino of provisions for

group perpetuation, but also "all the energy of the plant is directed

for the propagation of its kind."^ The wheat plant affords an il-

lustration of this. It grows and develops into a hardy plant, hut

at a certain stage of development fruit is produced at the end of

the main stem with the result that when it matures the stem dies.

All gTOwth is stopped ; in fact, the wliole plant is killed, for the

propagation of tlic species. What is true of wheat is also true of

pineapple, oats, corn, bananas, and numei-ous plants. The indi-

vidual is utterly sacrificed for the good of the species. All plants

do not die as a result of producing their fruit, yet their whole

energy is concentrated toward that function. This is manifestly

a disadvantage to the individual plant. AYhcn horticulturists de-

sire a particularly large specimen of a plant, they pinch off all

the flower buds, so that the great amoimt of energy normally used

in the production of fruit goes rather to the individual plant, and

the plant gains thereby a tremendous advantage. The fact that

usually every year a plant produces hundreds, or more often tliou-

sands, of seeds at the expense of its own growth, and to its distinct

and direct disadvantage, shows how plant life is subject to the law

of service. The individual ]»lant ib ruthlessly sacrificed if advan-

tage for the group is thereby gained.

These are arginnents of a general nature; we can only hint

at a few of the more concrete illustrations of this law of service in

])lant life. A large numl)or of plants are closely associated witli

others and are very de])endent upon each other. "The majority of

our trees are dependent u])on certain fungi, at least for such foods

as are derived from humus." "The majority of our licaths, ever-

greens, poplars, willows, beeches, and oaks do not thrive where

these fungi are not found."- ]VLost of the orchids, the white Indian

• Curtis, Nntiirc and Development of rUiitrt, p. 100.
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pipe, the adder-tongiie fems are closely as^oclateJ with other plauts

iipon which they depend for food, sometimes entirely, and to which,

in turn, they are of service. By far the most interesting of these

associated plants are, however, the lichens. In this plant an alga

and a fuugiis liave become so closely associated that the repro-

dnctive buds contain both algal and fungal cells. This blue-gTcen

alga is essentially aquatic; it will grow only in water, and only in

water that contains decaying organic matter. The fungus plant

must gi-ow where it receives its food already prepared, for it has

none of the chloropliyll upon which all ])lants depend for the

transformation into food of the raw material furnished by the

leaves and the roots. Both these i:)lants are, then, distinctly limit-

ed in their habitat, for vcjt special conditions are reqtiired fon

their welfare. How about ilie lichen that restilts from the associa-

tion of these two plants—an association so close that it is con-

sidered a -distinct plant? "It is distributed from the equator to

the pole, and is associated upon crystalline rocks, bahed earth,

bark of trees, and other places where no other plant life is pos-

sible." It is ''able to meet any extreme of temperature and

drought."^ On the bare, topmost peak of the monarch of the moun-

tains and on the sands of tlie ocean these lichens grow. The spires

of the great cathedrals are covered with them. They gTOW evcrj-

whcrc. Though this association is entirely unconscious, does it

not show the service of one plant to another, and suggest the great

advantages that result, even in plant life, from mutual hel]">ful-

ness ?

The fundamental Christian precept of loving service is not

a fantastic dream, at variance with all nature. Bather it is a

principle, the fundamental idea of which is dominant in all

nature, thereby meriting the consideration and the au-

thority of a principle that has worked not only among mankind

])ut also throuLdiout the whole ran<2;e of nature.

' Curtis, Nature and Development of Plants, p. 239.

cAcY^f^^V^-^A.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS

EMILY DICKIXSOX: THE HKKMIT THRUSn OF
AMHEEST

Ix this subject ^vc have a Human Enigma and a Literary

Surprise.

On Main Street in the college town of Amherst, Massachusetts,

stands a large old-fashioned cupolacd square brick mansion, sur-

rounded by ample grounds with trees and blooming shrubs, in which

was born on December 10, 1830, and died on May 15, 1SS6, at the

age of fifty-six, a singular and mysterious woman. During the last

thirty years of licr life Miss Emily Dickinson withdrew herself from

intercourse witli the world outside her honic into a seclusion more

and more complete and impenetrable, until she became entirely un-

known except to a few who were mostly friends of her youth; and

w^ith them her intercourse was almost exclusively through the post

office. For many years she declined to go outside her father's front

gate, and finally for several years she refused to step foot beyond the

threshold of the house, even to go into the garden to see her flowers.

She had moods in which she would not see her dearest friends when

they came a long distance to the house. She seems to have so treated

Samuel Bowles, editor and proprietor of The Springfield Ecpublican,

for one letter to him says : ''Friend, Sir : I did not see you yesterday.

Perhaps you thought I didn't care, because I stayed out. I did

care, Mr. Bowles. I pray for your sweet health to Allah evei-y morn-

ing; but something troubled me, and T knew you needed light and

air so T didn't come in to darken you. 'Won't you come back?

Can't I bring you something?"' Considering her gifts and oppor-

tunities, she must be counted about the shyest ]»it of flesh and blood

living in our neighborhood in our day.

The father of this eccentric woman was the Hon. Edward Dick-

inson, the leading lawyer of Amherst, at one time member of Con-

gress and at another of the ^Massachusetts Legislature, treasurer of

Amherst College, and in other ways prominent in church and in ciyil

affairs. Once a year Mr. Dickinson gave a reception at his house to
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the college families and other choice society of the place. On the?e

occasions his daughter Emily appeared and met the local world, doing

her part a^p- a hostess in such gracious manner, says one report, that

no one Avould have suspected it \vas not her usual mode of life; hut

another account affirms tliat sometimes at these receptions she sat

apart in silence with her face averted from the comj^any or went

away into another room by herself; whicli recalls George William

Curtis's description of Hawthorne at the Concord Club sitting

gloomily like a dark statue of night and silence off at one side by

himself under a portrait of Dante. She undoubtedly shared the feel-

ing of the Harvard professor, who, being approached at the close of

an evening reception in his own house by a gushing lady guest with

the inquiry, "How often do you have these delightful reunions, Pro-

fessor?" answered without the slightest prevarication, "Tlu^nk heaven,

madam, only once a year !'• For one rnid-June she writes her brother

Austin : "I expect all our grandfathers and all their country cousins

will come here to spend commencement, and don't doubt tlie stock

will rise several per cent tliat week. If we children could obtain

board for the week in some 'vast wilderness,' I think we should

have good times. Our house will be crowded daily with the members

of this world, the high and the low, the bond and the free, the 'poor

in this world's goods' and the 'almighty dollar'; and what in the

world they are after continues to be unknown. But I hope they Avill

pass away as insects and let us reap together in golden harvest time."

Here in another letter to Austin Dickinson is another cry in the same

key: "The usual rush of callers, and this beleaguered family as yet

in want of time. I do hope immortality will last a little wliilc, but

if the A— s should happen to get tliere first, we shall be driven tlierc"

These expressions indicate that the young woman of twenty-three

already feels distaste for much society.

The queer hermit habits of the latter half of her life make us

wonder what sort of a person she was originally, before this strange

tendency seized her. When about iifteen she was for two years a

pupil in :Mount Ilolyolce Seminary, under tliat wonderful woman,

lilary Lyon. The letters of that time are those of a bright, affectionate

girl. To an Amherst schoolmate such natural chatter as this: "Your

hcaii idcnl, ]:>— ,"
I have not seen lately, f presume he was changed

into a star some night wliile gazing at tlicm, and placed in the con-

stellation Orion between Bellatrix and Betelegcux. ... I expect

I have altered a good deal since I saw you. I have grown tall, and
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wear my golden tressc? douc up in a net-caj). ... I am growing

Handsome very fast indeed! ] expect 1 shall be tlie belle of Amherst

when 1 reaeli my seventeenth year. T don't doubt I shall hayc per-

fect crowds of admirers at tliat age. Then how I shall delight to

make them await my bidding, and witness tlieir suspense while I

make my final decision. ... I haye lately come to the conclusion

that I am Eye, alias Mrs. Adam. You know there is no account of

her death in the- Bible, so why am I not Eye? If you find any docu-

ments likely to prove the truth of the case, I wish you would send

them to me v.itliout delay. ... I love this seminary, and all the

teachers are strongly bound to my heart.'"'

The best answer to our query, What was she in youth? is given

by her schoolmate, Mrs. Gordon L. Ford, mother of Paul Leicester

Ford, who tells of a bright bevy of eight girls in Amherst about 1850,

with talent enough for twice their number, of which circle Emily

Dickinson was the wit and humorist and by her brilliancy often the

center of attraction. These girls took long walks over the lovely hills,

made excursions to ]\Iount Xorwottock, five miles away, met to discuss

books, puzzled over Emerson, read the latest poems by Lovrell, Long-

fellow, Whittier, and laughed over 0. W. Holmes's wit. They were at

the adoring age, fifteen to twenty, worshiped many golden idols, and

were full of the literary enthusiasm pervading a college town. When

a college tutor presumed on his eight years' seniority to advise them

to leave Lowell and Emerson and read Byron, who "had a much

better style," Emily Dickinson went into a fit of passionate crying.

When it was suggested in a Shakespeare club, composed of young

women and young men, tliot it would be )ieces?ary to use an expur-

gated edition for their readings, she took her departure with a lofty

air, saying, "There's nothing wicked in Shakespeare," As a sample of

Emily's breezy letters, showing the merry-hearted girl, take this

description of an influenza cold and how she got it, written to Miss

Strong the winter slie was twenty : "I am occupied principally with

a cold just now, and the dear creature will have so much attention

that my time slips away amazingly. It has heard so n\iuh of Xew

Englanders, of their kind attention to strangers, that it comes all

the way from the Alps to determine the truth of the tale. It say.s

the half wasn't told it, and I begin to be afraid it wasn't. Only think

—came all the way from distant Switzerland to find what was the

truth! Xeither husband, friend, nor protector accompanied it, and

so utter a state of loneliness gives friends if nothing else." She had
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gone out for a -walk on a January afternoon too thinly clad, and

her yarn about what happened is as follow? : '"'Attracted by the

gaycty visible in the street, 1 ke])t on Avalking till a little chill-footed

creature ]iounced upon tlie thin ?ha^vl 1 wore and comnicnecd riding.

I begged the creature to alight, as I was fatigued already and quite

unable to assist others. It wouldn't get down and began talking to

itself thus: 'Can't be Xew England—must have made some mistake

—

disap}x)inted in my reception—don't agree with accounts. 0, what

a world of deception and fraud ! Marm, will you tell me the name
of this country—it's Asia Minor, isn't it? I intended to stop in Xew
England.' By this time I was so completely exhausted that I made

no further effort to rid me of my load, but traveled home at a rapid

jog; got into the house and threw off bonnet and shawl, when out

flew my tormentor, and, putting both arms around my neck, began

to kiss me immoderately and express so much love it completely

bewildered me. Since thou it has slept in my bed, eaten from my
plate, lived with me everywhere, and will tag mo through life for all

I know. I think I'll wake first, and get out of bed, and leave it

;

but early or late, it is drested before me, and sits on the side of the

bed looking right into my face M'ith such a comical expression it almost

makes me laugh in spite of my misery. I can't call it interesting,

but it certainly is curious—has two peculiarities which would quite

win your heart—a huge pocket handkerchief and a very red nose.

The first seems so abundant it gives you the idea of independence

and prosperity in business. The last brings up the 'jovial bowl, my
boj's.' If it ever gets tired of me. Ell forward it to you; you would

love it for my sake if not for its own; it will tell you some queer

stories alxnit me—how I sneezed so loud one night that the family

thought the last t7-ump was sounding and climbed into the currant-

bushes to get out of the way; liow the rest of the people, arrayed in

long night-gowns, folded- their arms and were waiting; but this is a

wicked rib. Xow, my dear fricjid, let me tell you these last thoughts

are fiction—vain imaginations to lead astray foolish young women.

They are flowers of speech; they both make and tell deliberate false-

hoods; avoid them as the snake, and turn aside as from the rattle-

snake, and I don't think you will ])e harmed. Honestly, though, a

snake-bite is a serious nuitter, and there caii't be too much said or

done about it. The 'old serpent' bites the deepest, and we get so

accustomed to his bites that wo don't mind about them. 'Verily, T

say unto 3'ou, fear him.' Won't you read some work upon snakes? I
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have a real anxiety for you. I love those little green ones that slide

around by your shoes in the grass and make it rustle with their

elbows; they are rather my favorites, on the whole, but I wouldn't

influence you for tlic world. There is an air of misanthropy about

the striped snake that may commend it to your taste."

In those early days I^frs. Ford remembers no sign of the future

recluse; onh', once, Emily asked her if it did not make her shiver to

liear a great many people talk because, slie said, '''they take all the

clothes off their souls"—indicating that she keenly felt in others a

lack of 'that delicacy and sensitive modesty which were so exquisite in

her and so sacred to her. At twenty-two she writes with interest of

levees at the president's and of attending receptions at the houses of

Professors Tyler and Haven. Yet that very year she writes to a

friend of her school days : "You ask me to come and see you. Thank

you, but I don't go from liome \inless emergency leads me by the hand,

and then I do ^it obstinately and draw back if I can. Should I

ever leave home, which is improbable, I will, with much delight,

accept your invitation; till then, my warmest thanks are yours, but

don't expect me. I'm so old-fashioned, darling, that all your friends

would stare." The next year there are strong signs of a growing dis-

inclination to mingle in a social melee. On the June day in 18.53

when the town was all astir with processions and bands celebrating

the opening of the railroad into Amherst, she wrote her brother:

"Carriages flew like sparks hither and thither and 3'on, and all said

'twas fine. I 'spose' it was. I sat in Professor Tyler's woods and

saw the train move oil; and then came home again for fear somebody

woiild see me and ask me how I did." This shrinking from observa-

tion increases. The next year the twenty-four-year-old young woman

writes her brother: "I went to meeting five minutes before the bell

rang, morning and afternoon, so as not to liave to go in after all tlie

people had got there." The same year dislike for unfamiliar contacts

is oddly indicated in one expression when she has to wash and wipe

the dishes because Margaret, a valued servant, has seen fit to marry

a widower with four children. She says: "T winced at her loss,

because I was in the habit of her, and even a new rolling-pin has an

embarrassing element of strangeness." That by the time she was

thirty-one she was retiring into a very close seclusion which slie meant

to preserve until life's end, is shown in a letter to her friend Mrs.

Anthon, Avhich closes thus: "Inducements for you to visit Amherst,

dear Katie, are as they were: I am pleasantly located off here in
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the deep sea, but love will row you out to me if licr liauds are

strong; and don't wait for me to land on your coast, for I'm going

ashore on the other side."'

For her strange withdrawal from the world no more definite

cx])lanation is given us than that of ^Mrs. 'J'odd : "She had tried society

and found it lacking." One of the defects she fmds in folks is perhaps

intimated in the queer question she asked Colonel Iligginson: '"'How

do most people live—without any thoughts? There are many people

in the world—you must have noticed them in the street—how do

they live? How do they get strength to put on their clothes in the

morning?" Xow this was said by a woman who had the entree of

the college circle in a town where the average of intelligence is pre-

sumably high and culture saturates society. So there could have

been no lack of intelligent and attractive com})any. Two little verses

tell us that she and the squirrel are of one mind ; a plausible appear-

ance is not enough in persons or in nuts—the question of the kernel

is uppermost for both ; and "]\[cat within is requisite to squirrels and

to me." When Higgiusou writes inquiring what companionship she

has, she answers in her odd way : ''Hills, sir, and the sundown, and

ft dog as large as myself that my fatlier bought me. They are better

than beings, because they know but do not tell. I know the butterfly

and the lizard and the orchis." AYlien asked why she shuns men and

women, she answers: '"'They talk of hallowed things aloud and em-

barrass my dog. He and I don't object to them if they'll exist their

side. I think Carlo vrould please you ; lie is dumb and brave. T

think you would like the clicstnut tree I met in my walk. It hit

my notice suddenly and I thought the skies were in blossom. Then

there's a noiseless noise in the orchard that I let persons hear." All

\vc know is that her isolation was as voluntary as it is mysterious.

She was not driven from society any more than Thorcau was di'ivcn

to Walden J'ond. She was not embittered by ill treatment like

Thomas B. Laighton, Celia Thaxter's father, who, turning his back

in passionate scorn upon the treachery of the human race, gathered

up his family and left the mainland forever, never to set foot on it

again, to be the keeper of White Island light, to make his home, and

after many years of stubborn self-isolation, his grave, upon the rocky

Isles of Shoals in the great wild ocean's bosom. We are forbidden

to think of her as "a stricken deer that left the herd''; and yet—who

knows?—there may have been some silent umbrage early taken, some

secret indienalion at tlie world, unuttered but abiding?, wliich made
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her resolve to part company and have no more to do with it. Or

A7as it simply an intensification and settled submergence' into "\\^ords-

worth's feeling, "The world is too nuich with us"? We know that

Tennyson all his life liad an ahnoFt morbid aversion to society: Jowett

called Tennyson the shyest person he ever knew. We know that Goethe,

dissatisfied with human intercourse, resolved to build a Chinese wall

around his inner life; that Matthew Arnold, at thirty-five, wrote

to his sister from a place in which he liad hidden away :
" 'Hide thy

life/ said Epicurus, and the exquisite zest there is in doing so can

only be appreciated hy those who, desiring to introduce some method

into their lives, have sutfcred from the malicious pleasure tlie world

takes in trying to distract tliem till they are as shatter-brained and

empty-hearted as tlie world itself."

For reasons of her own, not divulged by her nor discernible by us,

Emily Dickinson deliberately decided to clear a space of privacy

large enough to walk around in unmolested and unobserved, to put

her days under cover in a seclusion wliich shut out prying eyes and

neighborhood inquisition. She asserted with dignity and persistence

her individual right to choose her own way of life, and live it free

from dictation and espionage. Whether this rig] it be conceded or

not, history has sometimes been made vital and s])iritual, as well as

picturesque, by certain forsakcrs of cu.-tom's beaten path, non-conform-

ists, rebels against conventionality and uniformity, who were as noble

as they were high-spirited. The spirit of the scclusiveness she prac-

ticed breathes in her own lines: '"The soul selects her own society

—

then shuts the door," and tliereafter notes unmoved whatever chariot

pauses at her gate or emperor kneels outside upon her doormat:

I've known her from an ample nation

Choose one ;

Then close the valves of her attention

Like stone.

Of another T. B. Aldrich wrote

:

This is her Book of Verses—wrenlike notes,

Shy franknesses, blind gropings, haunting fears;

At times across the chortls abruptly lloats

A mist of i)assionate tears.

A fragile lyre, too tensely keyeil and strung,

A broken music, weirdly ineomi)lete;

Here a proud mind, self-baflled and self-stung,

Lies coili-d in dark defeat.

If one should try to use those linos in a description of Emily Ihckin-
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son, he 'u-onld find Ihcm inapplicable, for \vc do not catch her weeping.

and she is not frightened ; we do not see licr mind lying in dark defeat

like a suicide's bodj' at the bottom of a pool ; instead of stinging her-

self she is enjoying herself; and instead of being baffled she seems to

have Avays of getting to windward of fate.

As she was a recluse, not a captive, in retirement, not in confine-

ment, her mode of life no way necessitated by ill health, by iinsuitable

environment, or by lack of sociable and coaxing love outside—so there

is no tone of plaintive resignation to hard conditions, no resentment

of maltreatment, no morose misanthropy or morbid moping. She

nowhere says that life is vanity and vexation of spirit. The woman
of fort}- says to Colonel Higginson, "I find ecstasy in living; the

mere sense of living is joy enough." Her letters do not indicate that

she breathed a stagnant and unwholesome air. ITer privacy is not like

that of a cell eitlior of prison, asylum, or convent, but as of a tent

pitched on a hillside apart, in sunshine and wind, sweet with odors and

bird songs. She is no self-indulgent, self-admiring Marie Bashkirtsefl',

silly and vain and selfish ; no, but a loving and humble and helpful

woman, not a romantic, mooning maiden, but a practical, matter-of-

fact little body, interested in homely household affairs and often busy

with prosaic domestic tasks. Until life's later years she was digging

her flower beds and tending her plants with as keen pleasure as Celia

Thaxter in her Appledore island garden. The girl of twenty writes

Mrs. Strong : "Twin loaves of bread have just been born into the

world under my auspices—fine children, the image of their mother."

And then she speaks of the good she herself derives from such work

—

"the genial housekeeping influence stealing over mind and soul.'" But

the influence did not always steal quite so genially. Once, when do-

mestic perplexities got into a vexatious predicament, and dust and

dirt were thick, and everything went wrong, she found herself in

"great dudgeon at life,'' and expressed her disgust over kitchen ta^ks,

and then said: "Don't be afraid of my imprecations; they never did

anyone harm, and they make me feel so cool and so very much more

comfortable." Then she writes that "housekeeping is a prickly art.''

When a middle-aged woman she tells Colonel Iligginson that she

makes all the bread for the family, because her father likes only hers,

and adds, "And people must have })uddings"—this reference, it is said,

with a shy and mysterious air, as if puddings were inctcors or comets,

difllcult of capture. She is afraid she might be sentimental, "il' it

wasn't for broad davlight and cooking stoves and roosters": but so
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sure as she gets to dreaming a shrill crowing from the neighboring

yard dissipates illusion and lands her on terra firma. Once when

she was making a loaf of cake with Maggie over the red-hot stove,

she fainted and was unconscious several hours. Xo wonder tliat when

Higginson asked if she never felt any want of employment, never

going off the grounds and rarely seeing a visitor, she answered, "I

never thought of conceiving that I could ever have the slightest ap-

proach to such a want in all future time."

That this eccentric and mysteriously sequestered life was produc-

ing, in its long silent years, any literary product was kn(3v^•u only to a

dozen or twenty persons, occasional correspondents, and mostly old

friends, to whom with her letters she would sometimes inclose the

latest bit of verse she had written. They were mostly literary people.

Among tlicm were Ylx. and Mrs. Samuel Bowles, Dr. and Mrs. J.

G. Holland, Helen Hunt, Mrs. Gordon L. Ford, Mrs. Strong, and a

few others like them. Some of them earnestly solicited her permission

to put these fragments in print, but were refused. Two years before

Miss Dickinson's death, Helen Hunt Jackson, an early schoolmate,

wrote her: '-"What portfolios of verse you must have! It is a cruel

wrong to your 'day and generation' that you will not gi%c them light.

I wish you would make me your literary legatee and executor." To

Colonel Higginson Emily Dickinson wrote that her mind was as much

a stranger to any thought of publishing what she had written as the

firmament is unaccustomed to be navigated by fins. So far as the

public knows, she expressed no wish for even a posthumous publica-

tion of her poetry. The nearest approach to an indication that she

expected it is found in the two verses v.'hich read as if they might

have been intended for the place her editors have given tliem as &.

prefix to the volume of her verse

:

This is my letter to tbe world,

That never wrote to me

—

The simple views that nature told

With tender majesty.

Her messaj^e is comiuitted

To hands I cannot see

;

For love of her, sweet countryraeu,

Jud?e tenderly of me !

Many readers of her uni(iue poetry have had curiosity to know

how this singular woman looked. Roberts Brothers announced lier

letters to be accompanied witli a portrait, but it proved only a vexa-

tious disappointment, being from a poor daguerreotype of a child eight
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years old. The only tlo>crii)tion of Emily's appearance in girlhood

is from ^Irs. Ford, who says: ''Tlioiigh ]jot beautiful, she had great

beauties. Her eyes were lovely auburn, soft and wanu; her hair lay

in rings of the same color all over her head, and her skin and teeth

were fine. She was exquisitely neat and careful in her dress, and al-

ways had flowers about her." To this school friend she sent on

request when she was eighteen one of her auburn ringlets with the

words, **'I ehall never give you anything again that will be half so

full of sunshine as this wee lock of hair." Wlien Colonel Iligginson,

puzzled to imagine what sort of a person it can be who is writing him

such piquant, evasive, and enigmatic letters, requests her to send a

photograph, she answers tliat she has no picture, and adds this naive

pen-portrait: "I am small like the wren, and my hair is bold like the

red chestnut burr, and my eyes like the slierry in the glass which the

guest leaves. "Would this do just as well?'' Inviting him to come to

Amherst for an interview, she writes: "You will find a minute host,

but a spacious welcome." Iligginson, who afterward saw her twice,

says her face was "without a single good feature, but with eyes, as she

said, ^ike the sherry the guest leaves in the glass,' and with smooth

bands ot reddish chestnut hair." The fact of her own petiteness seems

to be in the foreground of her consciousness. She writes that she has a

dog as large as herself, and signs herself "your gnome." Her thought

about her own person is seen also in this query

:

On sucli a uight, or sucli a uight,

Would nnybody care

If svich a little figure

Slipped quiet from its chair?

On such a dawn, or such a dawn,

Would anybody sigh

That such a little figur«»

Too sound asleep did lio

For chanticlw^r to wake it,

Or stirring house below.

Or giddy bird in orchard,

Or early task to do?

Another glimpse of the same consciousness we have in the last lines

of the verses which ask, like a child in the dark, whether there is any

certainty of morning:

Will there really be n morning?

Is there such a thing as day?

Could I see it from the mountains

If I wore as tall as they?
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lias it fpct like walcr lilies?

Has it feathers like a birtl?

Is it brought from famous countries

Of which I have never heard?

O, Eorae scholar! O, some sailor!

O, some -wise man from the skies!

Please to tell a little pilprim

\Yhere the place called morning lies!

We have called her ''The Hermit Thrush of Amherst/' The

various members of the feathered tribes are by some fancied to have

their counterparts in human singers differing in voice, and style, and

temper. The garrulous chatter of the bobolink recalls some ballad

Avliich is nothing but versified loquacity. The refined trill and warble

of the canary suggest the delicate sweetness of some feminine poetry.

Even the kingfisher's shrill cry has the harsh quality of some rattling

and rasping attempts at verse. To Emily Dickinson the nearest

comiterpart is probably that shy songster, the hermit thrush, that

modest singer of Xew England woods, whose song is well described

as ''the voice of solitude suddenly breaking into sound," its notes

pathetic, penetrating, almost spiritual, altogether above and apart

from "the symphony to which the summer moves.-"' This little l)ird,

"so plainly dressed with robe of brown atd spotted vest," hides alone

in the forest or in the leafy cloister of some thick foliagod tree, tells

with simple art her sincere and solitary tale, and is heard with pleased

ears by those who stray into woodland paths, but is seldom seen

even by searching eyes. In public places, in the glare and glow,

the pride and show of society, where the tanagers, gaudy in dress and

jaunty in manners, scold and gossip the livelong day; or on city

pavements, where that dirty immigrant, that noisy, turbulent, vicious

little street Arab, the English sparrow, quarrels and fights—in such

places the hermit thrush is never seen. The hermit thrush, however,

is almost a public character compared with Emily Dickinson. If,

instead of singing her song, the thrush should write the score of it

on a bit of birch bark and. leave it to be found in her empty nest

after her final departure, she would imitate the shj-uess and reserve

of Emily Dickinson, the hermit thrush of Amherst.

AVhen tlie miser dies people find his gold hidden somewhere

about his house. After Miss Dickinson's death, in 1SS6, lier hoarded

treasure was found secreted in certain portfolios which were to her

what Coleridge's notebooks were to him, concerning which he wrote
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to "Wordeworth : "Since I left you my ]X)cket notebooks have been

my pole confidants, siJcnt but never-failing friends; confidants \vbo

Ijave not betrayed nie, friends whose silence was not detraction, and

before whoxn I was not ashamed to complain, to weep, or even to

pray/'' Iler sister, Miss Lavinia Dickinson, the sole surviving member

of the liousehold, found in Emily's portfolios hundreds of poetic

effusions, neatly written and packeted, the furtive work of twenty

invisible years. Five years after Emily's death this sister, with tbe

literary aid of Colonel T. W. Iligginson and Mrs. Todd, gave to the

world a email book of verses selected from the mass, and a second

eerics some time after, both subsequently issued in one volume of two

hundred and thirty pages, an edition of wliich was also issued in

London. Three years after the publication of the poems, two volumes

of her letters, even more racy and spicy than her verses, were printed.

Higginson says the American public has liad no equal literary sur-

prise in recent years. Xo such odd, interesting, and undreamed of

"find'' lias been unearthed as tliat which came to light from the

private portfolios in which, as in a cave, this mysterious and, to the

public, almost ghostly woman had buried her thoughts alive.

Schumann, the great musician, in the height of his fame, intro-

duced the young Chopin to the public in a critical notice whicli

opened with tlie exclamation, "Hats off, gentlemen ; a Genius !'^

Frederick Wadmore says that "^Villiani "Watson is a genius, a genius

with Landorian terseness and dignity." Emily Dickinson has some

dignity and more than Landorian terseness and pungency; but

whether she was a genius we do not undertake to decide. Slie herself

being once asked by an old servant wliat tlie word "genius" means,

answered that nobody knows. Bliss Carman characterizes her as tbe

"most original of all American women, with lier dark pithy sayings,

eo oracular and yet so Inmian too." Charles IX AVarncr, in the

"Editor's Study" of Harper's Monthly, wrote: "If notliing else had

come out of our American life but this strange poetry, we should feel

that, in the work of Emily Dickinson, America, or Xew England

rather, Iiad made a distinct addition to t!ie literature of the world,

and could not be left out of any record of it. To the undcrstandijig

reader," says ^fr. AVarncr, "these poems will form an intrinsic expe-

rience." What place ought to be assigned in literature to work so

remarkable yet so elu-ive of criticism is a prol)lem which Colonel

Iligginson pays has not been solved. Dr. Holland, to whom she sent

a. few verses in her letters, thonght them "too (.'fhcrfal for publication.''
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They reminded Mrs. Todd of ''air-plants that have no roots in earth."

Whether they are entitled to be classed as poetry is unsettled, there

being no established standard by which opposing opinions on such

a question can be subdued into agreement. By the test she herself

gave her verses are scarcely poetry. She said to Colonel Higginson:

"If I read a book, and it makes ]ny whole body so cold no fire can

ever wann me, I know that is poetry. If I feel physically as if the

top of my head were taken off, I know that is poetry. These are the

only ways I know it. Is there any otlier way?" Most of us think

there are other ways, although powerful poetry does often have some

such effect. Mrs. Charles Kendall Adams says that the first time she

read Browning's ''Luria'' her nerves did not get over it for a week. We
have all read things which made us feel a tingle of soft lightning

on the nerves and a blaze of burning phosphorus in the brain.

Whether Emily Dickinson be credited Svith genius and called, ^\-ithin

her limitations, a true poet or not, her portfolio Avas a phonograph

into which a most peculiar voice spoke uniquely original things, and

through which a marked individuality bequeathed us verses of virginal

freshness. It would not be effrontery in her to say, in the vrords of

Burton, to the poets of the ages: "If I am not of the best, I am not

the lowest of you."

AYhcn a new pen prints significant prose, or a new singer vocalizes

verse, we at once begin to ask, "Of whom does this remind us?" and

proceed to ransack literature and our minds for resemblances and

contrasts. In such a search nothing is more refreshing than to find

that the newcomer resembles nobody, is so imclassifiable as to form a

class by herself, as is the case with Emily Dickinson. Whitman's

barbaric yawp is scarcely more individual than her imborrowed idiom.

One critic of her poems sees something like the "divine simplicity of

William Blake," and another thinks he hears a haunting echo of

Ileinrich Heine, but her nearest congener is believed to be Emily

Bronte. Miss Dickinson Avas familiar with the poetry of the strange

woman who lived, and suffered, and died in the low gray-stone

English rectory at Haworth: "Gigantic Emily Bront^i," she calls

her. At Miss Dickinson's funeral, because they were favorite with

her, it Avas deemed appropriate that Colonel Higginson should

read Emily Bronte's "Last Lines"—lines "whose stern faith and

solemii triumph show how mighty a force upheld her amid the

rush of the dark waters." It is true that Avhen avc read that Char-

lotte Bronte accidentally discovering, in the autumn of 1845, some
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verses in manuscript written by her sister Emily, of which the

author of Jane Eyre says, "They were not common effusions, nor at

all like the poetry women generally write. 1 thought thein condensed

and terse, vigorous and genuine," we think the words equally descrip-

tive of Emily Dickinson's verses. When Charlotte writes, "ify sister

Emily was not naturally gregarious but had a tendency to seclusion,"

and when we read that genius or something else made Emily Bronte

an isolated spirit; that she never went to the village unless absolutely

compelled ; that, except to go to church or take lonely walks on the

hills or over the desolate moor, she rarely crossed the threshold of

home; that though her feeling for the people around was benevolent,

intercourse with them was never sought by her nor, with few excep-

tions, ever experienced ; tliat she always shrank from association with

her kind except in two or three instances, and lived somewhat apart

even in the narrow circle of her own family; that she labored at

homely househ.old tasks, doing all tiie ironing and most of the cook-

ing, so tliat passing villagers saw Emily Bronte in tlie kitchen knead-

ing bread with an open book before her and her mastiff lying at her

feet—we are indeed reminded of Emily Dickinson's peculiar disposi-

tion and habits. But, after all, there was small similarity in their

environment or their lives or their writings. Between the bare, com-

fortless Bronte parsonage and the spacious, comfortable Xew England

mansion, fragrant with flowers inside and surrounded with the beauty

of trees and blossoming slrrubs; or between the bleak, ignorant, grimy

Yorkshire village, set in a wild and sullen moor, and sweet Amherst,

delightful with thrift and culture, set in one of the fairest and love-

liest of landscapes—wliat resemblance? Around Emily Bronte every-

thing was grim and repellent; around Emily Dickinson everything

was charming and inviting; though tliis, to be sure, makes the sr-lf-

seclusion of the latter tlie more mysterious. Emily Bronto had a

shadowed childhood, an anxious girlhood, a womanhood on which

scarce one gleam of sunshine fell, and a desolate life filled with

despair of any earthly alleviation; and she was dead at twenty-nine.

Emily Dickinson's was in Jio- sense a strangled life, nor did her home

or her sphere lack sunlight and cheer; and she lived to near tiiree-

score. The woman whose body lies in the little old church of Saint

Aute.'st, where under the chancel the Brontii family are buried and talj-

leted, bore little resemblance to the woman who, after a peaceful lilV,

rests peacefully in tlie green cemetery at Amlierst. On the one side

Emily Dickinson could never have written a coarse, fierce, vulgar,
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brutal book like AVuthering ireiglils, ami on the other, Emily Bronte

could never have written the verses, and, least of all, the blithe, breezj,

buoyant letters, ^vhich issued from the gentle heart of our Xc\r

England "'hermit thrush/' Xor is there any sign that Miss Dickinson

ever imitated anybody's style. Her work is as scrupulously original

as is implied in her oAvn words, '"I nev(?r consciously touch a paint

mixed by anotlier person." The only verses that have reminded us

of hers verc some from a mucli younger singer, Helen Gray Cone,

entitled "The Spring Beauties," the resemblance being not in the

form but in the spirit of the style :

The Purjt.'in spring bop.iities stood freshly clad for church;

A Ihrusli, whito-broasted, o'er tbem sat singing on his perck.

"Happy be ! For fair are ye I"' the gentle singer told them,

But presently a buff-coat bee came booming up to scold them.

"Vanity, O vanity

!

Young maids beware of vanity
!"

Grumbled out the buff-coat bee,

Half parson-like, half soldierly.

The sweet-faced maidens trembled, with pretty pinky blushes.

Convinced that it was wicked to listen to the thrushes

;

And when, that shady afternoon, I chanced that way to pasa,

They hung their litrle bonnets down and looked into the gras«.

All because the buff-coat bee

Lectured them so solemnly

:

"Vanity, O vanity !

— Young maids, beware of vanity !"

If tliat pretty bit of fancy in a different meter had fluttered out of

Ejnily Dickinson's portfolio, iiobody would have suspected that it

was not born in the Amherst nest.

It strikes the reader quickly tliat her poetry is northern and could

not have been written under a southern sun. The north.ern nature

is compact arid hardy, sinewy and tough, like the evergreen standing

uncouquered on the edge of snow, of which Emily Dickinson writes:

The hemlock's nature thrives on cold;

The gnash of northern winds

Is sweetest uutriraont to liim,

His best Norwegian wines.

Tl)e northern mind is keen, incisive, tenacious; tlie northern will is

firm and flinty; the northern speech is sharp, concise, abrupt; the

northern face is grim and resolute; the northern life is frugal. Tlie
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old Greek rule, ''Xothing supcrfluoiis," was dictated in the latitude

of Athens by chaste good taste in art and literature; in the latitude

of Pl3'mouth Eock the same rule is dictated by the severity of earth

and sky. Emily Dickinson closes a terse and pithy letter to Colonel

Tligginson with, ''Excuse the bleak simplicity which knew no tutor

'hut the north." So indigenous, so characteristically northern are her

three hundred pieces of laconic poetry, none large or long, some only

tour lines, that fancy has likened them to a row of icicles hanging

from the eaves of an old-fashioned Massachusetts mansion, glittering

in January sunshine with a trickle of sentiment melting down, cool

and pure.

Not only norlliern latitude but Puritan faith and tcni})orament

lielped to make this poetry. It is verse which should be able to trace

its intellectual lineage back by some circuit to the deck of the May-

flower, or to some one of the colonies camped on the rock-bound snow-

bound shores in 1620-50. Some fearless Puritan Priscilla must have

dreamed the germinal beginnings of such ])oetry in white winter

moonlights on tliat frozen coast. "Wliat but the stern Puritan

demand for sincerity, veracity, reality could ever have inspired such

lines as these

:

I liko a look of agony,

Because I know it's true;

Men do not sham convulsion,

Nor simulate a throe.

The eyes glaze once, and that is death.

Impossible to feign

The beads upon the forehead

IjJ' homely anguish strung.

Carlyle would have liked tluit. Eigid self-restraint, repression, and

economy are reckoned I'uriian traits. In old England, Puritanism,

from the reign of James I to tlie restoration of the Stuarts, subdued

the emotional fervor of the Elizabethan era, so that ])assionate utter-

ances almost ceased in literature. In Xew England Puritanism,

aided by the pinching hardshi])s of a vigorous climate and a grudg-

ing soil, continued its effects on letters as on character. Years ago

George William Curtis said of one of Hawthorne's articles in tha

Atlantic Montldy: "It is pure intellect, without emotion, v.'ithout

sympathy; as unhuman and passionless as a disembodied intelligence."

Hawthorne himself once told A\'. D. Howells tliat the apparent cold-

nee.0 in the Xew Enghiiul temperament was real, and that the suppres-
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eion of emotion for gcDerationSj if it ^ve^t on, would extinguish it at

last. George W. Cable says that the best word he can find to express

the difference bet^veen the Xortherner and the Southerner is the word

economy in its large sense. "The Xew Englander economizes himself

at every turn. In the long run he has the advantage. He gets more

out of life, just as he gets more out of the use of money, than the

Southerner does." So thinks a Soutlierner resident now for some

years in New England. Yankee frugality is parsimonious even of

utterance; language as well as life is austere, compact, incisive, sen-

tentious. The liabit of economy and the file of a sharp criticism

reduce fine expression to its lowest tenns, dispense with superlatives

and superfluities and give to literature a close grain and a hard fmish..

In addition, it is plain that Emily Dickinson holds a favorite

New England doc-trine that volubility and gush are not signs of deep-

est emotion. Hear her

:

Speech is a prank of Parliament,

Tears a trick of tlie nerve,

• But the heart with the heaviest load on
Steadies itself with reserve.

''Why the fullest heart is speechless is one of the great wherefores,"

she says, but so it is.

But neither a stern ancestry nor the nipping and eager air of a

Bhrewdly biting climate had quenched emotion or diminished sen-

sibility in our Amherst poetess, for her verse, so pale and frosty on

the surface, is often warm with a deep underglow ; at its brightest it

is all acrackle with electric sparks that dart from a surcharged but

rigidly repressed intensity. The dull leaden surface of a loaded

Leyden jar is no evidence against the fiery force stored up within,

saved and reserved against the necessary expressive moment. The

heroic Puritan spirit wliich glories in silent endurance speaks in hei-

lines upon "Tlie Martyrs'"

:

Throiigrh the straight path of suffering

The martjTi.- even trod,

Their feet upon temptation,

,
Their faces upon God.

A stately, shriven company

;

Convulsion playin;; round.

Harmless as streaks of meteor

TTpou a planet's bound.

Their faith, the everlasting troth,

Their expectation fair;

The needle to the north degree

Wades so, through Polar air.
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Tlie }iabit. of endurance and the benefit of discipline are heard in

these lines

:

I can wade grief,

Whole pools of it

—

I'm used to tliat.

But the least push of joy

Breaks up iny feet,

And I tip, drunken.

I>et no pebble smile,

'Twas the new liquor,

That was all.

Power is only pain,

Stranded through discipline

Till weights will hang.

Give balm to giants.

And they'll wilt like men.

Give Himmaleh,
They'll carry him !

Certain it is that Emily Dickinson was a child of the north star and

of the Mayflower.

(Of Walter Pater also it has been said that his ideals were

Spartan; austerity in clear, lucid, wind-swept thought, even, when

wrought bj it to the white heat of creatiye emotion, but an austerity

that came from reserve force and from no timidity or coldness or

sterility of deep feeling. He too lived far from the equator, and vras

as dilTerent from its children as pine from palm, as Puritan from

CavalicT, as enow from orange blossoms.)

Eeaders of Emily Dickinson's verse may be some time in dis-

covering that this eccentric and evasive being, this scpoUc vivo nun,

is not an unnatural feminine, but genuine womanly; that Das ewig

wcihlicJie is recurrent and fluent in her. So strong upon her is t!to

habit of studious self-concealment that we seldom get a sure straight

sight at her inmost nature. Thus, for the most part, she hides

lier woman's heart with more than womanly sensitiveness and reserve,

but now and then betrays it unawares. It is detected as dark eyes arc

caught pec])ing through from witliin the lattice of the pasha's house.

The passer-by at the right moment can swear that inside that window,

behind vines and veils, is a living, moying woman. Tlic first poems

we chanced to read seemed austere, bloodless, unimpassioned ; and we

were on the point of calling her "Our Eady of tlie Snows," but, pre-

paring so to christen her, we detected under this marmorean opales-

cence the flicker of a lambent tongue of flame and a glow as of a
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hidden bed of coals. At ilrst a line from somowlierc came to mind,

"Her breast is fit for pearls if I were but a diver"; Init before a suc-

cessful diver could have found hi.^ pearls \w knew they would not

suit—they are loo pale and )iiild; nor diamonils either, for they are

incapable of reticence; they expose themselves too much, display their

light and publish all that's in them; nor rubies, for they are too sur-

face-red, too openly aflame. The opal is her only proper jewel, the

opal with its pearly surface and its burning core, trying to hide a

heart of fire under a show of Ijeing mild and colorless and cold. This

woman should liave dressed in siniple white and worn a large fire-

opal at her tliroat. Discovering this cryptic tire in her poems was a

surprise like seeing a silent Hash of lightning dart down a slope of

winter moonlight; and instantly we said, "Ah, Emily, we know you

better now." In her northern bosom this Puritan maiden bore no

lump of ice, no pulseless si one, no burned-out cinder, no dead ashes,

but a true woman's jnire, warm heart, looking into the great loving-

ness of whicli one must whisper reverently, '"'0 the depth of the

riches
!"

One thing whicli her luogrnphers tell us about Emily Dickinson

is somewhat difficult of belief. They say there was in her life no

love sorrow, no l)lighted alTeetion, no disappointment in love. If this

be true, then she had no love experience. It may be so, but the thirty-

five poems classified by her editors under the head of "Love" certainly

show a deep capacity and an imagination familiar with the theme.

However free and unentangled her afTections may have been, her

spirit is on intiinatc terins vrith the eternal masculine. Did she merely

dream abstractly without ever tasting love in reality, or are there shy

and veiled or unintentional confessions in and between the lines?

Unless nearly two score poems are all make-believe, love was an Eden

to this woman's soul. "Was it an Eden never entered, or v.-as it a

Paradise Lost ?

Look at her ])icturc of a woman's way with the letter she gets

—

running away to her room wit]\ it lest somebody see it, and locking

the door to read it: then she reads in it how infinite she is to—well,

never mind to whom—to "nohody tli:it yuu know," and then she

"sighs for lack of heaven, but not tlic heaven tlie creeds bestow." In

the poem entitled •'Kcnuneintion" ilierc are two who met, passed

the sacramental hour of self- revelation which 'Muakctli all things new,"

then parted because iheir lives led opposite ways; two who now look

beyond crucifixion to a resurrection and a "new nuu-riage justiP^>d
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through Calvaries of love/' to faid after long parting a heaven in "the

privilege of one another's eyes," and in a hridal "before the judgment-

seat of God" with cherubim and seraphim for the familiar guests.

Other verses also dream of the bliss of claiming one another there br

right of the soul's white election, with heaven's royal seal upon a

charter which can never know repeal while the long ages steal.

And here is what one says who is too impatient to endure the postpone-

ment of the hoped-for celestial reunion,

What if I s.iy. I will uot wait?

What if I burst the ficshly gate

And pass oscaped to thee?

What if I file this mortal off,

See where it hurt me—that's enough

—

And wade iu liberty?

And clseiyhere adds that if she were sure of finding him at once in

the other world, she would toss this life away like a rind and taste

eternity. Does not this recall what she wrote Colonel Higginson

—

"'1 liad a friend who taught me immortality; but venturing too near,

hitnself, he never returned"? And who was the man of whom she

wrote, "I found one more, but he was not contented I be his scholar,

so he left the land"? When Professor Fowler's daughter had

married Mr. Gordon L. Ford and gone away, !Miss Dickinson writes

her thus about her feelings in witnessing the ceremony: ''Dear E.,

when it came, and, hidden by your veil, you stood before us all and

made .those promises, and when we kissed you and went back to our

homes, it seemed to me translation, not any earthly thing, and if,

a little aft-er, you'd ridden on the wind, it would not have surprised

me." Again and again in her verses her imagination lives through

the transition from girl to wife in a vivid and realistic way. In

^'Love's Baptism" a woman contrasts her christening witli hor mar-

riage, each ceremony being the giving of a name. In the first her

baptismal name given by parents was dropped by the minister upon

her face with water in the country church. Of that name, given with-

out her choice, the bride says she has finished using it.

And they can put it with my dolls.

My childhood, and the string of spools

I've fiuisliod threading too.

Marriage is the baptism with a new name, received by a man's gift,

yet consciously chosen also by one who stands erect and adequate

witli povcr to choose or to reject and who chooses just a throne and
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takes lier name supreme, as life, liithcr only ereseent, rounds now to

its full and existence's whole arc is filled up. In verses entitled "The

Contrast" speaks the woman who, knowing tiie step means nuitua!

risk, it may be mutual gain, knowing she may l)e disappointed in liim,

or herself prove poorer in herself tlum he suspects, yet makes the

venture and says

:

I gave myself to him,

And took himself for iiay.

The solemn contract of a life

Was ratified that way.

Here is the musing of a woman who has ceded herself, finished her

girlhood and become a wife:

How odd the girl's life Jook-s

Behind this soft eclipse!

1 think that earth seoms so

To those in heaven now.

This heiug comfort, then

That other kind was pain;

But why compare?

I'rn wife ! Stop there !

Once or twice the thought is suggested that if Emily ])ickinson had

DO actual love experience, perhaps she was in sight of one. Take

these lines,

\Yithiu my reach !

I could have touched I

I might have chanced thai way

!

Soft sauntered thro' the village,

Sauntered as soft away

!

And pnt them along with tliese:

At least it solaces to know
That there exists a gold,

Although I prove it just in time

Its distance to hehold
;

Its far, far treasure to surmise

And estimate the pearl

That slipjied my simple lingers through

While just a girl at school.

But whatever she has lost or missed she is not soured and embittered.

She makes merry in more than one letter over her sister Vinnie's story

of a breach-of-promise case in which the whole evidence consisted

of a letter which the girl herself had written in answer to one she

always expected but never received. She was not an acidulous spin-

ster, an unnatuial man-liater, a cynic about love, but ii sweet-hearted,
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true, and wliolesome wonian; iinniensel}- capable of the noblest of all

affections, and not without deep and holy dreams of it floating about

in her most eecret soul among the subtle blisses of her conscious might-

liave-bccns; these she now and then whispers, in sly self-betrayals, to

the only confidante she has—her portfolio—to which she sometimes

uncovers what is kept covered from all the world besides.

The quotations we liave made by no means exhaust the love-

dream materials she gives us. The two verses named "Apotheosis,"

about "the fainting bee reaching late his flower," are too dearly

sacred to quote, and the same is true of the half-coquettish whollv

womanly verses about '"The Letter," and the others called "Sur-

render," as also of the eight lines on "Possession," which we dare not

recite. But think of this shy woman living them out in her thoughts

and writing them! For a last quotation on this point take a woman's

description of the lordly manner of tlie man who is proud as Lucifer

tliat she is his

:

He put the belt around my life,

I heard the buckle snap

;

And he turned away imperial,

My lifetime folding up.

Deliberate, as a duke would do

A kingdom's title deed.

We are aware that all these love |K)ems may be proof not of fact but

only of possibility. If she could write of marriage as she did, though

she lived and died unM'edded, llien she could write of love without

any real love chapter in her history. Others have done like things.

Hawthorne c-ould depict the emotions of the guilty without having

felt such guilt himself. His wife said, "He has always seemed to me
in his remote moods like a stray seraph who had experienced in his

own life no evil, but by the intuition of a divine intellect saw

and sorrowed over all evil." Miracles of insight and creation are

possible to the mind. We are told that when Anthony Hope wrote

The Dully Dialogues hg had never met a grande dame, and his

knowledge of the world of women was confmed to his motlier's quiet

rectory drawing-room, and the companionship of several demure

elderly sisters. The gay scintillating butterflies in his book, lik-^

delicious Lady Dolly, were simply creatures of liis vivid fancy, unas-

sisted by either experience or observation. For ten long years he sat

in his poor shabby little law oflioe forgetting all about bis profession,

spinning airy romances of social intrigue that breathe the very

bouquet of aristocratic frivolity. Never having come in contact with
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a moudaine, he divined lier by instinct, gauged her capacities, and

knew precisely what slie would say and do under any giyen circum-

stances. It seems scarcely credible that imagination alone supplied

each detail with this infallible accuracy.

Yes, it is possible, in spite of her love poems, that Mits Dickinson

had no love experience. A situation may be best understood and most

glowingly portrayed from the outside. The joys of a farmer's life

may be most beautifully depicted by an uuagricultural person; the

pleasures of early rising magnified by a poet fond of lying late in bed

;

and the dearness of "Home, Sweet Home," sung most touchingly

by a homeless man. Xevertheless, reports persist in private circles

that there was an affair of the heart in Emily Dickinson's life.

It is time to turn to some of her poems. Our first t-aste of her

quality was from seeing quoted horc and tlicre such bits as this

:

Present iment is that long shadow on the lawn
Indicative that suns go down;
A signal to the startled grass

That darkness is about to pass.

And these noble lines

And this:

And this

:

If I can stop one heart from breaking,

I shall not live in vain ;

If I can ease one life its ncbiuL'.

Or cool one pain.

Or help one fainting robin

Unto his nest again,

I shall not live in vain.

Belshazzar had a letter

—

He never had but one
;

Belshazzar's correspondent

Concluded and begun

In that immortal copy

Which the conscience of us all

Can read without its glasses

Ou revelation's wall.

The pedigree of honey

Does not concern the bee

A clover, any time, to him
Is aristocracy.

And this, in whicii she imngini'S what a blind person might fool end

pay about the ])riviloge of siglit. Says the l.ilind person:
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Were it told to ine to-day

That I might liavc the skj-

For mine, I tell you that my lieart

Would split, iu spite of me.

The meadows mine, the mountains mine,
All forests, stintless stars.

As much of jjoon as I could take
With my two finite eyes?

The motions of the dipping birds,

The lightning's jointed road,

For mine, to look at when I liked?—
The news would strike me dead I

And this about tlie snake, .and tliat instant shiver, lliat sliock and
constriction, tliat sense of suiTocation we have all felt at sudden
sight of one: \

A narrow fellow in the grass

Occasionally rides

;

You may liavo met him— did you not?
His notice sudden is.

The grass divides ns with a comb,
A spotted shaft is seen ;

And then it closes at your feet
^

And opens further on.

He likes a boggy acre,

A floor too cool for corn.

But when a child and barefoot,

I more than once, at morn.

Have passed, I thought, a whip-lash

Ufibraidiug ia the sun

—

When, stooping to secure it,

It wrinkled, and was gone.

Several of nature's pooide

I know, and they know me

;

I feel for (hem a transjiort

Of cordiality

;

But I never met this fellow.

Attended or alon<\

Without a lighter brealhing

And zero at liic bone.
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And this description of the railway traiji

:

I like to see it lap the miles,

And lick the valleys up,

And slop to feed itself at tanks,

And then prodigious, step

Around a pile of mountains.
And, supercilious, peer

Iii shanties by the sides of roads

;

And then a quarry pare

To fit Its sides, and crawl between.
Complaining: all the while

In horrid hooting stanza,

Then chase itself downhill.

And neigh like Boanerges

;

Then, punctual as a star.

Stop, docile and omnipotent,

At its own stable door.

Keen was the joy of Emily Dickinson in natnre, in the eternal

pageant of the seasons, and not inconsiderable was her power of

apt and novel description. The sense of beauty is bo precious a

thing that no one is nobler by lacking it, richer by losing it, happier
by repressing it, or injured by cultivating it. Forth amid the infinite

charm and wonder of the world God has sent some souls bo sensitive

and responsive, so capable of rapture, that for them not to feel and'

in some way utter their feelings is impossible. As well expect the'

struck bell to give forth no sound; or the taut strings of a Stradivariua'

to be motionless and dumb when Ole Bull draws the rosined bow
across, them: as well forbid "the mountain pines to wag their high

tops .and to make a noi.se when they are fretted with the gusts of

heaven." Gradgrind and Peter Bell, tlie yellow primrose man, have

no better right to standing room upon this prosy planet than have

the poets whose delicate senses flush in ruddy response to every pleas-

ure-giving touch and palpitate with instant admiration at every fine

achievement of the Maker who is himself the great ro:>;rry?. He who
splendors the universe with beauty, and decorates earth and heaven

with flowers and rainbows, and softens the grim rocks with vines and

mosses, and by tbe lure of sunsets lifts our eyes alx)ve the plowed

ground, has created in his own image and likeness some sensitive

children whose nerves quiver aud whose pulses shake when down in

the dell Pan's pii)es are sounding and all the creatures of the woods
dance to the dainty measures; whose keen appreciation juagiiifies the

smallest things as with a microscope, and whom delight often visits

upon tiny wings. When the right season summons, when all nature is
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a choras choir, when on every side rapturuus birds ?iiig loud and

demure little birds sing low, human singers liave no duty to be silent,

though their strain be only some short swallow-flight of sung,

brief and repetitious as Tennyson's little bird which has but one

small passage of few notes and sings it o'er and o'er through all the

changes of a siunmer's day. The poet's song is as lawful as that of

the lark trying to translate the sky into terins, or the nightingale

telling what the evening means, or the overbubbling boboliiik explain-

ing what it is to be a winged ecstasy. "What means the old myth

about Memnon's statue giving forth music when touched by the sun-

rise, except tliat the spectacle of morning is glorious enough to make

even a graven image sing?

Emily Dickinson paid God the homage of worshiping him

through admiration of his handiwork which she interpreted to others.

She curiously counts

IIow many notes there be

In the now robin's ecstasy

Among astonished bouglis I

How many trips the tortoise makes I

IIow many cups the bee partakes I

That debauchee of dews.

She
Dips the sunset in a cup,

Reckons the morning's flagons up,

And tells how deep ihe dew ;

Measures how far the morning leaps,

And asks what time the weaver sleeps

Who weaves the breadths of blue.

She knows the precise time when the bird chorister wakes up his

choir and softly starts the morning concert in the leafy loft:

At half-past throe a single bird

Unto a silent sky

Propounded but a single ternl

Of catitious melody.

She further narrates what happened at sunrise:

I'll tell you how tlie sun rose,

A ribbon at a time,

The steei)le3 swam in amethyst,

The news like squirrels ran.

The hills uiUied their bonnets,

The bobolinks Ix'guii.

Then I said softly to myself.

"That must have been the Sun !"
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The departing day =ccnis to licr homely fancy like a careless house-

keeper who lias left things in a litter and is called after to come back

and finish her work

:

She swoops witli luanj^-colorud brooms.
And leaves the shreds behind ;

O, Iiousewifo in the evening AVest,

Come back and dust the pond !

You dropped a purple ravelling in,

You dropi>ed an amber thread
;

And now you've littered all the East
With duds of emerald !

She watclicd the bhicbirds' coming, leanietl the date of hyacinth and
golden-rod, slie overlieard "the state atl'airs of birds, the lore of dawn
and dusk," all that "the wind said in the trectops—fine, unfathomed

things" which set themselves to language and to rhythm in her brain.

She thinks the lily, possibly, the most captivating of floral forms,

and feels chagrined for Solomon that he could not compare with it

in glory: Jesus, it seems, was enthralled by the lily and she herself

is so in love with it, she says, that if she were sure no one vras

looking she might make those advances of which in aft^?r life she

would rcj)ent.

Of o]ie of the earliest and lowliest of summer's harbingers she

says: "The dandelion's pallid tube astonislios the grass, and then

nplifts a signal bud, and then a shouting flower—the proclamation

of the sun tliat sepulture is o'er/" To her the spring is nature's

annual reply to Xicodemus's mystification over the new birth; and the

robin is a Gabriel in humble circumstances, whose springtime notx? is

a trump of resurrection to buried flowers; his dress denotes him as

belonging to the working classes; he has the punctuality of a New
England farmer, a small but sturdy residence, and a self-denying

household. Compare her descriptive art with that of Aldrich. This

is his stanza

:

Hark! !tis the bluebird's venU;rous strain,

nigh on the old frinj^ed eliu at the gate—
Sweet-voiced, valiant on the swaying,' boush,

Alert, elate,

DodjriiiEr the fllfnl spits of snow;
New England's poet laureate

Telling us spring has come again.

And these are hers, far less hackneyed and haviiig a certain brccziness,

an informal blufl' camaraderie:
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Before you Ibouglit of spring

Except as a suraiise,

You see, God Mess his suddcnuess,

A fellow in the skies

Of indepoudt'nt hues,

A little weather-worn,

luspiritins hahiliments

Of indigo and brown.

With six^cimeus of song,

As if for you to choose,

Discretion in the interval,

With gay delays he goes

To some superior tree

Wltliout a single leaf,

And shouts for joy to nobody
But his seraphic self!

Vei'3' apt are her lines about that fi-arless milil;iut and hardy visitor,

llie blue jaj, playfellow of snow stjualls and evergreens;

No brigadier throughout the yoar

So civic as the jay.

A neighbor and a warrior too,

With shrill f,.Iicity

Pursuing winds that censure us,

A February day.

The brother of the universe

Is never blown away.

For a contrast illustrating not only how en rapport she is with the

Tital gladneEE of nature, but how she catches character and distin-

^ishes quality in nature's various children, take her characterization

of "that confiding prodigal, the blissful oriol"'

:

So drunk, he disavows it

With badinage divine

;

So dazzling we mistake him
For an alighting mine.

A pleader, a dissembler,

An epicure, a thief

—

Betimes an oratorio,

An ecstasy in chief;

The splendor of a Bunuah,
The meteor of birds.

Departing like a pageant

Of ballads and of bards.

Of her description of the lunnming bird in oiglit brilliant luetooric

lines Colonel Iliggiuson says that nothing in liferature so condenses

into a few -rrords that gorgeous atom of Hashing life and fire:
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A route of evauosceucc

With a revolving vlif-el

;

A resonance of emerald,

A rush of cochineal

;

And every blos.soui on the bush
Adjusts its tumbled head

—

The mail from Tunis, probably,

An easy morning's ride.

Doubtless those lines express as well as -words can the bit of color,

blurred by swiftness, the whirr of darting motion, the instantaneous

dive and onset which probes and jostles the flowers, and in the twink-

ling of an eye is gone again ; in one same moment visitor and absentee,

coincidence of advent and alibi.

Tlie following bit is counted among her best by hex chosen

critic, because of its ^'singular felicity of phrase and an aerial lift

that bears tlie ear upward with the bee it traces"":

The nearest dream recedes unrealized.

The heaven Ave chase,

Like the June bee

Before the schoolboy,

Invites the race,

Stoops to an easy clover.

Dips—evades—teases—deploys

—

Then to the royal clouds

Lifts his light priniace,

Heedless of the boy

Staring bewildered at the mocking sky.

The half-sacred but wholly buoyant merriment, with wliich she drinks

the sunliglit and the air, exults in these cliaracteristic verses:

I taste a liquor never brewed

Frt)m tankards scooped in pearl

;

Not all the -vats upon the Rhine
Yield such an alcohol

!

Inebriate of air am I,

And debauchee of dew.

Reeling, through endless summer days,

From inns of molten blue.

When landlords turn the drunken beo

Out of the fox-glove's door,

When butterflies renounce their drams,

I shall but drink the morel

Till seraphs swing their snowy hats,

And saints to windows run.

To seo this little tippler

Leaning against the sun I
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In her solemn and stately fancy Indian summer is the final sacra-

ment of summer days, the rite of extreme unction to the season,

a kind of last communion in the haze, while softly through the altered

air hurries a timid leaf. And quickly after come tlie beclouded days,

when

The sky is low, the clouds are mean,

A Iraveliiifj fiakc of snow
Across a barn or through a rut

Debates if it will go;

And a narrow wind complains all day
How some cue treated him.

In four lines she tersely sketches November's icy advent

:

A few incisive mornings,

A few ascetic eves

—

Gone Mr. liryant's goldonrod,

And Mr. Thomson's sheaves.

She notes that there is no dread or pain in vegetation's end:

Apparently with no surprise

To any happy flower,

The frost beheads it at its play

In accidental power.

The blond assassin passes on,

The sun proceeds unmoved
To measure oft" another day
For an approving God.

She tells us how softly the summer sometimes departs:

As imperceptibly as grief

The summer lapsed away,
Too impcri'cptible at last

To seeni like perfidy.

. ' And thus without a wing
Or service of a keel.

Our summer made her light escape

Into the beautiful.

Aad this is her account of the dead summer's obsequies:

It was a short procession

—

The boliolink was there.

An aged bee addressed us,

And then we knelt in prayer.

We trust that she was willing;

We ask that we njay be.

Summer, sister, .seraph,

Let us go with thee

!

In the name of the bee,

And of the butterfly,

And of the breeze. Amou I
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Nature's wilder and rouglicr moods shook all licr nerves -and shocked

her with a kind of awful pleasure. This is her "Thunderstorm"

:

The wind bcguu to rock the grass

"With threatening tunes and low ;

He flung a menace at the earth,

A menace at the sky.

The leaves unhooked themselves from treea

And started all abroad ;

The dust did scoop itself like hands
And throw away the road.

The wagons quickened on the streets,

The thunder hurried slow ;'

The lightning showed a yellow beak

And then a livid claw.

The birds put up the bars to nesls,

The cattle fled to barns

;

There came one drop of giaut rain,

And then, as if the hands

That held the dams Lad parted hold,

The waters wrecked the sky

That overlooked my father's house,

Just quartering a tree.

Not unlike this is another "Storm":

It sounded as if the streets were running,

And then the streets stood still.

Eclipse was all we could sec at the window,

And awe was all we could feel.

By and by the boldest stole out of his covert,

To see if time was there.

Nature was iu her beryl apron,

Mixing fresher air.

Eeligion in Emily Dickinson's poetry and letter.-? fiHs b con-

siderable space. Iler childliood was under that reginifs of n-hioli

Lowell said, "New England was all m.eetinghouse when ) 'xas grow-

ing up." The clmrcli and its Fcrvices held a central place and

dominated the life of the town. Interest in preach'ng was great.

Tu womanhood she writes of her memories of the, old meetinghouse

where she used to fall "asleep vath the bumblebees and the Lord

God of Elijah." From Mount Ilolyoke Seminary the boarding-

school miss of seventeen writes her brother: "Professor Smitli

preached here last Sabhatli, and sucli sennons I never heard in my
life. We were all charmed with him and dreaded tu have him close."
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From Amherst, at twenty-one, also, in a letter to Austin Dickinson:

"Wc liad such a splendid sermon from Professor Park: I never licard

anything like it, and don't expect to again till \vc stand before the

great white throne and he reads from the book, the- Lamb's book.

The students and chapel peojde all came to our church, and it was

very full, and so still the buzzing of a fly would have boomed like a

cannon. And when it was all over and that wonderful man sat down,

people stared at eaeli other, and looked wan and wild, as if they had

seen a spirit, and wondered they had not died." The young woman

of twenty-three one autumn Sunday afternoon Avrote Dr. Holland

and wife: ''The minister to-day—not our own minister—preached

about death and judgment, and what would become of those (mean-

ing brother Austin and me) who behaved improperly; and, somehow,

the sermon scared me, and father and Yinnie looked very solemn,

as if the whole was true, and I would not for worlds have them

know that it troubled nie ; but I longed to come to you and tell you

all about it, and learn how to be better. He preached such an av.ful

sei-mon, though, that I didn't much tliink I should ever see you again

until the Judgment Day, and then you wouldn't speak to me, accord-

ing to his story. The subject of perdition seemed to please him. It

seems very solemn to me." One sermon about this time appears to

have taken practical effect on this young woman, for on Monday

morning she solemnly resolved she would be sensible, so she ''wore

thick shoes, and thought of Dr. Humphrey and the moral law."

Another letter says: "The loveliest sermon I ever heard was about

the disappointment of Jesus in Judas. It was iold like a mortal

story of intimate young men. I suppose no surprise we can have

will be so sick as that one." One or two allusions make us think she

heard some preaching about as dry and innutritions as that of 0. ^^.

Holmes's father, of whom one of his deacons said, "He fed us sawdust

with a spoon." Occasionally we have a glimpse of the religions life

of the village like this : "There is what is called 'an 'awakening' iu

the church, and I know of no choicer ecstasy tlian to see Mrs.

roll out in crape every morning, I suppose to intimidate antichrist;

at least it would have that effect on me." SIh; did not always go to

meeting; in the last twenty years of her life she went nowhere.

Some time in those years she wrote :

Some kepp the S;ibl);Uh Koing to church;

I kcrp it staying nt home

;

With a bobolink for a chorister,

And nn orcliard for a dome.
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God prcachos—a noted Clergyman

—

And tbc seniion is never Ion.:;

:

So instead of pettinp to heaven at last,

I'm going all along.

Sometimes she criticises the preaclicrs

:

IIo preacLcd upon "breadth" till it argued him narrow—^
The broad arc too broad to define—

And of "truth'' until it proelaiuu-d hiiu a liar

—

The truth never flaunted a sign.

Simplicity fled from his counterfeit presence
As gold the ])yritps would shun.

"^Miat confusion would cover the innocent Jesus
To meet so enabled a man

!

HcT own religions life is inditbitably rciil, niid no more eccentric tliau

the rest of her. Her mind is independent and Iter attitude fearless

but deeply reverent. The girl of sixteen ?ays : "1 have perfect con-

fidence in God and his promises, and yet I feel tliat the world holds

a predominant place in my afTections." T!ie girl of twenty: ''God

is here, looking into my very soul to see if I think right thoughts.

Yet 1 fim Jiot afraid, for I try to be riglit and good; and he knows
every one of my struggles. He looks very glorious, and everything

bri/jht seems dull beside him; and I don't dare look dircetlv at him
for fear I shall die." Here is one of lier struggles. She was dis-

appointed in some dear Avish by a duty which she was tempted to put

as'de for the sake of a plea.sure, and she writes: "0, I struggled with

gnat temptation, and it cost me much of denial; but in the end I

crnquered—not a glorious victory, where you hear the rolling drum,

b'lt a kind of helpless victory, with faintest music, weary soldiers, no

Vaving flag nor long, loud shout. I have read of Christ's temptations.

PTid how they were like our own, only ho didn't sin. I wondered if

rue was like mine, and whetlier he got angry. I couldn't make up

niy mind; do you tliink he ever did? . , . "What shall we do,

my darling, when trial grows inore and more, when the dim lone

light expires, and it's dark, so very dark, and we wander and know

not where, and cannot get out of tiie forest. AVhose is the hand

to help us and guide us forever ? They talk of a 'Jesus of Nazareth'

—

will you tell me if it be her"

At twenty-one she writes a schoolmate: "We are very small,

A . I think we grow still sinaller—this tiny insect life the portal

to anotlicr; it seems strange indeed. I'm, afraid we are all unworth}',

yet we shall 'enter in.' " And tlien follows this enigmatic confession

:

"The shore is safer, A , but I love to bullet the sea. I can count
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the bitter wrecks in the?c pleasant waters, but 0, I love the danger

!

You are learning control and firmness. Christ Jesus will love yo\i

more. I'm afraid he don't love me any !" Speaking of her friends,

she says: "I hope no cliange or time will Itlight these loves of ours.

I would bear them all in my arms to my home in the glorious heaven

and say, 'Here arn I, my Father, and tliose whom tliou hast given

me.' If the life which is to come is better than dwelling here, and

angels are there, and our friends are glorified, need we fear to go

when spirits beyond await us?" She believed, she said, "the love of

God could be so taught as not to seem like bears." Dr. Holland's

prayer at family worsliip gave her a feeling of sunshine and warmth,

and made her think "that God must be a Friend; that is a dilTcrcnt

God." Perhaps she was thinking of the prayers of some people who, as

she described it, "address an eclipse, which they call father," mean-

ing, we judge, that there seemed nothing near, direct, or intimate in it,

no face-to-face communion. She was impressed that Dr. Holland

was on simple, confiding, childlike terms with the Father in heaven.

In a brilliant letter to Samuel Bowles (of tlie Springfield l^^publican)

she refers to the somewhat oppressive stateliness of the resurrection

life as described by the clergy, thus : "To the natural man bumblebees

would seem an improvement, and a spicing of birds, but far be it

from me to impugn such majestic tastes. Our pastor says we are a

'worm.' Do you think we shall 'see God' ? Can you tliink of Abraham

strolling with him in genial promenade?" "They say that God is

everywhere, yet we always think of him as something of a recluse."

Mrs. Bowles sent her one Christmas a little book containing selec-

tions frojn Theodore Parker. Emily, sending her thanks, adds: "I

never read before anything that Mr. Parker wrote. I heard that he was

'poison.' I like this poison very well. Brotlier Austin stayed from

service yesterday afternoon, and I found him reading my Christmas

gift. I wish the 'faith of the fathers' didn't wear brogans and carry

blue umbrellas." As life goes on she learns something of its trag-

edies, and sometimes doubt, like a mosquito, buzzes around her faith.

but there is nowhere even a momentary approach to the feeling of

poor Teufelsdrockh's words in Sartor Pesartus: ''T ended by living

in a continual indefinite pining fear—tremulous, pusillaninitms, appre-

hensive of I knew not what. It seemed as if all things in the heavens

above and the earth beneath would hurt me; as if the heavens and tlie

earth were but l»oundless jaws of a devouring monster, wherein T.

palpitating, lay waiting to be devoured."
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Living a t^lieltcred life, believing in good and not in evil, she

had the fearlessness of an innocent child. The woman of forty tells

Colonel Iligginson: "When much in the woods, as a little girl, I was

told that the snake would bite me, that 1 might pick a poisonous

flower or goblins kidnap me ; but I went along and met no one but

nngels, who were far shyer of me than I could be of them, so I

liaven't that confidence in fraud and expectation of evil which many

exercise." She doesn't seem to be much troubled by the devil. She

had been warned of his attacks, l)ut writes her cousin : "I read in a

tremendous r>ook about an 'enemy/ and armed a fort to scatter him

away. The time has passed and years have come, and yet not any

'Satan.' I think he must be making war upon some other nation."

She says her heart is a place "where the wicked cease from troubling."

Sometimes without the least disposition to distrust, she wishes for

greater certainty:

This timid life of evideuce keeps pleading "I dou't know."
The house of supposition,

The glimmerinjr frontier

That skirts the acres of perhaps,

To me shows insecure.

To Miss "Wliitney, an old friend, she writes: "You arc like God. We
pray to him, and he answers, 'No.' Then we pray to him to rescind

the 'no,' and lie don't answer at all. Yet 'Seek and ye shall find'

is the boon of faitii." She has spiritual certitudes enough. She is

sure that when it is too late for man to help us it is early yet for God,

and when creation is impotent we still have prayer, which

Is the little iniplcruent

Through which men reach

Where presence is denied theui.

They fling thoir speech

By means of it in God's ear;

If, then, he hear,

That sums the apparatus

Comprised in prayer.

She cannot doubt the perpetuity of existence : "The only liome wo

know is consciousness"; and "no vacillating God ignited this abode to

put it out." One poem says:

I cannot see my soul, but know 'tis there;

Nor ever saw his house or furniture

"Who ha«! invited ine with liini to dwell.

]Uit she consnUs what raiment will honor him the most when she
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becomes his guest, dc-iriug to "be adequately dressed," to have the

Avcddiiig garment on. Another poem has this similar utterance*

1 never saw a moor.

I never saw the sea ;

Yet know I how tlie heather looks

And what a wave must be.

I never spoke with God,

Nor visited in heaven;

Yet certain am I of the spot

As if tlie cliart were given.

^

Some of her thoughts about heaven are given in a letter which the

woman of twenty-six wrote on a sinnmcr Sunday evening: "Don't

tell, dear Mrs. Holland, but, wicked as I am, I read my Bible, and

in it as I read to-day, T found a verse like this, where friends should

'go no more out'; and there were 'no tears,' and I wished as T sat

down to-night tliat we were ihc7-e—not here—and that wonderful

world had commenced, which makes such promises, and I were by

your side, with the 'hundred and forty and four thousand' (chatting

pleasantly, yet not disturbing us). And I'm half tempted to take

my seat in that paradise of which the good man writes, and begin

forever and ever now. My only sketch of heaven is a large, blue sky,

bluer and larger than the biggest I have seen in June, and in it are

my friends—all of them, every one of them—those who are with mc

now, and those who were 'parted' as we walked, and 'snatched up to

heaven.' If roses had not faded, and frosts had never come, and one

had not fallen here and anollier there whom 1 could not waken,

there were no need of other heaven than this one below, and if

God had been here this summer and seen the things I saw—I guess

he would think Itis upper paradise superfluous. Don't tell him, though,

for the world ; for, after all he's said about it, I should like to see

what he was building for us with no hammer, and no stone, and no

journeyman either. Pardon my sanity, -^Irs. Holland, in a world

t7jsanc, and love me if you will, for I had rather be loved than to be

called a king in earth or a lord in heaven."

Patient submission and trust have place in various verses such as

these

:

I reason, eartli is short.

And angtiish ab.solute,

And many hurt

;

But what of that? '

I reason that in heaven,

Somehow, it will he even.

Some now equation piveu.
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I shall kuow wLy, when time is over.

And I have ceased to wonder why

;

Christ will explain each separate anguish

In the fair schoolroom of the sky.

lie will tell me what Peter promised,

And I, for wonder at his woe,

I shall forjcet the drop of anguish

That scalds mo now, that scalds me now.

Another day, in a naive mixture of playfulness and trust, she intimates

her willingness to have God keep the secrets of the skies till he sees

fit to reveal them

:

The skios can't keep their secret !

Thoy tell it to the hills,

The hills just tell the orchards,

And they the daflodils.

A bird, by chance, that goes that way,
Soft overheard the whole.

If I should bribe that little bird,

Who knows but she would tell?

I think I won't, however;
It's finer not to know.

So keep your secret, Father!

1 would not, if I could.

Know what the sapphire fellows do
In your new-fashioned world.

Here is the voice of holy aspiration. Among the flowers that turn

their faces ever to the sun—daisic.«, sunflowers, heliotropes—she looks

up to whom but God ?—and says

:

^Ye are the flowers, Thou the sun !

Forj^ivo us if as days decline

We nearer steal to thee !

In the lines prompted by the stories in the Book of ^MartjTS, beginning

:

Read, sweet, how others strove,

Till we are stouter,

we have a glimpse of a strenuous spiritual life. And an intensity

as of a hunted and helpless soul is in this abrupt, breathless, and

exigent appeal

:

At least to pray is left, is left.

O Jesus ! lu the air

I know not which thy chamber is

—

I'm knocking everywhere.
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Thou stiiTcst earthqunk*^ in the South,
And maelstrom in the sea;

Say, Jesus Christ of Xazaretli,

Hast thou no arm for ine?

She speaks of "that sheltering passage, Svlio loved us and gave him-
self for u?/ " and believes that death and resurreetion will carry us
past midnight, past the morning star, past sunrise to the day when
we will be identified and know as we are known. At the end of our
route Eternity waves a white flag, signaling us to come on, and from
the excellent heaven "the face of our old neighbor, God," smiles

hospitable vrelcome. "We add three verses on "Immortality"

:

This world is not conclusion ;

A sequel stands beyond,

Invisible as music,

But positive as sound.

It beckons and it baffles ;

Philosophies don't know,
And through a riddle at the last

Sajracity must go.

To prove it puzzles scholars
;

To f-^ain it men have worn
Contempt of generations

And crucifixion borne.

If we had not her letter.?, but only her verses, some things in them
would make us feel that, whatever else she may have been, a normal
and healthy human being she surely was not. For one sign, she

interviews grim things with unnatural composure. She would shake
hands with a skeleton as calmly as if his hard fingers were soft and
warm with flesh. lu much that she wrote she is death's familiar.

More than any writer we know her imagination visits among the

buried people; she was unduly intimate with them, kept fancying how
they were getting on through the moldy years down under tiie

marble and under the sod, roomed with them, one miglit say, in

their narrow apartments: and all this in a matter-of-fact sort of

way witliout horror, as in dreams one sees and does the strangest

things without any feeling of strangeness. She seems like a somnam-
bulist in a churchyard, entering vaults and lying down on the shelves

like a recumbent marble saint; and the unaccountable thing is that to

her there is nothing gha'^tly or uncanny in all this. It is hard to

keep from saying that it is not in woman nature to be so incapable
of shudder and shiver; tliat in maidenhood or womanhood some acci-

dent befell this writer—somehow, somewhere, she must have had a
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blow that tipped her so tliat her mind, wliilc acute and preternatural ly

cool, was never quite plumb after tliat. Of all jwets that ever wrote

of death and the dead, none talked of them in such a way as ehe.

She is not haunted by Poe's sense of "the dishonor of the grave,"

nor is there any "smell of the charnel house" in what she writes.

Ruskin in his youth indulged in metrical eil'usious, most of them
dating from Christ Church College, Oxford, and pervaded by weird

thoughts and a grim churchyardy aspect. They were made into a

little volume in 1850, a copy of which recently brought over two

hundred dollars, in London. AVe speak heresy, but the truth: Emily

Dickinson's are worth more than l?uskin's. Hers are not melancholy

or gruesome. She has nothing to do with ghouls, goblins, and ghost?:

in graveyards, but only with the dear blessed buried people, whose

lot she no way bewails. The tomb is a closet the sexton keeps the

key to, where he puts uj) our bodies on the shelf, like quaint or broken

porcelain cups discarded by the housewife. She thinks of the grave

as a snug harbor frum storms. Hear her

:

The clouds their backs togother laid,

The north began to push,

The forests galloped till they fell,

The lightcing skipped like mice;

The thunder crumbled like a stuff

—

How good to be safe in tombs,

Where nature's temper cannot reach,

Nor vougeance ever comes !

A similar thought is this

:

Some too fragile for winter winds

The thouglitiul grave incloses ;

Never the treasures in her nest

The cautious grave exposes.

Who but Emily Dickinson would ever have written this?

—

I died for beauty, but was scarce

Adjusted in the tomb

When one who died for truth was laid

In an adjoining room.

He questioned softly v.hy I failed.

"For beauty,'' I replied.

"And I for truth— the two are one—
We brethren are," he said.

And so ns kinsmen met a-night.

We talked between ihc rooms.

Until the moss had reacluxl our lips

And covered »!p our names.
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Who tliat has noticed the ineflably sweet submissivencss which smiles

often on the faces of the dead can fail to feel the tender felicity

of the phrase which speaks of them as "the raeek members of the

i-esurrectiou" ? Toward some of them she (but not slic alone) has

thoiights of self-reproacli, and knows the pang of offering appreciation

too late:

I went to thank Lor, but sho slept,

Her bed a funnelod stone,

With nosegays at the liead and foot,

That travelers had thrown

Who went to thank her;

But she slept.

Funeral and burials are sacred and lofty ceremonials to her. She

feels the dignity of death and of that solemn pageant which moves

along at the end of every life, so that none can pass pompless away;

the lowliest career wending its way to that important day when the

world will step deferentially aside to let the stately retinue go by to

the inviolable keep and donjon under ground. She is half awestruck,

half elated at the eclat of that sliort potential stir, that illustrious

bustle each can make but once, when borne to the tomb at man's

expense to be borne out of it by and by at God's. Witness this

"Country Burial"

:

Ample make this bed.

Make this bed with awe

;

lu it wait till judgment break

The excellent and fair.

Be its mattress straight.

Be its pillow round ;

Let uo sunrise's yellow noise

Interrupt this ground.

Listen to the jubilanr-e of this song over a funeral entering the

cemetery

:

As a train went through a burial gate,

A bird broke forth and sang,

"And trilled, and quivered, and shook liis throat

Till all the churchyard rang;

And thou adjusted his little notes,
' And bowed and sang again.

Doubtless he thought moot for him

To say good-by to men.

She cheers ns with the reflection that time will still gurgle on, and

morn will beam and noon will burn, and birds will build as early and

bees will bustling go, when we as well a? she have withdrawn from

earthly enterprises and are gone

:
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'Tis sweet to know that stocks will stand
When we with d:iisios lie.

That commerce will coutinne

Aud trades as briskly fly.

It mak<d the parting,' tranquil

Aud keeps the soul serene.

That gentlemen as spn,<,'htly

Will conduct the pleasing scene.

Some of her verses anticipate her own death. Knowing it must come,

she made hlv sonl familiar with life's extremity:

That at the last it should not be
A novel a.sony ;

But she and Death, acquainted,

Meet tranquilly as friends,

Salute and pass without a hint,

Aud there the matter ends.

When she had defmitcly read her own death sentence, and reviewed

it to pee that she made no mistake as to probable date and manner,
she wrote:

I have not told my garden yet,

I^st that should conquer me;
I have not quite the strength now^

To break it to the bee.

I will not name it in the street,

For shops would stare that I,

So shy, so very ignorant,

Should have the face to die.

The hillsides must not know it,

TN'here I have rambled so,

Nor tell the loving forests

The day that I shall go,

Nor lisp it at the table.

Nor heedless by the way
Hint that within the riddle

One will walk to-day.

So far as is known, she left few post-mortem requests, but here is one:

If I shouldn't be alive

When the robins come,

Give the one in rod cravat

A memorial crumb.

If I couldn't thank you,

Being just asleep,

You will know I'm trying

With my granite lip

!

Something almost majestic is in tlie dignified poise with which t}ii3

vee woman fronts the most awful sublimities of time and eternity.
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There i? no fear in her. She says she is not afraid and shows it—not

of life, since it is that which holds her in one or more existences at

Deity's decree; nor of Death, since he is but the porter of her Father's

lodge, or the hired man to let down the bars for the tired flocks to

come in under the sheplierd's care to the securest fold, their wander-

ings done, their bleatings at an end ; nor of resurrection and its crown

upon her brow, any more than tlie east is afraid to have the morning

touch its forehead. A marble headstone is only "a Carrara guidepost."

Her body is a "little Alban house," with windows shut dowTi so close

the spirit cannot see ; but she expects to be let out "some gala day."

Seeing a hint, a clue, in the chrysalis, and feeling in herself an

aptitude for lliglit which would entitle even a worm presently to

wide meadows and easy sweeps of sir}', she exclaims

:

My copoon is too tight for me,

I'm feeling for the air ;

A dim capacitj- for wings

Degrades the dross I wear.

The wonder is that with only her tiny feet for grappling irons she

should have stayed so long like a captive balloon anchored to this earth.

She had spiritual buoyancy enough to float her out of sight. Hear

this:

I uever hear the word "escape"

Without a quicker blood,

A sudden e.xpectation,

A flying attitude.

I never hear or prisons broad.

By soldiers battered down,

But I tug childish at my bars,

Only to fail again.

Her thought is that the departing soul sets sail with exultation, puts

to Bca "past tb.e houses, past the headlands," out tn vast eternity;

elate with "the divine intoxication of the first league out from land."

We are unaware that any other poet has written so much in detail

of death and its accessories. She does not tell us of what small

personage she wrote these lines:

She died—this was the wny she died:

When all her breath was done,

She took up her Kimjile wardrobe

And started for the suu.

Ilcr little figure at the gale

The angels must have spied,

Since I could never find her

Upon thi.-^ mortal side.
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Nor does she tell u? \v]io?e first deatli-aniiiversary she marked rith

these lines:

Weut up a year this cveiiins,

I recollect it veil

;

Cbcorful as to tlie village,

Tranquil as to repose,

Chastened as to the chapel.

This humble tourist rose.

Did not talk of returning,

Alluded to no time

When, were the gales propitious,

We might look for him.

NTor does she hint whose dying it is she thns describes

:

We waited while she passed ;

It was a narrow time;

Too jostled were our souls to speak;

At length the notice came.

She mentioned and forgot;

Then lightly as a reed

Bent to the water, shivered scarce,

Consented, and was dead.

And we, we placed the hair.

And drew the head 'erect

;

And then au awful leisure was
Our faith to regulate.

And then conies the hard necessary business of the next day:

The bustle in a bouse

The morning after death

Is solemnest of industries

Enacted upon earth ;

The sweoping uji the heart.

And putting love away
We shall not want to use again

ITntil eternity.

Emily Dickinson died in ISSG at the age of ftfty-six. The funeral

was tenderly conformed to her sensitive tastes. She abhorred a

hearse; so her body was carried by luiman hands all the way to its

resting place. It was not a heavy Inml. She hated to sec a funeral

passing along the noisy, inattentive, disrespectful public street; so

the casket was not taken on the street, but was carried across lawns

from one yard into the next till tbe cemetery was thus reached. And

the slight, light body was laid to rest witli "the meek members of

tbe resurrection."
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THE ARENA

WHAT IS THE AGE OF AN ANNUAL CONFERENCE?

Tjiis is not an idle question. Nor would it seem dillicult of answer.

Tet different .answers have been given. The Discipline says (^ 2(5),

"The, traveling preachers shall be organized by the General Conference

into Annual Conferences." Is there any other body except the General

Conference authorized to in.stitute or form Annual Conferences? We
know of none. In the early years of the church, it is true, niatter.<i were

somewhat irregular. The undivided Methodist itineracy held many Con-

ferences in various localities as the convenience of the preachers demanded,

but no measure was passed until a majority of all had given it sanction.

The first of these informal assemblies was convened by Thomas Kankin
in Philadelphia, July 14, 1773, but that did not constitute it a Philadelphin

_4.nnual Conference. In the next eleven years seventeen Conferences

were held, and up to 1792 there had been about forty. In that year one

was held in New England, at Lynn, but there was no New England Con-

ference formed at that time. There was a very memorable Conference in

Baltimore at Christmas in 1784, when the M. E. Church w;is organized, but

the Baltimore Annual Conference was not formed at that time. There

was a Conference in New York city in 17SS, but it would not be correct to

say that the New York Annual Conference began its existence then.

The two hundred Conferences, more or less, held prior to the Gen-

eral Conference of 179C were District Conferences, so named in 1792, com-

posed of several circuits, "not fewer than three nor more than twelve," the

Discipline says. They had no special or exact and settled boundaries, and

but loosely resembled the Annual Conference of the present day. Bodies

by this name, with geographical titles and modern constituents, came lirs:

into being in 1796, when the General Conference ordained that the whole

territory of the church should be divided into six parts, one yearly or

Annual Conference to be held in each part. Their names were the New
England, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Virginia, South Carolina, and Western.

We need not give the boundaries which the General Conterouce laid dov^n

for these bodies thus first named and limited. We are not aware of any

valid grounds on which it can bo claimed that definite local Annual Con-

ferences existed prior to this date. In 1800 a seventh Conference was

formed, the New York, taken mainly from the territory which for the

previous quadrennium had been called the New England, stretching from

the Hudson to the Atlantic. In accordance, therefore, with what would

appear manifest facts, the New York Conference dates its existence from

1800 and counts its last session the 110th. The New England Conference

also dates its existence from 179C, but. inasmuch as no session was beld

that year subsequent to the General Conference in October, it reckons it>^

last session the llP.lh. But the Philadelphia Conference counts its lasi

session the 122d, and the Baltimori; Conference counts its last bcs.-;loii
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the 125th. We do not understand this mode of reckoning. It seems-
to us that some member of one of those Conferences .should explain on what
grounds they consider it legitimate. By what process of reasoning
can it be shown that the Baltimore Conference was formally and finally

constituted in 17S4, and the Philadelphia in 1787? To us it seems that
they are precisely as old as the New England, and only four years earlier

than the New York. This is not a matter of sentiment or Imagination or

local loyalty and pride, but of historic verity and plain mathematical
reckoning. Which is right, the New York and New England calculation.

or the Baltimore and Philadelphia? Let the church decide, vrhen the argu-
ments are all in. Jamks Mudg«.

Maiden, Massachusetts.

MOHAMMED OR CHRIST?

"A Mussulman hates a pig as a Christian ought to hate ftin," and a
true Mu-ssulman hates idolatry with a passion scarcely less Intense.

Springing up when Christianity had retrograded almost to the level of

the idolatry from which its conquests had been made, God permitted the
shrewd Mohammed to become a scourge among the Idolatrous nations

as he had permitted Nebuchadnezzar to purge the Jews of idolatry. Jslam
became supreme in western Asia, eastern Europe, and northern Africa,

but its conquests and influence extended ^ar beyond, even over all Asia.

For more than a thousand years India has been one of its principal battle-

grounds. Wave after wave of blood and fire has swept over this laud,

always accompanied by uncompromising hatred for idols and everywhere
giving a fair conception of the true God. Possibly no religionist feels

himself God-directed more than the Mussulman, and none has gone to

greater trouble and endured more hardships of nature than its zealous

preacher. He has accomplished wonders, and not by the sword only.

High ideals, zealous life, earnest pur]X)se—these have earned it an Influ-

ence where the svrord could not. When the final reckoning day shall come
we may find that IMohammed held as great a commission as did the Roman
Church in the darkest ages of the past. Both were to real Christianity

as the dawn to the midday sun. But the dawn is not the sunlight. It

permits us to see but dimly and with a false, distorted vision. Moham-
medanism is not Christianity and never can be. It accepts Christ as

prophet and patriarch and even as the greatest, placing him above Abra-

ham and ]\foses and everj' name revered by Jews and Mohammedans alike,

hut it denies his divinity and gives him no place in God's plan of salvation.

Mohammedan India would be no better than Mohammedan Turkey or

Morocco. If Christianity is to take India's millions, it must wrest them
not from Hinduism but from Mohammedanism. Hinduism cannot bear the

light of literature, science, and invention. It ha.s within itself a thousand

seeds of decay and can hold .seriously to none of the tenets of the past; all

is changing, and changing to belief in one God or belief in no God. 'i'he

Hinduism of to-day is hardly the same we fought twenty years ago, and

is not what we shall meet a decade hence. It is fighting a running, a
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losing battle, and is compelled to hunt new and shrewd apologies for us

every tenet of belief. It has three goals ahead: inlidelity, Mohammedan-
ism, Christianity—and its best votaries cannot yet say where it will pitch

its latest tent. Can you? You are a factor In the right solution of this

Important question. For India, shall it be Mohammed or Christ?

Let me tell you something of the battle from my own viewpoint.

Twenty-five years of service should give me some experience worthy ot

the consideration of the great church which sent and keeps me here. I

speak of things within the border of Gonda and Bahralch—my own district.

Most other missionaries of India can write similarly of their tields. At

Bahraich every year about the first of June there is held a great religious

fair, strictly Mohammedan in its history and nature. Government ofticial

reports say that an average of one hundred thousand pilgrims attend it.

I have been there twice with at least half of my staff of workers, preach-

ing to the multitudes. The Mohammedan history of the place goes back

almost a thousand years. Mahmud of Ghazni was one of the earliest and

greatest of Mohammedan conquerors who made all India tremble. His
nephew, Saiyad Salar, at the age of sixteen, started out to complete the

conquest He went eastward, destroying idols and idolaters as he went.

As he entered Bahraich he noticed a temple and an image dedicated to

the sun and, as he looV:ed. said, "I want this spot for my dwelling, and

through the pov.'cr of the spiritual sun I will destroy the worship of this

created sun." Shortly after, a confederation of Hindu nobles attacked

and killed him. He was buried on the spot v.'here he said he would make
his dwelling and he passed forthwith into the catalogue of Mohammedan
saints, while his army continued to hold Bahraich. Home years later

Zohra Bibi, the virgin daughter of a great Mohammedan noble, went to

his grave and worshiped. She is said to have been blind and to have

recovered her sight here. In thankfulness she spent a great sura of

money erecting a worthy mausoleum over the remains of the saint, and

built another near by, where she directed that she should be buried.

She died shortly after, still young and a virgin. Later the emperor

Firiz made pilgrimages to the spot and added to the buildings as w-ell

as to its fame as a place of miracles. So it has become a great shrine

and every class of legend concerning miracles clusters around it. One
legend declares that Zohra Bibi is to be the bride of Saiyad Salar in

Firdaus (paradise) and the devotees bring bridal gifts yearly and, carry-

ing fantastic banners, celebrate the story in song as they march along,

eometimes hundreds of miles, to share in the joys of the annual fair.

Others bring of produce of field or labor as thank offering for benefits

expected from their visit to the tomb of the saint. A third class of ofter-

ing is to throw coins at the pinnacle of the tomb. Whoever hits the

gilded shaft surmounting the dome is in for a remarkable flow of good

fortune. I stood on the dome and saw the money fall as the pilgrim?

fihiod it at the luck-giving golden pinnacle. During the fair there are

several hundred dollars a day thrown on this roof. Some throw kauri

shells valued at one-ninetieth of a cent—these were the small-change

class of givers, but wanted full benefits. Then came the groups carrying
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great flags on staffs and singing Zohra Bibi's praises. They tied litllo

bags of offerings to the top of each staff and tried to reach the pinnacle
of the shaft thus. The appointed agents of the fair relieved the staffs of
their treasure burden. Thus several thousand dollars are offered, and
the people's joy is unconfined. Those who have found favor or are too
tired to carry their burdens home leave flag and staff at tbe fair—these
are then sold for the benefit of the place. Enough bamboos for many
buildings are thus secured, which means a good income. Banners too
are left.

Thus far it might seem to an observer only an outbreak of Oriental
joy and praise such as David led when he danced before the ark. The
sound of trumpet, psaltery, cymbals, and all the instruments David noted
in the last psalm, together with hundreds of other instruments of later

invention, even to the phonograph, are in evidence throughout the day,

and general cheer pervades the place. But there is a sadder side. Pass-

ing around one wall, I found crowds of sore-eyed and blind struggling

to get to the tomb to seek for healing. A great well sends a stream of

water through ditches provided for the purpose, and behind the temple,

where this water emerges, a crowd of lepers stand in the mud and filth

praying that the healing virtues of the saint may be available for them
also, as they are said to have been for many a leper in the past. the

stench and the sickening sight! My stomach so revolted that I can
hardly venture there again, and m.y heart was so sore at this desecration

of every element of true religion that I felt depressed for weeks. Lepers,

hundreds of them in every stage, at this ditch of buried hopes, begging
by the wayside, and far, far away too weak to make the journey, falling

by the way, but all longing for the cure and relying on the touch of

the tomb.

But to me there is a still sadder element, namely, the one which
illustrates my point in telling of this fair. It is this: of the vast throng
that gather at the fair and worship most earnestly more than half are

Hindus and not Mussulmans at all. They have exhausted every hope of

salvation in the multitudinous rites of their ov,-n faith. It has not satis-

fied; they doubt its eflicacy, and in the fear that they may miss salvation

by not doing as their Islohamniedan neighlx)rs do, they hold to their own
and join in all the rites of their neighbors as well—but Nvith a different

spirit. The Mussulman does not worship the tomb and the things clustered

around it any more than wo worship the pulpit, the altar, its trappings,

or the elements served there. But the ignorant Hindu, that crowds and
fights his way to this Mohammedan shrine, worsJiips everything in sight.

Thus Hindus are gradually subscribing to the creed of the Arabian apostle,

and their children will be more rigid in it. If they get Mohammedan
training, they will be further away—perhaps ages further away—from
Christ than they are as Hindus. There is nothing in Hinduism to satisly.

but the positivi.sin of Mohammedanism and many of its really excellent

tenets do somewhat satisfy.

A generation ago it was far different. Christianity had a far better

chance to take hold on this people than it has to-day. While the church
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slept the enemy sowed tares. Let me give my latest observation. Twenty-
two years ago Methodism was thrilled by reports that hundreds of a
certain people had been baptized by the Rev. S. Knowles, and hundreds
more were ready. Whole villages received baptism. They were a simple-
minded, aboriginal people, as honest as sunlight, scorning a lie as a Chris-
tian ought. Even government records gave publicity to these traits, say-
ing. "In character they are honest, brave, great hunters, and good culti-
vators." Brother Knowles exhausted every means to get good teachers
to go to live among them, but there were none. Theirs is a so-called
deadly jungle, and no one would live there. These people found the
promises of the missionaries unfulfilled; wolves got among them and
scattered them. Still some held to Christ, but ground was lost. The
care of this people now falls to me, and slowly they seem to be inclining
toward us. Some of tliem called us "our own Sahibs." For our ttrst two
years they fled from us as deer from a hunter, but this year they were
friendly, and many even joined in our worship. But a few Mussulmans
have gone to live in that deadly place where Christians feared to go.
After the simple folk had joined the second day in worship with us, the
Moharram, the greatest Mohammedan festival, came on with its tinsel

'

decorations, singing, and much beating of drums aud clanging of cymbals.
And the people who had sat in worship with us were following in the
procession of the several Mussulmans, and their sons were beating the
drums and their daughters and wives were wailing the funeral dirges
of the martyred saints which the Moharram celebrate.s—and the whole
scene seemed to appeal to them.

Friends, I have not been sadder since I came to India, twenty-five
years ago, than I was that day. We had promised them a song service,

and when we went to our appointment, we found these Mussulmans In
possession holding a service in memory of their saints; and yet these
people had been Christians, starting aright, but left too much to them-
selves when retrenchment began and cut off one third of North India's
appropriations! O Church of God, awake to this situation before it become
too late! for a missionary farmer to live among these people seven
months in a year!—safe months. I see no other way to regain lost

ground. Christian laymen, come and investigate our opportunities aud
make the church res]>ond before it is late—too late!

NoitLi: Lei: Kockey.
Gonda. India.
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THE ITINERAlsn^S' CLUB

THE LIMITATIONS OF PUBLIC ADDRESS
One of the most beautiful eulogies in the matter of speech, whether

public or private, was that pronounced upon Benjamin Franklin: "He
never spoke a word too little, he never spoke a word too much; he never
spoke a word too Boon, he never spoke a word too late; he never failed

to speak the right word at the right season." Many rules are laid down
in the department of oratory or public address as to the mode of prepara-
tion, the substance of the discourse, and the time to be occupied in its

delivery I but, after all, it must be a matter of individual taste and of

keen discrimination as to the proprieties aud purposes of the occasion.

Speakers have various duties to perform. Sometimes they have to pre-

side over public exercises, to introduce speakers, to respond to addresses,

and at other times to give formal lectures, to plead at the bar, and to

preach sermons, and to do many other things.

A few years ago a presiding officer at a great public meeting intro-

duced the President of the United States. It was an occasion when some
eulogistic comment on the chief magistrate of the nation would naturally

be expected. Instead of that he rose and simply said: "Ladies and gentle-

men, the President." That was enough. He could not have said more in

an hour. Indeed, in the announcement, "The President," he had said all

that was to be said. The audience were supposed to know their president,

not only his position, but the characteristics, the ability, and the achieve-

ments -which had led to his election to his high office. The presiding

officer had left these things to be supplied by their own knowledge and
imagination^ and he was not mistaken. Indeed, the omission of the formal

eulogy was itself the highest eulogy. The simplicity and fitness of the

Introduction were commented iipon by the public press as extremely

felicitous.

Not long ago a great public reception was given in Ohio to the Wright
brothers, in recognition of their marvelous achievements in aerial naviga-

tion. The exercises consisted of parades, music, and addresses. The
governor of the State made an address on behalf of the commonwealth.
The exercises were a worthy expression of the popular pride in the genius

and public services of these two brothers who have done so much in their

chosen field. One part of the program was the reply of the "Wright

brothers to the honor so generously bestowed upon them by their feilow

citizens. It would have been expected that they should express their ap-

preciation at some length, and perhaps take the occasion to give the his-

tory of their experiments, and of the prospects and utility of their par-

ticular enterprise. Not so. According to the press the brothers arose la

turn and quietly said, "We thank you," and went back to their factorr

and to their labors. If some of the audience were disappoiuted, we are
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confident that the great multitude were proud of these students of science

who were doing so much for the advancement of human knowledge and

human welfare. A London daily paper referred to it as "A Three-Woid

Speech." Its unusual character cauBod the speech to he cahled across the

sea. It is a fresh illustration of the fact that men live in deeds, not words.

What the workers in every department of human progress have done, and

not what they have said, will be their passport to fame. Here again we
have an address very much out of the ordinary from such an occasion, and

yet its very simplicity and brevity showed the wisdom and singleness of

purpose of the speakers. Their genius was only surpassed by their

modesty.

Some of the most notable speeches in history have been very brief. We
have recently been celebrating the centennial of the nation's martyr presi-

dent, Abrs-ham Lincoln, "the first American." Mr. Lincoln had made
many great addresses. His campaign with Douglas became famous, but

the speech which has been printed everywhere, and which has been called

one of the three great speeches of history, was his immortal address at

Gettysburg. Historians tell us that he supposed his speech was a failure,

but the best judges have declared that on that occasion he won Immortal

laurels. That great address did not occupy more than fifteen minutes in

its delivery. It does not take long to do a great thing when the man is

there who is prepared to do it. and when the fitting occasion arises. It

did not take long to acquire the Philippine Islands for the United States.

Admiral Dewey and his ships were there. He had the ability and knew
the opportune moment, and without the loss of a single life the work was

done. So a speech of immense importance to the world, such as Lincoln's,

need only occupy a few minutes. •

The instances above referred to, however, are quite exceptional, be-

cause the circumstances were extraordinary. They may not be cited as

authoritative examples in ordinary public address. Their effectiveness in

part was due to their infroquency. If they were the fashion, their force

would disappear. The time limit, however, may be considered in reference

to ordinary addresses, such as sernaons and lectures. These are regular

functions and must bo regulated as to their length largely by circum-

stances and by custom. Lectures and sermons have their recognized

length, which cannot be arbitrarily changed by the speaker. It is a very

rare occasion when a lecture should exceed an hour or a serrnon should

exceed forty minutes. As a rule, they would often be more effective if

they were shorter. One of the foremost preachers of his time rarely if

ever preached more than half an hour. On the other hand some of the

greatest preachers of the world have occupied an hour or more, greatly

to the interest and profit of the people. These, however, are rare men.

and should not be examples for those in ordinary circumstances. It is

doubtful whether in this period of our church history the same persons

could hold the attention of their congregations by sermons of that length.

The time limitation of sermons may also be considered in reference to the

age of the speaker. It is safe to say that a preacher should diminish

rather than increase the length of his sermons as he grows older. Tlie
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audience cannot always appreciate, as they ought, the fact that his dis-

courses are more mature. A new form of address has arisen to which he
cannot without the loss of bis own personality conform. It is fitting that

he conform his sermons, at least in point of length, to the customs of his

time. It .would not be possible for anyone, as already indicated, however
able and eloquent, to preach scrmous as long as the fathers preached a

hundred years ago to the satisfaction of his congregation, and neither the

old nor the young minister of to-day should attempt it. If he should do
so, he would soon address empty pews. In some of our metropolitan
churches a sermon more than half an hour in length would he regarded
as excessive, and in those churches which have an extended ritual they
are shorter than that. It is impossible, therefore, to lay down rules which
Ebould apply in all cases. Two things are essential qualities in the public

speaker if he would have the highest success. He should have a delicate

appreciation of circumstances and conditions. This is largely innate; it is

almost instinctive. It may be cultivated in a measure, but the delicate

ai)prcciation of the necessities of various occasions is like the true poet's

gift
—"born, not made." The writer once heard one of the foremost

. pi-eachers of his time on a great occasion, when introducing a distin-

guished guest, perpetrate a glaring blunder, which was undoubtedly felt

to be such by the majority of the large audience, through his failure to

appreciate the attendant circumstances and conditions. This keen sense

of the fitness of things is a high quality in one who is called to exercise

executive functions and to confront delicate situations. To be at once

courteous and truthful, never to sacrifice the right, and yet never to

give 3"st cause of olfense, to direct important occasions successfully

without obtruding one's own personality, to be always candid and truthful

and yet meet every requirement of the social amenities, is a high gift a.nd

one greatly to be desired in the public speaker.

Another quality, very important, as to the limitations in public address,

is for the speaker to know when he is done, and to appreciate the fact

that an audience may get weary even in listening to an excellent and
eloquent discourse. Excessive amplification of a point is undesirable and
unnecessary in this rapidly moving age. A statement clearly presented

and forcibly put is at once understood, and too much enlargement is

calculated to diminish its force. To pass rapidly from one point to an-

other after each point has been clearly elucidated is a strong element in

holding attention. It is also the mark of an effective sieaker that ho

knows instinctively when he has produced the impression he desires to

make upon his audience. Every sermon should have a purpose, and the

spea,ker should not think of himself but of his audience; and when he

believes that he has accomplished the purpose of his discourse he will do

well to close his discourse, whether he has said all that he originally

intended to say or not. It not uufrequently happens that jtfter the sermon
has accomplished its object, the speaker proceeds until the impression has

largely vanished, and the hearers arc loft cold and listless.
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ARCHEOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH

THE NESTORIAN TABLET OF LIANFU
TnosE who have carefully studied Syrian church history are aware

that Nostorian missionaries introduced Christianity into China at the

beginning of the sixth century of our era, whore it exerted great intluence

for several centuries. It is not exactly known when the xNestorians

ceased to be a religious force in China, but very little is known of them

after A. D. 1300. It was in A. D. C35 that Olopun arrived in Chang-an and

was kindly received by the emperor and his ministers. Marco folo, who
visited parts of the Chinese empire in the ninth century, bears testimony

to the presence and influence of the Xestorians in several provinces, es-

pecially in Liaufu, the capital of Shenshi. It is also generally admitted

that when the Catholic Church sent missionaries to China these too

found Nestorian congregations and Chinese communities acquainted with

the Nestorian type of Christianity. These early missionaries from Syria

left a lasting monument of their presence and success in Shenshi and the

adjoining provinces. We refer to the famous stone pillar erected by them

in A. D. 781, and but recently, as we shall see, brought into special promi-

nence. The date of this greatest of all Christian monuments in China is

fixed beyond a reasonable doubt by both the Chinese and Syrian la.scrli>-

tioas on the stone, and published in a recent number of The Open Court.

We read at the end of the long inscription the following in Chinese:

This was erected iu the second yoar of Kionchung, of the Tan?: dynasty

(A. D. 781), on the seventh day of the first month, being Sunday. Writton by

}j\i Liii-yen, secretary to Council, foniierly military soporiiitondcnt for Tai-

chau ; while the bishop Xing-sliu had Iho charge of the coayrcgations of the

Illustrious [Christian] in the East.

Then farther down in Syriac occurs the following:

In the year of thi; Greoks, 10^)2, tlie Lord Jazodbuzid. Priosl and Vicar-

opiscopal of Curadan the royal city, son of the enli.chtoncd Mailas. Priest of

Balack a city of Turkestan, set up this tablet, whereon is inscribed the Dis-

pensation of our Itodfcnicr. and the jiroaching of the apostolic missionarii's to

tho King of China.

It is a well-known fact that the Syrian church dated by the era of

Selucus B. C. 312. If this number is deducted from 1092. we have 7!S1.

the same date as that given by the Chinese inscription above. The tablet,

ten feet high, weighing about two tons, has about two thousand Chinese

characters as well as the Syrian tran.slation of the same. It seems that

the tablet remained in obscurity for several centuries and its presence w-as

but little known previous to 1C25, when accidentally discovered by some

Chinese laborers. Here it might bo stated that this precious piece of

church history was erected with several other monuments of minor im-

portance on the sacred grounds, in the rear of an old Buddhist temple.
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Prom 1C25 to the present time occa.sional reference has been made i>y

travelers to the Nestorian Stone of Lianfu. It has been photographed and

described often, and the inscription has been translated into several

languages with more or less fidelity. The best translation, according: to

those able to express an opinion, is that by Dr. A. Wylie, of the London
Missionary Society, and published years ago in several places, among
others in Professor S. V/ells Williams's Middle Kingdom. In these days

of arcliEcological activity and exploration it seems almost incredible thiit

BO valuable a monument was left for so long a time undisturbed in a

distant Chinese province, without any effort on the part of any society or

museum to possess it. To Mr. Fritz V. Holm, a Danish traveler, belongs

the glory of making this most ancient of China's monuments regarding

the Christian, religion generally known. He had for years made a special

study of "things Chinese." Knowing the value of this ancient tablet, it

was but natural that he sliould try to gain possession of it in order to pre-

serve it in some great museum. It was a thing to be expected that the

Chinese authorities should not willingly part v/ith so rare a treasure.

Mr. Holm, having failed to purchase the stone, did the next best thing,

he Becured an exact replica, which, when finished by skilled Chinese

stonecutters, was carted over three hundred and fifty miles to the nearest

railroad station, Chengchow, and thence moved by water to Shanghai and

finally to New York, where it was deposited in the Metropolitan Museum.

The original stone was lately transferred by the Chinese government to

the "Peilin," the so-called forest of tablets, where it will receive the same

kind of care as if in a museum of this or any European country.

Mr. Holm, in a paper sent to the Fifteenth International Congress ot

Orientalists at Copenhagen, August 19, 190S, describing this reproduction.

Bays: "The replica is one of the most beautiful pieces of Chinese work-

manship I have ever seen. In the first place, there is not a measure, not

a character, not a detail that differs from the original tablet—even the

weight is the same. In the second place this piece of art v,-as executed

by four native stonecutters in eleven days, including polishing, after the

huge r.lab had been brought from the Fuping quarries to Siam. In the

third place, the Chinese artisans have been able to accomplish the miracle

of carving a cross and chiseling the Syriac characters, which they did.

of course, not know, to absolute perfection." We can do no better than

give a portion of this oldest Chinese Christian document:

Behold the unchan?;fab]y true and invisible, who e.^istoJ through all

eternity without origin; the far feeing perfect intelligoncc, who.-?c mysterious

existence is everlasting; oixTating on primordial substance, he created the

universe, being more excellent than all holy intelligences, inasmuch that he is

the .source of all that is honorable. This is our eternal true Lord, triune and

luy.sterious in substance. lie appointed the cross as the means for deter-

mining the four cardinal points, he moved the original spirit, and produced

the four principles of nature ; the somber void was chaniied, and heaven and

earth were opened out; the sun and moon revolved, and day and night com-

menced; having perfected all inferior objects, he then made tlie first man.

upon whom he bestowed an excellent disposition, giving him in charge the

governuient of all created beings; man. acting out the oric;iua! jji-incipl'^s of
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his nature, was pure aud unostentatious; his unsullied and expansive mind
was free from the least inordinate desire, until Satan introduced the seeds of

falsehood, to deteriorate his purity of principle; the opening thus commenced
in his virtue gradually enlarged, and by this the crevice in his nature was
obscured and rendered vicious ; hence three hundred and sixty-five sects fol-

lowed each other in continuous track, inventing every species of doctrinal

complexity; while some poiulod to material objects as the source of their

faith, others reduced all to vacancy, even to the annihilation of the two pri-

meval principles ; some sought to call down blessings by prayers and supplica-

tions, while others by an assumption of excellence held themselves up as su-

perior to their fellows; their intellects and thoughts continually wavering,

their minds and affections iurcssantly on the move, they never obtained their

vast desires, but being exhausted and distressed they revolved in their own
heated atmosphere till by an accumulation of obscurity they lost their path,

and after long groping in darkness they were unable to return. Thereupon,

our Trinity being divided in nature, the illustrious and honorable Messiah,

veiling his true dignity, ai)peared in the A\orld as a man ; angelic powers pro-

mulgated the glad tidings, a virgin gave birth to the Holy Ouc in Syria ; a

bright star announced the felicitou.s event, and Persians [Po-sz, perhaps Par-

sees], observing the splendor, came to present tribute; the ancient dispensa-

tion, as declared by the twenty-four holy men [the writers of the Old Testa-

ment], was then fulfilled, and he laid down great principles for the government

of families and kingdoms; he established the new religion of the silent opera-

tion of the pure spirit of the Triune ; he rendered virtue subservient to direct

faith; he fixed the extent of the eight boundaries [the beatitudes?], thus com-

pletiiig the truth and freeing it from dross ; he opened the pate of the three

constant principles [perhaps, faith, hope, and charity], introducing life and

destroying death ; he suspended the bright sun to invade the chambers of

darkness, and the falsehoods of the devil were thereupon defeated ; he set in

motion the vessel of mercy by which to ascend to the bright mansions, where-

upon rational beings were then released ; having thus completed tlic manifesta-

tion of his power, in clear day he ascended to his true station. Twenty-seven

sacred books have been left which disseminate intelligence by unfolding the

original transforming principles. By the rule for admission, it is the custom

to apply the water of baptism, to wash away all artificial show and to cleanse

and purify the neophytes. As a seal, they hold the cross, whose influence is

reflected in everj- direction, uniting all without distinction. As they strike tho

wood, the fame of their benevolence is diffused abroad ; worshiping toward

the cast, they hasten on their way to life and glory; they pnservc the beard

to symbolize their outward actions, they shave the crown to indicate the ab-

sence of inward affections ; they do not keep slaves, but put noble and mean all

on an equality ; they do not amass wealth, but cast all their property into

the common stock; they fast, in order to i>^rfect themselves by self-inspection;

they submit to restraints, in order to strengtlicn thcinsflves by silent watchful-

ness; seven times a day they have worship for the benefit of the living and

the dead ; once in seven days they sacrifice, to cleanse the heart and to return

to purity.

It is difiicult to find a name to express the excellence of the true and

unchangeable doctrine; but as its meritorious operations are manifestly dis-

played, by accommodation it is named the Illustrious Religion. Now, without

holy men, prinriiiles cannot become expandod ; without principles, holy men

cannot become magnified ; but with holy meu and right prin-'iples, united R»

the two jiarts of a signet, the world becomes civilized and enlightened.
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Here follows a brief account of the founding of Christianity In China
tinder Emperor Taiksing A. D. G35. It was then that the "Most virtuoua

Olopun" with a company of "holy men" brought the New Testament

to China, which was translated into the language of the country by order

of the emperor, who, in the seventh month of the year 6i!S, Issued

the following imperial proclamation:

liight princiijlos have no invariable name, holy men have no invariable
station; instruction is establishocl iu accordance with the locality, with the

object of benefiting the people at large. The Greatly-virtuous Olopun, of

tlie kingdom of Syria, has brought his sacred books and images from that
distant part, and has presented them at our chief capital. Having examined
the principles of this religion, we lind them to be purely excellent and natural

:

investigating its originating source, we find it has taken its rise from the

establishment of important truths; its ritual is free from perplexing cxpros-

eions, its principles will survive when the frame-work is forgotten ; it is bene-
ficial to all creatures; it is advantageous to mankind. Let it be published

throughout the empire, and let the proper authority build a Syrian church in

the capital I-ning May, which shall be governed by twenty-one priests. \Vhen
the virtue of the Chau dynasty declined, the rider on the azure ox ascended
lo the west; the principles of the great Tang becoming resplendent, the. Illus-

trious breezes have come to fan the East.

Here follows an unimportant glorification of the emperor, whose Image

or portrait was placed on the wall of the newly built church. Wo arc told

that the dazzling splendor of this celestial visage irradiated the illustrious

portals of the sanctuary and shed a perpetual sjdendor over the holy

precincts, and also that prosperity covered the entire country in conse-

quence of the teachings of the new religion, and continued to grovr under

the next reign. Let us again quote from the tablet:

The Emperor Kantsung respectfully succeeded his ancestor, and was
still niore beneficent toward the institution of truth. In every province he
caused illustrious churches to be erected, and ratified the honor conferred

upon Olopun. making him the great conservator of doctrine for the preserva-

tion of the state. While this doctrine pervaded e\ery channel, the slate be-

came enriched and tranquillity abounded. Every city was full of churches,

and the royal family enjoyed luster and happiness. In A. D. 099 the Bud-
dhists, gaining power, raised their voices in the eastern metropolis [Tung-

chau] ; in the year 713 some low fellows excited ridicule and sjjread slanders

in the western capital. At that time there was the chief priest Lohan, the

Greatly-virtuous Kie-leih. and other of noble estate from the golden regions,

lofty-minded priests, having abandoned all worldly interests, who unitedly

maintained the grand principles and preserved them entire to the end.

The high-principled Emperor Iliuen-sung caused the Prince of Ning and

others, five princes in all. personally to visit the felicitous edifice; he estab-

lished the i)lace of worship ; he restored the consecrated timbers which had

been temporarily thrown down, and rerTected the sai-red stones which for a

time liad been desecrated.

The tablet contains much more and closes with an ode of about sixty

verses. It is too lengthy to be reproduced in full. We have, however,

given the best part of it, namely, that pertaining to doctrine and practice.
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FOREIGN OUTLOOn

SOME RECENT CALVIN LITERATURE

The quadricontennial of Calvin's birth has been celebrated by the
Protestant—especially the Reformed—churches of all countri'es. Con-
fining our view to the continent of Europe, we note various incidents of

interest and significance. There is a movement looking toward a new
critical edition of Calvin's works. Here and there new stipendiums have
been established for students of Reformed theology. A Prcdigcrseminar
in Elberfeld has received the gift of a fine library specially rich in the
history of the Reformed churches. In many universities the Calvin
jubilee was specially observed by orations by the professors and by
the granting of honorary degrees. In Geneva, of course, the celebra-

tion was especially interesting and important. For in his lifetime Geneva
was in a peculiar sense the city of Calvin and, in spite of all the changes
of the intervening centuries, the impress of his per.=onality upon it is in-

delible. Besides, its university in celebrating Calvin celebrates its own
founder, and that upon the three hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the

birth of the academy, which in 1S73 became a full university. Tho Calvin

jubilee has also had an important place in the programs of many pastoral

conferences and similar gatherings. But the most significant fruit of the

jubilee consists, doubtless, in the excellent literature that it has called

forth. Many interesting and even weighty contributions to the Calvin

literature are to be found in various periodical publications. Of unusual
interest is the "Calvin number" of the ChristJiche Welt, with contribu-

tions by more than a dozen well-known theologians. Brieger writes on

"The Significance of Calvin for the Protestantism of the Sixteenth Cen-

tury"; Kaltcnbusch on "The Jlost Important Element in Calvin's Dor-

trine"; Jiilicher on "Calvin as Expounder of Scripture"; Benrath en

"Calvin in Ferrara"; Lobstem and J. Ficker on. Calvin's relation to Strass-

burg; Troeltsch on "Calvinism and Lutheranism." Other interesting

articles are by M. Schulze, Sell, Wernle, Holl, G. Ficker, Simons, and

Iliiring. But the Christlichc WcIt, though offering thus a peculiarly ex-

cellent symposium, does not stand alone among church periodicals in

worthily treating the great subject. Of still greater importance, however,

are the various books and pamphlets that have been called forth by the

Calvin quadricentennial.

The biogiajihy of Calvin by Kampschultc is acknowledged to be the

most thorough of German works of its class. Unfortunately, however, the

learned author died without writing the last of the three vcflumcs in-

tended. The most important, however, of all biographies of Calvin is t^at

by Emile Doumergue, professor in Montauban: Jean CaJvin, Les hornmcs

et les choses de son temps (John Calvin, the Men and the AfTairs of His

Time), Lausanne, G. Dridel & Cic. But here again the work is as yet
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incomplete. It is designed to be completed in five volumes, of v.-hlch

but three have already appeared (in the years 1S99, 1902. and 1905).
While it is to be deplored that Doumergue could not finish his work in

this year of the great anniversary, many persons will be glad of the timely
publication by the same scholar of a work on the portraiture of Calvin.
Ulconographie Calvinienne, in which nearly seventy portraits of Calvin
are reproduced. It is the opinion of competent judges that the most fa-

miliar reproductions of unsatisfactory originals have contributed not a
little to tte popular disfavor toward Calvin's personality, and that this

collection of portraits will, doubtless, tend to set him in a more favorable
light. And what is true of the "iconography" of Calvin Is, doubtlesa, true
of the portraiture of his personal life and character. The better the man
is known, the more he is respected and the better he is liked. Passing by
without special mention several Calvin biographies which, doubtless, have
real merit—as those by Bossert (French, also German), Conrad, Diener-
Wyss, P. Paulsen, and others—we would call attention to three or four
works that have received special praise. A. Baur has contributed a bio-

graphical sketch of Calvin to Schiele's ReligionsgeschichtJicheTolksbucher

(48 pp., price 50 pf.). The soundness of the booklet is acknowledged,
but it is regarded p.s too compressed to give the most lively impression.

Bernhard Bess, librarian in Halle, has written a sketch of Calvin for the

collective work of which he is editor, Vnsere religiose Erzieher. Within
about the same compass he shows more original research and a deeper

historical understanding than Baur. But among the briefer biographies

that by August Lang, a Reformed preacher and (Becond&vlly) privaidocent

in Halle, has received the greatest praise. In recognition of the excellence

of this book of only 222 pages, the University of Geneva created its author

a doctor of theology Jioyioris causa, as did also the University of Halle,

where he was also made titular professor. No recent work on Calvin,

however, has been more gratefully received than a work in two volumes
entitled Johannes Calvins Lchenswerk in seinen Bricfen. Line AusicahJ,

etc., in dcutscher Vchersetzung von Rudolf Schwarz, to which Professor

Wernle has contributed an interesting introduction. This excellent selec-

tion from Calvin's vast and highly important correspondence is well fitted

to give the clearest insight into the spirit and lifework of the great re-

former. We would in conclusion call attention to the fact that the Revell

Company has published a collection of four studies on "Calvin and the

Reformation," by Dr. B. B. Warfield, Dr. Herman Bavinck (a distin-

guished Reformed theologian of Holland), August Lang (whose work wo
have noticed above), and Emile Doumergue.
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GLIMPSES or REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES

Pbf.sident Favxci;, of Brown University, says truly that G. K. Ches-

terton has, by his novel, unique, and paradoxical way of putting old truths,

set this generation thinlving. In the Hibbert Journal (London and
Boston) for July, Chesterton and Professor J. H. Moulton make reply

to Mr. Roberts's recent attack on Jesus. One of Roberts's arguments was
put in this simple form: "If Jesus was God, he knew that the people's

belief in diabolic obsession was an error." To this Chesterton replies:

"Mr. Roberts does not seem to see that this rather transfers the dis-

cussion from the question of whether Jesus was God to the question ot

whether Mr. Roberts is God—a question into which I have far too much
delicacy to enter. But I think a man niiglit be a little more modest than

to begin two or three sentences with, 'If he was God, he knew that
—

, and then add all his own private opinions or all the most ephemeral
prejudices of his season and his set; How, may I ask, does Mr. Roberts

know exactly what. God thinks about diabolic possession? To understand

men or the most ordinary life is mystery enough lor most of us; and
here is an enlightened gentleman who not only knows about God. but

knows God's private opinion upon the mystery of evil. One would thlnlc

that the meditations of the Omniscient upon the subject of devils might

reasonably be left undisturbed. But since the indiscretion has already

been committed, and Mr. Roberts is in possession of the divine view of

the relations between moral evil and animal torture, I suggest that he

should tell us at once what they are, instead of taking, with this mistaken

shyness, the indirect method of attacking Jesus of Nazareth. Who hath

laid the measure thereof, declare since thou knowest? or, who hath

stretched the line upon it? Have the gates of death been open to thee,

or hast thou seen the doors of the shadow of death? What is pain? What
fire devils? What is the relation between the body and the soul, l)et\veen

the soul and tho other souls outside it? Do Mr. Roberts and I know so

much about any of these things that we should say that there is no such

thing as diabolic possession? Is there any particular logic in denying

that the Son of God might cast our devils out, merely because most

modern doctors are obliged to leave them in? But Mr. Roberts Is hardly

enough of a Catholic to be an agnostic; and it may be that this sort of

intellectual humility appears to him merely hazy and remote. I will

appeal to him upon a side on which I am sure he is sensitive. I will

point out to him that he is decidedly behind the times. Ho is by no means
modern. Psychological science in our time has come uncomfortably near

to a belief in the casting out of devils. Dual personality is surely some-

thing uncommonly like diabolic possession; it seems only to resolve itself

into a delicate problem of which person should be thrown out. More-

over (and this is yet more iinpoi lant) , if you had asked any of the manly

old freethinkers. Tom P.iine or Diderot, to believe in dual personality,

thev would have told you that tl\cy would just a'; soon, while they v.ere
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about it, believe in diabolical possession. In the very issue of the Hibbert
Journal in which Mr. Roberts takes it for granted that God Almightv is
an early Victorian rationalist, there are no less than three articles dealinK
with psychical marvels which all the early Victorian rationalists would
have clas.sed with the Cock-Lane ghost. And America is already roaring
with a new religion which maintains not only that this or that disease
might be a devil, but that all disease is one vast devil—a universal dia-
bolic possession. Surely Mr. Roberts might be induced to wait a little

vvhile before he deprives his Christ of the only body and the only biography
which that being ever possessed. In conclusion, it is my business. I

suppose, to put very briefly my sentiment on the whole subject. I will
put it thus. If I take it for granted that Jesus of Nazareth was one of
the ordinary teachers of men, then 1 find him splendid and suggestive
indeed, but full of riddles and outrageous demands, by no means so
workable and everyday an adviser as many heathens aud many Jesuits.
But if I put myself hypothetically into the other attitude, the case becomes
curiously arresting and even thrilling. If I say, 'Suppose the Divine
did really walk and talk upon the earth, what should we be likely to think
of it?' then the foundations of my mind are moved. So far as I can form
any conjecture, I think we should see in such a being exactly the perplex-
ities that we see in the central figure of the Gospels: I think he would
seem to us extreme and violent, because.he would see some further develop-
ment in virtue which would be for us untried. I think he would seem
to us to contradict himself; because looking down on life like a map, he
would see a connection between things which to us are disconnected. I

think, however, that he would always ring true to our own sense of
right, but ring (so to speak) too loud and too clear. He would be too
good, but never too bad for us: 'Be ye perfect.' I think there would
be, in the nature of things, some tragic collision between him and
the humanity he had created, culminating in something that would
be at once a crime and an expiation. I think he would be blamed
as a hard prophet for dragging down the haughty, and blamed also as a
weak sentimentalist for loving the things that cling in corners, children

or beggars. I think, in short, that he would give us a sensation that he
was turning all our standards upside down, and yet also a sensation

that he had undeniably put them the right way up." Part of

Professor Moulton's reply to Mr. Roberts is as follows: "If the Carpenter
of Nazareth had a mission to the world, it is obvious that he must become
no longer a citizen of Nazareth, or a speaker of Aramaic, or a contem-

porary of the first Ca:-3ars. He must be at home in Manchester, in Bombay,
in Pekin, in Fiji, with a message that twentieth-century inhabitants of

cities and villages of civilization and barbarism can understand. What
is this but to say tliat Jesus must become Christ, the Universal Man who
is now no longer like other men, for he is God and man in one? The germs
of this conception must have fallen into the mind of the first missionaries

as soon as ever they crossed the borders of their own country. In the

fertile intellect of Paul, the Jew, the Greek, the Roman, tiie idea soon

sprang to its full maturity. His relative indifference to the details of
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the great Teacher's life is fully explained by his realization of Lis world-

wide significance. A perfect human life, offered to God in obedience that

did not stop short of death on the cross, was being made available for

every man on the earth, to be an immanent divine humanity that could

supply power for perfect living. That was Paul's gospel, drawn from his

own experience, and the insight of a unique spiritual genius. And if

Paul could understand it from what he saw in missions within the old

Roman empire, cannot we see it more convincingly still, if j)0ssiblc, from
missions that cover the v^-orld? It is perfectly fair to ask for credentials

of the stupendous claim that is made for Jesus as Christ, nor do I object

to the demand that they should be 'credentials which would never have

occurred to a Paul or a Plutarch.' But si Qitaris, circumspice. Read such

a survey of the world outlook as is presented in I^.Ir. J. R. Mott's remark-

able si)eech in the Albert IJall lastXovember on 'Modern World Movements.'

See how in every part of the world men and .women of every race and

every state of culture, or absence of culture, are pressing toward Chris-

tianity, while the old Christian states slumber oblivious, and only a

handful of enthusiasts are awake to the opportunity. What is this that

is sweeping over Korea like a prairie fire, drav.-ing Brahman and Pariah

in India, taming the cannibal in the New" Hebrides within one missionary's

career, and at the same time Avinuing the devotion of the lowest and the

highest in our own country, the simple rustic and the choicest brains

among the young students of our universities? Credentials! Is not the

Bible House in Queen Victoria Street worth all the apologetics in the

world? Take any book ever written, the very flower of literature and the

supremest effort of human thought, translate it into four hundred and

twelve languages, from Sanskrit down to the rudest jargon of savages,

and scatter it broadcast over the world. "When that is done, and the books

have sold everywhere and brought civilization and humanity wherever

they have gone, it will be time to discuss whether there is anything unique

in Christianity. And, let it be remembered, what has done all this is the

New Testament as it stands, and the Gospels first of all. It La Jesus,

then, whose triumphs are witnessed to-day by missionaries in every

quarter of the globe. But if this Jesus is nothing more than a supremely

good Jew of the olden time, of whom we know very little, so that a ]e;^:ned

man from somewhere or other has even determined him to bo ;i myth, how

are we going to e.xplnin the way the world is going after him? Tlie

simple fact is that neither Jesus nor Christ could do it: Jesus Christ abnio

can work the marvel we see to-day. Those who think it all incredible

should go and look for themselves. They would find men aud women
of races and cultures and languages lying poles asunder all taking hold in

their different ways of this unlettered Jew of long ago. By an instinct

that men cannot explain, they all find in liiin their own countryman and

contemporary, the Friend of their own daily life, the Strength of their

realized weakness. "Who less than the Son of man. he who is Univers:i!

Man because he was Gnd over all. could thus meet the heart's needs of

every sou oi' man? The earliest message of Christian preachers was,

'Je.sus Christ is Lord.' It is the niossago still."
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BOOK NOTICES

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE

The Cross in Christian E:>^->crieme. By the Rev. W. M. Clow. B.D., author of In the Day of

the Cross. Crown 8vo, pp. 323. Cincinnati: Jennings & Graham. New Yoi k: Eaton
' & XIains. Price, cloth, §1.50, net.

A SERIES of tweuty-Cve addresses delivered on sacramental occasions,

so arranged as to present the atonement as a faithful saying and worthy

of all acceptation. The essential feature is a study of the Christian con-

sciousness, the foremost place being given to Jesus's own consciousness;

a study not of abnormal and extraordinary experiences, but of the normal

and reverent and sane, in touch with the ordinary Christian conscious-

ness as disclosed to a pastor in the supreme moments of his ministering,

by "the trembling words of the youth's confession and the confident psalm

of the ripe believer's testimony." The addresses are grouped under head-

ings thus: "The Love and Gift of God," "The Passion and "Work of

Jesus Christ," "The Christian Experience," "The Cross and the Evangel."

Wo present a sample of these addresses, the text being. "Therefore being

justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ"

(Rom. 5. 1).

"In these words the writer reaches a landing place. It is a lauding

place not only in his argument but also in his experience. It is his own
triumphant declaration of his standing before God, his liberation from

the past, and his security for the future. He has passed into a new world.

He has entered a new life. But his experience is not, in his TieTV,

peculiar to himself. 'IV'e are justified,' .he says, writing to men and women
he had never seen. *We have peace with God.' 'We have access into

this grace wherein we stand.' 'We rejoice in hope of the glory of God.'

This is the only and the universal Christian experience. A few months

ago a man of wide reading, reverent mind, and devout spirit attended

an evangelistic meeting. The revival hymns jarred upon him. Their

metaphors were gross and their meters rude. The prayers seemed too

familiar and overstrained. The fervent speaker's unsparing denuncia-

tion of sin, his emphatic declaration of the wrath and the judgment

of God, his strong assurance that the acceptance of redemption by the

cross was a thing of life or death, and his appeal for an instant act of

faith seemed to him to lose touch with reality, and to do injustice to the

words of Jesus. He recalled Froude's protest in one of his Short Studies

against evangelical preaching, and he felt its strictures justified. At one

point only did the eager evangelist enlist his syniprithy and win his

assent. When he pictured the sublime holiness and perfect loveliness

of the sacrifice of the cross,, the listener felt a shadow of condemnation

pass over his spirit and a strange thrill in his soul. But when the

sneaker pressed his truth, that only by that act of f^ubmission w;us God

reconciled to man, and only by an acceptance ot it iu faith could man
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be reconciled to God, he chilled. When the evangelist closed his appeal

with the words, "fhe'-efore being justified by faith, wc have peace with

God through our Lord Jesus Christ,' his mind boldly revolted. He had

felt the truth, and depth, and pathos of Christ's words. lie had bowed
down in adoration before Christ's divine personality. That life of radi-

ant peace and unstained holiness was to him the most wonderful thing

in the world. He had rejoiced iu Christ's revelation of the Father

•who heard prayer and longed after his lost children, but he revolted

at the claim made for the cross. The evangelist was right, wholh' right.

The proved historic facts and the confirming experience of to-day arc

with him. Every religious movement, whether iu a single human soul

or in a community, which leaves out the redeeming Cross, ends like a

desert river in a marsh, or slips into a chill and pallid Unitarianism. A
few years ago Henry Drummond, a forever endeared name, himself a

fully consenting believer, was preaching a gospel which did not focus

on the cross. His brilliant gifts and his mesmeric personality gave his

message a potent charm. Crowds of young men flocked to his meetings.

The movement has passed, and is little more than a tender memory.

The New Testament knows no gospel except that of the scorned evangelist.

In the teaching of Jesus, and especially in the words v/hich ho uttered

with the solemn appeal that men should let them sink down into their

hearts, in the preeminence given to his death in the preaching of the

apostles, and the appeals of the epistles, the eclipsing topic is the cross

and its redeeming sacrifice. The great saints, the men and women
who have spread abroad Christ's name and hazarded their lives for his

sake, -whose sanctity has been persuasive gospel and compelling epistle,

have all stood at the foot -of the cross. The millions who have had a

common experience of pardon and peace and purity, all with united

breath, 'Ascribed their victory to the Lamb, their triumph to his death.'

Let me, then, set the cross in its place in the Christian life. Let me
point out how and when it comes into a Christian experience. I do not

forget that men differ in race and training and temperament, yet 'He

fashioneth all tlieir hearts alike.' Fundamentally, tlie soul is the same

in every man, and the whole experience is wrought in us by the self-same

Holy Spirit of God.

"Every religions life begins in o sense of need. It may be, as it often

has been. in rare, young, unstained souls, simply a sense of the need of

God. 'The balsam, the wine of predestinate wills, is a jubilant pining

and longin- for God.' It may be a desire for a greater purity and sim-

plicity of life. That is a passion which often beats in young spirits who
have been saddened by the v/orld's sin, or startled by their own tempting

thoughts of evil. It may be a discontent with low and secular and frivo-

lous customs, and a craving after a deeper, truer, braver, more chivalrous

life. Sometimes a devout and attractive personality throws a selfish

character into relief, and at once rebukes and charms. Sometimes a

sudden sorrow quenches the garish and dazzling sunshine. The cheai)-

ness and emptiness of a worldly life are seen, and the sense of need

becomes a hunger of the spirit. Or it may be that some sin. either
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some secret habit fastening on the will, or some sudden and hateful deed

of evil, rouses the soul. It fills the heart, and even the face, with shame.

It briui^s in a sense of weakness and helplessness, and the sense of need

is felt in every brooding hour. Or it may be that the passions rise again

and again in flood to mock at all restraint. For as rivers in sunnsmitten

countries often flow far down beneath their dry beds, so this hunger and

thirst persist even when the life is profligate. Yet in whatever aspect

it may present itself, this sense of need, created in us by God's Spirit,

is the beginning of a religious experience. 'They that are whole need

not a physician; but they that are sick.'

"The second stage is the effort to satisfy this need. There are those

who have had tliis sense of need and have lost it. There may be for

some no second stage. They smothered the cry. They drifted into

coarsening plaasures. They neglected the promptings, and God and their

need of him both became unrealities. But there is usually some effort

made to satisfy this need. Evil habits are abandoned. Tempting and

seducing companions are avoided. Homes and haunts of peril are shunned.

There is a recourse to worship and to prayer. There may be some read-

ing of the Bible and of religious books. There is a new interest in the

church and in Christian service. The whole tone of life has a new seri-

ousness. If the sense of need has been vivid and imperative, the effort to

satisfy it is often strenuous and costly. Some of the most striking

passages in religious biography, in the records of men of all races and

of all faiths, are concerned with this ardent effort to satisfy this sense

of need. It has imposed penalties of pain. It has lit the fires of cruel

sacrifices. It has sent men on weary pilgrimages. It has built temples

and imposed heavy burdens on stricken worshipers. These self-imposed

ordinances give a measure of relief. They often bring a certain peace.

They allow some to mistake the dulling of the desire for the satisfaction

of it But there is no ardor, no energy, no ecstasy of joy, for there is

no finality, no assurance, no deep inward assent and consent in the soul.

It may be all— it is all—that some men ever attain. The low level of

many religious lives is the sure proof of the low level of their origin.

As a stream rises no higher than its spring, so a life rises no higher than

its source. But this satisfaction is not enough. Setting the face God-

ward is not kneeling at his feet. A faith in God is not always a Chris-

tian faith. Peace of mind is not always Christian peace. Men and

women who have been content with blunting the edge of their desire are

not filled 'with all joy and peace in believing.' This second stage has.

only one sufficient ending, and that is at the cross.

"The third decisive stage is that peace -icith God, throuph our Lord

Jesus Christ, which is givc7i only at the cross. There are three paths,

and 1 believe only three paths, to the cross. The records of religious Hfo

teem with illustrations of them. They are to be found in clear survey,

where everything else which is Christian is to be found, in the New

Testament. There are in the New Testament Scriptures three spiritual

experiences which have been disclosed in clear detail. These are the

epiritual experiences of Paul and Peter and John. God's way witli
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these three great believers was not set down simply as a study for theo-

logians. They were 'written for our learning: that we through patience

and comfort of the scriptures might have hope.' They declare, I believe,

the three great ways, by one of which every soul enters into peace with

God.

""When wc take the experience of Paul and strip it of all that is acci-

dental to him, his Hebrew birth and training and his peculiar environ-

ment, we find that he stands out as the type of men who have gone
terribly astray. Paul was by nature one of those eager, restless, tireless,

dynamic spirits which always live intensely and often recklessly. They
sound the depths of Satan if a wanton course be taken. They scjle the

heights of heaven if they begin to climb. Paul did not plunge into profli-

gate riot or base self-indulgence. He did not practice the unscruiiulous

and pitiless arts of the man of this world. He had no bitter animosity

to religion, as some men of this type have shown. But uncleanness of mind
and cynical lewdness of thought are not the only sins of fierce rebellious

hearts. When Paul came to himself, long after he had tried to satisfy his

sense of need in pharisaic zeal, he realized how hideously he had gone

astray. He saw the willfulness, and the hate, and the proud ambition

which had governed his hot young heart. The merciless words of his

threatening echoed in his ear. The stain of murder was red on his

hands. No man who has awakened to find that he has made his bed

in hell, who has been haunted and tormented by the faces of th.ose he

has wronged, who has been smitten into despair by finding how far he

is from goodness and from God, ever endured greater agony than Paul.

He never forgot his own blasphemies. He never forgot the terrified faces

of bumble believers. He never forgot Stephen's seraphic peace in dying.

That was one of the heaviest stones of his bruising. He never forgot

the face of Jesus whom he had crucified afresh. He stands as the type

of all men who have wanton lives, scarlet memories, polluted hearts and

condemning consciences. From ftuch a gate of hell it is a short step to

the cross. That sense of need is not to be quenched by a few prayers. A
man cannot begin to be a good man when he is cursed by a bad conscience.

A bad conscience is not to be cleansed by a soft thought of the mercy

of God, or a promise to oneself of purer hours in days to come. An accus-

ing record stands out in deeper crimson at every thought of God and

his holiness. But when such erring and guilty men, who shudder not

only at what they have done but what they are, see God in Christ, see

his love blotting out the handwriting that is against them; when they

come to believe that God loves them and has abolished the barrier between,

them, they meekly accept the pardon and pass into j)cace. A new
energy, a new joy, a new devotion, arise in their heart. Their Christian

life begins at the cross.

"The spiritual experience of Peter describes the case of those who
find tliemsclvcs at the cross at a later stage. Young men and women
often profess their faith in Christ quite sincerely without realizing what

it should moan. As they follow Christ he discovers them to themselves,

and .he discovers himself to them. By a constant rebuke of fault aud
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by an ever keener reproach of their low ideal, by the questioning of ihcir
impure motives and a chastening of their mistakes. Christ corrects and
quickens these sincere and honest hearts. It is often Christ's only way
with V[\Gn who are content to rest in the second stage of a religious expe-
rience. To every such young and simple believer there comes the day
of awakening. The more honest he is the earlier it comes. He fall's
under the dominion of some habit, a habit he had thought impossible.
He slips into some sin which is loathsome to him. His fall mocks at
his former life and taunts him with hypocrisy. Mark you. the world
may never know it. His life may seem the same to his dearest friend,
but his former shallow peace has gone. His sense of need has suddenly
become as deep as the hell discovered in his heart. He stands like Peter
when he denied his Lord, realizing that his need is not only to know
Christ's word, not only to adore his character, not only to follow in his
Steps and in moments of high elation do him chivalrous service. He
hath become conscious that his need is the forgiveness of sins. It is a
short step then to the cross. As he turns to the cross on which his guilt
has been expiated he enters into a new realm. Christ has become not only
Teacher and Friend and Master. He has become the Redeemer who bore
his sins 'in his owd body up to the tree.'

"The third v.-ay to the cross is mirrored in the experience of John.
There are young and sheltered lives whicli have grown up amid the sanc-
tities and in the obediences of a devout liome. A godly lineage, a care-
ful training, and the example of a winsome religious life have wrought
out in them a natural piety. They grow up unspotted from the world.
But as years increase, their growth in the grace and knowledge of Christ
quickens their spiritual insight, and gives them keener sense of sin. The
awful power of the world and the flesh and the devil dismays them as it

,

dismays no one else. They see men and women whom they love blinded.
seduced, desecrated. They see that the gentle rules that bind their own
rebellious thoughts snap like Samson's tender withes before the brute-
like passions of others. And as they turn their eyes more and more on
Christ they discover how far they themselves are from his holiness and
how near akin to the passion-driven profligate. They are like John grow-
ing up in his young, unstained, moral beauty, seeing more clearly than
others the glory of Christ and therefore feeling more keenly the chasm
between them and Christ's perfect holiness. These are the saints whose
confessions make us wonder, whose humility provokes amazement. It

is a short step for these, also, to the cross. Seeing right into the world's
sin and misery, knowing their own heart and confessing its weakness
and sinfulness in words that still our thoughts, they look up to find God
reconciled and forgiving them in the cross. The words of Christ are
their music. The life of Christ is a solemn mystery. But the death
of Christ is life and peace. With Paul and Peter they say, 'Therefore
being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ.'

"There is a fourth stage in the experience of the cross I can only
refer to now. That stage is tlie pilgrimage from the foot of the cross to
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the city of Goil. There is a truth licre whicli Punyan, hampered l)y his

allegory, could not portray. Wo are not saved in all the hreadlh and
length and depth and height of that master word hy one loolc at the
Crucified One. Tlie cross is never out of sight of the Christian soul.

Ever and again in the pilgrimage we come to the place at which there

stands, sometimes terrifying, always appealing, and always uplifting,

the great dear cross of Christ. When we slip and fall, and our faces

are filled with shame and our hearts are shadowed by guilt, wc kneel

again at the cross. When we face the privations of life and pass under
the yoke of a straining task, or drink of the cup of pain, or see some
cherished earthly hope failing, we find our strength and direction in the

cross. When worldliness and apathy, or a low ideal of duty, or a distaste

for goodness falls on our hearts, we are quickened again only hy the cross.

The sorrows of life are hallowed. Its joys are consecrated. The trial

of its older years is endured. Its times of weakness are made beautiful.

For we return again and again for light, for courage, for solace, for help,

to the cross.

"But let me press upon you the natural question of our text. Are
you justified by faith, and have you peace with God through our I/ord

Jesus Christ? You may know much of Christ's wisdom. You do, with-

out doubt, rejoice in his moral loveliness. You cannot help believing him
to be the Saviour of many. But you are not really Christian at all until

you have believed this good news that God is reconciled unto you in the

death of his Son, and have entered into peace. Whether you come in

the train of that great company among whom wc see the face of Augus-

tine, with the word which is a fire in your bones because you are haunted

by your past, asking, 'How can I pilgrimage to the wicket gate?' or

whether you come in the fellowship of that other band who follow Luther,

awakening to the impotence of custom and vigil and rite to bring peace

to the soul and to keep the life unstained; or whether you form one of

that still larger companionship of Wesley and Brainerd and M'Cheyue,

who have kept the delicate bloom of their purity undimmed, you must
come to the redeeming cross. Let the sense of need and the sense of

helplessness lead you to that cross which lifts that burden no human
soul can bear. Then you will say, with all saints, 'Being justified by

faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.' You will

whisper in your own silence, 'Simply to thy cross I cling.'

"

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE
The Sense of the Infinite. A Study of tIioTran.scctulcn(.<\I l!|p7nent in Literature, Life, and

llcligion. By Oscar Kuuns, Autlior of Tlic German and Swiss Sottleiuenls of Pcnnsyl-

;_ vania, Dante and tlie English Poets, etc. 12nio, pji. SO"). New York: Henry Holt & Co.

Price, cloth, ?1.50.

PitOKEssou Kuir>-s's latest book seems to us as uplifting and enlarg-

ing as it is sane and discriminating, as spiritualizing as it is judicious.

We cannot help thinking that it is capable of rendering intellectual and

spiritual service to many. It is itself a wide "opening into the Infinite."
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and has on us an effect like to that which proceeds from fipirituallj'

minded iiieu, men whose minds have been fixed on high and holy things,

of whom the author says: "To ai)prcach such men elevates us, and in

talking with them we feel the touch of the Eternal; nay, 'even though
they sleep they seem to purify the air and their houses seem to adorn
the landscape and strengthen the laws.' " Professor Kuhns suggests that

it may be that the futility of much of the preaching of to-day is largely

due to the fact that the mind of the preaclier is not set on eternal things,

his spirit not sufficiently in communion with the Father of spirits:

"What the true preacher can do in opening up to men the Infinite is

indicated in the following passage from Schleiermacher: 'He comes for-

ward to present to the sympathetic contemjdaliou of others his own heart

as stirred by God. And, by leading them into the region of religion,

where he is at home, he would infect them with his own feeling. He
utters divine things and in solemn silence the congregation follow his

inspired speech. If he unveils a hidden wonder, or links with prophetic

assurance the future to the present, or by new example confirms old

truths, or if his fiery imagination enchants him in visions into another

part of the world and into another order of things, the trained sense of

the congregation accompanies him throughout. On returning from his

wanderings through the kingdom of God into himself, his heart and the

hearts of all are but the common seat of the same feeling.' " We attempt

no orderly review of this book, but merely present some of its thoughts.

Here is INIax Miiller's saying that religion in part "is a mental faculty,

which independent of, nay, in spite of .'^ense and reason, enables man to

apprehend the Infinite under difl'crent names and under varying disguises.

Without that faculty no religion would be possible; and if we will but

listen, we can hear in all religions a groaning of the spirit, a struggle

to conceive the inconceivable, to utter the unutterable; a longing after

the Infinite is a love of God." Here is Raskin's statement of the sealing

difference between the Greek and the mediseval: "The former sought the

herb and flower for his own use, the latter for God's honor: the former,

primarily and on principle, contemplated his own beauty and the work-

ings of his own mind; and the latter, primarily and on principle, contem-

plated Christ's beauty and the workings of the mind of Christ." Hero
is a saying taken from Plotinus: "The good man knows and goes

whither he must, and knows where he is to dwell, and has the joyful

Iiope that he will dwell with God." And here a longer passage from

Plotinus: '"Oftentimes when I awake out of the slumber of the body

and come to a realizing sense of myself, and retiring from the world

outside, give myself up to inward contemplation, I behold a wonderful

beauty. I believe then that I verily belong to a higher and better world,

and strive to develop within me a glorious life, and become one with the

God-head. And by this means 1 receive such on energy of life that I

rise far abovs all other things, even the intelligible world. What, then,

must he experience who now beholds the absolute beauty in and for itself

in all its ))urity, without corporeal shape, freed from all bondage to time

and space? Aud this, therefore, is the life of divine and happy men, a
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liberation from all earthly concerns, a life unaccompanied with human
pleasures, and the flight of the alone to the alone." In no aspect hae

religion ever advanced beyond the teaching of the Founder of Christianity,

the teaching, that is. of "the kingdom of God and its coming; God the

Father and the infinite value of the human soul; the higher righteousness

and the commandment of love. His message is so great and powerful be-

cause so pimple and yet so rich; so simple as to be exhausted in each of tlie

leading thoughts he uttered; so rich that every one of the.se thoughts seerns

inexhaustible and the full meaning of the sayings and parables beyond our

reach. , HLs words speak to us across the ages with the freshness of the

present. The kingdom of God comes by coming to the individual, by enter-

ing into his soul and laying hold of it. It is the rule of the holy God in the

heart of the individual; it is God himself in his power. This is seen in all

Jesus's parables. It is not a qiiestion of angels and devils, thrones

and principalities, but of God and the soul, the soul and its God." Some-

times, in certain circles, it has been customary to "sneer at religion as a

survival of the childhood of the race, good for women and weaklings, but

oi no use for strong men " But, as Professor Kuans says, "religion is

an instinct as deeply rooted as humanity itself. Born with the first man
who turned his wondering gaze about him, in tlioso far-off days when
the world was youug. it is destined to endure until the last inhabitant

of the globe shall see with his dying eyes this earth of ours fall into the

icy grip of the cosmic cold. And so, in spite of the terrible deeds done

in the name of religion, in spite of the superstition, the puerility of certain

forms, the cruel and heartless exploitation of the religious impulse to

build up a mighty power, in spite of these and other things, the iihilo-

sophic spectator of all times and all existences cannot help seeing that

religion has been an incalculable blessing to mankind. No modern writer

would dare ascribe all the evils of life, as Lucretius did, to the belief in

the gods and a future life. Rather will he agree with Ilegel in his noble

definition of religion: 'All that awakens doubt and perplexity, all sorrow

and care, all limited interests of finitude, we leave behind us on the banks

and shoals of time. And as on the summit of a mountain, removed from

all the hard distinctions of detail, we calmly overlook the landscape, so

by religion we are lifted above all obstructions of finitude. It is in this

• native land of the spirit that the waters of oblivion flow, from which

it is given to Psyche to drink and forget her sorrows; for here the dark-

ness of lifa becomes a transparent dream-image, through which the light

of Eternity shines in upon us.' Religion, then, needs no defense today.

All that we need to do is to cultivate a sane, rational spiritual experience;

to show the world by our conduct that such a religion makes us and

the world better, and that is proof enough." We conclude our notice of

this ennobling and enriching book by quoting one of its concluding pas-

sages: "The sense of the Infinite shows itself in the love for tlic good, for a

noble deed, for innocent childhood, for the exquisite charm of virtuol::^^

womanhood. In all these things the sense of the Infinite makes itself

felt. And the resultant feeling in all these cases is the same, a niingh'd

emotion of admiration and love, a stretching forward and upward to
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seize and lay hold of the unseen power, 'a dear and f^oothing sease of God
peopling the lonely places, and effacing the scars of our mistakes and
disappointments.' Prophet and preacher lift aside the veil that hangs
before us and we see the radiant and flashing beauty of the eternal world.
These exert their influence consciously; they feel the Infinite and strive
to make others feel it too. But the world is full of unconscious witnesses
to the transcendental sense; a flash may reveal it; a sunset or sunrise, or
an item in the daily paper. Saint Pierre in Martinique is destroyed by
volcanic fire in the twinkling of an eye, and a wave of cosmic terror
sweeps over the world; President M'Kinley dies murmuring a well-known
hymn, and eighty millions of people stand still, as his body is laid away
in the tomb; a young man is crushed in the street, and from his oot in

the hospital, whither he is taken, tells the girl he was to marry the next
day that he would release her from her engagement to a man who might
die and was sure to be a cripple. 'Yes,' she answers; 'but I want to
marry you now and forever.' A simple item in the daily paper, but
revealing all the strength and beauty of that love which many waters
cannot drown. The great saviors of the higher life are those who have-

drunk deep at this spring. These are they who keep burning the torch
T.'hich has been lighted at the central fire. When one of these chosen
ones appears, all other men stir in their sleep, eyes are opened, ears are
unstopped, the flaming ramparts of heaven swing back and lo! 'cppurci
divom numen, icdcsgue. quietw.' These are the men for whom the world is

waiting, who give beauty and glory to life, who lift our souls and turn
them toward celestial things. It is one of the most encouraging thing£
in life, that the race of these men, though rare, is never exhausted. An
age of doubt may come in for a time to rule over men's lives and thoughts,
and we say that poetry and religion are dead. But when the sacred fire

seems gone out, covered with dust and ashes, lo! another man comes from
that far celestial country, bringing messages of high hope and love from
the Infinite world. And down through the ages, they pass from hand
to hand the flaming torch. And surely in the future will arise other
torch-bearers to bear triumphantly down to the genei-ations to come that
light which is shining still and shall forever shine."

Leaj and Tendril. By John- Bukrouohs. 16mo, pp. 298. Boston and New York: Hou?ii-
ton Mifflin Company. Price, cloth, with portrait. SI. 10, net; poistage, 10 cents.

TiiiRTEKX essays, the latest from an author of fifteen or twenty
volumes written during forty years. Henry James, noticing one of John
Burroughs's earlier volumes, described him as an out-of-door observer,

"a devotee of birds and trees and fields and aspects of weather and humble
wayside incidents, keen of perception, minute in observation; writing

in a style sometimes idiomatic and unfinished, but capabl.e of remarkable
felicity and vividne^ss, so that his sketches have a delightful oddity,

vivacity, and freshness." Mr. James called him "a more available and
more sociable Thoreau." intimate with bird and beast, insect and jdant;

"intimate also with the question of apples, which he treats in a juicy

and succulent way that imparts to the somewhat trivial theme a kind
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of lyric dignity. Burroughs remarks justly that women are poor apple-

eaters." He has spent his life with nature and v.-rites about her

secrets with the mind of a scientist and the heart of a poet. For
folks whose life is spent in the busy turmoil of getting and spend-

ing and in scenes of strenuous activity, his books are windows or

doors into the liberties and refreshments of the simple life—the life

serene and wholesome and cheerful. Xot so much of nature study, and
more of John Burroughs's philosophy of life, is in this volume as com-'

pared with his former books, as might be expected as one result of the

ripening experience of life. Most of these essays were written at

Slab-Sides, in a little bark-covered shack used for a study, surrounded
on all eidc-s by vineyards. This is how the title of this volume came
to be taken from the vine—"Leaf" covering the nature sketches, and
"Tendril" symbolizing the essays in the latter part of the book ou some
of the great problems of existence which confront us in this world-vine-

yard. In reference to these problems he likens his gropiugs to the blind

outreachings of a tendril feeling out this way and that for support,

blown about by the wind, and clinging to whatever it happens to touch.

The tendril, he says, has no power to select what it will cling to; and
he says, "I too have groped my way more or less llindly and have clung

to what I could find, maybe sometimes only to my oicn conceits of

vogue vaiiciriations." We italicize the words which seem to us to indicate

the defect which makes his search for solutions a "groping blindly."

John Burroughs is familiar with vines, but we discover no sign that he

ever met among the vineyards around Slab-Sides One who, far beyond

Horace and Omar Khayyam and beyond any other, immortalized the

vine in the literature of the world when he said, "I am the vine, ye are

the branches," thus teaching men their normal relation to the Divine

Source of life and the secret of fruitful living. We gently suggest that

the blind, wavering tendril of a vine, powerless to select what it will cling

to, the sport of wind and accident, is not an accurate or adequate emblem
of man, a being with intellect and moral sense, with knowledge and

power of choice, and with the New Testament open 'before him and the

kingdom of a living Christ visibly shining and spreading around him and

over the world. A tendril is excusable for "groping blindly"; but how
can any intelligent and thoughtful and conscientious man live among
the vineyards without sometimes remembering Him who said. "I am the

vine," and without consulting, on the momentous ]>roblems of existence,

the v.-;sest of all teachers, the supreme Guide of the world's thought,

and speaker of the most potent word the world has ever heard—in deed

and in truth the very Woid of Life? Even John Stuart Mill perceived

and acknowledged the prime prestige and supreme authority of Jtsus

Christ in relation to tlie great problems of existence, conduct, and destiny.

Of him as a Guide and Judge in matters of conduct. Mill said: "It would

not be easy, even for an unbeliever, to find a better translation of the

rule of virtue from the abstract into the concrete than to endeavor so

\o live that Christ would approve our life." This testimony from such

« source to the supreme wisdom of Christ as an authority on the right
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conduct of life, is enough, we should think, to suggest to thoughtful minds
that he is worthy to be consulted, and to have his teachings reverently

considered, on such great problems as John Burroughs gropes blindly

toward in some of his essays. We wish to avoid capticusness and unfair-

ness, but we cannot help asking whether the acknowledgment of God in

Christ, accepted by his reason, would not have solved for Mr. Burroughs,
as Browning says, some of the problems tov.ard which he gropes blindly

like a tendril, reaching for a solution. The essential correctness of

George J. Romanes's final conclusion, "It is Clirktianity or nothing."

is illustrated by men who, neglecting to avail themselves of the divine

light that shines from the face of Jesus Christ and the guiding v.-isdom

•which falls from his lips, sesn:^ to be left to "grope blindly." As betv/eea

Christianity and nothing, their choice appears to be the reverse of

Romanes's decision. We do not affirm this of John Burroughs, bui if

he is Christian, he is Christian in solution, and the solution doe.s noi

visibly crystallize into definite affirmation. This, however, is no reason

why we may not close our notice -of his book by bringing to the gentle

reader a part of his account of himself and some of his views: "When
I was a young man (twenty-five) I wrote a little poem called 'Waiting,'

v,-hich has had quite a liistory, and the burden of wliich is, 'My own
shall come to me.' What my constitution domnnds, the friends, the

helps, the fulfillments, the opportunities, I shall find somewhere, some
time. It T,-as a statement of the old doctrine of the elective affinities.

Those who are born to strife and contention find strife and contention

ready at their hand; those who are born for gentleness and love find

gentleness and love drawn to them. The naturally suspicious and dis-

trustful find the world in conspiracy against them; the unkind, the

hard-hearted, see themselves in their fellows about them. The tone in

"which we speak to the world, the world speaks to us. Give your best

and you will get the best in return. Give in heaping measure and in

heaping measure it shall be returned. We all get our due sooner or later,

in one form or another. 'Be not weary in well doing.' The reward will

surely come, if not in worldly goods, then in inward satisfaction, grace

of s])irit, peace of mind. All the best things of my life have come to me
unsought, but I hope not unearned. That would contradict the principle

of equity I have been illustrating. A man does not, in the long run,

get wages he has not earned. What I mean is that most of the good

things of my life—friends, travel, opportunity—have been unexpec-ted.

I do not feel that fortune has driven sharp bargains with me. I am not

a disappointed man. Blessed is ho who expects little, but works as if

he expected much. Sufficient unto the day is the good thereof. I have

invested myself in the present moment, in the things near at h.ind. in

the things that all may have on equal terms. If one sets one's heart on

the exceptional, the far-off—on riche-s, on fame, on power—the chanct^

are he will be disajipointcd; he will waste his time seeking a short cut

to these things. There is no short cut. For anything worth having one

roust pay the price, and the price is always work, patience, love, self-

sacrince—no pTifv currency, no promi.-cs to pay, but the gold of r»-:il
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service. I am not decrying ambition, the aiming high, only there is no

use aiming unless you are loaded, and it is the loading, and the kind of

material to be used, that one is first to be solicitous about. 'Serene I

fold my hands and waif; but if I have waited one day, I have hustled

the next. If I have had faith that my own would come to me, I have

tried to make sure that it was my own, and not that of another. Waiting
with me has been mainly a cheerful acquiescence in the order of the

universe as I found it—a faith in the essential veracity of things. I have

waited for the sun to rise and for the seasons to come; I have waited for

a chance to put in my oar. Which way do the currents of my being set?

What do I love that is worthy and of good report? I will extend myself

in this direction; I will annex this territory. I will not wait to see if

this or that pays, if tliis or that notion draws the multitude. I will wait

only till I can see my way clearly. In the meantime I will be clearing

my eyes and training them to know the real values of life when they see

them. Waiting for some one else to do your work, for what you have
not earned to come to you, is to murder time. Waiting for something

to turn up is equally poor policy, unless you have already set the currents

going that will cause a particular something to turn up. The farmer

waits for his harvest after he has sown the seed. The sailor waits for

a breeze after he has sjiread his sail. Much of life is taken up in waiting
•—fruitful waiting."

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY

Edward Gayer Andrews. \ Bishop of tlie Methodist Episcopal Cluurli. By Fkancis J.

McCoN.N'EM-. Crown Svo. pp. 231. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Jennings it

Graham. Price, cloth, SI. 50.

De. Willi.\m F. WAK):rN calls this book a work of art and its author

a portrait painter,,, and inscribes on it, as if it were a painting, "Pinxil,

F. J. McConnell." To us it has, at times, more the effect of sculpture

than of painting, so definite, so measured, so close-grained and hard-

finished. The portrait is symmetrical as the man himself was. and its

temper is cautious and judicial like his own. Dr. McConnoll's book has

the precision and veracity of a photograph. He did not set out to deliver

a eulogy but to set in order the simple, solid facts, with accuracy, fullness,

and method. If the facts so arranged amount to a massive and magnifi-

cent eulogy, as they do, that is not the doing of the biographer so much
as it is of the life which contained and the man who created the facts

which the biographer sets in array. This biographer is not a fervid and
sudorific eulogizer. As Bishop Andrews's character and career were wholly

free from the showy, the spectacular, the meretricious, the effusive, so

his biography has something of the chaste simplicity and dignity of a

Doric temple. With good taste, utmost iiropriety, and affectionate respect,

the volume is dedicated to Mrs. Edward G. Andrews. The contents are

divided into "The Years of Preparation," "The Episcojial Career." "The

Period of Retirement," and "Papers and Sermons." Elected a bishoj) at

the age of forty-seven, and serving in that office tliirty-fivo years. Bishop
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Andrews's episcopal career naturally and necessarily has the largest space

and emphasis. The hiographer truly says: "Edward G. Andrews did liis

great work for the church as a bishop. He was a leader among the

bishops. He was never widely known as anything else than a bishop.

He was not elected for the sake of rewarding him for anything he had

already done, though he had been a faithful and hard-working and efficient

pastor at the time of his election; he ^vas elected just because he ga.ve

promise of making a good bishop. He did his work as a bishop. He was

not a preacher merely; certainly not a lecturer, or a writer of books,

or an organizer of institutions. Other bishops will be remembered for

their oratory, or for their patriotic services, or for their books. Edward

G. Andrews will be remembered as a bishop—as useful a bishop as the

church has had." From the chapter on his worlc as pastor and preacher

we take a suggestive incident illustrative of two bishops. When John

P. Newman succeeded Edward G. Andrews as pastor on the Hamilton

and Leesville circuit in the Oneida Conference, he found that Andrews

bad captivated all hearts; and for some weeks he heard of nothing but

the superior gifts and graces of his predecessor. Whether this was or

was not something of a trial to Newman, many of our readers can judge

as well as we. In this experience nothing happened to Newman but

such as is common to ministers. The notable fact in the incident Is

that he took a rather unusual method of dealing with this enthusiastic

praise of his predecessor. In the course of a sermon, Newman himself

delivered a eulogy on the work of E. G. Andrews which was so complete

that nothing was left to be said, and the subject needed no further ampli-

fication or emphasis from anybody. We take also this: "He aimed

at the solid upbuilding of his congregation. For example, he once found

a new book which said some things he wished to say to his people. He
took the book into the pulpit one Sunday morning and omitted the sermon

for the sake of reading to the people from the book. Anything which

would really build up his hearers was to him worth while. He was more

concerned in building up his church than in adding to his own reputa-

tion." From the chapter on "The Presiding Officer" we take this: "There

is a leader in our church who has many times come to the relief of an-

noyed and flurried presiding officers by getting the floor and then moving

with great deliberation down the aisle, taking as much time as possible.

(Who is this man?) The interval thus secured gives the bishop and the

Conference time to catch breath and recover comiiosure. We never heard

of any necessity for rendering this service to Bishop Andrews or to any

Conference, whether Annual or General, over which he was presiding.

His Conferences took their poise from him and moved quietly and effec-

tively through the business." Many things in Bishop Andrews we would

like to dwell upon. Especially it would do us all good to dwell upon the kind-

liness and innate modesty of the man. with many incidents in our knowl-

edge illustratiug these fine traits of his. But wo have not space for this

now. Looking through his biography, the feeling comes to us that we can

render no greater service to our readers than to reproduce here some of

liis own wisest words. We congratulate ourselves on having secured from
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Bishop Andrews two articles for this Review, one in 1906, the other in

1907, the first being his address at Garrett Biblical Institute, on "The
Pastor and His Bible"; the other, on "The New Testament Method of Law,"

was lait in writing for our Rkvikw at our urgent entreaty. These are two

groat utterances, saturated from beginning to end with knowledge and with

wisdom. "We count them of utmost importance and of lasting value.

Seldom in all the history of Methodism have documents so wise been put in

print. Because it is not passible for them to be brought to notice too often,

and in order that we may further help to diffuse their wisdom through the

church, we give space here to the closing paragraphs of each of these most

weighty and forever memorable utterances. The address on "The Pastor

and His Bible" closes thus. Remarking that very few preachers are com-

petent to attempt any discussion of questions of biblical criticism in the

pulpit. Bishop Andrews says:

"Let it be noted, in the first place, that a sentence may suggest a

doubt which pages cannot resolve. An error brought to notice only that

it may be refuted will often long outlive the refutation. Project upon

the congregation a denial of some statement found in the Bible: some

hearers will infer the falsity of the whole book. Project on the congrega-

tion an unqualified aihrmation of every statement, historical or scientific

or moral, of the Bible; many hearers will repudiate a book which seems

to them to war on reason and the moral sense. If need be, the statements

must be made whatever the hazard—but the impending danger imposes

extreme caution. One of our most noted preachers, now doubtless living

in the light supernal, thought it wise to give his people a series of sermons

in disproof of atheism. Two of his hearers met in the vestibule at the

close of the series. 'What did you think of it?' said one to the other. The
significant answer came: 'O, I still believe there is a God.' It is easy to

disturb, faith by unnecessary proofs of evident truth and by unnecessary

emphasis on subordinate truth.

"Let it be further noted that men live the religious life, not by faith

in the minutia? of the Scripture, either of the Old or the New Testament,

but by faith in God, the Father Almighty, Maker, Upholder, and Lord of

the universe; in Jesus Christ, his only Son, in whom dwells all the full-

ness of the Godhead bodily, who died, the just for the unjust, and who
lives forever to give the eternal life; in the Holy Ghost, by whose abiding

indwelling men are re-created in the ima?':e of God; in the unchanging

obligation of the holy law which is summed up in T..ove; and in the

indissoluble union of character and destiny. These truths, when believed,

make men free in the liberty of the sons of God. However men may differ

as to the interpretation and the truth of incidental and subordinate parts

of Scripture, if they believe these, they are all in Christ Jesus. These,

therefore, with their manifold illustrations and api>]ications, are the

chief, I might almost say the only proper, topics of the pulpit.

"And let it be again noted that these central truths have for the pulpit

this advantage, that they are to a great degree self-luminous. They com-

mend themselves to man's highest reason, to his moral constitution, to his

noblest aspirations, to the deepest necessities of his soul. They meet hiui
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at the topmost of his belnj^. Preach God in his natural and especially In

his moral perfections, and the soul assents, adores, submits, and trusts.

Preach the supreme law of love, and the moral sense acknowledges its

sovereignty, its completeness, its adaptation to man's life. Preach the

immanent Spirit of Holiness, and the moral incompetency and the despair

of the natural man is replaced by a divine energj- of goodness. Preach
the irrevocable connection between goodness and peace, sin and woe, and
man's present experience responds in affirmation. Preach the God-man,
the ineffably Highest stooping to become the lowest, a man, a sers-ant, a

victim, to redeem a lost race—how it touches, melts, u])lifts, thrills with

i-mmortal hope! Without this there is no gospel, and preaching is vain.

He who did most shall bear most; the strongest ."shall stand the most weak.
'Tis the weakness in strength that I cry for! My flesh that I seek

In the Godhead! I seek and I find it. Saul, it shall l->e

A Face hke my face that receives thee; a Man like to mo
Thou shalt love and be loved by forever; a Hand like this hand
Shall throw open the gate.=; of new life to thee! See the Christ stand!

"Brethren of the graduating class, to this ministry I commend you.

There is no work purer, nobler, more divine. If the things invisible are

the real and enduring realities, and if the fashion of this world is in seem-

ing and soon passes av.-ay, how eminent the calling of him v,-hc would open

blind eyes and lift up sordid souls to the eternal good! He will not escape

hardship. There will be indifference, criticism, reproach. There will

be heart-breaking failures, often scant success, and a consciousness of

insufficiency. There may be poverty like that of the Master and his

servant Paul. There may he persecution, and even the martyr's death.

But with one heart we this day pray that none of these things may move
you—and that you may fulfill the ministry which you have received of

the Lord Jesus to testify the gospel of the grace of God."

Equal wisdom pervade.s the article on "The New Testament Method of

Law"—that method being not the prescribing of specific rules of conduct

but the giving of principles applicable to all questions of conduct. John

Wesley followed the New Testament method when he comprehensively

prohibited all diversions that cannot be taken in the name of the Lord

Jesus. The same highly spiritual and as eminently practical sagacity

characterizes the counsels of Edward G. Andrews, a bishop of unsurpassed

saintliness and of wisdom rarely equaled. Here is the close of Bishop

Andrews's article:

"The relation of the New Testament law to the authority of the

church requires a larger consideration than is here possible. The follow-

ing propositions seem defensible: (1) Every explicit law given in the

Nev." Testament, taken in its proper interpretation, should be enforced by

the church. (2) Some inferences from the larger ethical principles of

the New Testament are so immediate and undeniable that the church is

justified in requiring conformity to them by all its members. For

example: gambling, the publication of indecent and pernicious literature,

the bribing of voters and officials, and usury are such plain violations both

of the law of love and the law of the laud that one who persists in any of
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these offenses has no right to continued membership in tho church, and
should by due proce.ss be excluded from it. (3) The moral quality of

a third class of actions is not so easily determined. Christian men of

unquestioned piety and v.isdom differ concerning them, as do also the

ehurches. The question is often one of degrees—of either total prohibition

or moderate use. One church, for instance, forbids without limitation the

wearing of gold or costly apparel, the laying up treasure on earth, the

use of intoxicating beverages, the dance, games of chance, attendance on

the theater or the circus. Are such prohibitions within the rightful

authority of the church? It is obvious that a body of Christians in a
divine fellowship for the promotion of righteousness may and should con-

sider the probable influence of all questionable acts and customs on the

spiritual life of men, and should unie-servedly declare its judgment
thereon. It is also obvious that the pastor should faithfully discuses before

his people not only the .\ew Testament principles v.-hich underlie all right

moral conclusions but also their just application to all important in-

dividua.! and social questions. He must speak without fear and without

favor. But may the church go beyond this, and prohibit, under penalty of

expulsion from its bosom, all the class of actions now under consideration?

We doubt both the right and the expediency of such prohibition. It is

an assumption by the church of an authority over the individual judgment

which the New Testament nowhere confers upon it. A part of the

invaluable liberty wherewith Christ hath made us free is that in the vast

liomain of morals a multitude of questions are delivered to the deter-

mination of individual Christians. Neither Christ nor his apostles de-

termined them, nor did they convey to any hierarchy or other sacred

body the right to determine them. At one time, for Instance, Christians

differed sharply as to the use of meats clean or unclean or which had been

offered to idols, and as to sacred days. Saint Paul had knowledge on

those questions, and declared it. But he asserted no authority in the

case. On the contrary he said: 'Let every man be fully persuaded in his

own mind. . . . Every one of us shall give account of himself to God.

Let us not therefore judge one another any more.' This freedom still

abides. It may be abused. If it lapses into indifference or self-will, it

will issue in ruin. But it is the indispensable condition of Christian man-

hood. The church may use freely, and even vehemently, argument, warn-

ing, and appeal; but it may not by authority invade the sacred region of

personal conviction and self-determination. If it attempt such invasion,

it is likely to overpass reasonable bounds, to show itself provincial, and

to provoke reaction. "V.'itness the Methodist law of 17S4, which under the

head of superfluity in dress proscribed ruflles, rings, and high bonnets,

and under which, within the memory of men now living, women who woro

a bow of ribbon or an artificial flower were excluded from tlie love feast,

and many men held it unchristian to wear buttons on the back of the coat.

We are bravely j)ast such i)c-ttiness—but what .enormous claims does such

legislation imply! If the church will regulate our reading, why not at

once est;ibli.-h an Index Expurgatorius after the fashion of Rome? If it

will regulate our songs, why not justify ihc church which expelled George
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H. Stuart, the noble president of the Christian Comruission during the

Civil War, because he sang with fellow Christians tlie hymns of Wesley.
Watts, and Doddridge? If it denounces v.-ith penalti&s the dance in

every kind and circumstance, why not take legal cognizance of all social

entertainments, festivals, and fairs? Many believe that a high-license

system is better than the unrestrained sale of liquor. But if the church
here asserts its authority, may it not with equal right control the vote

of its members as to tomperance legislation? We must conclude that the

limitations of church authority pertain alike to doctrine, organization,

and life. A few comprehensive facts, principles, and laws are given us in

the New Testament; but, within thcoe, freedom is the birthright of each
Christian. To recognize this liberty is highly expedient. In vain, in the

long run, will any church attempt to rule Its members in matters on which
the New Testament is silent. The age grows impatient of the ex-cathedra

law. It emerges more and more from ecclesiastical sway into the broader

life of developed personality. This fact, working with a deplorable self-

indulgence, worldly-mindedness, and feeble faith, has brought many who
were once strict in their views and habits to a most perilous, if not abso-

lutely sinful, abandonment of their former respect for church law. For
instance, the fact cannot be disguised that exxessive amusements and
questionable amusements threaten the spiritual and eternal life of many.

But this is in spite of law. The law may remain—but it will continue

to be disregarded far and wide; contempt for all church law and order

will be engendered by this disobedience; the conscience of many who
find that they have given a pledge which they think ought not to have

been exacted from them, and which they are unwilling to fulfill, will be

weakened and defiled, or they will withdraw from the church; and some
upright and spiritually minded people v,-ho do not agree with the absolute

and unconditional prohibitions of the law will withhold themselves from

a communion otherwise their natural home. Something diviner than a

church law of doubtful authority must be our reliance for a higher life."

Paul Uu All-Kound Man. By RonERT E. Speer. Long 16mo, pp. 127. New York and

Chicago: Fleming II. Revell Company. Price, cloth, 50 cents, net.

A COMPANION or supplement to the author's volume. Studies of the

Man Paul. This pithy and pregnant little book is about Paul as Pharisee,

Roman, Christian, Bible Student, Friend, Orator, and Logician, Man of

Prayer, Missionary, etc. That two such young men as Robert E. Speer

and John R. Mott are alive, thinking, talking, and working as the servants,

champions, and field marshals of Jesus Christ for tlic conquest of the

world, is a fact sufficient in itself to give heart, and hope, and courage

to the militant hosts of the Lord. Blatohford blowing through his Clarion,

and Goldwin Smith with the New York Sun as his megaphone, are

no match for Speer and Mott, apostles of Christ and fellow soldiers wiih

Paul, proving the living power of the Christian gospel over a world-wide

field, while the heathen of pagandom and of Christendom rage and shout

their pitiably futile doubts and denials. The aggressive gospel whifh

was stalwart and sinewy in Paul's great day, going forth conquering and
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to conquer, a thing of splendor and of might, through the length and
breadth of the Roman empire, is to-day going forth upon a widening way
among all empires and nations. In extent and power the Roman emi)irf,-

never approached the dimensions and dynamics of Christ's present empire
among men. His hosts are on the march. "Thousands at his bidding

speed and post o'er land and ocean without rest." The cross is planted

in ten thousand places where the Roman eagles never flew. The com-

mands of Christ are now going abroad over the whole earth among mort-

tribes and nations than Rome over dreamed of ruling, and in more
languages than Rome ever heard of. The Roman empire had one citizen

whose stature overtops, whose personal power and effect surpass,

and whase name outshines those of all the Roman emperors combined.

His name is Paul. It is of him Robert E. Speer writes in his

latest book. Paganism, from the days of Cain until now, affords

no equal theme. Herbert Spencer, near the end of his days, said

to a friend, "I have passed my life in heating the air.'' "Not as one

that beateth the air fight I," wrote Paul to the Corinthians. Paul, having

done all things through Christ strengthening him, and giving all llic

glory to his adorable Saviour, had no feeling of futility regarding his life,

but near the end of liis days testified, "I have fought a good fight"; and

he knew he had given his life to the spreading of a kingdom whose

dominion should know neither end nor ultimate limit. From the day

"when, on the Damascus road, the glory of God in Christ struck him

blind and gave him vision," Paul's fellowship and communion with his

Ivord was vivid and intense. The divine One dwelt with him and in him.

In Scenes and Portraits, just published. Frederic Manning constructs

some reminiscences about Paul which purport to be written by a Roman
living near Gades. Mr. Manning contrasts the god of Roman mythology

with Him who is the God of Paul and his Christians: "Beyond the nam-

ing walls of the world sit the deathless gods in their quiet seats, jiop.co.

flooding their hearts; and no sound of mortal anguish ascends to tlu'in,

but they sit ever in their halls shining with silver and glittering v.ith

gold, and the lovely lyre makes an immortal music about them, and wiiu»

gladdens the feast, and the rhythmic motion of the dancing choirs." Sucli

were the divinities of Rome. But of Paul and his Christians in Corimh

and el.sewhere Frederic Manning writes: "The Divine Being whom they

worship is a companion by the way; they love to speak of him undor

homely words; he is the vine dresser, the grafter of olives, the sowor;

he carries into their sordid lives the peace of wide skies and Iramniil

waters, he is the shepherd who tends his flock and leads them into ple:isant

pastures." Of the transformation of Gamaliel's ))ui)il, a rigid legalist

and bigoted Pharisee, raging against the homeless follov.ers of the nu't-lc

and lowly Xazarene, into the passionate apostle for Jesus Christ, Pamu.l

Johnson wrote:

O slave dovout of burdening Ilobmw school,

Proud to fulfill fach tiinc-oxaltrd rtih'.

How brake the illusion of (by swollini: wrnlli

On that meek front of culm, oiidurinu fnilli !
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Then flasliod it on thy spirit nii-htil.v

That thou iiadst siuiDiefl a love that diorl for thee,
And all thy pride went down in whehning flood

Of boundless shame and boundless ^'ratitude.

What large atonement that great conscience pays:
For every wounding slight, a psalm of i)raise.

Unending worship shall the debt consume,
For hours of rage a life of martyrdom.

As might be expected, Mr. Speer quotes most copiously from Tf. H. II.

Myers's great poem on Paul which all men ought to know. The first quo-
tation here is where the lone apostle gives this account of himself:

Christ ! I am Christ's I And let the name suffice you ;

Aye, for me, too, he greatly hath sufficed ;

Lo, with no winning words 1 would entice yon
;

Paul Las no honor and no friend but Christ.

Yes, without cheer of sister or of daughter.
Yes, without stay of father or of son.

Lone on the hind and homeless on the water.
Pass I in patience till the work be done.

In this book, as in his others, Mr. Spcer's vide range of reading is richly
manife.st- Writing of Paul the Christian, he quotes this from Raskin's
Stones of Venice: "In the early ages of Christianity, there was little

care taken to analyze character. One momentous question was heard
over the whole world: Dost thou believe in the Lord with all thine heart?
There was but one division among men, the great unatonable division

between disciple and adversary. The love of Christ was all, and in all;

and, in proportion to the nearness of their memory of his. person and
teacliing, men understood the infinity of the requirements of the moral
law and the manner in which alone it could be fulfilled. The early

Christians felt that virtue, like sin, was a subtle universal thing, enter-

ing into every act and thought, appearing outwardly in ten thousand
diverse ways—diverse according to the separate framework of every heart

in which it dwelt, but one and the same always in its proceeding from the

love of God, as sin is one and the same in proceeding from hatred of God.

And in their pure, early and practical piety they saw that there was no need

for codes of morality or systems of metaphysics. Their virtue compre-

hended everything, entered into everything; it was too vast and too

spiritual to be defined, but there was no need of its definition. For
through faith, working by love, they knew that all human excellence

would be develojied in due order, but that without faith neither reason

could define, nor effort reach, the lowest phase of Christian virtue. And,

therefore, when any of the apostles have occasion to describe or enumerate

any forms of vice or virtue by name, there is no attempt at system in their

words. They use them hurriedly and energetically, heaping the thoughts

one upon another in order as far as possible to fill the reader's mind

with a sense of the infinity both of crime and of righteousness. Hear

Saint Paul describe sin: 'Being filled v.ith all unrighteousness, foruica-
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tion, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness; full of envy, murder, debate,

deceit, malignity; whisperers, backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud,

boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to parents, without under-

standing, covenant-breakers, without natural alTeclion, implacable, un-

merciful.' There is evidently here an intense feeling of the univer-

sality of sin, and in order to express it the apostle hurries his words
confusedly together, little caring about their order, as knowing all

the vices to be indisi,olubly connected one with another. It would
be utterly vain to endeavor to arrange his e.xpressious as if they had
been intended for the ground of any system, or to give any philo-

sophicaJ definition of the vices. So also hear him speaking of virtue:

Rejoice in the Lord. Let your moderation be known unto all men. Be
careful for nothing, but in everything let your requests be known unto
God; and whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, v.-hat-

soever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things

are of good report, if there be any virtue, and if there be any praise,

think on these things.' Observe, he gives up all attempt at definition; he

leaves the definition to every man's heart, though he writes so as to mark
the overflowing fullness of his own vision of virtue. . . . And all

early Christians taught in the same manner. They never cared to expound
the nature of this or that virtue, for they knew that the believer who had

Christ had all. Did he need fortitude? Christ was his rock. Equity?

Christ was his righteousness. Holiness? Christ was his sanctification.

Liberty? Christ was his redemption. Temperance? Christ was his

ruler. Wisdom? Christ was his light. Truthfulness? Christ was the

truth. Charity? Christ was love." Noting that the supernatural was to

Paul the real, and true, and eternal, Mr. Speer says: '"To Paul the

things known to sense are transitory. The supernatural abides. The true

principle for living is to let lesser things go and hold fast to the large

and lasting realities." And here is quoted what Chinese Gordon wrote

to his sister: "The more we see of life, the more one feels disposed to

despise oneself and human nature, and the more one feels the necessity

of steering by the Pole Star, in order to keep from shipwreck; in a word,

live to God alone. If he smiles on you, neither the smile nor frown of

man can affect you. Thank God! I feel myself in a measure dead to

the world and its honors, glories, and riches. Keep your eye on the I'ole

Star; guide your bark of life by that; look not to sec how others are steer-

ing; enough it is foi- you to be in the rigliL way. We can never steer our-

selves aright. Then why do wc try and direct others? I long for quiet

and solitude again. I am a poor insect. My heart tells me that, and I

am glad of it."

Speaking of Paul as a Man of Prayer, Mr. S])('er says: "Paul had

no trouble v. ith the supernatural such as we have to-day. He knew that

he was supernatural himself, that at any rate he had a supernatural

life within him, v.hich came from God and was in intercourse with God.

Direct revelations of the will of God came to him (Gal. 1. 12; 2. 2). and

he believed that direct interventions of the power of God were vouchsafeil

to hirn (Acts 27. Co-2C. 2 Tim. 4. 17). Paul was one ot those n;eu. wliorn
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Fleming Stevenson described in speaking of Falk, Wichern, Fliednei-,

Gossner, and Harms, 'who maintain that God exercises some direct influ-

ence in the affairs of the world; \Yho. therefore, appeal to him in any
puzzle or difficulty; who expect his help, and as they believe that he has
the hearts of all men in his hand, do not know any special type of actions
within v/hich that help must be limited.' " Concerning Paul's prayers
Charles Simeon is quoted: "These great prayers are full of adoration
and reverence, qualities too much neglected in our prayers. There aie

but two objects I have ever desired these forty years to behold: the one
is my own vileness; the other is th& glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ, and I have always thought that they should be viewed together.

. . . This is the religion that pervades the whole Liturgy. . . .

The praise all through savors of adoration. ... 1 consider the reli-

gion of the day as materially defective in this point. I do not see, a.s

mucli as I could wish, a holy, reverential awe of God." In 1S34, two yenrs

before his peaceful death, he wrote: "I have often wished there were
more of holy reverence in religious people when speaking of God and of

tlie things which he has wrought for their salvation. I see not an instance

in Scripture of any remarkable manifestation of God to man which did

not instantly generate in his heart and produce in his act a lowly rever-

ence and self-abasement. ... I would have the whole of my expe-

rierce one continued sense, first, of my nothingness and dependence upon
God; secondly, of my guiltiness and desert before him; thirdly, of my
obligations to redeeming love, as utterly overwhelming me with its in-

comprehensible extent and grandeur." To this Mr. Speer adds: "Paul

was overwhelmed v.-ilh this love and his prayer life was bathed in it.

Are our hearts cold and impassive? Is our work dead and joyless? Are
we destitute of power to win and hold other hearts? Let us find our

remedy in such a life of prayer as Paul's. It waits for us there. 'I was
weary of a cold heart toward Christ,' says Christmas Evans of an expe-

rience when he was climbing a lonely and mountainous road toward Cader

Idris, 'and I began to pray, and soon felt the fetters loosening, tea^^-

flowed copiously, and I was constrained to cry out for the gracious visits

of God. Thus I resigned myself to Christ, body and soul, gifts and labors,

all my life, every day and every hour that remained to mc; and all my cares

I committed to Christ.' We may so commit our lives." Reading this book,

we have remembered Dr. Buttz's great sermon on "The Evidential Value

of Paul's Beliefs."
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HAVING SPECIALLY /A' MIND rilOSE PUBLISHED llY

JENNINGS ^ GRAHAM, CINCINNATI
E A T O N c? M A I N S , N V. W YORK

N the lull that follows imincdiatcly after the stress and strain

of Christmas, wlicn book-buyir.g readies its hiL;;hest poii'.t, pub-

lishers must v.v(^A> begin their preparaticMis fcu' sprinc:. The

accepted manuscripts begin, each iii its turn, to pas^ along tlic w ay

which thcv must tra\-el in their change from typew lil ten sheets to

the finisb.cd book, ready for the reader's hand.

First, in tlie ouice of pubjicition must be detcrm.ineil the kind

of book this nianuscript shall be: Type must be selected, the page

properly proportioned, the illustratior.s made ready, tlie cover cloth

selected, the cover design commissioned to an artist. Then the man-

uscript goes to tlie printer, to be set into type, to be read and re-read

in proofs. Then to the electrotype foundry, where each page is

cast in a separate plate. Then to the pressroom, where the huge

cylinders throw off sheet after sheet, 32 or 64 pages at a time. Then

to the binder, who must fold these sheets, trim them, put on the

doth cover with its gold stamping, gild its tops, perhaps, and finally

wrap it in the paper "jacket" which protects the volume from dirt

while on the booksellers' counters. Then, at last, the circle com-

plete, back comes the book to the office of publication, to be adver-

tised, announced, ai-.d sent out into the world to find its niche,- to

carry its message.

Ilcre, in brief, is a review of the activities of the publishing de-

partments of the Methodist Book Concern, East and West, since

Christmas. Mere is a chart of the path along wiiich many manu-

,...'ir- • "Hsscd, and '^ere we append a ji.st of their titles— the

-.-i/. .' ' in this spring of 1909.

v'» v.^.-: '
. '^tian V. l\eisncr.

"l"he Ivomance oi .
" bv D. Alcock.
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"Conquering Prayer," by L. Swctcnham.

"Things Most Surely Ik-licvcd," by J. D. Jones.

"Problems of Dlscipleship," b\- H. Ivlssckcr.

"Does it Matter What a Man Believes?" by Frank ]3:il]ar(l.

"Permanent Klcincnts in Christian 'rhcolug) ," b}- R. J. Wardcll.

"The. Soul of Dominic AVildthorne," by Jo>cph Hocking.

"The Heart of Central Africa," by John M. Springer.

"Sacerdotalism in the Nineteenth Century," by Henry C. Sheldon.

"Missionary Story-Sketches and Folk Loie from Africa," by Alex-

ander P. Camphor.

"Matt of the Water P>ont," by Florence .M. PZastland.

"Every-Day Evangelism," by F. D. Leete.

"Jesus and the Gospel," by James Denny.

"The Story of the Catacombs," by Mrs. A. J. Blake-Hedges.

"The Chariots of the Lord," by Joseph Hocking.

"The Atonement," by James Stalker, D. D.

Publishers have, of late years, selected the month of January to

bring out certain kinds of books—usuall)' those on serious subjects,

to whose heaviness the reader's fancy does not naturally turn as spring

approaches. In accordance with this custom we brought out in

January of this year some really notable books, all of them by men

whose -reputations are already safely made and for whom there is

always a ^vide constituency ready and eager to read aught which their

pens may write.

First in importance among these books may be named the new

volume entitled "Missions in State and Church," by Principal P. T.

Forsyth, wliose work "Positive Preaching and the Modern Mind"

has met with such success in this country. Of this latest book the

Michigan Christian Advocaic says: "'J^his is not a discussion of mis-

sions onl\-, but a collection of sermons and addresses, several of which

relate to the subject of missions. One is on "Some Causes of .Mis-

sionary Apathy;" another on "Some Causes of Missionary Z'^al
;"

another, "A Missionary Model." I'very address is a masterpiece. H
one wishes to read what arouses his own vigorous thinking, and if

one wants to catch new and large and beautiful \ iews of truth, and

— 2
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if he wants to feci the huoyaiicy of a li\inc; stream of i:;rcat. Chris-

tian views, let him rend this hook, and not mind wliat the title of

the chapter is. If one g;oes to hear a great musician, it docs not

matter much what music he plays, it is the master himself who is

important. Dr. I'orsyth is a very preat preacher and scholai, and

his words are full of vitality and are magnetic and inspiring. This

volume will he a positi\e addition to any library.

A new book by J. Hrierly was also published at this time; namely,

''Sidelights on Religion." Speaking of this auihoi- the other day, one

of our most intelligent preachers remarked that it was very evident

that Brierly wrote things worth reading, for his books always aroused

more discussion than those of any other present-day writer along

similar lines. Of his new book Mr. Brierly sa}s : "I ha\c called these

studies 'Sidelights" because that word seems best to represent the char-

acter of their contents. Grounded on the belief that religion, broadly

considered, Is the real and only explanation of existence, the}' form

a series of obser\aLions of It from some of that Infliu'te variety of

standpoints which life furnishes. Bible, nature, history, phIlo^ophy,

politics, the human comedy and tragedy— all these have their own

special lights; and it is by standing successively In those lights, and

viewing what they separately reveal, that—so at least it seems to

me—we gain the best and completest view, both of what religion is

and of the part It is designed to play in human affairs."

Probably the most pojiular of any of these authors, however, is

S. D. Gordon, whose "Quiet Talks" have sold by the hundreds of

thousands. His new book, pidilishcd by us, is "Quiet Talks with

World Winners." As the title indicates, this book, in the words of

the Herald and Presbyter, "concerns itself with the subject of foreign

missions, and Is pointed, jXMhonal, incisive, and earnest in its appeal

to men and women to consider the thing of taking the world for

Christ as the great and sujireme thing of life. These talks under-

take to grip men and make them feel that each one may help to bring

the world to God. ^Vhile the main thought of the book is to arouse

a deeper interest in foreign missions, there is much that is said also

on the personal life of Christian workers and on Christian service in

general."

When wc published, a little over a year ago, "Rcpresentatiw

— 3
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Wonn-n of the ]^iblc." by Cjcor;_^e Mathrson, it was our belief that

this would be die last book bearinij; his p.amc, for death had over-

taken him before even that book was rip.i>hed. However, his secre-

tary h:is disco\ered so many misccllanet)us writinj.'.s rcpresentiiy_^ this

author's ripe.^t thought tliat it has been deemed wise to <:athcr these

into another \-olumc, ar.d this accordin;j;ly has been done, and the

book is now sent forth bearini^ the Matliesonian title ".Messages of

Hope."

CIjC HcU'gioii of Q3alii^tonia ant5 9ld^in'ia: C^pc^

ciallv ill it^ Eclation to %^xatl

BY PROFESSOR ROBER'F \V. ROGERS.

N the month of Juh , 1908, Professor Robert \V. Rogers, a mem-

ber of the Faculty of Drew Theological Seminary, delivered in

the Summer School of Theology' at Harvard University five lec-

tures on "the above subject. These lectures are now printed substan-

tially as delivered.

Professor Rogers has already won a wide and favorable repu-

tation as an authority on As^^yriology, e^pecially as relates to its his-

tory. He is the author of a "History of Babylonia and Assyria," In

two volumes, which has been accepted both in Europe and America

as a work of high standing, has been extensively quoted in scientific

literature both of the Old Testament and of Assyriology. and has

had a large sale. Professor Rogers is a member of maiiy leading

learned societies of Europe and America, and has an extensive ac-

quaintance and correspondence with luiropean Orientalists, among

whom he is accounted an expert, especially on tiiat phase of Assyrian

historical science which relates to Israel.

It \\as to be expected, then, that "The Religion of liabylonla and

Assyria" should be a work of the very highest grade, and both press

and critics have already set upon It the seal of their approval. Pro-

fessor A. H. Saycc, of Queen's College, Oxford, for Instance, said:

"These lectures are characterized, as usual, by a thorough examina-

tion of the subject and sane common sense. I entirely indorse all

that you say about the relations between the religions of Babylonia

and lsra':^l, as well as about the 'a-tral' theory."

J.
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The five lectures are: "The Recovery of a Lost Relifrion," "The
Gods of Babylonia and Assyria," "The Cosmologies," "The Sacred

Books," "The Myths and Epics." The book is a large, handsome
volume, finely illustrated throughout. $2 net; postage, 15c.

Sr^u^ anD tljc Ooj^pcl: Cljri^tianttv %mt\Uch
in tljc fiXiwh of €\)vi^t

BY JAMES DENNY, D. D.

THIS book." sa\s the British Jf'cekly, "is the most important

contribution tliat has been made to theology for many years.

It must arrest the attention of all who seriously care for re-

ligion. Not only tho>e who teach Christianity, but all who think

about Christianity in its intellectual aspect may be referred to it as

by pre-eminence the frankest, the ablest, and the most conclusive

treatment of the central problem \\\vx\\ is anywhere to be found."

In tlie preface to the work I'rofessor Denny says: 'A\'lien wt
open the New Testament we find oursel\-cs in the presence of a glow-

ing rcligiou-^ life. There i^ nothing in the world which offers any

real parallel either to tin's life or to the C(jl!ection of books which at-

tests it. The soul, \\ hich in contemporary literature is bound in shal-

lows and miseries, is liere raised as on a great tidal wave of spiritual

blessing. Nothing that belongs to a complete religious life is want-

ing, and from beginning to end, in all Its parts and aspects and ele-

ments, this religious life is determined h\ Christ.

There are two great questions with which wc have to deal. The
first is, "Is the conception of the Christian religion which prevails and

has always prev.-iilcd in the Church borne uut by the New Testa-

ment.'' As wc know it, and as it h:is been kniwn in history, the

Christian life is the life of faith in Jesus Christ: Is this what it was

in primitive times?"

The second question has to do with what is histt)iical!\- known

of Je>us. Nature and hisiory do not exist in isolation; they are caught

up into a moral and spiritual s\stem with which they arc througiiout

in vital relations. If anything is certain, it is that the world is not

made to measure of any science of philosophy, but on a scale which

perpetually summons pliilosophv and science to construct thcm^^elves

— 6 —
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anew; and it 'is with iindoomatic temper which rrcocrnize<i this that
the problems indicated above are approached in this book." $2 net;
postan;e 15c.

Little Cljingcj pou £DuciI)t Co l^toUi

"Little Stories of Quebec," by J. K. LeRossignol, the handsomely
illustrated book issued by Jennings & Graham just before the holi-

days, is meeting with unusual success. A second edition had been
put on the press to meet the demand in this country, when there

came bids from two Canadian houses for the rights in that country,
and another edition had to be ordered for William Briggs, Toronto,
with whom the arrangement for Canada was eventually made.

If your library contains a copy of Professor Henry C. Sheldon's
now widely known "System of Christian Doctrine," you should make
a note of the fact t!iat he has prepared a scheme of review questions

to he Used in connection with this book. This set of questions wlU
be included in subsequent editions of the book, but for the conven-
ience of those who po>se>s the present edition the publishers have
printed the questions in pamphlet form, the price of \\hich will prob-
ably be 15 cents.

The recent Lincoln Centennial brought forth mnny new books,

and one of the most valuable of these is a little booklet issued by
Eaton c^ ALains entitled "Lincoln's Use of the Bible," by S. Trcvcna
Jackson. It tells what others have said concerning Lincoln's use of

the Bible, what he himself said of it, the use he made of it, and the

influence of the Sciiinures on his life and literature. No doubt there

is a vacant niche in \our library for just such a volume. The booklet

contains a handsome frontispiece portrait of the great Emancipator,

and the cover is embossed with a magnificent bronze medallion from
a design by St. Gaudens. 25c. net: postage, 3c.

.•?

Jennings 5; Graham report the printing of the thiril edition of

"Social Plans for "I'oung People," by Christian E. Reisner, a book

published in their last fall list. 'I'here is no question that this book

solves one of the m<»{ distressing problems for the a\-ernge pastor,

— 7 —
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namely, how to get yoim^' people into his Church, and how to hold

them there, and that, no doubt is the reason why so many live jiastors

have reached for this book with a quick hand. 75c. net; by mail, 85c.

-»?

There really seem to he a great many people interested in Chris-

tian Science no\\ada3s. Jennings c^ Graham published recently a

little book by the Rev. Ray C. Harkcr. entitled "'Christian Science,"

and advertised it simply as being a booklet v.hich would tell "just

what Christian Science is and is not; v.liat it can and can not do."

From the press of Eaton cS: Mains there came also a little pamphlet

on "Tlie l^hilosophy of Christian Science" b}- that clear-headed

thinker, liorden P. Bowne. These two books had no more than

been announced when from all over the country orders began to

pour in, and additional printings became necessary to meet the de-

mand. The price of the former book is 50c. net in cloth; loc. in

paper; and of the latter, a paper-bound pamphlet, loc. postpaid.

CljC ^-^DUl cf Dominic 5.1/ilDtIjornc: 2n Cin^^

BY JOSEPEI HOCKING.

TTs quite possible—nay, probable-—that this book is going to

create excitement in certain religious circles, for while it is cast

in the form of a no\el-—and a xcvy good one, too—the book is

primarily an expose and criticism of a little-known condition which

exists at the present time in the Church of England. This condition

is the one brought about b\- the cndeaxors ctf the so-called Catholic

Part)' in that Church to undo all that the Reformation has meant,

to overtlirow Protestantism, and bring tlie Church of England back

to Rome.

Briefly, the story is this: Dominic Wildthorne, left a;i oiphan in

a Yorkshire village, is adopted by the Community of the Incarnation,

a monastic order of Church of I'nglnr.d priests belonging to the Catli-

olic Party. Here, awa_\- from the world, he grows up to manhood,

trained only in the false doctrine of the Comnum:t\-, having no knowl-

edge sa\e [hvA L-^leaned from the study of the Olil Church ]-'athers,

and bound by the threefold vow of jiovert)-, chastitN", and obedience,

lie has become or.e of tlulr bcst-tiaincil men and has di'velopod a
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wonderful gift for oratory, so that presently he is sent out into the

world to make converts. Fancy, if you can, a man trained in such

a way coming out into the sunh'ght of this twentieth century world!
The result was inevitable. From this point the story becomes not

only the study of a religious condition, hut more a study of the

growth of a soul. You will he held in a grip of intensest interest

when you read how Dominic Wildthorne found his artificial tenets

and doctrines falling flat in the face of the facts of every-day life;

how love came into his life, and the inheritance of a great fortune-

how, tortured and harassed by the doubts and fears of an expanding

intellect, he is tempted to seek for peace in the Church of Rome it-

self—but does not—and wh\-

!

The book is handsomely illustrated in color. $1.50, postpaid.

Critical l^i^tovi^

BY HEXRY C. SHELDON.

IIS is a book which one ought to read through from begin-

ning to end, in order to gain a due impression of the staitling

developments in t'nc direction of sacerdotalism, or extreme

High Church!>m, which occurred during the century supposed to

have been specially characfcrized by the progress of free thought.

Then, too, it is a book to be kept on the shelf for repeated reference,

since it gives such an expo>ition of the great sacerdotal systems as

their most expert defenders can not challenge and, moreo\cr, sub-

jects those s\stems to a trenchant criticism. In this criticism a com-

petent use of historical data is a marked feature and affor^ls an ex-

cellent guarantee that the treatise will take a foremost rank in Prot-

estant apologetics. The \olume is. indeed, an arsenal filled with ready

weapons for all tliosc who !eel that the\- are in any wise called upon

to stand guard against the inteniperate assumptions of sacerdotal

parties, especially the Roman Catholic and Anglo-Catholic. It is a

book no le>s for the scholarly la\inan than for the minister. In a

double sense the former ma} fitly be interested in it, inasmuch as

sacerdotal claims have a very pronounced bearing not only upon spir-

itual interests, but also on the conception of the proper relatioi. be-

tween Church and State and on the standard of per>onal rights and

— I o -
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liberties. The professor's book, in fact, is a contribution to clear-

sighted citizenship as well as to sane thcolo<:y. Its onicc is eminently

practical. It makes for insic^ht into forces that loom large upon tlic

'horizon of this country. $2 net; postage, 15c.

'Bn'cf^ on tljc 0nv l^oofi^

- In issuing "AVeek-Day Prayers." by Christian F. Reisncr, the

publishers ha\c had in mind the usefulness of such a book as an

Easter gift. The little book is vest-pocket si/.e, printed in a \cry

beautiful t>-pographic style of simple Caslon t\pe on all-rag water-

marked papers, hound in cloth, gold stamped. It contains the twenty-

four prayers \\ hicli Dr. Reisncr wrote for the Daily Chris/ian Ad-

rocatc at the last session ol the Cicnoral Conference of the Methodist

p4iiscopal Church, together with eight Lenten Trayers, published orig-

inally in a Denver paper. These prayers ;ire printed one to a page,

on the right-hand pages only. Bishop Warrert has written an ex-

cellent introduction to the book. The prayers are brief. Init glowing

with spiritiial fervor, and iilled with the }-earning and pa'^sionatc

soul-himger of the true disciple. Tlieir cr\ is not for personal bless-

ings, for luxviries and comforts, but for opportunities for usefulness,

for strength to meet the day's needs and light the Lord's battles, all

written in the gentle, loving language of the child talking with his

Father about the things that concern them both. 35c. net; by

mail, "^gc.

>s

Those who possess that splcnilld book "Religious Genius," written

by "L. S. ' (over which mystic Initlais they have no doubt pu/zled

long), will I)" interested in the anp.ouncen.H-nt of llic new book "Con-

quering Prayer; or. The Power of Personality," by L. Swetenham.

who turns out to be the author also of "Religious Genius." 'Fhe

author's purpose in this last book Is described as being the desire to

show the imnicr.se possibilities in pra\ei-, both f-')r personal dewlop-

ment and in availing with C^iod. Tlte entire tliscnsslon Is enlightening

to the Intellect, devotional In st\le, and dl\ided into four part^,

namely: Charactei In Relation to Prawr, I'rayer and the Cross,

Pr;iyer and the Ivesurrection I'rinciph', The Place of Personality in

Pra\er.

— II —
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"Things Must Surely Believed," by J. D. Jones, is a volume of

eleven strong, helpful sermons, based on the Apostles' Creed. 1 he

author has grasped the fullness and significance of the spiritual truths

embedded in the Creed, and has taken real utterance from its the-

ological setting and placed it before his readers in the fresh garb

of modern, every-day life. It is a profitable book of Christian doc-

trine discussed in terms that arc clear to the man who is rushed but

would have somewhat of knowledge to add to his faith. 75c. net;

postage, IOC

With the great African Diamond Jubilee now in progress

throughout the Methodist Episcopal Church, the publication of two

new books concerning that dark continent is timely. These books are

"The Heart of Central Africa," by John M. Springer, and "Mis-

sionaiy Story-Sketches and Folk Lore from Africa," by Alexander

P. Camphor.

"The Heart of Central Africa" is mainly an account of a journey

made by Mr. Springer and his wife, in 1907, acro>s the continent of

Africa, from Umtali, on the east coast, to St. Paul de Loanda, in

Angola, on the Vvcst coast. As may easily be conceived, this was both

an arduous and dangerous trip, and the book is not only highly en-

tertaining and instructive as to the country passed through, the people,

and the natural resources, but becomes often a narrative of thrilling

and exciting adventure. A number of unique Illustrations and a large

map add both attractiveness and real value to 'the book.

Dr. Camphor's book indicates by its title just what it is, but it

can not ir.dlcatc in that way tlie wonderful human interest attached

to the stories it contains. Ileic are simple tales of heroism on the

part of natives and missionaries not surpassed by the stories of any

people. Here are iiuidciUs pathetic, humorous, beautiful. Here are

stories of strange mytlis and superstitions, and folk-lore ages old.

They are the little incidents in the n-,issionary's wonderful experience,

and they not only icim reading of the highest intcrc>t, but cast val-

uable sidelights on African life and missionary work.

/?

"Problems of Di>cipleslup," by H. Bisseker, is a scries of brief

discussions of questions asked the author through the Correspondence

— 12 —
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Columns of tlie British Metliodist l^iiius. These questions deal with

temptation, besettiuLi sin, unrealii}' in prayer, certain answers to

prayer, iorgiveness of willful sin, sufferin'j. merited sufferin:^, feelin'j;

in the reliLrious life, the true test of a rcliLM'ous life, the value of ser-

mons, and reading: the Ijihlc. Each question is dealt with in ar.

anahtic manner, and is not laid aside without practical application.

There is much here to stimulate self-examination in those really de-

sirous of being disciples.

"Permanent Elements in Clnistian Theology," b_\- R. J. \\''ardell,

is another book of sermons. It deals with those things in Christian

theology which endure, although restated in terms of each succeeding

age. The author has grouj^cd his sermons under the broad captions

of "Concerning Christ and His Kingdom," "Concerning Christ's

Message," "Concerning Ciirist's Gifts," "Concerning Christ's Dis-

ciples," "Concerning Christ's Purposes," and "Concerning the Cross,

the judgm.ent, and the Better I>ifc." It is a book of thought and

interest. >i net; postage, loc.

Readers who ha\e looked at the manuscriin of "Matt of the

Water Front." by Florence M. Easthind, the ju\cnile book an-

nounced by Jennings iN: Graham, have declared that the story merits

jiigh rank among such publications. Matt, the hero, is a fiction cre-

ation at once original and striking. The plot is skillful, both in its

conception and working out, and altogether it is just such a jolly

and interesting story as all young folks like to read.

"The Romance of Protestantism," by D. Alcock, is a book which

has called forth a great deal of lu'gh cbmmendatiim in luigland.

and its fame has preceded it to America. A leading bookstore re-

cently reported six or seven in(]uiries for the book. It will be seen

at once that the author has struck an entirely fiesh tield, and the

delightful manner in which he has worked it deserves the api^lause

which the book has received.

From e\'ery point of view one of the most notable books to be

publislied this spring is "'Fhe Story of the Catacombs," by Mrs. A.

J. Blake- Pi edges. A few years ago Mrs. Blakc-IIedges spent a num-
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ber of weeks in Rome making an extensive examination of the Cata-

combs, and her story is not only an accurate historical account of

their origin and use, and a graphic description of their present condi-

tion, but also a s>mpathctic interpretation of the meaning, the spirit,

and the purpose of those who built and used them. The illustrations

which accompany the book are of extraordinary interest.

The announcement of a new book of sermons by Frank liallard,

entitled "Does It .A latter What a Man Believes?" will be of in-

terest to all who know this man's high standing among English

preacliers. These sermons are strong meat for the building up of

the muscles of Christian character. Besides the theme which gives

the book its title arc: The Benediction of Difficulty, Personality In

Religion, The Silence of Jesus, Standpoints, The Gospel of Thor-

oughness, Holy Self-esteem, A Real Gospel for To-day, The Blight

of Unbelief, and The Blessed Life. It is a book for the mind of to-

day, sane, normal, of the spirit of Christ.

While there are a great number of books on E\'angcl!sm coming

from the press nowadays, most of them deal with the theoretical and

inspirational side of the subject. It is with pleasure, therefore, that

we announce the publication of a book of a more practical nature,

entitled "Every-Day Evangelism," by the Rev. F. D. Lcete, pastor

of one of the largest Churches of Detroit, .Mich. Dr. Leete Is said

to be aii ideal example of the active, practical pastor, who conducts

a personal, all-the-\e;'.r-round evangelistic campaign, and his book Is

a straightforward account of the methods which he has used with

great success.
ff

In the preface to his excellent new book on ''The Atonement,"

the Rev. James Stalker says: "The plan of this course of lectures Is

very simple. First 1 go straight to the New 'J'estament, as the foun-

tain and authority, yet not so much tu collect its statements as to

find out the position of the death of Christ in its representation of

Christianity as a whole; and, therefore, the first lecture is called 'The

New Testament Situation.' Then, as the light In which the people

of the New I'estamcnt saw the death of Christ depended on the edu-

cation of the Old I'estament, I go back to study the institutions in
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which the death of Christ ^\•as forcshatlowcJ ; Iicnce the second lec-

ture is called 'The Old Testament Preparation.' Lastly, as we arc

not to believe anything merely because it is delivered to us by any

authority, ho\\e\-er divine, but are bound to penetrate to the inner

reasonableness, which will be all the greater the diviner any doctrine

is, I endcaxor to harmonize the truth with the ideas and sympathies

of the present time in the third lecture, which is, therefore, called

'The Modern Justiiication.' " Red buckram. $i net; postage, loc.

3;ntimatc fjotc^^ about ^utljovig

Dr. George Matheson used a system of sliortliantl in\-cnted by

himself, and it was only by long and painstaking labor that his sec-

retary was able to decipher the papers which compose his new book,

"Messages of Plope."

James Denny and James Orr are colleagues in the United Free

Church College, Glasgow. Professor Denny occupies the Chair of

New Testament Language, Literature, and Theology, and Professor

Orr the Chair of Apologetics and Systematic Theology.

Professor Robert W. Rogers has been specializing on the history

of Babylonia and Assyria since 1883, and says he has devoted all the

time to it that he could sa\-e from bread-winning.

;f

Professor Henn- C. Sheldon has been occupying temporarily a

chair in a Baptist theological seminary, and using there his work

on a "System of Christian Doctrine"-—excepting the cliaprcr on

Baptism !

Joseph Hocking is an Ktiglish no\-elIst who is said to be the most

widely read story-teller in ICngland. All his books contain teachings

on evangelical Christianit\'.

Mrs. Florence ^L Kastland, author of "AL-ilt of the Water

Front," is a member of the editorial staff of the .1 luska-Y tikun

Magazine. — 15 —
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ORDER BLANK
(Tear rput an.l scii.l t.; tlio neaiisr llnuse.)

JENXIXGS .V niLVllAM.

Ciiuiurati. C hicaLo. Kansas City, San Francisco:

Gkxtli::v;i:x,— Ploaso s.^nd me at once the books indicated on the fol-

lowing list, fur which (cluii-y;c my account) or (T one:!"'-.' >....).

.Week-day Prayers. 33c. net; by mail. 3!'c.

-The Eojiiar.r.- uf J'roicstaiiiiiiii. $1.2.3 net; by mail. ."rLoo.

. <.'onfiuerlng Prayer. 7oc. net; by mail, n.'ic

.Things Most Surely Believe 1. 7.3c. net; by mail, S.3c.

.Problems of Discipleshiii. 50c. net; by mail. .5oc.

.iNjes ft M.-irter What a Man Believes? $1 net; by m.ii!. .*1.10.

. Perina.'ie-.'t Ekments in Christian Tlioology. $1 net; by mail, $1 10.

.The Soul of ruminic WiMth.irne. :rl.-30 postpaid.

.The Heart of Central Africa. I'robably $1 net; by mail, ^-LP).

.SaeerdotLdism Jn the Xi;;-teenth Century. ^2 net; by mail, $2.13.

.Missionary Story Sketches and Folk Lore from Africa. Proba.bly

$1.23 net; by mail. .$1..T7.

.:Matt of the Water Front. Pro])ably .*! pnst]>aid.

.Evevy-day Evanj.'-elism. Probably $1 net; b\- nniil. $1.10.

..Jesus and the Cosjel. $2 net; by mail. $2.13.

.The Story of the Catacombs. Probably $1.23 net; by mail, $1.;'.7.

.The Cliariots of the Lord. Probably $1.30 postpaid.

.The Atonement. $1 net; by mail, $1.0?.

.Missions in State and Clairch. $1.75 net; l)y mail, $1.90.

.Sidelights ou Keliirion. $1.4ii n.n : by n'ail. $1.32.

.Qui?t Talks With World Winr.ers. 73c. net; by mail, S3c.

.Message.!; of iiopo. $1.23 net; by mail. $1.;'.7.

.The Keli-ion of Babylonia and Assyria. $2 net ; by mail, $2.20.

.Little Storii's of Quebec. $1.23 net; by mail, $1..''.3.

.Peview Scheme. Svstem Christian Doctrine. I'robably 13c.

.Lincoln's Vse of the Bible. 23c. net; by mail. 2'^c.

.Social Plar.s for Young Pooplr. 73c. net; by mail, S3c.

.Christian Sciem-e. ClntJi, 30.-. net; by mail, 3 1c.

.C'liristian S.-irnce. Pai^er, P)c. net; by mail. 12c; ]ht do/on, $1.

.Philosojihy of Christian Sidenco. 10c. j-ostpaiil.
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"Where can I invest my money so that it

"v/ili be safe and v/here I can have it when

I

"wanlad, and j'^et so it will bring me
^^sonable earninrrs when invested?"

rea-

No doubt you have often asked )'Ourself this question, and

the following letters to this Company will help you answer it

to your satisfaction. It is meeting the requirements of thou-

sands of discriminating investors in all parts of the country.

For obvious reasons, v/e do not give, in this public manner,

the names of writers of these letters, but will gladly supply

any additional particulars or references upon request.

.45W3 ft^K»-

From a Physician in Worcester County, Mass.

"Your check for Eleven Hundred and Thirty-eight Dollars and Forty-eight Cents
(Sii38./<B) covcrinij the entire amount due on my account with your Con-pany. incjudipe
interest t'> date, was duly received. Th.-\nk;nj; you for past courtesiei; and a'.so f r the

pro-nptneis in forwarding the check, I ain." March :}, 190.S.

From St. Lawrence County, N. Y.

"I enclose draft for S600 received on a niMrtgaye drawing six 7>er cent, interest.

Parties watited to pay up and I concluded your oiler as good and safer ordinarily thi.n it

might be here, besides Ijss in waiting lor an investment." April 21, 190S.

From Dutchess County, N. Y.

"It is both pleasant and convenient to do business with you by uiail."

April 4, 190S.

From an Attorney-at-Law in Lehigh County, Pa.

"I beg leave, to ackno-.vlcd-:e the receipt of yovirs of the 30th ult. ccntaining ch.e ^f

$1012.50 in settlement of Certificate No. 12S5, for which p'ease -iCfept i:i;inki. I 1

always have a good word for you whenever the opportuoity oflers." Apsil i, 190S.

From Tioga County, Pa.

"I received the check you sent me for Five Hundred and Five Dollars and ire.cn

Cents. I thank you for sending it so promptly. 1 have been well pleased with ovir bust

nesi relalioiiS and hoj* to renew my account soon." M.^kcu iS, lyjS.

•S3^ e^ra-

WE PAY 5% PER YEAR
No matter how soon you may have occ&sion to v.'ithdra\y moneys placed v/it'ii

this Company, you f.re credited witli caruinijs for every day inve»tcd.

BuBiiiPS* established 15 years, subject to N. Y. BnnUIng

Law poTeminR Savincs InsUt\itio.-.«. A»!,et« 51,800,000.

h:t us mail you morf. complete iNPOP.MATior-:

Industrial Savings^ Loan Company
1 1 Times Building: Broadway ^r:d 42d Street, New York
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Tlie Churcli and the Social Problom
By Samuel Planlz, President of Lawrence University
"A r.iuch-nee^'.t:d, an able ethical inquiry into the attitude, responsibilities, and
riicthod.s of the ("hurch with regard to niodri ii social problems."

—

Los Ang-elrs Titna.
"A v-hclesome and a tonic book."

—

The OutUok.
limo. Cloth. ^.3j ret: ty mail, ^'-ST-

American Child and Moloch of To-Day
A Child 1-abor Primer. By Davis V/asgalt Clark
" Ou,?ht tobe in the hands of every person interested in saving the children from tic
dwarting- of mind and body caused by e-*rl v employment and contintmcnt."

—

Kalii^h
A'ezus. j^rrc Clo'.k. Jjc. n'fi; ty viail, gjc.

A Century of Drink Reform in the U. S.
By August F. Fehlandc
" It is by long odd- the most comprehensive book of the kind which w* have seen,
and shoiild be nsefui for campaigning- purposes, althoitgh it is more likely to be
iisefti! as aQ acnr.ianition magazine than as a field piece on the firing line."

—

Pubiic
C/!K:cn.
" Its lacts are Kirdly open to dispute. There is not a trace of bitterncsi in the work,
althou^'h the writer f< els strongly."

—

Inttrior.
CLuk, ^I.OO net: paper, ^uc. net : poiicige, /or.

Ths Social Application of Religion
Merrick Lectures* ISOS
Contents: The Spirit of Social Unrest, by Charles Steble ; ^V Oman's Conscience
and Social Ariielior.-.tion, bv Jane Addams; Soni': Ethical Aspects of the Lab-r
Movenient, by Charles P. Xeill; Industry and Keligion: Their Co-.nmc.n Croupd
and I.'iterJep'ei-.dcncc, by Graham Taylor; ChristiuT;ity and the Social Situation, by
George P. i:ck.':-.2n. C*"..'/'!. 7Jc. net: 6y tnail, S^c.

Cliristianitj'' and Socialism
By Washington Gladden
Five lectures delivered at Drew Seminary. It is the author'r hope that the bo. I

May help to bring Christianity and Socialism into more intelligible and friendly rri.i-

tions. I2n;o. Cloth, ^f.oo r.it : by mail, ^i.oS.

Social Aspects of Religious institutions
By Edwi.i L. Earp
A valup.ble ccntri'.uiicn to the sociology of religion. While written in form and sty

interesting- to the reader in general, it also meets a felt need as a text-book on tt

reIi.'iiou3 phase of sociolosy in the theological school, the coUcjrc, and the univcrsit

and is well adapted for t lie preacher's study, advanced work in Sunday-schoo!

young people's so.-ieiies and brotherhoods. It if written out of experience in tl

actual work cf the ra>itorate in the modern city, and of teachir..^ in the class-room

a university. Large iJir.o. Clotk. Price, l^c. net : by mail, &.^c.

Hie Citizen of To-Morrow
Saiijuei E. Keeble, Editor

A nexcelltntintro' -action to the study cf social r^uestions by eminent English writer

The point of vie wis that of Evsr.gelical Social Christianity and the scvcr.il es<a

which are placed under the general hcadinj^s of Historical and Gener.il, K:\bor .->i

Poverty, The Land and the Citi<;en, are full of the need of the salvation of soriei

by theapplicatio.i of the social princip'es of the same gospel that bnnijs individ-.i

change and rerow..! bv the grace of Cod.
La.r£c /2>;:o.

' Tages, ^ri. Cloth. .$r.oo net; by mail, ^f.cS.
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If you are going to have a revival meeting in your Chxirch read first

} 1 of what others ha^e done in this v^'ork. I.eam Vv'aya and means
f \ that will bring results; get cnthusinsm from men who know,

~
f ]

profit by tl:c experience of others.—READ THESE BOOKS

!

Gospel Cheer Messages
n By Polemus H. Swift, D. D.
ff| One of '.be mosl helpful works recently published along evan^fHstic lines.

]

I
It contams eight chapters, outliiiin{j plans and niCtbods for conducting the

.

^
revival services, and seventeen of ihe forceful, inr^pirational se;mor.s which

; ,
Dr. Swift has used to reach out and grip the souls of men and women of

. ; every class.

[
I Bishop J. F. Berry says: "Dr. Swift has a ritcht to speak on the subject

i
I

of pastoral evangelism. He has been pastor of five of the leading Churches

I
J of Chicago, covering a period of twenty years. Durin<j that time not far

Is from tv/O thousand people have been receivt-d into his Churcliti, and in

I J these burning pages one gets a cheering glimpse ci the continuous revival."

;.J Cloth. 350 rages. Price. $1.25 net; by mail, $1.37

We Crisis ill Church VsJ^ork
f1 By Evangelist Henry Ostrom

I
I "This book is what you might call a live wire. Touch it on any page

;
^ and any chapter, and it scintillates. The author sees a vision : he knows

• < the problera. He is a Christian optimist."— Cenfrc/ Cnrlstian Ac!i.'ocate.

I
X "Contains much that is of vil?.l ir.tere.st to the evangelistically inclined

\ I minister. It dsals with methods of winning men in this critical and out-cf-

i: } joint age."

—

The V/estminstcr.
( -1 "Dr. Ostrom's dream of a world-wide, united, ten-days' effort on the part

[I of all Churches for the salvation of men is something to ponder over."

—

Cum-
t' '^ berland Presbyterian.

I^.J
Cloth. Price. 50 cents net; by maM, SS cents

cJMake Jesu:
ri

[|

and Other Messages to Men
By Evangelist J. W. Mahood

Six brief, straigi t-for%vRrd wholesome talks to m.en on questionb vital to

daii3' livin-;, and into each the author has thrown all the richness of his per-

sonal experience. Simple, clear, and well illustrated in every point, it is a

book which pastors could use with groat advantage.

"In brief rompass," says the Western Christinn Advocate, "this book

presents \voithily great themes. Whether v/ritirg of the kinpship of Jcsos,

immortality, or the Bible, the style is incisive, the logic good, the spirit

evangelistic."
Cloth. Price. ?.5 cents net ; by i.-.ail. .10 cents

JENNINGS & GRAHAM, Publishers

CHICAGO
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